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Abstract 
After consideration of the economic background in which the iron trade operated, the technology of iron 
production is examined. In the century of transition from charcoal to coke, innovations are identified, and a 
new explanation is given of the delay between the first viable use of coke pig iron in forges and its widespread 
adoption. The new coke-basW forge processes of the Industrial Revolution are re-examined to distinguish 
those processes that were commercially useful from those that were not, and to identify the places where they 
were usedL 
An account is given of the macro-economic organisation of production, identifying for the first time the 
transitions from aristocratic entrepreneurs to professional ironmasters, who often hadvertically integrated 
networks of ironworks with an effective monopoly on local wood resources. Subsequently, particularly in the 
Severn catchment, this system broke up, and was replaced by one where ironmasters' meetings regulated 
prices. This was facilitated by the availability of pig iron from distant places, which made it feasible to 
operate forges individually and removed the need for vertical integration. 
7be scale of iron production is estimated by a new method, using data on forges instead of that on furnaces. 
This identifies two periods of rapid growth, from 1540 to 1620 when production peaked at 18500 tons, and 
from 1785 to c. 1812 in the classic Industrial Revolution period. Both of these were associated with the spread 
of new technology, the blast furnace and finery forge in the first case and 'potting and stamping' and then 
Puddling (as the patents for these expired) in the second. 
The new estimate of bar iron production allows the average annual output of furnaces to be addressed 
objectively. Additionally, by combining data on home production and overseas trade, iron consumption is 
estimated. Manufacture and consumption continued to grow even during the periods when home production 
was stagnant or declining, as a result of Swedish (and later also Russian) iron imports. Consumption per head 
grew rapidly from 1540 to 1620, and again during most of the 18th century. This gradual growth in 
consumption up to and during the Industrial Revolution contrasts sharply with the very sudden take-off 
observed in production in leading industrial sectors, including iron. 
Events abroad affecting the supply of iron included the embargo on trade with Sweden in 1717 and 1718, the 
arrival of the first Russian iron after the Great Northern War, and the imposition of a limitation on Swedish 
production in 1747. Difficulties in marketing cloth in the 1610s coincide with the end of the first great 
expansion of English iron production. Exports rarely exceeded 20% of the iron manufactured, but the 
temporary cessation of trade with America in the late 1770& and the late 1800s caused recessions in the iron 
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Preface 
This thesis presents some of the conclusions of a much larger research programme into the history of the iron 
industry in England and Wales. 11roughout most of the period with which it is concerned, England and 
Wales were politically and economically united, and need to be treated at, whole. Accordingly references in 
this thesis to England and the adjective (English) often include Wales. ' Preparation of this thesis has occupied 
most of my time for over six years. However this time was preceded by about eight years of research with a 
view to producing a book (or books) on the iron industry, and also by another decade and more of intermittent 
research (as a hobby). Tn that research, T have sought to compile a brief history of every blast furnace, forge, 
steel furnace, slitting mill, and tinplate works, and of certain other kinds of iron mill operating in the 16th to 
18th centuries, and to determine as far as possible its ownership, size and trading relationships. I intend to 
publish the results of those eight years research in a series of books probably entitled Iron in the North, Iron in 
the Midlands, and Iron in the West. ne first of these exists as a reasonably complete typescript comprising 
several introductory chapters on different aspects of the industry, followed by a series of regional chapters, 
each describing the industry in that region, with gazetteer of the ironworks in it. The regional chapters (with 
, Yazetteers) for the other two volumes exist as drafts, but still need revision in the light of further research. The 
latest texts of these are on the awompanying CD-ROM. 'Mis body of work fonns the background to this 
thesis. 
In this thesis I have avoided citing to the two incomplete volumes, but occasional citation of Iron in the North 0 
has been necessary. Furthermore, in referring to certain worics (such aq boring mills for musket barrels) for 
which there is no adequate published account, I have had to cite the principal (rather than all) sources for each 
works. On other occasions, I have cited a published description of a particular works, even though I actually 
know rather more about that works than its author. This is because I have almost invariably been back to the 
original sources and made my own assessment of them, sometimes finding additional details that were not 0 
noted by a previous author or whose significance he failed to appreciate. The only exception to this is where 
the originals are not currently available, for example in the case of the documents of the Duke of Rutland and 
Lord Forester. Further details of this research and the methods employed appear in Appendix 1. 
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chapter 7, as my draftsmanship is not good enough. Iast, but by no means least, I must thank Professor 
Malcolm Wanklyn, my director of studies at Wolverhampton University, who has been my guide and critic in 
the course of the six years that I have spent in researching and writing this thesis, and also David Goda for 
checking the methodological validity of my statistical work. 
Methodology 
I also owe thanks to the developers of modem computer technology, without which the calculations undertaken 
in the latter part of this thesis would hardly have been possible. The software used in each case has been the 
spreadsheet program Excel (1997 version), produced by Microsoft Corporation. In several cases, the scale of 
the calculations has necessitated programming in Visual Basic, rather than the use of its built-in calculation 
facility. Chapter 5 of this thesis presents a large scale accounting exercise concerning Coalbrookdale and the 
early data-processing stages of this are driven by macros which copy and paste information and then summarise 
it. The computations for chapter 6 (estimating English iron production) have involved essentially the same 
calculation with differing input data almost 90,000 times for forges and even more times for furnaces, again 
using macros. Both this and chapter 7 (on overseas trade) depend ultimately on interpolation. This is (with 
occasional exceptions) merely the simplest linear interpolation. Further detail of this is given in appendix 8. 
Since the rounding off of estimated figures is liable to exaggerate effors, estimated data has not usually been 
rounded in statistical tables and appendices. To that extent, the convention has not been followed that 
measured or estimated figures should only be shown with a number of digits that reflects their reliability. Thus 
estimates given in tables and appendices may spuriously appear to have an accuracy that they do not possess. 
However, estimates quoted in the text have usually been rounded in the conventional way. Growth rates 
quoted in the text are exponential rates, calculated with an Excel function, 'logesf. Long term growth rates' 
have often been measured over 21 years. For example, the long term growth rate for a statistical series at 1744 
is calculated from the computed estimates for the period 1734 to 1754. Similar shorter term rates are generally 
measured in like manner over five or seven years. All charts and most tables have also been prepared using 
Excel. The data has been smoothed in some charts, particularly in relation to 18th century trade statistics, 
using a running average measured over several years. 
Weights and Measures 
Ile units of money, weight, distance and capacity are those in use at the time discussed. Due to the effects of 
inflation, it is almost pointless to try to convert 16th, 17th, and 18th century currency into modem money. 
Indeed the relative values of different commodities have changed so much that any attempt to do so is as likely 
to confuse as to clarify the position. Weight was measured in tons and hundredweight (cwt. ) Ile British ton 
and metric tonne are similar in size (but not quite equal). However there was more than one kind of ton in use 
in the iron industry, and it is not always clear in accounts which is meant. A ton normally meant a short ton of 
9 
2240 pounds (1b. ) (with a hundredweight of 112 1b. and a quarter of 28 1b. ) However, for some purposes a ton 
meant a long ton of 2400 1b. (with 120 1b. to the cwt. and 30 1b. to the quarter)ý2 For certain commodities, 
tons were of other sizes: for example, a ton of pig iron was often 20.25 cwt. to allow for sand adhering to the 
pigs, and a ton of blooms made by finers was 22 cwt., because this ought to produce a ton of bar iron. This 
is inevitably confusing, and little attempt has been made to distinguish one kind of ton from the other. It has 
been assumed in maldng calculations of consumption per head in chapters 6 and 7 that a ton consisted of 2240 
1b. If this is incorrect, the -absolute figures calculated will be a little too low, but the overall trend of growth 
will remain correct. Nevertheless sales of iron to consumers were almost certainly short tons. Russian 
weights were in poods of about 36 1b. Swedish weights were measured in shippounds (Sib. ) of about 300 1b. 
Accordingly, 7.5 Sib. staple-weight (stapelstadtvikt) were approximately equal to one ton shortweight. It is 
fortunately not necessary to refer to the subdivisions of these foreign weights nor (usually) to the other Swedish 
systems of weights. 
Cordwood for making charcoal was measured in cords. A standard cord consisted of sticks four foot long piled 
in a stack eight foot long and four foot high making 128 cubic feet or about 98 cubic metres. However cords of 
other sizes are also known. Charcoal was measured in loads or dozens (which were identical). A (wain) load 
consisted of 12 sacks each holding one quarter or 8 strikes (or bushels). A bushel is 8 gallons or 36.25 litres. 
Iron ore (also calledmine) was also usually measured in loads or dozens (also called blooms), but in this case 
the load was 12 bushels (or strikes), but in some places a greater (or lesser) number of bushels were allowed 
for each load presumably due to the poorer (or better) quality of the ore. These measures of capacity were 
convenient means of measuring large quantities of material. However the weight of a load of ore or a load of 
charcoal would vary somewhat according to how densely packed the material was, that is according to how 
much air was left in the interstices between the granules of charcoal or ore. Thus the shaking together of 
charcoal in the course of being transported resulted in sacks that were full on departure appearing less than 
completely full on arrival. Several of these measures will be discussed in-more detail later in this thesis. 
English money was a bullion-based coinage, based on a pound (f. ) of 20 shillings (s. ), each of 12 pence (d. ). 
The smallest coin was a farthing (YU) The guinea was a gold coin, whose value had settled by the l8th 
century at 2 Is. Where financial calculations have been undertaken, currency (and other quantities) have often 
been decimalised and the results expressed as decimals, rather than being converted back to Lsd. and so on. 
Finally, whole centuries (and parts of them) arc referred to as such; periods described in the style '1600s' refer 
only to decades. 
El = 20 shillings (s. ) =240 pence (d. ) I ton = 20 cwt. = 80 quarter-, 2240 1b. = 10 15.9 kg. 
I bushel = 36.25 litres. Long weight: I ton = 20 cwt. 2400 1b. = 1088.4 kg. 
I mile= 1.86 km I Swedish SIb. staple-weight 3001b. = 136 kg. I 
1 yard =3 feet = 36 inches = 0.919 metres. Russian pood = 36 1b. = 16.34 kilograms. 
2.1 have not come across the American short ton of 2000 1b. in contemporary material. 
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Introduction 
The pcriod, 1500-1815, constitutes a distinct era for the English iron industry, as these dates define the period 
during which iron was made from charcoal by a two-stage process involving a furnace and a forge. This 
technology succeeded the direct reduction of iron from its ore. It was in its turn replaced by new processes 
using mineral coal as fuel instead of charcoal. However neither change was instantaneous, the older process in 
each case continuing in use for many years. This thesis will address some of the outstanding problems 
concerning the economic history of the industry in the period. 71ese were identified by LR. Harris as being 
how much iron was made, why the industry failed to satisfy the home market for iron, why the cost of iron 
production was lower in Sweden and Russia than in England, and why it took so long after the time of the first 
Abraham Darby for most iron to be made with coke. ' Each of these questions will be considered briefly in the 
following paragraphs. Answers will be provided in this thesis to the first and fourth questions. It will also be 
shown how home demand for iron was met and how large that demand was. However the answer to the second 
question to some degree depends on Out to the third, and may also require a more detailed examination to be 
undertaken of the extent and management of English woodlands than will be done hereý2 The third question 
requires a major comparative study of the iron industry in Russia, Sweden, and England, which must be 
undertaken by some one fluent in the languages of all three. In addition this thesis will re-examine the 
technology of iron production, because that had a significant impact on the way the industry developed. It will 
also examine its macro-economic organisation, which underwent considerable changes over three centuries. 
This thesis will also provide data of relevance to wider issues. In recent decades a major focus of research in 
economic history has been the compilation for the 18th century of quantitative data (such as industrial output 
and the consumption of goods), most especially for the period at its end commonly known as the Industrial 
Revolution. A particular difficulty for those investigating this subject has been the quality of the figures that 
are currently available, whether derived directly from contemporary sources or estimated by modem 
researchers. Having produced his own index of economic growth from 1730 to 1830, R. V. Jackson wrote, 3 
The data are fragile, incomplete and relate only indirectly to the problem in hand - The index itself... 
rests on slight foundations ... Further manipulation (win not] improve matters ... until we know a great 
deal more about the production and prices of individual industries. ' 
The provision of more robust data for the iron trade for its period will be a major objective of this thesis. This 
will not only include estimates of the amount of iron produced (in chapter 6), but also of the amount 
manufactured into useful items for consumption and the amount of those reaching English consumers (in 
1. Harris 1988,1940. Several of these questions were first raised In Flinn 1958. 
2. Both considerations of time and space have prevented this being done. 
3. Jackson 1992,21, Joel Mokyr (1987.318-9) made a simUar poinL 
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chapter 9). Kowever, the quality of these estimates after 1790 will be less good, because there remain 
considerable difficulties with the data for the output of bar iron from the industry after that date. ý 
'ne discussions surrounding the question of economic growth and the origins of the Industrial Revolution will 
be examined in chapter 2. ffowever, befoTe taming to the quantification of production and consumption, 
space will be given in chapter& 3 to s for cA)nsidering the technology and organisation of the iron industry, The 
remainder of this chapter will be devoted to discussions of the views of hi-s-torians on the. iron industry and of 
the various factors external to it tha- affected its development, inchuling tranqýort facilities and political events 
at home and abroad. 
Iron 
The account of the iron trade provided by this thegis begirw. slightly before what loan Thimk called the 'Age of 
Pr*cts'. She claimed cannon production at Buxted in Sussex from around 1540 as one of the first of these 
'pr*ctO Cannon founding was certainly an important Innovation, but stiff more important was the 
production of iron using blast furnaces and finery forges, and that began somewhat earlier, though also in the 
Weald. 'ý This process and that preceding it (using bloomeries) produced bar iron, which at that period was the 
., 
ht iron goods, such as nags, de most important variety of iron ma , because it could 
be forged into wrou. -
knivesý ancfiorsý scythesý and door-locks, whereas cast iron from furnaces was only used to make a small 
range of products such as cannon, shot, and cooking pots. 7 Thus began the age which J. U. Nef proclaimed as 
'an early industrial revolutioW. 9 IU period certainly saw an enormous expansion in coal mining, his own 0 
special subject, and particularly in coal shipment from Newcastle to London. It also saw much growth in the 
iron industryýv but in the woollen Industry, the largest single manufacturing sector, there was no revolutionary 
change. 10 Nevertheless there were a considerable number of innovations in smaller sectors of the economy 
with new industries being established in the century up to 1640.11 Many of the early pro*ts were beneficial 
to the country in reducing, the need for imports or in other ways, butProjecte later acquired a bad name as they 
became a means for courtiers to line their pockets by obtaining the grant of monopoly and then creaming off 
the Profits of otheT men's enterprise. Elizabeth had to recall a number of patents in the last years of her reign. 
Patents were ultimately regulated by the Statute of Monopolies of 1623, which confined patent; to inventions 
and to a term of 14 years! 2 The period thus saw significant developments in the economy, enabling it to 
diversify consideTably, but It was not one of revolutionary change. 
4. This dM*ufty concerns the uumben of pudd&& AwnAces and the quantity of hon nwk udul them, 
S. ftojectc Thfisk 1979; cannon foundrar. 4W, 21- 7 30: Asrty 1997k 1989, 
6. Awty 19M 19M 08f: Clem & Crossley 1"S. Ilf-3, Combes A whi" 20(it 
T. Severaf of these goods wiLl be dLwumd Anther in chapter$. 
S. Net 1932,165-9-, 1934, 
9. Nef 193Z 123-4 and cU-. Dfem 19ft Levine & Wrightson I"f. 25-76, flatcher 199f, 39-41 and chi. 
f 0. Colexuan. f956.13-16, Ctarkson IM fS. My 1994, fL 65 
11. Gough 196t ThirA- 1978. New crops were a1w fiaoduced In this pezitxt 
12. &Wwd 198& 10- 19; Donald 1961,196-M 
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The new technology introduced into the iron industry in the early 16th century consisted of a two-stage process 
for making bar iron. First iron ore was reduced in a blast furnace using charcoal as fuel and cast into pigs of 
iron. 17hese were then remelted and decarburised in the finery hearth of a forge and the resultant Noom' drawn 
out into a bar using a water-powered hammer, the bloom being reheated periodically in a chafery hearth. The 
bellows blowing the blast furnace and also those blowing finery and chafery hearths in the forge were also 
powered by water wheels, so that the process required prodigious amounts of water-power. This technology, 
which is reasonably well understood as a result of the work of H. R. Schubert and others, " will be described in 
more detail in chapter 3. The new process was first used in the Weald before 1500 and then from the 1550s 
spread to other parts of England and Wales, but was hardly adopted at all in Scotland until the late 18th 
century, which is why this thesis is principally concerned with England and Wales. As will appear in chapter 
6, the rapid growth of the industry in the Elizabethan period came to an end in the early 17th century and was 
followed by a long period when there was a very slow decline in the output of the primary iron industry. 
However, the manufacture of iron into finished ironware continued to expand by making use of increasing 
amounts of imported iron, matters which will be considered in chapters 7 and 8. 
The two branches of the iron trade, production and manufacture, were largely distinct, each having its own 
entrepreneurs. The ironmasterowned! (or usually more strictly leased) furnaces and forges in order to produce 
iron. The ironmonger employed smiths, nailers, and more specialist artisans to manufacture it into iron goods 
suitable for its ultimate consumers. Throughout this thesis the words, 'production' and 'manufacture, are 
respectively reserved for these two distinct aspects of the iron trade. Iron production was capital intensive 
involving specialist plant (furnaces and forges) driven by artificial power and with a relatively small workforce. 
It% subsequent manufacture was labour intensive, the process mainly being manual involving relatively simple 
equipment, and was commonly carried on by the workmen at home. Nevertheless there were a few processes 
within the manufacturing phase for which mills were used, such as sharpening edged tools and boring musket 
barrels. These will be discussed in the latter part of chapter 3. A limited range of cast iron goods, such as 
cannon and cooking pots, were cast for iromnasters direct from blast furnaces and from the 18th century also at 
separate foundries, often in towns. This cast iron was a relatively brittle material, incapable of being forged. 
While iron production was (as stated) gently declining for the long period from 1620, this was not a period of 
stagnation, as there were a series of developments in the organisation of iron production, which will be 
described in chapter 4. From the early 18th century new technology using mineral coal began to be introduced. 
Its development will be described in the second part of chapter 3, and the reasons for its very slow uptake will 
be considered in chapter 5. The'following three chapters will then seek to quantify the production, import and 
use of iron and ironware. Considerations of space prevent detailed discussion of the organisation of iron 
manufacture and of the distribution of ironware. 
13. Schubert 1957; Tylecote 1991,1992; Daff 1973; Morton 1963; den Ouden 198 1; 1982: Jones & Harrison 1978. 
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Before the introduction of coke-smelting in the 113th century, the iron industry was using vast quantities of 
charcoal. Even when coke began to be used in blast furnaces, charcoal continued to be needed for fining the 
pig iron to make bar iron. Charcoal wag usually made from cardwood fhxn coppices, also the tops, lops and 
shreddings of timber. As such the iron industry was not directly in competition for wood with the users of 
timber. 71imber (strictly defined) came from trees one foot square at the &tA'-' This was used by joinem 
shipwrights, and cabinet makers. -' Wood for making charcoal was generally sold by the =d, a stack of four 
foot long stick& (not less than 3 inches ingiTth), piled 4 foot high and 9 foot longý that is 129 cubic feet. 16 To 
make a ton of bar iron from its ore six to eight (wain) loads of charcoal were needed. Each load (a precise 
measure of volume) consisted of a dozen sacks each containing eight bushels. 17 To achieve this measure 
sacks were 2Yz yards long and a yard wide and 'filled so that the coals are 4 foot 10 inches highVI Sometimes, 
'bannisters', small hampers that could be hung 'on either side of a hom - made with a bottom to pull out for 
the convenience of emptying'were used instead of sack&P It used to be suggested that the amount of iron 
produced in England declined as woods became exhausted (*in the manner of mines). " but this is to 
misunderstand the nature of woods, since they are a renewable resource. Provided simple precautions are 
observed, parmutarty excluding grazing animah; for a few years after cutting, a wood will regrow and provide 
a crop of cordwood ready to be cut and coaled after 14 years or so, though some ironmasters, preferred slightly 
longer cyclesP Ile inclosure of woods after they were cut was regulated by a statute of IW, made 
permanent in 15712 Using data on furnaces collected by H. R. Schubert, M. W. Flinn argued that there was 
an expansion in the iron industry after 1660. Tbis, conclusion has, been examined and refined over the lasa forty 
or so years, a great deal of research having been devoted (most recently by P. Riden) to determining the 
numbers and average outputs of blast furnaeesP IV% matter will be further considered in chapter 6, where a 
new estimate of the production of bar iron, the principal product of the industry, will be presented. This 
14,71is deaddon is &Aved fim Statute I Miz, C-IS. Statute 35 flen. ViN Cý17 63 wxi&d ten inches sqjm at three feet fwm the 
Wound. TkaoWngaWWpingo(thubaismeutkwdEaIW7., SWA. R. O. D59M616. AstoWArtheirouindustrygenerally 
note also Fim 1959b; Ifammersky IM; Bayliss 1187, Aick 1997, We" 20M. 
IS- While there was so (MW conflict between gmwing cadwood and timbM an owner may have Wa choke In managing his Woods as 
to which to ofthem concentrate M 
16. f fammersky 1973,6(X3 6M. I. la -a 1997,244. Cf. K. LW, Tre&gar 7SII, A dun cord was a few inches larger all round, 8 fm 4 inches long And 4W3 inches wide and high (e. g. rpswkA R. O. HA4=1. "' RtBta*po4ftmblý-INr-W. Skbech441)or4tM 6 inches by 8 foot by 4 toot, P. R4, CI I-S(DI4 uolM. A WeJsh cord was 9 toot fong 4 too 6 inches high and 4 toot in the Wet or 19 io0t by 4 f" 6 inches by 2 loot 2 inchm- N. LW. Trtdejar 7OW2. NJ-W. ftirke and Margam =, West Giamorgan R4ý MD 
YC 623. 
17.00c"iOnatty a load was made up ofeight bags each c*nt"n& twelve bushels. For example. Edward JWght & Co. awda Furnace 
worked in loadS (fivitted into 9 bags, rather than 12 w1s. but at their Aston Furnace, also in the B" Councry reem the norma- 12 
sacks were U", SW a/c. In either Case this make a Joad 006 quarters, probably weighing a ton (or slightly ka). - hfm 1959a. ft 
fims Af rarrison 19-j 8, M, SW ate: Poky 81c; SIR ate. TU average Chan-Mal consumption at Ouge Furuwe (SWY&) around IM 
wMcalculatediulloa&'L SCACUI. b[ushe1sLaWp(eck: sk E121VVKUlt This makCSit cLear, CUUtrAq(Othevkwo(ffaMM=ICy 
(IM. 603j, that a load was esseadaity a prectso, measure. though possibly kss precise in its implementation. 
I& NadOnd' Librall Of Sk*ud" ms. 993, Jh= MtrACA with Earl of Breadalbaae for " Furnwxý Die spite this being a Sco" 
reference it is likely to reffect the yrat*e in Furness, whence the fivurnasters came. 
19. Hey 2001.6& 
20. This view was expressed as recently v4 1991 (Deane 1981. I(M, despite the wo& Offranmwrsley (1973j and Flinn (195S) mentioned 
below, The Idu may have arisen fivm the work o(T-S. Ashton (1924,14- 15) who refared to hunger for W roming iromnasters to (ke 
to Ihe wiWerness! and alcentrifugal tend=y'spreadmg the f4ruggs and forges into the hfidlands and MxtL ffowtver this passage of 
his work seems to refer mainly to the We 16th century. 
21. Schubert 19$7.218-21430, Rammersky IM, 60-6; Foley EMTKC181-3. 
27- Statute 35 Hen. viii, c. 17, L6-1 1 1, continued by successive Airliamentt inchKIms by I EIIL cl&, matte permanent by 13 Etiz- CZ. 
These statutes wig be d=Ud twher in cha- pter 3. 
23. frammersley 1973.593-603. Hyde 1977. W, RkW IM 1992c; 1993,1994. 
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oul de .; es, which sh 
d provi a more robust estimate of the estimate will be calculated from the production of forg 
capacity of the industry, because forges operated more continuously than furnaces. It will be based largely on 
my own unpublighed rescamh into the t&Xory, topography and output of Wividual ironworkg, which, i& 
described in appendix 1. That estimate will also be used to provide a new estimate of furnace outpuL II& 
estimate otdomestic iron production will then be combined with data on overseas trade in chapter 9 to estimate 
the amount of ironware manufactured in England and the amount sold to consumers. 
G. Hammersley examined the supply of wood in England and Wales, and argued that the area of woodland 
needed to sustain the probable output of the iron industry was considerably smaller than that then existing- 
However there was a limit to the distance that charcoal could economically be carried, so that only wood that 
was growing in ironmaking. region% was available- Furt: Mrmore the profits from, growing. woodland were less 
than those from pasture and so provided little incentive for planting new coppices, save perhaps on marginal 
land? ffowever, the removal of many existing woods was (at least in theory) prohibited by statute. " The 
relatively short distance that charcoal was usually carried has often been attributed to its friability, but the 
. mary reason for not Liking it further was the cost of its carriage to the ironworks. 26 Accordingly woods in 
Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, East Anglia, and Devon, which were remote from any contemporary 
ironworks, were of no use to the industry. 7 Had there not been an alternative means of satisfying the demand 
for iron, it is likely that the price of iron would have risen to a level where it would have become economically 
viable to build forges in such areas to exploit their woods. However empetitively priced iron could be (and 
was) imported in considerable quantities during much of the period under consideration, and in the 18th 
century much more iron came in from Sweden and Russia than was made here. These imports will be 
considered at length in chapter 7. 
24. f[MIUM(CY 19n, 603-10, cf Flinn 1959k reAdni crow 19A, and Net 1932061, ffammersky's view is sometimes said to be 
that ft charwa, supply was not a fimiting factor on the the output of Brith fiw industry. IU is a false caricature, oversimplifying his 
views- f have come AcrM the caricature on a number ofoccasims in conversatkM4 but have " actually found it in print. The views of 
FLýanaud[rammerý, tey4vebeeucddcisedbyBýWeyTho"(Igg6). ffo, $OU&UtoarguethWthmWbmane=gycrWsiumid 
McenturYEng, W4 ffe supported his case by retaft to the iricreasing import fim Scandinavia offim and timber. froweverthe, 
using price series tbrimn and 
'42MML which he obtained from Reveridge. 1939 and Thorotd Rogers v, 504. UnIbMWely the 4" on which this is based is 
Amdamen(allY flawed, The fion scries relates to the retail sale otwrought (U. manufactured; fron. priced in pence per JA, not bar fron, 
priced in Pounds Per On or even shillings per cwt. The value. o(such finished goods necessarily not only reflects the value ofthe fion 
used but also the tabour otthe smith who made it, whie-hJudgfulby the prices, may often have doubled the value of the finished goods 
Furthermore the fron prices Mwrold Rogers vi, 449-4S3) am bwd on a small sample of 
diverse articles. As Thomas himw9recopi" the charcoal' series am come ftm Westrafiwer. Eon, Oxfurd. and Cambridge, where 
charcoal was being used as domes6c W 01 filsduions)ý hideed the fW- two am in the part o(Thames, valley where the crection of 
ironworks was expreWy prohibited by statute (23 EH7- c, 5 LI) to preserve wood as (W for London. while Oxford Lay onfyjw out" it. 
As flammentey pointed out (1973,606, Thomas 1996,12S)* charu W- was not usually carried more than a few miles by ftial. For & 
commodity, whose market was so intensively local, it cannot be prom to uw the pricm which were paid in one place, in a hypothc&-A, 
argument coaacermni ocherL Accordingly, Thomas* detailed caw concernin& the hon indwry rem (at m(m) on such flimsy towxWons 
that it is finpomble to say whether of WX his condusions am Correct. Thm am however other reasons why the chm -a price should 
have risen in the 714unes valley In Me mid 17(h century. FUWy the poputationotrojulm (ad hence that city's need fjrWj was rising 
(Fialay & She= 19M 49J. ftlhermore, ft shipment otco'd from Newcastle. to London was stopped by the Royalist occupat" of 
No, wcastle during the Civil War. The price ofwood in the ThAmesvalley may" have returned to its former level subsequently. 
Thomas'work thus confirm% that them was aW shortage in the Londoa area. but not much mom However, that was already known 
ftum (he wort of Nef(19^ý2j and others on the growth ofthe shipment of" W, down the " coag. 
2S. Statutes, 35 flea. vffi cl 7. renewed periodically. I Eliz. cJS 19; 13 EnL cZ, 25 EEL cZ, 27 Mir- cJ9. 
26. EN mmersky 1973,60& The fragility ofch=od to for example. mentioned by P. Dun (I"i , 
107). 
27. There is in fact a belt of low Fade ore running fim Lincolnshire. to U(shire, but this was not explofted (and probably nol known) in 
the MW under consideration. 
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The Swedish economy was very different from the English. Sweden needed to import large quantities of grain 
from south of the Baltic, but had extensive woodlands. Her principal exports, which paid for grain and other 
imports, were forest products, such as pitch, tar, and deals, and most particularly iron. 28 Contemporaries 
believed that the reason Sweden could produce iron more cheaply than England was that wages were lower 
there. 29 Certainly there is evidence of subsistence wages being paid on Swedish estate&" However the 
lower agricultural productivity of its northerly climate may well have made the cultivation of trees for the 
production of iron more attractive from the point of view of profit than it was in England. Furthermore 
forestry provided winter work for Swedish farmers while the ground was frozen, when their English 
contemporaries were busy ploughing. Nevertheless there was also an organisational difference. In England 
from the early l7th century (and earlier in the Weald), most ironworks were run by professional iromnasters, 
who bought the raw materials (particularly wood), often partly from their landlords. In Sweden estate owners 
often maintained their ironworks to a considerable extent with their own wood. " Similarly 
in Russia 
ironmasters, such as Nikita Demidov and his descendants, were granted great tracts of virgin woodland in the 
Urals, where wood cost nothing but the cost of cutting it and carrying it (or charcoal) to the worW1 As will 
appear in chapter 4, that was something like the situation in some areas of England and particularly Wales 
before the building of blast furnaces. However later ironmasters invariably had to pay for their wood, which 
represented their largest single cost. Nevertheless if woods had not been reasonably profitable to landowners, 
there can be little doubt that, despite the Tudor statutes for their preservation, they would have been grubbed 
up and the land converted to pasture. 33 Indeed that is probably what happened in the uplands of Glamorgan 
when the industry disappeared in the early 17th century-34 
Hammersley suggested that 'if charcoal supplies were adequate and not too expensive the history of coke 
smelting may need Tevision. 35 This issue had, when he wrote, in fact already been Te-examined (though not 
then published) by CK. Hyde. Using figures ultimately derived from accounts for CoaIbrookdale, Hyde 
argued that in the early 18th century it was cheaper to make iron with charcoal than with coke, a somewhat 
surprising conclusion since coke ought to have been a much cheaper fuel than charcoal, otherwise coal would 
not have become the usual fuel for domestic heating and many industrial purpose06 Hyde by this means 
sought to explain why the success of Abraham Darby at Coalbrookdale was not quickly followed by others, 
and why coke pig iron did not quickly replace that made with charcoal as the feedstock for finery forges. 
28. Heckscher 1963,92 100-1. 
29. Flinn 1958,149; Harnmersley 1973,612. 
30. Hildebrand 199Z 100-9. 
3 1. Hildebrand I"Z 85-95. The question of charcoal supply in Sweden is a complex one and cannot be discussed here: Hildebrand 
1997,2127. 
32. Hudson 1986,40-54 59-64. In this case freedom fkom interference by local officials was more important than ownership as such. 
33. There were periodically prosecutions for various offences under the statutes, for example against George Cotton and Thomas Kinge 
for converting woodland to pasture In Suffolk and of Sir Christopher Blunt and others for not leaving 12 standels (trees to grow into 
timber) per acre: P. R. 0, E 1591413. Tr. 140-2; Mch. 408. 
34. This explanation seems to be my own. cf. Rees 1968,247-64; Glamorgan County HWory v, 55. 
35. Hammersley 1973,610. 
36. Harris 1992,2- 11; Hatcher 1993, ch. 124 see also the next paragraph. The cost and loss in quantity in coking was not significanL In 
1719 at Coalbrookdale the royalty of big Coal was 3s. 9d. per stack (over a ton), 2s. was paid to carriers, and 10d. for coking It (making 
6s. 7d. in all). Charcoal commonly cost 28s. per load (about a ton): calculated from Coalbrookdale a/c. 
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Hyde's view became 'the current orthodoxy', -7 but T. Rehder and L Ince both have since shown that the 
disadvantages of using coke pig iron in forges were less than Hyde believed, so that Hyde's explanation is at 
best only partly correct for that stage. 18 Hyde argued that coke pig iron was more expensive to produce due to 
a high fuel cost, which was in turn the result of the enormous quantity of fuel used, compared with later 
periods. Accordingly the high fuel consumption counteracted the cheapness of the fuel. This issue will be 
addressed in chapter 5, using figures newly compiled from the Coalbrookdale accounts. It will be shown there 
that the fuel consumption was brought down in the early 1730s to a level where coke pig iron would have been 
competitive with charcoal pig, but that the economic conditions of the time, and the demand for coke pig iron 
from foundries, discouraged its use in forges until the mid 1750s. It was only in the 1760s that an cffcctive 
method of producing bar iron from pig iron without charcoal was devised. Not until the mid 1780s were new 
processes widely adopted. As will appear in chapter 6, this enabled the output of the industry to expand 
rapidly, having been liberated from dependence for fuel on the speed of growth of trees. It will however not 
be possible to gauge the scale of this expansion precisely beyond its first few years, because too little is yet 
known as to when and how many melting fincries and puddling furnaces for the new processes were built at 
particular ironworks. The period covered by this thesis thus ends with this expansion of iron production during 
the Industrial Revolution, when most of the charcoal ironworks of the previous era either closed or were 
., Y. converted 
to use the new technolog, 
The transition from a renewable (organic) fuel resource to a non-renewable mineral one (i. e. coal) had been a 
long process. At the end of the medieval period blacksmiths used coal, but otherwise the normal fuel was 
wood (or charcoal), both for domestic and industrial purposes. By the early 17th century most trades that 
needed beat had gone over to coal. For example, glass making and steel conversion adopted the use of coal as 
a source of heat in the 1610s and maltsters began to use coke not long after. This only left certain metallurgical 
processes till using wood or charcoal. In these, the fuel not only provided heat, but was active chemicallyý9 
T'he abandonment of wood for the cheaper coal in other purposes (including domestic heating) made more 
wood available for those processes (particularly making iron) where it long remained indispensable. Coal was 
an important factor in the industrialisation of Britain. Indeed, I. R. Harris emphasised the Aill of British 
workmen in managing coal fires as something distinguishing Britain in the 18th century, from Sweden (which 
Made iron but had no coal) and from FranceýO The widespread adoption of the new coke-based technology 
(Particularly puddling) during the Industrial Revolution resulted in an extremely rapid expansion of iron 
production in Britain. How this happened and the debates surrounding this will be examined in chapter 3. 
37. Harris 1988,31-3, Hyde 1973, ch. 2; Deane 1981,108; Rule 199Z 116-7. 
38. Rehder 1987, Ince 1991a. 
39. Hatcher 1993, ch. 12. In the cm of steel, the coal only provided the heat. Charcoal continued to be the carburising agent as long as 
the cementation process continued to be used to make I 
40. Harris 1976. 
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The economic progress of the early modem iron industry was set out in general terms long ago by T. 
S. 
Ashton, 41 many (but not all) of whose conclusions have stood the test of time. A great deal of material on the 
histories of individual ironworks and iron-producing regions has been published in a large number of regional 
and local studies by such people as B. G. Awty, D. Cranstone, A. S. Davies, 1. Edwards, M. C. S. Evans, 
A. 
Fell, NLW. Flinn, C Hart, G. G. Hopkinson, L Ince, B. LC. Johnson, P. Lzad, R. A. Mott, A. Raistrick, P. 
Riden, E. Straker, B. Trinder, J. T. Turley, and RA Tylecote. 9 Some of these merely describe a particular 
ironworks or a region, but others have details of wider application. However there is a problem inherent in 
regional studies in that they are necessarily limited to a region. Their authors are thus generally unable to set 
their region in the wider context of the industry nationally, by showing how their region differs from other03 
Furthermore the -coverage of regional studies is necessarily patchy. Some regions are only covered for a 
limited period, others hardly at all. This applies to the charcoal iron industry in Shropshire, where the main 
focus of research has been on the coke industry, of which it was a cradleý4 To make good such deficiencies 
I 
spent several years, before starting work on this thesis, using a very wide range of archives to determine the 
dates, ownership, and output, as far as possible of every charcoal furnace and forge in England and Wales 
(excluding most of those in the Weald). This has provided the data for making the new estimate of iron 
production already referred toý3 This research and the methods employed are described 
in detail in the first 
appendix. 
Ile myopic nature of regional studies is illustrated by the way in which early ones (such as F- Straker's on the 
Weald and W. I. Jewellin's on Glamorgan) seemed to support the old view that the output of iron declined as a 
whole, for in both these areas it certainly did decline long before the end of the charcoal em" That view also 
appeared to be supported by the observation that many of the charcoal furnaces that remained in use in 1788 
were scattered in remote areas around the coasL47 This pattern is actually related to the distribution by coastal 
shipping of redmine. the haernatite ore of Furness, the furnaces in question all being close to navigable water. 
Moreover substantial numbers of charcoal forges continued in use in inland arem" In fact, the decline in 
output in the Weald, and also Glamorgan, was almost balanced by growth elsewhere, so that the overall 
decline was only slight. Ile Weald was a distinct region, a long distance from any other significant area of 
iron production, and its iron industry had its own distinctive character, different from that in the rest of 
England. Since the Weald has recently been the subject of a major study, 49 the main emphasis of this thesis 
41. Ashton 1924. 
42. These authors are named In alphabetic order and the list is not exhaustive. The works referred to will be found in the bibliography. 
43. This thesis inevitably suffers from a similar failing in that its region Is England and Wales, so that it cannot provide adequate 
comparison with other parts of Europe. 
44. Some aspects am dealt with in Chaplin 1963; 1969,1970, others in Trinder 1973 (which is less focused on the coalfield than the 
2000 edition), in volumes of V. C. H. Shropshire; and briefly in Trinder 1996,13-17. 
45.1 hope to publish this material In a series of books. probably entitled iron in the Nonh, iron in the Midlands, and Iron in the West. 
The data is summarised in appendices 12 and 15. 
46. Straker 193 1; Llewellin 1863a. 
47. Scrivenor 1941,86; Deane 1981,107. It is perhaps unfortunate that the distribution of charcoal forges in 1788 (Mushet 1840,44) is 
much less well known. 
48. See chapter 4; Mushet 1840,44. 
49. Cleere & Crossley 1995. 
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will be on the rest of the country, though without wholly ignoring the Weald. However the rest of England 
and Wales cannot satisfactorily be studied save as a whole, certainly not after the improvement of the river 
Trent above Nottingham from the mid l7th century linked the west Nfidlands with Yorkshire and the east 
Midlands, ending their relative isolation from each othmý Nevertheless this thesis is also a regional study, 
its region being the whole of England and Wales. Accordingly, issues concerning the development of the 
industry in Europe as a whole cannot be addressed here. This is why the question of the comparative costs of 
ironmaking in England, Sweden, and Russia cannot be answered here. 
The iron trade in its wider context 
Developments in England 
The iron industry did not exist in isolation, unaffected by events taking place around iL However, the outside 
events that did affect it significantly were relatively few in number and were often ones that do not figure 
largely in historical textbooks, such as the crisis in relations with Sweden in the late 1710s. Politically 
England was a stable country with all the economic benefits that brought with it. Except for the Civil War, 
there was no internal conflict that adversely affected the industry. On the other hand wars abroad, such as the 
Thirty Years War, sometimes did great economic damage, and prize-taking; frequently disrupted maritime 
trade, rendering convoys necessary and increasing insurance premiums, but usually not for long enough to 
damage commerce permanently. 51 Furthermore the English government generally refrained from meddling in 
commercial affairs. This is in marked contrast with modem times, and also with Russia where the State had 
its own ironworks, and with Sweden where the iron industry (as the producer of the most important export 
commodity) was heavily regulateV2 In England the governmenfs attitude was essentially one of laissez- 
faire. Its only interest in commerce concerned the taxes it collected, and it did not succeed in taxing English 
iron significantly. Charles I tried during his personal rule, 53 and plans to tax the industry were considered in 
1797 and 1806, but not implemcnted. 54 Only during the Interregmun was English iron subject to exciseP 
Ile English currency was a stable bullion-based one, except during a period in the mid 16th century when the 
currency was for a time debasedým and also from 1797 to 1821 when the Bank of England had to stop 
payments in SpeCieý7 In contrast with the 20th century, price inflation was not significant. The cost of 
50. This is a failing in P. Rlden! s otherwise excellent study of the industry in the East Mdlands: Riden 1990. 
5 1. As to the economic effects of war. see Bowen 1988; ]ones (D. w. ) 198g; Deane 1975; John 1955. 
52. Kahan 1985,109-14; Hudson 1986, Hildebrand 1957; 1994: Nisser 1987,114-6. 
53. See chapter 4. 
54. Attempts were made to impose a tax on iron production in 1797 and on coal used In ironmaking in 1806, but both were abandoned as impracticable: Smith 1979; Evans 1994; Riden & Owen 1995, xi-)di; um also John Winwood, A ktter to Lord Sheffkld P. R. 0, 
PRO 30/8 301,73-77. 
55. See chapter 4. 
56. Challis 1971; 19789 83-128. 
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living, measured by the Hopkins and Phelps Brown ('PBH) index of prices (see figs. 1.1 to 1.3), rose until the 
late 1630s and then remained relatively stable until the late 1750s, though with considerable short-term 
fluctuations according to the size of the harvest. After that, prices increased considerably, peaking in the 
1800s at two and a half times the 1750 level. Industrial prices on the other hand hardly rose until the late 
1790s, when the gold standard was abandoned, and they peaked at 60% above their 1750s level. 51 Attempts 
have been made to con-elate changes in the cost of living and in population and this will be discussed in the next 
chapter. Though the shapes of the graphs of the PBH index and of population are until 1780 similar, it is by 
no means clear whether this is more than coincidence. 
The price of iron (see figs. 1.2-1.3) was under 0 per ton between 1460 and 1520 and only slightly more in the 
next quarter century, but underwent a sharp rise to more than double that in the 1550s. The price then settled 
down to E12 or so per ton for more than half a centuryý9 In the late 1620s there seems to have been another 
significant rise, with about 06.5s. was being paid in 1629 for merchant iron at Bewdley and E15 for colshcar 
iron, compared to C13 in Staffordshire in 1623.60 After that prices usually fluctuated within a relatively small 
range, generally between E15 and E17 throughout the century and more of stable food prices, before rising 
somewhat from the end of the 1740s (see also fig. 8.5)ý' 'Me price for good bar iron was usually between E18 
and E20 during the rest of the century and about C22 during the Napoleonic War. In the 1800s there seems to 
have been a divergence between the price of good iron (such as that made by Knight & Co. in the Stour valley) 
and that of less good varieties, whose price was more like that in the early 18th century. Tlius the price fixed 
by the ironmasters at the Newport quarter-day declined from E16 in 1807 to C12 in 1815 and B in 1816, while 
good iron (probably'bcst best) as produced by John Knight & Co. in the Stour valley was bought for the Navy 
at f: 24, rather more than was being paid for ordinary Swedish, but 07.10s. was asked for the Swedish 
oregrounds iron in 180&62 Iron prices were not so high again for many years. They recovered somewhat at 
the end of the 18 10s, and then rose and fell cyclically, reaching in the 1830s a low level not seen since the mid 
16th century, but that fall was the result of increased energy efficiency due to the introduction of hot blast in 
furnaces. However the quantity made rose and rose. 63 
58. Phelps Brown& Hopkins 1971. O'Brien 1985,791-8. Certain of OBrieWs index numbers are plotted in fig. I. I. Theindex 
excluding metals there is calcuWed from his figures excluding his metals inde& inflated by dividing it by 0.78 to allow for the absence of 
the 0.22 weight he gave to the metals index. The PBH index, plotted in figs. 1.1-12 against iron prices, has been smoothed by averaging 
over 21 years and rebased by dividing the average of their numbers by 40, to provide figures that are similar in size to the price of bar iron 
in pounds per ton. 
59. Thorold Rogers iv, 398 404 410; v, 478-80, vL 449-53. These prices, taken ftom the accounts of various institutions, are often for 
quite small quantities being sold retail. in many cases the variety of iron is unclear, particularly the extent to which It may have been 
manufactured before sale. Note also prices fisted in Cleere & Crossley 1995,284-5. 
60. P. R. Oý C 2tChas. ]VJ5/12; King 1999a. 66. 
61. The beginning of price rise, about 1748-50, was quite sharp, and wifl be discussed at the end of chapter 5 and again in chapter 8. 
62. Scrivenor 1841,405- 10; SW a/c; P. R. 0, ADM 106/2670,17 Mar 1807; ADM 1061267 1,8 Apr. 1808. The Newport price (of E13 
to 114 per ton in 1807 and 1808) was probably for iron from ores in the Welsh coalfield by puddling, which would be coldshort At the 
same time (ordinary) Swedish bar iron was priced at E19.10s. to J20.10s. and Russian at L14.10s. to 09.10s. Iron purchases for the 
Navy at this time were dealt with by the Contra ts Office, whose records have not survived. 
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Transport impro vemen ts 
Other economic factors influencing the iron trade were mostly not peculiar to it Some relate to goods in 
general, others specifically to manufactured products. Among these is the transport infrastructure used to 
bring raw materials to manufacturers and to take finished products to market. The attitude of the State to 
transport improvements was just as benign as with commerce generally. Its role was primarily as a facilitater, 
by providing the powers necessary for individuals, trusts, or companies to carry out improvements. Before 
the Civil War this was usually done by letters patent, but subsequently by private Act of Parliament. Such 
improvements in communications transformed England, by making it easier (and presumably cheaper) to 
dispatch goods for sale in distant markets. This in turn transformed England from having a series of local 
economies (with an element of subsistence) to having a national one. 71is applies to agriculture as well as 
industryý" and in the case of industry it encouraged specialist manufacturing regions to develop. This 
process is closely related to proto-industrialisation, which will be discussed in chapter 2. 
The choice of the mode of transport to be used depended to a considerable extent on the value-to-weight ratio 
of the goods and to some extent the risk of damage in transit (as with fish and pottery). Textiles had a high 
value compared to their weight and could economically be taken long distances by road, whereas it might cost 
as much as they were worth at the start to carry heavy low value goods (such as coal and grain). Unless the 
value of the latter increased in proportion to the distance carried, it was not worth sending the latter beyond a 
certain distanceý3 This is why charcoal was generally not carried more than a few mile06 Iron lies between 
the cheap bulky goods and the light valuable ones, and was taken by water whenever possible, but was also 
carried considerable distances by road. This subject will be explored at various points in the course of the 
thesis, and it will be shown that on occasions the need to use road carriage had a significant effect on the 
Organisation of the industry. R. Szostak (as part of a study of transport in England and France during the 
Industrial Revolution) sought to argue, but failed to prove, that transport costs had a major impact on the 
adoption of coke as the fuel for iron production. He correctly pointed out that transport improvements 
significantly reduced the cost of coal in areas outside coalfields'67 but failed to appreciate that until about 1850 
cOke-fired ironworks were almost invariably located very close to the mines that supplied them with both coal 
and ironstone, so that transport costs between the mine and the furnace were not significant. This was 
Particularly the case from the 1780s when steam-power became the usual means of blowing furnaces and 
working forges and rolling mills. Before that it had been necessary to carry materials to where there was 
water-powerýg Szostak's work furthermore ignored important recent work and contains a number of other 
64. Overton 1996,136-47. 
65. WiHan 1976,1-4 11. 
66. Hammersley 1973.606, 
67. Szostak 199 1, ch. 3. 
68. See the Wwr part of chapter 4. 
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errors , 69 probably due to the extent to which it is built on a review of published works with a very scanty 
examination of original documents. ' 
The greatest rivers, the Thames, Severn, Trent, and Yorkshire Ouse, have been navigable at least since 
medieval times, and coastal shipping was always a possibility. However in the 17th and 18th centuries a 
number of initiatives were undertaken to extend navigation further upstream and to make lesser -rivers 
navigable tod. In this respect the improvement of the river Trent, from Nbttffigham to Wilden Ferry (probably 
shortly after the Restoration) and then up to Burton in the 1710s, was particularly significant for the 
Birmingham iron trade, in that it made available to it iron imported through Hull and also that produced in the 
East Midlands. 71 The improvement of the river Don up to Tinsley Oust below Sheffield) was similarly 
important to the Sheffield cutlery trade, whose river port had previously been Bawtry. 72 The river Sevem 
was extensively used by the West Ndland iron industry, but did not need much improvement. " Evidence 
concerning the transport of iron clearly shows that river transport was much cheaper than road transport. Pig 
iron could be carried some 50 miles from Broad Oak (below Gloucester) to Bewdley for 5s. freight per ton, the 
same sum as was paid for the carriage of bar iron a mere 7ýi miles by land from Brewood Forge to Hampton 
[i. e. Wolverhampton] and of pig iron about the same distance from Wombridge Furnace to Wroxeter. 71 These 
sums do not seem enormous, but high road transport costs could make a significant difference in the 
profitability of a forge. It cost Mr Barker of LAzard Forge 10s. per ton for carriage from the forge to the slitting 
69. Szostak (1991) not only failed to refer to Cox 1989 (which may have appeared between his book being completed as a thesis and 
published), but also the whole of K. C. Barracloughs work on the steel industry (Barraclough 1985(l), 1985(2). and many earlier articles), 
as a result of which most of what he says about steel is at best misleading. At p. 108 Szostak refers to iron plate being produced by hand 
before the rolling mill, ignoring the existence of plating forges. He seems to have believed (pp. 125-6) that coke pig iron could not be 
used to make bar iron until the introduction of Cort's puddling and rolling process, whereas B. Trinder(1973,81; 2000,30-1) showed that 
it was Supplied to a num of charcoal forges in large quantities in the 1760s and 1770s. Szostak suggested (p. 113) that there was a 
change In the way iron was distributed during the 18th century with direct sales from forges to metal workers becoming more common, 
but this is the reverse of the truth and ignores the role of the manufacturing ironmonger, which was described In detail by M. B. Rowlands 
(1975). It may be that direct contact between retail iromongers and their suppliers became more frequent during the period, but that is 
not what he Said. The fallacy may arise from a remark by Hutton (1783,69-70,1806 edn, 98), which was dismissed by D. E. C. Eversley 
asi'Laccurate(V-C. H. Warws. vi49l). Hutton may have (wrongly) thought that the commercial system he found in Birmingham was 
new9 because it was quite different from where he grew up. Szostak went on (p. 113) also to discuss the division of labour in 
manufacturing processes and the use of large workshops, suggesting this enabled manufacturers to place large orders with ironmasters. In doing so he again ignores the role of the ironmonger and of the domestic system of manufacture (involving putting out). Inanyevent, 
most Of the 18th century evidence for large workshops in the metal trades only relates to the Birmingham toy trades. 70. Though a small number of manuscript sources are listed in Szostak's bibliography, his citations of them are so sparse that he can only have spent a very short time studying each of them. As a result, the quality of his work differs greatly from that of C. K. Hyde, who spent 
a considerable time in England. Szostak placed considerable reliance on l8th century pamphleteers (who are tendentious and liable to 
exaggerate or guess), on 19th century historians and encyclopaedists (who often had to rely on unreliable hearsay in dealing with periods before their informants' time), and older economic historians (whose knowledge was often incomplete). The sources for such works 
ought (wherever possible) to be checked or corroboratedL Szostaks difficulty was ultimately that of conducting detailed research, while based in North America, on industry in England and France. 
71. Owen 1968; 19789 13-17. 
72. Wfilan 1965; Hey 1991,9 147 162-7; King 1995a. Bawtry was not entirely a satisfactory port in that goods had to be transshipped 
at Stockwith, being (as John Watts the manager of Carburton Forge put it in 1715) 'taken out of the keels and put into Bawtry Boats' 
which were small enough to negotiate the river Idle: Watts Vb, 2 Apr. 1715; Hey 2001,98. Hey describes John Watts as of KirkstaU 
Forge, which was correct later but probably not at this time. 
73. Willan 1938,68-9. The river was certainly navigable up to Montford Bridge (above Shrewsbury) by the 1630s, when iron was 
dispatched down river from a warehouse there: Edwards 1958,191198-201. Later it was navigable up to Pool Quay about four miles 
below Welshpool; for the use of the river generally see Gloucester porlbooks database; Schafer 1978. This subject will be examined 
further in chapter 4. 
74. Schafer 1978,45-698-99. This works out at 8d. per ton-mile, which is within the range quoted by Willan (1976,5-8) for road 
transport in the late 16th century. 
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mill in 1759, unong total costs being E15.9s. at a time when iron was selling at E18. However, ten or so 
years before the sale price had been under M. " 
hi Many main roads, which were not adequately being maintained by the parishes through w ch they passed, 
were improved from the early 18th century by turnpike trusts. These were authorised under private Acts of 
Parliament to borrow money for this purpose, to be repaid by tolls levied on passing trafficý' From the 1760s 
the availability of water transport-was further extended by the building of still-water canals, ImIdng the great-, -- 
river-systems of England across the Midlands. These joined the Trent to the Mersey, that canil to the Severn 
(both completed in the 1770s) and later the Midlands to the Thames by the 1790s. These canals required the 
investment of much larger amounts of money, and most of them were financed through companies that issued 
shares to those providing the capital, entitling them to dividends paid out of the profits of the navigation. 
71 
Canals also reduced costs. For example, it usually cost 5s. 8d. to carry pig iron from the Severn at Bewdley to 
Cookley Forge in the late 1760s, but only about 2s. 3V2d. for freight from Stourmouth (i. e. Stourport) by canal 
froml. 771ý8 The ability of Midland metal manufacturers to export goods through Liverpool must have been 
greatly enhanced by the availability of canals, and transport costs to London were no doubt similarly 
reduced. 79 The development of long distance railways, which eventually replaced canals, lies beyond the 
period covered by this thesis, but shorter horse-drawn waggonways were built in a number of coalfields to link 
mines with rivers, canals or ironworks. 9' 
Events abroad and customs duties 
In the late 17th and the 18th centuries with a large proportion of the iron used in Britain being imported, its 
price was sometimes affected by factors external to Britain, but the only strictly political event to have a 
significant impact on the iron trade is one that hardly features in most textbooks of English history. Having 
succeeded to the English throne, George I as Elector of Hanover intervened in the Great Northern War between 
Sweden and Russia against the former by occupying the neighbouring duchies of Bremen and Verden, which 
had been acquired by the Swedish crown during the Thirty Years War. Despcrate for money to continue the 
war, the Swedish government entered into negotiations with the Catholic powers, feigning to be planning to 
75. Staffs. R. 0, D 641/3/E/5/32. 
rt earlier examples, bu the Period 76. This subject is dealt with at length in Pawson 1977 and Albe 1983. There were a handfid of t Of 
greatest growth was in the 25 years from 1750. Albert 1983,32-44. 
77. Duckharn 1983; Pawson 1979,146-9; Barker& Savage 1974,38-40. 
78. The equivalent figures to Wolverley Old Forge were 4s. and just over Is. 8d. These are not a reflection of the difference in distance, 
as carriage from Stourmouth (where iron was usually landed for the Ntton Forges) in the early 1760s was only marginally more dear than 
from Bewdley. The mad carriage price had risen by 9d. per ton to Wolverley and 15d. to Cookley during the 1760s, possibly reflecting 
the imposition of turnpike tolls. In addition wharfage of 6d. per ton was payable at Bewdley and 3d. at Stourmouth, rising to 4d. after the 
canal opened- SW a/c. 
79. P. P. 1812 iii (210), 7 29 indicate that Liverpool's export trade had become a major customer for the Birmingham metal trades. 
Liverpool's growth was also enhanced by the relative protection its shipping enjoyed from French privateers during the war Hyde 1971, 
26. j. Langton (1983) failed to identify any products from further afield than the Potteries among those passing through Liverpool at the 
end of the 18th century, but (p. 11) attributed all the ironware exported from Liverpool to the minor iron manufacturing area arotmd 
V, rigan. While I have not investigated his sources, I do wonder whether he is incorrect in his identification of the source of at least some 
ofthisironware. Could it not have almost as easily come from the Black country by canal? 
80. Barker & Harris 1974,56-70, Lewis 1970. Railways and waggonways were particularly significant in mountainous country such as 
south Wales and for delivering coal to the river Tyne: Baxter 1966; Rattenbury 1972,1988; Baber 1973; Van Laun 1977; Levine & 
Wrightson 1991,44-76. 
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invade Britain in support of the Jacobite Pretender. When they discovered this, the British government 
(ignoring his diplomatic privilege) arrested the Swedish envoy, Count Gyllenborg, and seized his papers. 
Understanding from his papers Sweden7s dependence on imported grain, the British government imposed an 
embargo on ft-ade with Sweden in March 1717, which remained in force until the end of the war about two 
years later. However, this embargo failed in its objectives, because the Dutch (with their control of so much 
shipping) declined to conform with British policy, and continued shipping grain. Nevertheless the embargo 
starved British manufacturers of imported iron, and before long Swedish iron was again being imported, but as 
a re-export from Holland and Germany and at an enhanced price reflecting the handling costs and profits of the 
middlemen. 81 These increased prices stimulated the erection of a considerable number of ironworks 
in 
England. T. S. Ashton drew attention to these events, particularly the disruption of the import trade, but data 
was not then available to show the very marked effect on domestic iron production in England, which rose from 
13,300 tons in c. 1716 to 19,485 tons in 1718 or 1720. u Nevertheless this expansion was unsustainable when 
the iron price fell back again, leading to a series of bankruptcies and closures about a decade later. 83 This win 
be explored further in later chapters. 
Difficulties in export markets could depress the English economy, and affect the trade in iron. This happened 
several times in the early modem period. 7be first was in the latter part of the reign of James 1. At that time 
English overseas trade was mainly concerned with the export of cloth, principally to Holland and Germany and 
to a lesser extent other markets, including the Baltic. This trade was severely disrupted from 1615 by the 
ill-conceived Cockayne Project, which sought to replace exports of unfinished white cloth with those of dyed 
and dressed cloth. However the new entrepreneurs of the Project lacked sufficient capital and expertise, and 
within a few years the old monopoly of the Merchant Venturers had to be restored. However this was followed 
by difficulties in selling cloth in the German and Polish markets, which seem to have been caused by currency 
debasement in these regions. This meant that the exporters had to increase their prices (in local debased 
currency) to receive the same value in hard currency, and also by the time they had paid the currency had often 
depreciated further, thus reducing (or extinguishing) their profits. All this caused a severe depression in the 
Clothing trade and cloth making regions and thus on the English economy generallyý" 
A century and a half later the export of manufactured goods to English colonies underwent a severe recession 
when trade to America ceased during the American War of Independence. " This came shortly after the 
8 1. Chance 1909, esp. 210.2, Ashton 1924,110-3, Hatton 1978,183-200. 
82. Ashton 1924,110-3; King 1996b, 30 and tables I&3. The c, 1716 ironworks list was only discovered after Ashton7s publication: 
Hulme 1928. 
93. King 1996b, 30-1 and app. C. Unfortunately most of the price series in fig. 1.3 used are broken during the embargo period, so that 
details of actual prices in this period are somewhat obscure. 
84. Supple 1959; Hinton 1959,12-32. 
85. Schumpeter 1957, table V. See also chapters 7 and 8. Most works on overseas trade or on economic growth are based on sample 
years or sample short periods. Thus R. Davis'works on overseas trade examine the periods 1700-74 and 1784-1856, apparently without 
comparing 1774 and 1784 (possibly because the one work relates to England and the other to Great Britain) and thus misses short term 
trends: Davis 1962,1979. Many of the works on economic growth (such as Harley 1982; Crafts 1985; and Jackson 1992) also look at 
sample periods, though this is not true of Crafts & Harley 199Z which provides an index of industrial production. This shows a decline 
from 1772 to 1774. 
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banking crises of 1772. The banking crisis in Britain followed and may have been aggravated by the glutting 
of the American market with European goods in 1771. However the subsequent cessation of trade was due to 
the American Revolution, not to a short-term crisis in financial confidence. 86 Something similar happened 
again from the late 1800s when America passed laws prohibiting the import of English goods as a reaction to 
the restriction placed on their trade with continental Europe by the British Order-, in Council, which were in 
turn a respons6 to Napoleon's Continental System. M ultimately led to the War of 1812 with the United 
States! '- ý'Me causes of the recession in the latter part of the Napoleonic War probably also have other causes, 
and need investigation in a wider context than just the iron industry. There may, for example, have been a 
cyclical downturn at the end of a quarter century of rapid growth, as supply outran demand, but high wartime 
taxation and bad harvests no doubt played their part too. " 
Other factors external to the English iron trade were also liable to affect the price of iron. Firstly prices were 
often high in wartime, probably due more to increased insurance costs and the inefficiencies of the convoy 
system, than to increased demand from the government for munitions. Such rises occurred during the Nine 
Years War and the wars of the mid 18th century. 19 Anecdotal evidence = be provided that the three Dutch 
Wars and a war in the Baltic in the late 1650s also encouraged home production, but this may be at least as 
much due to difficulties with importing iron as to any increased demand. 90 Secondly the import duty on iron 
was progressively raised. In 1690 at the beginning of the Nine Years War an additional import duty of 23s. per 
ton was imposed on imported iron in 1690, making a total of E2. Is. 6d., with 10s. more if it was brought in 
foreign vessels. This increased the price of iron (and charcoal) in England4 leading to difficulties for one 
Midland ironmaster, who had a fixed price contract to supply pig iron. 91 By 1782 this import duty had risen 
to U. 6s. 2d. and it was increased by stages to E3.15s. 5d. in 1798 and ; C5.9s. 10d. in 180V2 Thirdly 
measures were taken by the Swedish crown in the middle of the 18th century to enhance the price of iron. 
Jernkontoret ('the Iron Office), the Swedish ironmasters'association, was established in 1747. Amongst other 
things, this made loans to iTorunasters, thereby reducing their reliance onf6rlag loans from the iron exporting 
houses in Stockholm, who in turn needed loans from foreign financiers and English importers. Its 
establishment was followed shortly afterwards by Swedish measures to restrict their production, a subject that 
will be discussed more fully in chapter V1 The reasons for these moves are controversial. " What is clear 
86. Hoppitt 1986,52-4. 
87. Heaton 1941; Frankel 1982. 
88. Hudson 1992,58-60; Deane & Cole 1967,14-16 96 226. 
89. Late 17th and 18th century prices are taken from Foley a/c; SW a/c; SIR Y a/c; Navy Board contracts in P. R. O., ADM 106/3590- 
3621; ADM 49/32; NAIM, POWA/2-2% Scrivenor 1841,405-6 410. 
90. lists of ironworks in Sussex of 1653 to 1664 specify ironworks'discontinued before 1664 - ruined, but repaireA and stocked upon account of the war and ... future encouragement': Parsons 1882,2 1. A list of his land purchases among the Foley papers indicates that 
Thomas Foley assembled the bulk of his vast landed estate, mainly in Worcestershire, in the 1650s and 1660s: Herefs. R. 0, E121VItClI 
& 8. This presumably points to the profitability of the industry in this period. War in the Baltic: Rying 1980,159-63; Andersson 1970, 
200-4. 
9 1. F,. R. O., E 112/880/41. This will be discussed ftmhcr in chapter 4. 
92. Statute 2 W. & IVL sess. 2, c. 4; 7&8W. & M, c. 17; Ashton 1924,105; Scrivenor 1841,405-6. A rise in duty had been suggested 
in 1668, but not enacted: King 1996b, 24. 
93. Roberts 1980,127; Kent 1973,35 71-Z- Samuelsson 1951,179-82; Hildebrand 1957.353-55; 1958,13 21; S6derlund 1960,53; 
cf. Ashton 19249 120. See also chapter 5. For Swedish history in this period generally see Roberts 1986. 
94. The controversy arises from work of P. -A. Karlsson, Jarnbruken och sidndssamhillet. - Institionell och adytindsstykajUt under 
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however is that there was a sharp jump in the price paid by the Navy Board for Stockholm iron between 1747 
and 1752 (see fig. 8.5). 95 This price rise seems to have stimulated the erection of new charcoal ironworks, 
particularly forges in south Wales and furnaces around the west coast of Britain, and also of coke-fired blast 
furnaces, principally in Shropshire. This expansion, unlike that around 1720, proved to be sustainable, as 
the price of iron stayed high. 91 However this expansion also coincides (both in time and geographically) with 
the erection of a number of tinplate works, mostly in south Wales. It also coincides with the first significant 
use of coke pig iron by forges. The increases in duty in the 1790s certainly coincide with the great expansion 
of iron production in Britain, but a far more important factor in that expansion was the invention in the 1770s 
and 1780s of new methods of fining pig iron to make bar iron without using any charcoal. However the 
increases in duty certainly improved the competitive position of British iron compared to imported, and greatly 
decreased imports. These matters will be considered further in later chapters, but the next one will consider 
various issues concerning the English economy more generally, but particularly its demand side. 
sveriges Udiga indushialisering voo-i77o jEronworks and the state of society: institutional and mass-attitude conflict during Sweden's 
earlier Industrialisation 1700-701 (  99o), which I have not seem This is discussed inFloren & Ryden 1996,259-63; Hildebrand 1997, 
2 1; and in chapter 8 below. 
95. NIAMý POR/A/15,20 Mar. 1746t7 (E13.15s. for second oregrounds and L12.15s. for Stockholm) and Mar. 174718 (M for second 
oregrounds, no Stockholm iron ordered); PORIA/16,4 Mar. 1752 (L19.10s. for second oregrounds and E18.10s. for Stockholm). No 
contracts were apparently made in the intervening period. There was a similar increase in the prices paid by the East India Company 
between 174718 (E 12) and 174819 (f 14.14s. ). However the price in 1749150 (from Puller & Co., not a regular supplier of iron) was 
f 12.13s. 6d. and in 175011 and subsequent years again over 114. The identities of the merchants suggests he iron was Swedish, but the 
prices are consistently low, suggesting that the East India Company was not choosy about the quality of the iron, no doubt reflecting 
market conditions in India. 
96. King 1996b, 37 45-6. See also chapter 4 below. 
The Sources of Economic 
Growth 
There is no point in a manufacturer producing goods unless there is a demand for his productg. Conversely 
people will nut work hard to earn themselves a good income, unless there is something to spend it on. Supply 
and demand have to go hand in hand. 11 his applies not only to the iron trade but genemlly. 7beconsurnersof 
ironware were also consumers of a wide range of other manufactured goods and also of imported groceries, 
such &i tea, sugar and tobawo. The question therefore arise-, who those consumers were. TMs applies both to 
the Industrial Revolution, that period of great economic growth, and also to the period leading up to it. 
The Industrial Revolution has been characrerised in various different ways. AL Toynbee in the 1880s saw it 
pirimmily in tmi of die innovations, such as Aikwrighfs spinning macitineq and Wars steam engine, 
acc(xnpanied by the development of the factwy. Social histudans, such as B. & J. Hammond soon afterWorld 
War 1, used mid 19th century government reports to argue that it had been a time of squalor and declining 
living standards for workers, employed by rich capitalist factory owners .A little later, Clapham and others 0 
argued that die whnological and organisational change. q were mom gfadua), and suggegted that living 
standards had not declined generally, only those of workers in tabour-intensive L-raft trades rendered obsolete 
by mechanisation, notably the handloom weavers. ' 
Economic historians have also sought to establish the nature and sourcts of the demand for goods prWuced by 
industry, which underpinned the growth in their production. Many causes for the British Industrial Revolution 
have been suggested, but each has in turn been shown not to be its principal cause. Thus it has been shown 
that steam power was not significantly cheaper than watCr-poWCr. 2 The steam engine did however have the 
advantage that it could provide power almost anywhere, rather than just where there was flowing water. Many 
authors have also rightly drawn attention to the transport improvements of the period (described in the 
Preceding chapter), which facilitated industrial growth by reducing the cost of carriage. Others have pointed 
to the division of tabour, to the effects of the inclosure of open fields and commons, and to other possibilities. 
However none of them on its own was die %ole supply-side cause of British industrialisation. Each of these 
factors Played a part, but none was decisive. " However supply has to be balanced by demand. In other 
words, there must be a market for the products of industry, whether at home or abroad- Earlier writers looked 
to export markets as the engine of economic growth in Britain. More recently emphasis his been placed on the 
1. The 16SU'RiOgraPhy Of Us subjeet is deWfibed at Jungth in Hudwn 1992,9-15. 
2. Voa Tu=ehn= 1978-, Kzwemy & Robey 1980, Rolt & Alleil 1997. 
3. McClosikey 1994, esp. 253-63. 
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home market, and particularly to the urban and industrial sectors, rather than to the agricultural one. All of 
these will be considered at length below. 
There have been a series of attempts to estimate the size of the British economy in the 18th and 19th centuries 
as a whole, by Deane & Cole and more recently by Crafts, Harley, Jackson, and others. 4 Early attempts 
seemed to show a, take-off into rapid growth in about 1780,3, but more recent ones, giving more realistic 
-w6ghts to different economid. 'sectoTs (including declining ones), have, tended to show growth was more 
gTaduaL6 As a result, J. Mokyr and Berg & Hudson (among others) have complained that the Industrial 
Revolution was in danger of being lost as a concept. The rapid growth in leading sectors such as cotton and 
Yorkshire woollens (and also iron production) was, they said, being masked by their being combined with 
other sectors that were growing slowly, stagnating, or even declining. Furthermore the contribution of 
women's work, particularly significant for textiles, was largely ignored by weighting sectors according to 
occupational data for men's worký In their latest estimate, Crafts and Harley refute some (but not all) of the 
criticism as at best overstated, and provide a revised index of industrial output, which shows rapid growth 
from 1775 to 1830.1 Nevertheless the expansion of the iron production, was both sudden and rapid. 
Perhaps, however, the economic growth debate is not even addressing the relevant question: it was not the 
enlargement of national output that motivated businessmen to invest in new technologies, but the prospect of 
individual profit, often through reductions in production costs. 7be advantage of the new spinning technology 
was that it was cheaper, because less labour was employed. In the iron industry, the advantage lay, to put it 
in simplistic terms, in the use of a cheaper fuel, thus reducing the costs of producing iron. It is surely the 
increased profitability of industry (due to decreased costs), which distinguishes the Industrial Revolution from 
earlier periods, as much as greater output. Where products were sold in overseas markets, British goods could 
only compete with those of other nations by providing better value for money, which, in turn, must almost 
inevitably be the consequence of lowering the cost-, of manufacture. This might consist of goods similar in 
quality to what had gone before, or cheaper versions for the mass market of articles that had previously been 
luxuries. Whatever the motive however, an expansion of industrial output is pointless, unless there are 
consumers willing to buy the manufacturers' products. A question therefore arises as to who those consumers 
were and how they came to be able to afford such products. 
4. Hoffmann 1955; Deane & Cole 1967; Harley 1982; Crafts 1985; Crafts et at. 1989; Jackson 1992; Crafts & Harley 1992. 
5. De-ane &Cole 1967,43-50, citing Hoffmann 1955,324 and Mantoux 1928,103-5. 
6. Harley 1982; Crafts 1985, ch. 2; Crafts et at. 1989; Jackson 1992; Crafts & Harley 1992. 
7. Mokyr 1987; Hoppitt 1990; Berg & Hudson 1992; 1994. Women have traditionally usually been described according to their 
marital status, rather than their occupation. 
8. Crafts & Harley 1992. The problem concerns the weighting of the various economic sectors, and particularly what weight to give to 
the cotton industry also to a lesser extent the iron industry. This concerns capital intensive economic sectors. Possibly the difficulty 
could be alleviated by making calculations for capital and labour intensive sectors separately and using occupational weightings only for 
labour intensive sectors, including iron manufacture and weaving, but not cotton spinning and iron production, whose actual scale can be 
measured in a fairly direct fashion. 
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Overseas trade 
The first researchers into economic growth noted a spectacular growth in exports in the early modem period, 
which accelerated as the Industrial Revolution progressed. London's trade rose from perhaps W. 75M in the 
1560s to E1.19M in 1640, C2.03M in the 1660s and E2.77M in 1700.9 Exports (at official values) rose from 
f, 4.43M around 1700 to CIUM in the 1760s and C21.9M around 1800.10 The organisation of English 
overseas trade became increasingly complicated during the early modem period. In the 16th century by far the 
largest -sector of -the. trade of English merchants had consisted of. the Merchant 
Adventurers exporting 
unfinished cloth to a single port, originally Antwerp but later particular Dutch and German ones. " This 
financed the import of a wide range of manufactured and exotic goods. By the 17th century there was a shift in 
production from broad cloth for northern Europe to that of lighter fabrics suitable for southern European 
markets . 12 Moreover by the 
late 17th and 18th centuries Britain's overseas trade involved a wide range of 
bilateral and triangular trades, which enabled a deficit in the trade balance with one region to be met from the 
surplus with another. Thus fish caught off Newfoundland were sold in southern Europe for bullion (and also 
wine and fruit) and that bullion (ultimately from south America) financed the import of exotic luxuries from the 
orient. 13 Agricultural produce from the northern colonies in America (and also Ireland) was sold in the West 
Indies to feed the planters and slaves there, who grew sugar (and other tropical crops) imported into England. 
This in turn enabled both the planters and colonists to buy English manufactured exports. 14 Trade with 
northern Europe less commonly involved triangular voyages, but the payment system was multilateral, &-, the 
import of iron and naval stores from the Baltic was largely paid for by bills of exchange drawn on Amsterdam 
and Hamburg, which were in turn a reflection of other trade, including English exports to Holland (such as 
Virginia tobacco), Dutch manufactured exports to Germany and Poland, and Polish grain exports to Sweden. 
Without this multilateral system, the import of iron from the North (Sweden and Russia), with which Britain 
had a chronic trade deficit, would have been much more difficult. However without those imports, the 
expansion of English iron manufacturing in the 18th century would hardly have been possible. 15 
Almost every branch of overseas trade grew between 1500 and 1815, but by far the most rapid growth was in 
manufactured exports sent to the British settlements in north America and the West Indies. English exports to 
them (in total) grew during the 18th century from under a tenth of all trade to 57% of it. " The first successful 
9. Coleman 1977,6165; Fisher 1950, Davis 1954,165. 
10. Davis 1954,165; Deane & Cole 1967,28-9 43-50 82-8; Crafts 1985,143. The figures are at the official values used by the 
Inspector-General of Customs and relate to for England except the last which is for Great Britain. 
11. Woollen cloth represented fl. IOM out of V. 19M (92%) of Londons domestic exports in 1640, and L2.01M out of L2.77M (88%) 
around 1700, when the equivalent figures for all England were 0.05M out of UAM (69%): Clay 1985 ii, 143-4. This fell to 27% by 
the late 18th century: Deane & Cole 1967,30. 
12. Clarkson 1970,109-114. 
13. Ramsay 1957; Davis 1962; Morgan 1993. 
14. Dunn 1973,272-88; Walton & Shepherd 1989,70-95; Price 2000,87-91; 
15. ffildebrand 1958; Astr6ra 1963; Grage 1986,116 124. For the payment system see. Sami elsson 1951,142-9; Price 1962; 1996a; 
Prankard I/b. Bullion was not used (at least not directly) to finance trade with the North despite the trade deficit, contrary to the belief of 
C. Wilson (1994,266), relying on that of the Inspector-General of Customs (H. M. C., House of Lords, 2nd ser. iv, 436). This is an old 
historical debate, which is summarised by Price (1996a), who provided evidence for a multilateral settlement system being in existence 
by the 1650s. Before that English trade was concentrated in Danzig and probably reasonably balanced, so that the settlement problem 
was probably not significant. This trade will be discussed at length in chapter 7. 
16. Deane & Cole 1967,34; Morgan 1"6,23-8; OBrien & Engeman 199 1. Many of these settlements, of course, won their 
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colonies were established in the first half of the 17th century. Ilose, which had the greatest impact on the 
home economy, were the ones that found a staple crop, to which their climate was particularly suitable. 
Tobacco growth became established in Virginia within a few years of its foundation, but sugar was only 
introduced into the West Indies by Dutch traders about 1640.17 Sugar, tobacco, rice, cotton, and other crops 
could not be grown (or grown as well) in England, and the English appetite for them was met from its colonies. 
After 1651 Dutch (and other foreign) shipping was excluded from most British colonial trade by the Navigation 
Acts of 1651 to 1663. These required exports to British colonies to be carried in British (or colonial) vessels, 
and many types of colonial produce, known as enumerated commodities (including tobacco, sugar and rice), 
to be landed in Britain and pay duty here. The Navigation Acts also excluded Scottish shipping from English 
colonies until 1707.10 The Acts also gave British manufacturers a distinct advantage compared to their 
continental rivals, in that the exporting merchants were buying manufactured goods to export (such &s 
ironmon, gery and textiles) in British cities Re London and Bristol, rather than Dutch or German ones. 
However far more important for the iron trade was the abolition in 1703 and 1711 'for the encouragement of 
iron manufacture'of drawbacks (i e. repayment of import duty) on re-exported iron, ironware, and steel sent to 
American colonies, and Tor the encouragement of British manufactures' of export duties on most fully 
manufacwred goods in 1723.19 
Ile colonial population grew from a few thousand in 1630 to almost 200,000 in 1670, and this at least doubled 
every thirty years, until there were in 1780 almost 3 million colonial residents, black and white, in the British 
North American and West Indian colonies (excluding Canada). Both in Virginia and the West Indies the 
labouT-force was initially provided by indentured servants, whose passage was paid for by planters who bought 
the servants for seven years. Increasingly however, this white workforce was replaced by Africans in 
perpetual slavery. 'Me latter at times formed over 80% of the West Indian population and somewhat less than 
half dw of the southern continental colonies. Both sugar and tobacco exports to Britain continued to increase 
during the 18th century, but relatively slowly. " The colonies, particularly the slave colonies, were almost 
exclusively engaged in agriculture and relied for manufactured goods on exports from Britain. 77his applies to 
nails, hoes, and pewter plates, as much as to woollen and linen cloth and shoes. 21 This made the colonial 
market the most important one for many manufactured exports. Exports grew at 1.6% pa. (at official values) 
from 1697 to 1760 and at about 6% from 1783 to 1802, but declined in the intervening period 1760-83.7le 
first phase of this decline may be due to difficulties in European markets, but its main cause was the conflict 
with America, leading to war also with most major European states and ultimately to American 
independence to Ibrm the United States during this period. but their population remained an important market despite independence. 
17. Dunn 1973,591T, cf. Brenner 1993,161-5 584-63Z Previously Brazil had been the main source of sugu. 7-he Dutch West India 
Company (established in 1621) tried to capture that country ftom Pbrtugal (then under Spanish sovereignty) during their tong war of 
independence from Spain. By that time the Company was losing control of BrAzil. Boxer 1973,27-9 97-IM. TheDutchnodoubt 
hoped to conduct a profitable trade with the English sugar isles, a hope that was dashed by the inavduction ofthe Navigation Acts. 
18. Harper 1939, ch. 39-74 app. k Brenner 1993,594-632, Ramsay 1957,233. Davis 196Z 305-9. 
19. Crouch 1725,5, Plumb 1960 (1972 repr. ), iL 236. Statutes. 2&3 Anne c. % s-IZ- 9 Anne c. 6 L56,9 Goo. Ic. 15 s. T. 
20. McCu&ker & Menard 1985, various tables. 
21. Walton & Shephard 1979,49-50: Price 1998.87-8. Morgan 1996,23-8. O'Brien & Eagerman 1991. 
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independence. 22 Accordingly, as the colonial population increased, so did their demand from British 
manufactured exports, and this continued after the United States'independence. Exports of nails and wrought 
(i. e. manufactured) iron goods fit the pattern of manufactured exports generally. As will be described at the 
end of chapter 7, America and the West Indies were the most important markets both for wrought iron and 
nails, though for wrought iron the dominance of transatlantic trade was less t1m for nails. 23 
Even just before American independence, the total colonial population was still considerably stnallcr than that 
of the mother country, and their ability to consume British products cannot be expected to have been as great as 
that of domestic consumers. Certainly some sectors of the British economy were heavily export orientated. 
These included the woollen textile trade, which in earlier centuries had constituted the vast majority of 
England's export trade, but that was heavily focused on European markets, and this applied also the buttons, 
buckles, and so on made by the Birmingham 'toy'trade. Crafts'figures suggest that exports of aU commodities 
increased from 24% to 35% of industrial output between 1700 and 176W4 As wiU appear in due course, 
exports only briefly exceeded 20% of iron manufactured, between 1766 and 1775 and again between 1787 and 
1807, and then not by much. 25 Furthermore, the suggestion that the export trade was the main source of 
growth in the British economy leads to number of worrying conclusions, including I- WiUiams'contention that 
the Industrial Revolution was built on slave labour in the colonies. 26 While British colonies in the New World 
were one of the major markets for British manufactured exports, those exports were paid for in the main by the 
import of colonial produce, such as sugar and tobacco. Except in the case of tobacco (where Te-cxports were 
substantial), most colonial produce was consumed in England. This constitutes an economically closed 
system, which was a consequence of the British mercantile system established by the Navigation Acts, and, in 
itself, provides no explanation for the growth that undoubtedly did occuO7 The source of growth must 
therefore be sought in changes to the economy in Britain. 0 
The other major element of trade was that with Europe. This was dominated by textiles, which have already 
been mentioned. However some colonial products such as tobacco and rice were re-exported to northern 
Europe. Southern Europe was a significant and growing market for ironware (excluding nails) and was in 0 
1750 still more important for manufactured goods (in total) than AmericO Europe was certainly a very 
important market for the Birmingham 'toy' trade and also for the fine ceramics made by Josiah Wedgwood. 
The toy trade was said in 1759 to employ 20000 people and to make goods worth C600,000 from materials 
22. Crouzet 1980.52-3 60. This point does not come out from R. Davis' studies of foreign trade (1962; 1979). which are based on 
sample periods with a break between them In the 1770s. 
23. Holderness 1973,132 from Davis 1962; Schumpeter 1960, tables xxv-mrvi; Ninchinton 1969,42; John 1961,183 -4, Crouzet 1980, 
88-9. 
24. CmIts 1985,132; Price 1989,283. 
25. Cf. Deane & Cole 1967,225; Crafts 1985,143. Neither gives any estimate before 1805, the basis of Crafts! figure for 1801. There 
are some uncertainties in the figures for the latter period, but it is unlikely to be far wrong. ft certainly accords with previous estimates- 
Crouzet 1980,88-9. 
26. Hudson 1992.194ff., Morgan 1996,18-23; both discussing F. Williams, CapitaUsm and sUvery (1944) and other works. 
27. Deane &Cole 1967,86. 
28. Holderness 1973,132 from Davis 1962; Schumpeter 1960, tables xxv-xxvL 
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costing only E150,000 and to export rive-sixths of its products. 29 These are very significant sums, but (as 
explained above) they probably only represent a relatively modest proportion of iron manufactures in terms of 
the quantity of iron used. Accordingly, LM. Price was mistaken in his suggestion that a large proportion of 
the output of the iron trade was exported. " 
The Home Market and Home Consumption 
The scale of the home market in the period covered by this thesis is obviously related, as in the colonies, to 
population. The English population had halved at the Black Death to under 3 million. It is thought then to 
have remained stable between at 2.25 million and Z75 million until the early 16th century or possibly as little 
as even at2.1-2.3 million. 31 After that it grew in the Elizabethan period and again from the mid l8th century, 
but in between there was along period when it was fairly stable (see fig. 2.1). The population of England rose 
from 2.8 million to 5 million between the 15" and 1630s, but remained between 4.9 and 5.5 million until the 
1740s. From then it increased rapidly to pass 10 million soon after 1811.32 The population of Wales grew 
from 0.22 or 0.25 million in the mid 16th century to Q61 million in 1911 (see appendix 2 and tables there). -13 
However changes in population alone are not in themselves sufficient to explain growth in the economy. Other 
factors, such as increasing income per head certainly also contributed to growth. Nevertheless, most 
historians are agreed that the economy did grow, even during the period when the population was fairly stable. 
Even B. Little, who gought to establish that there was a deceleration in the economy in the early 19th century, 
only claimed that growth slowed, not that the economy contracted. -14 
The British economy was still quite heavily focused on agriculture as late as 1900. However the proportion of 
the population engaged in agriculture had fallen from 76% in 1520 and 70% in 1600 to 55% in 1700 and 36% 
29. Wanklyn 20OZ- Robinson 194 63 Arom IAC. xxvA 496. 
30. Craftsl9g5,13Z-fticcl989,283. Price seems to have calculated this at 42% by taking a figure for the export ofironware about 
1740 from Hyde 1977,49 and dividing it by Hyde's estimate (ZU, 45) ofthe iron made in Britain. This gravely underestimates home 
consumption, because it ignores the very large quantity otbar iron imported from Sweden and Rusd& Wce (ibid. ) quotes in support of 
this the 1759 evidence, cited from Robinson 1960 in the preceding note. In 1760 Matthew Boutton gave evidence in support of a petition 
for a prohibition on the export of chapes (for buckles), stating that buckfemaking pnxtuced mturm; of C300,000 from the work of SM 
people and that the greatest pwt of this was exported: Aff. C. xxviiL 982-4. In both cases, this evidence concerns the toy trade 
specifically and not Black Country iron manufacture in general. Robinson (1960,61-3) also showed that the exports ofBoulton and 
Fothergill were largely to continental Europe. This indicates that the toy trade was an exception, tor the Customs ledgers show that 
exports of wrought iron (and particularly nails) went overwhelmingly toBritish colonies: we above. Schumpeter 1960, tables xxv-xxvi. 
3 1. Bailey 1996,1. Hatcher 197Z 68-70 and pass! m; Cornwall 19-70.1 have assumed that the population was stable until 15 18 and 
extiWlated the 1539-56 estimates (Wrigley& Schofield 1981) for the following period. 1518 was chosen becausothals where the 
empolated rigures pass 2.5 million (including 0.2 million In Wales). 
32. Wrigley &Schofield 198 1. 
33. Williams 1937, Owen 1959. The estimates am considembly less good and relate only to a small number of years. These are 
discussed further in appendix 2, together with the interpolation methods Used. 
34. Little 1976, He brought together awealth of facts in support of his case, but one is nevertheless left wondering how soundly based 
his arguments are. His comments on the Sheffield steel industry have few substantial facts behind them, and it is now clear from the 
work of K. C. Banractough that that industry was growing, though the speed otits growth has not been determined. Little 1976,71; 
Banraclough 1984(l), 19SA2). Little built his remarks on the Wit Industry around the existence of a deanh of chan; ofil, ignoring 0. 
flammersley's work on that subject and also the effw of growing impor(c which had been noted by A. H. 'rohn: Little 19-7 6,83-86; Hammerstey 1973, Tohn 1961,183-84. Nevertheless his case was for a deceleration (i.e. slower giowth), nither than a recession (i. e. 
shrinkiagof Me economy). TVs has received some support from the recent estimate otthe rate otgrow(h by N. F. R. CmIts and C. K. 
Harley, who showed adecline in the rate (i. e. deceleration) from about 1715 to 173 30 followed by a long very slow accelenition until about 
1775. Crafts & fWey 1992,712. 
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in 1800, though the absolute number of the rural agricultural population remained in the region of 2.8 million 
to 3.1 million for much of that period. 3-1 MEs was made possible by a number of improvements in arable 
cultivation. Many of these concerned the provision of more fodder for livestock, so that moire could be kept. 
Ilese animals provided more manure for the fields, thus increasing crop yields. Nevertheless the latest 
research suggests that the new fodder crops only became widespread after 1750, though labour productivity in 
agriculture had grown from about 1670. The changes of the late I Sth century thus followed a long period of 
transition in agriculture, from the 16th century when most land was cultivated under customary tenures or long 
of larger farms usually held on short leases in the leases largely for subsistence, to the commercial farming 
l8th and 19th centuries. " These changes meant that England was able to feed itself, and periodic famines 
became a thing of the past by the mid 17th century. Indeed there were grain surpluses to export. " However 
it is doubtful if the returns froin agricutture increased significantly during the period. Agriculture was not 
therefore a leading sector of the economy, and demand from those engaged purely in agriculture (whether as 
farmers or workers) is certainly not enough to explain the increase in the demand for manufactured goods. m 
The source of consumer demand must therefore be sought elsewhere. 
'Mose areas, often on the fringes of uplands, where animal husbandry was the main agricultural activity, 
needed a large workforce at certain times, but not at others. This provided an opportunity for manufacture to 
be undertaken as a by-employment. " More work still needs to be done to compare prosperity in such areas, 
with that in areas of arable cultivation, both in terms of population dynamics and of economic growth. 
However Etnxpean studies have shown that such 'proto-industrial' regions enjoyed greater growthýý Ilese 
pastoral-industrial areas have been studied in conjunction with others, such as Flanders (examined by EF. 
Mendels), where agricultural holdings had become so divided that they no longer provided their owners with a 
living. M also caused manufacturing to develop as a byý-employment, and is termed ýroto-industdalisation% 
Such proto-industrial regions produced goods beyond the needs of their region, leading to the development of 
long distance trade. 11iis produced prosperity, leading to further population growth. Mendels saw this as 
leading to the full industrialisation of the Industrial Revolution, where part-time agriculture ceased to be part 
of the normal routine of the industrial worker. However, subsequent research into this phenomenon has, found 
Mendels' model to have a somewhat more limited application than was originally thought. In particular, 
proto-industrialisation was not necessarily a precursor of full industrialisation. Ilat sometimes followed, but 
case studies have shown that it could also be followed by stagnation, as in the case of the Gloucestershire 
35, Overton 1996,82 quoting Wrigley. The number was lower than this in the mid 18(h century, cf. also Crafts 1985,62. Allen 1994, 
104-8. 
36. Kenidge 1967. The improvements included the growing of"Artificlaf grasses, such as sainfoin and clover, which additionally 
themselves fixed nitrogen, and further increased fertility. Andrew Ywmton, for a time an imninaster. was a propagandist for clover 
and distributor of its sea Latest research. Overton 19K esp. 193-207. 
37. Mid, 88-9 140- 1. 
38. Hudson 1992,97, cf. O'Brien 1985,784-6. 
39. Thirsk 1978,118 174-6. 
40. Wrigley & Schofield 1981, ch. 10: P. fludson 199Z M-65 esp. 140-4. Considerations ofspace prevent kaher discussion of proto. 
indtiWialisation. 
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woollen industry, or deindustrialisation as with the woollen industry of Norwich and of southern EnglandL41 
Perhaps however, the dual pastoral and industrial economy pointed to by Ibirsk and that of Flanders are 
slightly different economic phenomem even though they have often been classified together as proto- 
industrialisation. Mendels' model (as subsequently revised) remains useful for analysing tabour-intensivc 
manufactures requiring little fixed equipment. rt thus describes the metal manufacturing regions in the Black 
Country and Sheffield; O and the clothing districts of the Pennine Dales in Yorkshire and Lancashire and of 
the West Country, but not necessarily all pastoral rcgion&I-I 
On the other hand, where more expensive plant and machinery was required, the need to obtain a return on the 
investment in it tended to militate against it only being used part of the time, and therefore against its 
workforce being engaged in the dual economy. Such machinery was often driven by water power or (later) 
steam power, and the workforce accordingly had to be gathered in the mill or factory where the machinery 
was. As such, artificially-powered works have to be categorised as cases of full industrialisation rather than of 
proto-industrialisation. Nevertheless the two could coexist: for example, the spinning miffs of the early 
Industrial Revolution made yam, but that yarn was stiff woven into cloth by hand. 44 In the iron trade, iron 
production in furnaces and forges has to be cate-orised as fully industrialise&- a blast furnace had to be tended 
continually when in blast and, as will be shown in chapter 6, forges worked fairly continuously. Ile same 
applies to the slitting, blade, wire, and other mill& used in the course of manufacture. The discussion by B. M. 
Short on deindustrialisation. in the Wealden iron industry thus property relates to the failure of full 
industrialisation rather than that of proto-industrialisation, the context in which it was published. 43 However, 
the subsequent manufacture of iron into finished ironware, or at least the manual part of it, could be 
undertaken on a part-time basis, combined with pastoral agriculture. 
Manufactures, whether organised on an industrial or proto-industrial basis, were concerned with supplying 
distant markets, and sales inevitably demanded a sophisticated commercial organisation and the provision of 
significant amounts of working capital. This led to the development of a class of entrepreneurs, clothiers in 
the textile industry and ironmongers in the iron trade, who bought the raw materials, and put them out to 
artisans for manufacture. In the clothing trade this might occur in several stages, first for spinning, then for 
weaving, and finally for fulling and finishing. After this, the entrepreneur sent the goods off for sale and 
might have to provide credit to the buyer. Nevertheless an alternative system could exist, where the clothiers 
bought their materials and then sold their products to visiting merchants in cloth halls in local townO Tlere 
was however a difference in organisation between the iron and cloth trades. In the iron trade there was a 
division from an early date between the ironmaster who made iron on the one hand and the ironmonger who 
41. Hudson 1989,24-8 72-9 and passim: Hudson 199Z It 1-5, Gfoucestershirt: Randall 1989; Nawich' EdwWS 1964; S- Englan& 
Brown 1986,72-6. 
42. Frust 1981,32-33; Frw thesis. 459-61; Rowlands 19775,41-3, Hey 197Z 18-41. Thh-k 1971.72-77. 
43. fbid, Thirsk 1961,74-5, Key 19-74 19; Hudson 1989.76-77, Randall 1989,185-6; Overton 1996,48-50. 
44. Mendels 197Z- Hudson 1989,24-8 72-9 andpassýn; Hudson 199Z 111-5. Ogilvie & Caman 1996,1-11 and passim. 
45. Shon 1999. particularly 163-74. 
46. Ogilvie and Carmen 1996,4, Hudson 1989. p=im. 
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organised its manufacture using a putting-out system on the other. ffowever this distinction was not a rigid 
one, Richard Foley of Dudley (and later of Stourbridge) and John Jennens of Birmingham seem initially to 
have been ironmongers, who following the recession around 1620 moved into iron production, but without 
abandoning manufactare! 7 Similarly, Sir Ambrose Crowley built forges next to his Tactories' near 
Newcastle in the 1700s, and in the mid 1780s T., W., and B. Gibbons from a family of ironmongers took over 
the Level and Cradley ironworks in the Black Country. ý' In contrast, in the clothing tradeý the clothier 
traditionally organised the whole process as far as the sale of woven (but not necessarily finished) cloth. 'Me 
first. stage of mechanisation in the textile industry concerned spinning-, however as L Smail has pointed out, 
the establishment of spinning miffs was only made possible by an earlier change in organisation, involving 
(amongst other things) the appearance in Yorkshire in the late 18th century of yam merchants as a distinct trade 
dealing initially in manually- spun yam. In the Same period YorLshire merchants began to export cloth made 
by clothiers there, having the cloth finished there rather than in Londom" In the iron trade few equivalent 
organisational changes are discernible. The distinction between the production and manufacturing stages was 
an old one, but the major changes in the period before the Industrial Revolution included the emergence of new 
iron-using trades in Birmingham, such as the toy trade (making buttons, buckles and other ornamental metal 
0 'Mese existed to meet the whims of fashion and the new taste for Idlecenciee. goods) and japanning. 
Unfortunately space is not available in this thesis to examine the iron manufactures in more detail. 
The manufacturing sector was thus flourishing in a way that agriculture was not This urban and industrial 
.,, 
Iy spent on manufactured goods and imported sector of the economy provided the incomes that were increasing 
groceries. This is confirmed by the work of L Weatfiefill. She examined the Tate of adoption of certain 
consumer durable& (as listed in probate inventories) to determine how the more sophisticated and comfortable 
life-styles spmad in England. The goods she looked at included cutlery for eating, earthenware and china, 
saucepans (implying new styles of cooking), and tea and coffee pots (indicating these beverages were drunk). 
Such goods became more prevalent and at earlier dates in London than in towns and more in towns than the 
country. HoweveT this was related to residence, rather than occupation, as farmers living in or close to towns 
kept up with their urban neighbours. Not unsurprisingly richer Umilies adopted them faster than poorer ones, 
and there was a general growth in the occurrence of the newer durables with the passage of time. Areas with 
good communications, with London, including the Northeast with its coal trade, were more advanced than 
remoter parts of England, though in some respects the picture is more mixed. For example earthenware was 
more popular near where it was made. Furthermore the Lutes of businessmen were not only more 
sophisticated than those of artisans, who were in turn ahead of labourers in their speed of adoption of new 
habits, but businessmen were also ahead of the minor gentryý" Certainly in 1755, artisans' incomes were 
47. )an& 1999a, For jennens we rmg, North. 
48. Flinn 1962.101; Smith 1971,46. 
49. Smail 1999,141-4. 
50. Weatherill 1988. A similar study by C Shammas (1990). also based on probate inventory analysis, showing that the ownership of 
consumer goods as a proportion of wealth changed little ever time, may indicate that some of the new consumer goods were less durable 
than what they replaced or were discanlod when they went out of fashion. However her samples were mainly directed to pre. industr W. 
(or at least non-industrial) consumers, and her 1720 Sample from the FAst End o(London. which Included some rich businessmen. was 
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double those of farm workers, who presumably earned enough to subsistP and Gregory King's figures 
suggest something similar in 1688. -1,2 Artisans in towns, and presumably also those engaged in domestic 
industty in the country, clearly enjoyed a higher standard of living than agricultural labourers in purely 
farming regions, and it is accordingly from them that the increased demand for manufactured goods seems to 
have come. However, how far prosperous proto-industrial regions were similar to towns, rather than to the 
semi-rural areas that they were, remains to be determined. 
Others have approached the issue by considering who had surplus income to spend on 'decencies'. Attention 
was drawn to the importance of the home market for manufactured goods and imported groceries by D. E. C. 
Eversley, who argued there was'the middling sort of people!, a social class in England lying between the rich, 
(who could afford to live in luxury and engage conspicuous consumption) and poorer worlmrs (who could only 
pay for a bare subsistence, being unable to afford more than. to feed, clothe, and house themselves). He 
postulated a minimum income of 00 per year for this class in the 18th century, though L Weatherill has 
suggested C40. Eversley further argued that this group grew relatively more numerous in the period 1750-80 
(compared to 1688), and that they provided the demand for consumer goods that went on to fue I the Industrial 
Revolution. This middling sort had sufflyzient. income to be able to afford the exotic groceries and the new 
'decencies!. Some of the detail in Eversley's arguments has been criticised and many of his calculations have 
been overtaken by more recent estimates of population and industrial output, but the core of his thesis remains 
intacV3 N. McKendrick took Eversley's argument one stage further by suggesting that those who had income 
sufficient to enable them to become consumers of exotic groceries and decencies were not merely the 'middling 
sort of people' (identified by Eversley), but also certain industrial artisan households, those where both 
husband and wife had well-paid work. Using data from Josiah Wedgwood's pottery business near Stoke on 
Trent. he showed that in the 176(k the househoki income of a fainity of artisans (from husband, wife, and 
older children) normally exceeded 20s. per weeL This therefore took them above a bare subsistence and into 
the sector buying consumer decencies. -54 TVs also applies where women were engaged in mechanised 
spinning using the jenny or the mule, but hardly to older female occupations such as spinning wool by hand 
and hand knitting, where the weekly wages were only a few shillings. " It may even apply to Black Country 
nailers, though their poverty was notorious. -Id 
an exception among her otherwise consistent data both in this and other espectL 
51. De Vries 1993,93-94 from Undert & Williamson 1983,12. 
57- Table printed Hoppitt 2000,7(7-1 and elsewhem. 
53. EveNey 1967, esp. 220-9; John 1965,24, Weatherill 1988,97- 101. 
54. McKendrick 1974. 
55. Berg 1993,31-34; 1"4,138-49, The Werence in wages was ultimately due to payment by the piece. rather than by the hour or 
day. a woman owning (or renting) a simple machine such as a jenny could produce much more than by purely manual muns. flowever 
wages 4: 11 as spinning mills replaced simpler hand-operated machines: Berg 1986.79. 
56. rh 1912, while trAde was depressed as result otthe Orders in Council that had cut offtrade. with the United States, evi&nca was 
given to Parliament that in better times a few ycm before, a nailer had been able to earn 12-14s, his wffe newly as much, and his 
children halfwages, so that a family might cam L2 or 43 per week (P. P. 1810, fif (210). 20 23. cf. Hutton M73 edn. 837-851 t806 eda 
115-6). Though tood prices in particular were much higher than before 1750, a family income offI00- 150 in the mly 1800s is likely to 
have had at least the buying power of'one with UO-50 halfa century earlier. placing evea Was among possible consumers oNecencies, 
at least to a modest extent. 
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The increased output of manufacturing industry was the result ota number of factors. In particular the wasted 
resource of underemployment, endemic in less developed economies, was usefully applied in a variety of 
manufacturing by-employments, and the productivity of those who were working increased. 57 Onemeansof 
achieving the latter was the division of Tabour, as manufacturing tasks were increasingly split between different 
workmen, each of whom performed a small operation towards the production of a good, rather than each of 
them carrying out the whole manufacturing process himself. In this way the entrepreneur obtained more 
output per unit of tabour. This represerits; the beginning of mags production. In some trades, such as 
Birmingham toy and gun manufacture, as this division of Tabour increased, the proportionate effort in a 
workman taking goods home to his own workshop increased, and it became more efficient for the entrepreneur 
to gather his workforce in one place, namely a factory in the modem sense. -m In other trades, particularly 
textile production, the adoption of new (powered) machinery, usually- housed in a mill. enabled one person 
(minding the machine) to carry out the work that. had previously been done by a number. In this caw the 
workers had to be collected in the miff where the power source was. P 
That this mechanisation could be achieved without causing significant unemployment in industrial areas; during 
the Industrial Revolution is indicative of the strength of the industrial economy and the relative dearth of 
labour. It would appear that during the period before about 1750 when the population was fairly stable, 
economic growth had been faster than that of the population, so that living standards had risen. This rise in 
living standards continued generally into the 19th century; O but the mechanisation of industry displaced or 
reduced to poverty those in obsolescent manual trades, such as such as nailers and hand loom weavers. 61 It is 
memories of their difficulties, and the reading of the reports of government inquiries (undertaken towards the 
middle of the 19th century) into current conditions, which misled older economic historians into believing that 
industrial workers enjoyed a low standard of living throughout the Industrial Revolution. 62 However this 
more exploitative period at the end of the Industrial Revolution He& beyond that covered by this thesis. 
It is evident from Weatherill's work mentioned above that there was a trickle-down effect, from London to 
towns to the country and from the gentry and merchants to artisans and labourers. This applied both to exotic 
foodstuffs (shown by tea and coffee making equipment) and to household furnishinggs. 71e availability of 
these 'decencies! provided an incentive to work long hours to provide the money to pay for a higher standard of 
living, rather than merely long enough to pay for subsistence and then have more leisure. De Vries called this 
57. De Wes 1993,107-119, 
58, Such factories occur in Birmingham by the We l8th century, but there am other possible reasons for gathering the w(Wmes: we 
a= now. 
59, This distinction has led to northern texule -orb still being reierred to as ýmfffe. ne Wider issue. Ofthe adoption of fictory 
production has been much discusseA- see for ocample Bag 1994, part ff. Alternative rtasons ibr gathering the workforce in (unpowered) 
factories might be that that entrepreneurs needcd to exercise greater control over it, to facilitate quality control, or even that in crowded 
towns workers' houses were too small to include a workshop. 
60. Undert 1994,566-72, 
61. A feature oNeclining. manual industries in the l9th century (but probably not earlier) was the Yog&&7 systm where a subcontractor 
or undertaker, such as a beerhouse keeper or grocer, was interposed between the entrepreneur and the artisan. 77ds applies to the hand 
nailing and to hosierr. Court 1938,200- 1. Hoskins 1956,273-4. 
6Z Toynbee and B. &L Hammond cited by Hudson 1994 11. 
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an 'industrious revolution' . 63 Eversley's argument as to the origins of the Industrial Revolution was directly 
concerned only with the thirty years up to 1780, but the origins of the social groups with spare income for 
consumer goods are probably to be sought rather earlier, that is in the first half of the 18th century when food 
prices were low. By that time diis 'middling sort' had surplus income, which they chose to spend on exotic 
foodstuffs and manufactured goods such as fashionable clothes and ornaments ('toys). When food prices rose 
somewhat in the second part of the 18th century, there was evidently sufficient knomenturn in the industrial 
economy, -so that those with a sufficient surplus income could -continue t45 b6 able to afford &nsumei goods. ' It 
was therefore the growth of home demand for sugar that financed the export of manufactured goods to the West 
Indies, and British and European demand for Virginia tobacco that enabled that colony to import British goods. 
However, the income to enable British consumers to afford such imported groceries came from earnings 
gained in manufacturing goods, which were in demand from consumers at home as well as abroad. 
Nevertheless, the origins of the consumer society should be perhaps sought even earlier in time, when new 
industries began to provide novel consumer goods, " and as manufacturers, found ways of producing cheaper 
versions designed to be affordable for a growing middle class and later for industrial artisans. This process 
encouraged mass production, which in turn reduced costs and made goods more affordable, thus fuelling a 
virtuous spiral of growth. This applies in much the same way to goods made of iron as to textiles and leather 
goods. This is in contrast with the medieval period, when trade was closely linked with conspicuous 
consumption at royal court&O 
During the 18th century export markets became more important, but there were difficulties in these during the 
latter stages of the Napoleonic War, when the United States (the most important of them) insisted on their 
rights as neutrals to trade with the French during the British blockade of the Continent, leading ultimately to 
the war of 1812. Unfortunately most trade figures for several years in this period were lost in a fire at the 
Customs House. and it is difficult to distinguish the effects on British industry of trade embargoes during the 
war from the effects of the cessation of demand for military stores after the war and an extremely poor summer 
in 1816. The war was certainly followed by a period of severe economic depression, at least in the iron 
industry. 66 This depression caused the closure of most of the remaining charcoal ironworks, and therefore 
provides an appropriate place to end a study focusing on the charcoal iron industry. 
Conclusion 
Many factors thus contributed to growth before and during the Industrial Revolution, but no single one of them 
was dominant or critical. However their combined effect was to create an economy, in which there was a 
growing middle class with surplus income to spend on manufactured goods and imported tropical and 
63. De Vries 1993,107. 
64. Thirsk 1978. 
65. Spufford 2002, ch. 2. 
66. Gayeret al. 1953,110-3 118 128 151-2; growth of exports: see above; Schumpeter 1960, Deane & Cole 1967,42-50; Davis 1969; 
1979; embargoes: Heaton 1941; P. P. 181(ý iii (210); as to the iron industry Inthis period: Ashton 1924,153-5; Birch 1967,52-6; 
Scrivenor 1841,404- 10. 
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sub-tropical products. This class had developed over a long preceding period, and had acquired the habit of 
spending much of that surplus rather than boarding it. That habit had arisen because there were 'decencies' to 
spenditon, and the incentive to improve their standard of living had encouraged them to work hard, rather 
than earning just enough to subsist and then be at leisure. This also applied to households of industrial artisans, 
particularly where the wife and children were working. The buying power of these consumers increased ep 
demand, and hence opportunities for manufacturers, thus accelerating the pace of industrialisation. 
Accordingly, the Industrial Revolution was the culmination of a long period of growth and its origiris are to be 
sought not in the mid to late l8th century, but in the 17th or possibly even in the Age of Projects in the late 
MtV7 Furthermore it did not have a single cause, but was the result of the combination of a considerable 
number of factors, each of which contributed to that growth. For this reason it is important that estimation of 
economic growth should not only be made for the Industrial Revolution and the period immediately before it, 
but for a much longer preceding period. Data exists to enable such an estimate to be made in the case of the 
iron trade. it will therefore be the objective of the later chapters of this thesis to estimate the amount of iron 
made in England and Water, the quantity manufactured into ironware, and the amount reaching its ultimate 
home consumers. However, before any rbuclt calculations can be presented, the technology and organisation, 
of iron production and certain related issues must be discussed, and this will occupy the next three chapters. 
67. Thir-A 1978: (fiscumed at the beginning otchapter 1. 
Making Iron 
the technology 
Before issues in relation to the economic history of the iron trade can be addressed, the technology of 
iromnaldng must be discussed, because this profoundly influenced the way in which production was organivA 
Production must also be set in the wider context of the iron trade as a whole. As already mentioned, the trade 
was divided into two sections-. Firstly, the production of iron required special works, built for the purpose, 
but only a small (but highly skilled) workforce. Secondly, its manufacture into useful artefacts was labour 
intensive and commonly required only relatively simple equipment. The entrepreneurs in production were 
called iromnasters, while the manufacture and distribution of fuiished goods was the field of ironmongers. 
This chapter will mainly focus on the production of iron. its first section will examine the pre-Industrial 
Revolution technology of iron production. 71e second will then describe the new processes introduced in the 
18th century using coke. The third part will consider other kinds of mill involved both in the preparation of 
iron for manufacture and in finishing manufactured goods, with a final glance at manufacture itself. 
The traditional charcoal-based 
ironmaking processes 
A new method of making iron was introduced into England at the very end of the 15th century, replacing an 
even older one, the bloomery process. That process, not finally displaced until the I Sth century, involved the 
reduction of the ore direct to metallic iron in the solid state. Production was of a single bloom at a time. 
Unlile later ones, this was not a continuous process. Ile resultant bloom was then forged into a bar. 
Anciently the power both for blowing the bellows and wielding the hammer was purely manual, and the forges 
were not necessarily fixed in one place, but were thus sometimes described as itinerant (forgide errantes). ' 
The process, seems to have been quite widespread, including some areas that had no iron production in the 
early modem period, such as Northamptonshire and the Blackdown Hills in SomerseO Production per forge 
may have been as little as three tons per yeaT. -7 In the fourteenth century however, water-power was applied to 
I. TYICCOtP. 199Z 75-6. Schubert 1957, ch. vR Mott 1961, Morton & Wingrove 197(ý Hart IVI, I. S. 
2. Sanders 1994; Griffith & Weddell 1996. ne reasons for the disappearanceofthe industry [a these areas is not clem. 
NcrthmiptonsfiEre ironstone is not a rich ore. R is possible that the bloomery industry refftdon richerdeposits, where the ore had been 
weathezrA at the outcrop ofthe seams and that all useable, ore was worled out in the medieval perfo(L conclusions fium discussions at 
conference of Wistorical Metallurgy Society at Northampton in September 2W I. 
3. flodgkinson & Ultittick 1998. 
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the process, probably first to the bellows and only later to the hammer! The date of this innovation is not 
wholly clear, as contemporary references to ironworks are often vague and could apply either to manual or 
powered bloomeries. Ile earliest clear documentary evidence comes from 14M from accounts for 
Kyrkeknott at Bedburn. in County Durham. However, this was certainly not the first, as the men who built it 
went from Bedbum to Wakefield and Rotherham to see a similar forge. 3 Such a water mill at Chingley in 
Kent apparently dating from the early 14th century has been excavated, and if the date is right this must be 
among the earliest in Britain. 6 This use of water-power meant that the forges were now fixed, but their output 
was still only 25-30 tons per year per bloomery. 7 Nevertheless the powered bloomery forge does not seem to 
have replaced manual bloomeries everywhere, as the latter seem to have been the basis of the Forest of Dean 
iron industry until the arrival of the blast furnace. ' 
At about the period when the powered bloomery was spreading in Fngland, a new process was developed in 
Europe. In this, the iron was melted in a furnace and cast into pigs. Such a furnace has been excavated at 
Lapphyttan in Sweden, which probably operated in the 13th century, and other examples have been found in 
Mark in Westphalia, Germany, some also dating from the 13th century. 9 Such furnaces were probably 
essentially simple versions of the blast furnaces of the early modem period, which will be described below. 
Pig iron, the product of such furnaces, is a brittle material, which cannot be wrought. Accordingly a second 
process was undertaken. The pig iron was remelted in a hearth before a blast of air from bellows. As it 
melted, the drops of iron were collected on a staff, which was spun in front of the blast, so as to spread the 
drops out. 11is also decarburised the iron and resulted in the formation of a ball of iron, known as an 
osmond. 10 So far as is known this process was not used in Britain in the medieval period, " although 
osmonds were being imported from northern Europe by 1325.12 It was however introduced in the Efizabethan 
period to provide the raw material for the production of wire at T'intern. 13 
4. As note 1. excavations: Crossley & Ashurst 1968; Tylecote & Cho" 1969.1970: Gould 1969, documented bloomeries., Crumpe 
1950, Awty 19A 1977, Louis 1930; and next note. 
5. Tylecote 1992,76,1960, Lapstey 1899, Mott 1961,157, Mott & Milkinson. 
6. Crossley 1975c, 2 6-17. no existence ofan iron mill at Bescot in Walsall In 1306 has been claimed. The presence ota bfoomsmithy 
them is certainly indicated by field names and remains otan ironworks were found there In the 19th century, but the refMaces of 1306 
and 1318 am merely to a mill, probably meaning a com mill: Dilworih 1976,85-6. cf Wiffmore 188Z 242; Bfý MSS. Nero cidi, 
f. I 33-133b (old foliation), translated and printed in Waisalt Records, nos. 22 36. In. 1617 John Wollaston rented certain water mills and 
also a meadow Ibraterly the pools otMew Mill and ofla building called an iron mill or smithy'. Whother this refers to the same place is 
not clear, and this evidence only points to them having been a bloomsmithy. which had ceased operating by that date: Willmore 1887, 
242, Walsall Archives, 2771233,6-7 (a transcript of a survey of Walsall dated 1617, now in Staffs. R. O. Weston Mrk documents). 
7. The output at Kyrkeknott was 195tb. per day, which is 26 tons per year. if it was used 300 days: Mott 1961,149; Lapsley I M. As 
to output see Schubert 1957; 346-7. see also chapter 6. 
8. Han 1971,5-8, Cohen 1953; V. CW. Gtos. v, 265 339 andpassim. 
9. Bjdrkenstam 1995,149-52-, Kompa & Yalgin 1995; Knau 1995, Rehmn & Ganzolowski IM. 
10. Schubert 1957,299-302. 
11. Craddock (1997) has suggested that theKings grew forgo' in the Forest of Dean may have used this process. because the tWstock 
included old bloomery cinders, However it may merely have been a powered bloomery of the End mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
On this ironworks see also Hart MI. 3-6, V. CK. Gtos. v, 265. 
12. Gras 1918,379 Merro de osmond); Schubert 1957,111. 
13. Schubert 1957,299-301 The wireworks wore at various times supplied from torges at Machen (Glam. ), Monkswood and Ponrymoer 
(Mons. ), Lydbrook (Glos. ). Shefsley (Worcs. ). and Hubbals Mill (Salop. )* Foley a1c: Donald 196 1. passint, 
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An improvement in the process was probably invented in what is now the Walloon speaking part of Belgium 
(then belonging to Burgundy). 14 As with the os-mond process, bar iron was produced in a two-stage process. 
Firstly pig iron, a brittle material containing 4-5% carbon, was made in a blast furnace; then this was fined in 
a forge to make (malleable) bar iron, which is commercially pure iron, though in practice never wholly free of 
slag. This finery process is sometimes referred to in modem books as the Walloon process, but this derives 
from Swedish terminology. The process was introduced to Sweden in the early 17th century by Walloons, and 
bore their name to distinguish it from the German process, which was more widely used thereýs From the 
County of Namur in Belgium, this process spread to the pays de Bray on the eastern boundary of Normandy, 
and reached the Weald from there in the 1490s. 16 However it does not seem to have become widespread even 
there until the 1540s, and only spread to other parts of England and Wales from the 1550s. It was not adopted 
in north Lancashixe until about the beginning of the 18th centuryý7 
Ile main raw materials for making iron were iron ore (known as 'minel and charcoal (often simply called 
'coar). For some ores limestone or some other material was needed as a flux. Charcoal was a renewable 
resource, being made from wood from coppices, which were cut on a TCC, ', ular cycle of 14 or so years. 'Me 0 
rules for this were contained in a series of Tudor statutes. The first timber statute was however somewhat 
earlier and merely permissive. It was dated 1482 and permitted owners of woods in forests and chases to 
inclose them after felling, so that grazing animals did not prevent regrowth. " This was followed by an Act 
dated 1544, which obliged owners to inclose woods and required them to leave twelve standels per acTc to 
grow into timber. 19 This temporary act was renewed periodically and made permanent in 1571ý To this 
had been added a further restrictive measure in 1559, prohibiting the use as fuel of timber growing within 14 
miles of the coast or a navigable river for making iron. This act is often mLsunderstoWl for the timber 
whose use was forbidden wai trees that would square to one foot. "is left a great deal of smaller wood that 
was available for maldng charcoal in such areas. Initially, the Act did not apply in the WealW2 but that area 
was subjected to a similar regime by acts of 1581 and 1585, following complaints of a fuel shortage in 
London. P These timber lawsý which provided the basis for woodland management in Britain for the next 
couple of centuries, probably did not restrict the iron industry significantly, since sound timber (that is the 
trunks of large trees) were generally too valuable for other purposes for it to be burnt. Furthermore the 
14. Tylecote 1992,95-8; Awty 1981; 1987. 
15. Nisser 1987,15-37 46. The blast ftrnace seems to have been improved in the same region, by building it of stone. This is termod in 
Sweden the 1rench Furnace, distinguishing it from the muffibnmerhytta, built of timber and earth with a stone lining. Since the timber 
and earth firnace and also the German forge were not known In Britair4 they have no contemporary English names, (f, Hildebrand 1992, 
48; 1995,30. 
16. Den Ouden 1985, Awty 1978,1979; 1981; 1987, Tholander & Blomgren 1986. These predate the publication of the work of Knau 
and others (see note 9 above). which has opened up the issue considerably. The first such ironworks In Britain was until recently thought 
to be Newbridge (in Hartfield, Sussex), but recent work suggests hat Iron Plat (properly Quccustock) Fbmace In Buxted was worked in 
the time of Chancellor Morton (d. 1500): Clecre & Crossley 1995,111-3; Combcs & WhIttick 2002. 
17. Harris 1988,11-18. 
Is. Statute 22 Ed. W, c. 6. 
19. Statute 35 Hen. VIIL c. 17. 
20. Statute 13 Eliz. c. 25. 
21. Clow 1956 (refined by Flinn 1959b). cf. the choice of a 15 mile distance from navigable water In maps InWillan 1936.32 & 68. 
22. Statute I Efiz, c. 17. 
23. Statute 23 Efiz, c. 5; Statute 27 Eliz, c. 19, Remembrancla, 164. 
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coppicing system enabled a landowner, by cutting part of his woods each year cyclically, to draw a regular 
income from them. A coppicing cycle of 16 years was used in several areas, but others can be found. The 
wood for ironmaking was usually sold by the cord, a pile of wood usually containing 128 cubic feet. Practices 
varied considerably, but more in terms of organisation than technologyý4 Some of these organisational 
differences will be examined in the next chapter. 
% 
There were two main types of mine in7 use in the period under consideration, argillaceous ironstone (sidcritc) 
which occurs in seams in the coal measures and was often mined in conjunction with coal, and oxide ores 
(haematites). Argillaceous ironstone consists of impure iron carbonate, which was converted to the oxide, 
often in a structure very like a limekiln, a process known as calcining. This ironstone was usually high in 
phosphorus, which caused the iron to be brittle when cold (coldshort). The oxide ores can be divided into 
limonite, that is brown (or hydrous) haematite, found in the Forest of Dean and just north of Cardiff, and red 
haernatite (known as redminc) found in Furness and West Cumberland. Other sources of ore, such as the 
ironstone of Cleveland and Northamptonshire, though important in the 19th century, were little used (if at all) 
in the preceding centuries. 25 The arrangements for the supply of ore to furnaces varied considerably. In the 
Forest of Dean mining was undertaken by Free Miners, who enjoyed the right by custom. In the Black 
Country the ironmasters left mining to coalmasters and bought ore from them, but the Bringewood partnership 
Tan their own mines on Clce HW. 26 In Furness some of the furnace companies had their own mines, but there 
were also independent mines run by distinct partnerships. In Yorkshire the Spencers mined ironstone 
themselves for Bank and Bamby Fumaccs. 27 
The first stage of smelting in the indirect process took place in blast furnaces, which were essentially smaller 
and less sophisticated versions of those still in use today. The furnace consisted of a vertical shaft lined with 
refractory stone (later firebrick) and supported by a structure built of stone (or brick), often at least 30 feet 
high. The top of the furnace was reached by a bridge, usually from an adjacent hillside. From there the 
furnace was charged with mine and charcoal usually with a small amount of limestone as a flux. Towards its 
base the shaft narrowed like a hopper (the 'bosh'), so that the charge descended gradually into the lowest and 
hottest part of the furnace (the 'hearth'). The stack was pierced at its base by arches in two of its adjacent walls, 
the blowing arch and the casting arch, leading to structures known as the blowing house and the casting house. 
From the blowing arch came a blast of air provided through a pipe called a tuyere from a pair of large bellows, 
which were operated by a water wheel. Bellows were often replaced in the late 18th century by blowing 
cylinders sometimes worked by a steam engine. Through the casting arch the slag was removed from the 
. furnace, as periodically was the molten iron, which collected in the bottom of the furnace. The slag, a dark 
24. Hammersley 1973; Flinn 1959b; Hammersley 1957, cf. Schubert 1957.218-24; ]ones & Harrison 1978,9W-03. Woods supplying 
Hales Furnace were cut every 16 years between 1659 and 1674: Herefs. R. O., EMT/KC/63. In the following decades those at Upper 
Arley (Staffs. now Worcs. ) followed this cycle: ibid. 81-3 111. John Hanbury of Pontypool wrote of cutting at 16 or 17 years' growth: 
Schubert 1957,430. 
25. Tylecote 1991,201-04; cf. the distribution of furnaces. 
26. SW a/c; Foley a1c; Herefs. R. 0, E12/VL/KBc/4; BW atc. 
27. Spencer l1b, passim, e. g. 25 Dec. 1742. 
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green glassy material consisting mainly of calcium and iron silicates, was removed in barrows and usually just 
dumped, but was occasionally cast into blocks for use as building material or ground up as a raw material for 
glass. The molten iron tapped from the furnace was run into channels dug on the floor of the casting house. 
These channels were commonly laid out to as to resemble a sow suckling her piglets, giving rise to the terms 
'sow iron! and 'pig iron. ' The cast iron thus made contained a few percent of carbon and was not malleable. 
Alternatively the molten iron might be Tun into moulds set in a casting pit in the floor of the casting house for 
making cist iron goods such as forge hammers and cannon, of ladled into moulds to cast pots, bushes and other 
smaU cast iron goods. 21 
The next stage of the production of bar iron took place in a forge, usually a single storey building containing 
one to three finery hearths (but most often two), a chafery hearth, and a hammer (or two). For example Tib 
Green Forge (close to the boundary of Staffordshire and Cheshire) in 1735 had a coal house of two bays of 
timber and thatch and a forge of four bays of timber and boarded. 29 The fmeries and chafery were rectangular 
boxes of iron plates surmounted by a chimney and provided with bellows, rather smaller than those of the 
furnace, but again driven by waterwhecls. The finery was six and a half to seven foot long, whereas the 
chafery was about three foot longer. Both were two and a half to three foot wide. The object of this finery 
process was to remove the carbon from the iron to produce bar iron. Bar iron is often (but inaccurately) 
referred to as 'wrought iron. That term ought strictly only to be applied to manufactured ironw=ý" That 
was certainly how the term 'wrought iron'was used by the Customs, which from 1660 had a Tate of export duty 
for: 31 
'iron wrought viz. axes, adzes, hoes, annour, bites, knives, locks, fowling pieces, muskets, pistols, 
cissors, stirrops, and all carpenters' and gravers' tools, jackwork, clockwork and all iromnongers ware 
perfectly manufactured'. 
A charcoal fire was made in the finery and the pig was introduced through a hole for that purpose in the exterior 
wall. Iron from this was allowed to melt and fall into the hearth. This descended though the coals and 
collected in the bottom. It was stirred with an iron bar ('ringer') and periodically lifted by the finer with an iron 
cross-bar (Turgon! offurgeon') to the top, where the blast through the tuyere from the bellows caused it to melt 
again, so that more of the carbon was oxidisedL When, as a result of progressive decarburisation, the iron 
would no longer be melted with the normal blast, the blast through the tuyere (and thus the operating 
temperature) was temporarily increased, so as to melt it one last time. After this, the iron was gathered into a 
ball, called a 'bloom' or loop'. The finer next lifted this bloom out of the hearth and dragged to the anvil 
28. Tylecote 199Z 95-98 122-34; Tylecote 1991,209-22; Schubert 1957, ch. 14; WIT 1973; Baker 1944; Morton 1966; plate in 
Chaloner 1960. 
29. Cheshire R. 0, DEO 187/1. 
30. Since bar (and rod) iron were an intermediate productý which required to be further made (that is wrought) into useful artefacts, they 
are better described asunwrought iron, but that term Is rarely found. 
3 1. Book of Rates appended to Statute 12 Car. IL cA 
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where it was given a few strokes of the hammer to consolidate it (shingling). The bloom was returned then to 
the finery to await the attentions of the hammermanY 
The hammer had a head usually weighing five hundredweight mounted on a wooden shaft ('helve), which 
passed through a pivot consisting of a cast iron ring ('hurst). The hammer was operated by a waterwheel 
turning another wheet, on which there were cams. Ile cams struck the helve between the head and the hurst, 
--thias lifting it and the head. The beadthen dropped onto an anvil, made (like the-head) of cast iron, andof 
similarsize. This arrangement is known as a belly helve, in contrast to a nose helve where the lift was 
provided beyond the head and a tail helve (or tilt hammer), which was pushed down beyond the pivot. The 
nose helve seems to have been little used in finery forges probably because the lifting mechanism would have 
obstructed the working space. Tilt hammers seem to have been reserved for working on smaller pieces of iron 
and steel using, a lighter hammer, probably because of the strain that would be imposed on the helve by a 
heavier hammer? ' 
The hammerman took a bloom from the finery and, working outwards ffofff the cealfe, deew it uut into a bar, 
reheating it as necessary in the chafery. The initial session under the hammer produced a dumbbell shaped 
'ancony', comprising a bar of about the final dimensions with two unworked knobs of unequal size at each end, 
one needing a single reheating before it was fully drawn out and the other two. Since the iron was now in the 
solid state, it would hardly be affected by impurities in mineral coal, which (probably in the form of coke) was 
often used in chaferies, if it was available, except in making the best quality of iromý 
Ile quality of the iron depended to a considerable extent on the purity of the ore. English bar iron was in the 
18th century classified into best (or tough), ordinary, blended and coldshort. Pig iron made from haematite 
ores was similarly called 'tough' and that from argillaceous ironstone 'coldshort', though strictly the terms were 
applicable to bar iron made from them, rather than to the pig iron itself. Iron was coldshort (that is brittle 
when cold) if phosphorus was present as an impurity. However if sulphur was present, the iron was redshort, 
that is liable to break when hot, making it impossible to forge. The term 'blended' or 'blend' seems to refer to 
the use of two types of pig iron, but a similar result could be obtained by smelting a mixture of ironstone from 
a coalfield and haematite, though this might still be called 'tough' rather than 'mixed'pig unless the poorCT ore 
was the main one used. For example, Robert Morgan of Carmarthen used a mixture of ores, as he exchanged 
redmine from Furness for locally mined ironstone, which was then shipped on to Sowley in Hampshire. "
32. Tylecote 1992,101-03: Tylecote 1991,233-34; Schubert 1957, ch. 16app. 17; den Ouden 1981; 1982. The terminology is of 
French origin as a result of this Valloon process' coming ultimately from a French-spealcing part of what is now Belgium: Schubert 1957, 
240, Awry 1981; 1987. 
33. Examples of nose helves (with a cast iron belve) and of tilt hammers are preserved at Abbeydale Industrial Museum In Sheffield. 
Wortley Forge has a belly helve (but again of cast iron). The use of cast Iron for the helve is a nineteenth century innovation. Earlier the 
helve was always of timber. 
34. Tylecote 1992,103-05; Tylecote 1991,246-48; Schubert 1957, ch. 16 and app. 17. 
35. Johnson 1952,333-4; Schubert 1957,233-4 306 3 10-11; Ince 199 lb, 56, Johnson 1954,36-42; Morgan Vb, 12 Jan, 29 Mar, and 7 
June 1760. 
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Tough iron was needed for purposes where it was subject to stresses and strains, for example for the body of 
edged tools and horseshoe nails. Due to its brittleness, coldshort iron was less useful, but did very well for 
ordinary nails, and was indeed preferred for that because it was easy to work and 'point[ed] more minutely than 
other iron without cleaving'. Ordinary Stockholm iron was considered as good as English tough iron and some 
American. Gothenburg iron (made in central Sweden) and some Russian iron such as 'Sable' (made in the 
Urals) seems to have been somewhat less good, but was probably widely used by village blacksmiths in the 
18th century. Russian iron was also slit to make hoops. However other kinds of Russian iron such as Mutters 
and Tula seem to have been even cheaper than English coldshort and probably used for the same purpose06 
The new coke-based ironmaking technologies 
of the 18th century 
Phy iron 
A major limitation on the ability of the iron industry to expand was its reliance on charcoal, for if charcoal was 
used faster than the wood from which it was made grew, there would inevitably be a crisis after a few years 
when the fuel supply was, at least temporarily, exhausted. Accordingly, the smelting of iron with coal (or 
coke) was long ., sought after. 
The flu-st known attempt was as far back as the 1590s, when Ilomas Proctor 
built a furnace to use a mixed fuel at Shipley Hurst near Bradford in Yorkshire. This was an ordinary blast 
furnace, save that it was ill-built, the walls being too thin. He sold this works to Edward Cage, who found 
that the metal produced was so bad that the forgeman at Somerbridge (near Dacre in Nidderdafe), who tried it 
in a forage there, would not have taken Shipley pi*- iron as a gA" Much less is known of several subsequent 
patents, such as that obtained by John Robenson (or Rovenzon) in 1612, but they were evidently not 
SuccessfuVI 
The most famous early proponent of pitcoal smelting was Dud Dudley, but only because he wrote about it. " 
His father Lord Dudley was exploiting the resources of his estates in what became the Black Country and coal 
(probably in the form of coke) was probably first tried at the end of the annual blast. Lord Dudley obtained a 
36. J. H. C. xxiL 851-2 (20 Apr. 1737); Britannicus 1752. For clench nails the Navy Board speciflodSwedish iron or best English rod 
iron called horsenail rod iron or best tough rod iron'N. M. M. POR/A/l, 22 Oct. 1696, note also Angerstein's diary, 201-3 and passbn, 
Floren& Ryden 1996,265-301, Prankardalc, passbn. 
37. Collinson 1996. 
38. A patent was granted in 1607 to Robert Chauntrell and John Astell, following experiments by the former. Chauntrell was connected 
with Monmouth Forge, which he had built in 1603 in partnership with Thomas Matthew of Radyr in Glamorgan. He had also been one of 
the tenants of Matthew's furnace at Pentyrch from about 1600 to 1603 and pig iron for Monmouth Forge presumably came from there. 
However Chauntrell bad sold his share at Monmouth in April 1605, almost two years before the patent was granted, yet it is possible that 
the experiments took place at Pentyrch- patent: P. R. 0, C 66(1699; cf. Collinson 1996.207; Monmouth: P. R. 0, C 33/110/286 A 39 1; 
PXOý STAC 8/218/16, P. R. 0, C Was. I/C22169; Pentyrch: Riden 1992b, 74-78. Simon Sturtevant obtained a patent In 1611. but 
this was void because he was outlawed at the time, enabling John Robenson to obtain a similar one: Daff 197Z 11; treatises by 
Sturtevant and Rovenzon bound with 1854 edition of Dudley 1665. The name of the latter patentee was probably Robertson, but has 
been misread. 
39. Dudley 1665. 
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licence in 1619 to exploit Robenson's patent, and he then renewed the patent in his own name. but Dud's 
attempts during the 1620s to exploit the process ultimately failed (partly for non-metallurgical reasons), first at 
Cradley where a dam probably burst, then at Himley where his father displaced him by letting the furnace to 
Richard Foley, and finally at Hasco Fuma=O One party to the subsequent litigation denied that he had 
made iron, though Dud Dudley claimed in his Metallum Mards to have done so, but that the 'charcoal 
ironmasters' (probably meaning Foley) were not prepared to pay for what they evidently regarded as poor 
quality pig iron. This subject has been much discussed, and is therefore only mentioned briefly here. The 
best view is probably that Dud Dudley made pig iron, but not of a quality acceptable to charcoal ironmasters 
for conversion to bar iron, perhaps on account of the impurities in iOl In the late 1660s, after publishing his 
book, Dud Dudley built a further furnace at Dudley, 42 
for making iron or melting down ironstone with charcoal made of wood and pitcoal together to be blown 
and set on work by the strength of men and horses'. 
By 1674 Sir Clement Clerke was a partncr in this, but the business of which it had become part was sold, 
following litigation that resulted from Clerke having mortgaged his share. The association of several forges 
with this business suggests that Dudley Furnace was supplying pig iron to them, but it is not clear how long 
this fuel (made of a mixture of wood and pitcoaI) remained in use. There is certainly no reason to believe the 
furnace operated after 168 V3 That the use of mineral fuel remained a possibility is suggested by the 
reference topig iron made with charcoal or partly so at Dudley Furnace in a 1673 agreemenO 
Ile enterprises described above were unsuccessful. Commercial success in coke-smelting was initially linked 
exclusively with the production of cast iron goods, an area which Dud Dudley evidently investigated, as he 
claimed to have various cast iron vessels made of pitcoal iron (presumably cast in the 1620s) in his house at 
Worcester. 45 T'his development was in turn related to that of foundries for remelting iron, as distinct from 
blast furnaces where ore was smelted to make iron. " Tliese foundries arose out of the development of 
40. At Hasco the ultimate problem was that Dud chose to pursue a claim the the manor of Himley and other property, which was 
inconsistent with his title to the furnace. In order to keep Himley from his creditors Iord Dudley had put the manor briefly in Duds name 
and Dud then delivered it to others. Dud asserted this to be a genuine gift (though none was intended), but becould notat the same time 
claim to bealessecof partof it. The claim ultimately falled, because Humble Ward (whose son married Urd Dudley's one legitimate 
granddaughter) had bought up a prior mortgage. This enjoyed priority over both the grant and the lease. Attu Dud had spent time in 
prison for contempt ofcourt, he eventually was confirmed in what he had truly been given and disclaimed all other title: Kin&1996a: 
2002b. 
41. Dudley 1665, Smiles 1863,43-59, reprinted with uncritical comment Ind. Arch. 12(3) (1977), 253-64; Rollinson 1921, Mott 1934, 
Schubert 1950; Bedford-Smith 1949?; Morton & Wanklya 1%7. King 1996a; Evans (D. E. A. ) Ift King 1"9a, 61-74 King 2002b 
(where I have discussed this at length). Dud Dudley's complaint was that theynot only detained his stock, but disparaged his iroif 
(Dudley 1665 (1854 edo), 12). 'Charcoal ironmasterV is probably an oblique reference to Richard Foley who owned virtually all the 
ironworks in the vicinity, but was (though by then deceased) probably too respected a person for Dudley to be able to criticise directly. 
Possibly Dud may have intended also to include Thomas Nye and Thomas Chetwynd: cf. King 1999a. 
42. P. R. O., E 112153&94, cf. E 1121502t7O, King 2002a; 2002b. 
43. Ibid., King 2002a; ZW2b; Schafer 1971,29-3 1. 
44, Herefs. R. O. E12tVYM50. This agreement between John Finch and two of Philip Foley's managers will be discussed Amber in the 
next chapter. 
45. Dudley 1665 (1854 edu), 11. 
46. References to founding can be occur from medieval times. but on examination all turn out to relate to brass or lead or to be references 
to blast furnaces. Thus the gwifoundries of the Weald were all blast furnaces, and the Earl of Worcester's Vauxhall Foundry seems to 
have cast brass ordnance. However this was also equipped to make small arms and the leather Suns that were used in Gustavus Adolphus' 
campaigns in Germany. Ffoulkes 1937, Thorpe 1932; Jenkins 1936,28-33; for the use of leather Suns during the Thirty Years War see 
Wedgwood 1938 (1999 edn), 236. 
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reverberatory furnaces (or cupolas or cupiloes) for smelting copper and lead. Such 'air furnaces'had been used 
since medieval times. but only for bell-founding. Dudley had used'an old belhouse for a bloomery'at Okham 
Slade in Clifton (near Bristol) in 1651, and he was followed by Sir Clemcnt CleTke also near Bristol from 
1678, and then by his son Talbot CleTke. This resulted in the successful smeltin. - of lead near Bristol and of 
copper at Putney in the 1680s. and in the floatation of two chartered joint stock companies in the early 1690s to 
exploit these successes. In both cases, Talbot was a promoter of the company. but not a charter member of 
i0' In. the early 1690s the rcvcrberatory furnace (in this case Imowa as an air furnace) was successfully 
applied to ironfounding. There was a foundry for remelting iron at 'Fox Hall' (i. e. Vauxhall), and the air 
furnace there was described as 'the first of these and built by direction of Sir Clement Clerkeýg He was no 
doubt building on his success with reverberatory furnace& for copper and lead. This foundry probably 
belonged to the 'Company for Melting Iron with Pitcoal, a third chartered company of which Talbot Clerke 
was an Assistant (i. e. director), and one whose close association with the lead company is shown by the 
extreme similarity of their charter09 This company, as the 'Company for Melting Iron with Pitcoal at 
L=beth!. supplied shoL bombs. and grenado shells to the Board of Ordnance in 1693 and 1694. lbomas Fox 
being the founder. However some of this shot was probably made by Thomas' brother Shadrach Fox at 
Coalbrookdale, which as 'Corborow Dale in Shropshire was the site of another early remelting furnace. 
Before 1696 Shadrach had been 'employed casting bombs and other things for the governmenf. while 
undertenant of Coalbrookdale Furnace. and obtained his own lease of the Coalbrookdale Works in 1696. "0 
However, with few orders from the Board of Ordnance, he was less successful subsequently. Neither the 
foundry at Coalbrookdale nor that at Lambeth seem initially to have operated for more than a few years, but 
another contemporary one at Southwark. flie Falcon Foundry, remained in use into the 19th centuryý' This 
development of air furnaces for remelting pig iron was a major achievement of Sir Clement Clcrke and of the 
Company for Melting Iron with Pitcoal, and for the first time permitted iron foundries to exist as something 
distinct from blast furnaces. 
Thomas Addison of Whitchaven. the Company's Deputy Governor. obtained a patent for 'running iron with 
pitcoal'in 1692, and p-resumably assigned this to the Company on its formation the followin, yeaT. This led 
Addison, probably on behalf of the Company to build a blast furnace at Cleator in Cumberland in 1694P 
47.1 have dealt with all this much more fully in King 2W2a. 
48. J. Woodward, 'Observatione. f-99: King 2002a. Ruth Brown has kindly confirmed that Fox Hall was indeed at Lambeth from 
P. R. O. WO 51149,96 99. 
49. Carr 1913,228-30. 
50. P. R. O., WO 51/49.0; WO 51/49. ff. 56 71: WO 47119, p. 23 35 75 77; C 1111379119; E 1121829134; E 112/833/957, E 134/4&5 
Anne/HilJ19. 
5 1. King 2002a. The Falcon Foundry may have possibly belonged to a rival 'Company for Making Iron Ordnance, ' probably the 
'Company for Making Iron Ordnance in Moulds of Metd. who supplied carcasses and grenado shells (but not ordnance) to the Board of 
Ordnance in 1693, An advertisement of 1723 relating to this Falcon Foundry indicates that it had previously belonged to Richard Jones. 
This Richard Jones had begim supplying the Board of Ordnance with roundshot made by remelting old guns in summer 1706, before 
being permitted in November the same year to set up a foundry in the salVetre house at Woolwich Arsenal: Scott 1913 HL 109; P. R. O. 
WO 51148.24v. P. R. O.. WO 47/23, pp. 320 and 403. WO 47124, pp. 97,101 and 15 1. Flinn 1961.56. As Richard Jones also supplied 
cannon, it is likely that he Wa blast firnace in the Weald, but it is inherently improbable that old guns should be taken to the Weald for 
remelting. By 1759 (or perhaps afew years later) it belonged to Joseph Wright & Co. (or Wright & Prickettý who became Prickett & 
Handasyde in the late 1780s: P. R. O. WO 47/53-120 passim sm. 'gunfoundef-, Hodgkinson thesis. I 11. 
52. Beckett 1981,28-9; Tyson 1999,3- 10; Woodcroft 1854, no. 291 
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However it is possible that coke-smelting was first tried out at Coalbrookdale, as Shadrach Fox was asked by 
the Board of Ordnance to settle a dispute between him and 'the patentees for running iron with pitcoal' in 1695, 
shortly before the Board awarded him a contract for casting shot. 11 Shadrach Fox's career at Coalbrookdale 
came to an abrupt when the furnace there blew up, probably in 17004 It was probably for this reason that in 
1701 he and and his brother Thomas, who had been the founder at Lambeth, rented Wombridge Furnace, 
which had probably lain idle since Philip Foley gave it up about 30 years earlier. To supply this furnace, they 
bought 'coales and ironstone' from the coal works of Isaac Hawkins at Malins Lee (in Dawley, Shropshire), 
where Shadrach had been living in 1696. Since it came from a coal works, this coal must have been pitcoal 
andnotchaTcoal. The fact that coal was mentioned suggests that the quantity was significant, andthatitwas 
usedinsmelting, not merely for calcining ore. However coke-smelting seems to have enjoyed only limited 
success in this period, as Cleator Furnace went over to charcoal in 1699, and Wombridge only operated for a 
single blast, before Thomas Fox (who was in charge there) died owing money to Isaac Hawkins. " Shadrach 
Fox, unable to pay his debts, was later obliged to go beyond the seas, apparently to Russia. ' 
Shadrach Fox's success in smelting iron with pitcoal at Coalbrookdale was perhaps one of the things that 
encouraged Abraham Darby in autumn 1708 to take over the furnace, which had lain derelict since it had 
blown up. However his great success was undoubtedly due in large measure to his development of a new 
method of casting pots. He moulded these ingreee (i. e. moist) sand rather than in loam. Thisnewmethod 
not only required less labour, since it involved reusable patterns, but also enabled him to make his pots thinner 
than those of his rivals. Since each pot required less iron than those made by older methods, he was able to 
undercut other producers in price. Previously the pattern had been destroyed in removing it from the loam 
mould, so that a new pattern had to be made for each casting. Darby was a partner in the Bristol Brass Mills 
and began foundry work at his foundry in Cheese Lane, Bristol about 1705, as indicated by his purchasing pig 
iron from the (Foley) Forest Ironworks. Ilere Darby seems to have required large pigs for casting, for which 
the founder was paid extra. A few years later Charles Axford (another Bristol ironfounder) was buying grey 
pigs from them, and paying a slightly higher price for these charcoal pigs than forge owners. Having thus 
achieved some success at Bristol, Darby moved to Coalbrookdale where he would have the benefit of a larger 
supply of pig iron and one under his own control, as well as the use of the air furnace (or furnaces) built there 
by Shadrach Fox. Nevertheless, as N. Cox has shown, it was not without some difficulty that Darby 
established a viable business, one whose main function was to cast potSý7 Thu-, Abraham Darby's success, in 
53. P. R. Oý WO 47/18, p23 35 75 77. 
54. PXO, C 11/1379/19. The date of the explosion is perhaps Indicated by the finmace lease being sold in November 1701 to Thomas 
Fox for less than the mortgage previously secured on it. Cf. Cox 1990,13 1; Trinder 1973,20, Mott 1957b, 85. 
55. E 112/829/34; E 112/833/957, E 134/4&5 AnnetHiIJ19; Beckett 1981,28-9; Tyson 1999,3-10. WombridgeFuniace is omitted 
from its ownees rental for 1672, presumably because it was unletý and there is no reason to believe that It was used In the following 
decades, though the landowner's records are relatively sparse: Shrops. R. 0,625/15. 
56. P. R. 0, C 11/1379/19; cf. Cox 1990,13 1, Trinder 1973,20; Mott 1957b, 85. The date of Shadra h's departure is not quite clear, as 
his son stated his father had gone abroad'about 170T, but Mott noted the birth of a child to Shad h in 1704. That Russia should be his 
destination is interesting, since Peter the Great was engaged in expanding the iron industry there In this period. cf. Kahan 1985,2-4. 
57. Cox 1990; Mon 1957b, 83-5; Trinder 1971,20-26; Raistrick 1953, ch. 2-3; Schubert 1957,268-70; King 2002a; pig iron: Ilerefs. 
R. O. E121VI(DFf/5-13, Stakeney, 'Redbrook! and 'Bishopswood' [Furnaces], passbn. The transactions particularly mentioned appear at 
E121VVDFf/3, f. 19 EI2[VVDFf/1 1, f. 5 and E121VYDFf/13, fA For Axford see also note 66 below. Patterns am mentioned in the 1718 
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producing cast iron pots with coke iron at CDalbrookdale more cheaply than his contemporaries could using 
charcoal iron, depended on three developments. Firstly there was the application of the air furnace to 
remelting pig (or other cast) iron, the invention of Sir Clement Clerke. Secondly pig iron was produced with 
coke rather than charcoal, patented by Addison and used by Fox-, and thirdly the moulds were made by 
Darby's own patent method using 'green' sand. Only when these were combined by Abraham Darby at 
Coalbrookdale in 1708 was success achieved. This also explains why Darby only patented his potfounding 
methods, and not smelting iron with coke. -Is This ironfounding business provided a secure commercial basis 
for experience to be gained in managing coke blast furnaces, thus eventually providing the basis for the general 
adoption of coke smelting. 
Darby's achievements in pot-founding with coke pig iron led to a divergence in the iron industry. One branch 
used coke to produce cast iron goods, and the other used charcoal to make forge pig iron, from which all bar 
iron came. 7le accounts of the Coalbrookdalc Company in the 1720s show iron from the blast furnaces there 
being cast into pots. This was both at the two blast furnaces and also at nearby air furnaces, where pig iron 
ftont the blast furnaces was remelted. No pig iron was supplied to forges, except Coalbrookdale Nddle 
Forge. This received under 40 tons between 1720 and 1722 and then no more (except one small parcel) until 
1728, after which coke pigs were used on a small scale there. " 711C reasons why coke pig iron was hardly 
used in forges until the 1750s have been controversial, and will be considered in chapter 5. With this minor 
exception, all Coalbrookdale pig iron seems to have been exclusively supplied for foundries to use, something 
for which it was particularly suitable. According to Graffin Prankard in 1730 it was 'so much esteemed [at 
Bristolj that without some part of it mixt with pigs they scarce presume to make any castings. The Virginia 
(pig iron] will do with a small quantity of it for cart boxes, but for furnaces pots and backs they use large 
quantities of W. 0 It was shipped down the river Sevem mainly to Thomas Goldney, a partner who was 
resident in Bristol where there were independent (that is unattached) foundries. " Other customers included 
Edward Kendall, who was from 1717 a partner in a foundry in StourbridgeP Wiffliam Phipps of Tewksbury, 
Abraham Freeth, and Richard Baddfley. FTeeth was the company's main customer in Birmingham and may 
merely have been a mete merchant and wholesaler, but Baddiley was a Birmingham ironmonger or ironmaster. 
He was one of the partners who built a new Rushall Nmace in 1717, which was intended to be blown with 
coal, if possible, otherwise with charcoal. The very irregular nature of his purchases and their small size 
suggests that he had a foundry, presumably in Birmingham where he lived, but that it was supplied from 
inventory for Coalbrookdate: Ralseck 1953 (1989 eda), 301-7. Downing: P. R. O. C 541542&'9, inventory, Craey Furnace. 
58. Patent 380, Raistrick 1953,21-21 
59. Raiseck 1953,56; CBD Wc. Some sculls (a steely crust from furnace ladles) were however sold to the owner of Caynton Forge In 
the 1720s. 
A Prankard Vb, 17 fun. 1730. 
6 1. Cox 1990.133-4(1- CBD a/c. For the Goldney 11amify see Stembridge 1998. 
62. CBD a1c; Worcs. R. 0,899.4 BA WIM(iif). Edward Kendall bought out his partners In 1723 and 1724 and gave the land to 
trustees to build a Presbyterian Manse in 1743. 
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another furnace, presumably Rushall. This, in turn, explains why Rushall hardly features among the furnaces 
that supplied the forges of Edward Knight & Co. in the Stour vallcyP 
A small number of coke blast furnaces were built in the years following the premature death of Abraham Darby 
I in 1717. The Vale Royal Company, who included Darby's former partner Thomas Baylics, built Sutton 
Furnace (at St. Helens), probably to use coal mined nearby by another of the partners. " In 1723, lsaae 
Cookson'and others built a blast furnace at Little Clifton in Cumberland, aýýatcntly to supply i foundry on Old 
Trunk Key (or Quay) at Gateshead. 65 A group, mainly of Bristol Quakers including William Donne, 
established a fumace at Bryn Coch near Neath in 1727, the lease specifically authorising them to mine enough 
coal for two blast furnaces and one air furnace. In 1732 they bought from the Axford family their ironfoundry 
in Back Street (now Jacob Street) in Bristol, where Charles Axford had apparently begun ironfounding; about 
1709, and this was thenceforth called 'the Welch Ironfoundry%" However it is possible that Bryn Coch 
Furnace was initially not very successful. Richard Ford wrote in late 1733, '1 have long been fearful Donne & 
Co. would make another attempt at Neath for want of our pigs, but if they do I am of the opinion they will meet 
with their old fate. 67 Willey Furnace was converted to coke in 1733 when it was leased to Richard Ford and 
77homas Goldney, two of the Coalbrookdale partners. They hoped to benefit from orders for steam engines, 
following the expiry of Tliomas Savary's steam engine patent, under which Newcomen engines were 
produced. " A small number of other coke furnaces followed in the 1730s and 1740s, including Whitehill 
(Co. Durham) and MaTyport (Cumb. )P Bersham Furnace (Denbs. ), exceptionally, alternated between fuels, 
having'ceased blowing with charcoales and went on blowing with cokes for potting'on 3 Feb. 1721. Thiswas 
repeated periodically in the following ycars. 10 The divergence between the foundry and forge branches of the 
industry was quite marked: in a period when there was considerable traffic in pig iron up the river Severn, the 
only pig iron going downstream came from CoalbTookdale and Willey FurnaceOl Furthermore the accounts 
of the Knight family's forges in the Stour valley in north Worcestershire, which in the 1730s and 1740s show 
pig iron being obtained from almost every furnace in western Britain do not record the receipt of any from 
Coalbrookdale (except once) or from Bryn Coch, and the only pig iron from Willey is likely to have been made 
before that furnace was converted to cokeý' 
63. CBD a/c; Rowlands 1975,62; Birmingham Archivm Galton 94; cf. SW a/c. Rushall furnace has nevertheless been classified as a 
charcoal furnace in chapter 6, partly because them is no other obvious source of pig iron for forges in the area, such as (West] Bromwich. 
Possibly like Bersham (see below), it could use either fuel. 
64. King 1993,8-13. 
65. Riden 1992c, 39-4 1; 'Newcastle partnership deeds!, 169-7 1. 
66. Bristol R. O., 4658(6)a-b; 09458(21); PISUICMI(c)-(d), PR/SL P. & L; 21782hdv/159/B; cf. pig iron sales in Herefs. R. 0, 
E12NI/DFf/5-13, 'Blakeney', 'Redbroole and Sishopswood'[Furnaces], p=bn. Utially Axford's foundry like Darby's may have used 
brass. 
67. Ford I/b, 24 Dec. 1733. 
68. Raistrick 1953,59-62; Trinder 1973,24-5 28-9; Ford Vb, 26 Mar. 1733 and passim; as to steam engines see Rolt & Allen 1997,58- 
107. 
69. Trinder 1973,24-5; Riden. 1992c, Riden 1993,116-7 126-8. 
70. Lloyd 1973,54-55. 
7 1. Cox 1990,138. For upstream traffic see chapter 4. 
72. Ince 1991b; SW a/c. The Willey pig iron in question was used in years up to 173617, but the vendor is not named as Ford and 
Goldney but as Richard Knight, who had been a partner in the preceding Willey Company. The accounts probably record when pig Iron 
was used, rather than when it was bought and a considerable stock was kept In hand. It Is thus not unlikely that it was made several years 
earlier, before the end of the preceding lease and during Richard Knighfs partnership at Willey. However the furnace had probably only 
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There was in this period a relatively small range of commodities that were made of cast iron. Cooking poL% 
and similaT vessels were pTobably the most common. Cylinders for steam engines began to be made of cast 
iron in the early 1720s. This provided an important new outlet for the coke blast furnaces, and (as mentioned) 
encouraged two of the Coalbrookdale partners to lease Willey Furnace in 1731" Iron cannon required by the 
Board of Ordnance continued mostly to be cast in the Weald at furnaces usinly charcoal until near the end of the 
Seven Years War, though some merchant guns were made at Coalbrookdalc during the War of Austrian 
Successioný4 However after the Seven Years War coke furnaces became increasingly important and not long 
after the Board of Ordnance specified that runs should be cast and bored from solid in 1775, gunfounding at 
Wealden furnace-. ceased. 71 With a few exceptions such as Abraham Darby Urs bridge at Ironbridg; e, cast 
iron did not begin to be used for structural purposes until the 1790s. However, during that decade it was found 
that the propensity of cotton and other textile mills to bum down could be reduced if their beams were made of 
cast iron rather than timber. Cast iron pillars had been used in a couple of churches in the 1780s and (with iron 
ties) in William Strutfs mills at Derby and Milford in the early 1790s, but the first building with a complete 
iron frame was a mill in Shrewsbury built in 1796-7. This was followed by others at SalfoTd, Ueds, Belper 
and elsewhere, but only after 1800. Other iron bridges only began to be built in the late 1780s and 1790s. 
The widespread use of structural ironwork was accordingly a 19th century phenomenmý 
One of the difficulties in dealing with molten metal or other material at very high temperatums is that of 
containing it. For this purpose, some refractory material must be used. 7be traditional one was stone. 
probably mainly sandstone. However, in the late l7th and 18th century fireclay and firebrick began to be used 
instead. This had been used in the Stourbridge glass industry since 1610 or earlierY It% first use in 
metallurgy seems to have been in the reverberatory furnaces developed by Sir Clcment CleTke. 'Clay' 
(probably meaning fireclay) was mentioned in the accounts for the late 1680s of the cupola near Bristol that had 
belonged to his son Talbot. 71 It is probably significant that its source should be within a few miles of the 
unique horse-mill powered blast furnace at Dudley, in which Sir Cement was a partner in the early 167(K.: 19 
The use of fiTeclay for hearths for iron furnace& is specifically mentioned in a 1725 mining lease to Humphrey 
Batchelor, a Stourbridge glass-maker. but not in an earlier one of 1709.1* Batchelor is named in the 
been in blast once between 1729 and the grant of the tease to Ford & Goldney in 1733: Do-amton atc-, cf. Page 1979,8. The only 
delivery of C(WbroolLdale pig iron to the Stour Forges was in 1754, and this will be discussed In chapter 5. 
73. Roft & Allen 1997,49 67 148ff, Raistrick 1953 (1985 eda), 53 316-7 
74. Hodgkinson 1996b; Trinder 2000,27, Goldney a/c. 
75. Braid 1992c; Hodgkinson 1996b, 164, Brown (R. R. ) 1994; P. R. 0, WO 47/83, ppI40 265 327. 
76. Skempton & Johnson 1962; Fitzgerald 1988; Trinder 1979; Benson 2000. 
77. As early as 1566 the manorial court of Amblecote near Stourbridge forbad the digging of clay by anyone living outside the manor. 
V. C. M. SUffs. xx, 56-7; Charleston 1984,73-86, Guttery 1956,7. 
78. King 1999b, 48. This cupola at Stockley Slade was at this time in the possession of Gravely Claypoole, a manager appointed by 
Lord Grandison during litigation between Clerke and Grandison. Stourbridge clay %Ass certainly used them in 1754* Angerslein'i dairy, 
133. This source indicates, contrary to what I said in King 1999b that this cupola remained In use into the 1750s. 
79. For this furnace see above and King 2002a; 2002b. 
80. Dudley Archives, DE413, Kingswinford leases, 8 Nov. 1709 and 27 Jul. 1725; cf. Guncry 1956,32 43. Humphrey Batchelor also 
appears as a minor buyer of Swedish iron periodically from 1729 to 1732 from Graffin Prankard of Bristol- Prankard atc. This, %%s 
probably a mere bye-trade. 
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accounts of the Coalbrookdale ironworks as the vendor of 5 tons of Stourbrid. -e clay in 1720, and 'Sturbridge 
brick! was also in use there by 1718! 1 Precisely how the Coalbroukdale Company uscd this material is not 
wholly clear from their accounts. It was not the main lining of the hearth and boshca as hearth stones were 0 
obtained from Ilighley. However, the purchases may coincide with the furnace being out of blast for refining. 
so that the fireclay may have been used in the relining. It is also likely that it was used for lining the air 
furnace-,, in which pig iron was remelted for foundry use. It is not clear how rapidly stone was replaced by CY 
firebrick as the linin; material for blast furnaces. When there was a sudden failuTe of the in-walls (above the 
boshes) both at Coalbrookdale New Blast Furnace and Willey. Richard Ford decided at WiUey tomake'em up 
with brick as fast as possible', adding, I am of the opinion the present misfortune will be for our future 
advantage for I believe the fluxing of the inwalls was the chief reason the furnace did not carry a better 
burthea: " Horsehay Furnaces were similarly built with a brick lining. On the other hand, hearth stones are 
referred to the the accounts of Snedshill Furnace in the 1780%. Certainly in the 19th century the hearth was 
made of firebrick, but the chronology of the transition from refractory stone to firebrick remains unclear. " 
During the 18th century there seems to have been little change in the design of blast furnaces apart from a 0 
gradual increase in height and size generally. One area in which there was some change was in the blowing IV 
apparatus. The opinion was expressed about 1710 that haematite ores could not be used without being fluxed 
with cinders, as these rich ores were hard to melt. This possibly explain% the long persistence of bloomeries in Cy 
ft Furncss rcgion. ý4 This prob1cm, is Ukcly to have bccn rcsolvcd by incmasing the blast to the furnace, and 
so raising its temperature. The performance of the Coalbrookdale Furnaces certainly seems to have been P. P 
improved in the early 1730s by increasing the blast! ' The blowing apparatus was almost invariably water- 
powered until the introduction of James Watt's steam engine with its quicker stroke. The first application of a 
steam engine directly to blowing was at John Wilkinson's New Willey Furnace, where a beam engine was used 
to blow the furnace directly in 1776. Apart from this. steam engines only began to be used for blowing (rather 
than pumping water back over the dam) in the 1780s, after Watt managed to obtain rotary motion from his 
engines. Nevertheless it is possible that the steam engines (Newcomen engines) at Ketley and Madeley Wood 
pumped water almost directly on to a water wheel, rather than into a pond above the furnace. In the same 
period there was another development, which in the long term was probably more significant. From the 
1750s, the bellows began to be replaced by blowing cylinders. Horsehay and Kttley were built with these 
rather Um bellows. Isaac Wilkinson patented a method of blowing using blowing tubs, and this was used (or 
at least tried) at Dowlais Furnace in Merthyr Tydfil, built in 1757 and one of the first coke furnaces in south 
81. Shropshire R. 0,6001529,431; 6001530,37; Peffy2001,75. 
82. Ford Vb, 10 Dec. 1734. 
83. The survi-ving lining is of firebrick at Morley Park (Derbs. ) and Newland (Cumbria), last used in the 1875 and 1890 respectively; for 
dates see Riden & CKen 1995,118 146-7. 
84. Woodward, 'Observations, f99. 
85. Mon 1958,70. Thisurill be discussed further in chapter 5. For a detailed discussion of the combustion of coke and how it applied to 
blast furnaces see Rehder 1987,37-8. 
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Wales. James Knight also patented a system of blowing tubs, which was installed at Bringewood, but 
apparently not even at his firm's other furnams. 116 
The early coke furnaces were not necessarily more productive than iheiT charcoal contemporaries. The first 
Homhay Furnace ran continuously for three years during its fmt blast, maldng 819 tons per year, compared 
to 400-500 tons, from the two Coalbrookdale Furnaces together in the early 1730s, and 670 tons in 1737 after 
the blast was improved. 17 While this output was Lm-ger than that of some contemporary charcoal furnaces, it 
was no greater than was achieved when charcoal furnaces operated continuously over a Iong, period: Redbrook 
Furnace produced 913 tons per year in 170314, during a campaign which lasted about 22 months and made 
over 1600 tons in all. Similarly Blakeney Furnace made 1251 tons in the year 1701/2 in the midst of a blast 
lasting almost 2Y-2 years, while X%ton Furnace often made over 800 tons pa. in the 175001 These are 
nevertheless exceptional cases. As will appear in chapter 6 (see figy. 6.13). the average for charcoal furnaces 
hardly ever exceeded 600 tons per year, whereas coke furnaces averaged 700-800 tons between 1760 and 1790, 
after which their average output increased rapidly. 
One factor that facilitated the increase at the end of the 18th century was having the furnace blown through two 
(and later three) tuyeTes, thus improving the penetration of air into the charge. This enabled the furnace to 
operate at a higher temperature and increased its Output. The firstsuch furnace was probably one built in 1789 
at CyfaTthfa (in Merthyr Tydfil). In 1799 Horschay Furnace was rcbuilt with two tuycres. In the early 1770s 
each of the two Horsehay Furnaces had made 1100-1300 tons per year. and a single furnace made 1458 tons in 
1796. However each made 1917 tons in 1805. " The prerequisites for this innovation would be the use of 
blowing cylinder& (rather than bellows) and particularly the ability to produce pipes with airtight joias. through 
which to convey the blast to the furnaces. Such furnaces seem often to have bcen rather taller than usual. ne 
surviving furnaces at Neath Abbey (built after 1792) have three tuyeres and stand 53Y2 and 63Y2 feet high. In 
1791 Richard Crawshay described his Cyfarthfa Furnace$ as 60 feet high and as each producing 1400 tons per 
year, both rather more than was usual in other area. 01 
The developments, described above. come from a period when there was a great expansion in coke smelting. 
No doubtý this expansion provided a healthy climate for technolopical innovations to be adopta Until 1755 
only a hairdful of furnaces produced coke pig iron. In the late 1750,; eight new coke furnace. % were built in ty 
96. Smith 1979; 1981; Tyiecote 1992,124-, Ince 1989; Ince 1991b, 25-6*, Trinder 1973,34-4t-, 2000,2847-A Haymanetd. 1999, 
ch. 4. 
87. Mott 1958,69 72; HR a1c; Snedshill: P. R. 0, C 12121115, schedule. 
98. Foley atc; SW a(c-, Ince 199 lb, 89. 
89. Mott 1958,83; 1959a, 28&, 1959b, 46-47 (citing Beck, Geschechre des Eisen (Bruns-Arick 1896-7) 111, fig. 209); 1796 and 1805 lists. 
The 1770s and 1805 figures are the average per furnace. 
90. Evans 1990, nos. 329 385; 1993,28; WJLV. Gate regarded the Corbyns Hall Furnaces in the Black Country (Wit as hat as the 
1830s) as particularly tall, but they were only 40-45 feet high: Gale 1966,57; cf. 1967,49 60. For Nealh see Inca 2001,28ff. 
Bersham Furnace near Wrexham built in 1796 may belong to this category. I am gmcfW to Peter Hutchinson and David Cranstone for 
help on this point and to the latter for sight of his unpublished report on Bersham. It must however be wed that an argument from 
surviving remains of a furnace almost inevitably refers to its final form, riot its initial one. 
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Shropshire and two elsewhere. By 1788 there were about 50 coke furnaces, of which 21 were in Shropshire. 
Eight years later almost 90 of the 104 furnaces in England and Wales were coke ones. In 1810 there were 223 
furnaces in use in Great Britain (of which 30 were in Scotland) and barely more than a dozen of the English 
ones used charcoal. 91 The output of pig iron rose from under 25000 tons in the early 1750s to 66000 tons in 
1788, to 250,000 tons in 1805, and it then doubled about every 20 years until the 1880s. 92 The great growth 
will, be examined furtheT in chapteT 6. 
New fining methods for making bar iron 
During most of the period under consideration in this thesis, charcoal remained the normal fuel in the finery 
hearth, but in the second half of the 18th century new methods of producing bar iron were devised, using coal 
or coke in air (or reverberatory) furnaces, and many of these processes were patented. The standard work on 
the subject by G. R. Morton and N. Mutton is largely a review of such patentOl The following account will 
therefore seek also to identify the places and people concerned in this advance, and so distinguish between the 
commercially viable and mere curiosities. The new processes ultimately proved a resounding success, and 
replaced the old charcoal finery process, but success was not immediate, and many of the early patents were 
only used by their inventor. In all of these patents, the key was to prevent sulphur in the mineral fuel from 
contaminating the product, by keeping the metal separate from the fuel in reverberatory furnaces. Iron with 
any significant sulphur content is 'redshore, that is brittle at red heat and so incapable of being forged into 
useful wrought iron goods. 
Several of the earliest processes were of a type referred to as 'potting and stamping'. The ideas involved may 
go back as far as the 1720s when Thomas Tomkyns obtained a patent in the name of Roger Woodhouse. 
Tomkyns 'who was not being proof against the temptations of Exchange Alley, was deeply involved in the 
calamities of the South Sea and other bubbles', with the result that he had a deficit of over f: 40,000 in a public 
treasurership. In 1728 Tomkyns was seeking release from prison, so that he could superintend works at 
'Oakamore' (near Cheadle) in Staffordshire, where the workmen were in danger of being dispersed when they 
had 12 months experience of the process. 94 However he was not released and nothing came of this. 
According to Charles Wood, writing about in 1766, the pig iron was melted in an air furnace without pots 
upon a sand bottom. 'Good iron was made but the small quantity ... and the great waste of metal obliged them 
[i. e. Woodhouse and his financiers] to give it up. ' Charles Wood wrote that he had tried this, and had found 
the sand bottoms only lasted two or three days and the cinder stuck the iron to the bottom. 91 These remarks 
were occasioned by his hearing of a patent granted to the Cranage brothers, following experiments in Thomas 
91. Scrivenorl841,8693-95; 1810list; the numberof charcoal furnaces in 1796 and 1810 results from counting known charcoal 
ftwnaces appearing in the lists. 
92. Riden 1994; Riden &Owen 1995, table 1.1. 
93. Morton& Mutton 1967; Tylecote 199 t, 233 -40,1992,126-8. 
94. Cal. Treas. Pap. 1720-9,233 274 525-8; Cal. Treas. Bks. & Pap. Z729-30,103 117 218; Cambridge UJL. MS. Ch(H) 89/12/3; 
Treadwell 1974,107-8; Butler thesis, ch. 1,28-33. There had been a traditional forge at Oakamoor belonging to the (Foley) Staffordshire 
Partnership, which was presumably replaced by the pwent process. By the 1740s there was a tinplate works: Johnson 1954,49-52; 
Awty 1957,109 115. 
95. Gross 2001,72. 
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711fley's air furnace (probably at Coalbrookdale). According to Joseph Banks, the iron made there was good 
but the process was not as profitable as expected due to the large waste of iron. Someone else reported that the 
iron was not fit for nails. The Cranage process was thus no great success. 96 
A second series of attempts (again failures) concerned making 'pig or sow iron' or 'raw iron or iron metal 
prepared' direct from iron ore in reverberatory furnaces. This is closely associated with the Wood family, 
members of which Later succeeded with potting and stamping. 7he head of the family was William Wood, a 
Wolverhampton ironnionger, who became a partner in certain Shropshire ironworks in 1715. His firm. was 
subsequently interested in Tern and Sutton Forges and Bersham and Ruabon Furnacm" One of the patented 
processes was devised by his son Francis at Bellingham in Northumberland, and another was (supposedly) 
used at Frizington near VAiitehaven. 98 However the affair was used as a vehicle for fraud, by raising money 
by advance sales of product and stockjobbing, and it ended in infamy. " Kingsmill Eyre enrolled a patent 
specification in 1736 for something similar. This indicates that the ironstone was calcined. 71en it and coke 
were pulverised, and heated with a flux. When melted, old iron, nut iron, or hammer slough was added, 
which improved the yield. 100 It was alleged on behalf of Woodhouse's patent (mentioned in the previous 
paragraph) that Francis Wood had observed and copied the methods used by Tornkyns under 1111 If so, it 
may have been the existence of that patent that induced William Wood to patent a process starting with ore. 
Despite the failure of this, pulverisation and the use of a flux prefigure the potting and stamping process of 
John and Charles Wood (sons of William). Accordingly, the notorious failures of the 1720s may nevertheless 
have provided valuable metallurgical know-how that remained in the family. 
John Cockshutt of Wortley Forge also carried out experiments on a sort of coke bloomeTy, apparently in the 
early 1750s, and to his suiprise obtained good iron. He included the process in a patent dated 1771 that was 
otherwise concerned with certain improvements to the charcoal finery process, but he did not develop the 
process commercially. 1"2 ffowever the first major advance was achieved by Charles and John Wood, son% of 
Wifliam. John acquired little Aston Forge in 1746, and also he owned Wednesbury Bridge Forge, both in 
Staffordshire, while Charles was a partner in the firm that established Low Mill at Egremont in Cumberland as 
an ironworks in 1749.103 Charles experimented with a pitcoal bloomery in 1752 and exchanged material with 
96. Gross 2001,72; Broadbridge 1980,135-9. Mott 1959b. 48, The process was apparently used at the Coalbrookdale Company's 
Pendleston Mill (thus known as Bridporth Forge), which they had leased in 1760. Shropshire R. O, BB/E? 7/2tl. BBIVII618, f. 15, 
BBIVII&S, f. 12, BBIE111311&, Raistrick 1953,85-7 212 215-6 225. 
97. Treadwell 1974; Flinn 1961; Butler thesis, ch. l. 31-3, P. R. Oý E 112tl339121. Morton & Mutton 1967, M-3; patents 489 502 and 
553 (with specification). There were two patents taken out by the Wood family, each used for dubious financial dealings. On the first 
occasion. money was raised from the (united) Society of Mines Royal and Company of Mineral and Battery Works. These companies 
had once had interests in metal m. Wn& and wiredrawing. However, they had long since ceased to have any business of that kind, but had 
recently been used for other purposes. On the second. the victim was Daniel [vie, bin it also Involved an attempt to procure the 
incorporation of The Company offromnasters of Great Britain% Wood then tried to compensate [vie by selling him an ironworks in 
Denbighshire, for which he had not paid. 
98. Treadwell 1974, Riden 1993,112 125-&, Butler thesis ch. 1.32. 
99. As note 97. 
100. Patent 553 and specification. 
101. Cambridge UL, MS. Ch(H) MUM 
102. Morton & Mutton 1967,725, Gross 2WI, 206, Uwis c. 1775,90-90a: patent 988 (and specification). 
103. Uttle Aston: Gould & Morton 1967 (1982 repr. ), 25-6. however the correct date for his acquisition is 1746. when the forge was 
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Cockshutt, but evidently gave up. - Instead both brothers concentrated on recycling sCrap iron. This, 
usually described in the Customs accounts as 'bushel and cast iron, was imported from Holland and other parts 
of northcm EuropeY15 Buslict iron was 'a sort of refuse iron that smiths cannot use. " In 1753 Charles 
Wood described experiments with making pots with local and other clay, and he then built a furnace for 
working up scrap. 107 In 1754 he visited the Midlands, with Gabriel Griffiths (another Low Mill. partner). 
Charles' observations at John's Wednesbury Bridge Forge indicate John was doing something similar. 
involving a 'furnace' and placing scraps 'in the pots. Charles also displayed an interest in the pioduction of 
clay (evidently fireclay) at StourbTidge, comparing their methods to the Lowmill method of grinding 
clay'. "' R. R. Angerstein (also in 1754) described John's raw material as iron filings and later as bushel 
iron. 1119 In 1775 Marchant de la HouUre also found John Wood using scrap. 1111 It (and perhaps other 
method-, of recycling scrap) were used in a small number of other forges in the late 18th century. These 
included Brightside Forge, built in 1763 on the river Don below Sheffield by Binks & Co. and described as 'a 
tosshammer work for working up Hollands scrape. 111 and also Marston Forge in Cheshire where Nicholas 
Ryder advertised in 1768 for a 'good baller of scrap iron [who] understand& balling and 4Cating the balls in an 
air fUrnaCeý112 By 1790 *balling furnaces' were quite widespread in Uzigland, 113 also including Wick 
ironworks near Bristol, which is perhaps the best documented. 114 This process remained in use until the 20th 
century, though no longer using fireclay pots. Since the starting material was already largely malleable iron, 
these works were not, strictly, making iron. but rather merely recovering it for reuse. 
Charles Wood's notes suggest he also experimented with 'cold short metal' (probably pig iron). Ilis is not 00 12, 
surprising, since his firm were also mining iron ore and therefore probably had a blast furnace, though it is not 
clear where. The date of this is unclear. "' but it was not until 1761 and 1763 that the Wood brothers 
obtained patents. ChaTles was then hindcred by most of his partner; becoming bankrupt in 1763, as a Tesult of 0 
the failure of a tobacco importing business. 116 In 1766 Charles Wood moved to Merthyr Tydfil, and built a 
forge at Cyfarthfa for Anthony Bacon (a Undon merchant) and William Brownrigg, both with Cumberland 
otigins. 117 This forge was a potting and stamping work. It had six races branching from the grand race 
sold by John Mander & Co. to Edward Knight & Co, who resold It to Wood: Knight 142,174617, p. 6. Weduesbury Bridge: Dilworth 
1976.108-9. Low MR: Carlisle R. 0, D/Lec/60126. The same firm also built Dalston Forge- Carlisle R. 0, D/Hud/&77. DRCM43- 
44. 
104. Gross 2001,202-9. 
105. P. R. 0, CUST 51parsint. It is listed (misleadingly) in the tables in Schumpcter 1960 aseast iron'. 
106. Evans 1992.189. 
107. Gross 2001,210-6. 
108. Hyde 1973.39; patents. Morton and Mutton 1967.723; Daff 1972.12. 
109. Angerstein also found scrap being reworl-ed at Cradler. Angerstein's dhuy, 47 179-80 348. 
110. Morton& Mutton 1967,723-4. 
111. Sheffield Archives, ACM(S378,306; King, North. 
112. Aris Xham Gaz. 26 Dec. 1768, However Marston was an ordinary single finery forge according to the 1790 fist. 
113.17901isL 
114. Ellacombe 1881,231; Bristol R. 0,14851/IWBIIO-12. 
115. Gross 2001,215-6 218-9. No date is associated with the latter im but it follows an entry dated 17 Nov. 1761, though a letter from 
Lsm Wilkinson dated 1751 is interposed between the two passages. Mning: Carlisle R. O.. DIlLec/6(V26. 
116. P. R. 0, C 54/6160 nos. 3-6. 
117. Gross 2001, passbm Namier 1930,24 44-5. 
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bringing water from the river, powering a clay mill, a chafery, two sets of stampers, and two harnmers-'" 
Ile process involved three successive fining processes: first the iron was granulated or cast into thin plates or 
'flourished' in an ordinary refinery using a pitcoal fire (which had the effect of removing silicon from it) and 
was then stamped and washed to remove cinder, secondly it was heated in fircclay pots with a flux, thereby 
removing sulphur, and finally it was heated in a pot (without any flux) to decarburise it, after which the 
resultant loop' was forged with a hammer in the usual way. "' A somewhat similar process was patented by. 
John Roebuck of the Carron Company in ScotlandL11 
John Wright and Richard Jesson of (West] Bromwich Forge simplified Wood's process in 1773 by replacing 
coal with coke, thus eliminating the stage of the Woods' process where a flux was needed. Their process, 
using pots, seems to have been adopted at a number of ironworks in the Midlands during the late 1780s, 
shortly before the patent expired. Ile air furnaces in which it was conducted were known as melting fineries. 
Until 1785, the patent was probably only used at the patentees' works at [West] Bromwich Forge and Wrens 
Nest at Linley, north of Bridgnorth. 121 From about 1785 melting fineries were built at various ironworks 
mostly in the west Midlands. The numbers of them appear in the 1790 ironworks list, and this information 
will be used as the basis for an estimate of output in chapter 6. Pots (for this process) were being used at 
Horsehay and Coalbrookdale until 1798 and to a modest extent thereafter. 122 The production of 'stamp iron' 
began at Upper Mitton Forge in 1795, and increased output there from 450 tons per year in 1795 (made in 
traditional fineries) to almost 1300 tons per year in 1799, apparently without significant expenditure on new 
plant. 123 Jcsson simplified the process further in 1783 by abandoning the use of pots in favour of piling his 
refined iron. The use of 'piles' (fireclay tiles) began at Horsehay in February 1798, just after Jesson's patent 
expired, but this seems to be related to the adoption of puddling rather than Jesson's improvement to the 
stamping process. Nevertheless the use of piles was a temporary phase at Horsehay, the numbers of them used 
being much lower from 1800. The conversion to puddling increased output from six to eight tons per furnace 
per week. 'Stamped iron'production under the name of 'buzzing' probably remained in use at Coalbrockdale 
and Eardington in Shropshire until at least 1812.114 
The puddling process, which eventually replaced all its predecessors was developed by Henry Cort of Fontley. 
near Fareham (Hants. ), but a somewhat similar process was patented by Peter Onions, also in 1783. The latter 
is said to have worked for William Reynolds (of the Coalbrookdale Company) at Ketley in 1784, but his 
address in his 1783 patent specification was'Myrthee. He was probably connected with the Dowlais ironworks 
at Merthyr Tydfil, though he was at the associated Pcntyrch Forge in 1788. Accordingly his improvement to 
the process was probably a further development of the processes of the Cranages and of Wright and Jesson. 
118. Gross 2001, xx-xid 
119. Morton & Mutton 1967,723-4; Gross 2001,70. 
120. Morton & Mutton 1967,724. 
121. Morton & Mutton 1967,725-6, Bromwich. Dilworth 1976,47-9; Wrens Nest: V. CJi. Shrops. x, 352. 
122. Mott 1959b, 48-50; Morton & Mutton 1967,725-6,1790 list. 
123. SW a/c. 
124. Mott 1959b, 49-53. 
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Yields from pig iron for Cort's puddling and other new processes for making bar iron 
Annual Yield 
output per (cwt. pig/ 
Date Process furnace ton bar) Source 
Stamped iron 
Cyfarthfa (stamped) May 1787 Wood 32.0 Sci. Mus. Lib., 371/3,187 
Horsehay (stamped) 1796-7 Wright & 29.6 Mott 1959b, 51 
Jesson 308 
Ketley (stamped) 15 Dec. Wright & 29.5 Staffs. R. O., D 695/1/12/36 
1784 Jesson 
Puddled iron 
1784 trials Autumn Puddling * 30.7 Staffs. R. O., D 695/1/12/36 
1784 
Fontley 1787 Puddling 27.3 Sci. Mus. Lib., 371/3,187 
Cyfarthfa 1789 Puddling * 171 32.0 Hyde thesis, 121; Evans 1990, 
no. 89 
Cyfarthfa 1791 Puddling 290 30.2 Hyde thesis, 121; Evans 1990, 
no. 370 
Cyfarthfa 1793 Puddling 375 Birch 1967,77-8 
Penydarren 1796 Puddling 31.0 Hyde thesis, 121 
Cyfarthfa 1800 Puddling 31.0 Hyde thesis, 121 
Penydarren 1800 Puddling 30.0 Hyde thesis, 121 
Bradley 1802 Puddling 29.6 Hyde thesis, 121 
Horsehay 1799-1807 Puddling 392 26.3 Mott 1959b, 51 
Clydach 1805 Puddling 31.0 Hyde 1977,142 &thesis, 162 
Penydarren 1814 Puddling 29.0 Hyde thesis, 121 
Nantyglo c. 1815 Puddling 400 Birch 1967,190 
Horsehay 1825 Puddling 28.0 Hyde 1977,142 &thesis, 162 
Corngreaves 1825 Puddling 26.4 Hyde 1977,142 & thesis, 162 
Dowlais 1829 Puddling 28.0 Hyde 1977,142 & thesis, 162 
Bute 1829 Puddling 28.6 Hyde 1977,142 & thesis, 162 
Average of all puddling to 1815 29.5 
Note: 
Items marked * are excluded from the average. They probably preceded the introduction of 
preliminary refining to make finer's metal in a running out furnace. 
File: Cort trials/table 
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Both Cort and Onions eliminated the granulation and washing stage of the previous processes, removing the C, 0 
slag (which was lighter) instead by stirring the molten iron in the furnace with an iron rod, a process known as 0a 
puddling. Onions' method differed from Cort's in that Onions used a forced blast. 121 Henry Cort's other 
great achievement was the introduction of rolling into the production of iron (as opposed to cutting or reshaping 
otherwise finished bar iron), something .,, 
that will be considered further later in this chapter. After the initial 
shingling under a hammer to consolidate the bloom, it was passed through grooved rolls, which on successive 00 
passes through different grooves gradually reduced the cross-scction of the bar. Cort's second patent (of 1784) 
combined puddling and Tolling. 11is became the most important process for making malleable iron during the 
Industrial Revolution. 126 Rolling will be discussed in a later section. 
Cort demonstrated his process in a number of places, but ironmasters were evidently not generally willing to 
take out licences for it, "' probably because the new process was not then achieving better yields than by 
stamping (see Table 3.1). In 1787 Cort tried again, asking a royalty of 15 shillings per ton for iron made by 
his methods. In May 1787 he agreed a rate of 10 shillings with Richard Crawshay, who erected six 'Corts fur! 
and a rolling mill at his works at Cyfarthfa in Merthyr Tydfil and was making 15 torts per week in June 1787, 
20 tons per week a year later and perhaps 80 tons per week in the early 1790s. 111 In 1788, Crawshay 
proposed that the royalty should be reduced to five shillings. John Cooke of Kilnhurst Forge near Doncaster 
expressed an interest in the process around this time, as did Mr Gibbons, who had recently taken over Cradley 
Forge near Stourbiidge. '" However, the process was apparently only in use at Fondey and Cyfarthfa when 
the 1790 list was prepared. Some of the blooms made at Cyfarthfa were rolled by Folliot, Scott & Co. at 
Rotherhithe, but they ran into difficulties, partly at least due to the poor quality of the blooms supplied. '" 
Other evidence suggests the process may have been used at Penydarren (also at Merthyr Tydfil) from 1788, at 
Wilsonstown in Scotland from 1789, and possibly also at Wortley by 1790.131 At this point Cort ran into 
severe difficulties as a result of the death of Adam Jellicoe, a relative of his partner Samuel Jellicoe. 
Unknown to Cort, money that Adam had lent to Cori consisted of funds in his hands as a naval paymaster. 
125. Patent 1370 (specification); Morton & Mutton 1967,726-7; Mott 1985,13-15, Evans 1990, xiv nos. 7195; Trinder 2000,46. 
Onions was a brother-in-law of John Guest, the Dowlais manager, and his original patent is among their archives: Elsas 1959.186-7 
245. Guest seems to have recruited others of his Shropshire relatives for Dowlais, including one of my Firmstone ancestors: King 
c-1953, probably based on parish registers. 
126. Morton & Mutton 1967,724-6, Mott 1959b, 47-54 passing Mott 1985,27-46. 
127. Places where it was demonstrated included Pitchford on 10-11 Nov. 1784, Wednesbury Field Forge on 24-26 November 1784, and 
Ketley on 15 Dec. 1784: Staffs. R. O., D 69411/12t36. It was also demonstrated in 1784 near Newcastle, where Landell A Chambers (of 
Derwentcote Forge) and Hawkes & Co. apparently took out licences for it: Robinson & McKie 1970,140-3 15 1. Hawkes & Co. seem to 
have built Lumley Forge on the strength of this. and also to have leased land for a rolling mill. but it appears that no rolling mill was 
erected., Sandbeck estate office (Maltby), MTB/A27/2-3 MT/A50/1 & 15 EMS116110 EMS/A 36-7. However the 1790 list only 
mentions balling furnaces at these places, and they may therefore only have been recycling scrap. perhaps under Cori's first patent. 
Exchanges of views (prior to the appearance of Alexander 2002) between Eric Alexander and myself on the subject matter of this 
paragraph have been mutually profitable. 
12& Science Museum Library, Weale inss, 371/3,187-96,1790 Mt. 
129. Science Museum Library, Weale mss, 371/3,194-5 202. 
130. Evans 1990,6-31 passirn. 
13 1. Hyde 1977,9 1. The sources for the first two are the Weale mss. The evidence in the case of Wortley is less clear. It may be 
based on a reference toa rolling mill heretofore used as a fin mill'in a lease of 1793. The 1790 list mentions four rineries, a thimill and 
various other plant. This may suggest that the process was transferred to Wortley after Crawshay's partnership with James Cockshutt was 
dissolved in September 1791, upon which the latter presumably returned to the family forge at Wortley: Sheffield Archives WhAL 590, 
1790 list; cf. Evans 1990,118 181 and passim. 
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Samuel paid the firm's debt and thus obtained the firm's assets, but the Navy Board, on which the patent rights 
had devolved. did not seek to enforce them. so that the patent in effect lapsed. "' 7be process was by 1797 
cvidently in use at Ketley, one of die places whcm it had bccn dcmortstrated in the late 1780s, 113 but to what 
extent it was used elsewhere during the 1790s remains unknown. 
CorCs, process was in fact only suitable for fining white cast iron. which is low in carbon and silicon. This 
may have been the problem that Folliot, Scott& Co. experience& In order that ordinary --reypi, - iron from the 
blast furnace could be used, preliminary refining. was needed. The refinery (or running out furnace) was a 
coke-fired hearth in which the pig iron was laid. Air was blown down into the charge for about two hours. 
melting it in an hour and a half and then oxidising the silicon. which entered the cinder formed in the process. 
ne iron was then run out into an iron trough, from which the cinder (which floated on the iron) was removed 
by lowering a dam at the end. Ile white iron thus produced, now known as refined iron or finer's metal, was 
hard and brittle, but the ideal charge for the puddling furnace. 114 This process was not dissimilar to the first 
stage of many of the earlier processes, but was evidently not identical, as its nature had to be demonstrated to 
the work-men at Horsehay in 1797.115 This process may have been devised by Peter Odoms, as Richard 
Crawshay expressed the view that 'patent bloonis' should be made white, as Onions was doing at Pentyrch. 
Finer's metal was certainly made at Pentyrch by 1791.11 The combination of this with Corfs development of 
puddling and rolling provided an effective means of producing bar iron from any kind of pig iron, and was a a0 
great success. Nevertheless to produce the best iron (as opposed to common iron), at least in some places, a 
further stage was included. Instead of puddled balls being shingled under a hammer into halfblooms, the iron 
was stamped into a plate which was then broken into pieces by a machine. The pieces were then examined and 
sorted according to their quality. piled on 'slate stones'. and heated in a balling furnace to welding heat. at 
which they readily united. Only then was the iron shing-led into a halfbloom and Tolled. Finally iron might be 
finished under a light planishing hammer. '" Puddling was widely adopted during the 1790s and 1800s. 
Events at Horsehay have already been mentioned. John Knight & Co. in the Stour valley replaced stamping at 
their Mitton Forges with puddling in 1799. Their Wolverley Old Forge began puddling shortly after. but 
within a few years it was being used exclusively for heatine, and tolling blooms made elsewhere. The date 
1799 is significant because Corts second patent expired in June 1798. 
132.1790 list, Mott 1985,57-64. Cores Fonfley Works do not appear in the 1790 fist, perhaps because they were temporarily out of use 
due to Cores banla-uptcy. However they came back into use subsequently in the hands of his partner, Samuel Jellicoe: Hants. R. O., Land 
t= Titchfield (Sarisbury). 
133. Mott 1959b, 50: 1985,48-9. 
134. Gale 1966,30-40. 
135. Mott 1959b, 50. 
136. Evans 1990. )dv -nos. 7195; the process must have been an improvement to Onions! patem as it does not seem to be mentioned in 
his specification: Patent specification. o. 1370. 
137. This description (m the Weale manuscripts) eems to be based on one by Joseph Dawson of Royds Hall in Yorkshire. a partner in 
the Low Moor Ironworks at Bradford: Science Museum Library. Weale mss., 371/2,421-4. It is part of a description of iron production 
(ibid., 408-27). other versions of which appear at ibid.. 428-35 and 504-11. A covering letter from Dawson Is at ibid., 480ff and a draft 
of James Weale's reply at ibid.. 512ff. Cores specification made the additional balling stage optional: Mott 1985.37-8 (quoting patent 
specification). 
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Ile advantage of the new processes was that they did not require any charcoal. However the disadvantage of 
the early ones was that a lot of pig iron was neededL A figure of 32 cwt. pig per ton of bar iron is frequently 
quoted for potting and stamping. This figure comes from an estimate dated 1787, which formed the basis of 
the discussions between Henry Cort and Richard Crawshay in May 1787. That yield was presumably one 
provided by Crawshay. Cort, claimed that his process would produce a saving in cost by a better yield, 
producing nearly 23Y4 cwt. rather than a ton of iron from the same materials, and that the iron would be 
equivalent to Swedish, selling at: C22.10s. 6d. short weight rather than: C16 per ton long., weight for mill bar. 
Cort was accordingly claiming his process required 27 cwt. of pig per ton bar. 118 However, the yield at 
Horsehay, when it was using the potting and stamping process in 1796 and 1797 was 29.6 cwt. per ton, 119 
which suggests that Cyfarthfa was still using the process Clarles Wood had brought there in the 1760s, rather 
., 
ht and lesson. After Horsehay went over to puddling in 1798, the yield than the improved processes of Wrig 
was consistently below 27 cwt. per ton, as in Cort's calculation ten years earlier. Ilat is about equal to the 
best yield achieved using charcoal fineTies. 140 Further developments took place subsequently, including the 
so-called 'wet puddling' process where iron oxide was added to the puddling furnace charge 141 and 
Bessemer's process for producing mild steel from pig iron, which has ultimately led to mild steel replacing 
wrought iron for most purposes. 142 However, these belong, to a period beyond that of this study. 0 
A testimony to the quality of puddled iron may be found in the attitude of the Navy Board to it. They had 
bought bar iron for use by their smiths since the 1720s, but this had almost all been Swedish, of which a 
considerable proportion was the best Swedish iron, known in England as oregrounds iron, and much of it the 
best marks (i. e. brands) of thaL143 Cort's iron was bought by the Navy during the 1780s, 144 but it is not clear 
if this continued beyond Corfs bankruptcy. In 1804 William Taitt (of Dowlais at Merthyr Tydfil) and John 
Knight each had a naval contract for 190 tons of British iron, which was possibly not quite the first as the 
accounts of John Knight & Co. indicate their sales to the Navy began in 1799/1800 with one of 12 tons, 
probably as a trial, followed by almost 200 tons the next year. 145 In 1807 there were complaints as to the 
quality of certain second oregrouncLs iron (from Sweden), and when the importers were unable to fulfil the 
Board's demand that all its Swedish iron should be first oregrounds, the Board apparently decided that the 
whole 1362 tons wanted for 1809 should be British. This is likely to be a reflection of the improved 
mechanical properties of the iron, as a result of its having been rolled rather than forged into bars. 
138. Science Museum Library, Weale mss, 371/3,181-2; cited Mott 1959b, 50, Hyde 1977.87-8. An even worse yield (35.2 cWt. pig 
per ton bar) is also quoted by Hyde (ibid. ) for Cyfarthfa, probably from Scottish R. O. Melville Cagle Nfuniments, GD 5 lllGtl7. 
139. Mott 1959b, 50-3. 
140. Mott 1959b, 50-3. Hammersl y 1973,604. 
141. Gale 1966,66-8; 1967,62-5; 1969,46-9, Birch 1967,191-2. 
142. Barraclough 1990b, Gale 1966,100-1,1967, ch. 6,1969, ch. 6, Birch 1967, ch. 14, Smith & Gale 1987. The 'Real Wrought iron 
Company'in America is said to produce iron in small quantities. The preserved open hearth furnace at Ironbridge Gorge Museum is 
understood not to have operated recently. Wrought iron is today only used where an authentic material is speciried for the repair of an 
iron anefact in a beTitage context. 
143. King 2003. The Board also bought reMy-made ironware and nas from ironmongers. Of this the nails and some of the ironware 
were certainly made partly of English iron. 
144. Mott 1983,42-46: Evans 1990, no. 115. 
145. King 2003 from P. R. 0, ADM 100621.5 61-2; ADM 106/2668.26 Nov. 1804. 
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Nevertheless, oregrounds iron continued to be imported for conversion to steel, because good steel could not 
be made unless the iron had a very low level of impurities. "" 
Steam Power in the forge- process 
For most of the period covered by this thesis the only source of artificial power had been from the water-wheel. 
This changed during the 18th century with the invention of the steam engine, but it was only in the 1780s that 
this began to make a significant-difference in the -iron industry. - The older Newcomen (or common) engine 
was too slow for most purposes other than pumping water. However John Wilkinson, who supplied the 
cylinders for many of James Watt's early steam engines (with their separate condensers), was keen to have a 
steam hammer. An attempt to build one (probably driving the hammer direct from the engine) failed in 1777, 
as it knocked itself to pieces. Rotary motion from a steam engine by means of a crank was devised in 1779 by 
Pickard. Partly to avoid infringing Pickard! s patent and partly for the benefit of its flywheel effect, James Watt 
produced a 'sun and planet' motion, with the drive from the engine being applied near the rim of a flywheel. 
This provided rotary motion, which could be used to drive a wide range of machinery, including turning a 
rolling mill or a wheel with cams for lifting a forge hammer. John Wilkinson had such an engine in the forge 
at his Bradley works (at Bilston) in 1783, and another was set up at Horsehay in Shropshire the following year. 
They were rapidly followed by others, including the Union ironworks and the King and Queen ironworks, 
both at Rotherhithe. Tle latter, belonging to Gardner, Manser & Co., experienced considerable difficulties 
with their mill and with the Boulton and Watt steam engine that drove it. 147 
The steam engine was the main source of power for maldng iron during the Industrial Revolution, including 
around Birmingham. However it was not a lack of power that had prevented the iron industry from expanding, 
but the need to rely on charcoal. Though the convenience of being able to set up a steam engine almost 
anywhere, rather than only where there was an unused fall of water, no doubt assisted industrial development, 
it was probably not the key factor. Nevertheless it is clear that steam engines did play a significant tole in that 
expansion. It has been argued that there was a power crisis in certain industrialising areas during the Industrial 
Revolution. '" However recent work has suggested that this was probably only a fairly local one, since there 
was ample unused water-power available in the wider region . 149 Nevertheless, much of the potential power 
supply lay outside the coalfields that provided the Taw materials for ironmaldng. Accordingly, without the 
146. King 2003 from interaUaN. M. M, CHA/N/l, 1l9ff4 SW a1c; P. R. 0, ADM 106tl655, John Wilson& sons; ADM 106t2672-4, 
passim. Note also trials carried out by the Navy of the strength of three kinds of British iron in 1807: P. R. O., ADM 10611655, John 
Wilson & Son to Board 27 Jul. 1807. 
147. Dickinson & Jenkins 1927,145-64; 247-9; Tarm 1970; 198 1; von Tunzelmarm 1978; Rolt & Allen 1997. Note also the plan of 
the King and Queen Ironworks printed by Tana (1970,82); cf. Birmingham ArchivM B&W box 36113. 
148. Pelham 1963; Chapman 197 1. The latter was concerned mainly with textile manufacture. 
149. Gordon 1983. R. Gordon estimated the power available over a large area of Central England, and suggested that there was 
substantial unutilised power. The case made by Pelham and Chapman (see previous note) nevertheless remains correctý but only in 
respect of certain small heavily Industrialised regions, such as parts of Lancashire, Yorkshire and around Birmingham. However Gordon 
has substantially underestimated the amount of water power in use, as he has failed to take into amount certain significant users of it, 
including the iron industry and com milling. Nevertheless it is apparent that mills in purely rural areas, remote from the main 
manufacturing areas were mostly com mills: see histories of mills in V. C. H., passim and the surveys by Gordon Tucker, D. T. M. Booth 
and others in Wind and WaierMXr, Booth 1978; Coates & Tucker 1978; 1983. 
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steam engine the expansion of the iron industry might still have happened, but the need to carry raw materials 
and semi-finished product-, to places where there was power to drive forges and rolling mills would 
significantly have increased the costs of the industry. '" 
Water-power in manufacturing processes 
What has been said above is almost entirely concerned with the production of bar iron, but a bar of iron was 
not a consumer good. Bar iron was instead the raw material for the manufacturers, who produced consumer 
goods. A great deal of manufacture involved purely manual processes, but artificial power was nevertheless 
used in some cases, principally in the preparation of their immediate raw materials from bars of iron. These 
processes mostly fall into two groups, forging and rolling. However the earliest, the sharpening of edged 
tools, is something of an exception, as it is neither of these, and follows manual processes, rather than 
preceding them. In these, the water-power was used to tam a grindstone. One of the earliest such mills so far 
identified was near Witton (now in north Birmingham). The miff wasoccupiedby 1510byamanwhowas 
described in 1518 as a bladesmith, though this was not called a blade mill until 1582.151 Over the following 
centuries, such miffs were built in large numbers particularly around Birmingham and the Black Country, and 
also near Sheffield where they are known as cutlers wheels, scythesmiths wheels, and so on. 152 There were 
sword mills at Shotley Bridge in County Durham and scythe miffs in south Derbyshire as well as a few 
elsewhere, 151 but the Crowleys' works at Swalwell and Winlaton near Newcastle had 'blade mills. 154 
Nevertheless, blade mills (by whatever name) were quite scarce, except around Sheffield, Birmingham, and 
the Black Country. 
Forges and Tilts 
As explained above, finery forges usual. ly had belly hclve hammers, which were lifted between the pivot and 
the head. However for later stages in the processing of iron, tilt hammers were often preferred. These were 
lifted by striking the tail of the hammer downwards, in some cases with a strike rate of 240 per minute. 115 
71iis rapid strike rate was particularly suitable where the work-piece was relatively thin and would thus cool 
150. This is similar to the case made by R. Szostak (1991, ch3l who argued that transport improvements in Britain were crucial to the 
expansion of the iron industry, but that argument fails (as mentioned in chapter 1)w because it was generally not necessary to transport raw 
materials over significant distances in order to produce iron. However without the development of the steam engine. his case might have 
had some merit. 
151. V. C. H. Warws. viL 257. The existence of a scythemill at Chaddesley Corbett (Worcs. ) in 1481 Is reported: Simmonds 1980.41.1 
have not verified the source for this. 
152. V. C. H. Warws. vii, 253-69 pass* V. C. H. Staffs. xy. passim; Dilworth 1976, passing. Frost thesis. 576-8; Crossley 1989. passim. 
153. Sword millr. King, North, from len1dris 193, Richardson 1973; Atkinson 1987; Hughes 195Z 59-62; Northwnberland County 
Hisimy v4 302-3; and Durham Ulý HC I and HC IL passim. Them were in fact two mills at Shotley Bridge, the other two suggested 
by Richardson (1973,60) were the same ones at other dates. Scythe millsin S. Derbs.: Hey 1990,359, citing LS. W. Blanchard, 
Economic Change in Derbs. _: (Ph. D. thesis, London, 1967), 356-7. 154. Flirm 1955.258. 
155. The Finch Foundry at Sticklepath near Okehanipton has two hammers, a steeling hammer depressed by 16 cams on each revolution 
of the water-wheel and a plating hammer with 12 cams: this gives a striking rates of 240 and 180 per minute when the water-wheel was 
running at 15 r. pm_ Barron 198A 15-16. 
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rapidly. The earliest application of the tilt hammer in Britain seems to have been in wiremills. Wiremills 
were relatively scarce, the earliest in Britain being that built at Tintern in 1566 by the Company of Mineral and 
Battery Works. The iron used for this process was made by the osmond process, mentioned earlier. This 
produced an osmond, a ball of iron, which was then drawn out into a small bar using a tilt hammer. Im The 
bars were reduced to rods using straining hammers, rods that 'drew hollow' being sold to nailmakers. The 
good rods were then made into wire by drawing them -through holes - of successively, decreasing size in a 
drawplate. The power for drawing the wire was provided water-wheel, theý wiredrawer gripping the end 
of the wire with tongs attached to the wheel. Tintern was for many years the only wiremill in Britain, butit 
was joined in 1607 by one at Whitebrook, also in the Wye valley and belonging to the same coMpany. 157 
This was followed by one at Tburgoland near Barnsley, sometimes known as Wortley old wiremill, probably 
in the mid 17th century, 159 and in the early 18th century by several in the West Midlands belonging to Turton 
and Webster. Steel wire may also have made by the 1750s, as Joseph Webster the wire-maker was having 
steel slit at (Nechells) Park Mill near Birmingham, and John Kettle the Birmingham steelmaker partnered John 
Ryland in Prestwood (or Halfcot) wire mill in Kinver from 1759. Joseph Webster was apparently making wire 
from crucible steel in 1807, but his large scale production of steel music wire only began in the mid 1820s. 159 
Ryland and his successor J. W. Phipson were probably members of the family who made pins in 
Birmingham. 160 The uses of the resultant wire included making woolcards, pins, 161 and needles. By 1730 
the needle industry of Redditch and Studley was using 'needle mills' for pointing and scouring the needles. 
Though research has been carried out on this industry, 162 neither the distribution and dates of use of the mills 
nor the sources of the needle wire they consumed seem to have been adequately determined. 
Water-powered hammers were also used to produce iron plates. There was an armoury mill at Lewisham 
(Surrey), described in 1646 asTormerly used for grinding armour and other implements', but little is known of 
iL163 An iron battery for the manufacture of armour plate was set up at Dartford in Kent in 1595.161 There 
was in 1597 a forge making frying pans at Crayford (Kent), associated with an early slitting mill. 165 Frying 
156. Schubert 1957,300-2; Donald 1961, ch. 7-8. 
157. Donald 1961,86ff4 Tucker 1973; 1978; Paar &Tucker 1975. 
158. Elliott 1988,137; Crossland 1994,218; Sheffield archives, SPSL64713/6, will of William Wood (d. 1689). The date of this 
wiremill is uncertain. '1624! has been claimed, on the basis of a date plaque reported to be on the building, but this is probably too early 
for it to have become a wiremill, as the Company of Mneral and Battery Works monopoly was then still being enforced. 
159. Horsfall 197 1, passim esp. 28-36 65-6 70-2; Webster 1880, passhn; SW a/c (Park Nfill); they also had a mill at Halfcot in Kinver 
V. C. H. SWffs. xx, 147. Horsfall (1971,35-6) claimed Joseph Webster made steel wire by 1766. This is due to a misreading of Webster 
(1880,75), who says pianos were first made in London in that year using German wire. His father had begun making steel music wire in 
about 1827, and captured the market for it within a few years. 
160. V. C. M. Staffs. xr, 147, Phipson also succeeded Ryland at Weybridge Forge in Belbroughton: Worcs. LAnd tax, Belbroughton 
(Belbroughton yield). This must be the family who made pins in New Street, Birmingham, where Thomas Phipson succeeded his father- 
in-law Samuel Ryland in 1785: Gill 1952,96; V. C. H. Warws. vii, 102-3; Allen 1929,19a; Hopkins 1998,9 50. The standard accounts 
of thew works describe the process as a purely manual one, but the association with mills producing wire suggests that this is misleading. 
No doubt those observing it only reported the final stages, carried out in Birmingham. 
161. Donald 1961,103; Unwin 1904,164-71; Remembrancia, 519-26. 
162. Morrall 1854; Rollins 1966; 1984,48-9; Jones 1978; 1984. Needles were also made in Alcester Lane 1977,231-7. For the 
mills: Booth 1978,29-33, Rollins 1966; 1984,48-9; Tucker 1982,8-9. There have been a total of almost 20 mills (though not all at the 
same time) in a region on the border of Worcestershire and Warwickshire Including several in Stoke Prior and Feckenham. Spaceisnot 
available to list them all. 
163. P. R. 0, E 317, Kent 30; Hogg 1963,88-9193. The description might suggest this was a blade mill. 
164. Donald 1961,129 from A. P. C. xxv, 116. 
165. P. R. 0, REQ 21254/53. 
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pans were also produced by members of the Hallen family at Keele (Staffs. ), Coalbrookdale, and elsewhere in 
the Ndlands, from the late 17th century. '" Around the same time John Podmore used Broadwaters Forge 
near Kidderminster to make saws and probably also Wannerton Forge (nearby) and HoldbuTy Forge. 167 
Street Furnace in Cheshire was converted to a forge in 1701 to produce saltpan plates for the Cheshire salt 
industry. '" Another use for iron plates was the production of spades and shovels. It is not always easy to 
distinguish forges producing these from other plating forges or from blade mills. Indeed many may have been 
used for more than one process, for example by plating iron for scythes, as well as grinding them. 11cre was 
a group of these in and around the Black Country. Gig Mill Forge in Stourbridge was probably a plating forge 
by 1721, but is first referred to as a spade forge in 1764.169 However, particularly in the late 18th century, 
there were others scattered across the countryside (see appendix 17), which is hardly surprising since 
agriculture was a major market. "O Nevertheless, plating forges were not plentiful. 
At Sheffield there was a variety of forge known as a tilt, used 'for for&g out small bars of iron and steel. 171 
These were perhaps introduced from Germany in about 1730. Among the earliest at Sheffield were Pond, 
Brightside, Parker, and Wicker Tilts, all of which were built in the 1730s, but certain others cannot be 
precisely dated. 172 Clatterbatch Forge in Stourbridge was described in 1767 as having a Yorkshire tilt for 
drawing steel, but it had probably been a plating forge since the 1670s. 173 Kings Meadow Forge (later Royal 
Forge), also in Stourbridge was built in the 1660s and was shortly after used in the course of the tinplate 
experiments of Andrew Yan-antort and Ambrose Crowley (of which more below), but was later used 
successively by Sir Ambrose Crowley, Benjamin Harvey, and then the Homfrays, probably in conjunction 
with their adjacent steel fumaces. 174 Unfortunately it is not possible to say much more than that these forges 
existed, for little is known in detail of the technology that they employed. 
166. Keele & Knutton: Plot 1686,335; Machines 19K 55; Harley (Salop. ). V-CJ1. Shrops. viii, 89, Coalbrookdale: Waaklyn 19A 
5. Mott 1957b, 85-6, CBD a/c, Hyde 1973,54, Drews Forge in Halesowen (by 1682): Worcs. R. O, Consistory wills et" Cornelius 
Hallen 16874 PRO, PROB 11/686, q. 250, Hallen 1885,3146, Worcs. R. 0,705: 260 BA 231 & 233,705: 382 BA 460012 3& 14 etc. 
Swindon (from 1704): Herefs. R. O, E1211114/Z schedule of leases; Clatterbatch Forge at Stourbridge (by 1728): Hallen 1885,46-7; Aris 
B'hain Gaz. 14-28 May 1764. At Harley (1658-64) the occupant, Cornelius Hallen, was a 'batteree. an occulxWon usually associated 
with brass battery works, but perhaps here refers to plating iron. For the Hallen family generally see Hallen 1885. 
167. Johnson 1950,44,1954,42; Worcs. R. O, Consistory wills. Edward Podmore 1708 and John Podmore 1720.1 have failed to 
identify Holdbury Forge, but it might be Oldbury. 
168. Johnson 1954,4148-9; Cheshire a1c: Awty 1957,108. 
169. The Gig Min lease appears in the inventory of Ambrose Crowley of Stourbridge lroamonger, suggesting that it was then a forge: 
PRO, FROB 3/201150, Arls Bhwn Gaz. 16 Apr. 1764. A gig min was concerned with the cloth trade, but was prohibited In the mid 
16th century. Nevertheless a few remained in use as Indicated by prosecutions In the Exchequer recorded in Elizabethan and Jacobean 
memorandum rolls (P. R. O., E 159). Others include Churchill and Stakenbridge Forges: Pagett 1993,30; Crompton 1991.50, 
Withymoor Crompton 1991,14, Chandler & Hannah 1949,100, Hinksford., Foley EI2/S [box 6601, EIVS/4/Z no. 5: El2tS1I 13 
[Forges]. 
170. Cleator Carlisle R. O, D/Lec. 240/miscJservice agreements (1756); Whitchavea R. O. D/lAnW/1-2, Whitenell (in Ulverston) 
(1756) and Bottlingwood (in Wigan): Lancs. R. O, DDx 37912; Sticklepath (1807? ): Barron 1983?, deed of 1807 "bited them. I 
have heard thx this was the latter use of Dalston Forge (Cumb. ). 
17 1. W. Fairbank, A correct plan of the town of Sheff Wild... (1771) 
172. Hey 1991,181-2; Crossley 1989, passim, King. North from Sheffield Archives, AC? vVS. 377-378, ACMIS. 158, passim 
f 26 Dec. 1769, Schafer 1971,30; Flinn 1962,11 & 185; Worcs. R. O, 899: 31 BA 3762/5. 173. Aris'Bham Gar., 14 May 1764 q 
174. V. C. H. Staffs. xy. 60, Worcs. R. O, 899: 31 BA 3762/5. copy deed of 1706 & undertaking of 1722; Dudley archives D/Mtt7/4; 
Perry 2001,129. 
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Another kind of plating forge was used in the production of the barrels of muskets and pistols. First the bar 
iron was made into long plates, known as skelps, using a forge hammer. Next the barrel was formed either by 
joining the two outer cdges of the skelp around a rod or, for better guns, by winding it spirally round the rod. 
This was a manual process carried out by a gunbarrel forger. Mter this a mill was again employed for boring 
the barrel and grinding it off on the outside to remove imperfections along the seams. The mills used for this 
purpose were all near Birmingham, which became the centre of the guninaking industry in the 18th century. 
These miffs are sometimes referred to as forges but also as boring mills or just as mills. When called forges or 
mills, they can only be distinguished from other kinds of these by their owners being identified as gunmakers. 
None of these boring mills is known to have been used as such before the 18th century, and it is not known 
how London gunmakers, bored barrels before that when gunmaking was centred almost exclusively on 
London. 175 However watcr-powered boring mills were also used in finishing the barrels of cannon and 
presumably must have been used almost as far back as cast iron cannon were made. Steam engine cylinders 
were also bored in much the same way, after iron cylinders came into use in the 1720s, and a boring mill war. 
set up at Coalbrookdale for this purpose in 1734.116 There were various designs of boring mill, but that 
producing the best results turned the cannon against a fixed toot that was advanced on a ratchet as boring 
proceeded. This sort of boring mill, together with casting cannon solid (rather than with a core), was patented 
by John Wilkinson in 1774. However, his boring mill was not in fact original, as there was a similar one at 
the Royal Brass Foundry at Woolwich. As a result, his patent was revoked in 1779.1"1 
Rolled iron 
Tin had long been used to provide a protective coating for iron to prevent it rusting, and its application to 
otherwise finished iron goods had in England long been the business of the whitesmith. The application of tin 
to unfinished plates of iron was begun in the Upper Palatinate in medieval times and spread to Saxony in the 
16th century. Thiplate was imported mainly from Hamburg to London in considerable quantities in the early 
17th century. 118 An attempt was made to introduce its manufacture at Wickham in Hampshire about 1623. 
While the plate mill there probably remained in use for about a century, it is not clear how successful it was in 
making tinplate. '" After the Restoration Andrew Yarranton and Ambrose Crowley traced the import trade 
back to Saxony. When they reached there, they were able to observe the production process. On their return 
they carried out experiments at Kings Meadow Forge in Stourbridge and at Wilden near Kidderminster, where 
175. There is no adequate account of the boring mills of the Birmingham area. Some an mentioned as mills (rather than as boring mills) 
in V. C. H. Warws. viL 253-69, but in many cases (as Harbome and Hazelwell Mns) the evidence that they were boring mills depends 
solely on the occupiers being known makers of gun barrels: cf. Bailey & Nie 1978. For particular mills: Weduesbury: Dilworth 1976, 
114, Maney: Birmingham Archives, j437-8. MStl3/2tl2 & 23 (wills), Aris B'Iuun Gar. 19 Jan. 1767 7 Aug. 1769 26 Sep. 1769, Land 
tax, Sutton Coldfield; Maworth: Aris Dham Gar., 28 Sep. 1767, NJ-W. Picton Castle 22 1; cf. N. LW, Tredegar 87/977; Troyal 
Forge or Lodge Forge, Cradley. - Aris B'hmn Gar, 9 Nov. 1767 8 Oct. 178 1. Land tm Cradley; Hemlingford or Kingsbury Mlls (in 
Kingsbury): Aris Dhain Gaz. 21 May 1781; Coleshill: Birmingham Archivm Norton 1823-9. 
176. Rolt & Allen 1997,56; RaistFick 1951,66 132; Trinder 2000,27. 
177. Braid 1991c; Trindýr 2000,48-9. 
178. holinchinton 1957.1-3; Gibbs 1950,399. 
179. The mill was established under the patronage of the Earl of Southampton and was let in 1628 to two men including a London girdler, 
the guild to which tinplate workers then belonged. It Is referred to as a plate mill in 1648 and as an iron mill In 1720: Hants. R. O, 
5M53/511-2; Hants. P-0, wills, 1720/A96; Bartlet 1974,4; Mnchinton 1957.4 8 249 (printing Knight 6443k Gibbs 195 la, 33-4. 
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they experimented with rolling the plates rather than forging them (as in Germany), though a forge hammer 
was probably still used for part of the plating process. This led to the erection in 1670 of Wolverley Lower 
Miff as a forge and rolling mill. However the development of this miff as a tinplate works was inhibited by tile 
renewal by William Chamberlaine of a patent granted to him and Dud Dudley a decade carlie0w The mill at 
Wolverley contained an ordinary forge hammer, used for drawing out blooms of iron into bars and a chafery 
(though no finery), a plating hammer (subsequently used to make frying pans), and a rolling mill (used to slit 
iron). This suggests that the intended process involved both forging and rolling, in contrast to the later process 
where iron was rolled hot into plates, which were then finished by coId-rolling the plates. 161 Knowledge of 
the process used at Wolverley was probably taken to Pontypool when the son of the slitter at Wolverlcy moved 
there. Certainly by 1697, John Hanbury had a mill rolling ? ontypool plates' there, but this was almost 
certainly (untinned) blackplate, rather than tinplate. 182 Indeed the initial development (in the 1700s) of 
Pontypool japanned ware (consisting of lacquered iron plates) may have resulted from the a need to find a way 
of preventing goods made of blackplate from going rusty. '" It is possible the second rolling stage (cold- *0 
rolling) was introduced at this time. 
Ile other major difficulty in producing tinplate concerned pickling the plates in an acidic liquor to remove 
every trace of surface oxidation. Credit for improvements in pickling is generally attributed to the French 
chemist Rdaumur in work that was published in French in 1725 and in English in 1728. However, the date 
when large scale tirtplate production began has been a matter of controversy, some writers pointing to 1697 and 
others to about 1728.77his can be resolved with data from the Gloucester port books, which show "iron plates' 
as a regular (but minor) commodity passing upTivcr from 1704, but do not mention tinplate until 1725.134 As 
with the introduction of coke pig iron for making cast iron goods (mentioned above) three separate 
technological advances were needed to produce an effective industry, hot-rolling developed in the Nfidlands in 
the 1670s, then cold-rolling probably at Pontypool, and finally improved pickling in the 1720s. 77ds led to an 
expansion in the production of tinplate in the succeeding decades. Some of the earliest mills in England were 
quite scattered, at Woollard (Somerset), Oakamoor (Staffs. ), Bringewood (Herefs. ), and Wortley (Yorks. ). 
However most of the new mills of the 1740s and 1750s were in south Wales, at Kidwelly, Carmarthen, 
Ynyspenllwch (Swansea valley), Ponthir (near Caerleon), Melin Griffith (near Cardiff), and Ynysygerwyn 
180. Mnehinton 1957,6-7, Brown 1988; King 1988. Yarranton's colleague was almost certainly the father of Sir Ambrose Crowley, 
the grew ironmonger in London and near Newcastle. John Chamberlain (various spellings) had been an agent for the W of Southampton 
in managing and then lessee of the Eaffs ironworks at Titchrield and Sowley from 1601 until 1635. It Is therefore possible that William 
Chamberla=1 was connected with the mill at Wickham. but there is no evidence of this: Bartlet 1974,1-2ý King 2002b, 48-9.1 am 
grateful to Jeremy Greenwood for further details on Sowley. 
181. For the later process see Mnchinton 1957,250-3, Jenkins 1995,63-142: for Wolverley Lower MH we King 1988. 
182. Minchinton 1957,10. This has been claimed as a beginning of tinplate manufacture in Britain, but the evidence points to the 
product being not being tinwA Certainly tin is not mentioned among the costs of production about 1704: Schubert 1957,429. The 
confusion may have arisen from Edward Lhwyd's description of the plates made beingas thin as tin': Phil. Trans. 27,468 quoted Jenkins 
1936,220 and Gibbs 1951.49-5 1. 
183. For this industry see John 1953, esp. 28-35. The suggestion as to the reason for Its development is mine. At a later period 
japamung was primarily decorative and often applied to tinplate. 
184. Gloucester Porlbooks database. 
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(Neath valley). Subsequently, south Wales was the main focus of the industry, and remained so until recent 
times. 185 
Yarranton and Crowley probably first thought of introducing rolling into the tinplate production process 0 CP 
because they were familiar with the slitting of bar iron into rods for nail making. Slitting was a two stage 
process, first a piece of iron cut off a bar (using water-poweTed shears) was passed between flat rolls to form it 
into a plate. Then it was passed between grooved rolls (cutters or glitters), which cut it into rods. 
Contemporary illustrations indicate that a mill normally had two sets of rolls and two waterwheels (usually one 
each side of the building). In one arrangement one wheel turned the lower roll of each set directly and was 
connected through a cog mechanism to drive the upper roll of the other get. In others both rolls were driven by 
cogs. 186 At a mill at Halesowen in 1786 the glitters were '10 inches in diameter of iron plates with steel edges; 
., 
Y4 6 plates in the upper glitter and five in the under with two thick side pieces for slitting inch iron; half that 
number for Y2 inch iron, that is V4 inch slit 13 pieces at once time, Y2 inch 7 at once, X inch 5 at once, inch 3 at 
once'. 197 
This process was introduced by Sir Bevis Bulmer in 1590 when he brought Godfrey Box of Litge over to build 
and run a mill at Dartford. 118 A second slitting mill (which was also used to make plates for frying pans and 
dripping pans) was established at Crayford in about 1597.119 The first slitting mill in the Midlands was built 
by Walter Colman and Thomas Chetwynd at Rugeley in about 1610 and was copied from the one at Dartford, 
which they had visited several times. 190 Ile next was Hyde NMI in Kinver, built by Richard Foley in 1627. 
There is an oft-repeated folktale about how 'Fiddlee (or Flautist) Foley travelled into Germany (or Sweden or 
Russia) to discover how iron could be slit. If this had any basis in fact, it is probable the musician was actually 
Richard Foley's brother-in-law, George Brynley, particularly as the earliest version of the legend refcrs to his 
family, not the Foleys. That family managed Hyde NMI for over a century after it was built, and owned its 
freehold from 1648. Indeed the person responsible for the discovery of new technology (albeit by industrial 
espionage) is far more likely to have exploited it by physically building a mill and running it himself as its 
slitter, rather than by paying some one else to do it. Furthermore, Richard Foley was already an important 
ironmaster by 1625, and would not have the time to spend that the tale implies in wandering around Germany 
(or Sweden or Russia) to discover how to slit iron, but might well have financed it. Indced, espionage in 
Germany seems relatively improbable when the process was already known in England, including somewhere 
as close as Rugeley. 191 0 
185. Brooke 1944-8; BW a/c. 
186. Birmingham archives, B&W box 30113; Jenkins 1936,9-23 [=Jenkins 19181; Schubert 1957,304-11; Tann1970.74. Tylocote 
199Z 105 143-4. The illustration, reproduced by Schubert (1957,309) and Jenkins(1936,20) ftmEmerson (The Prbic4iles of 
MechanicLs, 1758). cannot be quite correct, as it would require streams to be ninni g In opposite direction on the two sides of the mill. 
which would be difficult in practice. No doubt there were vwWons in precisely how the mechanism was set up. 
187. Biriningliam. archives, B&W box 30/13. 
189. Jenkins 1936,13-14. 
189. P. R. 0, REQ =54153. 
190. King 1999a, 71-2. 
19 1. King 1999a, 62-3 and passim. The earliest written version of the legend comes from the manuscript history of Dr. Richard Wilkes 
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Hyde Mill was followed by Bustleholme Mill (between 'Wednesbury and West Bromwich), Wilden Mill, and 
CookIey Miff (on the river Stout respectively below and above Kidderminster), all built before 1650.192 Ile 
greatest concentration of such miUs was in and around the Black Country. Ile Stout valley was particularly 
advantageous geographically for such miffs, as it lies between the river port of Bewdley and the manufacturing 
Black Country. In the late 18th century there were no less than five slitting mills in the parish of Kinver, most 
of them of the largest size. 193 MIN in that area often operated under a sort of putting out system, by which 
an ironmaster or ironmonger sent bar iron to the mill for slitting, receiving back the same iron in tods on 
payment of an appropriate fee. 194 This applied to Hyde MR from 1647, to Wild= and Bustleholme Mlls in 
their early years, to Stourton and Wolverley Lower Mills from 1703, and to Bustleholme again from 1709.1" 
Apart from the cost of the mill itself, which might well be rented from a landlord, a mill owner operating 
under this system required little capital, and little management ime was needed organising supplies and sales. 
Accordingly it was entirely feasible for the slitter to manage the mill, as was done by Richard Fisher at 
Cookley in 1653.196 He could even own the business, as John Cooke did at Stourton from 1703 when, 
following Richard Wheeler's bankruptcy, Philip Foley found he could not persuade anyone else to lease the 
milL19-1 
Though the greatest concentration of slitting mills was around the Black Country (see appendix 16), there were 
a number further arield, scattered mainly across the northern Midlands. These were usually owned by an 
ironmaster who almost certainly used them mainly (or exclusively) to slit the iron made in his own forges. 
This applies to l'ibberton, Tern, and Ryton Mills in Shropshire, though not to Tem in its earliest years. '" It 
also applies to Consall, Oakarnoor and Rugeley in Staffordshire between 1688 and 1710,1" and to 
Colnbridge, Kirkstall and Renishaw in Yorkshire and Derbyshire, to Pontymoel Mill at Pontypool and to New 
Weir and Lydney Mills in Gloucestershire. KiInhurst and Rotherharn Mills in Yorkshire fit the pattern too, 
but also cut some imported iron for third parties. " 
A simffarpattem was sometimes found in the West Midlands. Bustleholme and W-ilden Mills while owned by 
Philip Foley in the 1670s were mostly slitting iron for him, though there were also a few outside customersý"' 
of W illenhall, probably written in the 1750s. For Hyde Mill generally see Cooksley 198 1. 
192. King 1999a, 72-3; Bustlebolme (1628): Dilworth 1976,59-6Cý P. R. O., C 2tChasl/F15112, Wilden (c. 1633): PXO, 
E 112/258/144, Cookley (c. 1639): P. R. 0, C 8/19254. 
193. V-C-H. Affs. xx, 145-8. 
194.1 have explored these arrangements in detail in King 1999b. 72-4. 
195. Hyde: Cooksley 198 1. Wilden: PIZ. 0, E 112/259/144, Bustleholme: Dilworth 1976,58-64, Stourton: V. CJI. Staffs. m 145 
from Herefs. R. 0, E12tVVK1122 cf. WW16, Wolvedey Lower Mill: SW a/c; King 1988,109. That they were operating under a 
putting out system is in most cases a deduction, on the basis that their owner was not a producer of iron, but them is direct evidence for 
Bustleholme about 1634 and from accounts in the case of Hyde Mill in the 1670s and 1690s and for Stourton, Hyde and Wolverley Lower 
MUs after 1725: P. R. 0, C 2tChasNF15/12: Foley a/c, SW a/c. 
196. PJLO, C 81192/54. 
197. HcmfL R. 0, E12NFKU16 22. 
198. Tzinder2000,24-6; 1996,15-17,1973,1729. 
199. Staffs. a/c. 
200. King. North. Ying 1999b, 73-4, Hart 1971,44-5; Coates & Tucker 1983,54-7. 
201. ScWerl978,6689-90, Foley atc. 
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A few decades later the relatively short-lived mill at Lower Mitton was probably also slitting its owners' 
iromý2 The close association of more than half of the mills mentioned with forges is hardly surprising since 
they were located within or adjacent to forges. A stage in the transition, towards the system of slitting for 
others, can be identified in the org sation of the Foley Staffordshire Works, for the slitting mill at Oakamoor ., ani 
Forge was not used after 1694, and that at Consall Forge only slit 10 tons per year (probably for local sale) 
after 1708. Both forges had previously slit the most of the iron they made, but subsequently sent most of it to 
Rugeley for slitting "3 
There is a further group of slitting miffs, mainly located in the Trent valley and built from the 1730s onwards 
during the time when Russian iron was being imported in large quantities. These included mills at Derby, 
Wychnor, and Borrowash, which lay between Ruff, the port of import, and the Black Country where the iron 
was made into nails. 214 However certain of these also made hoops for barrels (see below). Though not in the 
Trent valley, Sampson Lloyd's Birmingham Mill and Francis Homfray's Gothersley Mill (in Kinver) seem to 
belong to this class, although Francis Homfray also made iron himself nearby at SwindonP The connection 
of certain mills with Russian iron is demonstrated by Graffin Prankard's accounts for his import trade in iron 
through Bristol, for almost all the major buyers of Russian bar iron other than his fellow Bristol iron merchants 
were the owners of slitting mills. These buyers were John Brindley of Hyde Mill, John Machin who had 
Stanton's MR near Birmingham, and Edward Kendall of Stourbridge who had Cradley Mill, as well as 
Sampson Lloyd and Francis Homfray (already mentioned). 206 This slitting of Russian iron was clearly not a 
putting out business requiring little capital, but those just named (except perhaps Brindley) were either 
iromnasters or ironmongers rather than independent mill-owners. In the same way, Middlewood, OwleTton 
and Pondmill slitting mills at Sheffield were not associated with any other forge and must be presumed to have 
processed imported iron. 207 Similarly, though there were forges at the Crowleys' Winlaton, Swalwell, and 
Teams Mills near Newcastle, the choice of Newcastle was almost certainly dictated by the availability of coal 
near a port to which Swedish iron could readily be brought. However, the Crowleys later developed the 
practice of sending iron from London rather than importing it direct from Gothenburg and Stockholm?, It 
was advantageous to import bar iron and have it slit in England, rather than to import rod iron, because iron 
drawn or hammered into bars less than N inch square was considered to be manufactured iron, and so bore a 
higher rate of import duty than bar irom" There was also a group of mills in the Mersey valley in the mid 
18th century. 210 which were probably also largely processing imported iron. 
202. For this forge and slitting mill see Worcs. R. O., Hardebury manor rolls, BA2636/21 (book for 1670 on) Q BA2636t2l (book 1690- 
1701), f. 29&34, BA263=43775. p. 27, BA2636123,43777. f= BA2636/23,43779. f. 168; BA2636153,44035, f. 113. 
203. Staffs. a/c. 
204. Riden 1990, Gould 1981, King, North. 
205. Lloyd 197Z 101-6 114-5, V. CH. Stqft. Yocý 146 213. 
206. Prankard atc; Hyde: Cooksley 1981; Stanton's AM: V-CJI. Warws. viL 256, Pelham 1963,71-2; Cradley: Dudley Archives 
DE413, leases Rowley. 
207. Crossley 1989.2-3 9-10 113-4, KingNorth. Some ofthese works had forges, but they do not seem to have been making Iron. 
208. For these works generally see Ffinn 1962. For discussion of their trade see nexi chapter and King, North. 
209. Crouch 1725,176-7. The duty was the same on W ironý'iron drawn or hammered less than A inch squ=, and 'all other 
manufactured hoe. Port books firquently described bar iron as being not less than K inch square. 
210. Awty 1957,105-108. 
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By the 18th century there was a group of slitting mills grouped around London. These included the earliest 
two in Britain, at Dartford and Crayfbrd in northwest Kent. However, the main business of such mills in the 
l8th century seems not to have been making nail rods but hoops for barrels. This trade probably derives from 
patents granted in 1678 to Thomas Harvey for making round iron for bolts and in 1683 to William Loggins for 
'making several things of iron by millwork only instead of hand and hammer as sheaths, tire [tyre] for wheels, 
plates for fenders, half-rounds of iron for kettles and other things of constant Use. 211 A description of 
making hoops (dated 1785) indicates that the rust stages were identical with those of other slitting mills, but 
the resultant rods were reheated and passed through the tolls again to flatten them into hoopS. 212 The 
patentees were successive owners of Crayford W. 213 but Dartford Mill, Ember Mill (in Thames Ditton), 
Ham Haw Mill at Weybridge, and several other mills in Surrey and Buckinghamshire (all listed as hoop mills 
in appendix 17) subsequently participatedL214 Among the largest buyers of such hoops was the Victualling 
Board, which was responsible for victualling the Navy.. The earliest traceable purchase of such hoops for 
naval victualling dates from 1684, shortly after the second patent. The earliest suppliers were William Pawlin 
(Loggins' partner at Crayford) and Anthony Tournay (a London iromonger who imported Swedish iron). 21-1 
Other customers for hoops no doubt included vintners and brewers. Ember Mill was in 1693 converted to 
make iron and brass wire by John Stapleton. This business was evidently not successful and John Hitchcock 
and Thomas Wethered joined him and probably altered the mill so as to be able also to Toll hoops, though 
various brass products continued to be made for some decade06 In 1706 a group of London ironmongers 
including Anthony Tournay and James Berdoe made an agreement with Hitchcock to make 300 tons of hoops 
for them and 50 tons for Wethered and Walter Kent (another partner in Ember Nfills). Ambrose (later Sir 
Ambrose) Crowley joined in it, agreeing not to sell iron hoops, probably in consideration of the other mills not 
making rods for nailmaking. Ile ironmongers and Crowley entered into a similar agreement with Charles 
,, of 
Dartford Mill, and another with 'one Coggins'[? Loggins] for 'Crawford Mill'. These apparently Manning 
contained provisoes that they should be void if rival mills were set up. Manning used this clause as excuse for 
brealdng the agreement, asserting that 'about a year after the articles [of agreement] Sir Ambrose Crowley 
bought a mill near Newcastle where he cut and slit iron into hoops. Ibis presumably refers to his purchase in 
1708 of Swalwell Nil near Newcastle. Manning's action led to litigation over the agreement. "' 
From about 1705 the vendors of iron hoops to the Victualling Board were almost invariably the owners of one 
or more of the slitting mills around London. The main exceptions to this are sales by John and then Thcodosia 
211. Patents nos 207 and 229. 
212. Science Museum library, Weale Mss. 371/4,298. This is described as Raby's evidence H. Lords p. 142'. Raby is probably 
Alexander Raby, a London ironmonger, who owned Downside NUI at Cobharn and Coxes Lock MU at Addlestone (both In Surrey): 
Buttriss 1985, Humphries 1954, various papers in Crocker 2000. 
213. P. R. O., C 78/923/3, C 105/33/10. 
214. The history of the Surrey mills is given by Potter 1982 and Stidder 1990. However I have succeeded in adding considerable birther 
detail using PKO, ADM 20/35-265 (Victualling volumes) and ADM 112tl62-205 and other sourcm but this work remains unpublished 
and is too detailedto be given in ftffl here. ForDartfordMIlseeV. CJI. XentiiL388. Wraysbury MU (Bucks. ) belonged toJukes 
Coulson & Co. until its conversion to a copper mill In 1772 and there was another ironworks at nearby Horton: V. CJ1. Bucks. il, 126. 
215. PILO, ADNV20,35-48passim. 
216. Surrey R. O. G97/13t624 654, PJZ. O, E 1260ý fo. 174v-176v, cf. P. R. O., C 81458126, Potter 1982,220: Stidder 1990,116. 
217. P-R. Oý C 5/355/57, C 81458/26, Swalwell: Flinn 1962,52-54. 
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Crowley in the 1720s and 1730s (evidently from their Swalwell and Winlaton Mills) and by Richard 
Thomlinson (probably from Teams Mill also near Newcastle). 218 In 1782 the Board faced with the Thames 
mill-owners acting in combination approached Henry Cort (then the Navy Board's ironmonger for Portsmouth 
dockyard), and he contracted to recycle old hoops sold him by the Board. This gave him experience in rolling 
iron, which was an important step towards his successful development of his puddling and rolling process for 
making iron, 219 which has been described above. 
other evidence for the production of hoops outside the Thames region during the 18th century is scarce. John 
Hanbury recorded the cost of making hoops in 1704, but that his mills only made ten tons per year. 110 
However it is not unlikely that the slitting mills near Bristol, such as Willsbridge and Combsbury (now 
Congresbury), may have made hoops for the wine trade. 221 When Angerstein visited Derby Mill in 1754 he 
noted that it made hoops, as well as nail rods for the Belper nail industryýý The buyers of hoops ftom this 
and other mills in the Trent valley must have included brewers at Burton, who were exporting beer through 
Hull to Russia and other parts of northern Europe by the 1740s, their return cargoes including ironP 
Unfortunately no good contemporary description has been found of the process devised by Harvey and Loggins 
around 1680. It'- ability to produce round iron (for bolts) and half-rounds, presumably, indicates that the Tons 
used had hollows of the appropriate shape. Passing bars 'between two large metal rowlers, which have proper 
notches or furrows in the surface' is mentioned in the specification for an otherwise improbable patent by John 
Payne of Bridgwater, but this does not seem to have been a primary object of his patent. 22' A subsequent 
patent concerned with rolling was that of John Purnell dated 1766, for 'maldng ships bolts, large rods of iron 
and steel, and iron wire of various sizes'. Ilie diagram in the specification shows Tolls with gaps of different 
sizes. Ilesc could have been used to reduce the cross-section of a piece of iron by successive passes through 
the rolls, instead of cutting it lengthways as was done in a slitting mill. However the diagram shows ridges on 
one roll slotting into grooves on the other, which might make it difficult to feed into the mill a piece of iron of 
a significantly larger cross-section. Later rolling mills dispensed with the ridge and instead had grooves in 
each of the rolls, Purnell had a practicable process, and it was no doubt used at his slitting mill and tinmill at 
Framilode, which operated with his rolling mill and wiremill at Froombridge. 211 A rolling mill for round 
copper bolts, where the cross-section of the bar was reduced by passing it successively through smaller holes 
between grooved rolls was patented by William Forbes, a London coppersmith in 1783. This refers to the 
218. Vict. atc. 
219. Mott 1983,28-29 and passim 
220. Schubert 1957,429-30. 
221. Ellacombe 1881,23 1; William Donne told the Commons in 1737 he bad two slitting mills near Bristol, of which one must have 
been Combsbury, to which Grafflin Prankard sent iron for slitting in 1734: J. H. C. (1737) xxii, 854b; Prankard atc 27 Jul. 1734; June 
1736; information from Mrs G. Bedingfield, citing Weston super Nim LSI, notes of Pmb. Alex Cran, private deeds and P. R. O. 
PROB 11/917, will ofWilliam Donne, 
222. Angerstein's diary, 201-2; Robson 1964. 
223. Ibid., 202; Owen 1978,32-67; various Hull port books. 
224. Patent 505 (and specification); Mott 1983,34-5. The patent and specification cover several disparate ideas, some of which appear 
to be impracticable. 
225. V-C. H. Glos. x, 150 164. 
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initial bar being made four-sided in a 'common rolling mill'. There was certainly a rolling mill for bolts at 
Rogerstone (near Newport) in the early 179OsP 
The diagram in the 1766 Purnell patent specification also shows two other features usual in later rolling mills. 
Firstly it shows a metal cog-wheel for linking the two Tolls and ensuring that they ran at the same speed, which 
would render a second-waterwheel unnecessary. Secondly, though not new (since it is shown in one of 
Angerstein's drawings), - there was a metal wobbler box with a square hole matching a square section orr the end 
of the roll's spindle, which provided some play and enabled the mill to run smoothly even if the alignment of 
the Tolls with their power source with not quite perfect. 221 Furthermore this may be the first application of 
rolling to wire production. Joseph Webster was having steel for his wire slit at Park Slitting Mill at Nechells 
near Birmingham a couple of decades earlier, but his firm used drawplates until Tolls were set up at Plants 
Forge in 1815.228 
As alTeady mentioned, HenTy CoTts fust ToRing mill was for Tecycling old iron hoops into new ones. He 
evidently observed the similarity between the iron produced by shingling balls of recycled scrap from a balling 
furnace and blooms from the finery (or his puddling furnace). After shingling under a hammer, he rolled these 
out into bars rather than forging them. 229 This rolled iron was no doubt more homogenous and certainly more 
even in section than that produced with a hammer. This, along with puddling and the development of 
processes using coke as fuel rather than charcoal, were the technological developments that permitted the great 
expansion of British iron production that took place at the end of the 18th century and during the 19th. The 
early stages of that expansion will be considered further in chapters 6 and 8. 
Conclusion 
Ile processes described in the preceding section were all water-powered. Though steam power was available 
for pumping water from the 1710s. 230 it was only around 1780 that steam engines began to be applied to 
powering other machinery. Ibis had to await James Watt's invention of the separate condenser, which enabled 
engines to operate with a faster stroke rate, and his devising of methods to convert the linear motion of a piston 0 
into rotary motion to drive machinery. However from the 1780s steam engines began to be used in 
considerable numbers (as mentioned above) to drive forges, to turn rolling mills, and to blow fumaces. 231 
226. Patent 1381 (specification), dated 24 Nov. 1783; 1794 list. For Forbes see Harris 1992,182M 
227. Morton & Mutton 1967,724-5; Mott 1983,34-5; Tylecote 1992,128; the wobbler box is shown in Angerstein's diary, 202. Patent 
1381 (specification) also shows cogs linking the rolls. 
228. SW a/c; Webster 1880,74. 
229. Mott 1983, ch. 3 -5. 
230. Rolt & Allen 1997. 
23 1. Dickinson & Jenkins 1927,146-64 245-9, Tana 1981,6-7; Kanefsky & Robey 1980; von Tunzelmann 1978. 
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The wateT-powered processes that have been described did not in most cases produce finished goods. In 
almost every case manual processes were needed to turn iron (or tinplate) from the forge or mill into consumer 
goods. This work was commonly carried out in workshops attached to (or even within) the workmen's homes. 
Many villages had a blacksmith, 232 making horseshoes and miscellaneous iron goods required by rural 0 
communities. However most manufacture took place on an industrial (or proto-industrial) basis in specialist 
regions, particularly' Birmingham and the Black Country and around Sheffield. In such areas the manufacture 
was organised-by-entrepreneurs, such as ironmon(yers, who put material out to the workmen and paid them- 
when they returned the finished goods. In both these cases this specialisation goes back at least into the 16th 
centUryY3 Manufacture at Newcastle on a large scale only began when Ambrose (later Sir Ambrose) 
Crowley began establishing TactoTies'near there, and this seems to have been organised on an industrial basis 
from the beginning, without the intervention of any proto-industrial stage with dual cmploymenL234 Iron 
manufacture was labour-intensive and required only simple tools, such as hammers and tongs with an anvil, 
the hammer sometimes being a treadle-driven oliver. This manufacture gave work to thousands of 
blacksmiths. locksmiths, scythesmiths, cutlers and nailers, not to mention allied trades such as tinplate 
workers, wireworkers, gunsmiths, and whitesmiths. These thousands of men (and sometimes women and 
children) made iron into an enormous variety of finished wrought iron goodsY5 
Nails were also made near Wigan and Belper, respectively near slitting mills at Brock Mill and New Mills at 
Makeney-216 This can probably best be described in terms of colonies of workmen being collected around 
mills associated with their trade. However, the ready availability of coal was also an important factor, and 
both north of Sheffield and in the Black Country nailcrs were concentrated where there was coal, rather than 
close to the MillS. 237 Nevertheless, coal cannot be the only factor at work here, since large scale manufacture 
did not develop in certain other areas rich in coal, such as east Shropshire and (until 1690) Newcastle. 'ne 
difference between these on the one hand and Sheffield and the Black Country on the other seems to be that the 
former had easy access to water transport, enabling them to sell coal to distant customers, whereas the latter 
two were relatively distant from navigable water. 231 The high cost of Toad transport compared to river freight 
meant that the latter were only able economically to market their coal locally. This made coal for smiths 
comparatively cheap and encourag at mo might sd ., ed 
the development of manufacture there. A gre deal re be ai 
about the manufacture of iron into useful consumer goods and tools, but space is not available to discuss this in 
detail. 
232. Hoskins 1965,167-8 193; cf. distribution of customers in Prankard a/c; Maister, Hodg. 
233. Hey 1971,1972; 1990,1991,93-196; Rowlands 1967; 1974; 1975; 1989. 
234. Flinn 1962; cf. Levine & Wrightson 1993. 
235. Rowlands 1973; Hey 1972. 
236. Awty 1957,81-2 106-7; Robson 1964; Hey 1972,42; Janson letters, 22Aug. 19 Nov. 1737; Ridcn 1990,67-71. 
237. Hey 1972,31-41; Frost thesis, 452-96. My own unpublished work on occupations In Kinver confulms the dearth of metalworkers. 
The parish lies in the Stour valley and had several slitting mills and forges. but the tradesmen of the town of Kinver were almost all 
engaged in retail trades and those related to leather and cloth. The significance of nailing is perhaps overstated in V. C. H. Staffs. xx. 148. 
238. Wanklyn 1982; Trinder 2000, ch. 1; Levine & Wrightson 1993. The lack of much discussion of iron manufacture in these standard 
accounts of these industrialising areas is quite striking. 
The Organisation 
of Iron Production 
The picture presented at the beginning of the previous chapter was one of a long term stability in the technology 
for making iron. This chapter will focus how iron production was organised, not at the level of individual 
ironworks, but how they related to each other. Previous authors have sometimes emphasised the existence of 
vertically-integrated businesses, ' and a survey of these wiU form the first part of this chapter. However that 
pattern did not persist everywhere. In the west Midlands vertical integration largely disappeared by the 18th 
century, and the latter part of this chapter will consider this and related (? rganisational changes. Ilese include 
changes in the ratio between forges and furnaces, the growth of trade between ironmasters in semi-finished 
products, and the development of the industry's mechanisms for self-regulation. These have to be addressed at 
a national level, because the differences in organisation between regions do not emerge in regional studies. 
The differences may not have been great, but they were not'insignificant, as will be seen. 
Ownership 
Early Developments 
The new indirect process was established in the Weald by immigrant French workmen from the pays of Bray 
on the eastern border of Normandyý2 The ironworks of Bray apparently closed (or declined), perhaps due to 
woodland clearance and their workforce moved (or spread) across the Channel to the Weald, which is the 
continuation of the geological formation that had provided ore to them in Bray. 7le immigration took place 
mainly between 1506 and 1540.3 The numbers involved were not large, but their descendants could be found 
as ironworkers (founders, fimeTs and hammcrmen) generations later, not only in the Weald, but spread though 
Britain. 4 
JJ. Goring, who made a study of Elizabethan Wealden ironmasters, found that the majority of works were in 
the hands of yeomen and minor gentry, sometimes yeomen aspiring to be gentlemen, making these 
ironmasters esscntiafly a typical class of businessmen. Goring found the aristocracy and upper gentry who had 
earlier dominated the industry had largely withdrawn from it, and in this his conclusions differed somewhat 
1. Hyde 1977,15-17. 
2. Awty 1981; 1987; 1990. 
I Awry 1990b; Cleere & Crossley 1995,119. 
4. Awty 1981b. 
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from those of L Stone, who emphasised the participation of magnates in industry, However perhaps this is a 
reflection of the relative maturity of the Wealdcn industry even in the 1570s and of a trend found elsewhere at a 
slightly later period, 5 as will appear. Despite the labours of F. Straker and of the Wealden Iron Research 
Group, 6 the history and descent of many ironworks there still remain somewhat obscure, and probably always 
will do, but it seems there were relatively few ironworks in the Weald in the early 16th century, prior to a 
blossoming of the industry, whichstarted in the J540s and reachcd its zenith perhaps in the 1590s, as will 
-appear in chapter 6 below. This is markedly different from the situation in the rest of the country, 'where the- 
new process remained largely unknown until the 1560s and was still spreading in the early 17th century and to 
some extent even later. 
Ile spread of the process into the Midlands, the North and Wales, was initially the work of great magnates. 
Sir Henry Sidney, while President of the Council of the Marches, established ironworks in cast Glamorgan in 
the 1560s. The Earl of Leicester, Elizabeth's favourite, built works on his estate at Cleobury Mortimer. Lord 
Paget, the son of Henry VIIIs Secretary of State had an extensive business on and around Cannock Chase, 
starting in the 1560s. However the greatest ironma-ster of all was George Earl of Shrewsbury, also probably 
the richest man in England. Stardng in the 1560s, he (or rather his officers) developed ironworks on many of 
his estates, at %itchurch on his Goodrich estate in Herefordshire, at I. Azard on his Shifnal estate in 
Shropshire, at Sheffield and Rotherham, and also on several of his Derbyshire estates. He also had interests in 
lead smelting and other industries .7 When Edward Lord Dudley succeeded to the family estates around 
Dudley it included 'smithies', that is bloomery forges; though records of his activities are scarce, it is probable 
that, in partnership with his brother, he built furnaces in or adjoining woods, chases, or parks at ConigTec 
(Dudley), Himley, CradIcy, Askew Bridge in Gomal Wood, and probably also at EttingshaV While the 
first initiative came from great magnates, particularly those just mentioned, the expansion that followed was 
often on the estates of those gentry who were lords of manors. In an industry so heavily dependent on wood, 
such growth had to come from the exploitation of woodland. Such woodland was commonly growing on 
ancient manorial waste (or something similar) and as such belonged to the lord of the manor, though often 
subject to common rights. In seeking to exploit their woods, the wood owners quite naturally built (or allowed 
others to build) ironworks on their demesne land. For this reason ironworks standing on copyhold land were 
relatively rare, and generally of later origin. The development of the iron industry was thus facilitated by 
Henry VIII's Act for the Preservation of Woods, which enabled the owners of commonabic woods to cut a 
quarter of them at a time and then to inclose them long enough to enable them to rcgrowý 
Ile development of the iron industry on the enormous Welsh estatcs of the Earls of Pembroke took a slightly 
different form. They were initially associated with supplying the wiTcworks at Tintern developed by the 
5. Goring 1978, esp. 212; Stone 1965,349; King 2001. 
6. Straker 1934; Clem & Crossley 1995. 
7. Stone 1965,349 etc. 
8. King 1999a, 61; 2002b, Dudley Archives, DE 413, Himley 1585. 
9. Statute, 35 Henry VIII c. 17, ss. 6-8. 
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Company of Mineral and Battery Works in 1566, but were soon leased to farmers, of whom Richard Hanbury, 
a London goldsmith. was the most prominent. He. sometimes with partners, established ironworks in a 
number of places where wood was available. This usually took the form of their leasing a large tract of land 
from the Earl on terms that made them absolute owners of the tract for a term such as three lives, subject only 
to payment of a small rent. Some of these leases were renewed by members of the Hanbury family until they 
bought the freehold in the 18th century. In 1591 Richard Hanbury suffendered his lease of the wireworks at 
Tintern to the Company, who then let them to John ChalloncT and others, who developed a similar network of 
Welsh ironworks. The principal entrepreneurs in these enterprises were London merchants and goldsmiths. 10 
This process may be compared with the establishment of ironworks at Bishopswood (in Walford, Herefs. )
where a tract of woodland was sold in 1588 by the Crown and passed soon after to Robcrt Earl of Esscx. who 
had ironworks there by 1591, which (with a forge at LydbTook) were occupied by one of the Challenor 
family. " However ironworks on Crown land be-an with the sale of a large quantity of wood at so much per 
cord (a measure of volume), with a lease of a mill or of land where a furnace and forge could be built. This 
applies to the ironworks at Bringewood from about 16 10 and also to four furnaces and four forges built in the 
Forest of Dean about 1612.12 in mnsactions of this kind may be seen the beginnings (outside the Weald) of a 
., 
ht to emphasise the role of Wealden ironmasters in class of professional ironmaster. Some work has soug 
establishing the industry elsewhere, following the early work of W. Ilewellin, but the examples cited of this 
do not represent a coherent trend, as there are few other cases of Wealden ironmasters selling up elsewhere. " 
This contrasts with the iron workers (founders, finers, and harnmermen) in all parts of England, who, as B. G. 
Awty showed, often descended from Wealden ancestors, whose parents had come from Bray in France. "
At this period a major motive for establishing an ironworks was that it enabled a large quantity of otherwise 
valueless wood to be converted into a highly saleable product iron. "us a witness described the manor of IM 
Wcntsland and Bryngwyn near Pontypool (Mons. ) asovergrown with great woods ... worth nothing for want of 
use of the same', until in 1576 Richard Hanbury and others established ironworks there, which have given rise 
to the town of Pontypool. 11 Similarly Ralph Tomlins was induced to build a furnace in Burford in south 
Shropshire (probably T'ilsop Furnace) in the 1590s because he hadthere great store of woods and underwoodi 
which at that time and in that country would not yield any great profit by reason of the great store of wood 
thereabouts'. 16 The arrangement of leasing land to build an ironworks and contracting to purchase a fixed 
10. Donald 1961,97-100 122-27; Locke 1916,127-37; P. R. 0, E 112t29/24. 
11. Hart 1971,8: P. R. O., PROB 11/109 q. 22 f. 165; Hughes & Hurley 1999.27. 
12. Bringewood. - P. R. O., E17813874; C2tJas. I/A3/31, E134/IOCbas1Mch. I8; Bull 1869; De= Schuberl 1953; Hart 1966.86-175 
passim. 
13. LIewellin 1863a. The examples cited in Bevan 1956 are themselves disparate. There are in fact very few cases of Sussex 
iromasters operating elsewhere. ExR pies include Arthur Middleton (died 1611) at Melbournic and Dounington Ules. ) and Middleton 
Goreing & Co. in Staffordshire around 1620. To these may be added George Mynne of Woodcote at Epsom in Surrey (and not In the 
Weald), who was a partner of Sir Basil Brooke in the Tintem w1reworks around 1630 and later built his own Ironworks In southwest 
Wales. King 2001. Melbourne: King, North; Middleton Goreing & Co.: King 1999a, 64-8, Mynne: Han 1971.12-14, Evans 1967, 
22-25, N. LW, Slebech 441. 
14. Awty 1981. 
15. Donald 1961,99- 100. P. R. Oý E 134113 Jasl/Hil. 15, Interrog. 41: E 134113 Jas. I/Mich. 16, ImcnDg. and dep. 64-66. 
16. P. R. O., REQ 2593112. 
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quantity of wood per year was a common one, the term of the lease often being qualified by a phrase such as, 'if 
the wood go long last. ' At Longnor (Shropshire) such a lease was granted to Richard Ilowback otherwise 
Knowles of Kenley in 1605. This (unusually) required him only to use his landlords' wood and such other 
wood as they bought, giving the landlords considerable control over the operation of the ironworks. 17 As late 
as 1636 such a qualification as to the wood lasting appeared in the lease under which George Mynne built the 
ironworks at Blackpool (Pembrokeshire), but this provided for a fixed supply of wood. 4000 to 5000 Welsh 
cords per yeaO In the m%c of Compton Furnace (in Kinvcr, Staffordshire) the lease, granted in 1606 to 
probable employees of Lord Dudley, was for a mere three years, which was presumably the time that wood 
from Compton Park and the rest of Gerrard Whorwood7s demesne locaBy was expected to last. 19 
While the lessees under the Earls of Pembroke and at Bringewood were gentry or financiers, the development 
, ave rise to the professional 
irorima. of the practice of leasing ironworks g %ter. After a few years it must have 
been known what profit an ironworks would produce. 1bus, it became easier for a landowner to agree with his 
clerk that he should receive payment for the ironworks on a rlxcd basis, rather Lhan to have the trouble and 
worry of overseeing a business, which he probably did not really understandL Thus, after some years of 
operation by crown servants following the attainder of Lord Pagmt, his ironworks on Cannock Chase were let to 
Fulke Greville in 1588 for 21 years. 20 Similarly at Bringewood Sir Henry Wallop, himself a lessee, let the 
ironworks and 3000 cords of wood per year for four years to Richard Marchant. Robert StewanL and others in 
1610. Marchant was described as'of Toadhole Derbyshire founder, which suggest-; he was running the Earl 0 
of Shrewsbury's furnace there. Several of them were also partners in a three year lease of ironworks at 
Staunton Harold in Leicestershire. 21 Similarly Sir John Zouche's ironworks in Derbyshire (at Codnor, New 
Mills and elsewhere) were the subject of a series of short term arrangements in the 1600s. 22 Such short leases 
of ironworks seem to have been typical of the time, at least where the tenant was not building the ironworks 
himself. Richard Howback had prior to building the ironworks at Longnor operated the ironworks at Kenley 
and Harley. He was succeeded there in 1638 by William Fownes and Willi= BoycoM who also took over 
Richard Newporfs Leighton Furnace and Sheinton Forge and already had ironworks at Ruabon in 
Denbighshire, and Glyn Keiriogg (probably in Weston Rhyn), Fernhill and Macsbury in northwest Shropshire. 
They later parted, Fownes moving to YorkshireY In 1616 Martin Ash, who had earlier been connected with 
the Earl of Shrewsbury's ironworks at Attercliffe, built Whaley Furnace and Cuckney Forge as tenant of the 
17. Shropshire R. 0,567/box 28. 
18. N. LW, Slebech 44 1. 
19. Herefs. R. 0, E12[VLIKY/l. 
20. V. CJf. Sleffs v, 161. 
21. P. R. 0, C 2/Jas. VA3/31, E178/3874; Robinson 1925,210-2. This may also be related to a forge on Wallop! s wife's estate at Moreton 
Corbett in north Shropshire: aTorge house! Is mentioned in a rental in 1627. While the manor of Moreton Corbett was entailed and 
remained in the Corbett family, various unentailed lands In the area on two occasions In the l7th and I Sth centuries passed to daughters 
and had subsequently to be bought back passed by the owner of the manor. This complicates the history orthe estate. on the first 
occasion there was a dispute between Sir Henry Wallop and his wife (&e Corbett) about 1608: Shrops. R. O., 322=54: 32212. /294, 
3221613. 
22. Smith 1967,115-29; King, Norlh. 
23. Longnor V. Cif. Salop. viii, 49, Kenley & Harley- ibid.. 89 93, Leighton & Sheinton: notes taken by staff of V. CJ1. Satop. from 
Raby Castle (Durham), wooden box 12, bundle 8, Ruabon: P. R. 0, C 2/Chas. VB90/63 C 2/Chas. VK20/45, ef. Edwards 1958,187-89. 
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Earl of Kingston, who arranged for two members of his household to become partners as his nominees, but 
Ash was unable to perform the bargain and became nonsolvent and went into Ireland', as did Stephen Bentley 
one of the nominees. 24 All of these were essentially small scale enterprises, though Boycotfs business at 
Leighton subsequently developed into something big er. C19 
Integrated businesses in South Staffordshire 
A rather different scale of-operation is found in Staffordshire from towards the end of the 16th century. There 
were two major businesses, which I have described in detail elsewhere. One was established by Thomas 
Parkes, with William Whorwood of Sandwell Hall as partner until they fell out in 1597. That provoked a 
series of incidents, for which they and others were prosecuted for riotý following which Whorwood sold his 
share to Parkes. Parkes was succeeded by his son Richard4 who died on 1618, leaving a son who sold the 
business to Middleton, Goreing & Co., a syndicate of Sussex gentry, who already had ironworks at Chartley. 
They handed over most of Parkes'works to T'homas Nye (one of the partners) in 1623, and virtually all of them 
subsequently turned up in the hands of Richard Foley of Dudley, who certainly had some from 1624 or 1625, 
and was a partner of Nye in at least some of them. He also leased several of Lord Dudley's ironworks about the 
same time, and ran them successfully for many years. 
Parkes' and Folcys' rivals were the Chetwynds. This business began when Walter Coleman erected a furnace 
on his own copyhold land at Cannock about 1595. He later operated in partnership with Richard Almond and 
Thomas Chetwynd this and other ironworks including some of those on Cannock Chase, generally occupying a 
district north of the Parkes, but with some overlap. During the 1600s the works rented from Lord Paget were 
the subject of short term lettings, Almond at one stage renting them alone, but aftcrMornas Chctwynd joined 
the firm there was more continuity of ownership. The Coleman family at one stage abandoned their share, 
leaving Chetwynd to pay out Almond and bear financial responsibility for the business alone, with the result 
that there was acrimonious litigation in the 1620s. 17homas Chetwynd came out of this as owner of a business 
which was carried on by his family for much of the rest of the century. The main source both on Middleton, 
Goreing & Co. and on Coleman and Chetwynd is Chancery litigation in the late 1620s, which seems to result 
from difficulties in the years around 1620. That appears to have been a period of recession in the iron 
industry, 25 coinciding with the period when the difficulty in exporting English cloth to the Baltic resulted in a 
depression in the woollen industryý6 
Ile cause of the difficulties in the iron industry is not wholly clear, as, in the absence of any continuous series 
of accounts, the prosperity of the iron industry can only be glimpsed from scattered evidence. In about six 
months in 1608 123 tons of bar iron made on Cannock Chase were sold for E1528.18s. 6d., about C12.8s. 6d. per 
24. P. R. 0, C 2ICW. I(C6f37; cf. L of Shrews a/c. 
25. King, 1999a. 
26. As to woollen exports see Supple 1959; see al- chapter S. 
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tonP In 1623 Nfiddleton Goreing & Co. had a substantial quantity of unsold iron on hand and a dividend of 
200 tons of iron (worth E2600) was distributed among the partners. In 1620 a younger generation of the 
Chetwynds and Colemarts had taken a lease in their own and their fathers'names, of Hales [Halesowen] Furnace 
and Forge. Thomas Chetwynd, despite saying that his signature was forged, performed the bargain because 
his son was bound, but probably excluded the Colemans, from iL At the end of the decade he said that U the 
price of iron had not been increased since that time he had been a g7at loseOl - from other litigation in 1629 
it Appears that John4ennens of Birmingham was buying iron from -Cleobury, -*Bringewood, and x)thcr forges- 
delivered at Bewdley at E15 per tom" John NEddleton and his partner Nicholas Jordan, who left the iron 
industry in the 1620s appear to have suffered losses and died in debt. Walter Coleman also suffered losses, 
though perhaps elsewhere and earlier. However the Parkes family (who left the industry in 1618), Henry 
Goreing and the Chetwynds (who stayed in it), and the Jennens and Foley families (who became ironmasters 
during the 1620s) grew rich from it, Richard Foley leaving descendants who were raised to the peerageý" 
With the possible exception of the activities of Richard Hanbury and of the Challoners in south Wales, who 
between them had five ironworks in Monmouthshire and two or three more in Glamorgan, and also the very 
scattered activities of the Earls of Shrewsbury, the businesses just discussed were on a hitherto wholly 
unprecedented scale. The great advantage in concentrating all the ironworks of a district in the hands of a 
single entrepreneur or firm was to enable the iromnaster to monopolise the supply of wood locally, and thus 
control the price he had to pay, long distance transport of charcoal by land being ruled out by its cost. In 1636 
Richard Foley was prosecuted in Star Chamber probably at the instance of John Coleman, whose failure as an 
ironmaster was partly due to his failure to provide working capital for his business. Ilic charge was that Foley 
was engrossing wood. engrossing was an ancient market place offence consisting of buying up goods with a 
view to reselling them (normally later in the day) at a higher price. This definition was not strictly applicable 
to Foley's activities, but undoubtedly he was monopolising the local woodL 7he underlying complaint was that 
the price of wood had risen, and this was alleged to be Foley's fault since he was buying so much of it, but it is 
most improbable he was buying wood with a view to reselling it at a profit. Indeed as an ironmaster, it is hard 
to see how he could have encouraged (or have gained by) a price rise, but he was nevertheless fined E1000 or 
more. 31 A major motive for creating such large networks of ironworks was almost certainly the ability to 
monopolise the local supply of wood, and so control its price. This constituted a monopolistic practice, which 
was the wrong that the offence of engrossing sought to prevent, but its use in these circumstances represented a 
considerable broadening of the definition of that crime. 
27. BJ, Add. MSS. 69895, UO 14. 
28. King 1999a, 66 70. The quotation is from PYLO, C 2/Chas. VC88/59. 
29. P-R-0, C 2/Chas. I/J5/12. 
30. King 1999a; 2001. 
3 1. King 1999a, 74; P. R. 0, SP 18/321/42. 
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Integration of businesses elsewhere 
With the exceptions mentioned, there is nowhere else where such large scale integration began anything like so 
early. Generally the big businesses found elsewhere can only be traced back to the mid 17th century, and even 
then there was often little to distinguish them from their smaller contemporaries. The Shropshire business of 
Boycott & Co., as already mentioned, began in the 1630s with the acquisition of two furnace& and two forges. 
Following the entry of Francis Walker of Bringewood into the partnership, an extra forge was built at Upton, 
and that at Longnor was acquired. Finally in 1674 Willey Furnace was taken over. It is possible that pig iron 
for Longnor came at one stage from Walker's Bouldon Furnace, while another partner, Joshua Newborough 
the leading Stourbridge tromnonger, was around 1670 drawing pig iron from Leighton Furnace to supply 
Wolverley Old Forge in north Worcestershire, where he was a partner. With the passage of time the number 
of partners fell. Hon. Thomas Newport (created Lord Torrington in 1716) had been a sleeping partner for 
many years. By the time of his death in 1719, there were just three works, Leighton Furnace, LongnoT Forge, 
and Sheinton Forge, his share in the first two being a quarter and in Sheinton a thirdL His widow was then 
bought out by Richard Boycott and Thomas Jenkins, two other partners. However all references to trading at 
these works for a long period before this were in the names of the clerks in charge of them, such as Richard 
Atkis of Longnor Forge, and (apart from the deed when Lady Torrington was bought out) one would not know 
that the works were still connected. 32 A 'Layton Company' is mentioned in records for CoalbTookdale in the 
1720s and 1730s, and Thomas Dorset was apparently its manager. as well as being tenant of Wytheford Forge. 
However that forge had not previously belonged with Leighton, and the company managed by Dorset may 
therefore have been a new one. 33 
A firm, which may conveniently be referred to as the Cheshire fronmasters, originated in north Staffordshire, 
wheTe a new business began when Richard Foley III leased Mearheath Furnace, thus moving from being an 
ironmonger in Birmingham to an ironmastcr at Longton. The scale of his early operations is not wholly clear, 
but he may have taken over some other works in north Staffordshire from his father. In the 1670s he seems to 
have bought up Lawton Furnace and Cranage and Warmingharn Forges. In the early 1680s, a successor. his 
youngest half-brother John Foley, acquired Consall and Oakamoor Forges, to create a vertically integrated 
business known as the Moorland Works, but he (or perhaps his brother-in-law and successor, Henry Glover) 
sold off the Cheshire business. This was acquired by Dennis Hayford, a Yorkshire ironmaster with an estate in 
Cheshire, and William Cotton, the managing partner at CoInbridge (also in Yorkshire) with other partners, 
and was placed under the management of T'homas Hall. About the same time (1685) they took over the 
Cannock Chase works from the Chetwynds. The Chetwynd iron business had belonged successively to 
Tbomas. Walter. and William Chetwynd and finally to Richard Chctwynd and Humphrey Moore, whose 
continued purchases of pig iron after 1685 suggest they retained Charticy Forge until 1692. On Henry Glover's 
32. There is no adequate account of this fwm In prinL This paragraph as been assembled from Shropshire R. O. 6000/3100 3230 14487 
& 18289, Chaplin 1969; Schafer 1978,104-6: notes taken by the staff of V-CJI. Shropshhv on Raby Castle (Durham), wooden box 12 
bundle 8. N. LW. Cilybebyll 202 1291-5, PILO, E 112/8WSalop/9. A hffl account will appear in King, Iron in MhUands. 
33. CBD ale; Ford Ub, 30 Mar. 1733; Trinder 1973,49-52. 
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death in 1689 the Moorland Works were taken over by John Wheeler, who was at the time a tenant of the Foley 
ironworks in the Forest of Dean, but subsequently their managing partner (of which more below). In 1692 he 
added the Cannock Chase Works to these, but evidently with a contract for a supply of pig iron from Lawton. 
Subsequently, in 1695, his manager, Obadiah I ane, took ashare in the Cheshire Ironworks, but the. Staveley 
Works in north Derbyshire (including Carburton Forge, Notts. ), also acquired in 1695, were handed over to 
Dennis Hayford and various other Yorkshire ironmasters in 1698. Again in 1698, Philip Foley, who had bee4. 
a sort oi shadov; paTtfier and guarafitor ofVheeler, was declared W have been Wheeler's partner in ddsýwfiole 
business since 1689. Finally in 1705 the Cheshire and Staffordshire Works were amalgamated into a single 
integrated partnership with seven partners, which it is convenient to describe as the 'Cheshire Irmunasters'. 
Until then, the Cheshire ironworks had consisted of a number of distinct but interlocking partnerships. For 
example, Cranage was a partnership between William Cotton and Hall & partners; and Obadiah Lane (on 
behalf of the Foley Staffordshire Partnership) was one of Hall's partners. 
The firm underwent a reconstruction in the 1730s, when some of the partners were being sued by a spinster 
daughter of Obadiah Lane, who (for reasons which are not relevant here) considered that they should pay a 
legacy due under her father's will. At that time an associated, Lancashim partnership, the Cunsey Company, 
with furnaces at Carr near SL Helens and Cunsey on Lake Windermere was amalgamated with the Cheshire 
partnership. At some stage (probably earlier) Madeley Furnace (Staffs. ý and Norton and Winnington Forges 
must have been addedL These had been leased by Hall in 1683, but evidently belonged to a separate firm, in 
which Philip Foley and John Wheeler were not concerned. Other alterations in the list of the firm! & works had 
also taken place, including the building in the 1690s of Vale Royal Furnace (Cheshire) and BodfaTi Forge 
(Flintshire) and their subsequent disposal. The partnership, was probably again reconstructed in about 1751 
with two of the Kendall family as the leading partners. Cunsey Furnace was disposed of at that time, in 
circumstances which will be described later (see page 109). It was still a substantial concern. in- the. 1.770s, 
when Thomas and John Hopkins, withdrew taking over the Cannock Chase works as their own. Inthel780sa 
new generation of Kendalls moved to Monmouthshire to establish the Beaufort Ironworks, and the remainder 
of the works elsewhere were gradually disposed of, but Dovey Furnace in west Wales was still in their hands 
until at least 1796.34 
In the Pennine Dales of Yorkshire, north of Sheffield, an ironworLs business was established by John Spencer, 
William Cotton, and members of the Fownes family, probably in the 1640s, though the first unambiguous 
reference to it comes from litigation in the late 1650s. The works consisted of Kirkstall, Wortley and 
CoInbridge Forges and Nether Bank and Bamby Furnaces, but generally there was not a single partnership. 
34. Johnson 1954; Awty 1957; Lead 1977, King 1993, Fell 1908,192 265-66; Herefs. R. 0, E121VI/MDe/2, MDV22, MCctI, MAc/68 
and E12tVI/M series generally; Staffs. R. 0, D. 5931173/20; D. 661/312/1-3; P. R. 0, CI U176=9; Barrow in Furness R. 0, Z 22-26; 
N-LW, Maybury 255; Castell Gorfod 61; V. C. H. Staffs. viii, 23 1.1 have not found the termCheshire lronmasteriC In a contemporary 
source, but theCheshire ironworksappears in 1691 in Herefs. R. 0, EI2/VVMDc/I. Their products later included pill iron known as 
'Cheshire Coldshorf. The partners included members of the Hall, Cotton, and Kendall families, and it would therefore be misleading to 
use a single surname. Pig from Dovey Furnace of Henry Kendall & Co. was used at NEtton Forges in 1796t7: SW a/c. Ince 199 lb, 117. 
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Instead it was the presence of members of the Spencer and (until 1718) Cotton families in most of the 
partnerships that gave the group its cohesion. Ilese works are particularly well documented at some periods, 
as a result of the preservation of records by the Spencer-Stanhope family. After the death of William Spencer 
about 1756 the family seem to have ceased to take more than a passive interest in their ironworks, though 
shares in various works were retained for another generation. W. W. Cotton had left the firm in 1718 to 
establish Bretton Furnace and Kfinhurst Forge in partnership with Samuel Shore, a Sheffield merchant and 
steelmaker, and two of the Cheshire Ironmasters. " 
At Sheffield there was a single ironmaking business until the Industrial Revolution. The early business of the 
Earls of Shrewsbury had shrunk to a modest one based on a forge at Kimberworth (now a suburb of 
Rotherham). A new start was made in Sheffield parish by Lionel Copley and several partners in 1639, who 
built a furnace and forge at Wadsley and another large forge at Attercliffe. After a disagreement in the 1650s, 
the other partners probably withdrew leaving Copley as sole proprietor. Outside that partnership Lionel 
Copley had Conisbrough Forge and in the 1650s acquired Kimberworth Forge and its furnace, Chappel 
Furnace, which subsequently served the whole group. On his death in 1675 his ironworks (including at this 
time Wortley Forge) were taken over by Dennis Hayford, William Simpson and others. This business 
remained in existence until the bankruptcy in 1808 of Richard Swallow 11, but the partnership was 
reconstructed in 1727, and again in 1765, with Richard Swallow I becoming the sole proprietor in 1775. 
Despite becoming bankrupt in 1808, his son retained Attercliffe Forge until 1822. Ilese works are 
particularly well documented, as almost the complete series of journals and ledgers is preserved from 1690 to 
1764. Besides the ironworks, these records deal with a separate steel trade partnership with fewer partners. 
7bis was one of the three Sheffield steel firms of the second quarter of the 18th century, which operated a 
cartel in the best steel. The composition of the partnership varied from time to time, and is too complicated to 
be usefully set out here. From 1690 (or earlier) John Fell I and then John Fell H were managing partners, until 
the death of the latter about 1762, after which his adopted son, Richard Swallow I succeeded him. Ile 
business finally disintegrated following the death of the latter in 1802 and the bankruptcy of his son in 1808.36 
In 1696 all the Yorkshire ironniasters agreed to run all the furnaces on a break-even basis, sharing the costs and 
output in the proportions three to two between the Sheffield group and Spencer & Co. This enabled Rocklcy 
Furnace and Upper Bank Furnace to be retired, though a Rockley Furnace (probably anothcr one) was revived 
by W. W. Cotton and his partners in the 1720s. 7bis arrangement, with various adjustments continued at least 
35. Raistrick & All= 1939; Raistrick 1938; King, Nortk from Sheffield and Bradford Archives. SpSL and other sources. it Is 
conventional and convenient to refer to this business as that of the Spencer family, despite other parmers often having been the managers. 
References to theSpencer group' (and such like) elsewhere in this thesis are limited to these works. and do not Include the Staveley works 
or the Sheffield Works, where members of the family were probably only sleeping partners. 
36. Hopkinson 1954 1961; Hey 1977. King North from SIR Y a/c and other sources: Crossley 1989, King 2003. As with the Cheshire 
Ironmasters it is difficult to find a satisfactory contemporary name for this business. For many years It was formally'Simpson & Co: or 
Hayford & Co: because they were the leading partners, but Tell & Co: (from long time its managing partners) Is more satisfactory until 
the 1760s, when Richard Swallow I succeeded his uncle John Fell 11. Since it was the only business making Iron there until 1782 (with 
minor exceptions), reference to it as the 'Sheffield iron firuf or such like provides a reasonably accurate omnibus description of all Its 
owners from 1639 until its disintegration. 
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until the 1727 reconstruction of the Sheffield ironworks partnership, and arguments over the losses incurred by 
this super-partnership persisted into the 1740s. When John Wheeler gave up Staveley and Carburton in 1698 
they were taken over by the Yorkshire ironmasters in the same proportions, but there were additional partners 
in respect of the Sheffield firm's portion of the business. In 1727 when William Spencer became a partner in 
the reconstructed Sheffield firm, it is likely (but unproved) that Kllington Hayford became the sole proprietor 
of the Staveley Works. After his death, his interest was probably acquired by members of the Sheffield 
partnership. The number of partners (as at Sheffield) was reduced in 1763, but the firm continued in being 
until the late 1770s, when the Derbyshire iron industry underwent a rapid and sudden transition to coke 
SMel&g. 37 
Major. integration in Derbyshire began after the Restoration under the Jennens family, who were originally 
(like the Foleys) ironmongers in the Birmingham area. Earlier there were a number of relatively small firms, 
many of them not well documented. The names of Silvester Smith and 7bornas Johnson have turned up in a 
number of contexts, suggesting they were significant ironmasters, in the 1620s and 1630s. In 1672 Tbomas 
Pemberton. another Birmingham ironrnonger, acquired New A&Us Forge, adding Wingerworth Furnace in 
1681, but all of this was on a relatively modest scaWl Ile first ironworks of the Jennens family were Aston 
Furnace and Bromford. Forge (both in modem Birmingham), where they perhaps succeeded Tbomas Nye. 19 
They then extended their ironmaking business to the north and east, with the erection of Poolbank Furnace 
(Warws. ) in the mid 1650s and Hartshorne Furnace in south Derbyshire in 1670. The next year Jennens built 
Kirkby Furnace. He probably also took over Bulwell Forge, both of them in or adjoining Sherwood Forest. 
and in 1676 three additional forges in the Tame valley in south Staffordshire, these latter from Philip Foley. 
He probably built Weeford slitting mill, near Hints Forge (south of Lichfield), which he had inherited from his 
father. His son and successor John Jennens probably bought Ilomas Pemberton's Derbyshire works during the 
1690s, but sometime in the early 1700s he seems to have retired4 handing over the bulk of the business to his 
manager Humphrey Vaughton, or perhaps directly to the latter's sons Christopher and Riland Vaughton. Iley 
were succeeded by their sisters, who traded as. John Mander & Co. In 1747 the Birmingham end of the 
business was sold to Edward Knight & Co. (the Stour ironworks partnership). but the Derbyshire end of it 
underwent another management buy-out, being acquired by Humphrey Mather (its manager) and his son 
Walter. Walter Mather was unsuccessful in this bid in 1781 to be allowed to convert to coke WingerwoTth 
Furnace, which had generally been part of the business just described, but was in 1783 successful in a similar 
bid in respect of Staveley Furnace, which then became the ccntre of operations for his successors until very 
recent times. Some of the disconnected parts of this story can be found in various places, but its entirety only 
37. Raistrick 1938; King, North ftm Bradford Archives SpSt. 5/5/4/6; Sheffield Archives, SpSL60495/15; SpSt. 60483/77. SIR Y Atc, 
various; P. R. O. C 9137Z(1 ; SIR SL a/c. 
38. For Johnson and Smith see King, North; otherwise we note 40. 
39. It appears that Nye and Richard Foley were partners in Bromford. Ifinm Pwyý and Uttle Aston Forges and four ftauaces in c. 1628. 
The two larter were subsequently Richard Foley's. and both the former later belonged to John Jenuens. It is therefore suggested that 
Jennens acquired to Nye's shaM probably after his death in 1631 and that subsequently be and Foley partitioned the works: P. R. 0, 
C 2/Chas. VG49/5 1, King 1999a, 67. This is however mem inference. 
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in my unpublished synthesis. This is a good example of the disadvantage of regional studies, which here have 
reproduced details rather than the whole pictureýO 
South Wales lacked any significant large scale integration after the decline of the early works of the Hanburys 
and Challenors, until the mid to late 18th century, when Reynolds, Getley & Co. (later Harford Partridge & 
Co. ) and David Tanner dominated iron production in east Glamorgan, Momnouthshire and Gloucestershire. 
Before that there were a few small integrated groups. fn a sense this was inevitable because the distances and 
nature of the terrain limited the possibilities of competition between them for resources. Machen and Tredegar 
Forges worked with Taff Furnace until that was replaced about 1680 by Caerphilly Furnace, forming a group 
that remained intact over a very long period for the simple reason that they all belonged to the Morgan family 
of Tredegar House near Newport, who at some periods ran the ironworks themselves and at others let them. 
The extent of the business of the Hanbury family of Pontypool after the death of Richard Hanbury in 1608 is 
not entirely clear, but it is certain that his nephews and succeeding generations of the family continued the 
ironworks. By the early 18th century when Major John Hanbury was actively managing his own ironworks, 
there were furnaces at Pontypool and Llanelly (Gwent but formerly Brecknock) with forges at each, and 
probably a wire mill, and one of the earliest mills for rolling blackplate. Ile latter probably became the first 
long-lived tinplate works in Britain, and was thus the forerunner of one of the leading industries of south 
Wales! ' The Hanburys' business was throughout at least as significant as those of Boycott & Co. in 
Shropshire and John Fell & Co. in south Yorkshire, but neither rivalled the greatest business of them all, that 
of the Foleys. 
The Foley family 
The origins of Richard Foley's business are to be found in that (already described) of the Parkes family and 
their immediate successors, Nddleton Goreing & Co. and then Thomas Nye. Richard Foley H, its founder, 
was the son of another Richard Foley, a nailer at Dudley, who died in 1601 leaving a house and a net estate of 
just under five pounds, after debts of over OV2 It is conceivable that some of these debts were in fact 
incurred as guarantor financing a stock of nails belonging to his son, but there is no direct evidence. The next 
twenty or so years of his life remain obscure, but Richard Foley was probably an ironmonger dealing in nails 
and perhaps other ironware. In the mid 1620s he began acquiring ironworks, not only those previously of 
Thomas Nye, but also some of Lord Dudley's, including lEmley Furnace and Greens Forge and the works at 
Cradley, some of which were for a time managed by Dud Dudley! 3 Indeed Foley appears that to have been 
Nye's partner at Aston Furnace and Bromford Forgeý" Even before that, perhaps in 1623, he had bought 
40. King, North will contain a chapter on the Trent Valley where a AM account of this business will appear, assembled from a large 
number of different sources, including P. R. 0, C7811030/2; C 112/106. no. 18&, Leics. R. 0, DF-3541; Notts. R. O. DDP 84115-16; 
DD4P 28/467-73; DD4P W77; DD4P 80117; Land hm Papplewic1c. Birmingham Archives, Holte 19-22 90-3: Derbs. R. 0, 
D 3372/T8; D 1404.24, Hull UJ- DDFa 27128, Harrison & Willis 1879 (where Hintes Is printed as HivIes); Johnson (R. ) 1960*, 
Pelliam. 1963,73-4. Riden 1985,19W9 King 1999a, 67 & 74. 
41. Gwent R. 0, DSA (J. C. Hanbury mss. ), passing Locke 1916, Gibbs 195 lb. For tinplate see chapter 3. 
42. WorcL R. 0, Consistory will$, Richard Foley 1600. 
43. King 1999a, 61-2; 2002b, 45-6. 
44. P. R. 0, C 2tChas. FG45/19, answer of Allen Nye: see note 39 (above). 
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Cheslyn Hay Furnace from Middleton Gorcing & Co., with ironstone mines them drained by a 'sough or 
gynne', which had been made by Thomas Nye while he was using the fumaceý3 For almost half a century be. 
and then his son Thomas and grandson Philip, were by far the largest producers of iron in the Black Country, 
but this did not constitute a true monopoly, since iron made in adjoining regions was almost certainly being 
consumed in the manufactures of the district. For example iron from Fernhill and Macsbury Forges in 
northwest Shropshire was sent to Richard Brindley of Hyde Mill in Kinver and later to Cookley Mill for slitting 
in the 1640s and 1650s. " 
As I have shown elsewhere. 47 the great wealth of the Foley family (contrary to legend) did not derive directly 
from the introduction of the slitting mill, though Richard Foley certainly did set up the slitting mill at Hyde 
Miff in 1627. There seems good reason to believe that the existence of slitting mills close to an area of 
abundant coal gave an advantage to nail manufacture in the Black Country that enabled it to become the 
greatest iron manufacturing region in Britain, drawing in iron from far afield. Something is known of Richard 
Foley's activities from notes taken in 1636, when he was prosecuted in Star Chamber for engrossing. Ilese 
name nine ironworks and mention 'divers others%" Shortly after this, he began handing over ironworks to 
Ilomas, the eldest son of his second marriage, who had just come of age. 77his certainly applies to 
Whittington Forge (in KinveT) and a share in Wilden Mill (downstream from Kidderminster), then apparently 
only a slitting mill. Though the exact date of transfer is elsewhere uncertain, the transfer of Whittington in 
1637 took place when Thomas was aged 2 1, and he stressed in later proceedings that Wilden was part of his 
portiom" What is certain is that between 1648 and 1671 he had enormous sums of money available to invest 
in buying land, which can only derive from the profits of ironworks. A surviving list of the prices paid for his 
land purchases totals over E140,000250 Thus, for example, we know that the profits of the Srewood and 
Grange Works'. comprising two furnaces and six small forges from 1650 to 1673 totalled slightly over 
; C55,5001 This was a period when land was cheap and plenty of property was for sale due to a number of 
royalists who had to sell off land to compound for their delinquency, but the achievement is an impressive one 
and probably only matched in his time by a few of the wealthiest of the London merchants. " 
In and around the Black Country, the ironworks, which nomas Foley owned and then handed over his 
youngest son Philip in 1668 and 1669, differed little in identity from those his own father had owned in the 
1630s. The change in the business was in the source of the pig iron that the forges in the lower Stour valley 
45. PAD, C 31403193, answer. 
46. Edwards 1958,197. 
47. King 1999a. 67 74-5. 
48. P. R. O. SP 18/321, no. 42. Engrossing was emMially a market place offence, making it Illegal for speculators to buy up produce 
with a view to reselling it later in the day. It is noteworthy that the principal prosecution witness was John Coleman, the Impecunious 
son of Walter Coleman and earlier an unsuccessful rival ironmaster see above; King 1999a. 74-5. 
49. P. R. 0, C 2/ChasM49/46, E 1121258/144, cf. Schafer 1990,23. Shares of Wilden were bought by Richard Foley in 1636 and 
164Z but the construction of the forge there seems to have occurred in 1647. 
50. Herefs. R. 0, EI2(VJ1C/1 & 8. 
5L Schafer 1990,31 from Herefs. R. 0, E12(VYKBf/47. 
52. Cf. Grassby 1995,250-68 pamim; Thirsk 19K 85-108. 
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consumed, which now came from the Forest of Dean. His first investment in that region was the wiTewoTks at 
Tintern, but the Earl of Worcester's ironworks there were held by William HCTbcm later Foley's partner 
there. 53 This was followed by the purchase of Elmbridge Furnace in 1658, and leasing of Hope (or 
Longhope) Furnace in 1662, and of Bishopswood Furnace probably sometime in the 1660s. 54 Additionally 
he had a furnace beside the river Severn at Hampton Loade in Shropshire from about 1640 to 1660, which may 
have fuTffled 4 similar function, and from the late 1650s he was also for a time buying pig iron from John 
Brayne, another Forest ironmasteO --By 1669 he was not only supplying his own forges (or rather what were. 
now his son's) at Shelsley and in the lower Stour vaHey from the Forest but also selling pig iron to John Morgan 
(evidently for Tredegar Forge near Newport) and to the owners of forges even as far aficld as Cheshireý6 As 
Andrew Yarranton commented in 1677,57 
7he greatest part of the sow iron (made in the Forest of Dean] is scat up the Severa to forges into 
Worcestershire, Shropshire, Warwickshire, and Cheshire and there made into iron. ' 
In the late 1660s and early 1670s Thomas Foley handed over his business to his sons; Thomas (the eldest) had 
Tintern, Paul took the rest of the Forest furnaces, and (as already mentioned) Philip acquired all his works in 
Staffordshire and Worcestershire. This division between the furnaces and forgocs did not work well, because 
Philipr was dependent on buying pig iron from Paul without Paul having a converse dependence for his sales. 
Additionally Philip had to pay his father's estate (or rather his eldest brother) thcr balancc of the EW, 000 for 
which he had purchased the works from his father. Due to these matters and perhaps a reduced proritability of 
the works, he began disposing of them. Paul on the other hand had leased Flaxicy and Redbrook Furnaces, 
with the result that he was the solc producer of Forest pig iron, apart from the owners of Lydncy Furnace (who 
probably only produced enough for their own forges) and his brother at Tintcrn. Tle story of this pcTiod has 
been told by R. G. Schafer, who showed how the brothers attempted to cooperate; how Philip disposed of 
many of his south Staffordshire works; how the works in the lower Stour valley were rccombincd with the 
Forest furnaces in 1685 by John Wheeler and Richard Avenant; and finally how in 1692 the Foley brothers Te- 
entered iron production by becoming partners with them in the 'Ironworks in Partnership', as they called iVI 
In 1698 several of the works in the Stouir catchment were transferred to Richard Wheeler, who gimultancously 
withdrew from the finný9 The firin's last two forges in the Stour valley, with Hatesfowen] Furnace were 
53. B. L, Lon mss. 1612, f. 94-94v; Rees 1968,631; Paar& Tucker 1974,10; N. LW. Badminton manorial 1631; cf. Herefs. 11.0, 
EI2(WAc1I-3; E121VI/Affl-410-15. 
54. F-Imbridge: Herefs. R. 0, E12/VT/DAf/1-2; E12tG/13; Bick 1980, Hope: Hart 1971,20-21, quoting Herefs. R. O. E12/VYDACII; 
cf. Herefs. R. 0, E121VIVDAc/5 9-11 15; E121VYDAf/1-2. 
55. Hampton Loade: Herefs. R. 0, E121VYKAC/64 84 92; Brayne- EI21VYKAc/86 88 cf. 47. 
56. Schafer 1978,59 98-99 & passim; Foley a/c; Cheshire: Bishop and Baddily built Warmingliam, Forge In 1668: Cheshire R. O., 
DCR 2712, draft lease of 1668. 
57. Yarranton 1677,56-7. 
58. Schafer 19724 certain aspects of this will be discussed later in this chapter, also Tintern: will of Thomas Foley: Herefs. R. O., 
E121HII/I 1; Paul: E121VIIDAc/15 etc.; Philip: E12tVL/KBf/72-87; Schafer 1978 1990; Philip's sales: Herefs. R. 0, El2tVYKD KG- 
KH; recombination: E12MVDDc-DEc; Lydney: Glos. R. 0, D 4211E9. PldliVs arrangement with his father has been described as a 
partnership, but it is clear from the accounts that it was not, as they did not share the profit. see Schafer 1978,58-61 and compare ibid., 
100-7 where the profit on certain other partnerships is shared. 
59. Herefs. R. 0, E121VI(DEe/2-9. 
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transferred to John Wheeler in 1705, so that (apart from a warehouse in Bewdley. retained until 1736) the 
business, henceforth known as the Forest Partnership, consisted of almost exclusively of furnaces and forges 
in and around the Forest of Dean. 60 On John Wheeler's death, he was succeeded in management by William 
Rea, and in 1717 following Philip Foley's death the number of partners was substantially reduced. Rea seems 
to have made some bad decisions during the ensuing period when prices were high due to the Swedish 
embargo, and this resulted in losses in the ensuing period, but unfortunately the accounts for 1717-25 do not 
survive. Since Rea had failed to provide accounts, the other partners met at Wolverhampton in 1724 and 
sacked him. They then appointed Warine Falkner, a son-in-law and servant of Obadiah LAne as mana( ger. He 
was succeeded in 1730 by Thomas Pendrill. 51 From this time the business contracted, outlying works being 
abandoned usually when their leases expiredL When Redbrook Furnace and two of the Lydbrook Forges were 
let in 1742 to Rowland Pytt, a Gloucester ironmongcr, the Folcys were lcft just with Bishopswood and 
Elmbridge Furnaces and another forge at Lydbrook. The business was continued for a time, but was merely 
an ill-managed shadow of its former self. 62 
Contrary to what one might suspect from the title (Did it fall or was it pushed? ) of G. Hammcrsley's account of 
the final period of the Foley business. 13 its decline by no means marks the end of the charcoal era. According 
to his petition to the House of Lords in 1750, Rowland Pytt had a furnace and two forges in Lidncy [now 
Lydney, Glos. ], a furnace and two forges in Newland [Glos., i. e. Redbrook Furnace and two Lydbrook 
Forges], a furnace and forge at Aberavon and Melin y Court (west Glamorgan), two forges in Tortworth, a 
forge and other works at 'Abby TinteTn' and a forge at Upleadon. " In 1750he and others contracted to build a 
tinplateworks at Ynysygerwyn in the Neath valley, but its erection was delayed by litigation until after his 
death. It was completed by his son-in-law, WiBiarn Coles, with finance from John Miers of Crooked Lane, 
London, whose family eventually became the sole proprietors of a substantial business in west Glamorgan. 
11e Gloucestershire works passed to his son Rowland Pytt 11, who died about 1763. After that these works 
ge 
& Co. (or their predecessors) or to David Tannerý" passed to Harford Partridg 
60. Herefs. R. O., E121VIIDEcI13. 
61. King 1995c; F. R. O. E 1121957/94 107, E 11211127/4-5, Herefs. R. O. E121VLWd; Hammersley 1979. 
62. Hammersley 1979; Herefs. R. O. E17/VMGf passim, Hart 1971,67 76-7 and cb. 2 passim. Han's doubts over the date of the Foley 
accounts for a forge at Lydbrook dated 1746-51 are misconceived. Unlike earlier accounts these only relate to the lowest forge thm, 
which remained the Foleys'after the others bad passed to PytL The Foley accounts end in 175 1. and the last account shows the stock at 
Umbridge largely exhausted, but not that at Bishopswood and the forges. The last purchase of cordwood in the Forest by Thomas Foley 
M of Stoke Edith was under a wanant dated 1764 and he may have continued to own Bishopswood until his death In 1777. Indoed them 
may have been a certain logic in his retaining the furnace in the last decade of his life, as be (or rather a manager) was also operating 
WIlden Forge near Kiddenninster, which he had inherited with the Grew Wifley estate from his cousin Thomas Foley IV of Witley (Lord 
Foley): P. R. 0, LR 419/27 (purchasers in the following decade am not usually named); Herefs, R. O. Land Tax. Walford; HH a/c. The 
end of the surviving accounts may be a result of the way the muniments at Stoke Edith were sorted after the death of Thomas Foley III, 
when the Newent estate passed to his youngest son: cf. Herefs. R. O. E12/IV23/1. 
63. Hammersley 1979. 
64. House of Lords R. 0, LP 245/15. 
65. Hart 1971,71-2 85-100passhn; Monmouth., Kissack 1975,289, Coates & Tucker 1978,40-45 & 47-8, Neath valler. Glamorgan 
R. 0, CL2361221 269 271-73. 
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Towards the end of the l8th century ironmaking in Gloucestershire and southeast Wales was dominated by two Cp 
businesses, David Tanner and Reynolds Getley & Co. (later known as Harford, Partridge & Co. ). Both were 
at that time charcoal ironmasters, though both built coke furnaces in the 1790s, Tanner at Blaendare near 
Pontypool in 1790 and Harford, Partridge & Co. at Ebbw Vale towards the end of the decade. Harford, 
Partridge & Co. went under a number of names at different periods, and it is not clear whether there was a 
single partnership or a network of associated businesses. This (or these) originated out of an ironfounding 
business, which was taken over by a company (The Welch Iron Foundry Company) in 1732 and run in 
conjunction with their Bryn Coch Furnace near Neath (built 1728), and out of an iron merchants' business in 
Bristol. They also had a tinplate works at Woollard in Somerset and from 1770 the Melin Griffith works near 
Cardiff. Later still they also had Momouth Forge, Caerphilly Furnace and Tredegar and Machen Forges, as 
well as various ironworks around the Forest of Dean. David Tanner by 1790 owned the Hanbury family's 
works at Pontypool and Llanelly, the 7"intern Works, and Caerleon Forge. He earlier had the Lydney works 
and later Redbrook and Lydbrook Forges, but became bankrupt in 1799. The business of Hatford, Partridge 
& Co. was divided among the partners in 1808, but the Ebbw Vale works remained in the hands of some of 
them until the 1840s. "
Organisation 
The changing ratio of forges to furnaces 
It is a notable feature of many of the businesses (described above) that in the 16th and early 17th centuries there 
was almost invariably exactly one forge for every furnace. The names of individual ironworks have generally 
not been listed in the preceding sections, to avoid cluttering with an excess of detail what is intended as an 
overview of the industry, but some must now be mentioned. The 1619 partnership between Joftn Middleton, 
Henry Goreing, Thomas Nye, Richard Nfiddleton, and Nicholas Jordan related to'Ellaston Forge and Furnace, 0 
Ockamore [Oakamoor] Furnace, Chartlcy Forge and Furnace, Norton Forge and Stones Furnace. Cheslenhay 
Furnace, Hint" Forge and Rushall Furnace, Bromwich Furnace and Forge, Little Aston Forge, PcrreTy 
[Perry] Forge and Furnace, Birminghams Aston Furnace and Branford [Bromfordl Forge with divers other 
lands grounds mynes and woodes. 47 Of these, Chartley had belonged to some of the partners in 1616 and the 
Eflastone and OakamooT works were taken on to use wood they had bought from the Earl of Shrewsbury, 68 
but the rest were bought from Thomas Parkes of Willingsworth in Sedgley (Staffs. ) as the executor of Richard 
Parkes and thus represent the final extent of his business. Lord Dudley's works which Richard Foley added 
66. This brief account of the two businesses has built up from a considerable number of original documents and published works. none of 
which provide a comprehensive picture of either. I understand that a biography of David Tanner has been the subject ofa University of 
Wales MD. thesis, which I have not seen, but there Is no adequate single account of lWard, Partridge & Co. and their predecessors. 
Partial accounts of the businesses will be found in Chapped 1941, Ince M; Ilan 1971; Riden I"I: note also EV a1c: N. LW. 
Badminton IL 8440; Bristol R. O. 09458/26: 4658/6a-b, Swansea R. 0, DIDXhr/34-39; Woohich 19M 34-5.17904 list. 
67. King 1999a, 66, PXO, C 21Chas. VW&52ý C 2/Chas. L%57166; C 2/Chas. 1(13/27. 
68. Ibid., P. R. O. C 2/Chas. 11013/19: Notts. R. O. DD4P 4&23. 
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were Cradley Furnace and Forge and Himley Furnace and Greens Forge. He later also acquired (or built) 
Grange Furnace and Heath Forge, and his son added Coven Furnace and Brewood Forges in the early 1640s. 69 
L, ord Paget's works on Cannock Chase consisted of two furnaces and two forges in Cannock Wood, a furnace 
in Beaudesert Park, a forge at Abbots Bromley (all on his own land) and another furnace at Teddesley Hay 
rented from the Lyttletons of Pillaton, thý latter only used when one of the others was out of use. 70 Ile ratio 
-is les's clear in the operations of - 616man and Chetw"ynd, but C61iman's Cannock Furnace evidently supplied 
Brewood Forge; and Beaudesert Furnace and Bromley Forge clearly worked toggethcr. 77here was mention of 
Abbey Hulton Furnace and Forge, of ironworks at Hartshorne and Dunnington [Castle Donnington], of 
Halesowen Furnace and Forge, also of a forge at Wolseley [Park, near Rugelcy], which 'was of small profit 
and... only used for refining some few blooms', but near which the remains of a furnace have been found. 71 
The Earl of Leicester had two furnaces and two forges at Cleobury Mortimer. Elsewhere in Shropshire, 
L, ongnor Furnace and Forge, Kenley Furnace and Harley Forge, and Leighton Furnace and Sheinton Forge 
have already been mentioned. 72 In Monmouthshire Richard Hanbury had three ironworks in 1597. 
Monkswood, Pontypool, and AbeTcam, each of which seems to have consisted of a furnace and forge. Most 
of the witnesses said that his rivals had two ironworks, one naming them as at 'Pontemole and Bedwelltie', but 
Richard Pettingale said that there were four ironworks that is two forges and two furriaceO Examples of this 
1: 1 ratio could be multiplied ad nauseanL 
77hat this ratio was almost axiomatic is also confirmed by the practice of using a single name for a furnace and 
forge, which was actually that of the forge. This applied to the Kimberworth Works, belonging successively 
to the Earls of Shrewsbury and of Pembroke, where the furnace was Chappel Furnace, beyond the pale of 
Kimberworth Park, and to Mactien (or Rhydygwern), a forge which was probably supplied from Taff Furnace. 
Similarly, the names of the Pontypool and Pontymoyle [Pontmocl] works are those of bridges adjoining the 
forges, but the furnaces were respectively some distance away at Glyntrosnant and probably Wansuchan 
[Waun Sychan]ý14 Such accounts as survive from this period generally give little indication that pig iron was 
a product that was considered saleable and sometimes no account seems to have been kept of the amount 
produced by the furnaces and consumed by the forges. 75 Henry Goreing acknowledged he had been ordered 
by his partners in 1622 to'work out all stock at Norton Forge and Ellastone Forge which accordingly he did and 
thereby as well the works of Stone Furnace and Oakamoor Furnace did dctermine for that Norton Forge was 
furnished with sow iron ftom. Stone Furnace and Ellastone ... from Oakamoor. ' In later proceedings he 
69. King 1"9a, 61-2 67-8. 
70. Welch 2001. 
71. P. R. 0, C 2/Chas. VC5/67; C 2ICbas. IIC88/59; C 21/C45/18; Welch 1995. 
72. See above. 
73. P. R. 0, E 134/39 ElizIMIJ23, plaintiffs depositions, 6-7; defendants depositions, 14. 
74. Savile & Nevile a1c; Donald 1961,97-100, P-R-Oý E 112129124; Taff (or Tongwynlals): Riden 1992b, 81-8. The Ead of 
Pembrokes northern revenue (of which Kimberworth was part) resulted from his childless marriage to one of the Shrewsbury coheimsseL 
These estates later passed to the heirs of Alathea Countess of Arundcl, the only daughter of Earl Gilbert of Shrewsbury to leave issue, and 
thus passed to the Dukes of Norfolk. 
75. Lord Pagers accounts (Cannock ate) record only the number of loads of sows carried. 
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described how 'sowes ... had been as formerly ... had been accustomed were carried (from Stone Furnace] to 
Norton Forge'in 1621: he seems to have had to buy some from Thomas Crompton, apparently the new tenant 
of Stone Furnace, probably so as to use up the stock of charcoal at Norton. 76 This suggests a means of 
determining the output of furnaces, which disappeared long before the well-known 18th century lists of iron 
production, but where the output of forges is known either from those lists or earlier accounts. Thus 
Bromwich and Uttle Aston Forges are known to have had two fineries and one finery respectively and to have 
made 168 tons and 117 tons on average in seven years between 1667 and 1674, suggesting that Bromwich and 
Rushall Furnaces respectively made about 225-250 tons and 160-175 tons per yearý" 
During the 17th century there was a tendency for the ratio to be altered to two forges for every furnace. An 
early example of this rclates to ironworks near Aberdare. These were the subject of much litigation at the end 
of the 16th century which was ended by an arbitration, awarding one forge to each claimant and requiring 
Robert Martin (who had the furnace) to supply John Morley's New Forge with 120 tons of pig iron per year for 
which Morley was to pay one ton of bar iron for every three tons of sow ironý" but in this case the amount 
suggests it was only a single finery forge. Similarly when Lord Paget was restored to his father's lands, he 
confirmed the lease made by the Crown to Fulke Greville of the ironworks on Cannock Chase, but on 
condition that only one furnace and two forges were used. 79 The transition may be observed in the operations 
of Coleman and Chetwynd: no furnace was associated with Wednesbury Forge when Coleman rented it from 
his father-in-law in 1606, nor was a furnace built when they erected Brewood Lower Forge about 1620. 
Thomas Bamford later built Coven Furnace to supply Brewood, but probably only because John Coleman was 
maldng fife so difficult for him. 80 Richard Foley had difficulties over the supply of water from a brook 
flowing out of Sandwell Park to Bromwich Furnace in the late 1620s, but (though he won the consequent 
litigation) he does not seem to have renewed the furnace lease when it expired. Nor does he appear to have 
renewed that of Himley Furnace in the early 1630s after his initial term there, no doubt because Grange 
Furnace could supply Greens Forge as well as Heath Forge! ' Renewals of other leases on the Dudley estates 
continued. In 1662 Thomas Foley again ]eased the Cradley Works, but he was allowed to remove the furnace 
bellows (implying its closure). 82 
The transition to the new ratio was complete in the case of the ironworks which belonged to Walter Chetwynd 
at the time of his sequestration in 1646. He had a furnace, a forge, and slitting mill on Cannock Chase 
76. P. R. 0, C 2/Chas. LW7/66; C 7/Chas. 03127. The forge referred to was at Norton Bridge In Chcbsey:. cf. Ung 1999b, 66. 
77. Forge output: average of figures from Schafer 1990,16-23, excluding 1673 (not surviving), the range of furnace output Is calculated 
on yields of 26 and 30 cwt. pig iron per ton bar Iron and rounded off. 
78. N. LW, Bute 2343-5, Rees 1968,252-58. 
79. V. C. H. Staffs. ii, I 11. 
80. Wednesbury* Dilworth 1976,1174 Brewood. V. C. H. Stos. v, M. Coven: Herefs. R. O. E121VItKBe/44; difficulties: P. R. 0, 
C VChas. l(B9&36; C 78480/19. 
8 1. Bromwich. PILO, C 78400/2 1; Himler. Dudley Archives. DFA13,1-11mley leases 1628 (sic for 1625). 
82. Ibid., Rowley leases, 1662. This lease also conferred the right to take'stones called hearth stones' from a quarry at Hinfley for 
maldng one fimuce hearth yearly and limestone for any two of his ftirnaces from CordV" and Old Park. These rights bad evidently been 
appurtenant o the Cradley ironwor" but were now enjoyed as'prorits in gross'(to use legal terminology). 
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together with Bromley Forge (nearby) and also in northwest Staffordshire Heighlcy Furnace and Winnington 
and Norton FoTgcs. 93 In 1651 John Offlcy of Madeley complained that Madclcy Furnace was out of repair, 
presumably due to a lack of use, and Heighley Furnace seems to have been abandoned in favour of Madeley, 
beginning an association with Norton and Winnington Forges that lasted over a century. " More strictly 
perhaps the new ratio should not be expressed as one furnace to two forges, but as one furnace to four firieries. 
Thus in the 1670s, particularly after Philip Foley disposed ofthem, Grange Furnace was supplying pig iron to 
four small forges, - Heath, SwK Greens; and Cradleý-Forgýs. 71ough Heath Forge (it least) had two fincries, 
their low output suggests only one finery was in usc. 15 This new ratio between furnaces and forges must have 
depended on the furnaces becoming more productive, but it is not clear whether this was the result of the 
furnaces becoming bigger or of working them for more of the year. 17hat may in turn have been made possible 
by improvements in hearth construction, perhaps merely by the identification of better refractory materials, 
enabling furnace campaigns to be longm" 
Tle transition from the old ratio to this new one could obviously be achieved either by closing surplus furnaces 
or by erecting extra forges, and both methods are found. Ile abandonments of Himlcy, Bromwich, and 
Cradley Furnaces by the Foleys are cases of the former, so are the disappearances of Longnor and Hcighlcy 
FurnaceS. 87 Ch the other hand, Upton Forge was built in 1654 by Francis Walker of Bringewood, whose son 
William was a partner in Boycott & Co. by 1661, and he also brought Longnor Forge (rented by him since 
1635) into it! ' The erection of CaTburton Forge by William Sitwell and William Clayton again during the 
1650s was similar. A more efficient use of the wood resources of a district was sometimes achieved by 
separating the production of pig iron from that of bar iron, that is by having the furnace and forge some 
distance apart Where the two works were on adjacent sites as at Longnor, Halesowen, and WingeTworth 
(Derbs. ), one of them was closed, the furnace at Longnor, but the forges at Wingerworth and Halesowen. 
This also applies much earlier to Ellastone, where the forge was supplied from Oakamoor Furnace, rather than 
from Ellastone Furnace, which evidently existed but went unused by Middleton Goreing & Co. 89 
Ibis practice of separation was taken to its limits by Thomas Foley's move into the Forest of Dean and the 
Jennens'to having furnaces in Nottinghamshire and Derbyshirc. " Hcre the distance between the furnace that 
made the pig iron and the forge that fined it was not merely a few miles but twenty to fifty miles. The next 
stage was for forges to begin to use pig iron that had been made by some one other than their owner. In other 
83. Lead 1977,5, from Wiffim Salt 11b. (Stafford), Salt ms. 330, L 633-4 (transcript of Royalist composition papers). This Norion Forge 
was in Mucclestone on the Shropshire boundary and is not to be confused with the Norton Forge referred to above as associated with 
StoneFurnace, which lay at a house called 'the Ham me& near Norton Bridge In Chcbsey. 
84. P. R. 0, C 61116145; Lead 1977,7. 
85. Finery numbers are deduced from numbers of pairs of bellows: Schafer 1978,8,1990,8-9. Outputs: Schafer 1990,17-22; Hercfs. 
R. O, E12/VIIKD series. R. G. Schafees account (1971,29) is not quite accurate: King 2002b. 49-50. 
86. As to furnace lining see chapter 3. 
87. King 1999a, 75; Longnor V. C. H. Shrops. viiL 96. 
88. Shrops. R. O, 60006093; 600013130,60005230; 6000118289; V. C. 11. Shrops. viii, 96. 
89. Carburton and Wingerworth. Riden 1990,68 70; FIlastone and Oakamoor King 1999a, 66; for the others see above. 
90. See above. 
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words, the owners of forges began to buy in pig iron. Ilese were important developments and will be 
addressed My in a later section. 
The break- up of vertically integrated businesses 
None of the big integrated businesses in the central and south Midlands, described in earlier sections, persisted 
far into the l8th century but the Cheshire fronmasters and John Fell & Co. (and successors) at Sheffield 
continued almost to the end of the charcoal ere' CK. Hyde used these examples to suggest that integration 
remained common, and also he fell. into other errors by his uncritical use of A. Raistrick! s Quakers in Science 
and Industry. 92 In Derbyshire, Walter Mather may be regarded as a successor of the Jennens family in 
Derbyshire, though his business, latterly consisting of Wingerworth Furnace and New Mills and Bulwell 
Forges and Borrowash Slitting NEU, does not really fall into the big business category, but in the last half 0 
century before the Industrial Revolution the iron industry in the east Midlands had regressed to consisting of 
two or three small vertically integrated businesses each consisting of a furnace and a couple of forgeL" 
These areas where vertical integration persisted are characterised either by a lack of water transport or at least 
by none leading in useful directions, so that goods had to be carried expensively by land over considerable 
distances. 
rn contrast in Shropshire. south Staffordshire and southwards vertical integration was far less apparent after 
about 1700. Ilis is not to say that there were not some large businesses, the largest being that of the Knight 
family. This began in 1695 when (following the bankruptcy of Job Walker, who was separately a partner in 
Boycott & Co. ) Richard Knight bought the Bringewood Works, consisting of a furnace and a large forge. He 
bought Cookicy and Wolverley Forges on the bankruptcy of Richard Wheeler in 1703 and also owned a share 
in the (Foley) Forest Partnership from 1708 to 1717. At various times he had interests in other works 
including Willey Furnace and Morton Forge (Shrops. ), Kirkby Furnace and Carburton Forge (Notts. ), though 
9 1. Awty 1957, Raistrick & Allen 1939; Raistrick 1938; Hopkinson 1954, Yjng, North. 
92. Hyde 1977,15-16. Hyde seems to have been mWed into building an edifice of a Quaker network controlling the iron hxhistry by A. 
Raistrick (1950, ch. 4). Raistrick exaggerated the scale of the Backbarrow Company, which Hyde incorrectly called the Fell-Rawlinson 
combination though no member of the Fell family was a partner. Raistrick7saccount(1950,102-3) tends toconflatetheseparate 
Backbarrow, Cunsey, and Newland Companies. The Cunsey and Backbarrow Companies did cooperate closely at least at times in 
buying charcoal and paying dead rents for bloomery forges, to keep them idle. Raistrick also Implies that the Cunsey Company were also 
Quakers, which is not correct. If they had a single religious affiliation at all, it was probably Presbyterian (rather than Quaker): Philip 
Foley, who was an early member of the associated Cheshire Ironmasters had Presbyterian tendency (Lacey 1969.395-6). Edward Hall 
was certainly not a Quaker (Lancs. R. 0, DDMc30/l7,25 Feb. 1724); and Edward Kendall (formerly a clerk to Philip Foley's partner John 
Wheeler) gave property for a Presbyterian manse in Stourbridge In 1743 (Worcs. R. O. 898.4 BA 8441/6(iii), 20 Jul. 1743). Hyde's 
incorrect reference to the Fell family in relation to Backbarrow also falsely suggests he inference that there was a close association 
between the BAckbarrow Company and John Fell & Co. of Sheffield. Furthermore, RAistricks work is liable to a misleading 
interpretation i another respem Having shown that various groups of ironmasters InYorkshire worked closely together, and that some 
were Quakers, Raistrick seems to imply that all were. This was not so. In particular. it is very doubtful (contrary to Raistrick 1950, 
153) whether Matthew Wilson of Wortley was a Quaker, since close relatives were Anglican clergy. Both William Spencer and Matthew 
Wilson used the normal 'you% rather than the Quak-erthee (Spencer l1b, passing Sheffield Archives, SpSt. 605IVpassbn). AswUl 
appearbelow, cooperation between different firms was common In certain aspects of their businem and to this extent he useof the word 
'syndicate might be contm However cooperation in some areas did not prevent competition in others. Unkagescancertainlybomade 
in terms of family relationships and being co-religionists, and these were significant in the can o(Quakers, their term for themselves as 
Triends! not being a misnomer. However. Hyde's estimate dim Quakenowuodormanagod5O-75%of the Ironworksinoperation I the 
early l8th century is certainly excessive, and unfortunately this erroneous statement has been quoted by I. M. Price (1986.376). 
93. Riden 1990. The above is a slight over-simplification, since Whaley Furnace was very occasionally used Instead of Staveley and 
Kirkby Furnace and Clipstone Forge were retained on a care and maintenance basis: see King, North. 
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in a relatively uncoordinated manner. This was rationalised into two businesses in the 1720s. One consisted 
of the Btingewood Works and Char1cot Furnace, which had been built shortly before 1700. The other was the 
Stour Works Partnership. Accounts survive for both for long periods in the 18th century. The Stour 
partnership was probably formed in 1725 and was initially made up of a number of unrelated partners, but the 
outsiders were bought out in 1736, so that two businesses were owned by two of Richard Knight's sons, 
Edward and Ralph, respectively the managers in the Stour voley and of the Bringewood Works, with. the 
addition, only --in the Stour Works of- their brother-in-law Abraham -ýSpooner, a leading Birmingham 
iromnonger. 
Initially the Stour Works consisted of Hales Furnace and Cookley and Whittington Forges. This was thus a 
small vertically integrated business. However within a few years Wolverley Old Forge and both Mitton Forges 
(at Stourport) were added, so that even with a substantial quantity of pig iron from Charleot, considerable 
amount-, of pig iron had to be bought from third parties. " The furnaces that provided this pig iron were 
scattered all over western Britain and even further afield, for pig iron from Virginia and Maryland was useful 
for ballasting tobacco, and accordingly a low freight was charged for its transatlantic shipment. Some 
furnaces were very significant sources for the Stour Works, providing two or three hundred tons or even more 
for a few years before their sales dwindled to little or nothing. Important sources in the 1730r, and 1740, s 
included Pontypool and Cardiff (i. e. Pentyrch) Furnaces, as well as 'Cheshire Coldshort'. From the 1750-s 
furnaces using redmine from Furness became prominent suppliers, including Backbarrow, Leighton, Halton, 
and Lowwood (all Lancs. ) and Lorn, Argyll, and Dovey. The Stour Works Partnership's demand for pig iron 
was very considerable for, following the purchase of Aston Furnace and Bromford Forge in 1746, they had six 
large forges (with a total of fourteen fineries) and two furnaces, while the Bringewood Partnership had a 
further two furnaces and a forge, and provided some pig iron for the Stour forges. These forges were among 
the largest in England according to a contemporary list dated 1749, which if anything underestimates their 
output. This was a large integrated business, but the integration was more horizontal than vertical. The 
tendency to seek to monopolise the supply of wood locally does not seem to have existed or at least not to the 
same extent as earlier. ýs 
Most other forge businesses relying on buying pig iron on the open market were much smaller. In 1708 
Thomas Foley of Witley (created Lord Foley in 1712), a grandson and namesake of the rich ironmastcr of the 
., es, which were run as part of 
the Witlcy 1650s and 1660s resumed possession of Wilden and Shelsley For. - 
estates until the death of another Lord Foley in 1778 but he and his successors never had a furnace. 
Similarly (amongst others) Pitchford, Longnor, Upton, and Wythcford Forges in Shropshire, Brewood and 
Congreve Forges in Staffordshire, Redditch, lpsley and Clifford Forges in Warwickshire. Strangwoith Forge 
94. Ince 1991b; Page 1979; Walker N. LW, Cilybebyll, various incl. 416; Chulcot pigs am mentioned in 1701 as used at Longnor 
Forge: PRO, El 12/88GtSalop. 9; Forest: Foley a/c; P. R. O., E 112/1127/5: Kirkby & Carburton: King North. 
95. SW a/c; lace 1991b, 117-8; ballast: Nddleton 1953,170, Johnson (K. ) 1959,44; output: King 1996b, 38. 
96. Foley a1c; BW a/c (for 1744-5); HH atc. 
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in northwest Herefordshire, and Mathrafal and Dolobran Forges in MontgomeryshiTe were all Tun for long 
periods without their owners either having a furnace or any interest in one. 97 Some of the pig iron for 
Staffordshire and Shropshire forges came from Vale Royal Furnace in Cheshire in the early 1720s when it was 
operated as independently by the Vale Royal Co. and no doubt a similar function was served by furnaces in 
Denbighshire, such as Plas Maddock with which no forge was associated. " The majority of these usually 
operated entirely as independent businesses, the ironmasteT probably performing the f4nctions of the clerk and 
some6mes hiving*some other source of income, for ekample as-a farmer orland agcntý like lbomis Dorset of 
Wytheford Forge. " Something similar is found elsewhere in the west Ndlands, for [West] Bromwich Forge, 
little Aston Forge, and Powick Forge at various times operated independently. 100 
Nevertheless not every 18th century ironmaster in west Midlands was quite so independent. Joshua Gee of 
Tern Forge also had Sutton Forge, Pitchford Forge, and an interest in Bersham Furnace and even iron ore 
mines in Cumberland. "' Slightly earlier Charles Lloyd of Dolobran had a share in Bersham. 102 Later John 
Rowlands of Ruabon not only had Pontyblew Forge, but also Sutton (at Shrewsbury) and Llwyn Onn 
Forges. 101 Edward Kendall of StouTbridgc not only had Cradley Furnace and Forge and Lye Forge, but was 
also a partner in the Cheshire Ironmasters and the Cunsey Co. and also owned Clifford Forge. 104 George 
Draper had Upper Mitton and Wolvcrley Forges before the Knights and also Uplcadon Forge, but, according 
to a single passing reference had a furnace at Overbury. 11 Edward Jordan owned Grange Furnace and Heath 
Forge in the mid 18th century and probably also supplied Francis Homfray's Swindon Forge with pig iron. 
Together they also had Melin Griffith Forge and tinplate works near Cardiff. 106 These all seem to be cases of 
modest firms exhibiting some degree of integration, but it is clear that the supply for pig iron from their 
furnaces and the demand for it by their forges were not precisely matched. In some cases marginal amounts of 
97. That these forges were not part of any integrated group is a conclusion, which is based on the history of all the Ironworks in the area. 
I have built up their respective histories from many sources (see appendix 1). 1 hope to publish my conclusions on this, as Iron in the 
Midlands. It is only possible to cite here selected material on the works mentioned. This also applies to several succeeding nOtCL The 
histories of the forges mentioned have been determined from Foley a1c; Cheshire a/c; VR a/c; HH a/c; OP a1c; Trinder 1973; 2000; 
1790 list; Chaplin 1969; 1970; Hyde 1973; King 1996b. As to particular forges named: Pitchford. V. C. H. Shmps. AIL 118 (slightly 
inaccurate see note 10 1); NJ-W., Pitchford Hall 893 952 995 1925-6 21012103; Birmingham Archives, 278103 27812 1; Longnw. 
V. C. 11- Shrops. viiL 112, Upton: Trinder 1973,207; Shrops. R. 0,1396/2; Wytheford: Trinder 1973,49-52; Shrops. R. O. 625115; 
Brewood: V. C. H. Staffs. iv, 20- 1; Staffs. R. 0, Brewood manor rolls; Congreve: Staffs. R. O. D 1057/F/l/8; D 1921/4; Clifford: 
V. C. H. Warws. iii, 269, Shakespeare Birthplace Trust (Stratford), DR37/2643-52 parrbm DR37/vols 3 12-13. Mathrafal: N. L. W. 
Powis Castle Rentals, passirn, the account by A. S. Davies (1939) contains significant errors: Dolobran: Lloyd 1968; 1975,46-63, 
NJLW, Dolobran, various incl. 14 41-3 &51; Redditch, Ipsley and Strangworth am not well-documented. 
98. VR a1c; cf. Cheshire atc; Riden 1993,72-3; Edwards 196 1. 
99. Trinder 1973,49-52. 
100. Dilworth 1976,40-5 1; Could & Morton 1967; Powick: Foley atc; HH a1c; N1. W, Maybery 1215; Arls'Bham Gaz. 7 Apr. 1766; 
land tax, Wick Episcopi; Lloyd 1975; Clinch ts. (neither of which are quite accurate). 
101. Chaplin 1969,3; Shops R. 0,6000/18209; 112mm Butler thesis; Butler notes; Fletcher 1881,20, Edwards 1961,67; N1_W, 
Pitchford Hall, 893 1925; Birmingham Archives, 278103 278121. V. CJI. Shrops. viii, 118 states the Pitchford Forge belonged to R&J 
Jordan. This is based on a provisional agreement for a lease. It was actually let to Joshua Gee of Tern Forge. His name appears 
subsequently in the rentals until 1755 when he sold it to Caswell and Gibbons and let Sutton forge to them. 
102. Lloyd 1975,47-63. 
103. Edwards 1961,85-90; Ruthin R. 0, DDIM/2; 1794 list; Aris' Wham Gaz. 8 Oct. 1770. 
104. Awty 1957; Dudley Archives, DE4/3, Rowley leases 1725 (assignment); N. LW, Hawardca 919, Shakespeara Birthplace Trust 
(Stratford), DR37/vol. 13; Prankard a/c (buying Russian iron, probably for his slitting mill at Cradley). 
105. Page 1979,15, Johnson 1953,136, SW a/c (for 1729 and 1741 as vendor of stock at forges taken over by Edward Knight & Co. ); 
Sheffield Archives, SpSt. 60516,17 & 28 Jun. 1740. 
106. Hyde 1973,39; Chappell 1940,30-1; V. C. H. Staffs. m 213-4; Glamorgan R. O. DtD Mat 256. There was another Jordan family 
associated with Tintern and other works in the Wye valley, which may be unrelated. 
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pig iron were probably being bought, in order to keep a forge in work until the start of the new blast at an 
associated furnace. In other cases the quantities were substantial. 10'7 
A clear indication of the importance of this pig iron trade is the frequent appearance of the ironmasters at many 
of the forges named in surviving accounts of the Forest and other ironworks, and this was have indeed been 
one of my-main sources for elucidating. the, histories of those forges. Apart from accounts the trade is not well 
documenied; *'but it is cleat that the river Severn was the great highway on which much of this. trade movedL 
Unfortunately the Gloucester Port Books which have provided so much information on commercial traffic on 
the river Severn are not exceptionally helpful in relation to pig iron: in the 17th century the main source seems 
to have been the Forest of Dean, but most of the pig iron was taken to minor ports on the Severn estuary, such 
as Newnharn, Broadoak, and Cone Pill, which lay within the legal bounds of the port of Gloucester, so that 
no cocket was required and therefore no entry made in the port book. Also after 1725 when most export duties 
were abolished, though pig iron would appear (on the evidence of the Knight accounts) to have been coming 
from further afield, the need to obtain cockcts for most coastal shipments had also been lessened. Ilis again 
had the result that little indication of the trade can be found in the few surviving coastal port books. 108 
The Severn pig iron trade 
The origin of this pig iron trade on the Severn, of which the forges in the Stour valley were among the initial 
beneficiaries, seems in fact to lie far back in the 17th century. John Weld of Willey, in a memorandum for his 
heirs dated 1618 wrote of the possibility of obtaining pig iron Trom the Forcsf, which is more likely to refer to 
the Forest of Dean than to the nearby small, and recently inclosed, Shirlet Forcst. 109 Certainly that is what 
later ironmasters meant by 'the Forest. 110 Similarly when Walter Coleman sold Whittington Forge to his 
brother John in 1623, the consideration included paying 9100 to Sir Basil Brooke on behalf of George Taylor, 
his predecessor there. Now Sir Basil Brooke of Madeley, a neighbOUT of John Weld, was one of the farmers 
of the King's ironworks in the Forest of Dean from 1615 to 1621 and again from 1627 to 1633. Whittington 
Forge was built by George Taylor about 1617, and is one of the earliest for which no very obvious connection 
with any furnace can be tracedLIII However the trade was not quite all one way for Richard Foley sold rive 
tons of iron in 1631 for E27 10s. to Thomas Tildesley, an agent of Sir Basil, 112 the price indicating it to be pig 
iron. Shclsley Forge was almost certainly consuming Forest pig iron, since the farmers of the King's 
ironworks in the Forestý including Sir Basil were partners in it with Sir Walter Blount of Sodington in the early 
1630s. 113 Sir Basil's estate included Coalbrookdale, where it is likely that iron had been made continuously 
since before the Dissolution of Wenlock Abbey, but the furnace there only apparently only dates from 1638 or 
107. E. g. Foley a/c. 
108. Foley a1c; SW a1c; as to trade on the river Sevem generally see Hussey ef al. 1995. 
109. Cited in Wanklyn 1969,98: the interpretation is mine. If Weld had meant a particular nearby farttace (as Wanklyn) then thought, 
he would no doubt have named it. 
110. E. g. the Forest Partnership': PRO, E 112ti 127/4, rirst answer ofRIchard Knight, schedule, Herefs. R. 0, E121VLIDFf DGf, title$. 
I 11. P. R. 0, C 2IChas. M/46; C 2/Chas. I/T 1130; C 2/Chas. IM5114, Hart 1971,12. 
112. P. R. 0, C2/Chas. I/T3/l5. 
113. P. R. 0, E 2141459 and 523. 
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1658.114 He also owned Bromlcys Forge near the mouth of the river Perry in west Shropshire in 1623.115 
Ilat forge and whatever forges there were at Coalbrookdale in the 1620s must also have depended on the 
Forest furnaces for pig iron. Sir Basil held a patent for making steel, which he was forced to surrender in 
1618. His product was known as 'Gloucestershire steel', but (as I have sug .,, gcsted elsewhere) 
because it was 
made of iron from Gloucestershire, rather than that it was made there. There is little sign of his having 
steelworks in Gloucestershire,. but he wassaid to have iro4 and steelworks in Shropshire in 1623 and he 
- certainly had steelworks at Coalbrookdale before the Civil War. ' 16 All, this implies that the beginnings of -a 
pig iron trade up the river Severn are to be linked with the King's Works, 
The King's Ironworks in the Forest of Dean were rather a troubled enterprise. TbCy were one of the many 
ýprojects' of James I's reign intended to increase the royal revenue, and were run by a succession of farmers, 
that is tenants. Initially there were two separate groups each of whom agreed to erect two furnaces and two 
forges, but they were accused of various abuses as to the use of wood, inhibited from proceeding, and then 
after an official inquiry required to surrender their lease, so that new farmers could be appointed. The next 
farmers, who included Sir Basil Brooke, suffered much the same fate in 1623, and the cycle repeated itself 
every five or six years until in the aftermath of the Civil War the works were abolished for a time. With equal 
numbers of furnaces and forges the original works clearly belong to the old vertically integrated system, but 
evidently they were by 1620 producing some surplus pig iron for sale. During the late 1620s two additional 
forges were built, no doubt so as to fine additional iron there. Even before that not aU of the furnaces were 
being used, of course provoking accusations of 'waste'. 117 When some of the works were rc-established 
during the Commonwealth, they were initially expected to produce shot, but when enough of that had been 
made the manager went over to producing pig iron for sale to ironmasters. To complete the story, after the 
Restoration the works were let to the nominees of the local gentleman to whom the whole Forest had been sold 
prior to the Civil War, but the prime object of the Forest in the eyes of the government was to grow timber for 
shipbuilding. Ile results of excessive exploitation by successive ironworks tenants was considered inimical to 
this, and the government in 1671 decided that the works should be abolished once and for all. '" 
It was not only the King's Works from which pig iron reached the Midlands. Thomas Foley was also buying 
pig iron in the 1650s, including 30 tons in 1651 at 'Scvcmside' from John Bccx, a London merchant who was 
presumably running a furnace (perhaps Lydney), and a much larger quantity between 1657 and 1663 from 
114. The date of the firruace depends solely on that appearing on its lintelsý which is cun-ently shown as 1638, but older authors and 
photographs give the date as 1658: Raistrick 1953,30 102-3; (1989 edn, corrigenda); Trinder 2000,20- 1; Paul Belfort, pcrs. comm. 
However the later date presents difficulties in terms of its history in that Nbdeley (and Coalbrookdale) were sequestrated uring the Civil 
War because the Brooke family were Catholic delinquents. 
115. Trinder 1973,15; Mott 1957a, 71; Shropshire Newsletter 44 (1973), 7 citing Shrops. R. 0,6000/18253; 6(M8494. It should be 
stressed that evidence of continuity between the 16th and 17th century ironworks at CoalbTookdale is lacking. 
116. See King 2003, where this issue is discussed more fiffly; Wanklyn 1973. 
117. Vasteis used here in its legal sense, meaning causing or permitting damage to the value of the fi=hold4 which lncludcs a failure to 
repair. For sales see notes 109-113 above. 
I 18. Schubert 1953; Hart 1966,88-175 passhn; Hart 1971,8-55. 
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John Brayne of little Dean, the owner of Rodmore Fumace. 119 Ile erection in the 1630s of ElmbTidge 
Furnace in the minute Newent Coalfield may have been to exploit the same market Certainly the furnace was 
used from this purpose later. 121 
Pig iron from the Forest was also at some periods sent westwards. In 1630 and 1634raw iron inpigs'was 
shipped in vessels 'belonging' to Gatcombe and Tewksbury respectively to Abcrdovey. This was no doubt 
inteAded for consumption-by the forge at Mathdaffi; -ahd is the only evidc6ce so far discovered of when it was 
in operation. 121 Apart from substantial shipments of pig iron from Chepstow to Newport for Tredegar Forge 
in the early 1680s, in that and the following decade pig iron was sent to Bristol for onward transmission to (and 
also direct to) Milford and Carmarthen. Some of the latter was entered with the Customs in the name of 
Alexander Phillips, who had Cwmbran Forge. 122 This trade almost certainly ceased not long after, when pig 
iron from northwest Britain became availableP Indeed to judge by the accounts of Edward Knight & Co., it 
would appear that the Forest had lost some of its importance as a source of pig iron for the Midlands, 114 
possibly due to more of its output being fined locally or to a change in practice as to the management of the 
woods of the Forest after the completion of deliveries under sales agreed in. 1705. Until then wood was sold to 
provide revenue for the crown, but subsequently mainly only to pay administration expenses for the Forest. 125 
Bar iron trade on the river Severn 
It was not only pig iron that was moved on the river Sevem, but also bar iron, in this case generally towards 
the Stour valley and the Black Country, the consumers being the slitting mills and ironmongers of that area. 
In 1590 merchant iron from Richard Hanbury's works at Pontypool and Abcrcarn was being sold to two Bristol 
merchants and a further six tons per month to John Kinge of Birmingham and his partners. 126 In 1629 there 
were three warehouses at Bewdley through which John Jennens was buying iron. He was allowing to William 
Glasbrooke, and probably also his neighbours, William Tyler and William Smyth, (with a payment for 
carriage) a profit of five shillings per ton on Cleobury and Bringewood iron, but only two shilling for iron 
from Shelsley Forge. Glasbrooke was selling Jennews half the Bringcwood iron he bought and a third of his 
Shelsley iron and was also able to obtain iron for him from Longnor in Shropshire, Pontypool in 
Monmouthshire, and 'colshire iron'. 127 In 1635 there was a dispute concerning his business, when John 
Hanbuiy entered his house with the assistance of the undcrsheriff and seized his books and also goods stored 
119. Herefs. R. 0, E121VI/KAc/7 86 88; for Becx see Hartley 1957,65. 
120. Bick 1987,6 58ff, Herefs. R. 0, EI2/G, Oxenhall. 
12 1. Gloucester Port Books Database. 
122. Various Chepstow port books. These do not provide a reliable quantitative source as only the first few items listed on the cocket 
were entered in the coastal port book: Hussey thesis, 124, K Wanklyn, pers. comm. As mentioned in a note to appendix 1, the only 
evidence linking Alexander Phillips with Cwmbran consists of a reference in the account of Blackpool Forge for 1709/10 to 40 tons of pig 
iron being'in Alex. Phillips'custody at Comb.. Herefs. R. 0, E12NVDFf/5, U. 
123. BB a/c, Invergarry a/c. 
124. SW atc. 
125. Revenue sales: Cal. Treas. Books 1672-5,228 231496-7; Hart 1971,62; 1995.165-6 177-8 202; licrefs. R. 0, El2fVVDCc/7-8-, 
E121VItDDe/5-6, PXO, LR 4/1-2; other sales 1717-99: P. R. 0, LR 4/3-18 passim. 
126. P. R. 0, E 112129124. John Witson of Bristol had five tons and William Colson of Bristol four tons per month. Each of the 
ironworks was making about 185 tons per year, but it Is not stated what happened to the rest of the products. 
127. P. R. O., C 2/Chas. I/J5/12. 
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there. Apparently Hanbury was his assignee in bankruptcy, an office to which a principal creditor was 
normally elected, suggesting Glasbrooke had failed to pay John Hanbury as owner of the Pontypool ironworks 
for iron sold at Bewdley. 128 
Little is known of this trade for several decades. Indeed when 71omas Foley was in 1673 trying to mediate 
between his sons, Philip in the Stour valley and Paul iýi the Forest of Dean, he did not approve of Paul selling 
iroftat in-Philip's market, saying this 'had not been done all [Philipsi grandfather's time and his but perhaps 
upon a glut in the Forest'. 1" Certainly there is little sign in Philip Foley's accounts that in 1669 his father was 
selling bar iron made in the Forest of Dean through the family's Bewdley warehouse. 130 A little later when an 
agreement was reached between the brothers, Paul agreed not to sell bar iron from the Forest ironworks above 
Gloucester. 131 11us for most of the 17th century Bristol and the Severn estuary formed a separate region for 
the sale of bar iron from the Midlands. In the 1690s and 1700s and probably from 1685 when Richard Avenant 
and John Wheeler took over Paul Foley's Forest ironworks, merchant iron from there was being sold at 
Bewdley, including some iron from Gloucestershire neighbours, such as George White of New Weir, but this 
generally amounted to less than 100 tons per year. 132 However between 1684 and 1701 Henry and then 
Benedict Hall of High Meadow, who owned Redbrook Furnace and Lydbrook Forges, were also sending iron 
up the Severn, employing the Thomas, the James, and the Welcome of Redbrook to carry it. Nevertheless the 
total inward shipments of bar iron through Gloucester were only 250-300 tons in the 1680s and 1690s and 
300-400 tons in the early 18th century. 133 
Upriver traffic in foreign (that is imported) iron did not exceed 60 tons per year until 1720, when 235 tons 
were sent up the river. Over 200 tons of foreign iron is only recorded in 1724 (263 tons), 1728 (382 tons) and 
1765 (429 tons). However in the 1720s, a considerable part of the iron dispatched from Bristol was merely 
described as bar iron, and this peaked at a further 343 tons in 1728. Such cargoes had appeared for many 
years and some of them were probably of British iron, but it is impossible to be certain as to their nature. The 
import of substantial quantities of foreign iron to Bristol and freighting it to Gloucester thus seems to have been 
fairly new in the 1720s. This seems to be confirmed by the Bristol overseas port books, which show Swedish 
iron coming mainly from Holland in 1723, but direct from Sweden by 1731.134 It is possible this trade has its 
origins in the disruption of established trade patterns caused by the embargo on trade with Sweden and the 
consequent dearth of imported iron around 1718. 
128. Locke 1916,122-3 from P. R. 0, C 8/66(87. 
129. Herefis. R. 0, E12/IV/BEtl5. 
130. Schafer 1978,59 94-96 98-99. Comparison between these three accounts shows that Philip Foley bought 383 tons of pig iron from 
his father and several others also bought metal, some of which passed through the accounts at the Bewdley warehouse and some did not. 
However the purchasers were the owners of forges (rather than iroamongers), which (with the price) confirms that it was pig iron. 
13 1. Schafer 1971,27. 
132. Foley a/c. 
133. Gloucester Port Books Database. The figures relate to iron coming from outside the port of Gloucester and so do not include iron 
from forges such asLydney, FlaxicyandTortworth, which used ports such as Lydney and Berkeley that were within the port boundary of 
Gloucester. 
134. Gloucester Port Books Database; P. R. 0, E 190/1192/3; E 190/1207/2. 
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Little shipment of any iron is recorded in the Gloucester port books from the 1730s, but this is probably a 
consequence of what was recorded rather than of what was carried, since coastal bonds apparently ceased to be 
necessary for most cargoes within the Severn estuaTy. 131 However for the 1730s the accounts and lcttcrbooks 
of Graffin Prankard of Bristol survive. He imported Swedish and Russian iron and sold considerable 
quantities, mainly of ordinary Stockholm iron to ironmongers and smiths in large parts of south Wales, the 
West Country and the Midlands. However, his largest customers were in (or close to) the industrial Black 
Country. -They comprisedl, ýro groups; steel convetters- and slitting mill owners. Me steel conveiters 
included Thomas Tristram, Benjamin Harvey, and Francis Hornfray all of Stourbridge and William Kettle of 
Birmingham. They mainly bought orcgTounds iron, which was the best grade for steel. The owners of slitting 0 
mills mainly bought the cheaper kinds of Russian iron (and sometimes large quantities of this). They included 
John Machin and Sampson Lloyd both of Birmingham, Edward Kendall (as owner of Cradlcy Mill), John 
Brindley (of Hyde Mill in Kinvcr), and the same Francis Hornfray (as owner of Gothcrslcy Mill in Kinver), as 
well as William Donne junior of Bristol who owned Combsbury [CongresbuTy] NEU in Somerset. In 1728 
before Prankard fast bought Russian iron, this group Of Customers were buying Gothenburg iron from him. 136 
In 1732 he succeeded in buying a large part of the 12000 poods ( 180 tons] of Moscow iron that were exported 
from Russia that year and later negotiating for Millers [or Mullers] iron, probably from Olonitz. 137 All of 
this was no doubt destined for the slitting mills. 
Rather less is known of the trade subsequently. In the 1740s Mullers iron appears in the accounts of Edward 
Knight & Co. 17hey sent it, along with their own iron, to slitting mills and sold it as rod iron. 71cse imports 
did not continue into the 1750s, but their partner Abraham Spooner may have taken them over on his own 
account Certainly his son Isaac Spooner was importing through Bristol Swedish and Russian iron in 1789.111 
In 1754 R. R. Angerstein railed in his diary against Knight and Spooner for not buying ordinary Swedish iron 
for nailmaking. 139 Between 1763 and 1765 the Gloucester port books record 17 voyages from London with 
iron, mostly Russian and mostly accompanied by old iron, cast iron and iron shot. Certain of the shipments 
were in the name of Theodosia Crowley & Co. and all may have belonged to them . 140 Similarly nearly 700 
tons of iron from Stockholm and 190 tons from St. Petersburg, imported by W. James for Isaac Spooner of 
Birmingham though Bristol in 1789, must have gone up the river. 141 
135. Cf. Husseyetal. 1995,9-10 
136. Prankard a1c and I/b; Tristram was a'steelmakee: Chambers 1988,88; Harvey had A forge at Stourbridge: Worcs. R. 0, b7O5: 68 
BA 309/4, cf. V. CJ1. Staffs. xx, 55 60; Harvey & Homfray (as steelmakers): Dudley Archives, D/Pitt7/4. - Perry 2001.129; Kettle: 
Rowlands 1975,3174; Barraclough 1984(1), 95; Machin: Warws. R. 0, CR 169/95-107; V. CJ1. Warws. vil. 256; Pelham 1963,71-2; 
Lloyd: Lloyd 1975,101-24, Kendalk Dudley Archives, DE4/3, Rowley leases 1724; N. I-W, Hawardcn 919: Brindley: Cooksley 
1981; Homfray (for slitting mill): V. C. H. Staffs. xx, 146; cf. Herefs. R. 0, E121VIlKY/6-9; EI2/St3O [Kinver VIIII. Combsbury: 
Ptankard a/c, 27 Jul. 1734; June 1736; J. H-C. )odi, 854, information from Mrs G. Bedingfield, citing Weston super Marc LSJ, notes 
of Preb. Alex Cran, private deeds and P. R. 0, PROB 111917, will of William Donne. 
137. Prankard I/b, 23 Feb. 173112 13 May and 7 Aug. 1732. 
138. lace 199 Ibq 19; SW a/c, pages entitled Making iron at all forges'andMullen iron'; for Isaac Spooner sce note 14 1. 
139. Floren & Ryden 1996,286-7. 
140. Gloucesterportbooks database. 
141. P. R. O., EI9011239/1. The imports were by V. James for Isaac Spoonee. Some of this may have been oregrounds iron for making 
steel: cf. King 2003. 
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In the l8th century foreign iron for Midlands manufacturers was also imported through Hull and came up the 
river Trent, particularly after that river was made navigable up to Burton. Some of this was processed in 
slitting mills in the Trent valley. The importers in the late 18th century included brewers at Burton, for whom 
it was a return cargo for beer exported to Russia. 142 However most of the imports were handled by Hull 
merchants, such as successive heads of the Maister, Sykes, Mowld. and Williamson families. Their 
customers also included manufacturers and steel producers at Sheffield, but unfortunately, there is no means 
of determining the Tespective shares of Birmingham, Sheffield, and other places in these iMpoTtS. 143 
Charcoa1purchasing agreements 
7be raw materials consumed by Midland forges were not only pig iron, but also charcoal. The mid 17th 
century system of local monopolies (described above) enabled iromnasters to control the price of wood. 
However the break-up of these large vertically integrated enterprises in the latter part of the 17th century 
presented a new challenge to the ironmastets, in that they no longer enjoyed a local monopoly in buying wood, 
as they had when they only had relatively distant rivals. As 0. Hammerslcy pointed out it was generally not 
economical to carry charcoal more than a few miles by land. '" The new situation demanded new solutions. 
7be first solution to this challenge was for iromnasters bilaterally to agree boundaries beyond which they would 
not buy wood. The first of these arose out of the rivalry between Philip Foley and John Finch of Dudley, a 
member of an important family of ironmongcrs, who had also become an ironmaster. 
John Finch's business probably owed its origin, at least in parL to the furnace which Dud Dudley built at 
Dudley in the late 1660s in his final attempt to fulfil his long held ambition to make iron with pitcoal. 145 
Finch (one of the partners in it) converted Stourton Miff to a forge in 1670 and built another next to Cookley 
Mill about the same time. Additionally, he had forges (probably plating forges) at Kings Meadow and 
Clatterbatch in Stourbridge. There was also a furnace at 'Sudlcy, probably at Sudeley Castle near 
Winchcombe, in which Andrew Yarranton had an interest. The latter seems a strange place to build a furnace 
as it is neither close to navigable water nor to a source of ore, though there may well have been wood available 
cheaply. If 'Colonel Archerwas, a partner there (as implied), it is likely that the forge built by Thomas Archer 
of Umberslade (Warws. ) at Ruin Clifford near the mouth of the Warwickshire Stout in 1673 also belonged to 
this partneTship. 11 
142. Owen 1978,113.4; cf. Hull port books: and We Chapter 3. 
143. Jackson 1972, passint; Hull port books: King 2003. 
144. Hammersley 1973,608. 
145. King 20024 34-5; 2002b, esp. 47-50, P. R. O, E 112/538/94, dated Hilary Term 1674/5. 
146. Ying 2002a, 34-5; King 2002b, 48-50. The identity ofSudley'is wholly clear. Yarranton was trying to sell his sham in Sudley (or 
Shudley) Furnace to Philip Foley In 1673, but was " negotiating with Colonel Archer and John Finch. He met Finch at Winchcombe 
inOctoberl673. A furnace near Winchcombe is mentioned in Sep(ember 1674 and another document names woods in that area. 
Accordingly a location near Sudeley Castle seems to be implied: Skippe's diary, 6 Sept. 1674. Stourtow. IleWs. R. OElVVVKEt28, 
Clifford. V. C. H. Warws. iii, 269; Shakespeare Birthplace R. O. (ShWord), DR37/264. Seealsonextuote. Yanuton was trying to raise 
money to invest in the Stour Navigation, for which see below and. Stafft. R. O. D(W) 1788, Stour navigation documents: Parker 
Oxspring. 
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Ilie rivalry between Finch and Foley was evidently intense and damaging. At a meeting with Finch at 
Winchcombe, Yarranton 'prevailed with him to give me a paper to Ambrose [Crowley] to authorise him to 
agree with Mr Foley. Yarranton and Crowley went to Prestwood (Foley's house) to meet him and most of 
Foley's clerks, and two agreements were reached. One of these related to exchanging Stourton and Wolverley 
Forges. In the other, Finch undertook to sell to Richard Avenant and John Wheeler (then Foleys' clerks) all 
charcoal or iron he bought or made (other than in specified places) at unrealistically low prices. Ile intention 
was probably to discourage Finch from buying or making anything that would be liable to be sold under it. 
This applied to any pic, iron 'made with charcoar at Dudley Furnace, any bar iron that he made except at 
Cookley, Stourton, and Wolverley Old Forges and (with exceptions) any wood he bought within seven miles 
of Foley's forges. However Finch was free to buy wood in certain more distant parishes. Ilese events had 
been preceded by Finch entering into a provisional agreement with Sir William Child of Kinlet to lease his 
woods for 000 per year, with a premium of 0500 in advance. Child foolishly offered Foley the opportunity 
to match the terms, thereby setting in train the events just described. Ile result was that Yarranton could 
write, 'Sir W. is an old child for things are so ordered that he must lose the E1500 fine and three shillings per 
cord at least, at least 32 years as the bargain was, will lose 0000'. 7be agreement 'was a great satisfaction to 
both parties. 'After 12 bottles and all cheeringly merry, we parted7. Sir William Child's wood was bought by 
Foley the following March at nine shillings a cord. 147 Six months later Finch sold his ironworks to Sir 
Clement Clerke and Alderman John Forth. Just over a year later Foley agreed the sale to them of Grange 
Furnace and the four associated small forges (previously mentioned), and they agreed (exceptionally) to pay 
U000 over and above the value of the net assets. ""' Cornish, Langworth and Sergeant took all the works 
over from Clerke and Forth in 1676, but in 1681 quit the business, which then passed to John Wheeler and 
Richard Avenant, who were by then independent ironmasters. 119 
Philip Foley's 1674 sale to Clerke and Forth was the first of a series, by which he disposed (at least 
temporarily) of substantially all of his ironworks. In each case boundaries were defined beyond which the 
respective parties agreed not to buy wood. Such limits were agreed in connection with the sale to Clerke and 
Forth of the Grange Works and on the sale of Hales Furnace and his Tame valley forges to Humfrey Jennens in 
147. King 2002b, 49 from Staffs. R. O., D(W) 178&T61IB7.17 Apr. 1670, P611135,21 Oct. 1673,12 Nov. 1673. The agreements made 
are Herefs. R. O., E121VYM31-33 50; Child's wood. Nd., E121VVM19. R. G. Schafer (1971,30) Interpreted the agreements with 
Finch as concerned with genuine sales. In view of the low prices, such as f 12 per ton for bar iron (then worth about f 16). 1 am 
convinced it was intended that neither party should act so as to be obliged to make any sale under the agreement. 
148.1 cannot recall coming across any other case of a payment far'goodwill'(as it is termed today) on any sale of ironworks in the 17th or 
l8theentury. The nearest approach to one is where a payment was made on the sale of& lease where the vendor had erected buildings 
whose value he had been writing off by annual instalments inhis accounts. a process till Incomplete at the time of the We. as when 
Bodfari Forge was sold to Thomas Hart and William Burslem in 1709 (Herefs. R. 0, E121VMDf/9: cf. King 1993.7) or where a 
substantial (me (also called a premium) had been paid to a landlord on the grant of a lease, this being In effect an advance payment of rent 
in a lump sum. 
149. Schafer 1971,29-3135 from Herefs. R. O. E121VYKD series, P. R. O. El 12/502177. The 1674 sale took the form of an assignment 
of some works, and a 21 lease of others (where Foley was freeholder); however the whole transaction was subject to a break clause at 
seven years (as we would call it today), whose xercise vested the whole business In Foley again. A further complication to Clake and 
Forth's business was Um they separately agreed to (but did not) complete making the river Stour navigable. That troubled business I  
mentioned briefly below, but cannot be discussed indetail here: see Staffs. R. 0, D(W) 1788, Stour navigation documents; Parker 
Oxspring; I hope to deal with that subject elsewhere. 
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1676, though in this case they were to be set out afterwards by the parties' clerks. '" No boundaries were set 
out when he sold Brewood Forges to William Mansell in 1678,111 no doubt because boundaries already 
existed with Jennens to the cast and Cornish, Langworth and Sergeant to the south. In 1682, after Hales 
Furnace had come into the hands of John Wheeler and Richard Avenant jointly with John Downing (who had 
long been the clerk there), an agreement was made between them and Jenncns for the latter to buy 150 tons of 
pig iron per year, and again a detailed boundary was deimed. Jennens made a similar agreement with 
Downing and his son Zachary in 1692 for 100 tons of pig per year, but in autumn 1704 Zachary Downing 
complained, 'a short time after the sealing and delivery of the articles [of agreement] and on occasion of the 
wars then arising and the difficulty of the coming of forren iron and other accidents not only the price of iron 
but also the price of wood in the countries about Hales Furnace ... did considerably rise' from five to six 
shillings per cord to nine shillings or more. The Downings were tied to a fixed sale price for pig iron when the 
cost of wood was rising, and were trying to find a way out of the agreement Jennens in reply set out the 
agreed bounds, and stated that the prices paid for wood on his side of it were much the same and that he had 
had to fetch his charcoals from up to 10-12 miles away. 152 The increased duty imposed on iron imports 
around this time must also have contributed to the rise in home prices. 153 However, this system of districts 
where one ironmaster was accorded exclusive wood purchasing rights by his neighbours was inevitably an 
inherently unstable one: the agreements were for fixed periods that expired, after which the agreements had to 
be renewed. Those for Hales Furnace were linked to the sale of its pig iron and to the term of successive 
furnace leases. The acrimonious end to the agreement between Jennens and Downing points to its not being 
renewed, and it is not clear how quickly this system was replaced by a new one of the regulation of the industry 
by quarterly meetings (of which more below). 
This period in the late 17th century was also one when additional forges were being built in the Stour valley. 
As already indicated, this was a counterpart to the expansion of pig iron production in the Forest of Dean and 
of trade in pig iron on the river SCVeM. It also coincides with the time in the 1660s and 1670s when Andrew 
Yarranton was attempting to make the river Stour navigable on behalf of Thomas Lord Windsor, Sir Samuel 
Baldwin, and others. The question arises whether these events were connected or merely coincidental. The 
navigation scheme was under-capitalised and was ultimately unsuccessful. Despite hopes that it could be used 
for the carriage of iron and charcoal, there is no evidence of its being used for anything but coal. The 
construction of Wolverley Lower Mill (built in 1669 as a combined forge, slitting mill and tinplate works) was 
certainly a result of the scheme, the mill being sited specifically so as to enable boats to get past a shallow ford. 
Philip Foley and Joshua Newborough as its owners were permitted by the navigation proprietors to erect it in 
consideration of constructing a lock. 154 There was apparently a similar agreement with John Finch in respect 
of Cookley Forge, which was probably built around the same time alongside William Winchurst's slitting mill 
150. Herefs. R. 0, EIMKDtl I; E121VVM5. 
151. Hemfs. R. O.. EI21VMc/3944. 
152. P. R. O. E 11218M41. 
153. Smae 2 W. & M, sess. 2, c. 4, Ashton 1924,105. 
154. King 1988,104. 
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there. "'s However Finch's earlier substitution of a forge for Stourton (cam) Mill appears to have been his 
own idea rather than Yarranton's. '56 Yarranton sometime prior to autumn 1673 considered replacing a walk 
mill at Nfitton, 'driven quite down' by the flood when a pool broke in April 1670, with a forge to be built in 
partnership with his son-in-law Tom Cole, but nothing came of that and the two forges there were built by 
members of the Willmot family some years later. 157 While it is clear that Yarranton was at pains to exploit 
any opportunity he could for the benefit of the navigation, it is probable that the construction of the forges in 
th6 same period was largely a coincidence., CertAinly the construction of Wildcn, -Wolvcrley Old, and*-- 
Whittington Forges took place long before the navigation scheme was devised. "' 
In granting a lease of ironworks it was common for the landlord also to agree to sell all the cordwood from his 
coppices, or so many cords per year from them. Sales were generally at a fixed price per cord, for example, 
at Bringewood in 1614, Blackpool in 1635, and Hales in 1742.1-19 In the Midlands and south Wales in the 
late 17th century, similar bargains between iromnasters and other landowners of substantial quantities of wood 
were also common. Thus Sir William Morgan of Tredegar sold 3000 cords of wood at Kilfiggin in Llanbadog 
(Mons. ) to John Hanbury in 1640, and Thomas Morgan sold half a wood in Llanonon to Thomas Erbury of 
Merthyr Tydfil in 1635.11 The Foley archive contains agreements and consequent accounts relating to many 
such bargains in the Midlands. For example Thomas Foley bought wood (for example) from Sir Richard 
Leveson and then sold some of it on in April 1654 to his fellow ironma-sters, Thomas Fox of Muxton and 
Robert Slaney of Shifnal, as well as (presumably) using some at his own Wombridge Furnace. 161 He or his 
wood clerks made similar purchases from many of the local gentry including Edward Uttleton of Pillaton 
(Staffs. ), Sir Walter Wrottesley, Sir William Whitmore, and others. The 1662 sale of wood from Lord 
Ward's estates around Dudley was made at the same time as the lease of Cradley Forge, but by a separate dced. 
These transactions often lasted several years, and sometimes involved an advance payment from the ironmaster 
to the landowner. 161 His son Philip Foley made similar purchases, but was sometimes buying wood at quite 
great distances, as from Thomas Thinne from near Caus Castle on Long Mountain and from Major Salwey of 
Richards Castle. Some of this was to supply Willey Furnace in the period when he was trying reduce his 
dependence on his brother for pig iron, and the two contracts just mentioned were sold on to other ironmasters 
after he disposed of Willey Furnace. A much less common arrangement was for the ironmastcr to take a lease 
155. That there was an agreement for Finch to build a lock appears only from a letter of 1678 from Robert Chelsham. the Imnworks 
manager for Cornish. Langworth and Sergeant: Staffs. R. O, D(W) 1788IP61/B7,26 Apr. 1678. This probably implies the forge was 
built in about 1670 or 1671, Yarranton having persuaded instead of him to build there rather than converting Wollaston M11 to a forge, as 
had apparently been Finelfs intention in April 1670: ibid., 17 Apr. 1670. This was probably an exercise of the power granted to 
Yan-anton to authorise the erection of ironworks and other mills, under the agreement hat he made with the navigation proprietors in 
August 1670 for him complete the navigation: Staffs. R. O., D(W) 1788IP37/B5, I Aug. 1670. 
156. Staffs. R. 0, D(W) 178&P61/B7,17 Apr. 1670, cf. Herefs. R. O, E12/VI(KEt28-33. 
157. Staffs. R. O, D(W) 1788/P61/B7.17 Apr. 1670; D(W) 1788IP61IB5,21 Oct. 1673. 
158. King 1999a, 70 72-3. At Wilden the forge seems to have been built in 1647, there only being a slitting mill there previously: cf. 
Schafer 1990,23. Wolverley Old Forge may date from 1651, if the original lease was for 21 years: e. Ilerefs. R. O, EIVVLXVI. The 
forge was still a corn mill in the Wiamentary Survey of 1649: Cave & Wilson 1924,162. 
159. P. R. O, C2/Jas. T/A3/3l; NJLWSlebech441; Knight7158. 
160. NI-W., Tredegar Park, 7511; M352. This sale to Erbury is the last evidence of iron being made in nonhcm Glamorgan in the 17th 
century. 
161. Herefs. R. 0, E12NItKAe/18-20 35B 45 94-98 
162. Herefs. R. O., E121VVKAc1passbn. 
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lease of the woods, such as was agreed provisionally between Sir William Child and John Finch in 1673. 
Philip Foley leased Sir Henry Lyttleton's woods in Upper Arley (Worcs. formerly Staffs. ) in 1671 and then 
Andrew Yarranton's Alton Woods in Rock (Worcs. ) in 1672.161 Such leases hardly existed at other dates and 
may have been a consequence of the extreme competitive situation already alluded to. 
There is rnuch less evidence of. such s#les by written cQptract in the 18th century, other than where they were 
part of the arrangements for leasing- ironworks, in circumstances xvhcre they were probably merely a 
continuation of earlier ones. It is conceivable that the dearth of such contracts is more a result of what has 
survived, rather than of what was agreed. That there are none in the Foley archive after the 1670s is a result 
of the subsequent history of those ironworks, for in the 1690s the management of their 'Ironworks in 
Partnership'was entrusted to John Wheeler and contracts would have been made in his name and kept by him as 
manager. 164 However it is probable that they had become less necessary due to new organisational 
arrangements within the industry, which will be described in the next section. 
Arrangements were slightly different in other parts of the country. In north Lancashire an agreement was 
reached in December 1714 between the Cunsey and Backbarrow Companies that their wood clerks would 
cooperate in buying wood, providing their furnaces with 1500 loads of charcoal alternately. The two 
companies also leased rival (bloomery) forges, sharing the cost of the dead rents equally. This agreement was 
still in operation in the mid 1720s. 165 In March 1735/6 there were articles as to worldng Coniston Forge 
jointly, and a year later they jointly agreed to build Duddon Furnace, but the Backbarrow Company sold their 
share to the Cunsey partners in 1741.166 A third furnace, Nibthwaite had by then been built in the district in 
1735 and its owner persuaded neighbouring landowners to supply him with charcoal at a guinea a load for 
seven years. In 1748 it appears that the local wood owners led by William Penny of Penny Bridge rebelled 
against the low prices they were getting and promoted a rival furnace at Pcnnybridge, T'he gentlemen who 
built this furnace then offered to contract to buy charcoal for 30 years at 34 shillings per load with adjustments 
according to the place of delivery and for changes in the Bristol price of pig iron. 184 landowners subscribed 
to sell charcoal thus. The owner of Backbarrow then offered to amalgamate his business with Pcnnybridgc. 
This probably left Cunsey Furnace with little fuel and its owners (henceforth known as 'the Duddon Company) 
sold it to the Backbarrow and Pennybridge Company. By 1781 there were three other companies each 
operating one furnace, and they agreed that the available charcoal should be split equally between them for 17 
years and set boundaries for buying it. Later correspondence indicates the charcoal price was varying with the 
163. Herefs. R. 0, EI2NVKCIpassbn; E12tV]VKBc/27-38; cf. V. CJi. Shrqps. viiL2973l8. 
164. Management (as opposed to proprictorial) records for the Foley ironworks generally do not survive for this period, thearchive 
comprising little except sinnual accounts and partnership agreements: Herefis. R. 0, E12tVItDEc DEf DFf DGc DGf. 
165. Lancs. R. 0, DDMc30tl7. 
166. Lancs. R. 0, DDMc 3040; DDSa 38/3. However Miles Troughton of Sowley in Hampshire probably had a share in Can and 
Duddon Furnaces in 1740, which he probably obtained as part of arrangements for procuring cast iron ballast to supply to the Navy: 
ADM 106t927, from Miles Troughton 25 Feb. 1739140 8 and 21 Apr. 1740.1 owe these references to Jeremy Greenwood. 
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iron price as at fixed iTonniasters' Quarter Day meetings. 167 What these Quarter Days were will appear in the 
next section. 
Ile fluctuation of wood prices with those for iron was fairly generaL M is quite obvious when the sale price 
of iron is plotted against the charcoal cost for forges in the Stour valley in north Worcestershire (see figure 4.1). 
Provision for the variation in price to be paid for cordwood is expressly cont4ined in a contract for the sale of 
wood at Welch Bicknor (Mons. ) in 1615 and in the -lease to Rowland Pytt of Abcravon Forge (at. Port Talbot) in- - 
1747.1" Similarly, the obligation to fulfil contracts for wood entered into at high prices, when iron prices 
(in this case for ordnance) were high, led to a series of bankruptcies of the important Wealdcn ironmasters and 
gunfoundcTs, Richard Tapsell and John Churchill, when the Board of Ordnance greatly reduced both the 
quantity required and price of ordnance at ffie end of the Seven Years War. 169 
Regulation by ironmasters'meefings 
The picture, painted in a preceding section, of the iron industry as it emerged into the 18th century might 
appear to be one of industrial chaos. Unlike the Swedish iron industry (and to the surprise of Swedish visitors), 
the English iron industry was almost entirely free of state control. 110 Ile only attempt to regulate it took 
place in 1636 while Charles I was ruling without Parliament. He set up an office for marking iron, allegedly 
as a quality control measure, but actuaUy to provide the crown with a smatl sum in revenue. However, the 
attempt failed and 'according to His Majesty's especial direction! the patent creating the office was revoked in 
1638 along with several others, including one for compounding for the destruction of woods in ironworks, as 
'very grievous and burdensome to the subjects'. "' Otherwise the only control was in the form of the criminal 
sanctions over what wood could be used to make iron, discussed at the beginning of chapter 3. 
Instead there was a form ofself-Tegulation. Ile existence of a series of ironmastcrs' meetings or associations 
in the late 18th century and the 19th was recorded by T. S. Ashton and more recently by A. Birch, 112 but this 
system went considerably further back than thaL Unfortunately no minute books or other internal records of 
such associations before the late 18th century survive, and details of their earlier operation are only available 
from passing references in other material. However, such meetings were certainly taking place regularly by 
the 1720s, when there were quarterly meetings at StouTbridge. 173 Half-yearly meetings were evidently held 
at Bristol before the two fairs there. In February 1717/8 (during the embargo on Sweden), Lord Mansell's 
steward reported that he had attemptedto learn the rates of iron at the fair but the rate was not fixed (as usual) 
at the meeting. "74 These fairs were like a market, but on a much larger scale. Much of the business was 
167. Fell 1908,142-57. 
168. P. R. 0, CI IS/D24, no. 2077; NJ-W, Penrice and Margam 5082. 
169. Hodgkinson 1996b, 160-4; P. R. 0, WO 47181,236. 
170. Hammersley 1976; for Sweden: Hildebrand 1957; 1992; 1995; Nisser 1975; AtIman et at. 1987. 
171. Cal. S. P. D. 1636-7,304 357 1022; P. R. 0, PC 2/49,209. 
172. Ashton 1924, ch. 7; Birch 1967, ch. 6. 
173. See next paragraph. 
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wholesale and traders came from considerable distances. The Bristol fairs performed this function for the 
West Country and south Wales, just as Stourbridge Fair (outside Cambridge) did for eastern England. 373 
No earlier reference to price fixing than 1718 has been discovered, but it is clear there were rcgular times for 
settling accounts and generally doing business. Henry Glover was certainly attending the Bristol fairs in 1677, 
as he had to break off protracted negotiations with the Company of Mineral and Battery Works concerning their 
lease of Tintern. and Whitebrook wireworks to 17homas Foley ff of Witicy, because he had to prepare for 
Bristol Fair. 176 The previous winter Glover wrote a long letter to Paul Foley reporting his inspection of the 
latter's Forest ironworks on his way home from Bristol Fair. 177 The Foley manuscripts include a series of 
papers relating to the collection of debts, from Bristol ironmongers in the 1660s and 1670s. but this seems to 
refer to debts for nails sold them by Henry Glover, Robert Foley and George Gibbons, and assigned to Paul 
Foley towards their own debt to him, rather Um to sales of bar iron. 178 However there is a similar series of 
papers in the 1670s, showing the amounts owed by Birmingham ironmongers, but this time presumably 
referring to bar or rod iron. These latter give quarterly balances due and bear dates some days after the usual 
quarter days. 179 This suggests that a balance was struck in the account books each quarter day. payment 
being sought a few days later. fronmasters'quartcr days were still different from the normal ones in the 19th 
centuiy. 180 
It is likely that the price-fixing role began in connection with the fixing of maximum prices for wood following 
the breakdown of the system of boundaries described in the previous section. In the 1720s Henrik KahlmCtCT, 
a Swedish visitor, recorded that the iTonmastcrs met at Stourbridgc on the first Friday after Twelfth Night and 
monthly thereafter. "' The choice of Stourbridge may in itself be significant, for that was the place where 
Richard Foley H lived and from where Henry Glover and then John Wheeler managed the Foley iron business. 
Furthermore the meetings took place in the Talbot Inn, which was next door to Richard Foley's house and 
owned by him. 112 John Kelsall, as clerk of Dolobran Forge in the 172(k, regularly attended these 
Stourbridge meetings 'dining with the ironniasters'. 111 In 1729 Graffin Prankard was severely alarmed by the 
irorunasters having reduced the price of iron. He therefore reduced the size of his order for iron to Francis 
175. As to fairsSenerally see CameronI998, esp. 28-53 131-52: for Bristol Fair we Minchinton 1954, esp. 80, Morgan 1993; 100-1; 
Pm*ard Vb and a/c, passim; the laner very clearly indicate that Bristol's sphere of influence stretched as far as Pembrokeshire and north 
Devon. 
176. Minutes of Company of Mineral and Battery Works: B1., Loan I&Z V74. 
177. Herefs. R. 0, EI21VJ/DDc1I I. 
178. Herefs. R. O., E12/VTDA173-15. 
179. Herefs, R. 0, EIVVMf/62-7I. 
180. Note the mention in the early 19th century of the dates 24 Octobc4 15 July, and 19 April in Smith 1978,7 10 a. 83. These are all 
about hree weeks after the usual quarter days, which approximates with what was reported much earlier (see next pamgraph). 
181. Hildebrand 1958,28. 
187- For the location of their meetings ee Davies 1939,51-2. Henry Clover was always described asof Stourbridge': e. g. Herefs. 
R. Oý E121VVKEII, John Wheeler was living at Wollaston, about a mile outside the town by 1685: flerefs. R. 0, EIVVIVDDcl3. Them 
seems to be some confusion as to the exact identity of Richard Foley's house (e. g. Perry 2001,40). It seems be owned two adjacent 
houses, the Talbot Ian (now Hotel), which he left to his son John and then passed to Samuel, and The Brick House, which ho probably 
settled on his son Robert: deeds in private hands: Palfrey 1927.9-11: Herefs. R. 0, E12111/1/5. E12/S, Stourbridge. The buter, of the 
south side of the inn is a fine building, whose ground floor has been convened Into shops and whose upper flooti am now used as 
additional bedrooms for the hotel. 
183. Lloyd 1975,49, Davies 1939,51-2. 
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Jennings (his factor in Stockholm) and told him to fill up his ships with tar and deals. The ironmasters' 
decision seems to have been made because the market was oveT-stocked with iron, as a result of the amount 
imported. Subsequently Swedish prices also fell and Prankard was able to continue importing iron. '" 
Similarly Edward Knight warned Sampson Lloyd, the Birmingham ironmonger, of a price increase by 'the 
ironmasters' in autumn 173 1. Other mentions make it clear that there was by this time a regular system of 
fudng iron prices. "' 
Many of the early signatures of ironmasters, including those of John Mander, George Draper, Edward 
Kendall, George Draper, Edward Knight, and Thomas Pendrill, to the 1737 petition to Parliament for 
protection from competition (as recorded by the Yorkshire iromnaster by William Spencer) are likely to have 
been collected at a Stourbridge ironmasters! meeting. This suggests that they were responsible for starting this 
agitation. Though even less is known of the petition that led to a Commons debate in 1718 (as to whether the 
embargo on Swedish imports should be lifted), some trade organisation may lie behind it. Ile petition to the 
Privy Council in 1668, seeking protection for the industry from imported Swedish iron was expressed to come 
from many counties, but these did not include Worcestershire, Gloucestershire, and Herefordshire, where 
Thomas Foley was the principal ironmaster, suggesting that Foley was not a petitioner. However it is possible 
that the signatures contributed from Shropshire, Staffordshire and Warwickshire ironmastcrs, as well as those 
of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire (if Humfrey Jennens signed) may have been collected at such a meeting, 
but this cannot be proved. '" Similarly the agreement for several ironmasters and others in 1665 to sponsor 
Andrew Yarranton's tinplate experiment may have arisen out of such a mecting. 187 
A price for coldshort pig iron was certainly being fixed in the 1730s and 1740s, as the fluctuation of its price 
was used to detennine that for wood supplied under successive leases of Aberavon Forge in the 1730s and 
1740s. 119 In the 1760s Robert Morgan of Cannarthen apparently sometimes attended the Bristol meetings, 
but in 1761 appointed a 'plenip[otentiary]', whom he instructed to oppose any decrease in price, telling him 
that as he (Morgan) had more forges than anyone else except Mr Pytt, he ought to have the first orsccond vote. 
Morgan was alarmed because'the Great Mr Knight [Edward Knight of Wolverley] has fallen iron by more than 
30 shillings and they say it will fall more, ' but he seems to have found that the better quality iron he made did 
not fall correspondingly. This was a few years after the opening of Horsehay and other coke furnaces in 
Shropshire, which had provided a new cheaper source of the coldshort iron that was used to make nails, thus 
enabling the price differential between tough and coldshort to increase. However this points to the important 
role played by successive members of the Knight family, who were the greatest ironmastcrs of their time both 
in terms of the number of works and their output. 189 When Richard Crawshay and Joseph Stanley, London 
194. Prankard Vb, 10 Mar. 1729; cf. 30 Sep. 1728 to A. Undebergh and passbm 
185. Rowlands 1975,72-3. 
186.1668 and 1737 petitions: King 1996b, 24 31 (where this subject is discussed in detail); 1718: Cobbett's Parliwnentary History vii, 
col. 548-50. 
187. Staffs. R. 0, D(W) 17881P6 I/B5,20 Mar. 1666t7. 
188. N. LW, Penrice & Marpm 5695 5082. 
189. Morgan I/b, 22 Jan. 17612 and 20 Jul. 17612 Nov. t761 etc. As to the Knight family see Ince 1991 b and above. As to Horschay 
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'merchants and manufacturers of iron' appeared before the Board of Trade in 1785 in connection with the Irish 
Proposals and were asked what the price of iron was he replied, 'Best English iron made by Mr Knight and 
many others is by the last quarterly meeting of ironmasters at Stourbridge fixed at E19 per ton [and] ordinary 
mill bar atE14.10s. per ton. "90 It is likely that the ironmasters, were also agreeing maximum prices to be paid 
forwood. Alternatively its price may have followed naturally from the price of iron. Such a fluctuation of the 
wood price with that of iron has already been mentioned in relation to Furness from 1748 and (as mentioned) 
was expressly provided fat in the lease of Aberavon Forg6 in 1747.191 
It is to be presumed that these ironmasters' associations were responsible for defining new grades of iron such 
as 'best best', which Edward Knight began to make at Cookley Forge in 1785,192 and the various numbered 
varieties of foundry pig iron, which are mentioned in the accounts of Old Park IronworIcs in the early 19th 
century, 193 for prices can only have been fixed for different grades if those grades were adequately dcfmed. 
It seems clear this regulation of the market was not capricious, or an attempt of the stronger ironmasters to 
drive out the weaker ones in order to monopolise it, but a genuine effort to create an orderly regional market 
without cut-throat compaition. 
Price fixing mechanisms continued into the 19th century. With the growth of the south Wales industry a 
Welsh Quarterly Meeting was instituted at Abergavenny in 1802. A Yorkshire association was established in 
1799. The Shropshire ironmasters met at Shifnal, but apparently to agree a common position to be adopted by 
them at the Stourbridge quarterly meeting a few days later. Furthermore at times joint meetings of 
representatives of the various associations were held at Gloucester to coordinate action between them. The 
agreement was sometimes to restrict production and enhance prices, something which the Swede Angerstein 
reported being done in the early 1750s. 194 About 1871, a separate Marked Bar Association was formed, 
whose members were the producers of the best quality iron, such as John Bradley & Co. of Stourbridge. 191 
There was also an association of nail ironmongers, whose minutes survive from the 1850s, but which may go 
back at least to the 1780s, for a meeting of nail ironmongers was called at StOUTbridge in March 1782 to 
petition against a proposed tax on land and water carriage. 191 However most of these events lie at the end of 
or beyond the period of this study. 
etc.: Trinder 2000,29-39. 
190. P. R. O., BT 611 IZ f. 227; cf. BT 61106,2 Mar. 1785. 
19 1. NJLW, Penrice and Margam 5082. 
192. Knight 6758. 
193. OP a/c. 
194. Ashton 1924, ch. vii; Birch 1967,104-18; Smith 1978, Angerstein: Rildebrand 1958.28. 
195. Mutton 1973b, 127; 1976. 
196. Willensl996.7. The author exhibited the minute book a few years ago in Stourbridgc Library. A6s'B'ImvnGaz. 18Mar. and25 
Mar. 1782; cf. Downing 2WI, 41-50. 
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Conclusion: The return to integration 
The adoption of the new processes of puddling and rolling inevitably brought about changes in the industry. 
Some of the largest slitting mills such as V4iittington, Hyde and Stourton, all on the river Stour, were adapted 
for rolling out puddled blooms into bar iron. Two of these belonged to the Homfray family and are likely to 
have rolled blooms made at their works at Penydarren at Merthyr Tydfil or Lightmoor in Shropshire. 
Whittington belonged to the Knight family, who also converted Wolverley Old Forge to a rolling mill in 
1803.11 That is a case of dis-integration within a business, but the main trend of the period was towards 
integration, with the whole ironmaldng process being carried out in a single works containing both furnaces 
and forges. Thus melting fteries were built at Cyfarthfa in 1767 even before the furnace there, and others 
were built at Bradley by John Wilkinson, who also built a rolling mill near those furnaces in 1787.191 In 
Shropshire puddling furnaces were progressively erected at Horsehay and Old ParL Eventually these two 
ironworks, which had hitherto supplied pig iron to forges throughout the Midlands, were merely supplying 
their own puddling furnaces. Thus, at Horsehay from 1806 and at Old Park from 1825 most pig iron was 
consumed within the works, rather than being sold to others. '" As a result furnace accounts, which in the 
century and a half after the Civil War constitute an important source for the histories of forges, cease to be 
such. 
The transition was made possible by the iron industry having replaced renewable energy sources with a non- 
renewable ones. Water-power from rivers was replaced by power from the improved steam engines developed 
by James Watt in the 1770s, and 1780s. " Ihese used steam generated from slack from collieries, and the 
fuel both for blast and puddling furnaces was coal from those same collieries, whence also came ironstone. 
Thus the resources for the whole process came out of the ground on which the ironwoTLs stood, and it only 
added to costs if different parts of the process were dispersed across the countryside. This is in marked 
contrast to the earlier period when dispersion enabled the charcoal resources of a region to be used more 
efficiently. 
The reliance on coal as a fuel meant that the coke-fired ironworks companies of the Industrial Revolution often 
conducted extensive mining operations themselves. In contrast, in the preceding period ironstone was a by- 
product, albeit a valuable one, of coal mines, and it was unusual for ironmastcrs to be operating coal mines as 
well as making iron. As far back as the 1620s Henry Gorcing (of Nfiddleton Gorcing & Co. ) could not give up 
the Chartley ironworks when his partners wanted him to do so because amongst other things there was a 
'bargain for ironstone from Mearheath at; C32 yearly rent for divers years yet enduring? ' However Richard 
Foley was apparently mining coal in Coneygree Park at Dudley in the 1630s. m Ironstone for Hales Furnace 
197. lace 1991b, 44. 
198. Gross 2001, passing 1790lisL 
199. IHH a/c: OP atc. 
200. Dickinson & Jenkins 1927, esp. 245-9. 
201. P. R. 0, C 2/Chas. YW7/66 
202. Dudley Archives, DE4/3, Dudley leases, 20 Mar. II Charles [ 1636171. 
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in the middle of the 18th century was obtained from a number of coalmasteTs from all over the Black 
Country. 203 Even the Coalbrookdale Company, who did use coke, initially obtained their raw materials from 
Richard ffartshorne and others, but may have been managing mines themselves from 1727 when they started 
paying for 'getting coal' from William ffayward's mines at Colmore in Little Wenlock. Certainly in 1755, 
when they were about to build Horsehay Furnaces, some of the partners leased the Lawley coalworks to supply 
their furnaces, as weU as mines in Dawley leased in 1753 with the Horsehay site. 204 
This chapter has presented a rather more complicated org ganisational development of the iron industry in 
England and Wales than has previously been suggrested. "5 In a sense the re-integration of the industry in the 0 AD 
19th century was a reversion to the practice of the 16th century when furnaces and forges were commonly on 
adjacent sites. The industry had thus taken two centuries or so to go full circle from integration of the process 
to dispersion and back to integration. More specifically it had gone from a mass of small vertically integrated 
businesses, through a period of dispersed ironworks in large regional monopolies, followed in some areas by 
fragmentation into single ironworks or small non-integrated groups, and finally back into vertically integrated 
, le sites. The regional partnerships 
had persisted in the North, sometimes with an businesses usually on sing 
increased degree of integration, but not in the Severn basin where independent forges and (to a lesser extent) CP 
furnaces could operate successfully buying and selling pig iron on the open market, something which was 
facilitated by the development of a trade in pig iron on the Sevem in the 17th century. 71is organisation also 
avoided the necessity of having a general manager, who had been needed to supervise the whole business in the 
period of regional integration, with a consequent saving in overheads. Moreover, once all the necessary 0V 
resources could be obtained from the tract of mineral ground on which the ironworks stood, the need for the 
relatively complicated economic organisation of the industry, which marks the industry in the 18th century, 
disappeared. None of this however explains why it took so long for mineral coal to replace charcoal as the fuel 
of choice. That question can only be answered from an examination of the accounts of the Coalbrookdale 
Works, and that will be the subject of the next chapter. 
203. SW a/c. 
204. Shmps. R. 0,6001/330,458 and passk Wflts. R. O., 473/156.10 Aug. 1759, Raiýck 1963,70. 
205. E. g. Hyde 1977,15-18. 
The Slow Acceptance 
of Coke Pi Iron 
It was shown in chapter 3 that coke-smelted pig iron came into use from the early 1690s for making certain cast 
iron products, and was taken up again at Coalbrookdale in 1709 by Abraham Darby, who combined it with his 
patented method of casting pots thinner than any had been cast before. This enabled him to create a viable 
business producing cast iron goods-' However this coke pig iron was until the mid 1750s little used in the 
production of bar iron, the kind that enjoyed the greatest use. Why this was has puzzled economic historians 
for many years. 2 C. K. Hyde, whose views (propounded in the 1970s) became 'a new orthodoxy' on the 
subject, examined earlier arguments in detail, and rightly dismissed T. S. Ashton's arguments as to the Darbys 
keeping their methods a secret and as to any particularly unique qualities of the clod coal from which they made 
coke. 3 Though it did take a few years for Abraham Darby I to perfect his technique, 4 his decision about 1715 
to build a second furnace at Coalbrookdale clearly demonstrates that he was by then confident of his success. 
However this success was as an ironfounder, not as a producer of forge pig iron. After the premature death of 
Abraham Darby I in 1717, followed later the same year by that of his widow Mary, the Coalbrookdale Works 
passed in summer 1718 to a new Coalbrookdale Company, in which the Darby family retained an interest. 5 
The surviving accounts of this company for the next 20 years provide the basis for detailed analyses of the 
works'costs in this period. 6 
In the 1720s the CoalbrookdaIe furnaces only produced some 200 tons each per year, considerably less than the 
400-500 tons that was typical of charcoal furnaces, but the main defect here was probably in the water supply 
(for power), rather than with their technology. The power supply was subsequently improved by the 
installation first of a hoTse-mill pump and later of a steam pumping engine. 7 Hyde's explanation was that the 
slow take-up of coke-based processes was essentially the result of their high costs, which he attributed 
principally to high fuel consumption. TWis problem has two separate limbs: firstly there was. high coal 
consumption in making pig iron, and secondly high charcoal consumption in producing bar iron from coke pig 
iron, because the higher silicon content in coke pig iron tends to make the fuel consumption higher. On the 
1. Ralstrick 1953; Cox 1989, Mott 1957b, 1957c. 1958. 
2. Works on the subject include Ashton 1924,32-4. Challoner 1949; Mott 1957b, Mott 1957c, Mott 1958; Flina 1959c; Schubert 
1959b, Birch 1967,25-30, Hyde thesis, 22-44 and passýn: Hyde 1973b; Hyde 1977, ch. 2. 
3. Hyde 1977.37-40, Hyde thesis, 41-44; Harris 1990,32-3. 
4. Cox 1989. 
5. Raistrick 1953,44-53: Trinder 1974,22-26; 2000,26-7, King 1993,23-5. Stembridge 1998,101-4. 
6. CBD a1c. 
7. Raistrick 1953,138-40. For the output of contemporary charcoal furnaces see Hulme 1928, King 1996b. and chapter 6 below. 
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latter point Hyde's views have been criticised by J. F- Rehder and L Ince, who have used data from later dates 
to show the problem was less severe than Hyde believed. Ilis will be discussed further below. 
The production of pig iron using coke 
Ile issue of the cost of producing coke pig iron was examined in the 1950s by R. A. Mott, whose research was 
mom concerped with quajýtities and ratios than actual costO Hyde, whose work is entirely dependent on 
Mott's figures, 9- converted them into costs, using fuel and ore costs supplied privately by MotLIO Mott 
showed that there had been a gradual improvement in the yield from 'big coar (which was coked) and ironstone 
during the 1720s, followed by a very sharp improvement from 1734 when a horse pump was installed to return 
water to the upper furnace pool, thereby improving the power available to drive the bellows. This also 
increased output, as probably did its replacement by a Newcomcn engine in 1744. 
Hyde divided production costs into ore, fuel and other costs. The cost of ore itself at Coalbrookdale was 
comparable with that at other coalfield furnaces, such as Hales and Charlcot that used similar ironstone from 
local coalfields. This was considerably lower than for the haematite used at Leighton and Backbarrow in north 
Lancashire, but that was a much richer ore. " However Coalbrookdale was less efficient in extracting iron 
from its ore, which inevitably increased Coalbrookdale's costs. Nevertheless the cost Of Ore per ton pig iron 
was not significantly worse than that at Hales and Charlcot Furnaces in the same period. Coalbrookdale's cost 
between 1718 and 1738 (accordingly to Hyde) varied between E2.00 and C1.02, with an average of E1.54, 
whereas the average at Hales (from 1725) was E1.55 and at Charlcot (from 1733) C1.81. Nevertheless, as Mon 
showed, the consumption of ore per ton made almost halved over the period, the yield having been very poor 
in the early 1720s. 12 The fuel cost at Coalbrookdale (though with a different fuel) was similarly well within 
the range of those of contemporary charcoal furnaces and lower than some. The fuel costs of charcoal furnaces 
varied widely, but mostly fell into the range ; C2.60 to : E3.50 per ton product, compared with about f: 2.80 at 
Coalbrookdale for most of the period 1718-38, though it was rather higher in the late 1720s. 13 A significant 
difference in the cost of coke pig iron might therefore lie in what Hyde called 'other variable costs', which he 
8. Mott 1958. The use of Mott's figures is not made easier by his practice of converting quantities from those that were used in the 
Coalbrookdale accounts into tons. UniM such as loads (whether horse loads or wain loads), were measures of capacity, though related 
to what a horse could carry or draw. Conversion of measures of capacity into weights involves assumptions as to density, which are not 
necessary to the argumen4 though they do not harm the conclusions. Some such conversion would only be necessary in comparing the 
quantity of fuel consumed respectively by charcoal and coke furnaces. However the issue is not ultimately one of the weight (or volume) 
of fuel used or of its calorific value, but of cost. 
9. Hyde (1976,257) included the Coalbrockdale accounts in the primary sources he consulted, but nowhere in his work have I seen any 
direct quotation from them. In another context he quotes a figure, which is not in Mott's published work and says this was supplied 
privately by Mom I have failed to trace MotVs notes: them is a deposit of his papers in the Ironbridge Gorge Museum library, but this 
consists largely of material for a book which he did not complete, part of which was edited posthumously and published as Mott 1983. 
However the lack of this notes does not present any difficulty, because the original accounts themselves am available. 
10. Hyde thesis, esp. 22-44 and app. F-G, 1973b; 1974. Hyde obtained all his data from Mott, mostly from his published work (1957c; 
1958), but also from personal communications (see notes to Hyde thesis, App. G; 1973b. 404; 1974,35). 
11. Hyde 1973b, 404-6, thesis app. G. The enormous cost of ore at InvergarTy (also in his list) certainly reflects the cost of shipping it 
to Fort William and carrying it up the Great Glen. and was almost certainly a significant cause of the failure of that enterprise. 
12. Hyde thesis, 37 and app. G; 1973b, 404; 1977,35; Mott 1958,69; SW a/c; BW a/c. 
13. See tables in Hyde thesis, 30 34 37 and app. G; in the published versions of the same tables (Hyde 1973b, 402-4 and Hyde 1977,34- 
5), Hyde has repeated his table concerning Coalbrookdale in full, but regrettably has only given the total costs of the charcoal furnaces 
and not a breakdown even of fuel costs. 
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placed at 0.27 (as against 0.71 for coal and ore together) in 1709 and guessed at ; C2 for other years. Now, 
Mott's work on the 1709 accounts was concerned with the whole of the Coalbrookdale business, including its 
foundries, and it seems very likely that the 0.27 includes the moulders' wages and other foundry costs, 
expenses that would not have been incurred if the furnace were just making pig iron like its charcoal 
contemporaries. Furthermore fixed expenses, such as rent, would have had a disproportionate effect in that 
year when production was under 90 tons (in 1709) rather than Coalbrookdale's more usual 200 tons per furnace, 
which is no doubt why Hyde allowed only E2 for later years . 14 There is no reason in principle why the costs 
(other than of fuel and ore) of producing pig iron with coke should have been significantly different from those C. 
using charcoal. 
To examine the question further it is necessary to go back to the original accounts, on which Mott's work was 
based. 15 A new compilation of input and output quantities and costs has accordingly been made from them. 
Ile surviving Coalbrookdale accounts, which are substantially complete from 1718 to 1738, contain all the 
data necessary to calculate the actual costs of the works there. 16 The great difficulty in doing this is that the 
surviving account books are the journals and the cash books, without the ledgers. However what survives 
contains everything necessary to reconstruct the ledger entries, much as the accountant wrote the ledger up 
originally. By this means all the costs of operation of each section of the works can be assessed. Even with 
the aid of modem computer technology, the compilation of data on the input and output quantities and costs 
has been extremely time-consuming, involving the collection and processing of over 20,000 fipres. 17 A 
fuller description of the Coalbrookdale accounts and the procedure followed in calculating the costs is given in 
appendix 3. Nevertheless, any estimate from the accounts cannot avoid being slightly imperfect, because they 
include neither stock inventories (apart from opening stock) nor balance sheets, so that any change between 
accounting periods in the level of the stock of raw materials held cannot be determinedL 71is therefore has to 
be ignore& The calculation therefore concerns the cost and quantity of materials delivered to the works, not 
of those consumed in them. " 
The object was to break down production costs into a series of categories, relating to ironstone, coal, wages, 
and other costs (all the rest together). However data has initially to be collected from the accounts according to 
14. Hyde 1974,35; 1973b, 404, thesis, 37. More detailed figures are given in appendix G of his thesis. 
15. See note 9. 
16. CBD a/c. There is a gap in spring 1728 due to the loss of 15-20 pages from the front of the second volume of the journal. This now 
starts with page 40, but some of the preceding pages are bound into the back of the volume. The missing pages seem to have Included 
one with detai1s of the charcoal purchased for consumption in the forge up to the end of 1728. The preceding forge output figure is up to 
late October 1727. Data for the intervening year and a quarter Is plainly incomplete and has therefore been excluded from the averages 
and totals calculated for the rest of 1720-38. 
17. This figure results from counting the number of cells with a positive (or occasionaUy negative) value, at the stage in the computation 
when all quantities had been decimalised. Even Mott's mom limited compilation must have been no small task and anything more was no 
doubt unduly daunting, particularly since his calculations must have been done manual y. 
18. This is probably only a significant issue for the consumption of charcoal pig iron and of charcoal by the forge, and possibly also that 
of ironstone by the furnaces. Deliveries of coal to a furnace usually stopped when it was out of use. Those of coke pig iron to the forge 
and air furnaces also seem to have been delivered from the pig yard as it was required. Accordingly stocks of these (held in the works 
themselves) were probably negligible, or at teAtst relatively steady. The quantity (but not value) of products made was regularly recorded 
when they were transferred to a warehouse (or the pig yard). so that no equivalent problem arises with them. One estimated stock figure 
has been incorporated into the forge calculations described below, as will be explained in due course. 
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headings used by the accountant, which break it down even further. Nevertheless several other adjustments 
have to be made, in order to estimate those furnace costs attributable to the production of pig iron (as opposed 
to cast irongoods), so that they are as comparable as possible to those of a typical charcoal furnace making pig 
., 
es. Firstly moulders'wages have to be eliminated, because these are solely attributable to iron to supply to forg 
the production of cast iron goods, and not of pig iron. Secondly a proportion of payments charged in the 
accounts to 'General Charges' must be added to the costs. These included coal supplied to managers' and 
workers' houses, a perk designed to prevent the men pilfering coal intended for the works. 19 These 'General 
Charges' must be apportioned between pig iron production and foundry work. Also among them are certain 
payments made at irregular intervals, such as rents and salaries, but these have been smoothed out by charging 
an equal sum each yearým In addition, to obtain an estimated 'factory gate' cost of production, sales expenses 
charged to the warehouses and pig yard have been excluded . 
21 Ile founder's and filler's wages (for managing 
the blast furnace) are charged against the furnaces in a cateaOry that I have described as 'weekly wages'. 
However, there is another substantial sum of 'weekly wages', which is charged againstGeneral Charges', and 
it is not clear for what work these wages were paid. They were not for mining, carrying, or coking coal, CP 
which appear separately and have been included in the coal cost, nor are they for carriage of ironstone to the 
works (included in its cost) nor for carriage of products from them (charged against the warehouse or pig yard). 
Nor is there any indication in the accounts that these wages relate to running a farm or that the Company had 
any other business than that of operating furnace&, forges, and foundries. As the examination of accounts for 
charcoal furnaces does not suggest that they were subject to any similar expense. 22 it has to be presumed that 
these were foundry expenses. 71irdly, to estimate profit, the costs need to be compared with the value of the 
products. For the purposes of this calculation of the blast furnace costs, their entire output (whether pig iron, 
castware or pots) has been treated as if it were pig iron, and this quantity has been priced using sample sale 
prices collected from the accounts. Though less than perfect, the procedure outlined should provide a 
reasonable estimate of costs of a furnace producing pig iron with coke. Nevertheless sales expenses, which 
would be absorbed in the sale price have not been deducted, so that the estimated profit must be slightly too 
high. 
Mott's figures are not directly comparable with mine, because I have analysed the account using a year end at 0 
midsummer, whereas his was at ladyday. 21 He was correct in saying that fuel consumption was high in the 
early 1720s and much lower in the mid 1730s. My figures (see table 5.1 and figure 5.1) suggest that 1723 and 
19. This was particulairly important in the case of charcoal works, where coal was provided as W for houses to prevent charcoal being 
taken for that purpose. 
20. In 1738 Abraham Darby was paid salary for five years one month at L50 pa. and Levy Perry was paid at E35 p. a. for the same period. 
I have assumed that the same total salanes were paid throughout the period. However this may ignore salaries due to Richard Ford as 
general manager and to Thomas Goldney IU for keeping the accounts, The rent of the works was 000 pa. and a number of other small 
rents were also paid, which I have estimated at 15 p. a. (probably an overestimate). Additionally after 1729 it has been necessary to 
spread out the cost of iron supplied from the forge to the smitlfs shop (where It was made into tools for the use of the works) and entered 
up at irregular intervals along with the forge's sales. 
21. This was achieved by the simple expedient of not extracting these costs. 
22. Foley atc, SW a/c, BW a/c, and SIR Y a/c have all been examined and include no wages other than those of one founder. The other 
keeper and the fillers were probably paid by the founder. 
23. Mott's table 3 (1958,69) refers to dates 'O. S: and elsewhere to dates W. S. '
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year production fuel cost ore cost other costs total cost Pig price Profit 
y/e 30 June tons Z per ton E per ton E per ton E per ton E perton E per ton 
1719 305.79 E2.367 EO. 815 E1.267 E4.450 E9.00 E4.550 
1720 455.84 E2.136 E1.867 EO. 850 E4.853 E8.50 E3.647 
1721 432.27 E2.959 E1.280 EO. 896 E5.135 E8.50 E3.365 
1722 388.04 E2.585 E2.774 EO. 999 E6.357 E8.00 E1.643 
1723 357.70 E3.158 E1.178 E1.083 E5.419 E8.00 E2.581 
1724 322.19 E3.508 E1.737 E1.203 E6.448 E8.00 E1.552 
1725 284.98 E3.378 E1.761 E1.360 E6.499 E8.00 E1.501 
1726 513.38 E2.640 EO. 693 EO. 755 E4.088 E9,00 E4.912 
1727 490.23 E3.135 EO. 630 EO. 790 E4.555 E9.00 E4.445 
1728 312.35 E2.673 E1.765 E1.241 E5.678 E8,00 E2.322 
1729 328.69 E3,096 CI A31 E1.179 E5.706 E7.00 EI. 294 
1730 440.74 E3.225 E1.343 EO. 879 E5,448 E7.00 E1.552 
1731 526.57 E3.233 E1.429 EO. 736 E5.398 E7.50 E2.102 
1732 241.09 E3.816 E1.741 E1.607 E7.164 UM EO. 336 
1733 440.12 E3.127 E1.730 EO. 880 E5.737 E7.50 E1.763 
1734 $66.29 E2.955 E1.781 E1.058 E5.794 E7.50 E1.706 
1735 555.57 E2.365 EO. 915 ZO-697 E3,977 E7.50 E3.523 
1736 579.23 E2.481 E1.098 EO. 669 E4.248 E7.50 E3.252 
1737 649.90 E2.259 EO. 906 EO-596 E3,761 E7.50 E3.739 
1738 866,49 E2.097 EO. 966 CO-447 E3.510 UM E3.990 
overall 8857.46 E2.764 E1.315 EO-044 E4.123 E7.873 E3.750 
Moulders'wages are excluded from this calculation 
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1724 were particularly bad with 10.3 stacks (18.1 tons) of big coal being used per ton of iron, but there was an 
improvement to an average of 7.9 stacks (13.8 tons) from 1725-32 and then a steady decrease after that to less 
than 5 stacks (&5 tons) in 1737/8.24 This improvement actually began in 1732t3. before the provision of the 
horse pump in 1734, and suggests the Company had experimented from about then with running the furnace 
wheel faster to increase the blast. " 7bis followed the year 1731/2 when production was particularly low, and 
the business made a small loss on the production of pig iron (according to my estimate). Ilere was a further 
improvement over the next 20 years, as only 3.09 stacks (5-42 tons) per ton iron were consumed in the furnaces 
at Horsehay in 1755-6Lý 'Me unit cost of raw materials remained fairly steady throughout the period, 
though the coal cost was lower in the early 1720s than subsequently, possibly due to a change in the size of 
each stacL" The production cost of pig iron during the period varied between E4 and V, but was always 
below the sale price of pig iron, except in 173112. It was particularly high in 1722-5, when the consumption 
of mine (ironstone) per ton of product was very high, more than three dozens being needed per ton of producL 
This period was followed by two years when the yield was apparently rather less than half this amount. This 
may well be a result of ironstone being stockpiled in the former period and used in the latter. Ile average for 
the whole period is 2.06 dozen (perhaps 4.54 tons) of ironstone per ton pig iron, which is very similar to that 
achieved at Horsehay in the 1750s. " However the apparent yield at Coalbrookdale in 1734-8 at 1.62 dozens 
(3.57 tons) was also exceptionally good and production at 575 tons pa. (from two furnaces) was much higher 
than the 389 tons they averaged in earlier years, though still little more than half what some charcoal furnaces 
made. Hyde's guess of ; C2 for 'other costs' was questioned above on the basis that foundry costs (such as 
moulder's wages) might be included. My estimate of these (including a contribution to 'General Charges) 
averages E1.51, which is less than Hyde's figure but not significantly so. Accordingly Hyde was correct in 
stressing the high level of coal consumption in the 1720s. However the sale price of coke pig iron was 
generally similar to (or slightly higher than) that of charcoal pig iron, though their customers were (of course) 
not the same. It is clear that during the 1720s the Coalbrookdale furnaces were inefficient, both in their 
consumption of coke and of ore. However, these problems were overcome when the blast was improved in 
the early 1730s. Nevertheless, this was a problem with the power supply that may have been peculiar to 
Coalbrookdale rather than applying to coke furnaces generally. The river Marron which powered little Clifton 
Furnace near Whitehaven in Cumberland4 a coke furnace built in 1723 (for example), " is considerably larger 
than the Coal Brook at Coalbrookdale. 
24. Stacks have been converted to tons by the method used by Mott (1958,69). This method way not be correct: we note 27. 
25.173213 was a year that Mott did not examine. 
26. Mott 1959a, 282. These figures relate to coal coked and used in the Ann=, excluding coal required for burning mine and General 
Charges. I have converted between tons and stacks on the basis of 35 cwt. per stack. the figure used by Mott (1958,69). 
27. The size of a stack before 1726 remains doubtful. Until that time It consisted of 9 loads (probably horse loads), but subsequently 10. 
However it is not clear whether it was the stack or the load whose size changed. I (and probably Wtt) have assumed it was the load, but 
the reverse assumption is possible and would, of course, significantly Improve the earlier yields. Though both Mott and I have both 
taken a fixed date for the change, it seems that different measures were used for different suppliers. Actually it seems Richwd 
Hartshorne, who mined and supplied coal in the early years worked with 9 loads per stack, but for William Hayward and others in later 
years, most of whom only collected a royalty. 10 loads made a stack. The precise measures are likely to have appeared in agreements, 
which do not survive. This problem only affects the quantity of coal and not its cosL which is given separately. 
28. Mott 1959,282. The Horsehay figure is a mean of his annual figures. My average for Coalbrookdale Is weighte4 by taking the 
total iron production and total deliveries. 
29. Wood 1988,32-3; Riden 1992c, 41,1993,114-6, See note 38. 
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Hyde went on to argue that the cost of producing coke pig iron remained higher than that of charcoal pig iron 
in 1730s due to the cost of capital, partly because the new Coalbrookdale Company of 1718 started with no 
debts owing to it. He correctly pointed out that the capital employed had risen between 1718 and 1738 from 
E4200 to C16000. However a considerable portion of this must have been foundry stock and products, which 
would have no equivalent in a furnace that was merely supplying pig iron to forges. " Some ironmasters 
charged 5% interest on capital before calculating profits, but there is no evidence of that at Coalbrookdale, nor 
that the partners'capital was borrowed money, so that providing it cost the partners nothing. Accordingly the 
concept of the cost of capital was probably not something they paid much attention to. 77iis cost is thus best 
ignored (by concentrating on profit and costs before interest), or should be treated as nothing. 31 Indeed the 
practice among Quakers of establishing companies with a considerable number of partners may be a result of 
their dislike of debt, as well as of their high ethical standards. 12 TheTe is no reason in principle why 
Coalbrookdale, if it had merely been producing pig iron, should have needed a very different amount of 
capital from its charcoal contemporaries. 
The foundry trade 
Some of the company's pig iron was sold as such to iron foundries in Bristol and elsewhere, but a large part of 
their iron was sold as cast iron goods. Some of these were cast with iron tapped from the blast furnaces and 
some using pig iron remelted in air furnaces. ne company's finished cast iron products mainly fall into two 
cate, gories, firstly pots (including kettles) and secondly 'eastware', meaning other kinds of cast iron goods. 
The latter seems to have been sold at E12 per ton, but certain products such as smoothing irons attracted a 
much higher price. Ile sale of these provided the Company with two further sources of profit, apart from the 
production of pig iron and bar iron. Firstly, value was added to iron by making it into cast iron goods, such as 
pots, and selling these to wholesalers, and secondly by the Company acting as its own wholesaler, supplying 
retailers in the west Nfidlands. Pots sold to retailers were usually priced according to the number of pots at so 
much per gallon, whereas wholesalers normally bought goods by weight. Coalbrookdale'r, wholesalers 
customers included John Ives of Gainsborough, William Jukes & Co. of London, and certain Bristol 
ironmongers. " Ives regularly appears in the day book of William Maister of Hull as the consignee of goods 
30. Hyde thesis. 39,1973b, 405,1974,35-6. The 1718 stock included of some il 100 that was truly furnace stock and V242.5.0 for 
buildings. the rest being foundry stock and products: Raistrick 1953 (1989 edn), 301-7. In 1740 the net assets (still about E16000) 
consisted of L7554 in the stock inventory, E9224 debts due to the company, less L796 owing by them. With output having increased 
from 400 tons per year to 670 tons per year, physical furnace stock of E2000 and perhaps as much again for debts ought o have been 
ample for the furnace. 
3 1. Interest on capital is found both in Foley a/c and the earlier SW a/c. It was necessary for interest to be allowed in this way because a 
significant part of the stock was financed by borrowings. The existence of these borrowings does not usually appear on the face of the 
accounts, but is evidenced by a large number of discharged bonds preserved in the Foley collection (Herefs. R. 0, ElZtVM. The 
existence of the similar bonds does however appear in the Foley Staffordshire accounts. The most satisfactory approach is to Ignore the 
cost of capital and to add any interest allowed to the partners to the profm to provide a profit on trading operations. This can then be 
compared with the legal raw of Interest on loans (reduced from 6% to 5% in the early 18th century). 
32. It is noteworthy how many of the industrial enterprises described by Raistrick (1950) were carried on by a firza with a considerable 
number of partners (or by a company), when this was relatively unusual otherwise. In the iron Industry this applies to the Backbarrow, 
Coalbrookdale and Tern Companies, to the Bristol firm known in this period &i Donne & Co. but later as Reynolds Getley & Co. In 
other industries it applies to the London Lead Company and the Bristol Brass Company- for Bristol Bran and London Lead see: Raistrick 
1950, passim, cf. Price 1986,376 385-6. Tern: Cox 1989, M, for Reynolds, Getley & Co. (later Harford Partridge & Co. ) see chapter 
4 above, Hart 197 1. ch. 3 passbn; Chappell 1940, ch. 4. 
33. CBD a/c. 
Table 5.2 The costs of producing cast iron goods at the Coalbrookdale blast furnaces 125 
year 




moulders' General Product profit 
Fuel Pig wages charges Total value Profit perton 
E- E1.070 E126 E200 E1,395 E1,636 E240 E2.02 
1720 139 E- E1,184 El 94 El 60 P. 1,538 E1,882 E344 E2.47 
1721 183 E- E1,557 E242 E208 C2,007 E2,457 C449 E2.45 
1722 185 E- E1,481 E297 E244 E2,021 E2,509 E487 E2.63 
1723 187 E- E1,493 E250 E251 E1,995 f: 2,534 E539 M89 
1724 154 E- E1,232 El 89 E253 E1,674 E2,089 C416 E2.69 
1725 146 E- E1,165 El 96 E228 E1,589 E1,989 E400 CZ75 
1726 208 E- E1,873 E317 P-318 E2,608 E2,864 E356 E1.71 
1727 229 E- E2,059 E353 C285 f-2,697 E3,135 E437 E1.91 
1728 143 E- E1,145 El 98 E259 f. 1,601 E1,952 E350 E2.45 
1729 157 E- E1,100 E249 E284 E1,633 E2,159 E625 E3.34 
1730 234 e- E1,639 F-353 E316 E2,308 E3,179 E871 E3.72 
1731 224 E- E1,677 E295 E299 E2,272 E3,010 E738 E3,30 
1732 133 E- E994 E172 E376 C1,643 E1,754 E212 E1.60 
1733 223 E- E1,671 E269 E355 E2,296 C2,997 f. 702 EMS 
1734 190 E- E1,426 E284 E386 E2,096 E2,553 E467 E2.40 
1735 251 E- E1,883 E322 E332 E2,636 E3,363 E826 E3.29 
1736 227 E- E1,701 E309 E412 E2,422 E3,047 E625 E2.75 
1737 234 E- E1,758 E330 E400 E2,488 E3,117 E629 E2.68 
1738 323 E- E2,422 E387 E507 E3,316 E4,366 E1,050 E3.25 
3,888 E- E30,531 E5.332 E6,073 E41,936 E52,589 E110,664 C2.74 
Pots etc. have been priced at El 4 and castware at El 2. 
The fuel price is nil, since the iron was delivered molten, direct from the furnace. 
Source. Coalbrookdale a/c File: Coalbrookdale M Foundry/Sheetl 
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sent up the river Trent from Hull, and is thus likely to have kept a warehouse at Gainsborough. 34 William 
Jukes & Co. seem to have traded in ironware on a large scale and were subsequently also gunfounders. 35 
Nehemiah Champion and some other Bristol ironmongers were apparently also wholesalers. 36 Retailers 
buying direct from Coalbrookdale included people in almost every town in the west Midlands and central 
Wales. Wholesalers were supplied pots at 16s. 'per cw. in the early 1720s and later 13s. 3d. or 14s. Pots were 
sold direct to retailers at 10d. or 1 Id. per gallon, which works out at 16s. to 19s. per cwt., providing a further 
profit of E2 to E4 per ton as a result of the Company acting as its own wholesaler. 37 
Castware and pots (as mentioned) were made both in the blast furnaces and in air furnaces. Iron direct from 
the blast furnaces was almost always used for founding when they were in blast, but iron from the air furnaces 
was rather less continuously used. Calculations on production direct from blast furnaces show there was 
always a significant profit (see Table 5.2). The Upper Air Furnace was in use almost continuously from 1718 
to 1738. The New Air Furnace (probably near the New Blast Furnace) was regularly used when either blast 
furnace was being relined, but the Lower Air Furnace was hardly used at all after 1722. The two latter air 
furnaces provided a means of keeping the moulders employed while the blast furnaces were out of use, but 
they needed fuel to melt the pigs. Furthermore, there was also a loss in the weight of iron, about 23.4 cwt. of 
pig iron being required to make a ton of cast iron goods. In contrast, cast iron goods made at the blast furnace& 
required no additional fuel, since the iron was delivered molten direct from the blast furnace. Cost 
calculations have been made for the air furnaces. In doing so, they have been treated as buying pig iron from 
blast furnaces at the current sale price, and have been charged with an appropriate share of 'General Charges'. 
These calculations (see Table 5.3) indicate that the air furnaces barely broke even, when pots were sold at C14 
per ton and castware at E12 per ton. This is something of which the managers were certainly aware, since 
Richard Ford referred to rivals in the pot trade (including little Clifton Furnace) selling goods at Liverpool 'at 
El 1 per ton, which price can be of no service to them or us. 31 It is therefore not surprising that so little use 
was made of some of the air furnaces, nor that only about 31% of cast iron goods were made in them. 
Nevertheless continuing to operate them no doubt remained attractive, in view of the higher price obtainable 
from retailers, and the benefits of keeping the moulders working while a furnace was out of blast. In contrast, 
on a similar basis, the production of cast iron goods with iron from the blast furnaces yielded an additional 
34. Maister a/c. 
35. Jukes & Co. are well recorded as gunfoundm (from 1724), having Robertsbridge ironworks in Sussex from 1734 and also 
Burningfold at some stage; however they also supplied'forcip mettle! Ele. American pig Iron] to Attercliffe and Wadsley Forges in 
Yorkshire in 1752-62. Hodgkinson thesis, 105-6, Tomlinson 1976,398; Crossley & Cleere 1995,352-3 394. Kent's direcimy (1753) 
lists George, Thomas, and William Jukes as merchants next to the steelyard In Thames StmeL 
36. Nehemiah Champion H was a partner with Abraham Darby I in the Bristol Brass Wire Company from its inception in 1704 being 
succeeded by his son Nehemiah M in 1722. They also sold pig iron as agents for the Backbarrow and Invergarry Companies. He passed 
his pot trade to his sons in 1733; Nehemiah and Richard Champion appear together and separately as buyers of iron from Graffin 
Prankard. His customers also included some other Bristol customers of Coalbrookdale, such as John Beckett: Raistrick 1950,190-3; 
Ford I/b, 26 Mar. 1733; Foley a/c, for 1729-3 1; BB a1c; Invergarry a1c; Prankard a/c. 
37. The prices quoted are samples collected from the accounts. As with pig iron prices, there was some decline in prices after the first 
few years of the accounts, but insufficient data has been collected on this to enable more than a single price (9 14 per ton) to be used for 
pots and another (M) for all kinds of castware throughout the period. 
38. Ford l1b, 18 Aug. 1733. Little Clifton was not named. but it must be meant by Ford's reference to Whitehaven. I misattributod this 
remark in King 1993,11 toNonis mss. B. G. Awty (from whom I board of it) subsequently Identified that his source had been In the work 
of Ifor Edwards (1961,78). whose source was the Ford l1b (as cited here). 
Table 5.3 The production of cast iron goods in air furnaces at Coalbrookdale 127 
year costs results 
We 30 Made other General product profit per 
June (tons) Fuel Pigironetc. charges charges Total costsl value profit ton 
1719 119 Leo E1,427 E195 Ego E1,772 E1,637 -E135 -EI. 13 1720 95 E45 E1,065 E157 E72 E1,338 E1,316 -E22 
1721 80 C53 E945 E107 F-94 E1,198 E1,124 -ET4 
1722 93 E57 E990 E159 Elio C1,315 EI, 259 -07 
1723 114 E86 E1,521 E141 El 13 EI, 861 E1,568 -E292 
1724 Ill E62 E1,357 E160 El 14 E1,693 E1,535 -E158 
1725 85 E52 E835 El 19 E102 E1,109 EI, 173 E64 
1726 77 E49 E781 E100 E143 EI, 072 E1,018 -E54 
1727 73 E46 E830 E99 E128 E1,103 E1,001 -E102 1728 49 E23 E, 549 C63 Elio E751 E670 -E82 
1729 80 E71 E830 E156 E127 EI, 184 El. 115 -E69 
1730 93 E58 E808 E132 E142 E1,140 EI, 287 E148 
1731 108 E81 EI, 048 E145 E135 EI, 409 E1,469 E60 
1732 57 E37 C547 E65 E169 E817 E761 -E57 
1733 84 E48 E825 El 14 E160 E1,146 E1,142 -E5 
1734 83 E46 E773 F-I 13 E174 E1,106 F-1,122 E16 
1735 Ill P-60 E1,094 C161 E149 EI, 464 E1,518 E55 
1736 86 E43 E774 El 14 E185 EI, I 16 E1,168 E52 
1737 84 E45 E687 E94 E180 E1,006 EI, 073 E67 
1738 80 E47 E761 E91 E228 E1,127 E1,090 -E37 
E1,068 El 8,447 E2,484 E2,728 E24,727 E24,046 -E681 





















Source: Coalbrookdale accounts Coalbrookdale M Air furnace/Summary 
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profit of M75 per ton on top of that from maldng pig iron.? 9 In addition, the Company's operation as a 
wholesaler of its products, supplying retailers in the west Nlidlands and central Wales yielded a further gross 
profit of at least f: 2 per ton, above what they charged other wholesalers. Ilese two additional sources of profit 
from making cast iron goods enhanced the profitability of the business at Coalbrookdale. This meant the 
Company had little incentive to compete with charcoal furnaces in supplying pig iron to forges, in a supply 
chain that ultimately produced horseshoes, nails, and other wrought iron goods. However forge costs must 
now be considc 
The use of coke pig iron in forges 
Forge costs represent another issue concerning the slow take-up of coke pig iron in forges, besides the cost of 
producing coke pig iron. The question is how the costs of fining charcoal pig iron compare with those for coke 
pig. As described in chapter 3, it was not until the second half of the 18th century that methods of making bar 
iron from pig iron without charcoal began to be devised, and as will be shown in chapter 6 it was only in the 
flag decades of the century that such new technology began to supplant the traditional finery process. The 
comparison accordingly relates to the traditional fmery process with charcoal as fuel. Coke pig iron was 
inherently not as good a raw material for forges as charcoal pig iron, because of its higher silicon content, 
derived from the coal. This not only meant that a greater quantity of coke pig was needed to make a ton of bar 
iron (that isý the yield of pig iron was worse), but also that extra fuel was needed to heat that additional 
quantity. Ile question is therefore how great the disadvantage was, and thus how much cheaper coke pig 
needed to be (compared to charcoal pig), to be competitive. 
C. K. Hyde sought to quantify that disadvantage in the 1720s and 1730s by a counterfactual. argument, by 
applying the yields achieved by the Coalbrookdale Company at their forge in the 1730s (as estimated by R. A. 
Mott) to the input costs of CoInbridge Forge in Yorkshire, a forge that achieved relatively good yield-, both 
from charcoal and pig iron. In doing this, Hyde increased the charcoal consumption from Mott's estimate of 
3.06 loads per ton bar iron for the whole period 1722-38 to 3.50 to allow for die (supposed) use of mineral coal 
at Coalbrookdale. but not at CoInbridge. This was on the basis that CoInbridge achieved its yield of 2A8 loads 
per ton using charcoal in its chafery hearth! O He thus estimated a hypothetical total cost of E16.28 per ton if 
CoInbridge had used coke pig iron, compared to its actual cost of E14.39. Hyde therefore argued that for coke 
pig iron to be attractive to a forge proprietor it would have to be cheaper than charcoal pig iron by at least El 0 
39. The costs in this case consist otpig iron, moulderswages, and a share of the'General Charges. As explained above, 50% of the 
'General Charges! (other than weekly wages) have been included in the pig iron cost calculations. This leaves cast iron production to bear 
the weekly wages charged to Vencral Chargesand the other 50% of the other'General Charges. This amount has been split between the 
air furnaces and cast iron production at the blast furnaces in the proportion to their respective outputs, that is 31: 69. 
40. MoWs figure of 3.06 (Mott 1958,81) covers periods when charcoal pig iron was used as well as ones when coke pig was a main raw 
material. During the 1730s. the period on which Hyde based his calculation. coal was hardly used in the chafery at all. However Mott's 
charcoal yield includes the period 1725-31 when coal was used. Accordingly some increment may be appropriate, though not necessarily 
- large as that Hyde used. It is nevertheless not necessary to pursue this pointý in view of what appears below. 
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and probably a rather than the same price as in his counterfactual calculation. 41 I-lis figures actually suggest 
a differential of C133 would be sufficient! 2 
In making this calculation, Hyde selected an efficient forge from the sample of data he collected on forges in 
the Forest of Dean region and Yorkshire, but ignored those of the Knight family in the Stour valley. ý3 eir Th 
forges tised. coal in the chafery, and therefore figurcs from them, do not require the adjustment he made in 
comparing Coalbrookdale with C61nbridge. Furthermore'a direct comparison can be made between 
Coalbrookdale in the 1730s and these Stour forges after 1755, when they were using coke pig iron from 
Horsehay and other coke furnaces in Shropshire. TIds, was done by L Ince, who found that Cookley and 
Wolverley Forges had charcoal yields of the order of 1.4 to 1.7 loads per ton product, compared with 1.33 to 
1.4 loads in the previous decade when they were only using charcoal pig iron, but those yields were rather 
better than in earlier years. Even compared to the very good yields of the late 1740s and early 1750s, the 
detrimental cost of using coke pig iron works out at a mere EO. 31 to EO. 56 Per ton made, rather than Hyde's 
ELM" Ibis would make coke pig iron attractive if it enjoyed a price advantage of as little as; CO. 33 (under 
7s. ). This difference was less than the cost of freight of pig iron made in south Wales. Accordingly, that 
freight would cancel out the cost disadvantage of coke pig. Furness pig iron, made from redmine, produced 
tough iron rather than coldshort, and so was enjoyed a premium rating due to its quality, but pig iron from 
Pontypool or Carmarthen, as used in the Stour forges in the 1750s and 1760s was coldshor05 
Ile best comparator for Coalbrookdale Forge is nevertheless itself. At various different times in the 1720s and 
1730s it operated just with charcoal pig iron or just with coke pig iron and scrap. At some periods charcoal 0 
was used in the chafery and at other times coal. All combinations of these occurred. At the end of March 
1720 (prior to taking it over), the Coalbrookdale Company conducted an experiment with a ton or so of coke 
pig iron at lbomas Stanley's Coalbrookdale Middle (later called Upper) Forge. 46 The resultant bar iron was 
then taken to John Brindley's Hyde Mill (near Stourbridge) for slitting, and probably sold in Stourbridge. The 
iron was presumably satisfactory, as in the following July the Company took the forge over from Stanley 
(hitherto their undertenant), and began making bar iron thcrnselve&47 A small amount of coke pig iron was 
4 1. Hyde 1977,37-40, Hyde thesis, 41-44. The latter (p. 42) shows he collected yield statistics (but apparently not actual prices) for a 
11"Inberof forges mostly inYorkshire and Gloucestershire. His choice of CoInbridge as a comparator seems not unreasonable. There 
were however significant differences. some of which Hyde was probably unaware of. the Yorkshire furnaces was supposed to be being 
managed on abTeak even basis, but actitally probably at a loss (see chapter 4), so that the pig iron cost at CoInbridge was probably 
Wtificiallylow. Also there were far fewer ironworks in the area, so that there would have been less competition for charcoaL 
Furthermore the local organisation of the industry with ironnuisters having shares in a number of ironworks would discourage any 
competition from being damn ng. 
42. The break-even point between cliarcoal and coke pig iron can be estimated by deducting the total cost disadvantage (El. 87) from the 
hypothetical calculation from the cost of the pig iron (fS. 44) and dividing the result (E6.55) by the yield of coke pig iron 1.41 ton pig iron 
per ton product used in the hypothetical calculation. The result (JE4.65) is L133 less than the price of the charcoal pig iron used in the 
Calculation of CoInbridge's actua costs. 
43. Hyde thesis, 42. 
44. IWC 1991a; 1= 1991b, 38-43 47-57. 
45. Freight from Bristol to Bewdley was five shillings per ton in the 1750s: Floren & Ryden 1996,286; Johnson (K-) 1959,34. Five 
shillings was also charged from Broad Oak (on the Sevem estuary near Newnharn) in 1669 and six shillings from Tintera: Schafer 1978, 
98-9. For the sources of pig iron used see hice 1991b, 117-8; SWaIc. 
46. The change in name was due to the site of previous upper forge having been used for the New Blast Furnace. 
47. These events were noted by Raistrick (1953,53), who was however misled by the date 1719 at the top of the page (actually referring 
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delivered to the forge that July, and some old plates bought from Stanley may also have been used. After that 
no more pig iron was delivered to the forge until late November. However wood was bought for the Old Blast 
Furnace. Payment for cording it was made in late August, and subsequently the wood itself and for coaling it. 
71iis seems to suggest that the Old Blast Furnace reverted to charcoal operation during autumn 1720. The 
wood supplied was enough to make about 45 tons of pigs, presumably including ten tons of 'charcoar pigs that 
were sent to Bristol. 17he decision to produce charcoal pig iron may indicate that the bars made in July had not 
been satisfactory. Between November 1720 and May 1721 some 29 tons of pig iron were delivered from the 
pig yard to the forge. The finers were paid 15 shillings per ton for fining in this period, compared with 9-11 
shillings paid subsequently for fining charcoal pigs bought from other ironmasters. 3 tons of blooms made in 
July 1721 were explicitly'charcoal blooms, and a slightly greater quantity were called'coke blooms. While it 
is possible that most of the pig iron used in this period was actually made with charcoal (or possibly mixed 
fuel), I have classified it as made from coke pig iron because of the rate at which the finers were paid. " 
Thes, e first years were almost certainly partly a period of experiment. However those experiments must have 
been considered to have failed, because the forge used nothing but charcoal pig iron bought from others from ap 
January 1723 until December 1728. After that coke pig was again mainly used. The forge also used 
considerable amounts of scrap mostly from other parts of the works from 1727, including 60 tons of 'sculls' in 
1731-V9 Some coal was used (presumably in the chafery) from 1725 to 1731, but not subsequently. " A 
detailed compilation of figures for the forge's production has been made in much the same way as for the 
furnaces (see above and appendix 3). Once again. the absence of stock figures (or balance sheets) means that 
the results are imperfect. However, an adjustment has been made for this on one occasion: a stock of 79 
dozen of charcoal is estimated to have existed in summer 1725.51 Sculls and other scrap transferred between 
to March 1719/20) into placing the experiment a year earlier. The reference to Stourbridge also misled him Into assuming the forge was 
there. He nevertheless correctly located Stanleys forge as the Middle Forge at Coalbrookdale in referring to its purchase in the following 
Sentence. Ralstrick wrote that Richard Ford (the Coalbrookdale manager) put the Old Forge into working order in September 1718, but I 
failed to find any reference to this or to the subsequent use of such a forge, Indeed except for references to the experiment, I have not 
found any references in the accounts to the use of any forge before the purchase of the Middle Forge in July 1720. CBD a/c, especially 
ShrOPLR. O. 60011329,130; 6001/329.33. For the location of John Brindley's mill see Cooksley 1981. Irt his recent book Thomas 
(1999,27-9) has added tothe confusion by saying that the Old Forge was 'brought into operation'and trials were undertaken there. The 
forge in question seems to have adjoined the Old Blast Furnace and to have drawn water from the same head. Its use would accordingly 
be incompatible with the use of the furnace, save when water was partieWarly plentiful. The Middle Forge (later known as the Upper 
Forge) was further down the Dale, below the New Blast Furnace, and would not have suffered from this problem. Thomas seems not to 
have examined the accounts at all and references in his book to manuscript sources preserved outside Shropshire are very scanty. His 
book. essentially a hisiory of the Darby family, does not even mention Mott's work or any of the extensive periodical literature on 
Coalbrookdale. 
48- Sb-P& R. O. Coalbrookdale journal. 6001/330, pp. 145 and 156 show cordwood being bought for the Old Blast Furnace at 
Coalbrookdale in 1721 and 10 tons of charcoal pig being sent to Nehemiah Champion of Bristol. However Mott (following Samuel 
Suliles) suggested that a mixed fuel consisting of coke, brays (small charcoal). and peat was used at Coalbrookdale during the 1710s: 
Mott 1957c, 12. 
49. Sculls -ere sold for considerably less than pig iron (usually just C2 per ton). Scull (or skull) iron is a crust of steely material that forms inside a foundry ladle. It would be mom difficult to work than pig iron. 
50. As indicated in an earlier note, the last delivery of coal was In August 1731. Due to the (Wes when bar iron weighed into the forge 
warehouse was entered up In the journal, the final 7K years of the period for which journals survive (from July 173 1) have to be treated as 
single period. However. the quantity of coal delivered at the beginning of that final period is negligible, and it can be regarded as one hen the fuel used was purely charcoal. 
5L The forge's yield of charcoal for the preceding year appears to be exceptionally high (i e. poor) and that for the following period 
extremely low. as relatively little charcoal was purchased that year. The stock in summer 1725 has been estimated at 79 dozen by 
assuming that the yield for 1724/5 was the same as in the average of two preceding years (3.31 dozen per ton). Fstimated consumption in 1724/5 has therefore been reduced by 79 dozen and that in the succeeding year similarly increased. 
























defective 0 a period 
period (years) 1.85 3.14 2.33 2.56 7.24 18.28 
pig & scrap (tons) 59.48 160.97 -4 141.48 K) 153.86 221.72 737.51 
Charcoal (dozens) 167.15 427.60 177.10 :ý 225.10 579.75 1576.70 3 
paid for charcoal E302.73 E664.59 0 E230.75 E475.77 EI, 031.97 E2,705.82 
paid for coal E1.35 E- El 1.52 E26.02 E8.47 E47.35 
M 2 
made (tons weighed off) 39.14 111-80 94.64 E3 90.84 152.15 488.67 
Charcoal blo=s made (paid (D 
forgemen) 8.15 101-08 83.35 20.00 0.00 212.58 
coke blooms made (paid 28.41 45.28 145.79 219.47 
forgemen) 
made per year (weighed off) 21.17 35.64 0 40.69 0 35.46 21.00 26.72 a 
'SL 
sold (tons) E35.88 E94.27 E90.37 E93.58 E151.52 E465.62 
Sold for 643.57 1802.56 1771.49 ID 1573-51 2239.64 8030.78 
9 
value of output E702.15 F-2.137.66 E1,855.23 EI, 527.44 E2,248.93 E8,426.64 
yield of pig (cwLpig per ton 
bar) 
yield of charcoal (dozen per 
ton bar) 
average raw metal price (per 
30.39 28.. 80 29.90 33.88 29.15 30.19 
4.27 3.82 1.87 2.48 3.81 3.23 1 
ton) E7.78 E7.95 E8.65 E5.74 E5.69 E8.93 
sale price of coke pig iron E8.36 E7.27 E8.25 E7.09 E7.00 E7.22 
cost of charcoal pig iron EO. 00 EO. 00 E1.44 MOO E8.11 
charcoal cost per dozen E1.81 E1.55 E1.30 E2.11 E1.78 E1.72 I 
coke pig (%) 63% 3% 0% 39% 71% 35% 
charcoal & gun pig (%) 32% 96% 99% 31% 0% 46% 
scrap etc. (%) 5% 1% 1% 30% 29% 1% 
charcoal blooms made (%) 22% 100% 100% 31% 0% 49% 
fuel cost E471.23 E1,014.28 E399.52 E824.65 E1,620.19 E4,329.88 
pig cost E462.69 E1,279.19 E1,224.10 E882.76 E1,260,63 E5,1 09.36 
wages E44.71 E147.99 E120.29 E89.02 E214.04 E616.05 
other expenses E75.13 E78.63 E96.78 C47.34 E183.04 E480.93 
total cost E1,053.76 E2,520.09 E1,840.69 E1,843.77 E3,277.90 El 0,636.22 
fuel cost per ton made E12.04 E9.07 E4.22 E9.08 E10.65 E8.86 
pig cost per ton made El 1.82 El 1.44 E12.93 E9.72 E8.29 EIOAG 
wages per ton made E1.14 E1.32 EI. 27 EO. 98 E1.41 EI. 26 
other expenses per ton E1.92 EO. 70 E1.02 EO. 52 E1.20 CO. 98 
made 
total cost per ton made E26.92 E22.54 CI 9.45 E20.30 E21.54 E21.57 
sales price of iron (per ton) E17.94 El 9.12 E19.60 E16.81 E14.78 E17.25 
profit per ton made _E8.98 -E3.42 EO. 15 -E3.48 -E6.76 -E4.32 
with coke pig at cost -E6.26 -E2.69 EO. 29 EO. 19 -E4.42 -E2-49 4 
Source: Coalbrookdale a/d File: Coalbrookdale J Forge/summary2 
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Notes on Table 5.4: 
1. Calculation excludes the cost of twoparcels' of charcoal bought with the forge. 
2. The period October 1727 to December 17ZS is omitted because the data is incomplete. 
3. The number of loads (or dozens) of charcoal have been estimated from the wood bought at the rate of 2.5 cords to a load. 
4. The 4usted profit has been calculated on the assumption that charcoal cost E2.13 per load, the average paid at Hales Furnace in 
1725-33. The average both them and at Chulcot for 1733-8 was fl. 62. 
sections of the works have been valued on the basis of prices that have been found in the accounts. However 
coke pig iron has not been priced at its We price, only at a production cost that has been estimated by the 
means described in the previous section. The forge has also not been charged with any contribution at all to 
Ucneral Charges' (not even for rents and salaries). This basis is unrealistically kind to the forge, which ought 
to have been charged for pig iron at something near the market price. The bar iron made has been priced using 
the average We price of that sold in the same period, though this again ignores marketing costs. The results of 
the calculations from the forge accounts have been analysed in this way into a series of periods of unequal 
length according to the mode of operation (see Table 5.4). Each period ends on a date when a figure was 
entered in the accounts for iron weighed into the forge warehouse, usually accompanied by details of bar iron 
sales. One such period, in 1727-8, is defined to cover a period for which data is incomplete due to the loss of 
journal pages, and this defective period has therefore been excluded from totals and averages and omitted from 
Table 5AP 
7be yield of pig iron from bar iron, averaging 30.19 "1. per ton pig iron over the whole period, lies at the 
poorer end of the range of figures collected by Hyde, 26-27 cwt. being more usual for charcoal forges and also 
for the Stour forges in the 1760s when they used Some Coke pig ý3 However the Coalbrookdale figures vary 
between 28.8 cwt. for pure charcoal operation in 1722-5 and a dreadful 33.9 cmi. in 1728-31, when coal was 
used in the chafery and the charge included a considerable amount of coke pig and scrap. -" The charcoal 
yields vary considerably from a reasonable 2.71 loads per ton in 1725-7 when charcoal pig iron was being used 
with coal in the chafery to a very poor 3.8 1 loads in 1731-8 when charcoal was used throughout with coke pigs 
and scrap. 15 However these ratios are liable to have been significantly affected by changes in the level of 
stock in hand, which remain unknown. " They may also have been adversely affected by the use of 
considerable amounts of 'sculls'. probably a more difficult raw material to use than pig iron. T'he yield in 
52. Quarterly production entries for December 1727 and Much 1728 are missing, and as are payments made around that time for fuel 
which was evidently still being consumed in the latter part of 1728. The data hem is too defective for meaningful conclusions to be drawn. 
Nevertheless the yield from pig iron appears not to be dissimila to the rest of 1720-38. 
53. Hyde thesis 42; Ince 199 Ia. 110.1; cf. Ham ersley 1973,604. 
54. AbIt (1957,82) estimated 281 cwt. for 1728-31, but may am have included the scMP used. 
55. Calculation of the yield of charcoal has presented Vv= difficulty due to the number of different kinds of expense involved in its 
Production, comprising the yourchase, cutting and cording of wood, and the coating and cwriage of charcoal. Attention has been focused 
On Me quantity of wood bought. from which the ninnberof loads ofcharcoal has been estimated on the basis of2% cords of wood to a 
10adL This figure is taken from Hammeystey 1973,603-5. Despite the comprehensive collection from the siccounts of all payments for 
charcoal. it was found difficult to reconcile the quantities given for other aspects of charcoal production. Tothese figures have then been 
added Purchases of ready-made charcoal and brayes (charcoal dust). 
56- hWs figure (1958,81) for 1722-38 was 3.06. As explained in an earlier note an adjustment has been made to charcoal consumption 
by estimating them to have been a stock of 79 loads of charcoal In June 1725. 
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Table 5.5 Forge costs of the Stour and Coalbrookdale Forges compared 
1725/7 172517 1728/31 1728131 1731/8 1731/8 
Stour Coalbrook- Stour Coalbrook- Stour Coalbrook- 
dale dale dale 
Per ton bar iron made: 
pig cost E11.74 E 12.93 El 0.59 E9.72 E9.15 E8.29 
fuel cost E3.15 E4.07 F-3.32 F-5.52 E2.64 E6.84 
wages C1.01 E1.27 E1.00 EO. 98 E1.01 C1.41 
other costs E1.42 E1.02 E1.32 EO. 52 El. 19 E1.20 
Total cost E17.31 E19.30 E16.22 E16.74 Ell 3.99 E17.73 
Raw material unit costs: 
pig ton E8.99 E8.65 E7.71 E5.74 E6.64 E5.69 
charcoal load E1.87 E1.46 E1.81 E2.11 E1.56 E1.78 
Yields: 
pig cwt. fton 26.12 29.90 27.47 3&88 27.55 29.15 
charcoal load/ton 1.68 2.71 1.83 2.48 1.69 3.81 
Sources'. SW a/c, CBD a/c File: SW Forges B/CBD Comp2 
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1754, when charcoal pig was being used with charcoal in the chafery, was reported to be M-3 loads per ton 
bar iron. P 
Comparison can also be made with the Stour forges for part of the same period (see Table 5.5)ýg This 
confirms that Coalbrookdale Forge was a high cost producer of bar iron. Wages and 'other costs' in the two 
enterprises were not dissimilar. In 1728/31 when both Coalbrookdale and the Stour forges were using pitcoal 
in the chaferý, the cost diff6tntial per ton of bar iron; ýý. 2W9 Aftei 1731 When chaicoal. was being used 
in the chafery at Coalbrookdale, the differential in fuel cost was no less than ; C4.20. The additional 
consumption of one load per ton (used in the chafery) might be expected, accounting for E1.80 of the E420, 
but the other U-40 seems to be principally due to the inefficiency of the forge at Coalbrookdale. These figures 
bear little relation to Hyde's counterfactual. calculation using data from Cohibridge Forge in Yorkshire, which 
must accordingly be dismiswd as inaccurateý' 
7be overall result of these new calculations is that Coalbrookdale Forge was a high cost producer of bar iron, 
and did not usually do more than barely break evert, even on the extremely favourable (for it) basis of 
calculation outlined above. There was a very modest profit in the mid 1720s when it was using charcoal pig 
iron. Ile forge just about broke even in 1729-3 1, when both kinds of pig iron were used with considerable 
amounts of scrap and with coal in the chafery, despite a very poor pig iron yield. After 1731 when coke pig 
and scrap were used with little but charcoal as fuel, the poor charcoal yield and the very low price of bar iron 
led to a substantial loss, almost 0 per ton of iron made. Throughout this period the output of the 
Coalbrookdale Forge was exceptionally low. It varied between 20 and 50 tons per year, making it one of the 
least productive forges in Britain. It is observed elsewhere that small forges were often less cfficicnt than 
larger oneOl Furthermore the surviving accounts show no sign of a balance being struck at the end of a year 
(or any other period) nor is there any reference to a Profit and Loss account. 12 It is therefore not clear how 
aware the managers at Coalbrookdale were of the losses their forge was making. On the other hand, the very 
57. Angerstein's Diary, 335. 
58. The Stour forge costs am calculated from SW a/c. The figures used have been made as comparable as possible by (a) adding back 
interest on stock deducted in those accounts, (b) taking a weighted proportion (one, two, or three quarters) where an accounting year for 
the Stour Works straddles the beginning or end of an accounting period use4 in the Coalbrookdale calculations. However there are no 
Stour figures covering the early pan of the period 1725n. The sale price of iron from the Stour valley forges is not shown, because most 
Of their output was slit and sold as rod iron, so that the sale price is not directly comparable with that at Coalbrookdale. 
59. On the unrealistic basis used for the cost of coke pig iron at Coalbrookdalc from 1728, the pig iron cost per ton of bar iron actually 
works out at slightly less than at the Stour forges, despite the poor yields. Nevertheless, the benefit of a slightly lower unit cost for pig 
in- was marred by a poor yield. The unit cost of charcoal at Coalbrookdale was marginally higher than in the Stour valley, but amount 
consumed was also very high. 
60. Hyde 1977,39. 
61. E. g. Bishopswood New Forge (Hyde thesis. 42) and Rodmore (Foley a1c). 
62. Most other series of accounts studied (including Foley a/c. SW atc. BB atc, and SIR alc)ý whether they are full double entry 
accounts (like CBD a1c) or simpler charge and discharge accounts (as Foley a1c), am annual accounts or at least have some indication of a 
Year end and of a profit being calculated. In SIR atc there is a separate journal for each year, starting with an inventory and ending with 
the calculation of the profit and its division among the partners. BB a/c mostly consist of annual volumm which are complete in 
themselves in a similar way. It is conceivable that them was a separate private ledger for Coalbrookdale dealing with such matters, 
which has not swvived. However. the procedure at Coalbrookdale seems to have consisted of taking an inventory and comparing its 
amount with the preceding one, the profit being the increase in the net assets of the firm. This is a valid procedure, but the best practice 
is to reconcile that amount with the books of accountý something of which there is no sip at Coalbrookdale. Nevertheless, dots against 
ledger folio nitiribers in the journal indicate that the usual checks were made that all entries had been posted to the ledger. 
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low output may indicate that they appreciated the problem. In this case, the continued operation of the forge, 
though making under 25 tons per year until at least 1748, must reflect their wishing to keep it in operation for 
other reasons, such as the convenience of being able to keep their smiths'shop supplied with iron and having a 
means of disposing of scull iron. 
The financial result described in the previous paragraph is however calculated on an unrealistically kind basis,. 
making every possible allowance to the forge. . 
Whenever it used coke pig iroa,. the forge actually destroyed,, 
value in the pig iron, rather than adding value to it. On the other hand, the company was usually able to sell 
its pig iron at a good profit, averaging about E3.15s. per ton over the whole periodý3 whereas the forge never 
managed to do better than break even when the coke pig iron is (as in my calculations) charged to it only at its 
cost. One may well argue (with Hyde) that the fuel cost was high. However was that due to the quality of the 
pig iron (as he claimed)? Or was it due to the considerable proportion of scrap included in the charge? Or even 
due to mismanagement of the forge, by a company whose main objective was the production and sale of cast 
iron goods? Certainly the failure after 1728 regularly to carry production and sales figures from the forge 
wastebook into the main journal is likely to display a lack of interest in its performance. " If the forge had 
been an independent operation, it would have had to buy pig iron on the open market at a considerably higher 
price than that used for coke pigs in the calculation. This would no doubt have driven its owners into 
insolvency. if they had not had other resources. 
A major cause of the unprofitability of Coalbrookdale Upper Forge in the 1730s was the low price of iron. 
This was M per ton lower on average in 1731-8 than in 1729-31. However Coalbrookdale was not the only 
forge to lose money in this periodL Edward Knight & Co. in the Stour valley in north Worcestershire at times 
barely broke even (after interest) in the mid 1730s. A number of English forges closed around this time, 
sometimes as a result of their owner's bankruptcy. " In a period, when there was evidently sufficient charcoal 
pig iron to meet the demands of forges in full, there was no need to introduce into the market a new (untried) 
variety. Certainly no one has found any evidence of the use of coke pig iron in any other forge in this period. 
and output at Coalbrookdale Forge remained (as mentioned) at less dm 25 tons per year until at least 1748. 
However, the Company's pig iron was needed in their own foundries, and found a good market as the 
feedstock for foundries at Bristol and elsewhere. 17hose at Bristol 'esteemed [it] the best and thinnest for 
castings especially pot-, and kettles and [it] is so much esteemed [in Bristol] that without some part of it mixt 
with pigs they scarce presume to make any castings! ý" Indeed the demand was sufficient to wan-ant two of the 
partners Tenting Willey Furnace in 1733 to produce more of it. ' The Company therefore also had little need 
63. See Table 5.1. 
64. The periods 1728-31 and 173 1-8 each end with such figures being entered in the journal. There are virtually no intervening forge 
entries except payments for wood and carriage. 
65. SW atc; forge closures between 1720 and 1735 are analysed at length in King 1996, app. C. The difficulties of this period Will be 
discussed below. 
66. Prankard Vb, 17 Jun. 1.730. 
67. Richard Ford told Thomas Goldney, while he was negotiating to lease Willey Furnace, that he could have sold pigs to [Richard] 
Haddeley of Biraiingham. and he anticipated increased emand for castings following the expiry of the fire engine (ie. steam) patent: 
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to promote the use of coke pig iron in forges. A Swedish report of 1744 claimed that Coalbrookdalc pig iron 
'cannot be wrought except when added in small quantities to better iron%68 This view does not seem to be 
supported by what I have found in the Coalbrookdale accounts. Unfortunately there is little indication of 
events after 1738 in the surviving cash book, but when F-R. Angerstein visited it in the latter part of 1754 the 
forge was using charcoal pig iron from Leighton and Wiffley, and making 130-150 tons per year, rather than 20 
tons as in the 1730s and 174009 However by then, market conditions were quite different from those of the 
mid 1730s. as Will appear below. 
The traditional explanation for the adoption of coke pig iron in forges was that there was a breakthrough about 
1753. This explanation depends on a letter of Abiah, the widow of Abraham Darby H, dated 1779. She 
stated that her husband had sent some of his pigs to be tried at a forge without disclosing their origin or nature, 
and received a good account of them. Some confirmation of her story can be found in the accounts of Edward 
Knight & Co., which record the purchase in 1754/5 of six tons of 'Dale' pig iron from Will Harward. 
According to Abiah Darby's account, Edward Knight (like her) believed there had been an innovation, as he 
urged her husband to get a patent. T"hat Abraham Darby H had made a breakthrough in smelting with coke was 
the accepted view until Hyde published his work in the 1970s, and it would seem to be the correct one. 
However Darby must have been confident of his success, as the lease under which he built the Horschay Works 
was granted at Ladyday 1754, and must have been executed before Knight tried the Dale pig0 Nevertheless 
his confidence may have had the alternative basis that the foundry trade could absorb the new furnace's 
products. Whether there was indeed a technological innovation, as well as an economic one, must remain an 
open question. If there was one, it is likely to have concerned furnace management, in finding how to 
Persuade the furnace consistently to produce grey forge pigs, or alternatively the pig iron most suitable for 
foundries. The furnace no longer had to be regarded as 'a fickle mistress [which] must be humoured and her 
favours not depended upon'. as Rose Fuller had described his furnace in Sussex in 1754ý71 On the other hand 
in 1746, 'at Colcbrookdale in Shropshire Mr Ford -, from ore and coal got in the same Dale, makes iron 
brittle or tough as he pleases, there being cannon thus cast so soft as to bear turning like wrought iron. 72 
Ford Vb. nos. 8-9. 
68. Heckscher 1954,18 1. Hockschees earlier quotation (ibid., 180) dated 1727 refers to a7royal privilege, no doubt me'aning a patent 
and presurnably refers to the activities of W'dliam Wood, which am not relevant here. This is coubary to the argument of A. Birch (1967, 
28). based on quotations from Heckscher. It is, of course, possible that the 1744 remark was due to a misinterpretation of something 
written earlier concerning Wood's activities. 
69. Mott 1958.81-2. Angerstein's dkwy, 355. The reference to Willey as a charcoal furnace is unexpected. 
70. Raistrick 1953,68-9; Trinder 1973,30,2000,30- 1. SW ale for 175415, f 5. Raistrick says the letter is undated and from about 
1775. Trinder gives the iences date as 1779, which fits the chronology much better. However them seems to be a conflict as to the 
exact date, as the year in which Knight & Co. tried the Dale pigs did not begin until Ladyday 1754, which was also the date of the 
Horsehay lease. However the trial may well have taken place before Horsehay Furnace was first blown in, and quarter of a century later 
Abiah Darby may well have been confused as to the exact sequence of events. It is likely Darby's initial trial was conducted in his forge 
at Coalbrookdale. The putative vendor to Knight & Co. was probably William Hayward, who was one of the Company's mineral 
hmdl0rds(cf-CBDaIc). Male was a common abbreviation for Coalbrookdale. 
71. Crossley & Saville 1991, no. 806 (punctuation modernised). 
72- Mason 1747,370- 1; Lewis c. 1775,90. 
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The economic background 
The economic conditions for the iron industry in the 1750s, when coke pig iron began to be widely used in 
forges, were a very different from those of the 1730s. The iron industry had undergone a very considerable 
period of expansion as a result of the embargo imposed on British trade with Sweden in 1717-19. This 
embargo greatly reduced the supply of Swedish iron in the English market, and apparently caused an increase 
in prices. It certainly stimulated the construction of new ironworks. Earlier historians noted that this was 
about the time of the South Sea Bubble, which was in fact slightly later and largely unconnecteA73 By the 
time many of these new ironworks come into operation, the embargo had been lifted, and the price fell back. 
Even during the embargo the import of Swedish iron did not stop, but it had to be transhipped in Prussia, 
Germany or Holland, which added to its cosO Ile fall in price caused considerable difficulties for the 
(Foley) Forest Partnership and ruined its manager, William Rea. He had bought a large quantity of timber in 
Hom. Park [Holme Lacy, Herefs. ], intending the cordwood left when he had sold the timber to be used in the 
firm's ironworks. However this timber contract resulted in a large loss for Rea and his partner Thomas 
Foleyý" In the late 1720s and early 1730s there were a series of bankruptcies and other closures of ironworks, 
which I have examined in detail elsewhere. 76 These failures coincided with the first imports of significant 
amounts of Russian iron and resulted in British iron production contracting, so that by 1735 it was producing 
about the same amount as just before the embargo6 This led to the industry petitioning Parliament in 1737 for 
measures to protect iron manufacture at home by restricting it in America. 77 These changes in output will be 
quantified in the next chapter. 
Demand for British iron began to increase in the late 1740s. This is evidenced by the number of new furnaces 
forges and tinplate works built along the west coast of Britain and in south Wales. " This was the first period 
(since the embargo years about 30 years before) of significant investment in the construction of new ironworks. 
This is probably related to a rise in the price of iron around the same time. 'Stockholm iron' bought for the 
Navy rose from E12.15s. in 1746 to E18.10s. in 1752, though the iron bought by the East India Company for 
export only rose from E12 to C14 or so (see figure 8.7). 79 There was similarly arise in the price at which iron 
made in the Stourvalley in north Worcestershire was sold by Edward Knight& Co. Its price rose from E15.80 
73. Mushet (1840.42) refers to a list of ironworks as from the time of the South Sea Bubble, though the list is in fact some years earlier 
see King 1996b, 25-30. 
74. Ashton 1924,111; Sowid ToU TaNer see chapter 7 below. 
75. King Mc. 255; PILO. E 1121957/94-9 and 107-11; E 134/4 Goo. IIIIIIIJ13; E 13415 Gen. UAW8; Herefs. R. 0, DGd/1-39; 
Hammersleyl979. The Foley accounts between 1718 and 1725 do not survive. They were sent up to London for use as evidence in the 
litigation and presumably not returned. 
76. King 1996b, 3145-6. 
77. Ibid, 30-3 1. 
78. King 1996b, 34-8 45-6. 
79. NJAIA, PORIA/15,20 Mar. 1746r7 (M. M. for second oregrounds and E12 15s. for Stockholm) and Abr. 174718 (E14 for second 
Oreg-unds, no Stockholm iron ordered), POR/A/16.4 Mar. 1752 (W. 10s. for second oregrounds and V8.10s. for Stockholm). No 
contracts were apparently made In the intervemng period. Therewasasimita increase in the prices paid by the East India Company 
between 1747/8 (M) and 1749? 9 (f 14.14s. ) However the price in 1749/50 (hrom Puffer & Co, not regular suppliers of iron) was 
V2.13s. 6d. and in 175011 and stibsequent years again over EK The identities of the merchants uggests the iron was Swedish, butthe 
Prices we consistently low, suggesting that the East India Company was not choosy about the quality of the iron. no doubt reflecting 
market conditions in India. 
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per ton in 1745 to more than E20 in 1755. However (surprisingly) there was little change at Sheffield. 80 This 
price increase may be related to the Swedish limitation on production, which will be discussed in chapter 8. It 
may however also be related to a renewed growth in home demand, including an expansion in tinplate 
production, again indicated by the construction of new works mainly in south Wales, including Melia Griffith, 
Kidwel. ly, Carmarthen, Ynyspenl1wch, Ynysygerwyn, Ponthir. and Penygored. 11 TMs raises wider 
questions, which will be left to be addressed in chapter 8. 
It was therefore in the context of a flourishing iron industry that Abraham Darby 11 started building HoTsehay 
Furnace in Shropshire, and proposed to Edward Knight the use of a new cheaper kind of pig iron, made with 
coke. Horsehay was the first coke blast furnace to produce pig iron principally for forges. Horsehay's 
business was thus a novel one. However coke pig iron itself was not. It had been made successfully at 
Coalbrookdale by Shadrach Fox in the 1690s and by Abraham Darby I from 1709, but had hitherto only used 
to make cast iron goods, notably Abmham Darby's cooking pots. A small number of further coke furnaces had 
been built in the 1720s, including Sutton (at St. Helens), Uttle Clifton (Cumb. ), and Bryn Coch (near Neath), 
but except at Coalbrookdale, there is little sip of any coke pig iron being supplied to forges until the 175002 
Abraham Darby's success at Horsehay was followed by the erection of Ketley and Lightmoor Furnaces, whose 
products, like those of Horsehay, were extensively used in forges in the Stour valley and Shropshire. This 
facilitated an expansion of bar iron production by Edward Knight & Co. in the Stour valley, in whose forges a 
night-shift seems to have been introduceCL83 These forges had previously been using some American pig iron, 
a commodity that had been imported since the 1720s, principally from Virginia and Maryland, but they largely 
ceased doing so at this time. However the best charcoal pig iron, made with Fumess ores, continued to be 
brought up the river Sevem, and Edward Knight & Co. continued to use itý particularly in their two Mitton 
Forges (now in Stourport). " There is anecdotal evidence that there was a shortage of pig iron in about 1750, 
which encouraged every one to get their furnaces into blast, with the result that there was a glut. This glut 
then caused the Baltimore Company (to whom the glut was reported) to have difficulty in selling their pig iron. 
However with the expansion of the iron industry, this glut was apparently a short-lived problem. 's The 
availability of coke pig iron must have reduced the quantity that needed to be carried up the river Severn. 
However, American pig iron is likely to have found a ready market in Gloucestershire and south Wales, where 
several new forges were built about this time. " 
80. SW atc-, SIR a/c. The various series are shown In figures 13 and 8.7. 
8 1. See chapter 3; Brooke 1944-8, passbn. 
82. For these furnaces see page 54 and next page. Hardly any coke pig has been noted in the any forge accounts studied: cf. Ince 199 1 b, 
117-121. Substantially all sales of Coalbrookdale pig iron seem to be for foundries. 
83. Charles Wood recordeddoublehand' working at a number of thew forges in 1754: Hyde 1973,40. 
84. SWatc. American pig iron continued to be imported and to be used in forges. though probably rather less in west Midlands than In 
previous 20 years. 
85. Johnson(&) 1959,51-9. 
86. King 1996b, appendix C lists the new ironworks of this period. 
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While pig iron from Horsehay, Ketley and lightmoor features largely in the accounts for the Stour forges in 
the 1760s, that from certain other coke furnaces is notable by its absence. The latter include Coalbrookdale, 
Madeley Wood, New Willey (all ih Shrops. ), and until about 1770 Bradley (Staffs. ). The two latter, and also 
Bersham (Denbs. ) belonged to John Wilkinson. He was a notable exponent of cast iron, which was evidently 
their main product. 17 Other ironworks known as producers of cast iron included those of the Carron company 
in Scotland, Samuel Walker & Co. at Rotherham, and John Cookson & Co. at Whitehill (at Chester le 
Street). " The division of the industry into producers of bar iron and of cast iron goods that had begun with 
Abraham Darby's arrival at Coalbrookdale in 1709 thus persisted. Certain other coke furnaces that were 
primarily concerned with the production of cast iron goods can be identified from their association with 
foundries. Thus the Welch Iron Foundry in Bristol was associated from 1732 with Bryn Coch Furnace (built in 
1727), and Little Clifton and Whitehill with foundries in Newcastle. Three air furnaces were advertised for 
sale with Bedlington Furnace in 1766, indicating it was also producing foundry iron. " Later in the century 
John Emmett had a foundry in Halifax before building Birkenshaw and John Ellwell of Fall Ings Foundry at 
Wakefield was a partner in Bowling and then Shelf Furnacmý Similarly, Appleby and Schofield had a 
foundry in a street in Sheffield still called Cupola, and that firm was also linked with Renishaw Furnace. The 
Phoenix Foundry in Sheffield (of 1792) was similarly associated with the Thomcliffe ironworks, and Bateman 
and Sherratt (the Salford founders and engineers) built Dukinfield Furnace. 91 'Me earliest accounts for 
Thomcliffe confirm that it was initially only producing cast iron goodsY These furnaces making cast iron 
goods were quite scattered, whereas the coke furnaces making forge pig iron initially existed in two groups. 
One consisted of Horsehay, Ketley and Lightmoor in east Shropshire and the other of Dowlais (at Merthyr 
Tydfil) and Hirwaun, both in the uplands of south WaleO3 It was only in the 1770s and 1780s that coke 
furnaces began to be built in significant numbers in other coalfields, and it was only after bar iron began to be 
made without charcoal in the 1780s that coke furnaces began to be built in large numbcrs. This will be 
considered again in chapter 6. 
87. SW a/c; Trinder 1973, ch. 4, Bradley: Herefs. R. O, E12/S/378,20 Oct. 1794. Benham: Grenter 199 1: as to John Wilkinson 
generally see also Palmer 1898; Dickinson 1914, Butler thesis; Butler notes; Chaloner 195 1 b; Morton & Smith 1966, Smith 1966; 
Edwards 1972; Pee & Hawes c. 1977, Turley 1978,1980, Braid 199 la: 199 1 b: 199 Ic; 1992a; 1992d: Trinder 2000. passim. 
88. Carron. Campbell 1961; Watters 1998; Rotherham: John 195 1. Whitehill. Warden 1927?, 14-16, Brown (RIL) 1988,107; Riden 
1992c, 39-40; Riden 1993,126-8. 
89. Bristol and Bryn Coch: Bristol Archives: 4658/6a-b, Newcastle (and Gateshead): Newcastle Partnership DeW, 170- 1, 
Bedlington: Aris'D'hwn Gat., 27 OcL 1766. 
90. Birkenshaw etc.: Goodchild 1959; Sheffield Archives, MD 1441-4; Wakefield deeds registry, CW331/495; Bowling etc-- Norman 
1969; Firth 1990,120-32 135-6. 
91. Renishaw etc.: Renishaw 1991. Sheffield Archives, MD 3301-3335; Thorticliffe etc.: Ashton 1934.156-61, Hey 1977.256.9; 
Dukinfield: Cheshire R. O. DDX 100, various directories. 
92. Sheffield Archives, ThorucUffe Records. I have only examined the first volume of these accounts. 
93. Trinder 2000,29-35; cf. Ince 199 1 b. 119-20. Madeley Wood and Now Willey furnaces am notable by their vhIW absence from the 
lists (in their accounts) of furnaces that supplied the forges of Edward Knight & Co. and were therefore probably concerned with the 
foundry trade. There were common partners between Dowhils Furnace, Pentyrch Ironworks and Cardiff Forge, which suggests Dowlais 
was mainly a producer of pig iron. Hirwaun was built by Maybury & Wilkins, who Wa forge at Brecon and subsequently leased 
Machen and Tredegar Forges. Them was bkv a contract for Hirwaun to supply pig iron to Abercarn Ironworks. Hirwaunwastherefore 
also a producer of forge pig iron: Lloyd 1906parsim: RidenI993,11-22passim, Incel993,27-8, CbappeII19A23-7, Elsas1960, 
vil; Owen 1977; 19Q NJLW, Bute box 48, Castell Gorfod 62. This Tredegar Forge was at Bassaleg nm Newport close to Tre4egar 
House and should not (as has often happened) be confused with the later coke Ironworks, which gave rise to the town of Tredegar and is 
named after the house. The objective of Plymouth Furnace at Merthyr Tydfil is less clear, but It was able to supply pig iron in 1766 for 
CyfartUa Forge, before the furnace there was ready. Gross 2001,70 and passbn. The division of coke furnaces between the production 
of forge and foundry pig iron will be examined further in chapter 6. 
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Throughout this period, charcoal furnaces continued in use. Some of them. such as Hales, Aston and 
Char1cot were however from the late 1750s not bought into blast every year. 94 A few furnaces had closed in 
the 1730s, including St. Weonards and Guns Mill (both users of the Forest of Dean ores), but a great many 
remained in use until 1770,1780, or even later. In the Midlands, Grange Furnace probably closed in 1772, 
Hales Furnace also closed in 1772, Charlcot in about 1780, Aston in 1784, Bouldon in 1797, and Bringewood 
probably not until after 1800. " In Derbyshire the transition to coke took place in the course of a few years 
around 1780. In the Forest of Dean it only began after 1800, and in Furness the last charcoal furnace was not 
converted to coke until about 1920.96 By 1788 most of the Ndland furnaces using ironstone from the 
coalfields had closed, leaving those using haematite ores still operating. It would seem that from the 1750s 
coldshort bar iron (for purposes such as nailmaldng) could as easily be made from coke pigs as charcoal ones 
and more cheaply. Accordingly, charcoal pig was priced out by cheaper coke pig, and the charcoal furnaces 
in the coalfields began to be replaced by coke ones. This process freed up charcoal supplies for use in forges, 
enabling them to increase their output. However the transition took as much as 20-30 years in many regions. 
Conclusion 
The production of pig iron using coke instead of charcoal was successfully introduced at Coalbrookdale in the 
1690s, and was taken up again by Abraham Darby I in 1709. Pig iron produced with coke was used almost 
exclusively for producing cast iron goods, for which (due to its silicon content) it was particularly suitable. 
However, as Hyde and Mott noted, the quantity of fuel consumed in making coke pig iron was high in the 
1720s. In addition the output of the two coke furnaces at Coalbtookdale was much lower than their charcoal 
contemporaries. Both the fuel consumption and the output improved during the 1730s, shortly before the 
installation of a horse-powered pump. This suggests that the improvement had resulted from running the 
waterwheel faster, thus increasing the frequency of operation of the bellows and so also the blast, but that the 
water supply was inadequate to maintain this speed. The pump was used to return water to the upper furnace 
pool, so increasing the amount of water available. It therefore seems that the improvement at Coalbrookdale 
resulted directly from the increased blast. The Coal Brook is a relatively small one, and poor performance 
thus seems to be linked to the nature of the furnace site. This is not a problem that would necessarily have 
affected the few other coke furnaces that existed in the 1720s. 
On the other hand the Coalbrookdale Company had a profitable business, both in making pots (and other 
goods) out of cast iron and in supplying coke pig iron to the owners of other foundries. Because of its higher 
silicon content coke pig iron (sold as the raw material for bar iron) would tend to attract a lower price per ton 
from forge owners than charcoal pig iron, but that same silicon content made it more attractive to foundry 
owners, who were therefore prepared to pay a premium price for I Having, by increasing the blastý 
94. SW a1c; Ince 199 1 b, 85-90. 
95. Grange was advertised for sale in 1772: MsBham Gazette. 26 Oct. 1772. Halesý Charlcot and Aston: Inca 1991b, 21, SW a/c; 
BW a/c. The closure of Bringewood Furnace is probably related to the erection by James George of Knowbury Furnace on Titterstona 
Clee abow 1804, big the forge and tinplate works probably remained in use until about 18 15: Trinder 1996,96; Land tm Burrington. 
96. Hart 1971,95 103 177-8; Schubert 1957,366. 
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overcome the problem of poor yields from raw materials that had dogged the company in the 1720s, the 
company had brought their costs down to a level where it would almost have been profitable to sell pig iron to 
forges. However the Company had little incentive to do so, when foundries would pay them more than forges. 
Furthermore the company's experience with their own forge at Coalbrookdale was not encouraging. Attempts 
to make iron with coke pigs in the early 1720s were probably an economic failure, and the forge reverted to 
using charcoal pig iron. However the performance of the forge remained very poor, whatever pig iron it used, 
and it never did much more than barely cover its operating costs (if that), without making any contribution to 
the rent or managers' salaries. After 1728 the forge again used coke pig iron, together with sculls and other 
scrap, but its total output was under 20 tons per year, probably making it the least productive forge in England. 
In this period the declining price of bar iron meant that its production was unprofitable, even if it only paid for 
its coke pig iron at its cost of production, not at its market price. The forge was thus run at a loss. Indeed the 
only benefit to the company from the forge in this period was that it provided a means of disposing of sculls 
and of supplying iron to their smith's shop (for maldng tools). This would not have encouraged others to buy 
coke pig iron for use in their forges. 
By the 1750s the economic position had changed very considerably. The iron industry was buoyant, bar iron 
prices were high, but pig iron was at times in short supply. Indeed Willey Furnace had reverted from using 
coke to charcoal, evidently to increase the supply of forge pig iron. " Fuel consumption in coke furnaces had 
continued to improve, and was considerably lower than in the 1730s. Accordingly the time was ripe for coke 
pig iron to be introduced as a new cheaper raw material for forges. Horsehay Furnace (built in 1754) was 
followed quickly by another there, and two mote at Ketley, all built by the same group of Quaker ironmasters. 
They were emulated by others who built lightmoor Furnace (also in Shropshire), Dowlais at Merthyr Tydfil. 
and Ifirwaun Furnace (also in south Wales). 91 Nevertheless it is probable they could have sold coke pig iron 
to forges in the 1730s and still made a profit. However, the greater profit available from supplying foundries 
and from maldng foundry products themselves did not encourage this. 
97. Angerstein's Diaty, 330. 
98. See note 93. 
The Production 
of the Iron Industry 
The last few chapters have described and analysed the technology and oTganisation of the iron industry. 7be 
discussion will now move in a quite different direction. The chapters that follow will be mainly concerned 
with estimating quantities, the amount of iron made in England and Wales annually, and the amounts 
imported, manufactured and consumed. The primary object of this chapter is thus to estimate how much iron 
was made in England and Wales. This mainly concerns production by the finery process, but earlier and later 
processes will also be considered. Nevertheless, as the finery process was the main one in use for most of the 
period 1500-1815, the means of estimation for it will be discussed first. Before the mid 17th century the 
relative dearth of source material means that a definitive answer probably cannot be obtained, but estimates can 
nevertheless be made. For the eighteenth century there are a series of contemporary statistics and estimates, 
principally in respect of the production of bar iron forges,, ' which (if reliable) and augmented by other sources 
provide a basis for estimating output at other date&. On the other hand, for the nineteenth century (and after) 
contemporary statistics largely concern pig iron production, and as a result information on bar iron production 
is less readily available. 2 There are two fundamental premises to this calculation, firstly that the lists are 
reliable, and secondly that the output of each forge was reasonably steady from year to year. I'liese together 
with the nature of the sources will be examined in the next section. After that a new estimate of English bar 
iron production will be presented, and finally this estimate will be used to examine the output of blast furnaces. 
However before any of this, previous research into the subject must be described. 
It used to be thought that iron production declined during the latter part of the charcoal period, which was 
explained to be the result of charcoal supplies being exhausted43 but IVLW. Flinn argued this to be a fallacy, 
resulting from reliance on an grossly excessive estimate of the numbers of ironworks made in 1612 by Simon 
Sturtevam4 Indeed the whole concept of exhaustion is in a sense misconceived in that charcoal, unlike 
mineral coal is a renewable resource. Nevertheless certain textbooks on the Industrial Revolution are still 
inclined to give the impression that the charcoal iron industry fled to remote parts of the country in search of 
fuel. -' Flinn's conclusions were confirmed by G. Hammerslcy, CK. Hyde, and P. Riden, who, on the basis 
1. Published Hulme 1928 and again VJng 1996b; 1788: Mushet 1840,44; Science Museum Elb, Weale mss, 371/1, f. 98. 
2. Riden & Owen 1995. 
3. Evans 1994, Riden & Owen 1995,7d-xiiL 
4. FIhm 1958,1959b, cf. King 1996b. 
5. E. g. Deane 1981.107. These supposedly remote furnaces were In fact located where redmine, the haematite iron ore from Furness 
could be landed Erom ships and pig iron sent In them. Also Clow 1956. 
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of additional information, have produced different estimates. 6 Ilese estimates, together with my new ones, 
are included in figures 6.12 to 6.14. 
This whole line of scholarship has however been concerned with the production of pig iron in furnaces, rather 
than of bar iron in forges. It has all depended on counting the numbers of blast furnaces and multiplying the 
answer by an average annual production. , 
Ffinn took his numbers from an appendix in H. R. Schuberes History.. 
Subsequently, - considerabIc-effort has been put into refining those numbers by each of the revisers of Flinn's 
work, culminating in P. Riden's Gazetteer, a valuable compilation largely from published sources! This was 
the basis of Riden's latest computation of production, which broke new ground in analysing production 
regionally, but for the 18th century largely confirmed his 1977 conclusions. $ Tle difficulty with this 
approach ties in the need to make a choice of multiplier (of annual output). My new approach avoids that 
difficulty. Indeed it allows the annual output to be estimated objectively from bar iron production. 
Sources and methodology 
The 18th century lists 
'Me fullest source on the output of the 18th century iron industry is a series of contemporary lists, most of 
which I have discussed in great detail elsewhere. There are two such lists of furnaces and five of forges, all 
from before the 1790s. 9 Both the accuracy and completeness of these 18th century lists have been questioned 
in the past. They (or most of them) have been alleged to be tendentious, because they were produced to 
support political arguments, but they have nevertheless regularly been quoted by historians, 10 because they 
are all that exists. It is certainly true that much political rhetoric is essentially tendentious, expressing its 
cxponent's worst fears, and is often supported by exaggerations. However, the lists represent careful 
compilations, made by those with knowledge of the facts. They contain figures whose accuracy can be 
demonstrated using independent evidence, though occasional errors can be found. 11 Accordingly, they can 
be treated as generally reliable. 
T'he first furnace list exists in two slightly different versions dateable to c. 1710 and c. 1716, and the latter also 
lists forges. In each case the list gives the name of the ironworks and its average output, what it made 'one 
year with anothce. The c. 1716 version comes from a private source in the Weald, and there is no reason to 
6. Hammersley 1973; Hyde 1977,20-22 217-220; Hyde thesis, app. E (a summary of furnace production shown by accounts); Riden 
1977; 1994. The issue was also addressed, but only for the period after 1750 by R. S. W. Davies and S. Pollard, who (as part of their 
study of capital formation) produced considerably higher figures, due to the use of their reliance on the 1788 ironworks list for average 
output. As will appear below 1788 was an atypical year Davies & Pollard 1988,74-80. 
7. As preceding note; Riden 1993. 
8. Riden 1994. 
9. King 1996b. 
10. E. g. Deane 1981,107; Pawson 1979,113-5; Coleman 1977,165-6, Holderness 1971,95-9. 
11. King 1996b. 
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believe it to be tendentious. It appears generally to be accurate, though it is possible that its compiler, 
William Rea of Monmouth lacked familiarity with the iron industry in Yorkshire. However modem 
commentators have suggested that it suffers from many omissions. The allegation of incompleteness was first 
raised by D. Mushet, but the basis of his complaint may largely be the corrupt text of the c. 17 10 list of blast 
furnaces that reached him. This corruption is amply demonstrated when that list is compared with the c. 1716 
liSt. 12 T. S. Ashton, who knew, only compilations made by D, Mushet and H. Scrivenor from the c. 1710 list, 
- suggested other omissions, '"9t More recentli' did CK. Hyde. " The'tompraint arose partly from - the- 
considerable differences between the list and the next one, which dates from under five years later, and partly 
from modem authors thinking they knew what ironworks existed at the time. However I was able in a 1996 
article to consider all the alleged errors individually and to show that virtually all the complaints were due to 
the ignorance of the modem commentators, not that of the compiler. 14 
The next three lists (relating to forges only) come from pamphlets connected with lobbying Parliament for 
legislation concerning the iron industry in the British colonies in America. As such, they are claimed to be 
tendentious, and hence unreliable. However the compilers of the second and third lists, dateable to c. 1718 
(perhaps) and 1735 can be identified as including the same William Rea, and also Edward Knight and 
Abraham Spooner, partners in ironworks in the Stour valley in north Worcestershire and elsewhere. Both men 
gave evidence to the House of Commons on oath based on the totals in the pamphlet, The interest of Britain .... 
which is referred to as the 'printed case of the iron trade'. These were men at the heart of the industry, and 
were likely to be well-informed as to the amount being producedL They were not probably connected with the 
production of the fourth list, dated 1749 (traditionally 1750), but its compilers included well-known 
ironmasters, such as John Cockshutt of Wortley Forge in Yorkshire, and also the Reverend Thomas Knight, 
Edward's brother but not himself an irorunaster. 's Furthermore evidence corroborating some of the figures in 
the various lists can be found in contemporary ironworks accounts, an unimpeachable source. Nevertheless 
errors can occasionally be found. For example, the figure given for Attercliffe in 1718 is actually the total for 
AtteTcliffe, Wadsley, and Roche Abbey Forges, but the outputs of the latter two also appear. 16 
The totals in the c. 1716 and 1735 lists are similar though the details are different. The 1718 and 1749 totals are 
both considerably higher than the other two. The high 1718 figure was no doubt due to the embargo placed on 
Swedish trade, which stimulated the erection of new ironworks. This embargo was identified by T. S. Ashton 
as a significant event, but, writing before the c. 1716 list emerged, he is not to be blamed for not identifying 
this expansion. 17 Unfortunately very few accounts are available coveting the embargo period itself. 
Nevertheless, a suspicion must remain that the 1718 list may give the record output of each forge, rather than 
12. See King 1996b, Table 1. 
13. Ashton 1924,235; Hyde 1974,214-15. 
14. King 1996b. 
15. King 1996b. 
16. Wd., 33. The output is taken from SIR Y a/c. This probably results from a misunderstanding between the compuer and one of the 
partners in these wor" who was presumably his informant. 
17. Ashton 1924,110-2. 
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its average, which is the basis of the other lists. For example, both Monmouth and Lydbrook Forges had in 
1735 recently achieved their 1718 figure. Alternatively, the highest figures may relate to a relatively short 
period during and immediately after the embargo, after which output reverted to the more normal levels shown 
by the c. 1716 and 1735 lists, and that is the view that has been taken in the calculations presented below. I 
criticised the 1749 list in my 1996 discussion of the lists, as being a rapid compilation that was too reliant on 
the 1718 list. " However closer examination of these lists together (see appendix 4) indicates that there are 
new figures for many areas of the country, andthat"only in Eldnbighshfre arid-'Carmarthenshire-ate all the 
statistics the same, while the Weald was explicitly not surveyed. This suggests that the 1749 list may also be 
regarded as reHable. 
Very much less is known of the origin of the fifth set of estimates of output, which bear the date 1788, and 
wen publisMd. by D. Mushet (for forges) and H. Scrivenor (for furnaces). The ironworks are not named, but 
the list& give the number in each county. Ile forge list calculated the output by multiplying the number of 
fineries by their 'supposed annual outpuf. 19 The numbers of fineries seem to be closely related to those in a 
list in the Boulton and Watt Collection, described as 'copied from the papers of William Wilkinson!. The 
latter, besides giving the numbers of furnaces, slitting mills, and so forth (with their dates of erection, if 
recent), lists each forge with the numbers of its fbieries, chaferies, melting fineries, and balling furnaces. 
Though the list bears the date 1794, it contains a number of anachronisms, in such matters as the proprietors' 
names. These include describing the Duke of Lceds as landlord of Seamer Forge (York&. ), though he had sold 
it to Joseph Dennison in April 1790? D However these anachronisms disappear, if it was initially compiled 
about 1790, and only partly revised subsequently. Ironworks built after 1790 invariably appear at the end of 
each page, 21 thus enabling the original 1790 list to be reconstructed. Such a list was printed by H. Scrivcnor 
(but for furnaces only) with the date May 1790Y P. Riden found other anachronisms in the titles of peers that 
also point to about 1790.23 Nevertheless the absence of Cardiff Forge and of any plant that was in use at 
Prescott Forge are more likely to refer to 1794 than 1790.24 P. Riden has suggested the 1788 list was, prepared 
a few years earlier than that in connection with the Irish Proposals of 1784 or the French commercial treaty of 
1786Y However the coincidence of finery numbers between these two lists would suggest that it was 
compiled about 1790 using the latest annual production figures available, those for 1788.26 This might 
18. King 1996b, 38; Foley a/c. 
19. MushetI840,44; Scrivenorlg4l, 86-87; 1854edn, 87-88; both Wst in manuscript in Science Museum Llb, MS. 371/1, f. 88-91. 
20. East Riding of Yorks. A. 0, DDLo 8(b). contract for sale; deeds registry, CV575/863 to CV585/871; P. Ridenpers. comm. 
21. Birmingham Archives, B&W. MEV5/10; also discussed in Riden &Owen 1995, ix-)d. The same Boulton and Watt booklet 
contains estimates of furnace output for 1791, based in the case of coke ftimaces on their weekly output, which may not adequately allow 
for periods out of blast. 
22. Scrivenor 1841,359-6 1. In this version some (but not all) of the 1790 furnaces of the Boulton and Watt version appear. It is 
therefore a slightly revised version of the postulated original. There am some differences In dates and owners, notably Pentyrch (listed In 
1794 as having 0 coke furnaces) is recorded as having one charcoal ftwnace; Alderwasicy CAtherslee) appears in 1790 as I coke furnace, 
but is omitted in 1794; and Davey CAberdovey') appears in 1790, but asQ'[Queryl in 1794. 
23. Pers. comm, based on his thesis (which I have been unable to see). 
24. N. LW, Bute box 48; as to Prescott see appendix 5. 
25. Riden 1977,446-7. 
26. Furthermore both lists deal with counties (or groups of counties) in the same order, including grouping the disparate Derbyshire, 
Nottinghamshire, Warwickshire, and Herefordshire together. 
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indicate that the figures were prepared with a view to making representations to the government concerning the 
negotiations (then in progress) that led to the Anglo-Russian commercial treaty of 1791r 
The booklet containing the 1790/94 survey also contains a list of 'charcoal blast furnaces which have declined 
blowing since 1750 owing either to want of wood or the introduction of making coak iron' and also a list of 
abandoned coke furnaces. Both of these have been used by P. Ridcn in writing his gazetteers of fUMaces. 28 
The inclusion of this material suggests that the compilers made inquiries as to what other furnaces had existed, 
in order to ensure that their compilation was complete. and thus adds to the authority of the list. However, 
despite its title, this probably should not be taken as evidence that those furnaces were necessarily in use in or 
after 1750, as several of its closed charcoal works had almost certainly closed considerably earlier. 7bis 
includes Hartshorne ('Hawthorne), which was closed by 1712, and Monkswood, which has no known history 
later than the early 17th century. 29 
Statistical surveys of the iron industry after this turn from bar iron output to pig iron production, and there are 
fists of furnaces, mostly with output figures, dated 1796,1805,1810, and later, which have been discussed 
by C. Evans and by P. Riden and J. G. Owem" However there are no further known figures on bar iron 
production until far into the 19th centuryý' The 1796 and 1806 lists were prepared in connection with 
opposition by the iron trade to the proposed imposition of an excise duty on the production of pig iron. In each 
case there is evidence that detailed enquiries were made as to the output of each furnace, and that most 
proprietors supplied information as to their output. However in the case of the 1806 list it is possible that the 
two elements of the data, the output and the number of furnaces in blast may not be synchronised, the former 
being for the previous year and the latter for the survey date. This is suggested by the apparently very high 
output per furnace at Ebbw Vale and Abernant (3664 and 4376 tons respectively) where in each case one of the 
two furnaces is shown as out of blasL32 Research for the 1810 list was evidently also thorough, but it only 
gives the numbers of furnaces in and out of blast. 33 There is a list of furnaces in south Wales for 1812 giving 
the number of furnaces and their weekly output, as does another for most furnaces in the Midlands for 1815.34 
A further survey made in the 1830s reports the number of furnaces and their outputs in 1823 and 1830 and the 
date& of erection of additional ones in the intervening period. A separate survey made in 1825 gives weekly 
27. Ehrman 1962,192-135, if. PYLO, BT 6t231-3. The Russian treaty was under negotiation from 1786 and considerable data on 
Anglo-Russian trade was obtained both from English customs accounts and (probably by the Russia Company) ftom a Russian one. As 
Russia was a major exporter of iron to Britain the conditions of trade with Russia would be of great interest to the British Iron trade. 
However no direct reference to this fist has been found in contemporary goverment papers. 
28. Riden 1992c; 1993. 
29. Riden 1992.25 89-90r, Monkswood. Rlden 1"3.25. Monkswood Furnace may possibly appear due to some contribution of Capet 
Hanbury to the 1750 debates on the Iron Bill, as being one that his fanffly had formerly nux cf. King 1996b. 34. Hartshorne: P. R. O. 
C 78/1030/2. 
30. Evans 1994; Riden &Owen 1"5, )d-xiii. 
3 1. Griffiths 1873,273-81286-7. Meade 1882. 
32. In the calculations presented below, the output per furnace has In these and some other cases been adjusted by increasing the number 
of furnaces in use, to as to give an av=Se more similar to that for the same Ironworks at other dates or others in the same area The 
figure for Ebbw Vale appears in its accounts: EV atc. 
33. Riden & Owen 1995, )d-7dil; Evans 1993. 
34. Atidwit & Baber 1987,9; Butler 1954, app. C. 
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and annual outputs. Ilese annual figures have often been calculated by multiplying weekly figures by 50 or 
52, which may not adequately allow for periods out of blast for repair. For the present purposes the 1823 
figures, being actual annual figures, have been preferred to the 1825 ones. 'Me exception is areas where no 
1823 figures are available, which applies to north Staffordshire, Dcnbighshire and a few furnaces 
elsewhere. " Similarly, little use has been made of the 1791 figures for coke furnaces (in the 179014 list 
booklet), which are also calculated from a weekly average. m 
Other Sources 
While the most important source for output data are the 18th century lists described above, data has also been 
obtained from a number of other souTces. Particularly important are, of course, surviving ironworks accounts. 
Where there are long runs of these, such as those of the Foleys around 1670 and from 1692 until (sometimes) 
1751.17 an average output has been collected for sample periods, intended to show the general trend in the 
output. Accounts also exist for Shifnal Furnace and Lizard Forge in the 1580s, for Hints and Oakamoor 
Forges in the 1590s, for ironworks on Cannock Chase in the 1570s and 1608, and for those of Urd Scudamore 
in southern Herefordshire around 1630.36 
The output of a forge can also be determined indirectly, from the quantities of taw materials bought for it. 
Ilis enables output to be estimated, by applying the yields collected by HammerSley. 39 T'he highest amount 
of pig iron supplied to the owner of a forge (according to a furnace account) must indicate the minimum pig 
iron consumption of that forge, and hence its output. For example, Richard Avenant of Shelsley Forge 
(Worcs. ) was contractually bound only to buy pig iron from his Forest partners, and George White of New 
Weir (Herefs. ) was buying 400 tons annually from them, suggesting it made 300 t. pa. bar iron. 40 In the 16th 
and 17th centuries when pig iron seems not to have been traded between ironmasters to a significant extent, 
furnace output can sometimes be estimated from forge output or vice versa. Furthermore it was not 
uncommon for the leases of ironworks to specify the quantity of the landlord's wood which the tenant would 
buy from him, or actual consumption of wood may be indicated by the vendor's estate accounts. Ilds, again 
can be converted to a minimum output estimate, using Hammersley's yield figureOl For example, the 
building lease for a furnace and forge at Blackpool in Pembrokeshire in 1636 provided for the landlord to 
supply 4000-5000 cords of wood, which suggests George Mynne was making 200 tons of bar iron and 425 
tons of pig iron, if a third of the latter was sent to his Whitland Forge, which presumably had a separate supply 
of wood. 42 Similarly John Thornton and John Crosse agreed to buy 3000 cords per year when they built Coity 
Furnace and Coychurch Forge in 1589, suggesting the production of 250 tons of pig iron and 175 tons of bar 
35. Riden & Owen 1995, xifl-)dv. 
36. Birmingham Archivm B&W, M TY5110. 
37. Schafer 1978; 1990*, Foley a/c. 
38. Wans M, Smith 1967; Welch 2WO; Taylor 1986; Van LAun 1979a: B. L, Add. msL 69895, MOM 
39. Hammersley 1973,604. 
40. King 1996b, 29-30. 
41. Hammersley 1973,604. 
4Z NJ-W, Slebech 441. 
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iron from it! ' Nevertheless, such supplies can only indicate a minimum output, since the ironmaster may 
also bought wood or pig iron from other sources. 
Ironworks operation 
As already mentioned, a fundamental premise to the calculation of forge production is that they worked fairly 
continuously, and that their output did not vary wildly from year to ypar. This isindeed what is oýSCrved 
where the -aceounts of ironworks survive for long periods. It certainlyapplies. to forgesnear Sheffield, in the 
Stour valley in north Worcestershire, and in the Forest of Dean for which there are long series of accounts in 
the late 17th and the 18th century (see figures 6.1-2). 77his is considered in more detail in appendix 4, where 
there is a detailed examination of the production statistics of a number of forges, showing them generally 
working every year and producing a fairly similar quantity each year. However the possibility of less 
continuous working at earlier dates cannot be ruled OuL 
There was an essential difference in the mode of operation between furnaces and forges. A blast furnace is a 
large structure that operates a continuous process. Once it has been blown in and has reached its operating 
temperature, it is kept at that temperature for many months until it has to be blown out and relinedL After the 
end of a blast, a furnace might be idle for anything from a few weeks to a few years. Indeed G. Hammersley 
entertained grave doubts as to whether a realistic average production figure for even a small group of furnaces 
could be obtaine&" ne essential difficulty of the estimation method used by Flirm, Riden and others Res in 
this choice of multiplievO This depends of identifying what an average blast furnace made in a year. Most 
authors have in some degree relied on the lists of c. 1716 and 1788 with some estimate of what happened at 
other dates (see figure 6.14). However the outputs are extremely vaflable, and I share Hammerslcy's doubts as 
to whether it is possible to identify a typical furnace. Furnaces were in blast continuously for campaigns that 
might last 25 weeks or 40 weeks and occasionally for more than a year at a time, but eventually the lining of 
the furnace wore out, or the stock of raw materials at the furnace was used up, or the water to drive the bellows 
was exhausted due to drought. Ile furnace then had to be blown out. Usually a furnace was brought back 
into blast in 8-12 weeks, but sometimes a year or even several years went by before a furnace was brought 
back into blast. It is probable that Linton and Elmbridge Furnaces near Newent were used alternately in the 
1680s, but when it was found Linton lost what Embridge gained in profit, Linton was closed. Similarly in 
the early 18th century Foxbrooke and Stavelcy Furnaces in Derbyshire were used alternately each for a few 
years at a time, Foxbrooke eventually being abandoned, while Gunsmill Furnace (in the Forest of Dean) was 
used about one year in threc. 46 Similarly in the 1750s Staveley stood for two years while Whaley Furnace was 
43. HM. C., De LIsle andDudley 1,29. 
44. Hammersley 1973,599. 
45. Fffim 1959; Riden 1977; 1994; Davies & Pollard 1988,76-9. 
46. Elrubridge and linton: Herefs. R. 0, E12fVVDDc/15. Foxbrooke and Staveley: Sheffield Archives, SpSt. 60474; cf. SpSt. 60472 
60475. Gunsmifl: Herefs. R. 0, El21VVDFf/1-13; E12tVYDGf/1-8; B. 1-C. Johnson's figures (1954 338) are incomplete. 
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in blaSL Also, from the mid 1740s HaIcs. Charleot, and Bringewood Furnaces were often only used in 
alternate years, though their output was often very high when they were in useý' This low usage of Staveley, 
Foxbrooke, and Gunsmill Furnaces, as has been shown elsewhere, is taken into account in the statement of 
average output in the list of c. 171VO In theory it would be baterto treat these as a half or third of a furnace, 
and to adjust their listed production accordingly, in order to prevent their low level of use distorting the 
average, but there is no means of estimating how many other furnaces were similarly not fully used, or even 
how long this underemployment continued. 
17he forge, on the other hand, operated a batch-based process. Enough pig iron to make a bar was melted and 
fined, and the resultant bloom was shingled, in preparation for forging it into a bar. Then the process was a 
begun again. This cycle would be repeated about 24 times each day at af Inery that produced 120 tons per year 
at 60 bars to the ton. It was a sIdUed process, but not one in which there were significant chanjes during two 
centuries and more of its use. 17here is therefore no reason in principle why the output of a finery should have 
been different in 1570 and 1770. If there was a difference at aff, it is likely to have been in the hours worked, 
something on which there is little evidence. Some forges in the Stour valley in north Worcestershire, for 
example, operateddoublehand! (that is day and night) by the mid 18th centuryý49 17his probably explains the 
considerable increase in the output of the forges at Mtton (near Stourport) between the 1736 and 1749 lists. 
However doubleband operation was probably only usual in that area, and this explains why the compiler of the 
1798 list attributed a greater output per finery to forges in that region than to most elsewhere. " 
As explained in chapter 3. the forge was the second stage in bar iron production by the indirect process. Iron 
tapped from the furnace was cast into pigs (and sows). 7bese could be (and by the mid 17th century often 
were) transported over considerable distances from the furnace to the forge. Metal could be stored in this form 
for a considerable time. By building up a stockpile (literally) of pig iron, a forge could be kept going while 
the furnace was out of blast. 11us at Lydney the forge operated continuously from Christmas 1697 to 
Midsummer 1699 using 210 tons of pig iron each year, but the furnace seems only to have worked between 
about September 1698 and 6 May following, in which time it made 616 tonsP Similarly Willey pig was still 0 
being used at Lower Mitton and Cookley Forges of Edward Knight & Co. as late as 1737, though Richard 
Knight had ceased to be a partner in Willey Furnace in 1733. In that year it was let to two of the 
Coalbrookdale partners, who made foundry pig iron there with coke. 12 Furthermore by the mid 17th century 
there was a market in pig iron, which enabled a forge owner to buy in extra pig iron if he failed to make 
enough while his furnace was in blast. This may explain purchases for forges of the odd 10 or 20 tons, 
recorded in the accounts of the Foley Forest Works. " 
47. Staveley and Whaley, Sheffield Archives. SUM6-29. Hales, Charicot, and Bringewood: lace 1991.79-80 85-90. 
48. King 1996b, 29. 
49. Hyde 1973,39-Q, cf. Schubert 1957,429. 
50. Mushet I=. 44. 
51. Clos. R. 0, D. 421/E4. 
52. SWaIc; Herefs. RD., T741431, Willeyale: Trinder 1973,28-9 (where some dams are erroneous); 2000,4455. 
53. Foley a/c. 
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The finery in a forge consisted of a hearth tended by one finer with an assistant. This was a relatively simple 
structure, containing less than I c%1. of iron and the fuel to melt it. It very probably cooled sufficiently 
overnight (or perhaps over the weekend) for repairs to be carried out on the next working day, if (for example) 
the iron plates lining it burnt through. As long as pig iron and charcoal were available, there was little point in 
not having the forge in full production: the finers and hammermen were paid on a piece Tate, and had to be 
paid'play wages! if kept idle, which was pure cost without any benefit to thq ironmastcrý4 Summer stoppages 
®r wad-bf water maý-have'been a relativelyý regular occuircnce for some, Wt this ýi6uid bý reflected'i6 the 
annual average. Production could accordingly only be cut by closing the forge temporarily and sacking the 
workforce, or by closing a finery. Instances of temporary closure are known, but arc most commonly due to 
the expiry of a lease or the ironmaster's bankruptqyý' 
Bar iron production 
Before detailed consideration can be given to the output of finery forges in the iron-producing areas in the 
North and West that produced most British iron from the 17th century, two other subjects must be examined. 
The first of these is the production of iron in bloomeries, both by the older purely manual means and then in 
water-powered bloomery forges. The second is the output of iron from finery forges in the Weald. 77hat 
region was where the indirect process was first introduced to Britain and the iron industry first grew, being 
particularly important in the 16th and early 17th centuries. However it declined into insignificance as a 
producer of bar iron subsequently, unlike other areas of England. Furthermore the best statistical sources, 
dating from 1548,1574 and the mid 17th century, " though only lists of names, are different from those for 
the rest of the countryý' This makes it more satisfactory to treat the Weald separately from the rest of the 
country. In each of these cases, the data available is insufficient for an estimate to be made by any more 
complex means flm the plain multiplication of the number of forges by an average outputý but they both need 
to be examined in order to place finery production elsewhere in its context. After that finery production will 
be estimated by a more sophisticated means, and finally bar iron made by coke-bascd processes in the early 
stages of the Industrial Revolution, will be examined. Unfortunately, data is scarce for these coke processes 
after about 1790, though much is known of blast furnace outpuL Consequently, estimates for that period will 
be based on pig iron production, and will be little advance on previous ones. Rapid growth is characteristic of 
54. Cf. Gross 2000,179. 
55. For example, Charles Lloyd of Dolobran Forge (Monts. ) and Thomas Jukes (the owner of Strangworth and Peterchurch Forges, 
Herefs. ) became bankrupt, but the tirst two forges later reopened. Redditch and Oakamoor Forges closed and were converted to other 
uses. Pleasley, Bromley, and Cannock Forges were all closed temporaffly or permanently as a result of policy decisions by ironmasters 
King 1996b, app. C. Wadsley Forge (near Sheffield) was closed from 1,727 to 1730 and then bad only one of its two fincries in use until 
1747. The closure coincides with a reorganisation of the capital of the firm: SIR Y a/c; King, North. On the other hand, Cradley Forge 
was idle in 1692 and Hubbals Mill (near Bridgnorth) was probably not fully used in Its final years between 1669 and 1672: Foley a/c. 
56. Cleere & Crossley 1995,117, citing HM. C. Salisbury xiii, 19; Cattell 1979; Lower 1866; Parsons 1992; Catteli 1973,192-3; 
Cleere &Crossley 1995,187-8. 
57. King 1996b. 
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many newly introduced proccsses, but an incomplete picture is provided unless the new is considered in 
conjunction with what it replacedL58 Accordingly, figures for all processes are needed to provide a complete 
estimate of A bar iron production. Figures for that will be needed for the estimates of iron consumption, 
which will be made in chapter 8. 
Bloomety Forges 
Before the introduction of the indirect process-of smelting using a blast furnace and finery forge, iron wava 
made by direct reduction: iron ore was heated with charcoal to a temperature at which the slag (but not the 
iron) would melt. The slag therefore ran out of the ore, while carbon monoxide penetrated it and reduced the 
iron oxide to iron. This left a spongy mass of iron, known as a bloom, which then was then forged into a bar. 
This process (in various forms) is as old as iron-smelting itselV9 Until about the 14th century, the process 
was a purely manual one, the bellows and hammers being operated by human power. Schubert traced 150 
manual bloomeries operating in the late 14th century and suggested the whole number might be 350.10 
Accounts for a bloomery at Tudeley in Kent survive for the early 1330s and early 1350s and indicate that a 
mere 3-4 tons of blooms were made each year. 61 This suggests that 1000-1400 tons of iron blooms were 
made in Great Britain in this period. " 
From about that time (as described in chapter 3), water-power began to be UsW3 It is not wholly clear 
whether this was applied first to the bellows or the hammer or even whether this varied from ironworks to 
ironworks: at Rockley Smithies excavation indicated the presence of two bloom hearths and one string hearth 
(used for reheating) each with a water wheel, but no wheel near the anvil base, suggesting that the hammers 
relied upon manpower only. However later smithies, commonly had liammcrinUls. For example a second 
bloomsmithy and a harnmermill were added to the bloomeTy at Rievaulx in 1540.64 A few other examples 
have been excavated archacologically, but often the remains have been found to be too ephemeral to enable 
conclusions as to the machinery in useP 
58. The failure to consider declining industries as well as rising onm as described In chapter 2, led older economic historians, such as 
Deane & Cole (1963) to believe that growth in the Industrial Revolution was much more rapid than is now believa 
59. See chapter 3; Tylecote 1992, ch. 5-7 passim. 
60. Schubert 1957,108-9. 
61. There is adifficulty concerning the output ofbloomeries In that production was commonly measured In blooms. ofuncertainand 
probably variable weighL Blooms from Kyrkeknott (see below) weighed 195 1b, but some at Tudeley In Kent in 1323 only 32% 1b. In 
each case a bloom was probably a day's production from the bloom hearth. Schubert (1957.140) estimated blooms to have been 30-32A 
1b. Applying 32A 1b. to the number of blooms produced at Tudeley (and allowing for different lengths of accounting periods) gives an 
output of3.16 t. p. a. for 1330-4 and 4.11 t. p. a. for 1350-2. The price ofa bloom had approximately doubled in the Intervening period from 
20d. to3s. 4d. This might reflect an increase in the size ofa bloom, but more probably due to inflation resulting from adearth of labour 
in the aftermath of the Black Death: cf. Hodgkinsoa&Whittickl998,14-17. The f1gures quoted, which are higher than 2K fp. a. 
suggested by Schubert (1957,109 139-40) are calculated from the accounts (Hodgkinson & Whittick 1998,22-38). 
62. Schubert (1957,109) suggested 900 tonsý but this is based on his lower multiplier of2A tons per forge. Bloomeries generally are 
discussed more fully in Mott 1961; Schubert 1957, ch. viii-ix; Tylecotcl992,75-76. 
63. Schubert 1957,133-14 1. 
64. Crossley & Ashurst 1968; Schubert 1948.148. 
65. Other excavated bloomery forges, dating from the 14th to early 18th centuries Include Chingley (Crossley 1975c, 2 6-16), 
Kyrkeknott (or Byrkeknott) (Tylecote 1960), Muncaster Head (Tylecote & Cherry 1970). Boume Pool at Aldridge (Gould 1969), and 
Stony Hazel (Davies-Shiel 1969 and pers. comm. from him and David Cranstone). There is unfortunately still no final report on the 
excavation of Stony Hazel, which the original excavator has misinterpreted as a finery forge, apparently on the flimsy basis that there was 
a'pig-hole' for feeding the pig into the hearth finery hearth through the outer wall. However he also found a bin containing iron ore, 
which a finery would not have had. Its interpretation as a bloomery forge is supported by documentary evidence: LanCLR. 0, DDAr 
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These powered bloomeries, were known as bloomsmithies (or simply as smithies), and also as iron mills and as 
forges. In my previous research I was not particularly looking for such bloomeries, but noted them if I came 
across them, particularly if they immediately preceded blast furnaces or finery forges, or they operated in the 
16th century or later. These smithies were concentrated in and around orefields, with (typically) one in each 
manor, where ore was available, \ as the densest distribution. However the very existence of many such 
bloomeries is gdnietirn6s only known from a §ingle document, ýs6that their duration is-often'unknown. 
Archaeological evidence suggests that a smithy at Chingley in Kent was operating in the early 14th centuryý6 
but many are first known from references in the 15th or 16th centuries, by which time they may well have been 
quite old. This particularly applies to some on monastic estates, which arc first known from Ministers' 
Accounts after the DissolutionP Tle existence of some can only be inferred from place-names, which are of 
course generally undated, but a'Smithy Field'may take its name from having been next to a bloomsmithy or to 
a mere village blacksmith's shop. Nor is it always clear whether a particular bloomery was powered or not, 
but this is important for Tudeley (probably an unpowered operation) made 3-4 tons of blooms a year, while 25 
t. p. a. was made at Kyrkeknott (or Byrkeknott) in Durham. Accounts also survive for a few 16th century 
smithies. Most seem to have made 25-30 tons of iron per year. One at Rievaulx made 45 tons in 1545, but 
that was from two bloomhearths, and this may also explain the output of 41.6 tons from a smithy at Treeton. 
Allowing for some intermittent working, 25 tons may perhaps be adopted as an average to use as a multiplier 
for the number of smithies. 61 
While the (powered) smithy was much more productive than the older manual forges, whether fixed or 
itinerant, it appears that the older method. -,did not wholly disappear. Powered bloomery forges are virtually 
unknown in the Forest of Dean, though this was a major iron making region in medieval timesP Indeed 
ironmaking has been so widespread, and has taken place over so long a period, that bloomery cinders are a 
normal soil constituent there. 70 Nevertheless until the establishment of the King' Ironworks therein the 1610s, 
iron must normally have been made in manual bloomeries. Production was in the hands of a community of 
industrial workers, including the Free Miners of the Forest, operating under customary miners' laws. 
Amongst other things, these provided remedies for 'smith holders! against absconding any 'smithman' at 
Caerleon, Newport, Berkeley, Monmouth, and Trellech, which presumably also had similar forgeOl in 
the mid 13th century there were 25-30 forges on crown land in the Forest, rising to 60 in 1282, but only 45 a 
135-183, passim. 
66. Crossley 1975c, 2 6-16. 
67. P. R. 0, SC 6, various; 
68. Schubert 1957,148 346; Crumpe 1950, Awty 1960; lApsley 1899. Kyrkeknott (now thought to be the correct spelling) was 
excavated by Tylecote(1960) and is discussed in Schubert 1957,140; Mott 1961; Mott& Wilkinson; and Drury 1992. For Tudeley see 
Hodgkinson & Whittick 1998; Guiseppe 1913; Schubert 1957,117 124ff, CIcere & Crossley 1995,92-103 passim. 
69. Hart 1971,3-8; Cohen 1953,163-7; Hart 1966.46-969-70 73-4; Bazeley 1910,265-8. The mid 13thcentury'great forge of the 
Ving! worth E50 per year and belonging to [St. Briavels] Castle is more likely to have been a powered bloomery than an early blast furnace 
(as recently suggested): mentioned Hart 1966,47; Cohen 1953,165-6; discussed Hart 1973,3; V. C`J1. Glos. v, 265-6; Craddock 1997. 
70. Ian Standing, pers. comm. 
7 1. Hart 1953,18-2134-43 etc. The miners! laws and privileges were thought In the 17th century to have been'granted time out of mind 
(i. e. in or before 1189] and in the time of... King Edward': ibid., 37. 
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few years later and 33 in 1436.72 If these had a similar output to Tudeley, medieval production was probably 
never much more than 200 t. p. a. and more like 120-130 t. p. a. in the 15th. However this is probably an 
underestimate of regional output, as some allowance must also be made for forges on private landL T'here is 
anecdotal evidence that iron was still made in the Forest of Dean around 1540, as the smiths guild of Coventry 
prohibited its members from shoeing horses with 'forest shoes or forest nails', and Leland reported 'divers 
forges ... to make iron'. but nothing by which its extent can be quantified. 73 However with the arrival of the 
indirect process in the Elizabethan period, production by older means may have declined, so that in relation to 
a recent bargain for certain coppices Sir Edward Wintour could assert in 1611 that they had yielded no revenue 
for 25 years. 74 In the 1630s when substantially the whole of the wood of the Forest was devoted to iron 
making, " it is estimated below that some 400 tons of iron were made there. Ibis is probably almost double 
medieval production. 
Elsewhere powered bloornery forges are likely to have predominated by the 15th century, but continuity of 
operation over long periods cannot be assumed. Thus the forge at Gibside, built in 1545, was only the subject 
of quite a short lease, and that at Kyrkeknott in the 15th century may also only have enjoyed a short working 
life. 76 Nevertheless in the most productive areas such as southwest Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire. 
and cast Shropshire, it is not unlikely that forges did work relatively continuously year by year over long 
periods, particularly by the 16th century. If so, their output may be estimated by multiplying the number of 
them by an average output figure. Since the technology was much the same, there is no reason why outputs 
known from the early 15th century and from Furness in the 17th should not be combined to produce a single 
average. For Teasons given above, this is 25 tons per year. All bloomery forges which I have discovered are 
listed in appendix 9, with their dates where known, including some probable ones without known dates. 
The results of this computation appear in table 6.1 and figure 63, in each case with certain adjustments 
(described below). This indicates that the Black Country, the Northwest of the Midlands, and North were by 
far the most important regions, but the amounts made were minute compared with those achieved even in the 
earliest phase of the indirect process that succeeded iL The Weald appears as a relatively modest producer, in 
marked contrast with its great importance in the Elizabethan period. Other notable absentees are the West 
region (principally the Forest of Dean) and South Wales. The later's absence is not wholly improbable, for 
the forge established in Clun Park near 11antrisant in 1531 seems to have been a novelty there. 77 As already 
mentioned, the Forest may well have produced 200 tons in manual forges, and a further quantity should be 
added for manual bloomeries elsewhere. I have estimated this as declining from 1000 tons in 1350 to 200 tons 
in 1450 and then to a steady 50 tons each year from 1475 to until 1565. A further addition is necessary to take 
72. Hart 1966,47 66. 
73. Hart 1971,7: Court 1938,52. 
74. Han 1995,5-6. 
75. Schubert 1953. Hart 1971,11-50passýn. 
76. Durhm R. 0, DISt/D5/l/65, Drury 1994 23. 
77. Schubert 1957,146-148, Riden & Via&, Ilitatrimf. 
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1370 200 810 1010 
1380 - - - - -- - - 200 715 915 
1390 - - - - -- - - 200 620 820 
1400 - - - - -- - - 200 525 726 
1410 50 - 50 - -- - 100 200 455 756 
1420 75 - 50 - -- - 125 200 385 710 
1430 75 25 25 - -- - 125 200 315 640 
1440 75 50 25 - - 50 - 200 200 245 645 
1450 75 50 25 - - 50 - 200 200 175 575 
1460 75 50 75 - - 75 - 275 200 200 676 
1470 75 75 75 - - 75 - 300 200 225 725 
1480 100 100 100 - - 100 - 400 200 250 850 
1490 125 100 100 - - 100 - 425 200 275 900 
1500 100 100 100 - - 75 - 375 200 300 875 
1510 175 125 150 - - 125 - 576 200 325 1100 
1520 175 125 150 25 - 125 25 625 225 350 1200 
1530 175 150 150 25 - 200 25 725 225 350 1300 
1540 175 225 300 100 - 75 25 900 225 50 1175 
1550 300 250 350 100 25 - 25 1050 225 50 1325 
1560 350 300 350 100 25 - 25 1160 225 50 1425 
1570 275 225 275 25 25 - 25 850 225 - 1075 
1580 325 150 300 25 -- - 800 200 - 1000 
1590 200 175 250 25 -- - 650 200 - 850 
1600 50 75 175 25 -- - 326 200 - 525 
1610 25 50 150 50 -- - 275 200 - 475 
1620 - 50 125 125 -- 300 - - 300 
1630 - 75 125 150 -- - 360 - - 350 
1640 - 50 75 250 - - 376 - - 375 
1650 - 50 50 200 - - 300 - - 300 
1660 - 25 50 250 - - 325 - 325 
1670 - 25 50 200 - - 275 - 275 
1680 - - 50 225 - - 275 - 275 
1690 - - 50 275 - - 325 - 326 
1700 - - - 250 - - 250 - 250 
1710 - - - 275 - - 275 - 275 
1720 - - - 75 - - 75 75 
1730 - - - 25 - - 25 25 
1740 - - - 25 - - 26 25 
1750 - - - 25 - - 26 26 
1760 - - - 25 - - 25 26 
1770 - - - - - - 0 0 
Other additions consist of production in monastic forges before the dissolution of the 
monasteries and in manual bloomeries other than in the Forest of Dean. 
The Forest of Dean addition is an estimate of production in manual bloomeries there. 
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account of the large number of monastic forges, which are first known from Ministers' Accounts immediately 
after the dissolution of the monasteries. This has been made on the basis that their number steadily grew from 
nothing about 1400, to 300 tons in 1540. 
This estimate is probably the best that can be obtained, but it is far from satisfactory. 11cre is little provision 
for smithies with a second bloom heaTth, ý,. no provision, is made for known (or suspected) bloomeTies with no 
known datcý; and the reported growthin'the output of'the Wcardald industry from 100 to 500 tpa. is-not 
reflected in the estimate. Furthermore, the estimated decline of the use of manual bloomcries is little more 
than speculation. Moreover, (unlike the cases of furnaces and forges) it is probable the list is incomplete. 
Even where their existence is certain, there is often uncertainty about their dates, many estimated dates 
appearing in appendix 9 (labelled'say). This suggests a maximum of total output (about 1560) that was about 
1200 tons. This may be compared with the output of 900 tons (suggested by H. R. Schubert) or 1000 or 1400 
tons (suggested above) for the early 14th century before water-power began to be used (or widely used). 78 On 
the other hand, the works listed in appendix 9 may include a few that were unpowered or even the odd one that 
was a mere blacksmith's shop. Furthermore it is possible that the introduction of the harnmermill increased 
output as well as saving labour, but no allowance has been made for this. However, iron consumption was 
considerably larger than output, since the estimated output does not take into account that substantial amounts 
of iron were being imported in the 15th century, compared with modest amounts in the early 14th. 79 The low 
level of these figures cmphasises how revolutionary was the introduction of the indirect method of producing 
iron using a furnace and forge. An obvious feature of figure 6.3 is the decline in bloomery output in the late 
16th century, which is the result of the conversion of bloomery forges to finery forges, particularly in the 
Midlands and North. However, bloomeTies continued in use until the 18th century in the Northwest. 
The Weald 
Information on the iron industry of the Weald is considerably better, since a great deal of detailed research as 
been undertaken into it, which has been published in F. Straker's Wealden Iron (193 1) and more recently in H. 
Cleere and D. W. Crossley's Iron Industry of the Weald (1982 and 1995), the second edition having a 
supplement containing the results of later Tesearch. 80 I have only undertaken limited additional research, 
principally concerning the ownership and dates of operation of forges in the 18th century. " 77hough 
published work already makes much use of the records of the central law courts, particularly Chancery, it is 
not improbable that there is yet more to be found from some of the less well listed classes of documents 
particularly bills and answers in Chancery under Charles I and in ExchcqueO Nevertheless there are now 
78. Blanchard 1973,78-9; Threlfall-Holmes 1999; Schubert 1957,109. 
79. Childs 1981. 
80. Cleere & Crossley 1995. The text of 1995 edition. apart from the supplement and index, is identical to the 1982 edition. The 
Wealden industry was also dealt with in much earlier works such as Lower 1849; 1850; 1866; and Parsons 1882. 
81- King 2002c; cf. Hodgkinson 1997. 
82. That is P. R. O., E 112 and C 2tChas. L For discussion of these classes see appendix 1. 
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very few ironworks with a known site, but no known history, though there are still large gaps remain in the 
histories of many. 
77he Wealden iron industry ceased to be any great importance after the mid 17th century, except ar, a producer 
of iron ordnance, so that the forges appear in the 18th century lists with very modest outputs, mostly 40 tons 
per year. However it was much more important as a producer of bar iron until the mid 17th century. The only 
serious attempts at estimating the output of the Wealden iron industry before the Restoration have been made 
by G. Hammersley and the authors of The Iron Industry of the Weald. Hammersley counted the number of 
furnaces existing in each decade (according to H. R. Schubert's appendix), and tentatively suggested they be 
multiplied by 200 tons to produce output figures. He suggested a peak in output from the 1570s to the 1600s, 
when 50 to 54 furnaces made over 10000 tons of pig iron. Ibis declined to 22-24 furnaces in use in the late 
17th century and to 12-13 after 1720, but he refrained from using these to estimate output. He also estimated 
that 30004M tons of bar iron were shipped from Sussex ports in the year 1579/80, and, allowing for iron 
sent by Toad and used locally, suggested that 5000-6000 tons were then made in all. 13 Cleere and Crossley's 
discussion is confined in the 16th century to the numbers of ironworks appearing in the lists of 1548 and 1574. 
They suggested bar iron production rose from 3700 tons to 7500 tons between these dates, after allowing for 
some furnace capacity being used for the production of ordnance. Surprisingly they did not seek to use the 
contents of their own gazetteer to examine output at other dates. $4 For later periods, however, the Weald has 
been included in the estimates otpig iron production by P. Riden and others discussed above. 
The history of the indirect process in the Weald probably begins with the establishment of an ironworks at 
Newbridge in Ashdown Forest in 1496. The early workers were generally French immigrants. B. G. Awty has 
studied the arrival of these Frenchmen, using denization and lay subsidy records, " and shown that the period 
of the highest immigration was during the 1520s, with lower numbers during the test of the period 1506-40. 
There was a great increase in the number of recorded ironworks beginning in the 1540s, but the gap between 
this increase and the peak of the immigration raises the question of whether some of these may have existed 
rather earlier than when they are rust recorded. The main product of the industry in its Elizabethan and 
Jacobean heyday was bar iron, rather than ordnance, and this was sold in London and throughout eastern 
England. Perhaps about an eighth of the output was ordnance. 116 With the expansion of the navy starting 
during the Commonwealth, government demand for cast iron products grW7 IjjS coincided with a decline 
in bar iron production (probably resulting from. the competition of Swedish imports or perhaps Midland 
ironware), with the result that ordnance became the most important product of the Wealden iron industry until 
83. Hammersley 1973,594-6Wpassim. 
94. Clecre & Crossley 1995,131-32. They estimated the furnace output at 6000 tons In 1548 and 12000 tons In 1574. Deducting 
ordnance production, they were left with 5300 and 10300 tons respectively of pig iron. which would yield 3700 tons of bar iron in 1548 
and 7500 tons in 1574. 
85. Awty 1978,1979,1981. Denization. Is somewhat similar to naturalisation. Forvigners were taxed differently from natives In the lay 
subsidy. 
86. Cleere & Crossley 1995, ch. 6-7, esp. pp. 1 19-23 130-32 156-62. However note also Combes & Whittick 2002. 
87. P. R. 0, Ordnance Board records, WO 47-51 passing Brown (R. R. ) 1993.2000: 2002. 
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0 w z S U w z 12 0 w z 12 1490 - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 - 
1500 - 1 1 2 80 0 80 80 0 160 - I 1 2 
1510 - 1 1 2 80 0 80 80 0 160 - I 1 2 
1520 - - 2 2 90 0 0 180 0 180 - - 2 2 
1530 - 1 2 3 110 0 110 220 0 330 - 1 2 3 
1540 - 2 5 - 7 130 0 260 650 0 910 1 3 4 8 
1545 - 5 7 - 12 130 0 650 910 0 1560 2 10 4 - 16 
1550 1 li 8 1 21 130 130 1430 1040 130 2730 5 16 4 - 25 
1555 3 12 10 1 26 130 390 1560 1300 130 3380 6 17 5 - 28 
1560 4 16 11 3 34 130 520 2080 1430 390 4420 6 21 6 - 33 
1565 7 16 15 3 41 130 910 2080 1950 390 5330 7 21 11 - 39 
1570 8 16 18 5 47 130 1040 2080 2340 650 6110 6 23 14 1 44 
1575 12 23 22 7 64 130 1560 2990 2860 910 8320 9 27 18 5 59 
1580 13 25 23 7 68 130 1690 3250 2990 910 8840 10 30 18 5 63 
1585 12 25 24 8 69 130 1517 3293 3077 1083 8970 9 31 19 8 67 
1590 12 25 25 10 72 130 1517 3293 3207 1343 9360 9 31 18 10 68 
1595 12 25 25 9 71 130 1517 3293 3207 1213 9230 9 29 18 10 66 
1600 12 24 21 9 66 130 1517 3163 2687 1213 8580 9 29 17 9 64 
1605 12 24 18 9 63 130 1517 3163 2297 1213 8190 5 29 15 9 58 
1610 12 24 18 9 63 130 1517 3163 2297 1213 8190 6 29 15 9 69 
1615 11 24 18 9 62 130 1387 3163 2297 1213 8060 6 28 15 9 68 
1620 11 23 17 9 60 130 1387 3033 2167 1213 7800 6 25 15 8 64 
1625 11 23 17 9 60 130 1387 3033 2167 1213 7800 6 25 14 8 53 
1630 10 23 15 10 58 130 1257 3033 1907 1343 7640 6 26 13 9 54 
1635 9 22 13 9 53 121 1085 2651 1567 1085 6387 6 25 12 5 48 
1640 9 21 12 9 61 111 999 2331 1332 999 5661 6 25 11 4 46 
1645 8 21 11 8 48 66 528 1386 726 528 3168 5 25 11 -3 44 
1650 8 21 10 8 47 94 755 1981 943 755 4434 4 23 11 3 41 
1655 8 19 9 8 44 64 508 1207 572 508 2794 4 20 10 4 38 
1660 3 15 7 7 32 59 176 878 410 410 1872 1 16 8 4 29 
1670 2 13 5 6 26 53 105 683 263 315 1366 - 13 5 3 21 
1680 2 13 4 4 23 44 88 573 176 176 1014 - 12 3 2 17 
1690 2 13 4 4 23 33 65 424 131 131 750 - 12 3 2 17 
1700 1 11 3 4 19 46 46 511 139 186 882 - 11 5 2 18 
1710 1 10 3 4 18 30 30 297 89 119 535 - 9 5 2 16 
1720 1 10 3 4 18 40 40 400 120 160 720 - 9 5 2 16 
1730 1 9 1 4 15 40 40 360 40 160 600 - 8 4 2 14 
1740 - 8 1 4 13 40 0 320 40 160 520 - 7 4 2 13 
1750 - 7 1 3 11 40 0 280 40 120 440 - 6 4 1 11 
1760 - 8 1 3 12 40 0 320 40 120 480 - 6 5 1 12 
1770 - 8 1 3 12 40 0 320 40 120 480 - 2 3 1 6 
1780 - 5 - 2 7 40 0 200 0 80 280 - 2 1 - 3 
1790 - 3 - - 3 40 0 120 0 0 120 - 2 - - 2 
1800 - 2 - - 2 40 0 80 0 0 80 - I - - I 
1810 - 2 - - 2 40 0 80 0 0 80 - I - - 1 
1820 - 1 - - 1 40 0 40 0 0 40 - - - - 
1830 - - - - 40 0 0 0 0 ol - - - - 
file: Weald 2D/extract 
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Name date output reference 
Buckholt 1575 550 loads charcoal 183 C&C 1995,155 
Sheffield Forge 1546-9 297t. in 2.25 years 132 C&C 1995,147 
Robertsbridge 1542-9 140t. average 140 Crossley 1975 
Robertsbridge 1551-8 138t. average 138 ibid. 
Robertsbridge 1563-73 114t. average 114 ibid. 
Newbridge 1539 80 Straker 249-50 
Worth 1546-8 152t. in 2 yr 76 C&C 1995,148 
St Leonards 1573 250 lo. ch. 83 Pat. 1572-5,448 
Bewbush 1589-96 7000 cords 350 Straker 458 
average excluding Bewbush 118 tp. a. 
average counting Bewbush as two 130 t. p. a. 
Abbreviations: C&C 1995: Cleere & Crossley 1995. 
Straker Straker 1931. 
Pat.: Cal. Pat. R. 
File: Weald average forgeMeald average forge 
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the end of the Seven Years War, particularly in wartime. The production of bar iron in modest amounts 
continued, but primarily for local consumption. This was a necessary adjunct of ordnance production, since 
pig iron had to be cast at the beginning of the blast until the furnace was consistently producing iron good 
enough for ordnance, and it also provided a means of disposing of defective castings and gunheads! ' After 
the Seven Years War the combination of low prices due to competition from coke-smelted iron and improved 
boring technology removed cannon production from the-Weald. " That lcft little more than bar iron 
`-Oroduction for the local market to sustain the now insignifidaýit Wealden iron Ydustry. 90 
Unfortunately, there is far too little data on the output of individual furnaces and forges for anything more 
complicated to be attempted here than a similar plain multiplication of the number of ironworks by a perceived 
average output. 17his assumes that the very few ironworks, for which there is data, constitute a representative 
sample. However unsatisfactory an assumption this may be, it cannot be avoided, but it is clear from what has 
been discovered that the amount of bar iron made by each forge during the heyday of the Wealden industry, 
from about 1540 to about 1640, was much higher than at the time of the 18th century lists. Ile gazetteers in 
the new edition of The Iron Industry of the Weald have been used to compile a database of names, locations 
and dates (see appendices 10- 11). This also incorporates additional material collected from other sources, 
particularly land tax assessments, which (unusually) survive for most of the 18th century for some parts of east 
Sussex (rather than from about 1780), and have perhaps been most useful in determining closure dates of 
iTonwork0l The number of ironworks in use is shown in table 6.2. Following recent research there now 
remain only 6 ironworks with no known date at all, and the estimated number of forges in use has been 
increased by two between 1580 and 1630 to take account of thcm" However, there is still a considerable 
number whose knoum period of operation is short, but which may weU have worked for a considerably longer 
period than estimated here. This means that estimate made here is likely to be (if anything) on the low sid03 
There is also a doubt in the early 16th century as to how many forges were bloomery (rather than finery) forges. 
This has been resolved by assuming that any forge that did not at the time have a clear association with a blast 
fumace was a bloomery forgeý" 
88. Cleere & Crossley 1995, ch. 9; Crossley & Saville 1991,734-5 and pass* Astr6m. 1982; Hodgldnson 1996b, 1997; King 2002c; 
and we below. 
89. After the Seven Years War, the Board of Ordnance made a contract at a low price with the Carron Company. However a decade 
later, their guns were found to have an alarming propensity for bursting, and they were all condemned. Subsequently, the Board ordered 
that guns should be cast and bored from solid, which required substantial new investment in new boring mills. Wealdcn ironmasters 
were evidently unwilling to make this investment, since they were unable to compete on price with coke ironmastcrs at Rotherham, 
Merthyr Tydfil, Bersham, and in Shropshire: P. R. 0, WO 47165-104 passbn; Braid 1992c; Brown (R. R. ) 1989; 1994; Hodgkhmn 
1996b. 
90. Hodgldnson 1997; King 2002c. 
91. King 2002c from East Sussex R. 0, ELT/Various; LTIvarious. and other sources. Exceptionally. the records of the Land Tax 
Commissioners survive for parts of East Sussex, as well as the duplicates delivered to the Clerk of the Peace that exist for many counties. 
For a discussion of this source see appendix 1. 
92. These forges do not appear in the lists of 1574 or 1653.1 have estimated that one third of them were in use at a time. 
93. Though this table and various others only give figures for every tenth (or sometimes fifth) year, calculations have been made for 
every year, and these M figures have been used in the charts. The full figures will be found on the accompanying disc, 
94. For example, Verredge and Brookland Forges were for many years in common ownership. A furnace at Brookland probably existed 
by 1534. Accordingly the conversion of these forges from bloomeries is assumed to have occurred in 1532. Similarly Socknersh 
Furnace is first mentioned in the will of John Collins in 1534, but he had used Burwash Forge from about 1525, which suggests that he 
built the furnace at that date and converted the forge from a bloomery: Cleem & Crossley 1995,319 321357 363 384. 
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The multiplier (of estimated average production) to convert the numbers to an annual output presents even 
greater difficulties, since it is clear that forge output fell substantially between the 1650s and 1710s. As 
mentioned, the 18th century statistics indicate a norm of 40 tons per year made by each, but this is much less 
than the production of any 16th century Wealden forge, whose output is known. " Information on the outputs 
of a number of forges has been collected in table 6.3. These outputs vary considerably within the range 75 tons 
to 185 tons per annum. This suggests an average per forge of 120-140 tons, which is not significantly 
dissimilar to that for the rest of the country (see below). Accounts for Brightling Forge (see table 6A) show 
120 tons per year made in the early 1640s, falling to 70-75 tons in the 1650s, to 60 tons or so in the early 
1660s and again in the early 1670s, but less in the late 1660s and from late 1670s, usually barely more than 40 
tons. The output of the associated Bibleharn Forge was not dissimilar. From 1707 output seems to have been 
even less. The slightly higher output in the early 1660s and early 1670s no doubt reflects a greater demand for 
English iron during the Second and Third Dutch Wars, partly due to the greater difficulty of importation in 
wartimeý" The evidence for Mitchell Park Forge at Petworth relates to the allowances of charcoal and ore 
under leases in the 1640s and 1650s. This seems only to be enough for 35-40 tons of bar iron to be made 
annually, but this is a minimum, since the tenant may have bought supplies of wood elscwhere. 97 At 
Chithurst Forge in lping in 1630 the owner provided wood sufficient to make 60 tons of sows, and from them 
40 tons of bar iron, but this probably merely reflects his scanty rcsourceOll However these figures are not 
dissimilar from those in the 18th century national lists of forges, which show an output of about 40 tpa. each 
for many Wealden Forges. " At the other end of the scale the lessees of Bewbush in St. Leonards Forest 
consumed 56,000 cords between 1589 and 1596, enough for 400 tpa., 100 but this iron must have been made 
in two or more forges. 
With so little data available only a single average output figure covering all forges can be used for each year. 
An output of 130 t. p. a., a mean of the available data, has been adopted as a multiplier for the period 1540 to 
1630,101 and a three year rolling average of the output of Brightling and Bibleharn Forges from the 1640 to 
1714, after which 40 t. p. a. is usedL Brightling and Bibleham no doubt constitute a dangerously small sample. 
but they are about all that is available. Interpolated figures have been used for the various intervening periods, 
including 1678 to 1690 when there is a gap in the accounts of Brightling and Biblcham. For Newbridge forge 
in its early years (up to 1515), its 1539 output of 80 t. pa. has been used, since it was virtually the only forge in 
the Weald. Nevertheless the real cause of the difference between Newbridgc and forges with a larger output 
95. Usts of c. 1716, c. 1718 and 1736 printed in King 1996d. 
96. Pelham atc. 
97. IA=nfleld 1954,101-103. The 1641 lease provided for 250 loads of 15 bushels cub (rather than the usual dozen bushels). If the 
four loads per tons pig iron quoted is taken to apply to loads of the usual size, then this would make 63 tons pig Iron and 40 tons bar Iron. 
The 1650 and 1652 leases guaranteed 600 cords of wood, enough for 35 tons bar iron. 
98. PX0, C78141616. This seems to be a case of a landlord, who cut his coppioe, and sought to convert that wood into Iron. This is 
therefore not a measure of what the forge was capable of. 
99. King 1996b, 37. This figure is a median not a 
100. Straker 1931,458. 
101. It Is possible that the date 1630 for the start of the decline Is too bile. The use of a slightly earlier one would result in the decline in 
Wealden production being slightly less precipitate. 
Table 6.4 Production at Brightling and Bibleham Forges 
Brightling Bibleham Brightling Bibleham 
date made made made made 
1640 90 113 
1641 121 120 no data 1678-89 
1642 120 100 
1643 122 75 1690 25 39 
1644 100 80 1691 38 28.5 
1645 50 50 1692 0 42 
1646 66 50 1693 0 26.5 
1647 94 60 1694 45 27 
1648 84 91 1695 31.25 18 
1649 81 152 1696 39 15.6 
1650 129 64 1697 50 41.35 
1651 74 66 1698 60 41 
1652 88 62 1699 44.5 37 
1653 73 55 1700 54 41 
1654 50 65 1701 60 42 
1655 75 61 1702 56 43 
1656 70 60 1703 53 44.25 
1657 72 68 1704 40 33.5 
1658 55 51 1705 43 40.5 
1659 57 43 1706 42 45 
1660 73 56 1707 40.5 43 
1661 43 79 1708 0 34 
1662 84 71 1709 17 36 
1663 66 68 1710 32.4 33.5 
1664 60 39.5 1711 0 0 
1665 77 52 1712 0 25 
1666 60 38 1713 30 32 
1667 43 40.5 1714 35 25 
1668 45 
1669 53 55 
1670 56 52 
1671 48 51 
1672 60 51.2 
1673 60 58 
1674 58 52 
1675 42 45 
1676 45 50 Source: Pelham a/c. Production 
1677 45 50 took place from autumn of year 
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may merely be in the number of fineries they possessed: the 15 10 inventory of Newbridge mentions one pair of 
bellows for the finer (in the singular), whereas the accounts of Robertsbridge consistently mention finers (in 
the plural). 102 Ile single finery at Newbridge may thus have made more than either of those at 
Robertsbridge. Though it is possible that 130 tva. is too high, it would be hard to justify any alternative 
figure much less than 120 t. pa., one whose adoption would Teduce all figures slightly. 
Ile, results of this computation appear in table- 6.2- and figure 6.4. - This shoft production rising 'relatively 
gradually until the 1540s, and then rapidly to over 9000 tons of bar iron in the 1580s and 1590s, with a peak of 
9700 tons in the early 1590s. 103 This was followed by a decline, latterly quite rapid, until the end of the 
Dutch Wars, after which there was a continued but more gradual decline. The peak output is rather higher 
than any previous modem estimate. Clecre and Crossley assumed that the list of 1574 represented the pinnacle 
of the Wealden industry's achievement. However, my work based mainly on their gazettcers places this a little 
later. The peak number of furnaces (66) is slightly greater than the 52 existing in 1574 or HammeTsley's 
maximum of 54 in the 1580s. Ile new estimate gives bar iron production of 8500 tons for 1574, a little more 
than Cleere and Crossley's optimistic figure of 7500 tons, but over three times their pessimistic one of 2600 
tons. The principal difference results from the higher number of ironworks in usc. 101 As mentioned, G. 
Hammcrsley estimated that some 4000 tons was shipped coastwise from the Cinque Ports in 1579/80. The 
new estimate implies that more than the same amount again was carried direct to London by land or by way of 
the Medway or used within the region. Thus for example in 1629, Richard and Edward Middleton of 
Horsham agreed a sale of 250 tons of iron, of which 50 tons was to be delivered at Shoreharn and the rest at 
Weybridge, Kingston upon Thames, and Southwark, places to which it must have been taken by land. 105 
The peak of output thus falls a few years after the passing in 1585 of the final Act for the Preservation of 
Woods. This prohibited the erection of any new ironworks in the Weald, unless its owner 'shall continually 
supply (it] with their own proper woods' and without using 'the body of any sound timbcr. 106 Thislegislation 
marks the end of half a century OfTapid growth in the Wealden iron industry. It might have required owners of 
small woods to build their own ironworks, rather than selling their wood to a neighbour. However, thevery 
small number of new ironworks erected after the Act suggests that the industry had already expanded as far as it 
was able. Accordingly, the legislation was reflecting the maturity of the industry, rather than seeking to 
inhibit its further growth. This is not dissimilar to most modem views as to the reasons for the imposition in 
1747 of a limitation on the output of Swedish forges, something that will be mentioned again in the later 
chapters. 
102. Schubert 1957,393; Crossley 1975a, 51 etc. There appear to have been two fineries at Robertsbridge. 
103. Even if the lower multiplier of 120 tpiL were used, the highest output would still exceed 8500 t. p. a. 
104. Ilanunersley 1973,594-600 passim; Clecre & Crossley 1995,131-2. 
105. P-R-0, C 2tChas. ]VF44123. 
106. Statute, 27 Eliz. c. 19, L 1. 











1495 - - - - 
1500 2 160 1.75 280 2 140.0 
1505 2 160 1.75 280 2 140.0 
1510 2 160 1.75 280 2 140.0 
1515 2 160 1.75 280 2 140.0 
1520 2 180 1.75 315 2 157.5 
1525 3 300 1.69 506 3 168.8 
1530 3 330 1.63 536 3 178.8 
1535 6 720 1.56 1125 5 225.0 
1540 7 910 1.5 1365 a 170.6 
1545 12 1560 1.5 2340 16 146.3 
1550 21 2730 1.5 4095 25 163.8 
1555 26 3380 1.5 5070 28 181.1 
1560 34 4420 1.5 6630 33 200.9 
1565 41 5330 1.5 7995 39 205.0 
1570 47 6110 1.5 9165 44 208.3 
1575 64 8320 1.5 12480 59 211.5 
1580 68 8840 1.5 13260 63 210.5 
1585 69 8970 1.5 13455 67 200.8 
1590 72 9360 1.5 14040 68 206.5 
1595 71 9230 1.5 13M 66 209.8 
1600 66 8580 1.5 12870 64 201.1 
1605 63 8190 1.5 12285 58 211.8 
1610 63 8190 1.5 12285 59 208.2 
1615 62 8060 1.5 12090 58 208.4 
1620 60 7800 1.5 11700 54 216.7 
1625 60 7800 1.5 11700 53 220.8 
1630 58 7540 1.5 11310 54 209.4 
1635 53 6387 1.5 9580 48 199.6 
1640 51 5661 1.5 8492 46 184.6 
1645 48 3168 1.5 4752 44 108.0 
1650 47 4434 1.5 6651 41 162.2 
1655 44 2794 1.5 4191 38 110.3 
1660 32 1872 1.5 2808 29 96.8 
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1660 32 1872 1.5 2808 - 29 96.8 96.8 
1665 31 1687 1.5 2530 983 26 97.3 135.1 
1670 26 1365 1.5 2048 263 21 97.5 110.0 
1675 25 1217 1.5 1825 295 20 91.3 106.0 
1680 23 1014 1.5 1520 282 17 89.4 106.0 
1685 23 882 1.5 1323 - 17 77.8 77.8 
1690 23 750 1.5 1126 2253 17 66.2 198.7 
1695 21 615 1.5 923 2575 18 51.3 194.3 
1700 19 879 1.5 1318 300 18 73.2 89.9 
1705 18 732 1.5 1098 1054 18 61.0 119.6 
1710 18 535 1.5 803 - 17 47.2 47.2 
1715 18 630 1.5 945 - 16 59.1 59.1 
1720 18 720 1.5 1080 377 16 67.5 91.1 
1725 17 680 1.5 1020 63 15 68.0 72.2 
1730 15 600 1.5 900 325 14 64.3 87.5 
1735 15 600 1.5 900 - 13 69.2 69.2 
1740 13 520 1.5 780 690 13 60.0 113.1 
1745 13 520 1.5 780 989 13 60.0 136.1 
1750 11 440 1.5 660 143 11 60.0 73.0 
1755 11 440 1.5 660 802 11 60.0 132.9 
1760 12 480 1.5 720 3201 12 60.0 326.8 
1765 12 480 1.5 720 219 9 80.0 104.3 
1770 12 480 1.5 720 - 7 102.9 102.9 
1775 10 400 1.5 600 108 6 100.0 117.9 
1780 7 280 1.5 420 - 3 140.0 140.0 
1785 5 200 1.5 300 2 150.0 150.0 
1790 3 120 1.5 180 2 90.0 90.0 
1795 1 40 1.5 60 1 60.0 60.0 
1800 2 80 1.5 120 1 120.0 120.0 
1805 2 80 1.5 120 1 120.0 120.0 
Sources for cast iron: guns and shot 1660-1750 P. R. O., Ordnance Bill books, WO 50-51; 1750-70 Hodgkinson 
thesis, I 18 and pers. comm. from ibid.; 1770-80 estimated from minute books, WO 47; ballast: based on contracts 
P. R. O., ADM 106/2549,8 Jan 1734/5; ADM 10613589-3620; N. M. M., POR/A14, IS Jul. 1746. No estimate Is Included 
of merchant guns or of cast Iron for chnlian purposes. Little satisfactory data Is yet available after 1780. Other columns 
come from the computations described in the text. 
file: Weald extractNVeald2 
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In the 16th and early 17th centuries, the samples used to determine the average forge output multiplier are 
small in relation to the whole and the dates of erection and closure are often uncertain. Accordingly while the 
estimate is probably the best that can at present be made, it may well require substantial revision in the future, 
if better data becomes available. From the mid 17th century onwards, despite the use of multipliers based on 
an exceedingly small sample, the figures may prove somewhat more robust since the numbers of forges are 
more certain. The 18th century represents a long period of relative stability at a very low level of outpu4 until 
a further decline began in the 1770s. However by that time the output of the whole of the Weald was little 
more than that of a single large forge in the Midlands. Nevertheless this is only a measure of the insignificance 
of the Weald as a producer of bar iron during the 18th century, rather than of the Wealden industry as a whole, 
that is until the cessation of ordnance production there in the 1770s. 
The difficulty of obtaining an average furnace output has already been mentioned. However this may be 
estimated indirectly from the forge output using figures for the yield of pig iron in making bar iron, collected 
by G. Hammersley. This enables the total amount of pig iron consumed in making bar iron to be determined 
and hence the amount pig needed from each furnace. In later times this conversion ratio (or yield) varied 
between 26 and 30 c%Y. pig per ton bar iron (Le. 13 to 1.5). Figures for Robertsbridge between 1546 and 1556 
are mostly in the range 28 to 33 cw.. Accordingly, the conversion ratio of 1.5, which occurs in many late 
17th century ironworks accounts, can be applied to this period, despite a much worse figure for Newbridge in 
1539.1'" Estimates of furnace output obtained by this means appear in tables 6.5 and 6.6 and again in figures 
6.13 and 6.14, with other estimates that will be discussed in due course. Ile average made by each furnace 
works at 219 tons per year from the end of the 1550s until the 1630s, which is not dissimilar to my own 
estimate for the rest of the country and that by P. Riden for the same period (see below). 108 Before that the 
estimated average was generally somewhat lower, except in the 1530s when it was similar to that after 1560. 
However this high figure is more likely to result from difficulties with the data, due to uncertainties about the 
numbers of ironworks then in use. 109 Alternatively the lower figures for the 1540s and 1550s may result from 
the introduction of cannon founding, which no doubt absorbed the output of certain furnaces. loan Thirsk 
identified this as the forerunner of an Elizabethan and Jacobean age of projects, 110 though (as pointed out in 
chapter 1) the production of bar iron was probably more important than that of ordnance. Ile number of 
furnaces in the Weald grew from about 6 in 1539 to 24 in 1548, and this marks the beginning of her 'Age of 
Projects'. T'hus began one of the great expansions of iron production in England. 
From the Elizabethan and Jacobean average per furnace of 219 tons per year, the amount of pig iron supplied 
to forges fell to a mere 57 tons from 1690 to 1760, rising to 94 tons (though from fewer furnaces) between 
107. Hammersley 1973,604, Clem & Crossley (1995,131-2) used 27 cwt. in their estimates for 1549 and 1574. The three years when 
there was the poor yield of 33 cwt. were those for which the figures am least reliable, because there Is no opening stock figure available: 
Crossley 1975a, 18-19. 
108. Rlden 1977,443; also Haminersl y 1973,599-600. 
109. Quite small adjustments to the numbers of works In use can make quite a substantial difference In the estimated average outpuL 
110. Tbirsk 1978,24-27. 
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1765 and 1785. For their full output, the production of ordnance and other cast iron goods must be added in. 
The production of ordnance for the government has been determined for 1660 to 1775, but not other 
periods. "' When this is added in, the average made per furnace works out at 176 tons from 1690 to 1695, 
with a peak of almost 200 tons in 1695 and 162 tons between 1740 and 1763 with a peak of 327 tons in 1760. 
Some of these figures seem rather low as ordnance contractors were in the latter willing to supply 200-300 tons 
of ordnance per year. For example in 1757, contracts were made for Stephen Fuller of Heathfield to supply 
270tons, though the Ordnance Board would-have preferred 300 tons.. -About the -same time John Churchill of 
Robertsbridge contracted to deliver 400 tons (probably from Robertsbridge and Darvel Furnaces) and Harrison, 
Bagshaw, and Tapsell (from several furnaces) 1000 tons. 112 However the average takes no account of the 
production of cast iron goods for civilian use (such as pots) nor of ordnance supplied to the East India Company 
or merchantinen. As Charles Manning, who owned Pippingford Furnace (built 1696) and William Clutton of 
Gravetye (built 1761) hardly feature as suppliers to the Board of Ordnance, it is likely they concentrated on 
these markets. "' Furthermore, Wealden furnaces may well have been supplying pig iron to foundries near 
London. Thus, William Bowen had a foundry at Marigold Stairs in Southwark and also Barden and Cowden 
Furnaces probably from the 1720s to the 1760s; and Wright & Co. of the Falcon Foundry in Southwark had 
Northpark and Gloucester Furnaces in the 1770s, but were apparently only shotfounders and not gunfounders 
before that. 114 Some of the raw material for such foundries was undoubtedly scrap, including defective 
cannon, but it is not unlikely that they were also buying some pig iron from Wealden Furnaces. However it is 
difficult to quantify the production of merchant guns (for merchantmen) and other cast iron goods, either 
directly from Wealden Furnaces or in foundries that obtained pig iron from them. Accordingly, the estimates 
above arc almost certainly less than full output of Wealden furnaces in the l8th century. 
Ile heyday of the Wealden iron industry lasted barely a century. During that period, its principal product was 
bar iron. Tle reasons for its decline remain unclear. S. -E. Astr6m has suggested, using price data from the 
late 17th century that the costs of production of iron in the Wcald and of transporting it out of the Weald made 
the Wealden product uncompetitive compared to imported Swedish iron. "' This may indeed be correct, but 
the decline seems to begin at a time when only quite modest amounts of foreign iron were entering the English 
market. 116 Accordingly the decline may be related to the penetration by Midland ironware of the London 
market pointed out by M. B. Rowlands. 117 This is presumably in turn related to the costs of production of iron 
I 11. P. R. o, wo 5o and WO 5 1. Figures for 1750-70 were collected by J. Hodgkinson (thesis, 118), the others by me. Information is 
available from this source up to 1792 and from other series of bill books after that, but has not been collected (or if collected has not been 
published). For 1770-80 1 have used unsatisfactory data collected from the minute books (P. R. 0, WO 47). Hodgjdnson also collected 
figures (but only in value not quantity) from the accounts of the East India Company (BI, Oriental, IJA/G/l/5). R. R. Brown(pers. 
comm. ) has told me that she has collected the numbers and types of cannon made (though not their weights). Weights could be estimated 
from that, but publication of her data remains forthcoming. 
112. P. R. 0, WO 47150,387 392 397. 
113. Pippingford. Cleere & Crossley 1995,350; Tomlinson 1976,398; P. R. 0, WO 47/2Z 205; Brown (R. R. ) 1989, Gravetye: 
Hodgkinson 1989,27-3 1; the" 61-2 100,1996b, 163. 
114. Hodgkinson thesis, 96-7 111. Bowen had contracted to supply cast iron ballast to the navy in 1729: P. R. O., ADM 10&2544,8 Jan. 
1728/9- King 1995b, 17. 
115. Astr6m. 1982. 
116. See chapter 7. 
117. Rowlands 1975,11-13. 
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in the Weald and of its manufacture into ironware mainly in London, compared to the cost of doing this in the 
Midlands, or North. Here, London was at a disadvantage, since its coal had to be brought from Newcastle, 
rather than from a pit near the smiths workshop. However, far too little is known of the scale of iron 
manufacture in London and how this changed with time. ' 10 
The rest of the country 
71c use of a single multiplier (of average output) is, as described above, unsatisfactory for furnaces. It is also 
unsatisfactory for forges in the Weald, but nevertheless unavoidable because there is not enough data. 
However it is well-nigh on impossible to obtain a reliable multiplier (of average output) for forges elsewhere, 
because there was so much variation in their output. This is clear from the 18th century lists. Forges ranged 
from small ones where one man probably worked both as finer and hammermen to double forges with two 
hammers and three fineries. 119 Accordingly an estimate of output must (as far as possible) be made separately 
for every forge for every year in which it was operating. Since most of the data comes from the l8th century 
lists, though some of the forges date back to the late 16th century, it is sometimes necessary to attribute to a 
forge in that period an output from a very much later date. This is unsatisfactory (but again unavoidable) since 
it is not possible to estimate how much their production may have increased as a result of men working harder 
or for long hours. Evidence as to whether or not there was such an increase is slight. Lizard Forge only made 
70 tons per year in the 1580s, but merely 80 tons in the c. 1716 list. T'he forge in Glamorgan belonging to Sir 
Henry Sidney and partners in the 1560s (probably Macheft) made about 85 tons each year, a fraction of the 380 
tons made at Machen in c. 1716. However by then there were two forges (the second built in 1658), and it is 
possible the early figure relates to the use of a single fmery compared to four (two in each forge) by 1716. If 
so, the increase in annual output per finery was merely from 85 to 95 tons. 110 Nevertheless, the use of an 
average output has been unavoidable in the case of the Weald (above) and also of those forges elsewhere, 
which closed during the 16th or early 17th century and for which there is no data whatever. For the few late 
17th century and l8th century forges where there is no known output data, an estimate has been made 
individually by analogy with a nearby forge that is likely have been similar, for example because it was 
powered by the same river. Thus, Harcourt Forge, just upstream of Morton (Moreton Corbett) Forge, has 
been assigned the same output of 140 tons per year. This and other difficulties with the data are discussed in 
appendix 5. 'Me full data used for the calculation is listed in appendix 12. 
118. Adams 1951 is an institutional history of the Blacksmiths'Company, which maintained some control over its craft until the 1780S. 
this states that there were 176 liverymen in 1699 and 225 in 1724, but does not estimate the number of 'foreign brethren! who were not free 
of the company and paid the Companyquarterage'Obid, 173). Beier (19K 148) has sought to estimate employment in London in the 
l8th century, but his published figures figures merely refer to metal trades without distinguishing between smiths working with iron and 
other metal workers. such as silversmiths. 
119. The use of an average output pet finery might be feasible, but there Is insufficient Information available on the number of fineries in 
many forges. 
120. Crossley 1975,32-3 23748. The date of the second forge is indicated by liberty being granted to George Steevens to divert water to 
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Where there is output data for a given forge, there are often several figures available for it. The estimation 
method adopted (see figure 6.5) assumes that the forge reached its first known output in the year when it 
opened and continued to make that amount until the first date when its output is known. 121 Similarly from the 
last date with a known output until its closure (or conversion to a plating forge or a newer fining process), the 
forge is taken to have made that last known amount. Between dates for which outputs is known, production is 
estimated by linear interpolation. ý Accordingly, the calculation has been undertaken in three stages. Firstly, it 
was determined: -iisinj opening and cloiUre dates (including! those-for temporary closures), - whether a forge 
was operating or not. Secondly, an interpolated production figure was calculated for each forge, and also the 
average of all of these. Thirdly, that average output is attributed to each forge that was working but lacks any 
output figure. The use of an average is undesirable, but cannot be avoided. This problem never applies to 
more than 45% of the forges, and this proportion only exceeds 30% of them in the two decades on either side 
of 1600 (see the forge numbers in figure 6.7). One exception has been made to these rules. The period of the 
embargo on Sweden from 1717 to 1719 was a wholly exceptional one, but it is not appropriate to allow data 
from that exceptional period to influence the estimate for years in the late 1720s when a number of forges were 
having to close, in some cases due to their owner's bankruptcy, presumably as a result of ovemapacity. 112 
Accordingly it has been assumed that a forge reverted to a more normal output in 1722, taken to be equal to 
those in the c. 1716 and 1735 lists (or the average of these). 123 This results in the high figures for the embargo 
period usually only being used for a short period that includes the embargo. The production of an estimate by 
this method has required over 250,000 separate calculations to be undertaken. 124 This would hardly have 
been feasible before the advent of the microchip, but by making calculations for every year, rather than every 
fifth or tenth (as Riden and others have done), the difficulty as to how to deal with ironworks that were only 
open for part of a decade (or quinennium) disappears. On the other hand, for no forge have more than ten 
output figures been used. It is therefore inevitable that both my method and theirs paint a bold picture that 
tends to smooth out many short-term fluctuations. The quantity of calculated data from this computation is 
much too great to present in full. As for the Wcald, the tables in the subsequent sections mostly show figures 
for every fifth or tenth year (relating to that year itself), but the charts are based on the whole series of figures 
and not a mere selection. The full figures and calculations can be found on the accompanying CD-ROM disc. 
The results appear in figures 6.6-6.8 and tables 6.7 and 6.8 where they are broken down only by region. 125 
Further breakdowns of the estimates for smaller areas are given in appendix 13. 
Iron production by the finery process outside the Weald did not begin until the mid 16th century, but grew 
rapidly, to reach a peak of slightly more than 10000 tons around 1620. After this there were only slight 
changes for almost a century. There was another peak of almost 12000 tons just before the Civil War. This 
121. This is, of course, only approximately accurate, since there is likely to have been a short period of build up to full production, but 
it is a much better approximation than the alternative of interpolating between zem and the first known output. 
122. See King 1996b, 31 and app. C. 
123. In the few cases where there is no information on the output in either 1735 or c. 1716, the figure for 1718 has of necessity to be used. 
124. That is, for about 290 forges for each of about 290 years in three stages of computation. 
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Table 6.7 Analysis of bar iron production 175 
Rest of England and Wales Weald 
Total Number of Forges percentage Average 
made forges Vith data without data outpu Made 
1500 160 
1510 - - 300 
1520 - - 720 
1530 - - 1,560 
1540 - - 3,380 
1550 - - 5,330 
1560 87 1 1 0% 87 8,320 
1570 1,287 12 8 33% 107 8,970 
1580 2,956 24 16 33% 123 9,230 
1590 5,158 40 24 40% 129 8,190 
1600 6,585 51 28 45% 129 8,060 
1610 9,510 67 37 45% 142 7,800 
1620 10,609 74 46 38% 143 6,387 
1630 10,635 74 53 28% 144 3,168 
1640 11,860 84 64 24% 141 2,794 
1650 10,701 79 65 18% 135 1,687 
1660 11,609 83 74 ll% 140 1,217 
1665 11,875 85 76 ll% 140 1.014 
1670 11,943 88 82 7% 136 882 
1675 12,133 91 86 5% 133 750 
1680 12,151 91 87 4% 134 615 
1685 11,733 87 84 3% 135 882 
1690 11,912 87 84 3% 137 732 
1695 11,806 87 84 3% 136 535 
1700 12,060 90 89 l% 134 630 
1705 11,869 89 89 0% 133 720 
1710 12,476 92 92 0% 136 680 
1715 13,220 99 99 0% 134 600 
1720 16,950 115 115 0% 147 600 
1725 15,476 116 116 0% 133 520 
1730 14,363 107 107 0% 134 520 
1735 13,251 95 95 0% 139 440 
1740 14,670 94 94 0% 156 440 
1745 16,401 92 92 0% 178 480 
1750 19,003 94 94 0% 202 480 
1755 19,746 97 97 0% 204 480 
1760 20,307 104 104 0% 195 400 
1765 21,726 116 116 0% 187 280 
1770 21,361 115 115 0% 186 200 
1775 19,938 110 110 0% 181 120 
1780 18,401 106 106 0% 174 40 
1785 17.968 108 107 l% 166 80 
1790 17,302 110 109 l% 157 80 
1795 16,758 106 104 2% 158 80 
1800 15.112 97 95 2% 156 40 
1805 13,280 83 81 2% 160 40 
1810 11,844 72 70 3% 165 40 
1815 10,060 61 59 3% 165 « 
1820 8,819 52 50 4% 170 
1830 7,056 40 39 3% 176 
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level was reached again shortly after the Restoration, and was followed by a period of relative stability at 
around this figure until 1707. The troughs between these peaks were not significantly lower, 10000 tons in the 
late 1620s and 10500 tons in 1652. Essentially then, there was relatively stable output for a century starting in 
., rew at a mere 
0.2% per year, compared to 6% per year over the preceding half 1610, during which outputg 
century. 126 When the Weald is added in as well, the picture changes. Output grew rapidly from the 1540s 
until the 1590s, when it levelled out at about 15750 t-p. a. for 15 years. There was then a further increase from 
the mid 1600s until 1620, when some 18500 t-p. a. was being made. After this, the gradual decline of the 
Wealden industry more than counterbalanced the extremely slow growth elsewhere, so that overall British 
production seems to have declined to a low of only just over 12000 tons in 1696, a decline of 0.6% per year 
since 1620. 
The conclusion that there was a peak around 1620 accords approximately with that reached many years ago by 
HK Schubert, working from much less good evidence. He suggested that between 1625 and 1635 the total 
production of bar iron was 18750 tons, representing the highest annual output ever obtained by the English 
charcoal iron industry. 127 This figure is very similar to the new estimate made here, though slightly later in 
date. Nevertheless with the exception of the extraordinary period around 1720, his conclusion is correct, for 
when a new record was reached In the 1750s, the industry was no longer purely a charcoal iron industry. The 
increased output then came partly from the fining of coke pig iron from new furnaces particularly Horsehay, 
Ketley, and Ughtmoor in Shropshirc. 128 This identification of a peak in output about 1620 does not conflict 
with the conclusion of M. W. Flinn (mainly from Schubert's data) that there was a growth in the industry, 
because his argument only concerned the period 1660 1760.129 However, the conclusions of Flinn, Riden 
and others have been primarily concerned with furnace output, an issue that will be considered further below. 
The 18th century saw much more pronounced changes. The Weald by this stage had lost its significance, and 
needs no longer be treated separately. Growth in output began about 1709, and accelerated when the embargo 
placed on Swedish trade in 1717, encouraging the erection of additional ironworks. Production rose suddenly 
from under 14000 tons in 1716 to over 18000 tons in 1718. The resumption of imports in 1719 however 
(combined with increased home production) seems to have glutted the market and to have caused home 
production to fall back gradually to about its pre-1716 level by 1736, when under 13000 tons were being 
made. '" These trends are reflected in the figures for almost every region. From this low point, production 
increased to more than 21000 tons in the mid 1760s. After that new processes, such as potting and stamping 
began to replace the traditional finery process, and production by the old method gradually declined. If the 
126. These we compound sinnusal growth rates. 
127. Schubert 1957.334-35. 
128. Trinder 2000,29-35. See also chapter 5. 
129. Flinn 1958. 
130. The estimate places the minimum at 1736, but that is only because that is the date of the ironworks list. The spate of forge closures 
(some only temporary) was actually in the late 1720s (King 1996b). It is therefore possible that the true date of the minimum was a few 
years earlier, or there may have been two troughs, one about 1728 and the other about 1735, as may be suggested by the forge outputs 
plotted in figures 6.1 and 6.2. 
Table 6.8 Bar iron production in fineries by region 178 
Black NW West South West England 
Country Midlands North Coast Wales South Country Weald &Wales Scotland 
1500 160 160 - 
1510 160 160 - 
1520 180 180 - 
1530 330 330 - 
1540 910 910 - 
1550 - 2730 2730 
1560 - - 87 - - 4420 4507 - 
1570 386 357 - 229 107 207 6110 7397 - 
1580 386 596 585 - 1043 123 223 8840 11,796 - 
1590 773 1011 978 129 1386 129 753 9360 14,518 - 
1600 1339 1650 919 129 1536 129 882 8580 15,166 - 
1610 1773 2500 1713 - 1635 242 1506 8190 17,558 142 
1620 2064 2643 2527 143 1372 243 1617 7800 18,409 - 
1630 2071 2640 2148 287 1131 104 2110 7540 18,031 144 
1640 2184 2691 2901 282 1156 108 2396 5661 17,379 141 
1650 2301 2902 2172 135 1113 112 1965 4434 15,134 - 
1660 2416 3339 2284 140 1520 117 1794 1872 13,481 - 
1665 2425 3434 2187 140 1648 119 1921 1687 13,562 - 
1670 2764 3414 1974 136 1525 121 2009 1365 13,308 - 
1675 2754 3692 2057 193 1521 123 1792 1217 13,349 
1680 2735 3720 2059 60 1523 125 1930 1014 13,165 
1685 2712 3585 1957 - 1523 127 1829 882 12,615 
1690 2805 3615 2020 - 1525 129 1818 750 12,662 
1695 2839 3453 2016 - 1524 131 1844 615 12,422 
1700 2716 3437 1916 125 1788 234 1844 882 12,942 
1705 2577 3325 1896 125 1792 236 1918 732 12,601 
1710 2681 3762 1768 236 1828 238 1963 535 13,011 
1715 2670 3930 1880 550 1850 240 2100 630 13,850 
1720 3514 4644 2767 900 2243 222 2660 720 17,670 
1725 3221 4260 2519 812 2073 186 2405 680 16,156 
1730 3348 3880 2384 555 2000 170 1826 600 14,763 200 
1735 3090 3537 2351 560 1781 153 1429 600 13,501 350 
1740 3890 3618 2481 594 2034 162 1741 520 15,040 150 
1745 4050 3900 2657 756 2541 178 2319 520 16,921 - 
1750 4575 4307 2918 911 3584 140 2568 440 19,443 
1755 4781 4435 3106 775 4000 140 2509 440 20,186 
1760 4615 4895 3025 892 4143 140 2597 480 20,787 - 
1765 4744 4916 3184 1505 4259 190 2688 480 21,966 240 
1770 4682 4768 3101 1449 4313 190 2618 480 21,601 240 
1775 4096 4229 3099 1312 4099 190 2673 400 20,098 240 
1780 3931 3374 2931 1294 3831 190 2610 280 18,441 240 
1785 3907 3429 2786 1374 3634 50 2548 200 17,928 240 
1790 3867 3115 2730 1190 3550 50 2560 120 17,182 240 
1800 3026 2425 2610 1276 3000 50 2485 80 14,952 240 
1810 2775 1735 2250 835 2430 50 1530 80 11,684 240 
1820 1540 1260 1840 560 2250 50 1080 40 8619 240 
1830 1326 710 1630 390 1830 - 930 - 6816 240 
Note: figures from 1800 onwards are not necessarily reliable, as the conversion of some forges to 
later processes may not be adequately recorded. 
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6. THE PRODUCTION OF THE IRON INDUSTRY 180 
new processes were included, the output figures would continue to rise, as will appear below. Nevertheless, 
production in traditional fincTies still exceeded 17000 tons in the early 1790s, and may still have exceeded 
10000 tons in 1815. 
Table 6.7 analyses the data used in the computation (excluding the Weald). Despite the appearance of some 
290 forges in appendix 12, no more than 115 were in use at any one time, the highest number occurring in the 
1720s and again from the 1760s to 1790s (see figure 6.8). According to this analysis the average annual output 
per forge passed 130 tons in about 1590 and generally remained within the range 130 to 150 tons untH the late 
1730s. This fits well with the the multiplier of 130 tons used for the Weald. The one period outside the range 
is that around 1718, when the estimate is mainly reliant on the figures in the 1718 list, and reflects the 
exceptional conditions of the embargo period. After this, there was a rise in the average beginning about 1732 
to a peak of 205 Ip. & in 1752, followed by a gradual decline until the 1800s. However this peak depends in 
large measure on the use of the 1749 list, concerning which some reservations have already been expresseA 
Ile methodology used tends to smooth out short-term fluctuations: thus the very real disruption that 
undoubtedly occurred due to the Civil War does not appear in the results, since the calculations were made on 
the basis of whether each forge was open or closed, rather than on whether or not it was fully employed. 
However such destruction as occurred during the war was largely confined to places (such as towns and country 
mansions) that were garrisoned, something that did not apply to ironworks. 131 Nevertheless, they did not 
escape totally. Certain ironworks in the Forest of Dean were destroyed during it, to prevent them producing 
munitions for the other side. Conisbrough Forge in Yorkshire stopped operating when in the 'heat of war no 
man could enjoy any visible goods thereabouts, and Wilden slitting mill in north Worcestershire apparently 
also lay idle, but some other ironworks (for example in the Forest of Dean and at Sheffield) were kept going to 
make munitions, such as cannon baUs. 132 The only clear case of destruction in the Weald concerns forges in 
St. Leonards, ForesL 133 The methodology is similarly not usually sensitive enough to detect any fluctuations 
due to increased demands for iron for munitions during the wars of the 18th century. 
Regional trends in bar iron production 
In order to look at regional trends, it is necessary to define regions. This has been done at three levels denoted 
group, districtý and region, the latter being the largest. Further details of these appear in appendix 7 with a 
specification of their respective extents. In brief, districts generally consist of a coalfield (or other orefield) 
and the works dependent primarily on it. Groups are subdivisions of districts sometimes defined by river 
catchment. Regions consist of one or more districts and represent large areas of the country, which 
nevertheless (it is hoped) have some characteristics in common. Few of these precisely fit the political 
geography of Britain, which was created at other times and for quite different purposes, but that is to be 
13 1. Porter 1994, esp. 64-7. 
132. Hart 1971.16-17, PILO. C 51403170, E 1121258/144, Newcastle 1667,36. 
133. Clecre &Crossley 1995,183 cf. 354. 
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expected when one is dealing with questions of economic history in a land without internal customs or other 
artificial barriers to the free movement of goods. Production figures are broken down by region in table 6.8 
and figures 6.6 and 6.8, and by district and group for each region in the tables and charts in appendix 13, 
where tables and figures prefixed 'AIT will be found. The North and the West Country regions have each a 
peak in the early 17th century, while the South Wales region has one centred on 1600, and later a sudden 
increase around 1750. Almost every region shows a very sharp peak of output in 1718, followed by a sharp 
trough in 1735 and then renewed growth. However the exact timing of the peak and trough is an artefact of the 
data, these being the dates of the lists. 
The South region comprised the Tbames valley (where no iron was made), and a South district consisting of 
south Hampshire and Devon, which was never significant. For some purposes the South and WeaId will be 
dealt with together, but for others separately. '-34 As already mentioned, the Weald, though of overwhelming 
importance in the late 16th century, had declined into insignificance by the end of the 17th. This is rcflected 
also at the local level, with the eastern Weald (made up of my east Weald and north Weald groups) dominating 
not only that region but the British iron industry as a whole for most of the Elizabethan period, and only 
dropping below 40% of national output in the next reign. These two areas had the best transport links in an 
area of poor roads, because they were respectively close to the Channel coast and the navigable river Medway. 
They remained the largest groups throughout, but that did not prevent them suffering the same fate as the rest 
of the Weald in declining into utter insignificance as a producer of bar iron by the 18th century. 
The Soulh Wales region (Table A13.1 and figures A13.1-2) stretches from western Gwent to Pembrokeshire. 
The Wye valley is excluded due to its close connection with the Forest of Dean. South Wales enjoyed a period 
of prominence in the late 16th century, which is wholly attributable to southeast Wales, and particularly to the 
exploitation of ore from the coalfield in north Glamorgan and northwest Monmouthshire. With the exception 
of the Hanbury family's works at Pontypool and Llanelly, this probably wholly ceased in the second quarter of 
the 17th century. though the precise chronology of this is uncertain. " It is likely that the high cost of 
transport in carrying iron from the heads of the valleys to the coast was significant in rendering the industry 
unprofitable. Ile effect of this is however somewhat masked in the regional figures by growth in Southwest 
Wales. 
The spectacular growth in South Wales after 1750, which is a very obvious feature of figure 6.8, can be seen 
from Table A13.2 to be attributable to increased output in the Cardiff and Newport area, where new forges 
were built at Cardiff, Caerleon, Pentyrch, and a new ironworks at AbeTram. Im This increase coincides with 
134. The need to deal with them separately is a result of different methodologies of calculation having been made for the Weald and for 
the rest of England and Wales. 
135. Rees (1969,247-70) summarises the evidence fairly well. Wilkins (1903,20) claimed that Me works at Pontygwaith (Merthyr 
Tydrd) were in use until the Civil War, but his basis for this claim is unclear, as no Independent evidence of this has been found. The 
last Indication of continuing operation is a purchase of cordwood by Thomas Erbury In 1635: N. LW, Tredegar Park 70/352. 
136. Cu&ff*. N. LW, Bute box 48; Caerleou: Gwent R. O, DIG11 123; Pentyrch: Owen 1982; Rees 1968,300. Abercarn: cf. Gwent 
R. O, Man/WI/0035, D20/42 44 65 & 85-130passim; P. R. O, C 1121186(2), Riden 1993,12 (where the date 1748 should be 1758). 
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the first growth of the south Wales tinplate industry. 137 It somewhat precedes the arrival of coke smelting in 
the area and probably represents the use in forges of pig iron made from redmine and brought by sea from the 
furnaces of Furness, whose number also increased in this peTiod. 111 According to letters sent from Bristol to 
Charles Carroll of Baltimore in America, a shortage of pig iron in 1750 'this way engaged all the works that 
could possibly get into blast to do so', with the result that there was a glut. 139 Ile reported dearth may well 
have been the result of the opening of these new forges. 
The West Country region consisted principally of ironworks dependent on orr from the Forest of Dean. The 
Dean group has here been defined narrowly as consisting only of the King's Ironworks, which were within the 
bounds of the Forest. This group thus disappears with their demolition in 1673.11 Other iron production 
mostly took place beyond the limits of the Forest in areas that have been divided into 'Severn Shore' and Vye'. 
The removal of the works in the Forest allowed charcoal from the Forest to be used by ironworks in the 
surrounding area, and this continued into the 19th century. "' An earlier decline both there and in Severn. 
catchment reflects restrictions placed on the use of wood from the Forest. However production generally 
remained relatively steady over a long period in each of the other groups. 'Mese groups each show the usual 
peak in 1718 and trough thereafter, but the Sevem Shore had a very substantial increase after that, due to the 
enlargement of the ironworks at Lydney and the re-establishment of a forge at Bradley that had operated as part 
of the King's Ironworks earlier. 142 On the other hand, the south Midlands group failed to Ter-over after 1735 
because of the closure of a number of rural forges, mainly in west Warwickshire. While Redditch was 
converted to a needle mill, it is not obvious why lpsley and Blackden closed, probably in the late 1720s, nor 
why Clifford Forge closed in 1751.143 The expansion of output at Powick was insufficient to compensate for 
the decline elsewhere. However, this was balanced by expansion in the Test of the region, which is probably 
related to the development of the tinplate industry. 
Ile Black Country (Table A13.2 and figures A13.3-4) needs to be here defined rather more widely than 
customary, to include Cannock Chase and the lower Stour valley, which both lie beyond the boundary of the 
coalfield, the area by which it is usually dcfined. Its regional total looks very unremarkable, except in the 
unusually slight effect of the embargo. However, when production is considered at the local level, it becomes 
apparent that production was relatively steady in most of the region throughout the period. Production in the 
Cannock area fluctuated around the 500 tons mark. That of the Tame area climbed gradually from that level in 
the 1640s to over 1000 tons in the late 18th century, and then dropped off sharply as the old process was 
Abercarn is actually classified as in northwest Monmouthshire. P. Riden (pers. comm. ) has told me that some deeds have been discovered 
in an estate archive sdII in private hands, throwing further light on this ironworks. 
137. Mnchinton 1957,12-17; Jenkins 1995,24-5. See also chapter 3. 
138. Cf. Fell 1908,217-22. 
139. Johnson (Y-) 1959,5 1. 
140. Hart 1971,23. 
141. This is based on an analysis of the buyers of cordwood from the Forest: P. R. 0, LR 4, passbn. 
142. Hart 1971,72-3. 
143. King 1996b, 45; Clifford: V. C. H. Warws- HL 269. 
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replaced by potting and stamping. The Upper Stour showed a similar even pattern, though with a dip from the 
1680s to the 1710s due to the closure of Swindon and Greens Forges, the former becoming a plating forge for 
some decades. 144 What is remarkable is the performance of half a dozen or so forges in the lower Stour 
valley, whose output went up and up from nothing in 1615 to 200 tons in the early 1640s and continued rising 
until in the late 1750s they were making rather more than 2400 tons per year. 
, This Lower Stour group consisted of six forges in the parishes- of Kinver; Wolvdicy, - Kidderminster, and 
Hartlebury, and included some of the largest in Britain. They had a particularly favourable situation, lying 
between the navigable river Severn and the Black Country, which consumed their products in its manufactures. 
Tle pig iron that they consumed was not a local product, but brought up (or sometimes down) the river Severn. 
Edward Knight & Co., who owned most of the forges by the 1740s used pig iron from their Hales and Chartcot 
Furnaces. 7be latter (below Brown Clee) actually belonged to a distinct partnership, and also supplied their 
Bringewood Forge (near Ludlow). Otherwise, the pig iron came from the Forest of Dean, south and west 
Wales, Furness, Scotland, and even America, in fact anywhere where there was a SUrplUS. 145 The increases 
in forge output up to the 1680s involved the conversion of com and fulling mills to forges. Subsequent 
increases do not seem to be the result of the construction of new plant, and must therefore be the result of 
persuading the finers to work harder, or of working the foTgesdoublehand'day and night. Charles Wood was 
told in 1754 that Wolverley Forge worked doublehand and thatif a finer who cannot make 3 tons per week Mr 
Knight will not keep him, but this does not often happen'. 146 This was being encouraged by the payment of a 
bonus to the finers, for example at Wolverley Old Forge in 1733/4 for exceeding six tons per week, evidently 
from two fineries. 147 The embargo period around 1718 had seen a sharp increase in output, but this was 
largely sustained afterwards and further increases followed. By the 1740s Edward Knight & Co. thus became 
the largest producer of bar iron in Britain, enabling Edward Knight himself to play the leading role in the 
ironmasters' meetings at Stourbridge in regulating the price of iron, as described in chapter 4. For 50 years 
from 1735 about one ton of bar iron in every eight made in English finery forges was made by this one firm, 148 
and for over a century starting in the 1670s more than one ton in every ten made in England was converted into 
bar iron in just these four parishes. Ile lower Stour valley was even more important for its slitting mills. 
There were five of these in Kinver and three more in the other three parishes in the late 18th century. These 
eight mills may have slit over 6000 tons of iron per year. Much of this came from further afield, including 
other parts of the west Midlands and abroad. '49 The Black Country, together with adjacent Northwest 
Midlands (here defined as stretching almost as far north as the Mersey), made around one half of British iron 
throughout the latter part of the 17th century and first half of the 18th. This dominance in bar iron production 
144. Herefs. R. 0, E12NVKY/5. The lessee was John Podmore, who was a sa-maker. 
145. Ince (1992b, various appendices) compared to English total calculated above: SW a/c. 
146. Hyde 1973,40, Gross 2000,221. 
147. SW a/c, 1733/4 Volverley'. 
148. This includes the output of their forge at Bromford (in Birmingham). 
149. Whittington Mill slit 1500 t. pa.: SW a1c; Hyde and Stourton Nfills 1000 tpa. each: Hyde 1973,40; Gross 2000,22 1; Gothersley, 
Broadwaters, Falling Sands, Wilden, and Wolverley Lower hElls may have slit rather less: for these mills see V. C. H. Stqys. xx. 145-7; 
SW a/c*, 1790/4 list; Schafer 1978,66-7. 
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is the counterpart of that in the manufacturing of ironware of the Black Country and Birmingham, which 
provided the forges'niarket. Ile forges and slitting mills of the Stour valley were thus strategically placed on 
the way to the manufacturing area from the river Severn, that great highway that brought in their raw material. 
Ironworks that were so advantageously placed could hardly avoid being highly profitable, - and it was these 
works that made fortunes successively for the Foley and Knight families. However according to John Bedford, 
it was Bringewood, making its Iron coldshort yet inclining towards the tough, [which] Mr Knight calls ... the 
mine. '" 
1"'he Northwest Midlands region is defined for the purposes of this thesis as consisting of Shropshire (including 
the Clee area), north Staffordshire, Cheshire and also Denbighshire. Several of there areas are not well 
documented, particularly in terms of forge accounts. Some of the fluctuations in the estimate may therefore 
result from deficiencies in the underlying data. The long periods of steady output in the estimates for the 
Denbighshire and Border areas are certainly a reflection of this. Similarly the dates of opening and closing of 
several of the forges in the Shropshire plain are uncertain, so that some of the peaks and troughs may more be 
the result of what is not known than of what is. For example there is just one passing reference indicating that 
Sambrook Forge was operating in the 1650s, and the very existence of Tibberton as a forge, rather than as a 
slitting mill, is known only from a few sales of pig iron to Charles Jones in the 1670s and 1680s, while that of 
Harcourt only from a single inventory. 151 Unusually both Moreton and Wytheford Forges were operated by 
landowning gentry as estate enterprises in the late 17th century. 152 Ile usual peak around 1720 and trough 
around 1736 occur, but the growth towards the latter began sooner than in many place& There was a further 
peak in 175 1. Few forges disappeared in this period, and the 1751 output reflects a return to full production. 
In contrast the growth in the Clee district during the mid 18th century is mainly a reflection of increased 
production at Bringewood, and resumed production at Prescott. 153 In mid and north Staffordshire (the 
Potteries group), the sharp decline in the 1620s is a reflection of the problems of Middleton, Gorcing & Co., 
who closed several forges, apparently in a period of difficult trading. Im The sharp fall around 1780 both 
there and in Cheshire results from the effective end of the Cheshire Ironmasters business, when a new 
generation of the Kendall family moved to south Wales to establish the Beaufort Ironworks. "' 
The North (Table AIM and figures A13.5-6), defined here as east of the Pennines from Burton upon Trent to 
the Scottish border, exhibits a peak, particularly evident in its proportion of the national figures. in the early 
17th century. This was the result of rapid growth of the industry in Derbyshire in the early 17th century, with 
smaller contributions from a number of other minor regions, which largely disappeared in the second half of 
that century. The decline in Derbyshire is to some extent masked in the regional figures by a growth in the 
150. N. LW. Redford Papers 1765ft L13v. 
15 1. Sambrook: Herefs. R. 0, E121VVKAct45, Tibberton: Edwards 1960,54, Harcourt: P. R. O. PROB 4112496. 
152. Lady Corbett bought pig iron, presumably for Moreton Forge: Herefs. R. 0, E121VVDDf/l. DEf/l, Bishopswood. Francis 
Chalton's employees ran Wytheford- Shrops. R. O. 625/15, ? &William Woodhouse account, 62518.19 Oct. 1685 
153. Increased production at Bringewood mirrors that in the associated Stour Works. 
154. King 1999a, 66. 
155. Awty 1957,115-6. 
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Sheffield area, following the establishment of new ironworks there by Lionel Copley and his partners in 
1639. L56 Iron production is most notable by its virtual absence in the Northeast (around Newcastle) and north 
Yorkshire. Near Newcastle it was resumed when the Crowley works there came to include finery forges"17 
probably using pig iron from America and Sussex by the 1730s. 111 in view of the importance of Sheffield in 
iron manufactures, the scale of iron production is relatively low: this no doubt reflects the extent to which the 
cutlery trade had easy access to Swedish iron. 
The West Coast (Table A13.4 and figures A13-8-7), comprising coastal counties from north Cardiganshire to 
Cumberland and also some furnaces in the Scottish ffighlands, was closely connected with the exploitation of 
redmine, the haematite ore of Furness and west Cumberland4 though some local ironstone was also used in 
south lancashire. 119 Furness itself saw a very marked growth of production from 1711 to 1721, but some of 
this consisted in the replacement of bloomery forges by finery forges, so that the actual growth of the 
production of iron in the district was somewhat less. A main feature of the region however is its insignificance 
as a producer of bar iron: this contrasts with its considerable importance in pig iron production, providing 
metal for the forges in south Wales and the Midlands. 
Finally Scotland (apart from the English owned furnaces just mentioned) has been treated as a separate region. 
The amount of iron produced in the Iowlands was significant during the Industrial Revolution. However in 
the preceding period so little was made than it might as well be ignored completely. 110 So far as can be 
determined the iron used in Scotland came overwhelmingly directly or indirectly for Sweden as far back as the 
16th century. 161 It is for this reason that Scotland has been excluded from the scope of this thesis, and from 
most further computations. 
Coke-basedprocesses 
The first processes, in which iron was fined without charcoal in a commercially successful process (as 
described in chapter 3), were those of John and Charles Wood, patented in 1761 and 1763. These were 
followed by an improvement of their potting and stamping process by Wright and Jesson in 1772. Joseph 
Jesson improved this further in 1783, and the puddling processes of Peter Onions and of Henry CoTt followed 
soon after. 161 Evidence as to the adoption of these processes is quite scarce, but the adoption in the 1780. s of 
156. King, North from Sheffield Archivesv ACWSD/180; P. R. 0, C3/439/39(Wegible); C5/22t27, etc. 
157. Flinn 196Z 41-54; 1963,55. 
158. America: Johnson (K. ) 1959,46-8; Sussex: the Crowleys acquired Ashburnharn and Darvel Furnaces about 1739, but did not enter 
the ordnance trade until 1745: Suffolk R. 0, HAIIGD/213; cf. HAIVGD15; Tomlinson 1967,398. Cleere & Crossley 1985.3 10-1 is 
incorrect; see the supplement in 1995 edn. 382; King 1995c, esp. 260. Their sources of pig iron before the 1730s are not clear. 
159. Strictly the Highlands should fall outside the scope of this thesis, but it is more convenient to deal with Invergarry, Argyll (or 
Goatfield) and Bonawe (or Iorn) Furnaces as if they were in England, because their owners and customers were English, rather than 
treating their products as English imports, as would strictly be correct. This does not apply to the l7th century industry near Loch Maree 
and probably not to Glenkinglass Furnace. Abernethy Ironworks belonged to an English company (The York Buildings Company), but 
the markets for its products are uncertain: Fell 1908,343-414; Lindsay 1977; Lewis 1984. 
160. The primary evidence for this is that there hardly were any ironworks in Scotland: Lindsay 1977; Lewis 1984. 
161. Hildebrand 1957,13-14; Grage 1986, Sound Toll Tables (see next chapter); cf. Smout 1960,127. See also figure 7.6. 
162. See chapter 3; Morton & Mutton 1967; Mott 1985. 
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Melting Average 
fineries in output Black Derby- South Cumber- puddled 
use used Country shire Wales Shropshire land Total iron made 
1745 0 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1750 0 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1755 0 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1760 0 125 0 0 0 0 125 125 
1765 0 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1770 0 125 0 0 375 125 0 Soo 
1775 0 125 125 0 375 125 0 625 
1776 0 125 375 0 375 125 0 875 
1777 0 144 433 289 433 433 0 1687 
1778 0 164 491 327 491 491 0 1799 
1779 0 183 549 366 549 549 0 2011 
1780 0 202 606 404 606 809 0 2426 
1781 0 221 664 443 664 886 0 2657 
1782 0 241 722 481 722 1685 0 3611 0 
1783 0 260 780 520 780 1820 0 3900 171 
1784 0 260 780 520 780 1820 0 3900 171 
1785 0 260 2340 520 1560 2860 0 7280 171 
1786 0 260 4420 520 1560 3640 0 10140 171 
1787 0 260 4940 520 2860 3640 0 11960 171 
1788 0 260 5720 520 4940 3640 0 14820 514 
1789 0 260 5720 520 4160 3640 0 14040 1055 
1790 0 260 5720 520 2080 3380 0 11700 3256 
1791 0 268 5895 536 1340 3483 0 11254 4640 
1792 0 276 6070 552 1380 3311 0 11313 6318 
1793 0 284 6245 568 1419 3407 0 11639 7125 
1794 0 292 6420 584 1459 3502 0 11965 z 
1795 0 300 6595 600 1499 3598 0 12291 
0 
1796 0 308 6771 616 1539 3693 0 12618 
1797 0 308 6771 616 1539 3693 0 12618 Q) 
1798 0 308 6771 616 1539 3078 0 12002 CD CL 
1799 0 308 6771 616 1539 3078 0 12002 =r (D 
1800 0 308 6771 616 1539 2462 0 11387 
1805 0 308 6771 616 923 2462 0 10771 
1810 0 308 6463 616 923 2462 0 10464 
1815 0 308 6463 0 923 1847 0 9233 
1820 0 308 5847 0 923 1847 0 8617 
1825 0 308 5540 0 923 1847 0 8309 
1830 0 308 5540 0 923 1847 0 8309 
1835 0 308 5540 0 923 1847 0 8309 
1840 0 308 5540 0 923 1847 0 8309 
Note: The estimates for years after 1790 are unreliable, and are not used in the consumption 
estimates in chapter 8. The estimates used there depend on estimated pig iron production. 
Sources: see text and appendix 14. 
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potting and stamping in 'melting fineries' is indicated by the 1790/4 list. Such melting fineries are listed in 
appendix 14, but some uncertainties remain in the data. An example of this is whether Charles Wood's Low 
Mill at Egremont closed in 1763 (as I have assumed), upon the bankruptcy of most of the other partners there, 
or continued in use at least until the lease was surrendered in 1789.161 Potting and stamping was still 
relatively unimportant in 1780, but there was a great increase in the numbers of such melting fineries in the 
mid 1780s, from 15 in. 1784 to about 57 in 1788 (see table 6.9). The most likely reason for this expansion is 
related to the expiry of Wright & JessoWs 1773 patem or perhaps to their permitting others to use this process, 
before his patent expired but after Jesson had patented something better. '" 
Unfortunately, the 1790/4 list is the last known survey of forge plant until well into the 19th century. It is 
known that puddling began to be adopted from about 1788, and when some forges were converted to this 
process. Such conversion dates (where known) are indicated in appendix 14. However, little is known of 
what forge plant was erected with the new blast furnaces built after 1790 or which process they usedL The 
17904 list mentions six 'Corts' (i. e. puddling furnaces) at Cyfarthfa in Merthyr Tydfil, but lists no plant either 
for Corts or Onions' process elsewhere. However, a passing reference indicates Peter Onions was making 
'patent blooms' at Pentyrch in 1788, though that forge appears only to have gone over to puddling in 1792.165 
There is also some evidence as to the adoption of puddling in the Weale mss. (which include papers collected in 
support of a petition to Parliament for compensation to Corts family for the loss of his patent), but this 
evidence peters out in the early 1790s. 166 
It seems that Cort's process (or sometimes Onions) was widely adopted in south Wales in the early 1790s, and 
at Cyfarthfa puddling was probably a direct replacement for Wood's process. 167 On the other hand in 
Shropshire and Staffordshire, the expansion of the mid to late 1780s was based on Wright & Jesson's 1773 
improvement of potting and stamping. It is possible that it was only after 1799 (when Cort's and Onions' 
patent-, had expired) that puddling was widely adoptedL However, 'stamped iron' did not immediately 
disappear. It was, for example, still being made at Cradley in 1809, along with finery and puddled iron. "' 
The estimation of output from the number of melting fineries for Wood! s and Wright & Jesson's processes 
processes presents the usual difficulty as to what multiplier to use (for their estimated average output). The 
1788 estimate assumed that each melting finery made 5 tons per week, that is 260 tons per year. " However 
163. Carlisle R. 0, D/Lec/60126, P. R. 0, C 54/6160, nos. 3-6. 
164. For these patents we chapter 3. That Jesson was prepared to grant licences for his process could explain why Cort was prepared to 
reduce the royalties for his process gradually reduced. Hawkes & Co. of Gateshead am said to have agreed to pay 20s. per ton in 1784. 
The Rotherhithe Company were paying 15s. and Richard Crawshay agreed 10s. in 1787, reduced to 5s. the following year Science 
Museum Lib, MS. 371/3,187r- 189r 195r- 196v; inf. from Eric Alexander citing The Mechanics Magazine 12 Aug. 1859. 
165.1790/4 fist; Evans 1990, xiv and nos. 7190; Chappell 1940,27. Pentyrch Forge is surprisingly not mentioned in the 179014 list. 
This may conceivably reflect this conversion. 
166. Science Museum Lib, MS. 371/1-4, passim. 
167. See chapter 3. This is based on the very poor yield quoted by Richard Crawshay to Cort in 1787: ibid. 371/3,421-4; Mott 1959b, 
50; Hyde 1977,87-8. 
168. Collins 199Z 39, citing an account book which I have not studied in detail. 
169. Mushet 1940,44. 
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Horsehay Forge made 308 t. pa. in each furnace in 1796 and 1797.170 1 have adopted outputs of 125 tons 
(that of the best traditional fineries) up to 1775, then 260 tons from 1783 to 1790, and 308 tons from 1796, 
with interpolated figures between. Ile dates of operation and the numbers of melting fineries at the various 
works (as discussed above) come mainly from the 1790/4 list (see appendix 14). 171 
The results of this exercise appear in table 6.9 and figure 6.9. ne peak figure in them of 14820 tons (for 1788) 
- differs from-- the figure of 15600 tons- for that year published by Mushet, due lo the use of a slightly different 
number of melting firteries. This may be because the 1788 compiler probably treated the six 'Corts' (that is 
puddling furnaces) at Cyfarthfa (shown in the 1790 list) as if they were more melting fineries. 172 The figures 
show a rapid growth in output from 2000 tons in 1779 to 10000 in 1786. This is partly the result of the change 
in the multiplier, but of far greater significance was a great increase in the number of works using the process. 
Undoubtedly the expansion in iron made by this process during the 1780s was both great and rapid. The 
decline in the estimate to about 12000 tons in the 1790s reflects the conversion of some forges to puddling. 
However so little is known of what new plant was put up after 1790 that this estimate is certainly unreliable and 
may weU be too low, but the lower estimates for the 1800s and beyond could be too high, due to more forges 
having been converted to puddling than estimated here, particularly after Cort's patent expired in 1799. 
A similar exercise may be undertaken in respect of puddling furnaces. Output figures of 171,290, and 375 
tons per furnace are available for Cyfarthfa for 1789,1791 and 1793 respectively and the last of these is not 
much less than the maximum that it is feasible to make in a puddling furnace. 173 'Mese figures may be used 
to estimate the growth in output from puddling furnaces. Output thus estimated is shown in the final column of 
table 6.9. However, these figures almost certainly underestimate the total amount produced by the various 
coke-based processes. T'his is confirmed by examining the ratio between the estimated output of bar iron from 
melting fineries and puddling furnaces in England and Wales and the estimated production of pig iron in Great 
Britain at the same date. For 1791 this element of bar iron output works out at a mere 16% of the estimated 
output of pig iron, whereas the equivalent figures (calculated from contemporary estimates) for 1788,1805, 
and 1810 are respectively 24%, 32% and 31%. This underestimate is almost certainly due to underestimation 
of the number of melting fineries; and puddling furnaces in operation. 
Ile figures for pig iron, which will be discussed below, are probably reasonably reliable at this period. I have 
therefore estimated bar iron production after 1788, by interpolating the proportions Oust mentioned) of English 
bar iron produced by the new processes to British pig iron production, and applying these figures to my 
estimate of pig iron production. I have then estimated production by puddling by deducting my estimate of 
production in melting fineries. Ile total made by both processes is likely to be a reasonable stimate, but its 
170. Mott 1959b, 5 1. 
171. Birmingham Archives, B&W, MEV5112. This list is discussed above. 
172. Richard Crawshay's letterbook (Evans 1990) indicates that puddling was adopted at Cyfarthfa during the latter part of 1788. 
173. Hyde thesis, 121; Evans 1990, nos. 89 379; Birch 1967,77-8 190; cf. Mott 1959b, 5 1. 
Table 6.10 Bar iron production in England by all processes 
Finery Finery Melting Puddling 
Bloomery (Weald) (rest) Finerles Furnaces Total 
1490 900 900 
1500 875 160 1035 
1510 1100 160 1260 
1520 1175 180 1355 
1530 1275 330 1605 
1540 1150 910 2060 
1550 1300 2730 - 4030 
1560 1400 4420 87 5907 
1570 1050 6110 1287 8447 
1580 1000 8840 2956 - 12,796 
1590 850 9360 5158 - 15,368 
1600 525 8580 6585 - 15,690 
1610 500 8190 9368 - 18,058 
1620 325 7800 10,609 18,734 
1630 375 7540 10,491 - 18,406 
1640 375 5661 11,718 - 17,754 
1650 300 4434 10,701 . 15,434 
1660 325 1872 11,609 - 13,806 
1670 275 1365 11,943 - 13,583 
1675 275 1217 12,133 13,624 
1680 275 1014 12,151 13,440 
1685 275 882 11,733 12,890 
1690 325 750 11,912 12,987 
1695 300 615 11,806 - 12,722 
1700 250 882 12,060 - 13,192 
1705 250 732 11,869 - 12,851 
1710 275 535 12,476 - 13,286 
1715 100 630 13,220 - 13,950 
1720 75 720 16,950 17,745 
1725 50 680 15,476 16,206 
1730 25 600 14,163 - 14,788 
1735 25 600 12,901 - 13,526 
1740 25 520 14,520 15,065 
1745 25 520 16,401 16,946 
1750 25 440 19,003 19,468 
1755 25 440 19,746 20,211 
1760 25 480 20,307 125 20,937 
1765 25 480 21,486 21,991 
1770 0 480 21,121 500 22,101 
1775 0 400 19,698 625 20,723 
1780 0 280 18,161 2426 20,867 
1785 0 200 17,728 7280 171 25,380 
1790 0 120 17,062 11,700 9717 38,599 
1795 0 40 16,518 12,291 17,950 46,799 
1800 0 80 14,872 11,387 44,203 70,541 
1805 0 80 13,040 10,771 62,286 86,177 
1810 0 80 11,604 10,464 85,897 108,045 
1815 0 40 9820 9233 93,644 112,736 
1820 0 40 8579 8617 91,683 108,919 
1830 0 0 6816 8309 202,386 217,512 
Note: The division of output between melting fin eries pudddling fumaces after 
1788 is almost certain unreliable. 
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apportionment between the two processes is probably not. The calculation of the total from all new processes 
suggests that the production of bar iron continued growing rapidly. Production rose from 15600 tons in 1788 
to almost 20900 tons in 1791, to over 55400 tons in 1800, and to a peak of almost 107,000 tons in 1811.174 
This represents a growth rate (calculated over seven years) of 30% per year around 1786, and that growth rate 
was consistently more than 10% from 1775 to 1800. except in the early 1790s when growth was slightly 
slower. Measured over that whole period the growth rate was 19% per year. Ibis is an utterly astounding rate 
of growth, even though high growth rates arc typical of successful new processes. However when data for the 
new is combined with that for what it replaced, the growth rate becomes rather lower. This is indeed the case 
here, but the growth rate was nevertheless over 4% per year continuously from 1783 to 1806. 
Total bar iron production 
The figures from all processes have been combined in table 6.10 and figures 6.10 and 6.11. Therewasaperiod 
of rapid growth from the 1540s to the 1580s (averaging 4.5% pA. ), coinciding with the spread of the new 
technology of the blast furnace and ftery forge. This was followed by a long period of steady or slowly 
declining output during much of the 17th century, in circumstances that have already been discussedL There 
was then a sharp peak as a result of the embargo on British trade with Sweden in 1718 and 1719, followed by a 
return to rather less than the pre-embargo output by 1735. From then output grew to over 20000 tons in the 
early 1750s, a growth rate of 2.8% p. a. After this growth (to a peak of 22000 tons around 1770) was rather 
slower, at a mere 0.6% p. a. Then came a decade when production was lower, the 1770 output not being 
passed until 1784. This pause during the American War of Independence will be referred to again in 
subsequent chapters. After that there were two decades of unprecedently rapid growth (at 6.6% pa. ), marking 
the beginning of the Industrial Revolution for the iron industry. Once again the great expansion of production 
followed a technological breakthrough, for the growth took place almost exclusively at works using the new 
coal based methods of potting and stamping and later puddling. Thus twice in history the adoption of a new 
technology for making iron was followed by a very rapid expansion of output. However this is only a measure 
of how much iron was made in England and Wales, not of the amount consumed in manufactures, for from the 
mid 17th century considerable quantities of iron were imported: that is a subject, which will be explored 
further in the next chapter. 
174. My estimate for 1795 of production by all processes atless than 47000 tons is somewhat less than C. K. Hyde's of 50000 tons: Hyde 
thesis, 128. 
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Pig and bar iron estimates compared 
Almost all previous modem estimates of the output of the iron industry have only been concerned with pig iron 
production, and any estimates of bar iron output have been dcrived from that. The purpose of this section is to 
consider pig iron production, so as to compare the estimate of bar iron made above with recent calculations on 
pig iron. pToduction, of which. the,, mgst impoTtantý are th9se of, p. Riden. 11-1 . 
'Me mPthodology used to estimate 
forge output outside the Weald has not been used for furnaces or forges in the Weald4 as there is too little data. 
However, the procedure can be applied to furnaces elsewhere, using the data listed in appendix 14, but the 
results of this exercise are most unsatisfactory (see figures 6.12-14 and tables 6.11-12). The estimate suggests 
a sudden increase in the production of pig iron in England (outside the Weald) from under 9000 tons in 1599 to 
pass 20000 tons in 1612 (an annual growth rate of 6%), and that output was consistently higher than that until 
1690. This is most improbable, as these figures are on average over 6800 tons per year more than was needed 
by forges (see below), at a time when there was relatively little production of cast iron goods. This 
improbable answer arises from a similar difficulty to that (described at the beginning of this chapter) with the 
previous estimates, that of the multiplier, the average annual output of each furnace. Tle relative dearth of 
data in the 17th century means that output& given in the c. 1716 list exercise an undue influence on the result. 
When furnace campaigns were not necessarily of equal length, and furnace output was correspondingly 
variable, the use for one period of figures from another is not justified. Ibis is not a serious problem in the 
case of forges, as there are good reasons for believing that they operated fairly continuously. However (as 
explained above) it is very difficult to justify any particular output figure as a multiplier to convert the furnace 
numbers into an estimate of total output. 116 
The output of furnaces can however be estimated in another way, that is by the use of the forge output figures 
estimated above. In chapter 4 it was pointed out that there was during the 17th century a change from having 
one forge for each furnace to having two forges (or more strictly four fineries), which must indicate an increase 
in the average output of each furnace, something that the figures derived from the furnace data (in the 
preceding paragraph) do not reflccL Since the production of cast iron goods (apart from the cannon founding 
in the Weald) was a modest branch of the iron industry before 1700, and in the 18th century this was largely 
the province of coke furnaces, the amount of forge pig iron produced should not be very different from the 
total output from charcoal furnaces. Accordingly, furnace output may be estimated from the amount of pig 
iron needed as the feedstock of all forgm with a small increment for the quantity of cast iron goods made in 
charcoal furnaces. 177 This total pig iTon production may then be divided by the number of furnaces in use to -- 
estimate the average amount of pig iron made by each blast furnace. 
175. Riden 1977; 1994. 
176. P. Ridetfs 1994 estimate is the closest to my furnace estimate. but suffers from the same heavy reliance on the c. 1716 list (see 
below). 
177. The amount of this increment remains relatively uncertain. However its amount is certainly small in relation to the amount of forge 
pig iron produced. Accordingly any amr in its estimation will not have a sigairicant effect on the result. I have included a steady 100 
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The amount of pig iron needed by forges is calculated by multiplying the forge output estimate by the yield of 
bar iron from pig iron. A selection of such yields was collected by G. Hammersley. AtNewbridge in Sussex 
in1539,40 cwt. pig iron was needed for each ton of bar iron made. However most other 16th century 
accounts show yields around 30 cwl. per ton, and this fell to 26-28 cwt. in the following century. "' Indeed a 
yield of 26 cwt. per ton bar iron is axiomatic in the Swedish system of weights, where 1 SIb. tackjJrnvikt [pig 
iron weight] was equal to 1.3 SIb. bergvikt ['mountain weight'], the measure used for bar iron at the forge. 179 
Accordingly, a factor of 2 has been applied to bar iron output up to 1540, and 1.5 from 1550 to 1600 and also 
in the Weald after that, but elsewhere 1.35 has been used from 1626, with linear interpolations in intervening 
periods. The yields of later Processes have already been discussed (see pages 62-6). 1.48 has been used for 
Mdland forges using Wright & Jesson's process and 1.6 for those elsewhere using that of the Wood brothers. 
For puddling, 1.47 has been used until 1815 and 136 from 1825 with linear interpolations bctwecn. '"G 
The method outlined provides an estimate of pig iron consumption in forges, which is quite independent of any 
made directly from furnace production data. However a further adjustment is needed, in order to determine 
their pig iron requirement from the furnaces. Account must be taken of imports and exports of pig iron. No 
evidence of overseas trade in pig iron in the 16th or 17th century has been discovered, "' nor in the 18th 
except from Scotland and America. Strictly the pig iron, made in the west Highlands of Scotland in the 18th 
century and imported into England and Wales, should appear as an imporL However the furnaces there (such 
as Invergarry, Argyll, and U)rn) belonged to companies based in Furness, and their output was almost entirely 
used in English forges. 182 It is thus more convenient to deal with them in the calculations as if they were in 
England than to treat their products as imports. The amount of pig iron from the other non-English source 
(America) was from the 1720s until the outbreak of the American War of Independence not insignificant. 
Almost all of this (93%) came from Virginia and Maryland, whence freight for it was at a very low rate, 
because it provided a convenient ballast for tobacco. This trade grew from nothing to pass 1700 tons in 1730 
tons in my calculations for civilian consumption of cast iron goods and added something for ordnance production when there is 
occasionally evidence that there was some, usually the odd 100 tons, but rather more In the 1690s and again after 1740. These estimates 
are mainly from Ordnance records (P. R. O. WO 51 etc. ), but see also Royalirr Ordnance Papers and Riden I"2b. 
178. Hammersley 1973,604. See also discussion of this above In relation to the Weald. 
179. European Market, 251 c f 243. 
180. See table 6.9 above. In view of the uncertainly of the apportionment of bar iron production made by new processes between potting 
and stamping on the one hand and puddling on the other, it Is fortunate that the yields of the two processes are so similar. 
18 1. Certain non-specialist authors are inclined to refer toore'orpig iron' being imported from Sweden at various periods for the Black 
Country iron industry or the Sheffield steel industry. This is due to a misunderstanding on their pmt A raw material was Indeed 
Imported, but it is a mistake to refer to it as ore, save as an Imprecise synonym forraw material'. The material imported was largely bar 
iron. In referring topig iron', they probably mean'osmond iron, which is actually another kind of unfinishod iron. These matters will 
be discussed at length in the next chapter. In each case, the problem seems to be that of authors writing about an Industry whose 
technology they do not understand. 
182. Invergarry ate; Lorn Vb. The principal exception concerns shot cast by the Newland Company, some of which at least was cast at 
LornFurnace: P. R. 0, WO47/56,63. This is dealt with In the same way as other cast iron goods. Coke pig iron made at Balgonle (or 
IýWkinch or Leven) Furnace should perhaps have been dealt with in the same way, since this company had a close connection with Losh 
& Co. of Newcastle, who had Teams &fill in the 1790s and an ironfoundry at Walker by 18 16. but this has been treated as an import from 
Scotland. The activities of this firm (whose other partners at various times included Allen, Robinson, and BcLI) have not been fully 
determined: King, Norlh: Balgonie: Bunl966,199-200: Duckhaml970,145-6. Teams: 1795 directory for Gateshead (photocopy In 
Gateshead L. S. L. ), p. 63. 
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and averaged over 2300 tons per year from 1731 to 1749.113 The import duty on American iron brought into 
LDndon was abolished in 1750, and this led to an increase in imports, which rose to over 3400 tons in 1755, 
with increasing amounts coming from New York and Pennsylvania. In 1756 the right to import American 
iron, duty free, was extended to all British ports, but the amount imported did not increase much, averaging 
about 3300 tons per year from then until 1775, with a peak in imports in 1770 and 1771 when 4200 and 5300 
tons were imported respectively. " Imports (from somewhere) resumed in the late 1780s and averaged 3200 
tons agairi in the early 1790s, but tailed off latei'irith6decade, ajZ6eascd compl&tely from 1800.10 The 
pattern of pig iron exports is, on the other hand, quite different. This trade had probably begun in 1736, but 
never amounted to more than 200 tons before 1770. Subsequently the trade grew substantially. Exports 
averaged 1360 tons from 1792 to 1803, and over 3000 tons from then until 1816. They were even higher after 
that. 196 Ile destination of these exports has not been determined, but some of it was supplied to foundries in 
Ireland and France. '" 
In order to estimate the total output of furnaces outside the Weald, rather than just the part of it used by forges, 
it is also necessary to estimate the production of cast iron goods in charcoal furnaces. Ilis is really only a 
significant factor in the case of the Weald4 which does not enter into this calculation. However a certain 
amount of these (particularly shot) was produced elsewhere in wartime. Ile extent of this has been 
determined from Ordnance Board records and rarely amounted to more than an insignificant few hundred tons 
per year. "' Cast iron ballast used for warships from the late 1720s was mainly made by furnaces outside the 
Weald, and data on this has been obtained from naval records. 199 I have also added in specific estimates for 
certain specific times and places where there is evidence of cast iron production on more than a minor scale, 190 
and a steady 100 t. p. a. for potfounding at furnaces generally. 191 Some of these latter estimates are crude, but 
the quantities are quite small in relation to the total production of furnaces. 
183. Bining 1933, various appendices; Mddleton 1953,170; Johnson (Y-) 1959,44. 
184. Bining 1933, various appendices; Schumpeter 1960, table xvi; Statutes 23 Goo. II, c. 29,30 Goo. 11 c. 16. 
185. Schumpeter 1960, table xvii. I have not investigated the source of the exports of the 1780s. but it is likely again to have been 
America. Some American pig iron was certainly used In the Stour valley In this period: SW a/c. 
186. Schumpeter 1960, tables viii and ix; Scrivenor 1841,418 421. The 1804-16 average excludes the years 1810,1811 and 1813, for 
which the trade statistics do not survive. Schumpeter's tables am inconsistent in that one table shows 433 tons exported In 1780, but the 
other has a blank from 1772 to 1786. This blank may indicate that she did not extract the data, rather than that the quantity was zero. 
187. Irish buyers, probably of foundry iron, included Edward Constable & Co, Patrick Pounden. and Pounden and Onge (all of Dublin), 
and Abel (and later Stewart) Hadgkiss of Belfast: BB a/c (for 1741-3); Stembridge 1998,137-4 1; France: Harris 1998,258 313. 
Exports in 1792 included 878 tons to France and 1128 tins to Ireland. Expoýs in 1812 went to Ireland, Canada and the West Indies, but 
this was perhaps an atypical year P. R. O. CUST 17/14; CUST 8/1. 
188.1660-1750: P. R. 0, Ordnance bill books, WO 50-51,1750-70: Hodgkinson thesis; 1770-83 estimates have been compiled from 
minute books (P. R. 0, WO 47); figures have not been obtained from the bill books for want of time. No estimates have been made 
before 1660 (except as mentioned In note 190 below) or after 1783, but there is no reason to believe that they should not be zero, since in 
these periods ordnance came from the Weald and from coke furnaces respectively. 
189. Navy a/c. The subject is discussed at length in King 1995b. The figures am unsatisfactory until 1745 while ballast was bought 
under a standing contract, but the quantity in doubt is too small to affect the result much. No figures have been obtained after 1790. 
190.1 have allowed for ordnance made illegally at Pentyrch in 1598-1608 (Riden 1992b), 150 r. p. a. for Royalist ordnance production at 
Bouldon in the Civil War (Royalist Ordnance Papers) and 100 rp. a. for Isaac Wilkinson's potfounding at BackbarTow and Lowwood In 
1735-51(Cranstonel991). Precise data for the latter (from BB a1c) has not been obtained for want of time. 
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Table 6.11 Estimates of average fumace output compared 
Implied by Furnace 
forge estimate Riden 1977 Riden 1994 
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- 97 97 
- 97 135 
- 98 110 
- 91 106 
- 89 106 
- 78 78 
- 66 199 
200 51 194 
238 73 90 
- 61 120 
200 47 47 
210 59 59 
241 68 91 
243 68 72 
364 64 88 
398 69 69 
423 60 113 
449 60 136 
474 60 73 
569 60 133 
761 60 327 
755 so 104 
733 103 103 
731 100 118 
764 140 140 
804 ISO - 
870 90 - 
1,035 60 - 
1,223 120 - 
1,389 120 
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Table 6.12 Statistics on furnace output (excluding the Weald) 201 
Pig iron Output of Output of 
needed Number Average output Average output charcoal Number average coke 
for forges in use (forge estimate) (furnace estimate) furnaces in use output furnaces 
1550 - 0 
1560 131 2 65 158 131 
1570 1930 11 175 180 1930 
1580 4435 21 211 198 4435 
1590 7737 33 234 209 7737 
1600 9877 48 209 232 10027 
1610 13512 62 220 291 13612 
1620 14690 67 221 344 14790 
1630 14164 59 242 350 14264 
1640 15820 65 245 364 15920 
1650 14446 59 247 375 14546 
1660 15672 58 272 390 15772 
1665 16032 57 283 402 16132 
1670 16123 61 266 404 16223 
1675 16379 56 294 402 16479 
1680 16404 56 295 391 16504 
1685 15839 54 295 389 15939 
1690 16081 52 312 389 16244 0 - 
1695 15938 47 354 402 16652 2 200 400 
1700 16281 48 339 391 16281 2 238 475 
1705 16023 44 364 388 16023 0 - 
1710 16843 43 392 387 16843 1 200 200 
1715 17847 47 380 383 17847 2 210 420 
1720 22883 54 424 384 22883 3 241 722 
1725 20893 55 380 390 20893 4 243 971 
1730 19120 57 334 398 19032 5 364 1818 
1735 17416 56 306 403 17144 6 398 2389 
1740 19602 53 363 427 19242 5 423 2117 
1745 22141 49 459 453 22481 5 449 2243 
1750 25654 55 444 463 24422 6 474 2844 
1755 26657 55 424 476 23345 10 569 5691 
1760 27614 55 381 512 20963 22 761 16735 
1765 29006 53 381 537 20174 24 755 18115 
1770 29298 49 382 536 18721 32 733 23444 
1775 27562 43 362 551 15558 37 731 27039 
1780 28180 41 280 571 11496 53 764 40474 
1785 34510 30 476 611 14275 57 804 45839 
1790 54545 22 545 11988 80 870 69619 
1795 66699 20 523 10459 96 1035 99376 
1800 102,302 16 465 7444 147 1223 179,778 
1805 125,513 14 472 6614 168 1327 222,987 
1810 157,941 11 500 5505 217 1389 301,492 
1820 154,980 6 602 36111 296,454 
1830 296,400 5 422 2111 615,995 
The total output of charcoal furnaces is calculated from forge output until 1788. Production of 100 
tons of cast iron in charcoal furnaces is assumed in the 17th century. The requirement in column 2 
exceeds estimated output after 1725 due to the import of American pig iron and other various minor 
adjustments to the figures. 
File: Fumace extracts/Comp 
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Ile overseas trade in pig iron and cast iron production Oust described) only represent minor factors, but must 
nevertheless be included in the calculations to estimate total pig iron production, and hence the average annual 
furnace oUtpUL These figures have been calculated for England and Wales as a whole, once again excluding 
the Weald, for which separate calculations have been made above. This also provides a means of looking at 
the output of pig iron regionally, which has been done by applying the annual average thus calculated to the 
furnace numbers in each region (see table 6.13 and figure 6.15). This clearly indicates the great significance of 
the Weald up to about 1630 and the growing importance of the Midlands and North in the late 16th and early 
17th centuries. Ile output of the West Country (principally the Forest of Dean) stands out in the mid and late 
17th century, but declined somewhat in the 18th. However as the decline there was matched by growth in 
output in south Wales, and particularly up the west coast of Britain, this corresponds very well with what was 
said of the Severn pig iron trade in chapter 4, and also with what the accounts of forges in the lower Stour 
valley show as to their sources of pig iron. 192 
I'lie estimates derived respectively from data on furnaces and forges also can be related to each other (see figure 
6.13 and table 6.11). I'liese are independent figures, and usually do not agree. For reasons already expressed, 
both in criticising previous work on pig iron output at the beginning of this chapter and also (above) my own 
estimate from the furnace data, the figures derived from the forge estimate are preferred where they conflict. 
71ese figures can also be compared with the 1977 and 1994 estimates of P. Riden. "' A comparison may also 
be made between the estimates for the pig iron produced per furnace (calculated by each method), with a 
similar estimate made for the Weald (see figure 6.14 and table 6.12). '" In the 16th and 17th centuries when 
the production of cast iron goods was relatively insignificant (even if the estimates of that are inaccurate), the 
output estimates should be directly comparable. In the first half of the 18th century, when most cast iron 
goods (other than cannon in the Weald) were made from coke pig iron, the figures should remain comparable. 
Even after coke pig iron began to be used in forges in the 1750s, comparison remains possible provided the 
production of melting pigs (for such foundry purposes) can be excluded. 
The various estimates of furnace numbers and of average and total output, collected together in tables 6.11 and 
6.12 and figures 6.12 to 6.14, are fairly similar until about 1600. The exception to this is P. Riden's 1977 
estimate, which was based on G. Hammersley's rather low estimate of the number of furnaces in use. After 
1600 my furnace estimate (see figure 6.13) moves sharply upwards due to its reliance on the furnace output 
data for c. 1716, and is almost certainly an overestimate. This defect also applies to P. Riden's 1994 estimate in 
respect of the late 17th century, but his overly large multiplier is to some extent balanced by his lower count of 
furnaces. However my estimate of the average made by each furnace using my forge output figures closely 
192. SW a/c, Foley a1c: Ince 199 1 b, 117-8. Unfortunately the latter does not give quantities. 
193. Riden 1977; 1994. The totals and averages have been recalculated from Riden's dotailed published data. so as to exclude the 
Wealdfromthem. The breakdown of his 1977 Amince numbers between tho Weald and the rest of England and Wales Is taken from a 
table prepared by Hammersley (1973,595), from which Riden took the total for the whole country. His 1994 estimate only starts at 1660. 
194. The Wealden average is for the amount of pig Iron consumed in forges divided by the number of Au=es, since them is insufficient 
output data to allow any Independent estimate of furnace output to be made. 
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follows the multipliers used by Riden for his 1977 estimate for most of 17th century and also my estimate for 
the average for the Wealden industry, until the decline there began (probably around 1630). '" Most of the 
series remain within the range 200-250 tp. a. per furnace until 1630, after which there is a gradual growth to 
270-300 t. pa. in the 1670s and nearly 380 t. p. a. around 1710. Accordingly by applying Riden's multipliers to 
my considerably higher count of furnaces, '" an alternative estimate of furnace output can be obtained, which 
is described on the charts as Riden 1977 adjusted!. 191 The results are quite similar. Only after 1690 does this 
adjusted series move significantly away from my estimate made from the forge data. For 40 years from about 
1675 the quantity of charcoal pig iron made in England and Wales (apart from the Weald) seems to have been 
fairly steady at around 16000 tons. 
During the half century from 1690 the various estimates move apart though my estimates from the furnace and 
forge data come together in the period immediately before the c. 1716 list, as they both depend on that source. 
From then onwards my furnace numbers and Riden's of 1994 are extremely similar. Ilie difference between 
., ures 
lies in the average output per furnace. The high contemporary estimate for forges in c. 1718 and a our fig 
low one for 1735, result in a peak and trough in the estimate from the forge figures. These are not reflected in 
my estimate from the furnace data because there are no equivalent list& of furnaces. In this period the 
calculations are further complicated by the need to take account of imported American pig iron, some of which 
was used in foundries in London and Bristol and some in forger., such as those of Edward Knight & Co. in the 
Stour valley and the Crowleys near NewcastW" How this should be apportioned remains a matter of 
speculation. For the purposes of the calculation it has been estimated that 10% of imports were used in forges 
in 1727, rising to 30% in 1744 and 60% in 1754, but falling back to 25% in 176 1. This leaves an average of 
some 1730 tons for use in foundries, but there is little evidence to support these figures. 119 Fortunately the 
quantities involved are relatively small and effors in them are unlikely to have a great effect on my conclusions 
on furnace output. 
My two estimates come together again for a decade from 1745.77hough this may be a pure coincidence, it 
does mark a period when the British iron industry seems to have recovered from the doldrums into which it fell 
in the late 1720s and the 1730s. This recovery resulted in full production at those works which remained in 
195.1 have been unable to discover the basis of Ridens 1977 multipliers: It Is presumably set out in his thesis, but I have not been able to 
examine this. 
196. The reason why my estimate of ftrme numbers Is so much higher Is not entirely clear. I have discovered the existence of a small 
number of furnaces, mostly ones operating before 1650. including Compton and Deepmore (Staffs. ) and additional furnaces at Cannock 
and Cleobury Mortimer. I have distinguished Oulton from Vale Royal In the l7Ws and Included furnaces at Coven, Dudley. and 
Sudeley, omitted by Riden (1"3) for the Restoration period. However the main cause of the Increase is probably that I have attributed 
longer lives to many furnaces than earlier authors, whose main source was the appendix In Schubert 1957. This applies mainly before 
1690, but does affect conclusions for that period In Hammersley 1973; Riden 1977. and even Rlden 1994. 
197. For this purpose Rlden's multiplier has been taken to refer to the middle of the decade or quinquennium towhich It relates. and the 
figures for Intervening years have. been obtained by linear interpolation, thus smoothing out the steps In his figures. Ridca(1977,442-3) 
states that his 1977 estimates for 1530-1709 are taken directly from the work of G. Hammersley (1973), but Harnmersley's published 
work does not contain these multipliers nor is their origin explained In Ridcn's published work. 
198. Johnson M 1959,45-50, SW a1c; Frankard I/b, 17 Jun. 1730. Plumsted I/b (for forges in the Trent valley). 
1". These figures were selected partly so as to allow for a fairly steady growth In the consumption ofpig iron In foundries. and partly so 
as to reduce the discrepancy between my estimates made directly from the ftu=e data and Indirectly from the forge data. 
Table 6.13. A regional breakdown of charcoal pig iron production 204 
Black NW West South West England 
Country Midlands North Coast Wales South Country Weald & Wales Scotland 
1500 280 280 
1510 280 280 
1520 315 315 
1530 495 496 
1540 1365 1365 
1550 - - - 4095 4096 
1560 65 - 65 - - 6630 6761 
1570 526 526 - - 526 175 175 9165 11095 
1580 634 845 845 - 1267 211 634 13260 17695 
1590 1172 1172 2110 234 1876 234 938 14040 21777 
1600 2332 2332 1484 212 2120 424 1272 12870 23047 - 
1610 2875 3096 2875 - 2212 442 1990 11813 25303 221 
1620 3334 3111 2889 222 2000 444 2889 10800 25690 
1630 2921 3408 2678 243 1461 243 3165 10179 24299 243 
1640 2465 3697 3697 246 1479 246 3943 7642 23416 246 
1650 1738 4220 3475 248 993 248 3475 5985 20383 248 
1660 1916 4652 3557 274 1095 274 3831 2527 18125 274 
1665 1993 4841 3417 285 1424 285 3987 3260 119492 
1670 2141 4817 3479 268 1338 268 4014 2105 18429 - 
1675 2072 4737 4145 296 1480 296 3553 1938 18517 - 
1680 2075 5040 4447 - 1779 296 2965 1650 18264 - 
1685 2079 5049 4158 - 1485 297 2970 1191 17230 - 
1690 2209 5048 4417 - 1578 316 2840 3266 19673 - 
1695 1847 5542 4434 - 1478 369 3695 3406 20772 - 
1700 1357 5088 4070 339 2035 339 3053 1491 17772 - 
1705 1457 5462 3642 - 1821 364 3277 2042 18065 - 
1710 1567 5484 3917 - 1958 392 3525 722 17565 
1715 1899 5316 3418 1139 2278 380 3418 851 18698 
1720 2543 6356 4238 2543 2966 424 3814 1349 24232 
1725 1899 5698 3799 2279 2659 760 3419 981 21494 380 
1730 1687 5061 3711 2024 2362 675 3037 1135 19692 675 
1735 1557 4049 3426 2492 2180 623 2180 810 17319 934 
1740 1844 4793 4056 2581 2950 737 2212 1392 20565 369 
1745 2412 5306 4341 3859 3859 965 2894 1691 25327 - 
1750 2240 4929 4033 5825 4033 896 2688 737 25381 - 
1755 2135 4269 3842 6404 3842 854 2135 1396 24878 - 
1760 2406 3609 4010 5214 4010 802 2005 3849 25906 - 
1765 1903 3045 4187 5329 3045 761 1903 867 21041 - 
1770 1910 2674 4203 4203 3056 764 1910 648 19369 - 
1775 1106 2580 3317 3686 2949 369 1843 648 16498 - 
1780 885 1770 2065 3245 2360 295 1475 378 12474 
1785 1427 1903 952 4282 3331 - 2379 270 14546 
1790 545 1090 1090 3814 2725 2725 162 12150 
1795 523 1046 523 4184 1569 2615 54 10513 
1800 - 465 465 3722 930 1861 108 7552 
1805 - 472 3307 945 1890 108 6722 
1810 500 3003 - 2002 108 5613 
Basis: number of furnaces multiplied by the amount of forge pig iron required from each. For the 
Weald after 1660, an estimate of the quantity of ordnance and ballast made for the government 
is also included. 
Certain furnaces in the West Highlands of Scotland are appear under West Coast, rather than 
under'Scotland'. 
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existence, and then at the end of the 1740s the first significant investment in the construction of new plant since 
around 1720, as discussed at the end of chapter 5. At this time the production and consumption of charcoal 
pig iron grew from 22000 to 26000 tp. a. The estimate even shows a slight excess in the demand from forges 
over the estimated production of furnaces around 1750, conforming with a contemporary report of a dearth of 
pig iron. " In this period, I estimate that each furnace produced 450-470 t. p. a., much more than in either of 
Riden's estimates, but if the bar iron output of 18500 tons shown by the 1749 list is correct, some 25000 tons 
of pig iron must have been consumed by forges. All of this must have been made in Britain, except a portion 
of the 3000 tons (approximately) of pig iron imported from America. 
After this another difficulty arises. From 1755 significant amounts of coke pig iron began to be used in forges. 
In order to draw any conclusions from the other data, it has been necessary to apportion this coke pig iron 
between the forge and foundry branches of the industry. Accordingly each furnace has been classified as either 0 
producing forge pig iron or melting pigs for foundries (see table 6.14). Coke furnaces built before 1755 are 
assumed to have continued producing melting pigs for foundries. All charcoal pig iron is taken to have been 
used by forges, except where there is direct evidence of the production of cannon, shot or ballast. 201 The 
new Shropshire furnaces of the 1750r, can readily be assigned to one branch or the other, according to whether 
they regularly appear as substantial suppliers to the forges of Edward Knight & Co. 202 In south Wales, some 
of the owners of Dowlais and Hirwaun were interested in forges and Cyfarthfa Forge was initially supplied by 
Plymouth Furnace. However some foundry pig was also produced, and that has been reflected by classifying 
Plymouth as a producer of forge pig iron and both C)rfarthfa Furnaces as making melting pigs. " In some 
cases, where there is evidence that both kinds of pig were produced at an ironworks with two furnaces, this has 
been reflected by classifying one as a producer of melting pigs and the other of forge pigs. Tbus the second 
furnace at Bradley (Stafft. ), built about 1772, has been classified as making forge pigs, because pig iron from 
Bradley began to be used at Bromford Forge in 1769.201 Despite the relative crudity of this procedure and 
occasional anachronisms (as with Bradley), the estimates based on it appear to be reasonable. From 1758 to 
200. Johnson (K. ) 1959.5 1. 
201. E. g. Richard (then William) Ford cast shot at Lorn Furnace In the Seven Years War, and probably at Nibtbwaite In the preceding 
one. Their successors, George Knott & Co. supplied guns from 1780 to 1783, during the American War, but It is not clear whether 
these were actually cast by them or by John Wilkinson: P. R. O. WO 47136 51-59 and 95-103 passim s. v. 'Sunfoundee. WO 47/112ý 682, 
WO 51/157,53 115; WO 51/158.126 209. 
202. Trinder 2000,29-35, lace 1991b, 119-20; SW a/c: Horsehay, Kelley and Ughtmoor am thus classified as making forge pig iron 
and Madeley Wood and Willey as making melting pig. However this classification must not be considered in any way Immutable: for 
example by the IM Ketley was producing (or also producing) melting pig iron, sold for example to the Navy Board: P. R. O. 
ADM 10612678,4 May 1813 (when the purchase ofother makes was considered). Furthermore the accounts for Snedshill Furnaces show 
both forge and foundry owners among the customers: Snedshill atc. 
203. Hirwaun Furnace was built by Maybury & Wilkins of Brecon Forge, who also rented Macben & Tredejar Forges from 1765 to 
1779. After 1780 Samuel Glover of Abercam had a contract for 900 tons pig Iron from Hirwaun. Thomas Uwis of Uanishen was a 
partner at Dowlais, Pentyrch, and Cardiff, and there were other partners in common: 1=1993,33-447; Riden], 993.1419-21; Rees 
1968,308-9, Chappell 1940,23-7: Elsas 1960. vii; Owen 1977; 1982; N. LW, Castell Gorfod 62, N. LW. Bute box 48. Lloyd 1906, 
157-60. On the other hand John )ones of Bristol, a Dowlais partner, bad a foundry in Bristol and made ordnance from 1774 to 1776. but 
was not by then actively involved with Dowlals: P. R. O, WO47183-89, passims. y. gunfowWa. Plymouth &Cyfanhfa: Gross2OOO. 
This classification of Cyfarthfa is almost certainly not appropriate after the separation of Plymouth and CyfwWa and the introduction of 
puddling, as 4000 tons of bar iron were made at Cyfarthfa by 1793: Evans 1990,473. 
204. SW a/c; Herefs. R. O.. E12/S/378,20 Oct 1784. The latter document ihrows new light of Bradley Furnace$. showing that the 
identification of Hallfields Furnace as John WilkinsoWs first furnace at Bradley is Incorrect: cf. Morton & Smith 1966. Smith 1966. 
There is of course an anachronism in this particular can. but the absence of Bradley pig iron from SW a/c until 1769 Is striking. 
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Shropshire type 1754 1756 1758 1760 1763 1766 1769 1772 1775 1778 1781 1784 
Calcutts I F 0 0 0 0 0 0 650 650 650 650 650 650 
Calcutts 11 M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 650 650 650 650 
Coalbrookdale OBF M 681 705 730 755 792 829 666 903 940 977 1014 1051 
Coalbmokdale NBF M 660 686 712 738 776 815 854 893 932 971 1009 1048 
Horsehay I F 0 801 828 854 894 934 973 1006 1024 1041 1059 1076 
Horsehay 11 F 0 756 773 808 861 913 965 1006 1024 1041 1059 1076 
Ketley I F 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Ketley 11 F 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Lightmoor I F 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Madley Wood I M 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Madley Wood 11 M 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Willey New Furnace M 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Willey Old Furnace M 410 410 410 410 410 410 410 410 0 0 0 0 
South Wales 
Cyfartha Ironworks I M 0 0 0 0 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 11100 1100 
Cyfartha Ironworks 11 M 0 0 0 0 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Dowlais I F 0 0 0 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 833 
Hirwaun I F 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Plymouth Furnace I F 0 0 0 0 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 
Others 
Bryn Coch M 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 0 0 
Cefn Chbwr F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 600 600 600 600 
Carr Mill M 0 0 0 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 0 0 
Masbrough 11 M 0 0 0 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 750 
Masbrough III M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 
Bradley I M 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 
Bradley 11 F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 750 750 750 750 750 
Bedlington M 0 0 0 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 0 0 
Whitehill M 495 572 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 
Bersham M 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 
Little Clifton M 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 0 
Netherhall M 495 572 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 
Seaton F 0 0 0 0 0 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 
Griffin 1, Chesterfield M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 600 600 600 600 
Griffin 11, F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 600 600 600 600 
Dukinfield M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 600 600 600 600 
Summary 
Midlands F 0 1557 4901 4962 5054 5147 5889 6712 6747 6782 6818 6853 
M 2251 2301 6402 6452 6528 6604 6680 6756 7071 7147 7223 7299 
South Wales F 0 0 1100 1800 2900 2900 2900 2900 2900 2900 2900 3033 
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 
Other F 0 0 0 0 0 700 700 700 1900 1900 1900 1900 
M 1710 1865 2120 3520 3520 3520 4270 5020 6220 6220 4220 4100 
England and Wales F 0 1557 6001 6762 7954 8747 9489 10312 11547 11582 11618 11786 
M 3961 4166 8522 9972 10048 10124 13150 13976 15491 15567 13643 13599 
Total 3961 6723 14523 16736 18003 18871 22638 24287 27039 27160 26261 26386 
Type: F- Forge pig iron; M- Melting pig Iron for foundries (for cast iron) 
This classification is only a rough and ready one. It Is quite imprecise. 
For discussion of classification see text. File: Furnace 8AIdivcoke2 
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1775 it is estimated that 57% of coke pig iron was consumed by foundries and conversely 43% in forges (see 
figure 6.16). It is also estimated that the demand from forges for charcoal pig iron peaked at 25,000 1, pa. in 
1752 and 1753 and then fell back somewhat, but still exceeded 17,000 tons throughout the 1770s. The 
average demand for charcoal pig iron from each charcoal furnace dropped back to 400 t. pa., a figure at which 
remained throughout the period 1758-75.20 In this period (and indeed up to 1790) my estimate is generally 
not very different from Riden's 1994 estimate. Nevertheless, the estimates made for this period cannot be 
regarded as more than one possible explanation of what have happened. Too little is known about the 
quantities of pig iron used to make cast iron goods for definite conclusions to be reachedL 0 
Unfortunately the new coke furnaces of the late 1770s are rather less easy to classify as belonging to the forge 
or foundry branches of the industry. Moreover the proportion of the coke pig iron used by each branch seems 
subsequently to have changed. I have accordingly assumed that until 1782 the proportion of the coke iron used 
in foundries remained 57%, the figure calculated for 1775.1 have then interpolated the proportion between 
1782 and 1788. m The requirement for charcoal pia, iron (still measured as a residual) remained around 400 
tons per charcoal blast furnace until 1786, though with greater fluctuations in the estimate, no doubt due to the 
less satisfactory methodology. This use of the pig iron requirement of forges in the period 1758 to 1782 
provides a very different result from the estimate of charcoal furnace production made direct from furnace 
statistics, the furnace estimate working out at almost 24000 tons of charcoal pig, which is on average 6000 
tons per year more than the forge requirement. This discrepancy is probably due to the use of the very high 
figures in the 1788 list, which accordingly seem to be exceptional? " 77his is no doubt due to a sudden 
increase in demand, resulting from the expansion in the use of melting fineries from 1785. 
Calculations made from the figures in the fists of 1788, when charcoal pig iron production had fallen to 14200 
tons, 21* imply that 12500 tons (under 25% of all pig iron and under 40% of coke pig iron) was used in 
foundries. This is barely more than half the proportion estimated for a few years earlier. At the same date the 
average output of a charcoal furnace had apparently risen to over 590 Ip. a., compared to 400 tpa. a few years 
before. There is obviously a difficulty with these figures which cannot easily be resolved. Most probably the 
1788 compiler underestimated the outputs (or possibly numbers) of coke furnaces, but his figures are not so 
very different from others compiled in 1791.109 The Toot of this problem lies in the differing dates at which 
pig and bar iron output respectively began to expand. Bar iron production has a take-off point in 1785, when 
205. This has been calculated as the residual requirement of forges for pig iron after using their pan of the coke pig iron. The use of a 
residual is, of course, unsafisfactor34 but the relative stability of the figure suggests it Is reliable. 
206. The estimate for forge pig Iron use in England and Wales in figure 6.16 appears to rise slightly In the late 1770sý but this merely 
reflects what happened at the coke furnaces listed in table 6.14, and not the new ones built at this period. 
207. An emphasis on the 1788 figures has also resulted In the estimate in Davies & Pollard (1988.74-80) being Improbably high. 
208. Scrivenor 1941,86-87. This figure includes 1400 tons made at Argyll and Lorn Furnaces In Scotland (respectively also known as 
Craleckan or Goatficid and Bonawe), but not 300 tons made in two Sussex furnaces. 
209. Birmingham Archivesý B&W, MEV5110. My initial compilation of furnace dates suggested a considerably higher number of 
furnaces in south Staffordshire in 1788. Subsequent reconsideration of the dates of some of the new furnaces of the period enabled me to 
make a probable reconstruction of the fist of fta=es which the compiler probably used. and opening dates were accordingly adjusted so 
that that number listed was used in calculations, rather than the initial higher one. In no case did this result in any furnace being 
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melting fineries began quite suddenly to increase in numbers, whereas the expansion in furnace numbers 
hardly began before 1788. 
After 1788 charcoal pig iron production dropped considerably in total, though the average per furnace was at 
the historically high level of 490 t. p. a. until 1812, though that was nevertheless omewhat lower than in 1788. 
As the quantity made is known with reasonable certainty (fr9m the relatively frequent lists of furnaces and their 
outputi in tht ensuing period), it is now more satisfactory to estimate tM amdunt of coke pig irorf consumed in 
producing bar iron by'calculating the total requirement and then deducting the estimated quantity of charcoal 
pig iron made from iL In this way it is the amount of coke pig iron consumed by foundries that is now 
estimated as a residual. That amount is estimated to have increased gradually again from 36% of the amount of 
pig iron made in 1788 to 51% in 181VIO The quantity of coke pig iron produced grew from 48200 tons in 
., 
to peak 500 to in 1788 to 101,000 in 1796 and 223,000 in 1805. It then probably continued growing a of 337 ns 
1811. This was followed by a slow decline until 1815 and then a sharp drop in 1816. The peak in my estimate 
is thus rather lower and earlier than the previous estimate by Ridcný" 
Conclusion 
During the 18th century, there were three periods of very rapid growth in pig iron production, and particularly 
that of coke pig iron. The first falls in the 1710s when the compound annual growth irate (calculated over 21 
years) for all pig iron reached 2.2%. This no doubt reflects the high level of charcoal pig output at the end of 
the decade, stimulated by the Swedish embargo, but there was also some growth in bar iron output earlier in 
the decade. However there was also rapid growth in coke pig iron production, which is related to the adoption 
of coke pig iron for ironfounding by others after Abraham Darby's patent expired in 1721. In the second 
period (around 1755) growth rates peaked at 3.5% for all pig and 14% for coke pig. Ibis is associated with the 
beginning of the use of coke pig iron in forges. The third occurred in the 1790s, when the growth rates 
peaked at 8.1% and 9.8% respectively. The lattcr represents the classic take-off of the Industrial Revolution, 
following the widespread adoption of new processes for making bar iron using any of charcoal. These three 
developments, the adoption of coke for producing foundry pig, then for producing forge pig, and for finally 
fining pig iron, constitute the three major technological advances in the 18th century iron industry, identified 
in chapter 3. Each was accompanied by rapid growth. 
The estimate of production in forges hasenabled a new estimate of pig iron production to be providedL That 
estimate is independent of the data on furnace output. TIN has overcome the problem of what multiplier to 
210. There is no indication of the basis on which the contemporary estimates of bar iron production in 1805 and 1810 were prepared, but 
it is likely to have been derived from the pig iron figures. It is possible that they merely estimated this on the basis of 'about half of pig 
iron production. If so, my calculations can be no more valid than theirs. 
211. Riden 1977,455.1 have preferred his figures to my own after 1815, as mine probably do not adequately reflect the number of 
furnaces blown out in the years immediately after 1815. 
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apply to furnace numbers, and indeed provides an objective means of addressing the question of the growth in 
average furnace output 7le output of pig iron per furnace grew fairly steadily from somewhat under 200 tons 
per year in the 157N to almost 400 tons in the eafly 17 1 Os. The average was rather higher in did embargo 
period around 1718, and again in the late 1740s and early 175N. The success of Abraham Darby in producing 
pig iron with coke at Coalbrookdale in 1709 has often been hailed as the dawn of an new industrial era, but it 
was another 35 years before coke pig iron began to be used to make bar iron. Charcoal pig iron continued to 
be produced for that purpose, and until die 1780s the amount of charcoal pig iron made outside die Weald 
remained at or above the 14000 to 16000 tons typical of the 17th century. 
Though the scale of iron production in early 16th century England remains unclear, it is certain that it 
underwent rapid growdi duting that cenft". nis was followed byvirtual stagnafion in the l7di. Intlielft 
century iron production expanded briefly due to the embargo an Swedish trade imposed in 1717, and again 
from about the middle to the century. There was a pause in growth during the 1770s, during the American 
War of Independence. I'lien in the mid 1780s, the spread of new means of making iron without charcoal 
allowed a further r*d expansion of production. However these are only one &%Tftl of the supply side of die 
iron trade. At certain periods imported iron also played a very important role. Accordingly overseas trade 
must be considered next. 
Overseas Trade 
-It 
is an objective of thi4- thesis not only to determine tho amount of iron made in this country (the subject of the 
preceding chapter), but also the quantities manufactured into iron goods in England, and their annual 
consumption. Ilese last two figures can only be assessed indirectly from those for production and overseas 
trade. Overseas trade is therefore the subject of this chapter. Ile import of pig iron has been referred to 
above. ' Exports of small amounts of English bar iron can sometimes be traced at various times, despite this 
trade being illegal until 1694,2 but the quantity remained negligible until the 1790s, after which it grew 
rapidly to nearly 15000 tons in 180V Imports of manufactured ironware were also very modest. Figures on 
these aspects of trade will be included in the calculations in the next chapter, but are too insignificant to need 
much more discussion. T11is leaves three aspects of trade that were significant, the import of bar iron, its 
re-export, and the export of manufactured ironware, which can be further divided into nails and other goods. 
Tle first aspect is the most important, and will occupy most of this chapter. 
Bar iron imports: introduction 
Over the three centuries covered by this thesis iron imports varied between very little indeed and more than 
double home production. In the 15th and 16th centuries, the most important source of iron imports was the 
Biscay region of Spain. With the rise of the Wealden iron industry in the 16th century, these Spanish imports 
declined into relative unimportance in the late 16th century, when England was almost self-sufficient in iron. 
From the second half of the 17th century Swedish iron was imported in significant amounts. This was joined 
from the 1720s by Russian iron. Finally at the end of the 18th century, the increased home production of the 
Industrial Revolution period rendered Britain again largely independent of iron imports. HowcvcrimpoTtsdid 
not wholly cease then, as the steel industry continued tonced oregTounds iron from SwedcO Withsuch 
considerable changes over the period, the subject has to be divided according to the exporting country and into 
periods. These periods arc to some extent determined by the nature of the sources available. Figures for the 
18th century are readily available from the Customs Ledgers, which consist of contemporary compilations of 
trade statistics. However bcfqre that, data has to be collectcd from sources that were compiled for other 
1. See preceding chapter. 
2. Ashton 1924,105. 
3. After 1697 the quantity did not exceed even 100 tons per year untU 1792: Schumpcter 1960,27. Before that I have occasionally found 
references to exports of smaU quantities in Port Books, but only rarely. The last two figures quoted relate to Great Britain not just 
England, the first being the average of those in Schumpeter 1960 for 1792-7. 
4. Barraclough 19RI), passbn; 1990; Ving 2003. 
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purposes, usually in connection with the collection of customs revenue. Such compilations, being based only 
on samples, can only provide a broad picture of long term trends, not short term fluctuations. 
None of the means available for estimating English imports in the 16th and 17th centuries is entirely 
satisfactory. However the sources providing the least problems, in terms of interpretation, are English 
Customs records. 17hese fall into two groups. Until the late 16th century there are Customs accounts, which 
continue a medieval series of records that was used by W. Childs for her study of iron imports in the 15th 
centuryý From the early 17th century there are overseas port books, which were prepared for the information 
of the Exchequer and do not seem directly to have been part of any accounting process, at least not after the 
advent of the Great Farm of the Customs in 1604. In some periods the survival of port books for some ports is 
relatively complete, but none survive for London in the 18th century, and there are many gaps elsewhere in 
almost all periods. Nevertheless the quantity of material available is prodigious. Ibere was a Customs 
account for every head port (including the trade of its subports) and later a port book for every port. There was CP 
usually an annual account for overseas trade from each official (collector, controller, searcher, and sometimes 
also surveyor ) at each port. though their entries should be identicaL At Bristol and London the business of the 
port was divided among several sets of officers, each responsible for a different aspect of trade. 6 Because of 
the enormous volume of the material, most studies have either focused on the trade of a particular port or group 
of ports and a limited period. Examples of this are A. M. Millard's study of London's trade in the early 17th 
century and G. Jackson's of Hull in the 18th. 7 
In order to provide a complete picture of English overseas trade, Customs accounts and port books have to be 
considered from every port. Examination of all surviving books would be a prodigious task. Accordingly 
they have been sampled about every ten years between 1500 and 1700 wherever records survive. ' In the case 
of port books, this has been undertaken for each major port, and whenever a major port had significant iron 
imports, books for adjacent minor ports were also considered. In each case imports have been summarised 
according to their country of origin. The trade of each port in the intervening years has been estimated by 
linear interpolation, imperfect though this must be. The country of origia presents some difficulties in the 
early 16th century, as the provenance of a shipment is not always specified in the accounts. However, this is 
often apparent from the port to which a foreign ship belonged or from other goods which a ship carried: for 
5. Childs 198 1. Gras 1918. Childs 1986 ), esp. xiv. 
6. Boon 1938,8-9. P. R. 0, E 122; E 190. Some of the comments on the sources am mine, resulting f1rom my examination of a large 
numberof documents. NJ. Williams (1951,388n) commented concerning the junction between the two series, Much preliminary work 
of a diplomatic nature still needs to be done before historians can use both series with confidence: Unfortunately half a century later this 
matter still remains to be adequately addressed. I hope to be able to provide some answers in this connection elsewhere. butmorework 
remains to be done. In London there may have been as many as eight divisions each with five or six officers preparing a port book. 
making over 40 overseas port books per year from there Customs Farm: Holderness 1973,175; Clarkson 1971,185. 
7. Millard 1954, Jackson 1972. Other examples include NJ. Williamswork (1988) on East Anglian ports In the late 16th century and D. 
Hall's (1934) on the northeastern ports 
8. Poor survival has meant that the Intervals have often been Strata than ten yem, particularly before the Civil War. and In every case 
there is a gap between the 1630s and 1660s, as hardly any records survive fbr the luterregnum. In a few cases in the Eizabethan period It 
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example, hemp and flax came from the Baltic, and chestnuts, rosin, and wine from Spain, while mixed 
cargoes of manufactured and tropical goods are likely to be from the LA)w Countries. 
The deficiencies in the English records can to some extent be repaired by the use of foreign ones. Data is 
available from various periods for the principal iron exporting ports of Stockholm, 9 Gothenburg, 10 and St. 
Petersburg, " as well as for traffic paying duty ('toll) at Elsinore, as it passed through the Sound from the 
Baltic. Unfortunately the lack of destinations in the Sound Toll Tables before 1668 and the freedom of 
Swedish ships from toll between 1661 and 1710 make them difficult to use. Furthermore, the compilers of the 
Tables have treated Ireland as part of England. An attempt has however been made to use data from 
Stockholm to make good the deficiencies in the Sound Toll data. Ile difficulties with the data in the early 
l7th century hardly matter ultimately, because the quantities were so small, compared to English production. 
However later in the 17th century, iron imports from Sweden became much more significant. The great 
challenge is to estimate the timing of that growth. The Sound Toll data for the late 1670s should be complete 
since Swedish shipping was kept at home by war in the Baltic, but the data before 1675 and in the 1690s may 
well be unreliable. Figures estimated from the Sound Toll data and other foreign sources are compared with 
estimates from the English port books in figure 7.1.12 While the general trends are similar, the two differ 
considerably in detail. Because the Scandinavian data provides considerably more detail on short term trends, 
it (rather than the English data) will be used in making estimates of English consumption in the next chapter. 
However neither series is really satisfactory. The interpolated figures based on English sources are almost 
certainly too high before the Restoration, because they depend on high figures from the early 1660s. 
Unfortunately these are periods when few port books survive for London, the most important English porL13 
9. Figures on Stockholm's exports from 1637 am given for certain years in Boathius & Heckscher 1938. Further data could be obtained 
from the records of the Stockholm town dues, a local customs duty used by P. Riden (1987b) In his study of a fairly minor merchant in 
1678, However Swedish Records are at best poor during the reign of Charles XU. There Is better data in Hdgberg 1969, but only from 
1738. Valler6 1969 begins earlier, but is only describes the nature of the surviving records, not their content. 
10. Lind 1923 gives shipping figures for Gothenburg almost yearly also from 1637 and export figures about every fifth year, but there Is a 
gap during the reign of Charles XIL This source provides excellent figures on Gothenburg's trade. For years for which export figures am 
not given, the avemp lading of each ship going to England has been estimated by linear interpolation between the closest yew preceding 
and following It, for which there is data. This estimate has then been multiplied by the number of ships to give an estimate of iron 
exported to Engla&L After 1720 Lind only gives figures for Great Britain (rather than England and Scotland separately). However E. B. 
Grage has published Scottish figures for the We I Sth century, which enable English trade to be estimated. However there remain 
considerable periods in the early l8th century where interpolation Is still unavoidable. 
11. Figures concerning the trade of St. Petersburg were probably obtained by the Russia Company from a Russian source in connection 
with treaty negotiations around 1790. There are detailed figures in poods for many (but not all) years between 1763 and 1799, showing 
the amount sent to each individual British and foreign port: P. R. O., BT 61231-33. 
12. The Sound Toll Tables provide a continuous series of figures (with a few gaps) on trade through the Sound from 1562-1783. Except 
for the inclusion of Ireland (and probably other English possessions) in the definition of England, the data presents no difficulty from 
1710. In the preceding fifty years much of the trade was carried in toll-five vessels belonging to Sweden and Swedish Pommerania, 
except during a period in the late 1670s when England was neutral during a Baltic war. In this period the Tables only record the number 
(and not the cargoes) of toll-free vessels. I have attempted to estimate the trade carried in such vessels, using exports from Stockholm. 
by far the most important port in Baltic Sweden, and separately by assuming that English vessels carried the same amount of iron (on 
average) as Swedish ones. However neither of these methods Is wholly satisfactory. For the century or soup to 1668 the problems are 
compounded by the Tables lacking destinations. It Is therefore necessary to use nationality as a surrogate for destinations, (tballs 
assuming vessels were going home), and ports of departure on one direction to Indicate destinations In the other. However neither of 
these allows for the possibility of triangular voyages. In the late 17th and the l8th centuries. such triangular voyages were not 
uncommon, for example by ships taking iron to England and then going on to Portugal or Bordeaux for salt or wine to take home to the 
Baltic. Calculations based on such assumptions will also obscure the role of Dutch shipping In international trade, Ignoring the effects of 
entrep6t trade in Holland. 
13. The survival of London import port books is reasonably good in the 1670s and early 1680s. but poor for the 1660s and after 1686. 
Nodiing at all survives from 1641 to the early 1660s. 
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Subsequently the English estimate is probably better for the actual years of the sample port books used, but not 
necessarily for others. However the estimates made here are probably the best that can be obtained within the 
limits of the time and resources available. "' 
Bar iron imports: the 16th and 17th centuries 
Spain 
Tle foreign source material for Baltic trade is, of course, no use for English trade with Spain. England had 
two distinct commercial relationships with Spain proper. Firstly there was trade with southern Spain in which 
English manufactures and fish were exported in exchange for wine, fruit, and bullion. Mie exports included 
some manufactured ironware and also re-exported bar iron. In contrast iron featured significantly as an 
import from the Biscay region of northern Spain, the focus of the other Spanish trade. This trade has been 
little studied, except for W. Childs' examination of it in the 15th century. 15 Iron was produced in the Basque 
country in the hinterland of Bilbao and San Sebastian, and was mainly exported through those ports. 
Production by direct reduction methods in bloomery forges continued into the 18th century, essentially as a 
result of conservatism. 16 In the periods 1588-1604 and 1625-31, when England was at war with Spain, the 
trade was diverted through the neighbouring French ports of St. Jean de Luz and Bayonne. 17 Ile importing 
ports in England were mostly larger ports in the west and southwest of Britain, together with London, for east 
coast imports were generally from the Baltic, Holland, and Germany. The English south coast had its own 
local source of iron in the Weald, and thus apparently did not need Spanish iron. Smaller ports, such as 
Ilfracombe and those of south Wales, seem to have engaged only in short distance overseas trade (mainly with 
Ireland). They no doubt obtained imported iron from larger ports, if imported iron was needed. Tlius Neath 
exported coal to Spain, but had little import trade, return cargoes from Spain going to Bristol and 
Bamstaple. 11 This leaves four parts of England with significant imports from Spain, London, Bristol, the 
Northwest (Chester and Liverpool) and the Southwest (Devon and Cornwall) (see figure 7.2). Tbetwolattcr 
14. Given more time and other resources, data could be collected from more of the surviving English port books, particularly those for 
London and Huff, the two most important ports for iron imports. Further research could also be undertaken In Swedish archives reliaing 
both to royal and town customs dues, and probably also in the Sound Toll archives (fi-om which the Tables were compiled). However 
such a project would entail spending prolonged periods In London, Stockholm, and perhaps other places. It would be necessary for the 
researcher to possess a much greater fluency in Swedish than I do (as well as fluency in English). Probably the greatest weakness in my 
estimate from foreign sources relates to the average amount of iron carried In toll-free Swedish vessels. Work should therefore in the first 
instance concentrate on providing better estimates of that. Comparison between English, Swedish, and Sound Toll records, aimed at 
verifying their consistency, would also be useful, in view of the doubts raised by Riden (1987b). 
15. Childs 1978; 1981. McLachlan (1940) merely mentioned it In'passing as did Comell-Smith (1954). Davis (1962,228-40 esp. 233) 
and Ramsay (1957,133). Phillips and Phillips (1997) were mainly concerned with the wool trade. Much of the early imports of iron 
were ofendys, the numbers of these being similar to those of bars later. This term has puzzled various authors. However Peter Crew 
(pers. comm. ) suggests that this is an anglicisation of the Spanish word hendidura meaningcut, and suggests that the iron was imported 
in the form of cut blooms. 
16. de Pindero 1988; Morrall 1995. 
17. The following account is based (except where otherwise indicated) on Customs Records, mainly samples from classes P. R. 0, E 122 
and E 190. The records examined are listed in appendix 18. A similar procedure has been adopted to that of W. Childs (1981,34-35 
n. 20) for identifying what iron was Spanish, save that iron arriving from St. Jean do Luz and Bayonne has been classif ied as Spanish (not 
French). 
18. Lewis 1927. 
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7. OVERSEAS TRADE 219 
produced little or no iron and an inflow of iron from somewhere was inevitable, whether from other parts of 
Britain or abroad. 
London's imports fell greatly during the 16th century, from over 1600 tons per year in the 149(k. to a mcre 250 
tons in about 1570. The decline was most rapid after 1540 (a year with imports of 1200 tons), and is matched 
by the rapid growth of production in the Weald. 19 Imports fell to particularly low levels during the Spanish 
wars under Elizabeth and Charles 1, -Tecovering somewhat in thd-inteTvening periods, and'again in the later 
17th century, and after the War of Spanish Succession. 
Imports to all outports (that is all ports except London) together were in total at a similar scale to those of 
London during the 16th century. Imports to Chester and Liverpool were. a modest 130 tons around 1500, but 
increased to pass 500 tons around 1540? D From this peak which is not found in other regions, imports 
declined again in the late 16th century, and then virtually disappeared in the 17th century, probably in 
response to increased production in the northwest Midlands. The ports of the Bristol Channel (including 
Barnstaple and Bridgwater) imported some 700 tons per year at the end of the 15th century, but imports fcU 
from 670 tons in 1535 (including 536 tons to Bristol itself) to under 90 tons in 1583 (of which Bristol itself 
imported a mere II tons). Import% were no doubt replaced from about 1560 by Welsh iron, and later by Forest 
iron from the Forest of Dean. This virtual cessation of imports implies that the region was reasonably self- 
sufficient in iron in this period. However Bristol's imports of Spanish iron were resumed in the 1670s, being 
joined later by iron from Sweden and in the 1730s also from Russia. 71is was primarily due to the demands of 
the iron manufacturing industry of the Black Country, which far outstfipped. the iron production ability of the 
area in this periodL 
The iron imports of Exeter and other ports of the southwestern peninsula fell from 330 tons in around 1500 to 
under 50 tons in 1546. This low point may be related to the expansion of the Wcalden iron industry, which no 
doubt also accounts for the extremely low level of imports to other ports of the English south coast. From this 
low of 1546, Spanish iron imports to the southwestern peninsula seem, in contrast with all other regions, to 
have enjoyed some (though not uninterrupted) growth with peaks of 650 tons per year in the 1680s and 600 
tons in the 1730s. In the latter period, this region was receiving half of the imports of English outports, and in 
19. The Customs records for London have complications that do not apply to smaller ports: not only are there separate series for imports 
and exports, but petty custom was collected separately from other dues. Them is no year for which both the import series survive and 
therefore no means of determining the precise relationship between them. From the 1560s there am two series of port books described 
respectively as alien and denizen. The alien books seem to represent a direct continuation of the petty customs accounts, The petty 
customs account for 1534/5 shows imports of 766.5 tons, while the preceding and succeeding accounts examined show under 200 tons. 
The poundage accounts for 1521 and 1547 both show imports of 1000-1100 tons. When these are combined there appears to be a peak of 
nearly 1800 tons in 1535, but it is possible that the difficulties encountered by English merchants In Spain In the years after Henry VM's 
break with Rome (cf. Cornell-Smith 1954) may have resulted in the trade passing for a time into the hands of Spaniards. If so, the 
poundage account would have shown a corresponding reduction in trade. A further difficulty results from the way in which certain 
customs accounts recorded a merchants! declaration of several imports together by describing the first item fully 'cum aMs'(with other 
things], for example the petty customs account for 2-3 Edward VI (P. R. 0, E122185n): this has almost certainly resulted In imports being 
underestimated. 
20. Wilson 1969,71. 
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the 1680s even more than London-` However, after 1690 the trade was periodically obstructed by war. 
After 1750 it fell to a low level, and virtually ceased by the end of that century. 22 
Other aspects of the trade changed over the period. In the Elizabethan period iron was often the main or even 
only cargo of ships from Bilbao and San Sebastian, but from the 17th century the import of Spanish wool also 
became important. This was used in the manufacture of certain of the 'new draperies'. which were 
consequently called Spanish cloth. These were made in the West Country (Wiltshire and Somerset) and also 
Devon. Tley respectively obtained wool mainly through London and Exeter and their products were exported 
through them to southern EuTope. 23 Most London merchants handling Spanish iron in the late 17th century 
also traded in Spanish wool, and were a distinct group from those involved in the Swedish iron trade. T'he 
relatively fragmented nature of the trade, with a considerable number of merchants cacti with a small parcel of 
iron in each ship may indicate that the iron was being imported more as a saleable ballast than as a prime 
objective of the trade in its own Tight. 24 It is likely that the importers were Blackwell Hall factors, for whom 
trade in Spanish wool was a principal by-tradO However the examination of the wool trade undertaken here 
has been relatively superficial, and the subject deserves fuller investigation. 
The estimate of iron imports from Spain made here, because it depends on interpolation, has smoothed out 
many of the fluctuations in the level of the trade. For London after 1697, a selection of actual figures from the 
Customs ledgers has been used, since there are no London port books, but for outports the estimate 
considerably underestimates the true level of Spanish imports (as recorded in the Customs ledgers). The 
estimates here are often several hundred tons less than what was recorded in the ledgers, representing over 40% 
of the imports to outports, in the 172N. At that period the availability of the Customs ledgers fortunately 
mearLs that the estimate from port books does not need to be used in the calculations that will be described in 
the next chapter, but nevertheless it raises the disturbing possibility that imports may similarly have been 
underestimated at earlier dates. Even so, after 1600 Spanish iron represented a relatively small proportion of 
the iron traded in England, and any discrepancy will not serious affect the conclusions of this thesis. 
Ireland 
Some authors have implied that an Irish iron industry was another source of English imports. In the decades 
before the rebellion of 1641 this industry may have been a significant one, but it was only a very modest one 
21. The average ouqwt import from 1721 to 1740 was about 1250 fpx.: P. R. O. CUST 3. 
22. P. R. O., CUST 3 and 16, passbn- 
23. For an account of the wool We from the Spanish side see Phillips & Phillips 1997; for new draperiec Wilson 1983,76-9 291-4. 
Wool was also Imported though Bristol, but seems there to have had a less strong link with the iron Import trade. Around 1730 only one 
Bristol firm, Jos. and Samuel Percival, was importing Spanish Imn: P. R. O. E 190/1207/2. 
24. Because of its high density, iron could replace stones or sand as ships' ballast. consequently low freight rates were charged for Iron In 
a number of trades, including the import of Virginia tobacco (ballasted with pig iron) and Norwegian deals (with Swedish bar Iron): Kent 
1973,65-6, Mddleton 1953,170, Johnson X) 1959.44; King 1995b, 15. 
25. Bowden 1962,182-3. 
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7. OVERSEAS TRADE 222 
later. 26 Some Irish iron was certainly exported to England, 27 but those port books examined show no 
consistent trend, the trade being spasmodic and generally modest in scale (see fig. 7.3). Its scale is too small to 
require detailed discussion. 
The Baltic before 1650 
The production of iron in Sweden began long before the period of this study, and Sweden was substantially the 
only source of iron traded within the Baltic until the 18th century. Formerly Swedish iron was exported in the 
form of osmonds, balls of refined iron that had not yet been drawn out into bars, but from the mid 16th century 
bar iron began to replace it as the preferred export commodity. Finally during the 1620s, Gustavus 11 
prohibited the export of unfinished iron, and the trade in osmonds ceased . 21 K. G. Hildebrand collected data 
on Swedish exports and showed that in the late 1530s about 2800 tons of osmonds were exported from Sweden, 
together with a mere 15 tons of bar iron. Of this, some 1300 tons went to Lubeck, 850 tons to Danzig, and 
rest to other Baltic ports. Exports of osmonds grew gradually. Passing 5000 tons shortly after 1590, they 
reached their highest level early in the next century at about 6500 tons. However growth in the export of bar 
iron was much more rapick though still under 250 tons in 1560, the bar iron trade reached 1200 tons in 1590 
and 3000 tons in 1615. By this stage the main destination for osmond iron was Danzig, which took 701/c of it 
or more, with most of the rest going to Lubeck and a small amount went direct to western Europe, mainly to 
Scotland (see fig. 7.4) . 29 After the export of osmond 
iron was prohibited, some Swedish bar iron continued to 
pass through Danzig, but (as will appear) exports from the Baltic were increasingly sent direct from Sweden. 30 
Sweden also exported modest quantities of cannon, ironware, rod iron, 31 and such like, but these were 
always insignificant as imports to England, and need not be examined in detail here. 32 
Some of the osmond iron was re-exported from Danzig in that form, and some of it reached England in the 
early 16th centUry. 33 However, much of it was drawn out into bar iron at hammer mills in the hinterland of 
Danzig before being shipped westwards to Holland, England, Scotland and other countries (see figs. 7.5 and V 
7.6). The osmonds sent to Lijbeck were made into bars in Holstein (between it and Hamburg) and probably 
reached the West through Hamburg, to which LObeck was from 1398 linked by canal to the river Elbe. 34 
Shipment of iron from Germany to England did take place on a small scale at some dates, and some of this was 
26. McCracken 1957; 1965; Andrews 1955; Kearney 1953; Barnard 1982; 1985; Rees 1968,240-4; MacCarthy-Morrough 1986,168 
183 224-5 229-36; P. R. 0, C 781471/13. 
27. Andrews 1955,142-3; Barnard 1985,143-4. The Irish exports of 778 tons (if all to England) might be significant part of English 
iron imports, but not compared to contemporary English iron production. 
28. Hildebrand 1957,8-15 33-7; Astram 1963,31-7; Zins 1972.233-7; cf. Sound Toll Tables. 
29. HildebrandI957,9-1533-7, Zinsl972,233-7. 
30. Sound Toll Tables (see below). This is apparent from the work of Fodorowicz (1980,124-7). but its timing is to some extent 
obscured by his use of decennial averages. 
3 1. Rod iron is, It is presumed, what is known as "bundle Iroif In Swedish. 
32. Iron hammered or drawn to less than K inch square was considered to be manufactured. and so bore a higher import duty and such 
rod iron was therefore slit In England: Crouch 1725,176-7. England was generally an exporter rather than an importer of cannon. 
33. For example Hull imported almost 93 lam (about 148 tons) of osmonds in 1511/2, probably from Danzig: P. R. O.. E 12V64/2. 
34. Spufford2002, =300. In view of the Inland waterway, his not surprising that relatively little bar iron Is recorded as passing the 
Sound from Llibeck. - Sound Toll Tables, Hildebrand 1957,8-13; Astr6m 1963,33. 
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probably Swedish iron that had been sent to Lfibeck, but (later at least) England also imported German iron, 
though again not in significant quantitiesY 
Though Uibeck had formerly been the leading city of the Hanseatic League, Danzig had become far more 
important by the mid to late 16th century. From 1579 English trade with the Baltic was in the hands of the 
Eastland rompany, a regulated company (rather in the nature of a guild), whose staple was at Elbing, a small 
port-to the east of Danzig. - Thig trade has been described in detail by H. Zins,. S-E. Astrft, ý I. K. Fedorowicz. 
and others, based on studies of customs accounts, both English and foreign. 16 So far as can be determined 
from the Sound Toll Tables, based on the cargoes of English ships leaving the Baltic and the voyages of Baltic 
ships from England, it appears that England imported about 500 tons per year of iron from the southern Baltic 
between 1580 and 1610 (see figs. 7.2 and 7.6). This quantity was wholly insignificant compared to domestic 
production, and in the following decades the quantity was even lower . 37 
Swedish production underwent a considerable expansion following investment by Dutchmen, particularly 
L, ouis de Geer and Willem de Besche. Together they built ironworks at FinspAng in 1615. Then from 1624 in 
the province of Uppland (to the north of Stockholm), they separately built works including Forsmark, 6sterby, 
and lxufsta, which were later renowned as the producers of the best oregrounds iron for making steel, and 
others followed theW8 The first investment at FinspAng may merely have been opportunistic, but the later 
ones were probably related to the situation faced by the Dutch after their long war for independence from Spain 
resumed in 1621. The Spanish blockade of the Dutch landward frontiers cut them off from their traditional 
sources of iron around U6ge and in the Rhineland, but that was evidently replaced by Swedish iron. ý9 Both 
the initial investment at FinspAng and the subsequent ones in Uppland were followed by sharp increases in the 
amount of iron passing through the Sound (see figure 7.6). From under 100 tons passing through the Sound in 
Dutch vessels in the decade to 1616, the quantity increased to over 500 tons each year from 1621 to 1626, and 
then very suddenly to over 2000 tons in 1628. In 1631 the amount of iron going through the Sound passed 
4000 tons for the first time, and over 3800 tons of this came direct from Sweden, but how much of it reached 
England cannot be determined from these sources. There was a similar increase in traffic in Scottish vessels 
(probably mostly going to Scotland). Scotland had long been an importer of iron. Most of the osmond iron 
that passed through the Sound was carried in Scottish vessels (and presumably to Scotland), with a lesser 
quantity in vessels belonging to ports of the south Baltic (see figure 7.3). Scotland also imported bar iron (see 
figure 7.6), but up to 1618 the total of both commodities only averaged 125 t. p. a. Ibc amount of iron carried 
35. German iron is sometimes mentioned separately in the Customs ledgers in the 1720s and 1730s: P. R. 0, CUST 3, passins. Hull also 
had imports from Hamburg in the 1620s: P. R. O.. E 1901315n. 
36. Zins 1972,232-7; Fedorowicz 1980,124-26; AstrOrn 1963; Hinton 1959. 
37. The quantity shipped in vessels belonging to Baltic ports has been estimated on the assumption that firstly they went from the Sound 
direct to the country from which they came back, rather than making a triangular voyage, and secondly that these ships carried the same 
amount of iron on average as English ships in the same year. Each of these assumptions is of questionable validity, but them Is no 
obviously better means of estimation. 
38. Hildebrand 1957,66-70,424-27; Nisser 1987,29-36. 
39. Israel 1995,495-6, Hildebrand 1957,39-42 425-28; Nisser 1987,30-38. 
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through the Sound in Scottish ships (presumably to Scotland) increased significantly in 1619 to an average of 
260 tons for the next eight years, and then again to an average of about 800 tons from 1628 to 163VO This 
increase in Scottish imports coincides with (and may be related to) the closure of the ironworks around Loch 
Marec, which were probably the only powered ironworks in Scotland of their time. ý' For the next 130 years, 
Scotland appears to have relied solely on imported iron. 
-ýEnglish trade withthc Baltic was: sO monopolisedby the members of the Eastland Company, which required--r- 
their members to land their outward cargoes at their staple, at Elbing until about 1631 and then at Danzigý2 
This meant that most ships obtained their return cargo either there or at a nearby port, and there was little 
incentive to go up the Baltic to Stockholm for iron. Accordingly most of the modest amount of iron imported 
direct from the Baltic came from its south coast. The attitude of the company is illustrated by the case of 
George Gordon, a Scottish merchant, who arrived at London in 1630 with 40 tons of iron from Gothenburg, 
and found that the Company would not allow him to land it, because he was not a member. On his appeal to 
the Privy Council, pleading his ignorance of the Company's rules, they recommended the Company to levy a 
moderate fine. 43 Significant English imports of Swedish iron had begun in the late 1620s; " but the precise 
timing and speed of their growth remains unclear due to the dearth of surviving recordOl Between about 
1630 and 1672 imports from countries outside the Baltic were quite significant (see fig. 7.8). Iron was coming 
as a re-export from Holland, Germany and even Norway, all of which were outside the Eastland Company's 
monopoly, but this trade ended quite abruptly with the outbreak of the Third Dutch War. However certainly 
from the 1650s (and possibly earlier) direct trade predominated. This is reflected both in the records of 
Swedish iron export-, and in English imports during the mid and late 17th century (see fig. 7.9). According to 
S-F- Astr6m's figures, Stockholm was exporting 8000-10000 tons to England in the 1680s and 1690s and 
sometimes even morc. 46 By then, English production had fallen from its peak of over 18500 tons to 13000 
tons or less, 47 so that Swedish iron was playing a very significant role in the English market. The lack of 
English records can to some extent be repaired by resort to foreign ones, despite the difficultics with them 
outlined above. Some figures for the 1640s and 1650s are available for Stockholm and Gothenburg, which 
were by far the two most important Swedish ports for iron, but this still ignores such ports as NykiVing and 
Geffle (Gdvle), which also exported significant (but smaller) amounts of iron. 'Me omission of these minor 
ports may however be counterbalanced by Ireland's inclusion in the Sound Toll figurcs for 'England'. However 
much the available data is manipulated, the results will inevitably be rather less than perfect, buttheyarethe 
best estimate that can be obtained without extensive and very time-consuming research in Swedish and Danish 
40. Sound Toll Tables 
41. Lindsay 1977,49-52 and passim; Lewis 1984. 
42. Ifinton 1959,58-9 66 78. 
4-1. P. R. O., E 190/34/2,6 Sep., nos. 23-24; 22 Dec, no. 3; AM of Privy Council, 10 Oct. 1630 (P. R. 0, PC2/40/44 1). 
44. Tables in Mllard thesis. 
45. It is a particular problem that there are virtually no English customs records between 1640 and 16W, and that their survival for the 
1630s and 1660s is poor. 
46. Astr6m 1963,37. 
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7. OVERSEAS TRADE 232 
archives. The sources available for Stockholm and Gothenburg are respectively different in nature, and they 
will therefore be examined separately. 
Gothenburg 
Sweden is essentially a Baltic nation and the trade of Stockholm and the rest of its Baltic coast will be discussed 
later, but its North Sea coast lies outside the Sound, so that the Sound Toll Tables do not deal with its trade 
with England. Fortunately however, considerable information has been published concerning the trade of 
Sweden's most important North Sea port, Gothenburg (G6teborg). This city was founded in 1619, at the end 
of a corridor of land, which Sweden had recently re-acquired. 11is corridor gave Sweden direct access to the 
North Sea, avoiding the Sound. Its situation in the Baltic kingdom of Sweden may, in a sense, be compared 
with Peter the GreaVs (later) view of St. Petersburg as Russia's window on the West, though Sweden's isolation 
was never as great as Russia's. The city stands at the mouth of the River G6ta, which drains Lake Vanern, the 
greatest of the Swedish lakes, and so retained its importance even after Sweden gained a longer North Sea 
coast. Iron was brought from shipping places, such as Karlstad and Kristinehamn on the northern shore of this 
lake down the river to Gothenburg. In the 16th century the iron production in the province of Varmland, then 
the most westerly iron producing region of Sweden, was concentrated in the Filipstad mining district, but 
increasingly after 1650 the forges there were replaced by new ones further west where untapped forest 
resources were available. This freed up the charcoal resources in the mining district for use in furnaces there. 
The transport links between Varmland and Stockholm were not good, and Gothenburg was therefore the 
natural outlet for the products of this region. " After Sweden captured adjacent provinces from Denmark and 
Norway later in the 17th century, it had other North Sea ports, including Uddevalla, to the north of 
Gothenburg. However Uddevalla did not export any iron in 1685, and usually exported only a few hundred 
tons in the 1720s, though over 3000 tons in 1720 and 1721: its contribution in the 17th century may 
accordingly be ignored. Tle exports of Swedish North Sea ports to the south of Gothenburg still did not in the 
1720s exceed 150 tons, which is also negligibW1 
In the earliest years for which figures survive (the late 1630s and 1640s), some 2000 tons were being exported 
from Gothenburg, of which Holland took 35-40%. Northwest Germany 25-30%, England 10-12%, and 
Scotland 8% (see fig. 7.10). From 1651 English imports began to grow fairly rapidly, though not as fast as a 
those ftorn Stockholm. For a time the levels of the Dutch, German and English trades became similar, but the 
Dutch trade declined sharply in the late 1660s, and the German began a slow decline. 7be growth of English 
imports continued, reaching a plateau of about 2700 tons in the 1680s, when they amounted to about 60% of 
Gothenburg's iron exports. Growth resumed in the English trade in the 1690s and, after the period in the reign 
of Charles XII when the data is poor, reached 6000 tons in 1721 and 8000 tons before the end of the decade. 
48. Hildebrand 1957,90-4; Hildebrand 1992.119-23; BoUthius & Heckschor 1938, Ivii-lvUl. This separation between furnace and forge 
sites reflects what occurred Independently in England, though In England the erection of ftanaces near Iron mines In Furness and the 
Forest of Dean was quite as significant as the erection of forges in the Mdlands. 
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7. OVERSEAS TRADE 234 
77his represented about 80% of Gothenburg's iron exports, with Germany, the Netherlands, France and Iberia 
each taking a mere few hundred tons. Growth in English trade ceased about 1730, probably due to the 
availability of Russian iron. Thus Graffin Prankard of Bristol imported some Gothenburg iron in 1729 for sale 
to slitting mills, but in later years he bought Russian iron for thcm. -IO There was a slow decline (averaging 
0.6% p. a. ) for the next 50 ycars. 51 but Scottish imports from Gothenburg grew from under 100 t. p. a. in the 
1680s to 350 t. pa. in the 1720s and 2370 tons in t755, which represented a quarter of British imports., '
Gothenburg's British trade largely ceased during the Napoleonic, War, due partly to Britain becoming self-- 
sufficient in iron during the Industrial Revolution and partly to American shipping (which was neutral until 
1812) taking over much of the European carrying trade during Napolcon's Continental System, tising 
Gothenburg as an entrepOL From that time America became Gothenburg's principal market for iron expoMý3 
Baltic Sweden 1650- 1700 
English iron imports from the North had been quite insignificant until the 1620s. However estimating their 
growth over the remainder of the century presents a considerable challenge. Ile lack of English Customs 
records for the middle of the century prevents them giving a complete picture, while the absence in the Sound 
Toll Tables of destinations at one period and of Swedish cargoes at another, prevents them making good the 
deficiency. Furthermore following the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, there was an unusually large amount of 
Dutch shipping entering the Baltic from England. It is likely that some of this shipping had carried iron to 
England, but the amount cannot readily be estimated. This entry of the Dutch into Anglo-Baltic: trade and 
certain others caused a crisis, which led directly to the passing of the first English Navigation Act in 1651.54 
Calculations made by comparing the Sound Toll and Stockholm figures suggest that Swedish vessels carried 
130 tons of iron on average, ., e, compared 
to only 65 tons in toll-paying vesselO Ile Sound Toll Tables suggest 
that there was a rapid growth in English iron imports in the late 1650s (after the First Dutch War). Imports in 
English vessels rose from 157 tons in 1654 to 971 tons in 1656. English imports probably also included 250- 
500 tons each year carried in those Swedish vessels that returned home direct, 100 tons shipped from Prussia 
(including Danzig), and possibly another 500-1000 tons brought in Swedish vessels that went on to Portugal or 
other places. Swedish sources indicate that Stockholm's exports to England amounted to 373 tons in 1648, -16 
750 tons in 1652, and about 3443 tons in 1659.57 Total imports from the Baltic may therefore possibly have 
amounted to 1000 tons in 1654 and 2000 tons in 1656, but these figures can only be regarded as rough 
estimates. 
50. Prankard a/c. 
5 1. This is a compound annual rate calculated over the whole period. 
52. Figures in this paragraph are taken or calculated from Lind 1923 and Crage 1986. There am slight discrepancies between their 
figures, which may result from different treatment of trade to Ireland. 
53. Fleisher 1953; Heckscher 1954,245. 
54. Hinton 1959,84-94; Israel 1"2. 
55. These figures are simple averages of the annua averages carried by each ship. The use of a single average is no doubt unsatisfactory, 
but there is insufficient published data on Stockholm's exports for anything more complicated. The calculation is Imperfect In other ways: 
it assumes all Swedish trade came from Stockholm, when there was actually a small proportion that did not. 
56. This compares with 375 tons estimated from the Sound Toll Tables in the previous section. 
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7. OVERSEAS TRADE 236 
Figure 7.11 shows an estimate of iron imports to England from Stockholm. " This estimate gives an average 
between 1669 and 1710 of 8978 tons of iron imported each year, compared with the average of the actual trade 0 
to England and Ireland in certain years of 9634 tons. 59 The actual amount appears to have been around or 
below 8000 tons until the outbreak of the Scanian War in 1675 and usually between 8000 and 10000 tons 
thereafter, but somewhat higher or substantially lower in a certain years. Measured over the long term the 
figures show very rapid growth (over 12% per year) in the 1650s, slowing to 6-7% from the mid 1660s to mid 
1670s, and to about 1% around 1680 and then virtually nothing for the rest of the century. 60 Over shorter 
periods the picture is quite different: there were, apparently, periods of rapid growth in the late 1650s and late 
1660s, separated by a period of recession from the Restoration to the middle of the Second Dutch War, annual 
growth rates peaking at 32% and 60% respectively. " The recession may reflect the re-opening of Spanish 
trade, or the Dutch briefly re-entering the carrying trade in the early 1660s when the Navigation Laws ceased 
to apply to ironP Ile second of these peaks no doubt reflects the improvement in trade after the end of the 
Second Dutch War, but may be exaggerated, since the peak in shipping numbers (on which the estimate 
depends) probably reflects the great demand for timber to rebuild London after the Great Fire, rather than a 
sudden demand for iron. 61 Nevertheless these figures are for the speed of growth, not growth itself, and the 
growth undoubtedly did occur, though possibly somewhat slower than has been estimated. There was a peak 
in imports in 1676 during the Scanian War, when England was the only neutral maritime power, but the fastest 
growth was in the preceding period. During that war English merchants seized the opportunity to flood the 
Swedish market with goods. This glutted the Swedish market to such an extent that they had difficulty in 
finding sufficient Swedish goods to export from Sweden, to bring their money home again. Ile result was a 
glut of iron in the English market. 64 This glut seems to have given rise to a cyclical pattern of growth and 
recession, with minima every five to seven years, but (as already stated) the long term pattern was one of 
stagnation, with little or no long term growth: in other words the rapid growth in impoiU of the 1650s and 
1660s had been replaced by stability by the 1690s. The basis of these estimates is not satisfactory, but it is the 
58. This estimate has been made by combining Stockholm and Sound Toll data to estimate that 130 tons of iron were carried in each toll- 
free ship of Swedish nationality. This has been multiplied by the number of toll-ftee ships shown by the Sound ToU Tabks from 1669. 
Before 1669 the number of vessels going to England bas been estimated from the number returning from England, inflated proportionately 
to take account of those going onto other countries. The factor for this used has been estimated from the actual shipping pattern in the 
early 1670s. 
59. For years where there is actual data, that data is used rather than the estimate, comprising the product of an average cargo and the 
number of voyages. 
60. These are compound annual growth rates measured over 21 years. This is a long enough period to smooth out perturbations causod 
by war and cyclical effects. 
61. These are compound annual growth rates measured over rive year periods. It will be noted that the figures In this period depend 
considerably on estimates of Swedish shipping going to EDgland. It has not been possible to Include any estimate of what Dutch shipping 
carried iron to Englaind. However Dutch shipping was carrying some 3000 tons of iron from Sweden In 1661-63,1666-68. and 1671, 
also in the late 1670s, according to the Sound ToU TaNes, and very little of this was carried other than to the Metheriands after 1669 
(when destinations fim appear); nevertheless the possibility of iron being shipped to England in Dutch vessels either direct In the years 
preceding 1669 cannot be ruled out, save England and the Netherlands were at war. However it Is only before the Second Dutch War that 
the addition of some part of the Dutch cargoes to the estimated English imports would make more than a relatively Insignificant difference. 
Dutch re-exports (and ocports) have been estimated from English port books (see above) and seem to have ceased to be Important in the 
167ft presumably from the outbreak of the Third Dutch War. 
62. Iron was not an enumerated commodity in the Navigation Act of 1660: Statute 12 Chas. U. c. 18. 
63. Roseveare 1987.39 46. The Navigations laws were temporarily suspended In respect of timber until 1669 in or&r to meet the 
demand for it in London. 


































































































7. OVERSEAS TRADE 239 
best that can be done with the inadequate data available. It is to be hoped that better estimates may yet become 
available, by the careful use of surviving archives for Stockholm and other Swedish ports. 65 
Bar iron imports: the 18th century 
After 1696 it is no longer necessary to rely on foreign sources for data on English imports, since one of the 
early actions of the Board of Trade was to arrange for the systematic compilation from customs declarations of 
trade statistics for England and Wales. Nevertheless English imports can only be seen in their wider European 
context by using data from foreign sources, particularly the Sound Toll Tables together with trade figures for 
Gothenburg. On the other hand the difficulty with the Tables, due to the cargoes of Swedish ships not being 
recorded, disappears in 1710, when they ceased to be toll-free. Sweden's iron exports in this period were 
described in detail by K. G. Hildebrand, using the figures from the English Customs Ledgers in respect of 
England and contemporary Swedish compilations for other destinations. He also used the Sound Toll Tables 
to compare Swedish and Russian exports after 1760 (but apparently not before)ý" The trade through the 
Sound was considered from the Russian point of view by A. Kahan, but only fairly briefly. 67 The conclusions 
reached here do not differ greatly from theirs, but it has been necessary to examine the primary sources, 
because K. G. Hildebrand did not set out sufficiently detailed figures. Data compiled from the Sound Toll 
Tables is presented in figures 7.12 to 7.15. The first shows the amount of iron sent to each country; the others 
give a fuller breakdown of the destinations of Russian and Swedish exports respectively, showing that the 
English market was the dominant one for both countries, but even more so for Russia than for Baltic Sweden. 
As described in chapter 3, the difference between them was largely a matter of quality. Swedish iron was the 
equivalent of English merchant iron; some Russian iron was equivalent to (or even rather worse than) English 
coldshort iron. 
Russian exports 
All Russian iron exports increased greatly during the 18th century, from virtually nothing around 1720 to 3000 
tons in the 1740s, double that tcn years later, to over 10000 tons in the early 1760s, and twice that a decade 
later (see figure 7.14). Ilese increases represent a high rate of growth, about 6% per year. " 'Me Russian 
iron industry underwent a great expansion during the Great Northern War, when its products were needed to 
feed Peter the Great's war machine. In 1715 the tsar had transferred certain of his own unprofitable ironworks 
in the Urals to Nikita Demidov, who then built further works there. These were in his hands highly successful, 
and made him and his descendantý very wealthy indeed. While Peter the Great lived, iron exports remained at 
a minute level, probably consisting of small quantities of 'government' iron or even of just re-exports, but in 
65. A great deal of time would need to be devoted to the production of such estimates by a researcher familiar with the Swedish language 
and handwriting of the period, while resident in Sweden. The resources available have not permitted me to undertake any such research. 
66. ffildebrand 1958. 
67. Kahan 1985,203-13. 
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the next reign Nikita Demidov was in 1725 authoTised to export his iron (known as 'Sable Siberia' and later as 
'Old Sable). 69 In the eaTly years when the exporters were looking for markets foT their iron, England was just 
one of a number of markets to which it was sent, but soon aftcr 1730 the grcat capacity of England for 
absorbing Russian iron became apparent, and from that time over 80% of Russian iron passing through the 
Sound was destined for England. 70 
There was a marked increase in the quantity exported immediately after the end of the War of Austrian 
Succession, and again after the end of the Seven Years War. This probably partly represents the outward 
shipment of iron that had accumulated in St. Petersburg during each war, for Russia'R merchant fleet was 
minute, and so (unlike Sweden's) could not have taken over the trade from British shipping in wartime, even 
when Russia was neutral. However the post-1748 increase may also have been a reaction to the Swedish 
decision to limit their iron production (see below). There was also an increase in the amount going to other 
destinations between and after these wars, but that was still quite small compared to the English trade. 
Russian iron was mostly exported from St. Petersburg, though some also came from Archangel by the late 18th 
century. 71 The iron was produced in the Urals and other places far inland, and it often took more than a year 
for it to Teach the coasL Nevertheless the freight paid for it was relatively low, because it provided a useful 
ballast for hemp and flax., 7 This was very different from the Swedish trade, where iron was the principal 
cargo. The import of iron from both countries to Hull. was dominated by the mid 18th century by a few firms 
of merchants including the Sykes family and W-illiamsons and Waller. However they were merely two of the 
largest iron importers from St. Petersburg. This contrasa starkly with its import from Stockholm, where these 
two firms handled 75-100% of the trade in iron. This left room for others, such as Samuel Sketchley and his 
sons (the Burton upon Trent brewers) and John and Simon Romer (probably of Gainsborough) to play a 
significant role in the Russian iron trade, evidently importing. iron as a return cargo for their own products. " 
Little is known of the organisation of London's imports, because no 18th century part books survive. 
Swedish Baltic after 1700 
Enjoand was also the single most important market for iron exported from Stockholm and Sweden's other 
Baltic ports, taking half to two-thirds of it (see figure 7.15). However this proportion was rather lower than 
for St. Petersburg or Gothenburg. Accordingly, England was less overwhelmingly important for Stockholm 
69. Hudson 1986,28-48. For'sable'see Kahan 1985,183. The name 'Old Sabla'was evidently to distinguish It from Tswordischoffs 
and other kinds of Wow Sable': Tswordischoffs is mentioned Jackson 1975,16. Old Sable (or one kind of it) was probably also known 
by its mark 'CCND, presumably vmftg (in Cyrillic letters) fbrSable Siberia Nikita Demidoie. By 1805 there were apparently also 
other kinds of Ud Sable', being the products of five separate Russian iromnasters, three with the surname Vemidoff and the other two 
'Jacovieff. The former at least were presumably descendants of Nikita: Science Museum lib. Weale Mss. 37113,312. 
70. The actual proportion between 1732 and 1783 usually fluctuated between between 75% and 90% with occasional years outside this 
range and an overall average of 83%. There was also trade with Archangel at least at some dates: Kahan 1985.186 189 254-8: P. R. Oý 
BT W31-33, passim. 
71. Kahan 1985,203-7210, PA. O. ST'61231-33. 
72. E. g. Prankard Vb, to Vigor and Davenport 28 Jun. 10 Jut. and 7 Aug. 1732. 
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than the other04 There was some growth in exports throughout the period. Total exports averaged under 
18000 tons between 1710 and 1740, growing overall at 1.8% per year. From then until 1783 they averaged 
over 22000 tons, but with an annual growth rate of under 0.5%. Significant growth in total Swedish exports 
ended in the mid 1730s, and was followed by relatively stability and then a slight downward trend. 75 This 
long period of virtual stagnation is closely connected with the prohibition (imposed in 1747) on the erection of 
new Swedish forges or the expansion of existing ones, '16 a subject which will be considered further in the next 
chapter. 
The most obvious difference between Swedish and Russian exports is the relative importance of the 
Netherlands and Portugal for Sweden and their insignificance for Russia. This difference is almost certainly 
related to Swedish demand for salt and wine, which were imported from Bordeaux, Portugal and other parts of 
southern Europe. This trade was mostly carried in Dutch vessels initially to Holland, but with some 
contribution by English shipping. However in the 1720s there was a shift to Swedish ships, particularly 
following the imposition in 1724 of the Produh Plaket, the Swedish equivalent of the Navigation Laws, which 
required Sweden's main imports (including salt) to be brought in Swedish vessels. Ilis brought an immediate 
increase in direct trade between Sweden and Portugal and with it an increase in Swedish exports of bar iron to 
Portugal. 77 However the growth began in 1723 (before the Produkt Plaket) and was no doubt encouraged by 
the end of the Great Northern War. Ile trade averaged 2500 tons over the following 60 years. Swedish 
exports to France also became significant from the 1760s. The Produkt Plaket however had little effect on 
trade with England, since there was little return trade from England and a preferential English customs rate for 
iron brought in British ships. Accordingly, British shipping predominated in trade to England. except when 
England was at war and Sweden neutral. 71 
English bar iron imports: the evidence of the Customs Ledgers 
The preceding sections have looked at English imports primarily on the basis of statistics compiled from 
foreign sources. This one will look almost exclusively at an English one, the Customs Ledgers. The foreign 
sources enable trade in iron to England (including Ireland) to be compared to that to other lands. However 
they are not the best source for imports to England itself after 1697.7be Customs Ledgers are a contemporary 
compilation (by the Inspector-General of Imports and Exports) of statistics on English foreign trade, and 
provide a continuous series of trade statistics with few gaps from 1697 until recent times. Ile ledgers set out 
the quantities of each commodity imported, exported, or rc-cxported from or to each country or colony. " 
74. Details of English imports will be given in the next section. 
75. There was a decline of Y4% p. a. for 1735-55, but a growth of Y4% for 1730-70. 
76. Heckscher 1932: Hildebrand 1957,160-4 cf. 148-59; Hildebrand 1995,21; Floren & Ryden 1996,259-62; Kent 1973,72. 
77. The salt trade, like the iron trade was complex, with all Baltic states as recipients, not just Sweden, and would require a study as 
detailed as that of iron made here to elucidate its fiM details: the picture presented here may well be a more caricature of the truth. 
78. This trade is discussed in detail in Hildebrand 1958; for shipping we Kent 1973,69-7178-9 184-5. 
79. From the early 19th century there are also separate ledgers arranged by commodity and then country. Before that (for most of the 
period covered by this thesis) there are only ones classifying trade first by country. This makes compilation of figures on a single 
commodity a time consuming process. 
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'Mey are the ultimate source for almost all l8th century and later trade statisticsw Unlike Customs accounts 
and port books (used to provide estimates of imports in the 16th and 17th centuries), the Customs Ledgers were 
prepared for the express purpose of providing the government with statistics on foreign trade. Unlike foreign 
sources, they do not need any adjustment before they can be used, either to exclude trade to Ireland or to take 
account of omissions. 
The trade statistics for bar iron imported into England are presented in figure 7.16. Perhaps the most obvious 
feature of this figure is the break in English imports from Sweden in 1717 and 1718. As mentioned in chapter 
1, the British government prohibited trade with Sweden for almost two years from March 1717. and imports 
of iron to Britain were reduced to nothing almost overnight. English imports of iron were very low in 1717, 
but the following year a large amount was imported, mainly from Holland and to a lesser extent Germany. In 
1717 little iron passed through the Sound and virwally all of it went to the Netherlands, but imports had been 
., off 
for several years before this, possibly due to the increasingly isolated position of Sweden fallingo 
politically. " In 1718 Swedish exports through the Sound to destinations other than the Netherlands suddenly 
ceased almost entirely. They were replaced by exports from non-Swedish Baltic ports. From the low level to 
which they had fallen over half a century earlier, these exports rose suddenly to 7712 tons, of which 4650 tons 
went to Great Britain and a further 2775 tons to the Netherlands, much of it probably for re-export to England. 
6338 tons out of the 7712 came from the South Baltic, mostly from Konigsberg and other east Prussian ports, 
which would have remained neutral if the Anglo-Swedish. crisis had turned into actual hostilities. Of this. 
2000 tons was shipped in Dutch vessels and the rest in English and Scottish. These south Baltic ports 
continued their exports the following year, but at a slightly lower level, after which the area resumed its 
previous utter insignificance as a source of iron. Dutch imports direct from Sweden rose in 1719, no doubt 
partly for re-export and partly to restock warehouses denuded by the sudden British demand to import iron 
80. The volumes for 1705 and 1712 are missing, but iron import figures for 1712 am preserved in Scrivenor 1841. There are two series 
of ledgers that overlap fbr the years 1772-80. These, in fhctý contain exactly the same figures, but in her compilation. E. B. Schumpeter 
(1960) showed different figures for 1775 and 1780 at the end of those apparently made from the earlier series. Though her other figures 
are mostly the same as mine, these two are lower and am wrong. Her publication of two differing figures for these two years may have 
led some authors falsely to think that the two series are Inconsistent. Others, such as Engerman (1994,188). have drawn graphs of trade 
statistics using the data published by Deane & Colo (1967.48 and app. 1), with a discontinuity at 1772-74 due to the use of figures for 
England before that and Great Britain thereafter. The appearance of a discontinuity Is appropriate due to the nature of the published 
figures, but not actually necessary since separate data on England alone continues untU 1790. The figures for 1790 to 1808 In the second 
series of ledgers only relate to Great Britain as a whole. However there is a separate series of ledgers relating to Scotland. and this 
enables English figures to be recovered as the difference between Greg Britain and Scotland. Rigures calculated by this means 
correspond precisely with figures quoted in contemporary compilations (Scrivenor 1841,358 quoting Oddy 1805; Kahan 1984,213 
quoting English figures in P. R. 0, BT 61231-33). This demonstrates the validity of this reconstruction. 'Unfortunately figures for several 
years after 1808 were destroyed when the Customs House was burnt down In 1814 and little data is available for the period 1809-13. 
Where figures are missing entirely they have been estimated by averaging or making making linear interpolations between adjacent years 
for which figures are known. My own figures am largely derived from the ledgers themselves, but there remain a number of apparent 
discrepancies be"n my figures and Schumpctees, and be"a details and totals extracted by me from the ledgers. I have not 
succeeded in resolving these, but some probably result from the illegibility of the microfilms, on which the lodgers am currently made 
available at the Public Record Office. Others =in to be contemporary accounting emrs, which can sometimes be resolve4 by reference 
to the valuation given, which is almost always 00 per ton for imports and C13 per ton for re-exports. Fortumaelytheurimsolved 
difficulties with the dataare. Insufficient to affect my conclusions significantly. 
81. Alternatively this may have been some kind of cyclical trend. The high figure for 1710 may represent a reaction to the low figures in 
the preceding years, ultimately due to Swedees weakness following the defeat of Charles XU at Poltava. Possibly also, the change In 
the regulations for the Sound tolls In 1710 (when the exemption of vessels of Swedish nationality from the tolls was abolished) way have 
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from Holland. 62 As indicated in the preceding chapter, this was a traumatic period for the British iron 
industry. Its effects did not disappear at once, as oregrounds iron was still being imported from Holland in 
1722, for conversion into steel at Sheffield. " 
English iron imports from Sweden remained fairly steady throughout the first half of the 18th century, 
averaging 15100 tons annually. There was a slight growth in some decades and a slight decline in others. 
There was a decline of a few percent per year in the 1760s, due to the revaluation of the Swedish currency in 
1766, which had the effect of squeezing the profit margins of Swedish ironmasters on sale contracts priced in 
sterling (or silver riksdalers). However the decline was reversed in the 1780s. " Russian imports grew from 
next to nothing in the early 1720s to an average of almost 4000 t-p-a. in the 1730s, and then after a period when 
trade was hindered by the War of Austrian Succession they rose substantially to 6500 tp. a. in the 1750s, 15000 
t. p. a. in the early 1760s and 27000 t. pa. a few years later. The long term growth rate for this trade as a whole 
was very high in the 1730s and still averaged over 4% in the 1740s. In the period of resumed high growth in 
the 1750s and 1760s Russian imports were growing at 6% to 9% per year with an average of 7.5%. These are 
very high growth rates indeed. Spanish imports averaged over 1500 tons in the period between the wars of 
Spanish and Austxian Succession, but declined to an average of some 750 tons per year in the period of the 
greatest Russian imports and amounted to very little in and after the 1780s. 
Except during the embargo, relatively little iron was imported from anywhere else. This averaged some 1450 
tons per year for the whole period from the 1720s to the 1780s. It came mainly from Germany, Holland and 
Norway, each of which contributed over 1000 tons at some periods and a few hundred or less at others. Some 
of the iron from Norway was almost certainly Swedish, having been imported specifically to be Te-expoTted as 
ballast for timber. " However the figure also includes American bar iron. A modest quantity of this was 
imported, but mainly only after import duties on this were taken off it, in 1750 for imports to London and in 
1756 elsewhere. These American imports rose to over 1000 tons from 1765 to 1775, when the American 
Revolution ended the trade. 86 
Overall imports grew significantly in the 1720s and 1730s. This was followed by stagnation during the War of 
Austrian Succession. Growth resumed in the 1750s and 1760s, but imports then remained relatively steady 
until the end of the 1780s, when a sharp decline began. In absolute terms total imports averaged about 16600 
tons per year up to 1725, when Russian iron began to come in quantity. The average for the 1740s (22500 
t-p. a. ) is rather less in the late 1730s (27300 t. p. a. ), but from the end of the Seven Years War until 1800 imports 
averaged over 44000 t. p. a., with a peak of nearly 53000 t. p. a. in the early 1790s. However at 38500 t. p. a. they 
82. P. R. 0, CUST 3; Sound Toll Tabks. 
83. SIR Y a1c; King, North. 
94. Hogberg 1969; Roberts 1980,250-7; 1986,160 17 1. The Swedish currency that normally circulated had been copper daters, which 
provided an inconveniently heavy coinage. Paper dalers were therefore brought into circulation, but these lost some of their value due to 
Inflation in the 1750s, leading to the decision to revalue. 
85. Kent 1973,63 65. 
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were rather lower in the late 1770s than before or after that. After about 1800 came a sharp fall, with barely 
over 28000 t. p. a. being imported from 1804 to 1808 and even less in the following years. This was, of course, 
the period of Napoleon's Continental System, but the expansion of iron production in England is likely to have 
been a far more significant factor than the trade difficulties. Furthermore, imports lost in their competitive 
advantage against home production due to wartime increases in the import duty payable, and this was at a time 
when bar iron was, if anything, falling in price. 87 
Conclusion 
The demand for imported iron had varied considerably during the period covered by this thesis (see fig. 7.17). 
In the 15th and early 16th centuries the nation had been heavily dependent on imported iron, mainly from 
Spain. This was followed by a long period when imports were of very little significance. Direct trade with 
Sweden began around 1630, but it was only after the Civil War that imports began to be important again. 
However for the next century and a half imports increased greatly, until new cokc-based ironmaking 
technology introduced during the Industrial Revolution once again enabled England to be largely self-sufficient 
in iron. This imported iron, together with English iron, was a resource for blacksmiths, nailcrs and other 
manufacturers. Nevertheless a small proportion of the imports were re-exported. In addition some wrought 
(i. e. manufactured) iron was exported. Neither of these was substantial in comparison with what was absorbed 
by the home market (as will appear in chapter 8). However they were not wholly insignificant. The final 
section of this chapter will therefore devoted to these aspects of overseas trade. 
Exports 
Bar iron 
Despite being illegal under a statute of Edward 111,18 occasional exports of English bar iron can be found in 
Customs records. For example, in 1640 36 tons of iron were exported to Guinea and the Canaries and 2 tons to 
New England. " However, the majority of the bar iron that left England was 'foreign merchandise exported', 
that is re-exports (see figure 7.18 and appendix 20). Before the 1790s exports of English bar iron were either 
negligible or wholly non-existent. Ilis changed dramatically during the 1790s, when exports of British bar 
iron then suddenly grew rapidly. They were still under 250 tons per year in the mid 1790s. but rose to nearly 
15000 tons in 1808, representing an astounding compound annual growth rate of 34%. However, when 
exports and re-exports are combined the growth Tate falls to a more modest 6.6%. which is still a spectacular 
rate of growth. 90 
87. Import duty rose rose from E2.16s. 2d. progressively from 1796 to over L5 in 1805 and f6.9s. 10d. in 1813. Common bar iron was 
Priced at E20. IOL in 1906, E14 in 1809, but only Ll I in 1815: Scrivenor 1841.386 405-6 409- 10. See also chapter 1. 
88. Ashton 1924,104-5. 
89. P. R. O., E 190/43/1. 
90. Schumpeter 1960,27.250 tons is the average for 1792-7. 
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Re-exports were recorded from 1697 separately in the Customs Ledgers, divided into 'exports of foreign 
merchandise in time'and 'out of time'. The latter were insignificant in the case of iron. 91 Duty paid on import 
(or part of it) was 'drawn back! (that is repaid) upon re-export'in time, a period which was increased from 12 to 
18 months 170V1 This practice of refunding Orawing back) the duty paid on re-export derived from the 
Customs Act of 1660, but probably arose under a privy seal warrant of 1634, authorising 'composition tradeat 
Dover, transshipping goods traded between Spain and the United Provinces, which were then at waO Until 
then English merchants must have been at a commercial disadvantage in rc-exporting compared to foreign 
(particularly Dutch) rivals, because duty would have had to be paid on the goods both on import and re-cxport. 
Before 1697, data on re-exports is fairly elusive. " Information as to some aspects of trade is available from 
the accounts of the Royal Africa Companyý" but those of the East India Company are less helpful. 96 
It is probable that bar iron re-exports were fairly minimal (say 100 tpa. ) until about 1640. After that I have 
estimated that they grew steadily until 1697. This is almost certainly not the case, since a significant amount 
of the iron imported in the late 1670s was almost ceruinly re-exported to Portugal and other places in southern 
Europe, when England was the only neutral country during the Scanian War in the Baltic. Ihis enabled the 
British temporarily to take over Dutch and Swedish trade. As already mentioned, this opportunity was 
mismanaged, as English merchants glutted the Swedish market with imported goods, and then had difficulty in 
finding enough Swedish goods to buy so as to bring their money home. 71is led to a glut of iron in London, 
as well as to increased re-exports to Portugal and southern Europe. " However, short-lived fluctuations of 
this End are hard to esfimate. 
Around 1700 a few hundred tons of foreign iron (largely Swedish) iTOn Was re-eXported to each of Africa, 
North America, the West Wics, and southern Europe. The whole trade averaged 1600 tons per year in the 
Peace after the Nine Years War, but declined during the War of Spanish Succession. Re-cxports again 
averaged 1400 tpa. in the 1720s, over 1850 I. p. a. in the 1730s, 2500 Ipa. in the early 1750s, almost 4350 
tp. a. from the end of the Seven Years War to 1790, and 5300 tpa. in the 1790s and 1800s. However volumes 
were somewhat lower during the wars of the mid 18th century. Trade to southern Europe was particularly high 
91.1697-17W. P. R. 0, CUST 3; 1772-1908: CUST 17. Data after about 1790 relates to Greg Britain as a whole. though data for 
England might be recovered using Scottish data in P. R. 0, CUST 14, as has been done with English bar Iron imports (above). After I 8W 
it is available from PILO. CUST 10-11. However separate English figures have not been obtained In this period. became the dam on 
iron production, with which they might have been combined Is not good to produce really reliable conclusions. After 1790 any figures 
used relate to Grew Britain. it is not clear how the laspoctor-GenerW compiled his figures. but It may have been from claims for 
drawbacks, which do not survive, of possibly from the original bills of entry. 
92. Stame, 2&3 Anne c. 18,03. 
93. Hoon 1938,256-7; Statute 16 Car. I c. 25. s-9, proviso: Statute 12 Car. It c. 4, Taylor 1972,245ft. I have not S=eodod in tracing 
source for the original warrant 
94. Occasional entries appear in some outport port book. noting a certificate that goods had been imported to another port. However such 
data does not appear regularly In the part books. Them area few entries concerning re-exported Spanish Iron In pre-Civil War London 
port books. These amounted to 54 tons In 1640. and went to San Lucar and Faro In southern Spain and Portugal, and to the Canaries: 
P. R. 0, E 190/43/1. There was also a further quantity from Bristol. 
95. P. R. O. T 70 passbn. 
96. India a1c. London port books show private merchants (as well as the Company) fmilhting goods (including bar Iron) In the 
Company's ships. The quantity exported by the Company was accordingly considerably lower than that shown In the Customs accounts. 
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in the mid 1710s, 4853 tons going there in 1716. This was probably due to the difficulties to which Sweden 
was subject at that late stage of her Great Northern War with Russia, but the trade came to an end in 1717 when 
an embargo was imposed on Swedish imports to England in 1717. Southern Europe figured significantly again 
from 1768, over 500 tp. a. going there on average in the succeeding period and over 1000 tpa. in the decade 
up to 1800. Italy and Turkey were both significant among the destinations in the 178(k. 98 
Re-expohs to Ireland-were negligible at fhý beginning of the 18th centufy, but grew r-apidly from thý mid 
1720s with long term growth rates of 5-9% from the mid 1730s to the mid 1760s. They averaged 1200 1, va. 
from 1750 to 1764. Whether this reflects the entry of Russian iron into the market in this period or is more 
closely connected with the decline of their native industry is hard to determine. Re-expons to Ireland 
amounted to almost 2250 t. pa. from 1765 to 1784, but were only some 1000-1250 t. pa. for the remainder of 
the 1780s, presumably due to an increase in direct trade between Ireland and northern Europe, following the 
liberalisation of rules for Irish trade around that time. However, they rose again in the 1790s, which was also 
the period when English bar iron also began to be exported in significant amounts for the first time. " 
Iron was a rarity as a European commodity that could be profitably sold in India. Re-exports amounted to 
under 200 t. p. a. until 1720, and then averaged 500 tons per year until the end of the Seven Years War. 
Immediately after that war they averaged 1300 tons for a few years, but only half that for the following two 
decades. However in the 1790s and 1800s the annual average rose to 1600 tons. Re-exports to Africa 
underwent rapid growth (over 3% pa. ) in the 1720s and early 1730s, but then stagnated until the 1750s, when 
there was another period of growth. Ile trade peaked at over 1000 tons per year in 1738, again in 1753 and 
1764, and averaged over 1100 t. p. a. from 1764 to 1774, after which it declined sharply, presumably because 
of difficulties in the slave trade (which British exports to Africa financed) during the War of Independence, a 
subject that will come up again below. During the intervening troughs in trade only 200 to 350 tpa. were sent. 
Other areas (northern Europe, north America and the West Indies) were much less significant for re-exports, 
averaging together some 300 tons up to 1709,130 t-p. a. from then to the late 1730s, but under 50 tpa. for the 
next 40 years, after which they took over 500 t. p. a. The reasons for the oscillations are unclear. They do not 
seem to be the result of any obviously explicable changes in demand from any particular place. 
Manufactured ironware 
Considerations of space have prevented the manufacture of iron into nails and other ironware being discussed 
in detail. However data on the quantity exported is needed for the calculations in chapter 8. Exports of such 
wrought (that is manufactured) iron must therefore now be considered. The sources for this are precisely the 
same as those for imports. 100 Certain kinds of iron goods, such as cast iron, and ordnance paid special rates 
98. These regions are so-named in the Customs Ledgers. 7taly'does not include Venice (which appears separately). Turkey'is 
presumably the whole Ottoman Empire, including Syria and Egypt but not Barbary. 
99. Customs Ledgers, Sound Toll Tabler, cf. Cullen 1968,45 78. 
100. Data on exports by region after 1697 has been taken from Schumpeter 1960, tables xxv and xxvi. Total exports are taken from Wd.. 
tables viii and ix. The sources for this are 1697-1780: P. R. O., CUST 3; 1772-1808: PRO.. CUST 17. Data after 1812 is taken from 
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of duty, but the export of all of them except ordnance was still small in 1700, and they can be ignored. 
Ordnance, being made of cast iron, does not need to be considered In detail here. 101 From the Restoration 
there were (as previously mentioned) two main classes of ironware for Customs puWscs, nails and wrought 
iron, both paying duty according to their weight. Under earlier books of rates, nails had been assessed by 
number (by the 'some oflO, 000), and different kinds of nail paid different duties. As a result, it has not been 
possible to determine the weight of nails exported before the Civil War. However it is clear that this was very 
modesL 
By far the most important destinations for English exports, both of ironware and nails, from the Restoration 
were British colonies in America. This was merely one aspect of the general practice of supplying 
manufactured products to colonies in exchange for their agricultural produce, particularly tobacco from 
Virginia and adjacent colonies, and sugar ftom the West Indies. This pattern of trade was no doubt 
encouraged by the Navivations Acts of 1651-63 with their strong focus on British possessions. The navigation 
laws (amongst other things) required that exports to the colonies should travel in British vessels and from 
Britain (before 1707 England). The cultivation of sugar was introduced into the West Indies about 1640 by 
Dutch merchants, who no doubt hoped that the colonists would provide them with a market. However the 
navigation laws shut them out from this trade, and reserved it for the British. 7be tobacco and sugar colonies 
were primarily agricultural societies, and were almost entirely dependent on Europe for manufactured goods, 
which had at least to pass through England. The position of English manufacturers was strengthened further 
by the abolition in 1703 'for the encouragement of iron manufacture - of any drawback - upon any wares 
made of wrought iron or steel'Te-exported, thus imposing a tariff barrier against their contemporaries in Liage 
and the Rhineland. Governrnent rade policy thus not only provided an advantage to British shipping, but also 
to British manufacturers, but this does not apply to all manufactures, as German linen featured among exports 
to the colonies. 
Examination of port books indicates that much of the trade in iron goods from the larger ports consisted of a 
large number of small parcels, dispatched as part of mixed consignments of manufactured goods. This is in 
stark contrast with iron imported from Sweden, which often came in consignments of several hundred tons in a 
ship that carried little else. Exports both of ironware and of nails were almost invariably expressed in 
hundredweights, and relatively few consignments exceeded even half a ton. Some were as little as one quarter 
or even one stone, particularly in the case of wrought iron. Though the quantity of nails exported was smaller 
Scrivenor 1841,419 421, this was derived from Wiamentary Papers and ultimately from the Customs ledgen P. R. 0, CUST 8-9, 
Figures for 1809-11 and 1813 (which were lost in the Customs House FILM of 1814) have been Interpolated. Thefiguresforl8l2and 
1814 come from a different compilation from the subsequent ones. and may therefore be inconsistent due to their being prepared on a 
differembasis. There is certainly a substandal difference between the figures for 1814 and 1815. Figures before 1697 have been 
compiled from port books (P. R. Oý IS 190). as described in the text below. 
101. Being cast iron, the quantity exporled does not enter Into the estimate of wrought iron consumption. As indicated in chapter 6. 
ordnance was until the mid 18th century mainly made in the Weald and Wa either there. or at coke furnaces. Accordingly it was not a 
significant element of the output of charcoal furnaces elsewhere. Certainly them Is little evidence of charcoal furnaces elsewhere 
producing ordnance for expor4 except in the case of ]Peter Semayne of Pentyrch (Glamorgan) In the 1600s (Riden 1992b). 
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than that of wrought iron, some consignments were larger, sometimes amounting to over a ton or even several 
tons. 17hese latter were presumably intended for sale by merchants and retailers in the colonies. 102 
The structure of trade varied somewhat according to the import commodity paying for the exports, or rather 
due to the differing creditworthiness of the colonial buyers of the supplies exported. For the poorer tobacco 
planters, there were by the mid 18th century merchant houses in Glasgow and Ijverpool, which employed 
salaried factors to run stores, where the planters could obtain goods on credit Oa the other hand larger 
tobacco planters, and also planters in the West Indies. ordered what they wanted from a commission agent 
often in Undon or Bristol, to whom they consigned their crop. A third alternative, the 'cargd system, also 
existed by the mid 18th century, by which a colonial merchant ordered a whole cargo on credit from a 
commission house. 1113 In addition to these merchants who specialised in importing a particular colonial 
commodity into England4 there were specialist exporters (including ironmongem), who dealt mainly in one 
commodity. Such ironmongers included 71omas Plumsted of London, whose main business in the 1750s was 
exporting ironware to the North American colonies (particularly to Philadelphia) and also to the West 
Indies. 104 In his will, John Crowley, the greatest ironmongcr of his day, directed his executors to wind up 
trade with the West Indies, where he seems to have supplied stores. Instead the Crowleys' products would 
presumably have reached the West Indies by London commission agents (or other exporting houses) buying 
goods from their T'hames Street and Greenwich warehouses, for the production of ironware for export 
remained a major part of the Crowley business. 101 
The overseas trade depended a great deal on trust between the exporter and his consignee, since it would be 
more difficult for a resident of (say) London to use the courts abroad to collect his debts from defaulting 
customers than from those in England. Furthermore ready money was often scarce in the colonies, because 
the planters'produce was sold through merchant houses in EnglandL Accordingly, colonial retailers often had 
difficulty in obtaining payment from them, 106 which was no doubt the origin of the factor-run stores 
mentioned above. This meant that a great deal depended on a relationship of trust between the English 
merchant and his correspondent abroad. This was best achieved if there was a significant amount of business 
between them, which a merchant could manage by handling many commodities, but an Wand manufacturer of 
a few commodities could not easily achieve with his few casual exports. 107 In this, colonial trade may have 
differed from European trade by the mid to late 18th century. Direct contact between manufacturers and 
102. These comments am based in the examination of a small number of port books, mainly for London and Bristol and mainly from the 
late 17th century. This also explains why exports of wrought tron and nails appear In the Customs Ledgers (and home In Schumpeter 
1960) in cwt. not tons. Cf. Price 1980; 1989, Morgan 1993,88-124 passim. 
103. Price 1980,126-29ý Paves 1950.7,40-2. 
104. Skeel 1916,138, Plumsted Vb. At least the surviving Plumsted letter-book Implies that all his trade as foreign. However It Is 
possible that he had another set of letterbooks for his home car, spondence with suppliers. 
105. Ran 196Z 144-5. 
106. See note 103. 
107. Members of the Gibbons, Turton and some other Midland families occur as exporters in the Bristol port books, but the persons 
concerned seem to have been partners or agents resident In Bristol (as merchants). rather than manufacturers. The only significant Inland 
manufacturers of ironware, so far discovered, who were personally exporting Ironware were Laugher and I lancox. the Dudley nag 
iromnongers: Morgan 1993,104-5. 
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European wholesalers certainly occurred in the cloth trade, and probably also in the Birmingham toy trade, 
and manufacturers (such as brewers) trading direct with St. Petersburg have been mentioned above in relation 
to imports. 108 
A survey of port books for some of the larger ports indicates that quite a number had some colonial trade in the 
lite l7th century. However their exports consisted largely of the products of their hinterland, for example 
perpetuanas from Exeter. Iron goods, not being aý fýcal manufacture, hardly figure at all. SampI6 port books 
from the late 17th century, examined for Poole, Lyme Regis, Exeter, Plymouth, and Barnstaple, therefore 
generally record exports of iron goods amounting to only two to three tons per year for each port. These 
amounts are wholly insignificant. "9 It is therefore only necessary to consider in detail the trade of a few of 
the greatest ports, particularly London, Bristol and Hull, together with Liverpool and Chester, which were 
significant in the late 17th century solely due to their facing IrelandL 
Even in the greatest ports, the export of ironware (of any kind) before the Civil War was very small indeed. 
London's exports of all manufactured goods in 1640 were only valued at C27,000 at official ratcs, 110 which 
included a mere 9Y2 tons of wrought iron (of which almost 6 tons was for New England), in addition to various 
nails, knives, and awl blades, whose weight is not stated. "' Contemporary figures compiled for London for 
1663 show that the plantations took 119 tons, and France 28Y2 tons, out of the 180 tons of wrought iron 
exported from there. They also took 44 and 17Y2 tons of nails respectively, the only nails exported. In 1669 
the wrought iron exports had risen to 240 tons, but dropped in 1672 (during the Third Dutch War) to 133 
Th ý tons. 112 By 1699 wrought iron and nail exports had risen to 800 tons and 334 tons respectively. ' 13 is 
represents almost fivefold growth for the two commodities together in under 30 years. At Bristol the picture is 
similar. In 1662 51 torts of wrought iron and 32 torts of nails were exported. These respccfivcly r M. to 107 
tons and 128 tons respectively in 1685 and to 116 and III tons in 1700, but the volume was lower in 1695 
during the Nine Years War. This however represents a relatively small proportion of the ironware that came 
down the river Severn, most of which no doubt went to consumers in southwest England and Wales. 1 14 
Exports from Chester and Liverpool totalled less than 70 tons in the 168N. , almost all destined for Ireland. In 
1723 Liverpool's transatlantic trade in nails and ironware was a dozen tons each, with another dozen tons of 
ironware for Ireland. '15 Hull was similarly insignificant in the 17th century, exporting under two tons of 
108. Smail 1999,94-112; Robinson 1960; cf. Wanklyn 2002. 
109. P. R. 0, E 190/997/3; E 190/887/1, E 190/945/8; E 190/95417, E 190/963/7; E 190/969/6; E 19011041/14, E 190/1050/27. 
E 190(95214; E 19Q(956/2, E 190/96215; E 190/979/6. 
110. Fisher 1950,154. 
111. P. R. 0, E 190/43/1. 
112. BJ- Add. ms. 36785; P. R. O., E 190(5411. 
113. P. R. O. CUST 3/3. 
114. Ironware was shipped down the river Severn on asignificant scale, largely from Bewdley (the river port serving Birmingham) and 
overwhelmingly to Bristol, with Bridgwater (the next largest destination) taking a mere 13.5% of the total traffic. This traffic grew from 
a mere 47 tons in 1647 to 300 tons In 1666, about 600 tons in the 1680s, and exceeded 1100 tons in the mid 1720s: figures compiled 
from Gloucester port books database. 
115. Chester exported 28! 4 tons of wrought iron in 1685. These comments are based on various Chester and Uverpool port books. 
Figure 7.19 255 
Exports of wrought iron by destination 
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nails to various European ports in 1685, and no other ironware. ' 16 However its exports rose from one ton in 
1702 to seven tons of ironmongery by 1717 and to more than 5000 tons by 1783.117 
Comparison between the Customs Udgers for all outports and the port books for Bristol shows that it handled a 
very large proportion of the outports'exports, varying between almost 100% in the case of southern Europe 
and 40-80% in the case of Ireland and British colonies, the proportion being lowest for Virginia and the sugar 
colonies. 118 However Bristol's exports to northern Europe were minuscule. For the colonial tradcs it is 
reasonable to treat Bristol as a sample and estimate the exports of all outports from those for Bristol. However, 
this will not do for northern Europe, and exports thither have been estimated as varying proportionally with 
London's. These are not satisfactory methods of estimating the trade, but as the quantities were quite small 
compared with the English iron trade as a whole, the results should not significantly distort the overall picture. 
Accordingly, the poor quality of this estimate will have little effect on the estimate of home consumption made 
in the next chapter. Nevertheless this begs the question of the extent to which Bristol's share fluctuated at 
times compared to Liverpool's due to such factors as the greater exposure of Bristol's shipping to predation by 
French privateers during the Nine Years War. ' 19 
The interpolation of this data provides a picture of the growth of exports in second half of the 17th century. 
Because relatively few figures have been used to produce these, short-term trends remain unknown. However 
it is clear that there was relatively steady growth from a very low base during the period. Ilese interpolated 
figures can then be combined with those from the Customs ledgers to form a continuous series from the mid 
16th to the early 19th century (see figures 7.19 and 7.20), and rates of growth can be calculated. 'Ite results 
show growth rates measured over 21 years averaging over 4% from the 1660s to the early 1690s, with a 
particularly rapid growth in nail exports in the 1660s and 1670s. Growth was slower in wartime around the 
turn of the century, but after that, wrought iron exports increased again at about 4% unfil the mid 18th century. 
Nail exports also rose (but somewhat less rapidly), and their growth slowed in the 1740s. Exports to America 
decreased very substantially in the 177(k, and some other markets also took less. Ilis was, of course, the 
period of the American War of Independence, when British trade to America largely ceased. After American 
independence exports recovered rapidly, which is unsurprising, since Britain's North American colonies had 
been the most important overseas market for ironware and particularly for naHs. 
The American imports of nails before 1775, often exceeded 500 tons and was once 1200 tons. Ms was out of 
a total English export of (usually) about 1000-1500 tons. The next most important market was the West Indies 
which generally took under 400 tons, but exports to Africa and the East Indies both increased in importance in 
116. P. R. 0, E 190/328/2. 
117. Jackson 1972,337. These figures are the total of his for Ironmongeryand 'manufactured Iron'. 
I 18.1 have failed to identify from what ports most of the balance was going. 
119. There are also certain other difficulties, which may be related how the consignments entered for two destinations. suchas 
Pennsylvania and Virginia or Ireland and Barbados should be mated. I have assumed a probable destination for manufactured goods. 
respectively Pennsylvania and Barbados In these examples, whereas the Inspector-General may have taken the first destination named. 
This difficulty should only have a marginal effect on the toW. 
Figure 7.21 and table 
Colonial iron consumption 
(000) (tons) head (000) (tons) 
1660 63.7 187.65 6.6 81 221.74 
1670 101.8 195.04 4.3 96 201.60 
1685 173.6 475.22 6.1 127 445.84 
1700 247.5 690.02 6.2 148 645.98 
1710 311.4 757.52 5.4 178 410.34 
1720 441.6 720.86 3.7 212 492.80 
1730 595.7 1184.68 4.5 258 859.34 
1740 830.7 1629.44 4.4 285 1026.03 
1750 1025.9 2860.09 6.2 330 1661.62 
1760 1404.0 3963.42 6.3 406 3360.80 
1770 1880.0 3792.82 4.5 479 3974.13 
1780 2424.3 1174.66 1.1 537 1973.62 
Sources: 
Population: Menard & McCu sker 1984 
Import of nails & wrought iron: Schumpeter 1960, tables xxv-xxvi 
Import of bar iron: before 1700 estimated as a proportion of 1700 
figure; 1700-80: PRO. CU ST 3 (average of 5 years) 
England: as figure 8.4 
notes: 1. Trade data for 1662 
2. Trade data for 1672 
3. Population interpolated 
f--- -- -- 
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6.1 8.4 1 
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the late 18th century, while exports to America lost their importance after indcpendcncc. The growth rates 
were generally significant (though not great), except in trade to Africa and Asia where there was rapid growth 
from very little to about 200 Ipa. towards the middle of the 18th century. 120 
America and the West Indies also dominated in the export of wrought iron, but their shares were more equal to 
each other, and were nearly matched by Africa and East Indies together and by Southern Europe. Total 
exports rose considerably during the 18th century from around 1000 tons in 1700 to more than 23000 tons in 
1800. Exports to the West Indies and America each reached 2500-3000 tons before the War of Independence 
and 4000 tons in 1795. The growth rates in most sectors were quite significant in the early 18th century, 
though somewhat less later. Exports to southern Europe grew rapidly (at up to 10% p. a. ) in the early I 8th 
century, but more slowly later. Trade to Africa and Asia also grew rapidly (up to 8% pa. ). Trade to other 
parts of British Europe (presumably mainly Ireland), and also to the West Indies, grew at 4-6% in the mid I 8th 
century, while that to North America was generally growing vigorously until the Revolution. 121 
It is useful to compare colonial imports with colonial population, in order to see how import consumption pcr 
head changed (see figure 7.21 and the table accompanying it). No iron was produced in the West Indies, and 
their imports of iron goods must reflect consumption. However the practice of smuggling manufactured goods 
to Spanish colonies in America may mean that consumption in the West Indies was less than those islands 
imported. Agriculture in Virginia and Maryland was heavily focused on tobacco. Iron was produced there 
from the 1720s, but its iron industry was heavily focused on producing pig iron for export to England, which 
was profitable due to the low freight charges for what was effectively saleable ballast. Nevertheless there were 
some forges where iron was produced for colonial consumption. '-'2 71cre was a plating forge in 1750 on the 
Northeast River in Maryland, but no slitting or rolling miff in that colony, 123 suggesting that nails were not 
then made. 
Further north most of the colonies developed their own iron industries during the 18th century, but exported 
relatively little iron to England. Presumably therefore the output of their ironworks was largely consumed In 
America. This implies that some iron manufacture took place in these colonies, primarily for local 
consumption. Certainly by 1750 several of the northern colonies had the plating forges, steel furnaces, and 
120. Schumpeter 1960, tab. xxv and data from port books. Her figures are only for every fifth year and my earlier ones am even lea 
frequenL The comments in this and the following paragraph are therefore based on a relatively small sample of data and are accordingly 
not entirely satisfactory. 
12 1. Ibid, tab. xrA and data from port books. 
122. The only general work on the American iron Industry Is Gordon 1996, bul this Is more about technology and resources than markets. 
For Pennsylvania see Bining 1933; 1938; Pascoff 1983; for Virginia and Maryland see Bruce 1930, Middicton 1953; Lewis 1979. 
There are also several works on particular companies Including Brydon 1934 (Bristol Company), Johnson (Y-) 195 3: 1959 (Baltimore 
Co. ); Whiteley 1987; May 1945; Robbins 1986 (Principio Co. ), Byrd, Prose Works (Spotswood). See also the discussion of trade In pig 
iron at the end of chapter 6. 
123. P. R. 0, CO/1273IV71. I have failed to trace a certificate for Virginia. However J. H. Brothers (pers. comm. ) tells me he does not 
know of any slitting mill in colonial Virginia. Thomas Jefferson had anailcryý butitsraw maierial Is said to havecome from 
Pennsylvania. 
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slitting mills that were needed to prepare iron for manufacture, though not in large nurnbcrs. 124 The 
development of iron manufacture in the American colonies was a cause of concern to Midland manufacturers, 
who feared the lass of markets for their products. As a result, a clause prohibiting the erection of any further 
slitting and rolling mills, plating forges, and steel furnaces was included in the 1750 Act that took duty off the 
import of American pig and bar iron to LDndon. 125 However, this colonial manufacture meant that the 
amount of ironware imported by the northern colonies was considerably less than they consumedL This 
explains why the amount imported into America per head remained at 4-6 1b. throughout the early 18th century 
and fell after 1750, whereas it grew in the West Indies from about that level to over 8 1b. per head between 
1700 and 1770 (see figure 7.21 and table with it). " 
Conclusion 
For both the export of nails and other manufactured ironware and the re-export of bar iron, the most important 
markets were outside Europe. Re-exported bar iron went to Africa, the East Indies and to British Colonies in 
the West Indies and North America. Ile most important export markets for nails and ironware were also the 
British colonies. However for both bar iron and ironware (but not nails), southern Europe was also a 
significant market. Nevertheless the quantities exported were quite small compared with the amount of iron 
(whether English or imported) that entered the English market. It therefore follows that the most important 
market for English iron manufacturers was England4 a conclusion that will be considered more fully in the next 
chapter. 
124. Bining 1933,65-72. There were plating forges in Maryland, New York. Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Connecticut, slitting 
mills in all these except Maryland and New York, and steel furnaces In Pennsylvania. and Connecticut: P. R. 0, CO 511273N71-88,, 
CO 5/886IGG36: CO 5/1063/Hhl32: CO 5/889/169. The eidstence of these works implies that manufacture was taking place. 
125. Statute 23 Gen. II, c. 29. The certificates cited in the two preceding notes resulted from this Act. The duty-free Importation was 
extended to the rest of the country in 1756 (Statute 30 Gen. H c. 16). The passage of 1750 Act produced considerable agitation In the Imn 
trade, which Is discussed in Pelham 1953; see also Bining 1933; Ashton 1924,118-25. The same agitation resulted In the production of 
the 1749 list of forges: see Hulme 1928; King 1996b. 
126. Thew figures include bar iron re-exported from England, which must haver been manufactured Into Ironware in the colonies. but 
not iron made In the colonies. Re-export figures before 1700 are unceruda and those used here are no more than crude estimates. It 
would be possible to break down the American figure further by ex1racting more detailed figures from the Customs Ledgers, ratber than 
relying on the sample published In Schumpeter 1960, but time has not been available for this to be done. 
Economic Trends and 
the Consumption of Iron 
The two preceding chapters have been concerned with the production of iron in England and with overseas 
trade. Those and various earlier chapters have described various technological, organisational, and other 
changes that affected the iron industry. This chapter will use the data described in the two preceding chapters 
to estimate consumption but only that of wrought (and bar) iron, as the data on the production of cast iron 
goods is not good enough to provide reliable conclusions. The chapter will alternate between this discu. ssion of 
consumption and a summary of the major changes that took place in the iron trade during the three centuries of 
the early modern period. ' Four different measures relating to consumption will be referred to. Firstly 'iron 
available in the English market' consists of the total of domestically produced and imported iron (see figures 
8.1-8.2), but this is perhaps the least useful figure of the four. Secondly the amount of iron that was 
manufactured into finished ironware indicates the size of that industrial sector. This 'amount manufacturcd'is 
estimated as the amount available less bar iron re-exports and exports (see figure 8.3). Thirdly, the amount of 
iron sold to consumers, that is 'domestic consumption'is estimated as the amount manufactured less exports of 
manufactured ironware. Finally 'consumption per head' is estimated by dividing domestic consumption by 
population. However, the main concentration will be on the last two. A related figure, which will also be 
referred to is 'self-sufficiency', which is measured as the ratio of English production to the amount available in 
England. All four measures of consumption, together with English production, are shown together in figure 
8.4. These are expressed in terms of a quantity of bar iron, but that will certainly be slightly more than the 
actual weight of the goods which consumers bought, due to a small proportion of the iron being lost as hammer 
scale in the course of manufacture. That was probably a relatively constant proportion. Accordingly, though 
the absolute figures may be slightly too high, the proportion between the estimates of a given measure of 
consumption at different dates and also their growth rates should not be affected. 
In 1500 English iron was mostly made in bloomcries, but not in sufficient quantifies to satisfy domestic. 
consumption. Accordingly perhaps more than three quarters of home demand was met by iron imported 
mainly from the Biscay region of Spain. Neither English population nor English iron production at that period 
I- Because this chapter is mainly a summary of what has been said in earlier ones or calculated from data prescnted In the two preceding 
ones, references are only given in this chapter where a statement is derived directly from a particular source and for certain Issues of 
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ECONOMIC TRENDS AND THE CONSUMPTION OF IRON 266 
is wholly certain, but English production may possibly have been 1000 tons per year in total and consumption 
4 1b. or so per person per year. This situation began to be transformed shortly before 1500 when a new process 
for making iron was introduced into the Wcald. 71is was brought by immigrant ironworkers from northern 
France. It consisted of an indirect process of making bar iron involving a furnace to make pig iron and a forge 
to convert that into bar iron. As a result, production increased, but there was little reduction in imports until 
the 1540s. It was only from that time that iron production in the Weald began to grow rapidly. I lome 
production may have reached 2000 tons per year about 1540, possibly double that in 1500, but it increased 
eightfold over the following half century, representing an annual growth rate of 4.1%. In the same period 
imports decreased markedly, with the result that domestic consumption in 1590 at 17000 tons per year was 
almost three times that in 1540. With an increased population, the rise in annual consumption per head was 
less, but consumption of about 9 1b., not much more than double the 4K 1b. consumed in about 1540, which 
was in turn probably only slightly more than in 1500. 
The 1590s mark the high point of the Wealden iron industry. For half a century it had dominated the market in 
the south and east of EnglandL However the bar iron it made was not for the most part manufactured into 
consumer goods in the Wcald, because there was no coal there. Its manufacture probably took place in 
London (using coal from Newcastle), and also in the hands of village blacksmiths throughout those arcas. 2 
However from the 1560s the new process with furnaces and forges had spread into other parts of England and 
Wales, and these became increasingly important areas both for iron production and manufacture. In 1590 57% 
of the 17000 tons of bar iron consumed in Eng and was made in the Wcald, compared with 58% of 8000 tons 
in around 1560, but this fell to 39% in 1620 and to a mere 6% in 1670.71is change was probably brought 
about by the penetration into the London market of iron made and manufactured in the Midlands and to some 
extent in Yorkshire. Ile chronology of the growth of the Black Country (west of Birmingham) and of 
Sheffield as specialist manufacturing areas remains unclear, but the important role they were playing in that 
field by the 1620s is very clear. Midlands ironware was then being sold in London, and a market for it was 
provided in Lcadcnhall. 3 Both these regions had coalfields, but were too landlocked for their coal to be sold 
except in a quite limited area, which made coal cheap and encouraged its use in manufacturing ironware. On 
the other hand, the coalfields in Shropshire and around Newcastle had easy access to watcr-transport, which 
facilitated the sale of their coal at considerable distances from the pits where it was mined, and neither 
developed a significant manufacturing sector at an early dateý 
2. Wealden iron was for ex=pie reaching East Anglia during Flizabeth's reign and reached Nottingham In 1588: Williams 1988,171, 
Cleere & Crossley 1995,159-62 and 284. 
3. Rowlands 1975,11-13; Nicholl 1866,194-7 from Guildhall 11b, MS. 16970,38. 
4. Szostak (1991,114-6), whose views on the iron industry were severely criticlsed in chapter 1, was correct to follow M. W. Flinn 
(1984, ch. 5) in emphasising the Importance of water transport for coal. Similarly, a failure to appreciate the imponame of developing a 
market for coal, and the need for trimsport improvements to facilitate this explains a series of commercial failures In the exploitation of the 
Warwickshire Coalfield (between Nuneaton and Coventry) before 1730. Conversely. its successful exploitation in the bite 18thcentury 
was closely connected with investment in turnpikes and crumls: White 1970,9-10 50 57-8. 
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In about 1620 the English iron industry seems to have reached a peak in output that was hardly surpassed until 
the 1750s. It is estimated that about 1620 18500 tons was made in England each year. 71is again represents 
about 9 1b. per head. English production (as in 1590) provided 93% of the quantity consumed, so that England 
was for a few decades nearly self-sufficient in iron. Spanish imports had been declining for many years, and 
amounted to little more than 300 tons per year around 1590, compared to more than 3000 tons around 1540. 
11ey recovered somewhat during the 17th century, but did not exceed 1500 tons per year again until after the 
Nine Year-, War at the end of the century. A very modest amount of iron (often a few hundred tons) was 
imported from the Baltic, but after 1610 this dropped to (usually) less than 100 tons. T7ie peak in iron 
production coincides with the period when English textile industry experienced great difficulties exports, first 
due to the ill-conceived Cockayne Project, and then to currency manipulation in Poland and Germany. 5 
Accordingly, it is likely that the subsequent decline in English iron production (and consumption) results from 
a general depression in the economy, which was in turn due to that in the clothing trade, for that was the 
larg 
., 
est economic sector of the economy, apart from agriculture. 
By the second quarter of the 17th century, the iron industry in the rest of England had reached a state of 
relative maturity, but in the Weald it was in severe decline. However the speed and precise timing of the 
Wealden decline remain open to question. Elsewhere, there was no major change in the scale of the industry, 
which continued its very gradual growth; such changes as there were relate to its organisation. As early as the 
1600s, the first signs of its organisation. into large vertically-integrated regional businesses can be dctectedL 
This is most obvious in the west Midlands, where iromnasters (particularly Richard Par)msý Middleton Nye & 
Co., and Richard Foley successively and also their rivals Coleman and Chetwynd) each had rive or more 
furnaces and an equal number of forges. The dffficult economic environment of the 1620s ruined the Coleman 
and Middleton families, and caused a change in the personnel. Nevertheless, those ironmasters such as 
17homm Chetwynd, Richard Foley and Humfrey Jennens, who remained in the industry, or entered it during 
this period, did very well out of it. Quite probably, this recovery was aided considerably by the building of 
slitting mills, which cut iron into rods for naUcrs. 6 However, the ironmasters' success was due to careful 
management of resources, particularly taking care not to overpay for wood. This was the strength of their 
vertically-integrated regional businesses. Charcoal, due both to its bulk and friability. was a commodity that 
was not normally trartsported over great distances. Accordingly, the local ironmasters were the only bulk 
buyers and, if there was only one ironmaster, he had an effective monopoly, enabling him to keep the price 
down. 
In the same period, pig iron began to be transported over quite considerable distances. Ile beginnings of a 
trade in pig iron up the river Sevem can be linked to the King's ironworks in the Forest of Dean, established in CP 
1612. Within a few years, the farmers of those works were probably supplying pig iron to forges at 
5. Supple 1959, Hinton 1959,12-32. 
6. King 1999a. 
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Whittington (near Stourbridge) and Shelsley (Worcs. ), and perhaps also to CoalbTookdale, where Sir Basil 
Brooke (at times one of the farmers) was converting iron into steel. 7 From the 1650s Humfrey Jennens began 
establishing ironworks in the east Midlands to supply the Birmingham area. ' In the same way, long distance 
trade in pig iron up the river Severn was greatly expanded by Thomas Foley (Richards son), who began 
acquiring furnaces in the Forest of Dean region in the 1650s. He supplied pig iron from there to his forges 
(including Whittington) in the lower Stour valley in north Worcestershire, a small area where a great expansion 
in forge production occurred. In the 18th century however, the Forest lost some of this importance, but the 
Sevem trade in pig iron continued, much of the pig coming now from further afield, from Wales, Furness, 
Argyll and even Virginia, in the latter case ballasting tobacco. 
By the 1670s, increasing imports Of foreign iron were probably limiting the profits of English ironmasters, but 
this was sometimes aggravated by competition. The enormotz Foley fortune seems to have been made in the 
1650s and 1660s. 9 However after Thomas Foley retired, his youngest son Philip (who took over his Midland 
business) had a new local competitor in John Fmch. In addition, he was in conflict with his elder brother Paul, 
who had taken over the works around the Forest. Various strategies were tried to resolve these conflicts. For 
a time there was a partnership between the brothers, then Philip handed over the works to certain managers, 
including John Wheeler and Richard Avenant who later leased Paul's works. Finally in 1692 both brothers 
entered into a partnership with the managers. "' Ileir grandfather Richard Foley had probably been an 
ironmonger (that is an organiser of the manufacture and distribution of iron goods) before he became an 
ironmaster. He had probably divided this business between his sons, making Ilomas an ironmaster and 
Robert an ironmonger. Thomas' attempt to split pig and bar iron production between Paul and Philip in a 
similar manner was however less successful, because the market in pig iron was not yet sufficiently free to 
enable Philip (by buying pig iron elsewhere) to escape the imposition by Paul of unreasonable terms of 
business. By the 18th century when the Foleys withdrew from owning forges in the Ndlands, this problem 
disappeared. 
Philip Foley's disposal in the mid 1670s of his interests to the north and east of the lower Stour valley was 
largely unrelated to the conflict with his brother. However competition from John Finch and the break up of 
Philip's NdIand business put an end to its position as the monopoly buyer of local wood. New strategies had 
to be adopted to take account of this. The initial one was a series of bipartite agreements for sharing resources. 
Sometimes they involved a sale of pig iron, and they always set boundaries beyond which the respective 
ironmasters would not buy wood. Such agreements had to be renewed pcriodicaUy. Tbe last one known, 
7. King 2003 (where this is discussed at length). Brooke had Iron and steelworks somewhere in Shropshire by 1622 (P. R. 0, 
C21Chas11W2/47). He was described in relation to Gloucestershire as 'the great steelmaker In this county' (Fuller, Worthies (1965 edn) 
1,547), but his only known steelworks was at Coalbrook-dale and not in Gloucestershire. It Is accordingly suggested there that his product 
was known as'Gloucestershire steer, not because it was made In Gloucestershire, but because It was made from Gloucestershire Iron that 
came ultimately from Forest of Dean haematite. 
S. King, North; from Leics R. 0, DE 354 1; Riden 1990; P. R. 0, C 78/1030/2; Derbs. R. O., D 1404, various; and other sourceL 
9. Herefs. R. O. E121VFCJI 8. King 1999a. 
10. Schafer 1971, King 2002b. 
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between Humfrey Jennens. (with works in the Tame valley) and Zachary Downing (with works in the upper 
Stour valley), ended in acrimony around the turn of the century. 
What replaced the bipartite agreements was a system of ironmasters' meetings, of which the most important 
took place quarterly in Stourbridge. These primarily regulated the sale price of iron, but that in turn limited 
the price that an irorunastcT could afford to pay for wood. There were similar meetings in Bristol in January 
and July on the eve of the fairs there. Precisely when and how this procedure began remains obscure, but it 
was certainly in place by 1720. In areas where pig iron brought up the river Severn was readily available to 
forge owners, the new system removed the need for large businesses to control the resources of a whole region. 
Accordingly in the 18th century most forges in south Staffordshire and Shropshire belonged to businesses with 
a single forge or one furnace and two forges. Some used pig iron from Denbighshire and Cheshire, but they 
were not wholly dependent on a single supplier, as they could supplement locally made pig iron with that 
brought up the Severn. The one larger business in that area, that of the Knight family, was similarly not 
vertically integrated, in that it relied heavily on purchased pig iron. 
Further north, however, large businesses persisted longer. The business that belonged successively to the 
Jcnnens, Vaughton, and Mander families (all of Birmingham) retained some integration between Derbyshire 
and the Black Country until the mid 1740s, after which the Derbyshire side of it continued in the hands of the 
Mather family for several more decades. In north Staffordshire, Cheshire and Lancashire, another business, 
which it is convenient to call the 'Cheshire Ironmasters, developed out of another Foley ironworks enterprise. 
This continued in being until the 1780s, the partners including members of the Hall, Cotton, and Kendall 
families. " Ile major difference here may be that the lack of water transpoM which meant there was less 
opportunity to buy pig iron on the open market and goods had necessarily to be taken further by road (which 
was expensive). 11us, integration, with goods moving towards their major market in the Black country, as 
they passed through successive stages of production, continued to have its advantages. 
This discussion of organisation has been taken far ahead in time of that of production and consumption, which 
was left above at around 1620 when a peak in English production had been achieved. For the rest of the 17th 
century, there was a gradual overall decline in the quantity of iron produced, for the very sharp decline of the 
Weald was not quite counterbalanced by expansion elsewhere. Until the 1660s, iron consumption overall and 
also per head remained slightly below the levels estimated for 1620, averaging 8 1b. per head p. a. This period 
slightly precedes the century (from 1640), when the English population was relatively stable. This fall in 
consumption may be a real one that should be blamed on high taxes (which reduced the income available to be 
spent on non-essentials) and economic disruption due to the Civil War. However it could merely be an artefact 
of the methodology and of the quality of the data used in making the estimate of English production. In 
particular, the figures on Wealden production are built on very small samples, and it is possible that the decline 
11. Jennens and successom King, North; Cheshire irournasters: Johnson 1954; Awty 1957. 
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in the Weald was slower and began earlier than estimated here. However, another factor, iron imported from 
northem Europe, now enters into the equation; this became increasingly important during the latter part of the 
l7th century and the one that followed. As a result, the amount of iron manufactured (and also that 
consumed) to continue to rise, in spite of the declining amount of iron made in England. 
In the century up to 1730 most of the iron imported into England was made in Sweden. However for the 
origins of this, it is necessary to look further afield. As already mentioned, England had become largely self- 
sufficient in iron in the late 16th century, but by 1675 it was only about 50% self-sufficient. Sweden had long 
been a producer of iron, and members of the Eastland Company (who had a monopoly in Baltic trade) had for 
many years imported small amounts of it into England. However from the 1610s the Swedish iron industry 
underwent a considerable expansion, financed by Dutch capital. Investments by Louis de Geer and others, 
first at FinspAng in 1615 and then in Uppland from 1624, were both followed by very sharp rises in the 
quantity of iron passing through the Sound out of the Baltic. Initially this had relatively little impact on the 
English market, as most was carried in Dutch vessels (probably bound for Holland). There was a lesser 
amount shipped in Scottish vessels, probably going to Scotland which had long imported iron from the 
Baltic. 12 The first investment may merely have been opportunistic, but the second is probably related to the 
Spanish blockade on the land borders of the Netherlands from 1625 to 1629 (or to the expectation of such). 13 
From the Swedish point of view, it provided money to finance their involvement in their war, at that stage 
only with Poland, but subsequently in Germany as part of the Thirty Years War. 14 On the Dutch side, it 
freed the United Provinces from reliance on iron produced in the Li6ge region and the Rhineland, sources that 
were at best insecure and at worst denied to them by blockade. Nevertheless, it is not possible to determine 
whether these events are truly linked in terms of causation, or merely coincide in time. 
The growth in English iron import; began around this time. Direct shipments of iron from Sweden began on a 
small scale in the late 1620s, but considerably greater quantities arrived in this country (probably as re-exports) 
from Holland, Hamburg, and even Norway, all places beyond the scope of the Eastland Company's 
monopoly. 15 Unfortunately, the relative dearth of English customs records from this period makes it difficult 
to assess the extent of this indirect trade, but it may have exceeded 2000 tons in 1633. However subsequently, 
the great growth in iron imports was in those coming directly from Sweden. They averaged under 150 tons 
annually in the 1630s, but probably rose during the 1650s from under 1000 tons to over 5000 tons annually. 
This great increase thus probably followed the Peace of Westphalia at the end of the Ibirty Years War, which 
reopened Dutch trade with Lfte and Germany, and so reduced their need for Swedish iron. Ibis meant that 
Sweden needed a new market for iron, and that market was increasingly found in England. Ile growth of this 
trade was also facilitated by the Eastland Company's loss of its monopoly in the 1640s or 1650s. This had the 
12. See chapter 6. 
13. Israel 1995,496-8. 
14. Roberts 1973,62-77. This war probably only disrupted trade quite temporally, as revenue from customs dues on the South coast of 
the Baltic was a significant element in Swedish financing of the war there and later In Germany: ibid., 122-5. 
15. For the scope of the monopoly see Zms 1972,114. 
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effect of removing a restriction on trade with Sweden, for English ships trading with the Baltic no longer had 
to land their outward cargoes at Danzig. 16 It was also no doubt facilitated by the development of a multilateral 
system of settling trade balances in northern Europe, using bills of exchange drawn on Amsterdam (and 
sometimes Hamburg). This settlement system was evidently established by Dutch merchants, and may have 
arisen in the 1650s as a means of circumventing restriction on Dutch entrepot trade imposed by the Navigation 
Ordinance of 1651. - Ile Dutch entrepot was thus replaced by a Dutch banking system that cleared trade 
balanc6g multilaterally. 17 
After 1660, iron imports from Sweden continued rising: they passed 11000 tons in 1675, and averaged more 
than that for the rest of the century. In this period English self-sufficiency in iron dropped to below 50%. 
However a significant (though uncertain) quantity of iron began to be re-cxported. In the same period, the 
amount reaching English manufacturers rose to an average of 27000 tons of bar iron, and domestic 
consumption to 26000 tons. This corresponds with consumption of 10 1b. per head. However, it is possible 
that re-exports have been underestimated in the late 1670s when England was the only neutral maritime power 
in northern Europe during a war in the Baltic (the Scanian War). If so, the consumption figures will be slight 
overestimates. 
During the Great Northern War between Sweden and Russia (1700-20). Swedish iron exports seem to have 
declined slightly. This was matched by a slight increase in English production. However, events in the latter 
part of this war led to the most dramatic of all fluctuations in the whole period under consideration. George I 
intervened in the war as Elector of Hanover. England, though officially neutral, sent a naval squadron into 
the Baltic. In their desperation for money to continue financing their war with Russia, the Swedish 
government sought funds from the Catholic powers, under the pretence that they were intending to invade 
Britain in support of the Jacobite Pretender. When this became known in England in 1717, an embargo was 
imposed on trade with Sweden. 18 The embargo lastid two years, but proved largely ineffective as a measure 
against Sweden, because the Dutch did not also impose one. 
Despite the failure of the embargo to damage Sweden materially, it had a dramatic effect on the iron trade in 
England. There was an immediate effect on the supply of iron as direct trade was cut off. This shortage 
evidently increased the price of iron, and therefore in the short term the profits of English ironmasters. For 
example, it encouraged William Rea (the managing partner of the Foleys' Forest Ironworks) to enter into a 
contract to buy wood at prices reflecting the current price of iron, and this contract ultimately proved 
financially disastrous for Rea. It also stimulated a wave of construction of new ironworks. Nevertheless, the 
embargo was taken off just as the new ironworks were beginning to come into production. Furthermore, even 
during the embargo, considerable amount of Swedish iron continued to enter England, as a Tc-expoTt from 
16. Hinton 1959,81-3 86-88. 
17. Cf. Price 1962; 1996a; Roseveart 1987,32-33. The suggestion as to the reason for the multilateral system is mine, 
18. Chance 1909,210-2; Ashton 1924,110-2; Hatton 1978,183-200, Ving 1996b, 30. 
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Prussia, Germany and Holland. TILis was no doubt at a higher price than previously reflecting the handling 
charges and profits of merchants in those countries. In any event, the lifting of the embargo almost certainly rp 
resulted in the market for iron being glutted, with a consequent adverse effect on profits. This led ultimately 
to a series of bankruptcies and ironworks closures towards the end of the 1720s, compounded by the first 
arrival of iron from a new source, Russia. 
The effect of the Swedish embargo on the amount of iron produced in England was quite dramatic. This row 
from about 13000 tons per year before the embargo, to 18000 in 1718, but dropped back to 12000 in 1735, 
after which growth resumed. On the other hand, the effect on consumption seems to have been quite modest. 
Around the embargo period, annual consumption per head increased from about II 1b. per bead to about 12 1b., 
and this was the beginning of a long period of growth in overall iron consumption. ne growth wag both a 
reflection of a resumption in population growth and also of increasing consumption per head. However, 
detailed consideration of these matters must however be deferred until a technological change has been 
considere& 
Throughout the 16th and 17th centuries, the normal fuel for making iron was charcoal, but the substitution of 
mineral coal qqtcoal) for charcoal had been long sought after. Discussion of this in the 17th century usually 
focuses around Dud Dudley, who claimed to have made iron with pitcoal in the 1620s. He resumed his efforts 
it, the 1660s with a unique horse-mill powered furnace at Dudley, and from this emerged the business of John 
Finch (already mentioned), who sought to rival Philip Folcy. Coke-smelting at Dudley seems to have been 
abandoned, " but another partner in the business Sir Clement Clerke (and his son Talbot) went on in the 1680s 
successfully to employ pitcoal in smelting lead and copper, and then to apply the air furnace technology 
(developed for this) to remelting pig iron for foundry work at VauxhaU in Lambeth. The Company for 
Running Imn with pitowl, one of three chartered companies which Talbot Clerke promoted in the early 1690s, 0 
also built a furnace at Cleator in Cumberland to make pig iron with pitcoal, but this only operated for a few 
years. 
Far more important than VauxhaU or Cleator was the business carried on by Shadrach Fox at Coalbrookdale. 
He was the brother of Thomas Fox, who was the founder at the Company's foundry at Vauxhall. Initially as a 
subconbractor for the Company, and then in his own right, he cast grenado shells and shot for the Board of 
Ordnance at CDalbrookdale during the Nine Years War. He ultimately failed financially, and absconded to 
Russia in the early 1700s, after an explosion at the Coalbrookdale Furnace. ' Shortly after this, Abraham 
Darby developed a method (patented in 1707) of casting pots thinner than hitherto, using reusable patterns and 
casting in 'green' sand. In 1709 he took over the derelict Coalbrookdale Furnace, and after certain teething 
troubles developed a successful business, smelting iron with coke to make cast iron goods, particularly 
19- King 2002b. 
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cooking pots. Nevertheless, the furnaces at Coalbrookdale were in the early 1720s consuming a very large 
amount of fuel in proportion to what they made. This did not matter unduly in the foundry trade where they 
had few competitors and could sell their products at a profit despite their relatively high costs. The problem 
with the fuel consumption in the furnace was gradually solved, probably by ruxming the watcrwheel of the 
furnace (and so the bellows) faster, thus increasing the blast and hcncc the operating temperature of the 
furnace. However this used up the water in the furnace pool, too fast, and it was necessary in 1734 to install a 
home pump, later replaced by a steam engine to refill the pool. 
Wbcn it came to using coke pig iron to produce bar iron, the Coalbrookdale Company's forge at Coalbrookdale 
did not prove a success, but it seems to have been an inefficient little forge, which could hardly manage to 
make a profit. even when it only used charcoal pigs. Initially, despite a favourable trial before the forge was 4P 
taken over, them seems to have been some difficulty with the use of coke pigs, leading to the reversion to the 
use of charcoal ones. However, by the late 1720s these metallurgical problems were apparently solved, but 
by then the price of iron had fallen, and the forge still made a loss. Nevertheless, the problem was now only 
an economic one and not a technological one. 21 
Ile economic difficulties of the English iron industry in the late 1720s and early 1730s arose partly from the 
expansion of iron production around the embargo period, but probably more important was the first arrival of 
significant amounts of Russian irocL Much of the Swedish iron was tough, and competed with the best kinds 
of English iron. such as that from the Forest of Dean. However, the main product of English ironworks was 
coldshort iron. which was made from ironstone from coalfields and had a significant phosphorus content, but 
was quite suitable (even desirable) for ordinary nails. Some of the Russian iron competed with this directly. 
Russian iron arrived in increasing quantities during the 1730s, but import growth was limited in the 1740s, 
Perhaps due to the difficulty in English shipping bringing it to England in wartime. Nevertheless for much of 
the 1730s and 174(k, imports from Russia averaged 3700 tons, which was more than a quarter of home 
Production in 1736. After the War of Austrian Succession, Russian imports grew steadily (though checked 
slightly during the Seven Years War) until the 1770s when over 25000 tons was imported annually, making 
Russia the largest single source of iron available in the English market. This level of imports was maintained 
until the early 1800s, after which there was a sudden and rapid collapse in this trade. 
English iron production recovered from the doldrums into which it had fallen in the mid 1730s. By the early 
1740s certain forges that had closed, such as Tortworth, were being reopened. It is however not clear exactly 
when the industrys difficulties ended, but if charcoal prices in north Worcestershire and south Shropshire are 
anything to go by, it may not have been until the late 1740s (see figure 8.5). From that time new ironworks 
began to be builtý particularly forges in south Wales and furnaces in Furness and around the west coast of 
Britain. Sorne of this investment may be related to an expansion in tinplate production in south Wales in the 
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same period, but far more important was a rise in the price of iron. This is certainly not related to any decline 
in imports, for they continued to rise. Indeed English self-sufficiency in iron, which had been 48% for the 
half century up to 1725 and was still 42% in the 1740s (though lower in the intervening period), declined to 
33% in the 1770s and early 1780s. This price rise is most evident in the Stockholm price of ordinary bar iron 
in Dutch riksdalers, a stable currency used for international trade (see figure 8.6). 22 It also appears in several 
English price series, though the rise was somewhat slower, and is least apparent in the series from ironworks at 
Sheffield (see figures 8.7). 23 
The reason for the price rise was attributed by E. F. Heckscher and other Swedish historians to the imposition of 
a limitation on the output of Swedish forges in 1747. This has already been alluded to several times, but must 
now be discussed in detail. Iron had by this time replaced copper as SwedcWs prime export commodity, and 
therefore as its most important carrier of the foreign exchange, to finance imports of grain from Prussia and of a, 
salt from Portugal. 24 The Swedish iron industry had long been subject to government regulation, by the 
Bergskollegiwn (Board of Mines) that was established in 1637.21 Swedish iron prices were low in the early 
1740s, and measures were talxn with a view to supporting the industry. Jemkontoret (the Swedish 
Ironmasters' Association, literally the 'Iron Office) was founded in 1746, partly with the objective of 
providing ironmasters with a price support mechanism. m This was followed in 1747 by the imposition of a 
limitation on Swedish forge output based on a new taxation list, which was thereupon compiled. Ultimately in 
1753, a prohibition was placed on the erection of additional forges, and even on applications for increases in 
the licensed output of existing ones ý7 
Ile reasons for these measures have become a matter of controversy. The view of F. F. Heckscher was that 
Sweden was exploiting a monopoly position in the international iron market, and was limiting production with 
a view to enhancing prices. More recent authors, such as K. -G. Hildebrand, have emphasised the need to 
preserve wood, particularly to prevent excessive demand from the iron industry forcing up the price of its fuel. 
However P. -A. Karlsson has suggested the limitation was a reaction by those who did not belong to the 
ironworks interest, and who wanted to promote the production of foodstuffs. Other historians are not 
convinced by this. 21 However it is only the effects of the Testriction of production, not the reasons for it, 
which are in issue here. 
22. Hdgberg 1969,88-92; 11ildebrand 1957.354-5. Kent 1973,71-2. 
23. See last part of chapter 5. 
24. Heckscher 1954,194-5; Hdgberg 1969, ch. 6-7. 
25. Hildebrand 1957,80-1: 1995,119. 
26. Jernkontoret borrowed money from the Riksbank (the Swedish state bank) and lent it to Ironmasters against iron awaiting expom 
enabling ironmasters to avoid having to sell their Iron at once if they needed money when the price was low: Kent 1973.35 71-2: 
Samuelsson 1951,179-82: Roberts 19M 127. 
27. Heckscher 1932,232-3, Samuelsson 1951,179-82. Hildebrand 1957,353-55; 1958,13 21; Kent 1973.35 71-2. 
78. Heckscber 1932, lEldebrand 1997,21, Floren & Ryden 1996,261 (from Hildebrand 1957, %). I have not seen the book that caused 
the recent controversy. P. -A. Karlsson. 14mbruten och sidnilssamWet. - Instifibnell och affilydodaig koqfl&I under Sveriges tidiga 
Industrialisering 1700-1770 f1ronworts and Society: instituriondand mass attitude coroict during Sweden's earlier industrialisarion 1700. 
1770](1990). 
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Heckscher's suggestion of a Swedish monopoly cannot be quite Tight, since Russia had been exporting 
considerable amount of iron since the late 1720s. However much of the Russian iron was of less good kinds 
that only competed with the poorer varieties of English, particularly the coldshort iron made from the 
argillaceous ironstone of the coalfields that was mainly used to make nails. 77ie best brand of Russian iron was 
'Sable Siberia' (later known as 'Old Sable), and seems to have been regarded as approximately equivalent to 
ordinary Swedish iron and to the best English iron (known as tough or 'tuff or merchant iron). 29 77he best 
Swedish iron had no English equivalea It was known in England as oregrounds iron, and in Sweden as 
vallonjarn (WaBoon iron). It was made mainly in Uppland, using ore from the Dannemora mine. 10 
Oregrounds iron was the main raw material for conversion into blister steel, and was also bought (along with 
'Stockholm iron'and small amounts of other sorts) for the British Navy. 31 Since oregrouncLs iron had no rival, 
its producers did hold a monopoly position, which they were able in some degree to exploit over a long period 
from the 1730s to the 1850s. 32 71he position of ordinary Stockholm iron and other Swedish varieties is less 
clear, since they did have rivals, such as Sable and also English tough iron made from the haematite ores of the 
Forest of Dean and Fumess. 33 In this market Sweden certainly had no monopoly, but by preventing Swedish 
ironmasters from responding to increased demand by increasing output, the Swedish government may 
nevertheless have succeeded in their supposed aim of enhancing the price. Certainly at home in Sweden, the 
policy appeared very successful as the price, measured in Swedish copper dalers, rose rapidly in the following 
year., but the copper daler was by then a depreciating paper currency. The price rise measured in the bullion- 
based currencies of international trade (as discussed above) was rather less. 34 The Swedish intention to 
enhance the price of iron was successful, but it is not possible to prove that this effect was directly caused by 
the Swedish limitation on production, Tather than by increasing English demand. 
What is clear is that the price did rise and that this stimulated an expansion in the English production of iron, as 
the high price offered the prospect of high profits. Ile profits of the ironworks of Edward Knight & Co. in the 
Stour valley and elsewhere commonly exceeded; C5000 per year on an output of some 2200 tons in the 1750s 
and early 1760s, over E2 per ton, compared with Cl per ton or less in the late 1720s and early 173(K. " As 
already mentioned, this was a period when a considerable number of new furnaces, forges and tinplate works 
were builL This buoyant market for iron also provided the opportunity for a new product to be introduced to 
29. For a discussion of different kinds of English iron see chapter 3. 
30. The English and Swedish terms strictly refer to different mattem The English one refers to the region from which the Iron came and 
in effect to the source of the ore. Whereas the Swedish one refers to the process by which the Iron was made. However they seem to be 
largely interchangeable. The English term comes from the small port of Oregrund4 which was presumably fulfilling the function of a 
market town in the Swedish commercial system. Sweden had three systems of weights and measures for Iron. skW1sAu&v1k1 (staple town 
weight), uppstadsvikt (market town weight), and bergsvikl (mountain to. metal works weight). These had a fixed relationship to cub 
other so that the metal's weight Increased (so to speak), as it travelled towards the Pon of export The apparent Increase In weight was 
Presumably a means of paying the carriers: see Barraclough 1990; King 2003, European mar*et. 243 25 1. HagberS 1969,34-6. 
3 1. Barraclough 1990, King 2003; The Crowleys near Newcastle (but apparently not others) also converted some Sable. probably to 
provide their works with a lower quality steel: Angerstein's diary, 258-9. 
32. King 2003. 
33. J. HýC- 22,851-2 (20 Apr. 1737); cf. Britannicus 1752. Iron made from Forest of Dean pig Iron was referred to as W In 1669: 
Schater 1978, passbn 
34. H6gberg 1969,88-92; Hildebrand 1957,354-5; Kent 1973,71-2: (f. Roberts 1980,250-7. 
35. SW atc; lace 199 1 b. 111-2. 
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the trade. That product was coke-smelted forge pig iron. Apart from the commercially unsuccessful efforts at 
Coalbrookdale in the 1720s and 1730s, the first regular use of coke pig iron in forges followed a trial carried 
out by Edward Knight & Co. on Coalbrookdale pig iron in 1755.71is proved a success, and from the latter 
part of that decade forge pig iron became a major product of several new coke furnaces, built mainly in 
Shropshire. 
The price rise noted above both for Swedish and English iron and the expansion in home production were only 
sustainable because there was a growth in the demand for iron. Annual iron consumption per head climbed 
fairly steadily from 12 1b. in the early 1720s to around 15Y7,1b. from the early 1760s until the early 1780s, and 
then to more than 20 1b. around 1805, that is if the contemporary estimate of bar iron production in that year is 
to be befieved. 36 This level of consumption per head was rather higher than that in the West Indies until 1750, 
though lowcrin the next two decades (see figure 7.21). The growth rate of English consumption per head from 
1715 to 1806 was 0.6% per year, but this period was nevertheless not a period of continuous steady growth. 
From 1715 to 1744 growth averaged about 0.5%, but this was followed by more rapid growth at 1.1% p. a. until 
1770, a decline of 0.4% until the end of the American War of Independence, and then very rapid growth of 
1.4% pa. froin then until 1805. 
With a growing population, the figures for the total manufactured and that consumed show an even more rapid 
increase. In. the early 1710s, immediately before the embargo, some 30600 tons were sold in England each 
year. After allowing for re-exports, 28600 tons reached manufacturers and 26800 English consumers. By the 
late 1780s these had risen to 74500,70700, and 57300 tons respectively, and in the mid 1800s they were 
123,900.110,800, and 91000 tons respectively. 11is represents an annual growth from 1715 to 1805 of 1.4% 
ia the amount manufactured and of 1.2% in domestic consumption. This period was nevertheless not one of 
uninterrupted growth, as there was a significant recession in the late 1770s. Ile amount of iron manufactured 
is estimated to have fallen from 62700 tons in 1773 to 58400 in 1777-80, while domestic consumption stood 
still at slightly less than 50000 tons in the early 1770s. TU results from reductions both in home production 
and in Swedish imports, though Russian imports continued to grow. This recession coincides with the 
American War of Independence. Itis obviously related to the reduction in the level of exports during the war. 
This reduction not only resulted from the virtual cessation of the export of manufactured goods to continental 
America, but also from severe hardship in the West Indies, much of whose food normally came from the 
northern colonies. The demand for slaves was reduced, both in the colonies in rebellion and also (because of 
the difficulty in feeding them) in the West Indies. This in turn reduced the level of trade to GUjnCV7 
An alternative possible cause of the recession might be the banking crisis of 1772 and 1773. In that year there 
was a severe crisis in commercial credit due to the collapse of the Ayr Bank and of Fordyce & Co. in 
36. The estimate was apparently calculated from pig iron production shown In the 1806 listý rather than being compiled by means of a 
separate survey. The pig Iron estimate of that year is certainly reliable, but that for bar iron Is not necessarily so. 
37. Perry et at. 1987.115-19. Pares 1950,91. For the levels of trade see Schumpeter 1960 (see figs. 7.19 and 7.20). 
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London. 39 The same speculative bubble led to the collapse of certain Amsterdam merchant and banking 
houses, causing difficulties in Anglo-Swedish trade. 39 However the crisis preceded the observed recession by 
some years. Such financial crises are no doubt an interesting subject, but they were relatively short-term 
phenomena. Certainly neither the effect of the 1772-3 banking crisis, nor for that matter the earlier one of 
1763 when the de Neufville house in Amsterdam failedý' can be detected in my estimates of iron production 
and consumption. The economy was evidently too strong for it to be upset more than temporarily by such 
events. 
As mentioned in chapter 1, historical economists have sought to use statistics to estimate growth in the British 
economy in the 18th century. They have generally identified a point when the British economy took off into 
sustained growth around 1780. Earlier researchers, such as Deane and Cole, identified that as the beginning 
of the Industrial Rcvolutioný' More recent ones, particularly Crafts and Harley, have suggested that the 
effect was not as great as previously believed, the earlier estimates having overemphasised the importance of 
certain leading sectors of the economy, including cotton and woollen textile02 Iron was also one of the 
leading sectors of the Industrial Revolution, with a growth rate of over 6Yi% p. a. in production from the late 
1780s to about 1810. However, the present study suggests that the period immediately preceding it was one of 
recession (at least in the iron trade), and that the recession was primarily due to the American War of 
Independence. Accordingly, the take-off around 1780 may be seen partly as a resumption of growth after a 
period of recession (or at best of stagnation). 
Most of the estimates of output by historical economists have compared sample periods. This does not 
however apply to the most recent, which contains an index of industrial production. This index (rebased) has 
been included in figure 8.4, and will be observed to show a similar growth pattern to total iron consumption in 
EnglandL When these are plotted against each other (see figure 8-5), there is an obvious correlation between 
the index and iron consumption throughout the 18th century. Ilis suggests that growth in iron consumption 
was merely a reflection of the growth that was taking place in the economy generally. Ile index shows a 
period of lower output in the late 1770s, corresponding with the pause in the growth of consumption identified 
here, but this is a somewhat less dramatic effect than for iron consumptioný3 A general decline in exports has 
been notedý4 but the effect of this on particular industries, and the economy as a whole, requires further 
studyý41 
38. Wilson 1941,167-82; Hamilton 1956; Ashton 1959,125-9. Hoppitt 1986,52-4. 
39. Wilson 1941,187; Samuelsson 1951,23 25 40-1 etc. 
40. Wilson 1941,167-8. 
4 1. Deane& Cole 1972, 
42. Harley 1982, Crafts 1985; Jackson 1992, Crafts & Harley 1992. 
43. Crafts & Harley 1992,725-7.1 have not sought to adjust the Index (as ideally I should have) to take account of the fact that the 
output of the iron industry (based on estimates of pig Iron production in Riden 1977) is a constituent of the Index. 
44 . Crouzet 1980,52-3 60. 45. S. D. Smith (1995,54-5) has noted a decline in the export of woollen textiles, but continuing growth in their outpuL I have not wen 
his thesis. 
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The identification of iron as a leading sector in the Industrial Revolution is nevertheless no mistake, but its 
importance consists mainly in an expansion of production, rather than of consumption. English iron 
production underwent a prodigious expansion during the 1790s and 1800s. This began very precisely in a 
short period after 1785 when the production of bar iron by the new potting and stamping process began to be 
widely adopted. It also coincides with means being devised to apply steam power to operate hammers, but 
that was probably not the decisive factor, since it Would have been possible in principle to build more water- 
powered forges. The advantage of'the pottingýand stamping process, and of the puddling process that 
succeeded it, was that iron was made using mineral coal alone (without the use of any charcoal at all). This 
released the iron industry from dependence on the speed at which trees grew. It also removed the need for 
forges to be scattered across the countryside, so as to be near their fuel supply, for the fuel was the most bulky 
(and so least transportable) of the resources needed. This allowed the iron industry to be concentrated in 
coalfields, which provided both coal and ironstone, thus cutting transport costs. 
An estimate dated 1788 indicates that 16400 tons of iron were made in England by the traditional process and 
perhaps another 15600 tons in melting fineries (using the potting and stamping process). This figure may be 
excessive, as it is difficult to reconcile it with an estimate of the same date for pig iron pToductiom" The 
cause of this discrepancy is not clear, but results from the building of significant numbers of new furnaces not 
beginning until after 1788. From this time frequent surveys were made of pig iron production and furnace 
numbers. As a result, a great deal is known about the numbers and output of furnaces, but very little about the 
numbers of melting fineries and puddling furnaces. Accordingly after 1790, estimates of bar iron production 
have to be derived from those for pig iron. A new series of figures for both has been presented in chapter 6, 
but the figures for bar iron remain unsatisfactory. 'ne difficulty is in estimating the proportions of the pig iron 
output that were on the onc hand used to produce bar iron and on the other in foundries to make cast iron goods. 
Difficulties of this kind are no doubt the cause of the wild fluctuations in my estimates of consumption per head 
after 1805. No satisfactory solution has so far been found to this problem. 
A. % far as can be determined on the basis of the rather unsatisfactory data available after- 1790, bar iron 
production increased extremely rapidly from the mid 1780s, increasing at 2.6% per year from 1783 to 1805. 
In the same period, overall home consumption increased at 2.5% p. a., and iron imports reached their highest 
level at more than 50000 tons in the early 1790s. They sometimes still exceeded 40000 tons as late as 1802, 
but after that time there was a very sharp decline. For the next few years, the annual average imported from 
Sweden and Russia still exceeded 10000 tons each, but total imports did not exceed 5000 tons in 1811 and 
1812. The counterpart to this is that Englishself-sufficicncy in iron increased rapidly from a low of about 33% 
in the early 1780s to more than 90% in the early 1810s. One cause of the decline in imports was undoubtedly 
increases in import duties, imposed so as to finance the Napoleonic Wars. As there was no similar duty 
46. See chapter 6. The pig iron required for the production of this bar iron together with the likely requirement of pig Iron by foundries 
seems to come to rather more than the estimated pig iron production for 1788. 
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charged on English iron, the latter gained a competitive advantage. However the expansion of English 
production outstripped demand, and the industry went through a severe recession in the latter years of the war 
and immediately after it. It is possible that this was merely a cyclical downturn, because production had 
expanded to exceed demand. However, demand was also reduced by American non-importation measures 
imposed from 1807, in response to the effect on American trade of the British Orders in Council, which were 
in turn a reaction to the Napoleonic Continental System. ý' This embargo led ultimately to the War of 1812- 
15. Unfortunately the trade statistics are incomplete for this significant period. 48 However a number of 
ironworks suffered bankruptcies or closed in this period, including Wilsonstown and Balgonie (in Scotland), CP 
Abernant (in south Wales), Hasland and Stone Gravels (near Chesterfield), Birkenshaw, Calder, Fieldhead, 
Royds, and Swallow Hill in West Yorkshire (all coke ironworks)ý9 Elsewhere the depression appears most 
clearly from the large number of furnaces out of blaiL" In the course of this depression many of the 
surviving charcoal ironworks closed, for example the Bringcwood works, and Burton and Hints Forges. 51 
This series of closures marks the effective end of the charcoal iron industry in Britain, and with it that of the 
period covered by this study. A small number of furnaces continued using charcoal for many years, in one 
case until 1918. Some forges may have continued using the traditional finery process for a decade or two after 
1815. but they represented an insignificant proportion of a very substantial industry. 
47. Heaton 1941; Frankel 1982. 
48. Some of them were destroyed in the Customs House fire of 18 14. 
49. Wilsonstown: Ritchie 1939; Donnachie & Butt 1964; 1967; Abernant: Tann 1996; Haslarid. Icakins 1991,43-6188-90, Stone 
Gravels: Stephens 1980,111121; King, North; West Yorkshire generally see Firth 1990,, King North, Goodchild iron notes; for Calder 
and Royds: Wakefield Deeds Registry, various; Swallow Hill: Yorks. Arch. Soc. (Leeds). DD/70/94, DD1701137. 
50. Trinder2000,112-4, Birch 1967,52-6; Butler 1954,250-1- 
5 1. The closure dales are often indicated by Land Tax Assessments. In the case of Bringewood, this coincides with the expiry of a lease. - 
lace 1991b, 14; Riden 1993,56; Burton: Uoyd 1975,210-3 
Conclusion 
This thesis began by setting out four questions posed by LR. Harris, as to how much iron was made in England, 
why the domestic industry failed to satisfy home demand. why the cost of production was lower in Sweden and 
Russia than in England, and why it took so long after the time of the first Abraham Darby for most iron to be 
made with coke. ' Clear answers have been provided to the first and last of these, but only partial ones to the 
others. On the other hand for the first time a credible series of statistics over several centuries has been 
provided not only for the production of bar iron, but also for the consumption of wrought iron. However 
figures on the production and consumption of cast iron goods remain somewhat unsatisfactory. It has also 
been shown how the organisation of the industry changed over the period. Furthermore, an overview has been 
provided of how water-powcr was gradually applied to manufacturing processes. In addition, technological 
innovations have also been linked with the places where they were used. This has enabled those processes that 
were viable, and were widely employed, to be distinguished ftom those that were impracticable or mere 
curiosities, particularly in the case of patented processes. 
The estimates for the amount of iron manufactured and consumed in England and Wales provide data, which 
will enable the current figures of Crafts and Harley of the output of 18th century industry as a whole to be 
revised, 2 and in the case of iron to be extended back to the two preceding centuries. However research is still 
needed to estimate the value added by manufacturing bar iron into Irmished goods. The price paid by the Navy 
Board was generally between 28 and 32 shillings per cwt. in the early 18th century for 'weight work', that is 
smith's work that was paid for by weight rather than by the piece. This probably included about 13s. 6d. for 
the smith's labour, 3 and suggests that manufacture could almost double the value of the iron. However this is 
mqely an example, for the amount of labour required to produce each different iron good must have varied 
considerably, and with it the value added by the manufacturing process. 
The new consumption estimate for the 18th century shows the same general trend as the estimates of industrial 
output by Crafts and Harley, by indicating a gradual growth in each during the latter part of the 18th century. 
This also conforms in general terms with the views of Eversley, McKendrick, and others on the importance of 
1. Harris 1988,19-40. 
2. Cf. Crafts & Harley 199Z 
3. P. R. O., ADM 49/120,72-4 112-4 140. The prices are respectively fornew ired (supplied by the smith) and'old Iron, (supplied by the 
dockyard for reuse). 
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the home market, though over a longer period than they suspectedL My figures suggest that there was 
generally a growth in the economy during the early 18th century, not the deceleration suggested by AJ. Little. 
Modem research on consumption has indicated that the new demand for manufactured goods came from those 
engaged in manufactures in towns and elsewhere. Such manufactures provided the 'middling sort of people' 
and skilled industrial workers with sufficient income to spend on new consumer 'decencies', 4 which is no 
doubt why there is a correlation between the growth of iron consumption and that of industrial production 
generally (sec figure 9.1). 
Older researchers (such as Deane and Cole) suggested that there was a take-off into sustained growth from 
about 1780. Such a take-off certainly occurred in leading sectors, such as cotton and iron, but they have now 
been shown to be atypicaM However the identification of the recession preceding it sets this expansion in a 
new light. The new estimates of iron manufacture and of consumption reveal a marked recession during the 
American War of Independence, due to a decline in manufactured exports to America and difficulties caused 
by the war in other markets. During the war, there was a pause in the growth of domestic consumption and a 
temporary decline in iron manufacture, and also in the production and import of bar iron. This recession 
requires further investigation in order to determine how other industries were affected. J. Hoppitt emphasised 
the importance of financial crises, including the banking crisis of 1772-3,6 but this is unlikely to have caused 
more than a temporary loss of confidence in commercial credit, while merchants reassessed financial 
soundness of one another. The banking crisis preceded the recession, but it was the war (and not that crisis) 
that caused the export markets to shrinL 
Crafts and Harley have now shown that economic growth at the start of the Industrial Revolution was less rapid 
than Deane and Cole believed, because leading sectors such as cotton and iron were less representative of the 
economy than they assumed. However the identification of these two as leading sectors is no mistake. In this 
thesis I have identified the start of the extraordinary growth of iron production quite precisely in 1785 or 1786, 
when new processes for making bar iron came into use: the use by others (than the patentees) of Wright & 
Jesson's 1773 'potting and stamping' process was probably first permitted about then (after ksson patented an 
improvement), and Henry Cort was certainly licensing his patented puddling process not long after. 
Unfortunately it has only been possible to provide good estimates of iron production by these new processes for 
the first few years, because the amount of new plant built for them after about 1790 remains largely unknown. 
A major new research project would be needed to resolve that problem. 
Previous attempts have been made at estimating the output of pig iron (but not that of bar iron). However 
those estimates are unsatisfactory until the 18th century, because of the difficulty in providing a convincing 
estimate of the average annual output of a blast furnace. I have here broken new ground by estimating bar iron 
4. Little 1976. Eversley 1967, esp. 220-9; John 1965,24; McKendrick 1974; little 1976, Weatherill 1988. 
S. Deane & Cole 1967, ch. 2. 
6. Hoppitt 1996,50-4. 
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output year by year from the end of the 15th century. 17hat has got around the difficulty with furnace output. 
and has indeed provided a credible objective answer to that problem. Ile new estimate has indicawd that bar 
iron production reached a peak of 18500 tons per year around the year 1620. This peak was not surpaued until 
the 1750s, except briefly around 1720. The existence of such a peak has hardly been suspected before. 7 it 
marIcs the end of a long period of rapid growth that had started about 1540 when the Wealdcn iron hulustry 
began its great- expansion. Ile maximum output from the Weald (at 9600 tons of bar iron) was probably 
reached about 30 years befoii that T& England and Wales as -a whole. 71c 80 years of growth -coincide with 
the period identified by Joan Tbirsk as 'the Age of Projects' and by LU. Nef as 'an early industrial revolution. 4 
Nefs view has been heavily criticised on the basis that there was no revolution in the largest sector. the 
production of woollen textiles. 9 Important though cloth was, growth in other sectors is likely to have reduced 
its overwhelming dominance among manufactures, thus beginning a significant trend that has continued to this 
day. 10 
The estimate for the consumption of iron also depends on data on imports. I have for the first time 
documented the decline during the 16th century of the import of iron from the Biscay region of Spain. frtxn 
perhaps 75% of English consumption to under 7%. " Spanish iron imports held up well in quantitative terms 
until about 1540.71heir decline thereafter thus mirrors the advance of the Wealden industry. My research into 
the import of iron from the North (Sweden and Russia) largely confirms what was already known from the 
work of S-F- Astr6m, K-G. Hildebrand, and otherS. 12 However attention has been drawn to the Importance 
of imports of Swedish iron from entrcp6ts in Holland and Germany between 1630 and the outbreak of the 7bird 
Dutch War in 1672. The existence of this trade points to a difficulty in trading with Sweden direct while the 
Eastland Company retained its monopoly on Baltic trade, and while its regulations required an outward cargo 
to be shipped to their staple at Danzig (and earlier at Elbing). England therefore (unlike Holland and Scodand) 
did not see a sharp increase in its imports from Sweden shortly after Louis de Geer and others Invested In 
building new ironwork-, in Sweden between 1615 and 1630. 
The embargo in 1717-19 on trade with Sweden (and thus on the direct import of Swedish iron) was proWbly 
the most traumatic period for the iron industry during the period considered in this thesis. It pmtmhly 
increased the price of iron, and certainly stimulated investment in new ironworks. Ilowcvcr the expantion 
proved unsustainable when imports resumed, and even more so a few years later when Russia begin exporting 
7. Schubert 1957,334-35; H. R. Schubert suggested a peak of output around 16A but this was basod on the cWtu MAJO durtAS Rk*bw 
Foley's prosecution that there were about 300 ironworks in England, which Schubert interpmtod as 100 tunuices atki 200 (%vVjL 114thC4 
multiplied the former by 250 tons of pig iron. G. Hammersley, counted ftmuwes found 89 them in the 16OCkL 1hs(ljuM4%%V" 
interpreted by P. Riden, who believed that the record output In that decade was overtaken In the 1620s by mnc*td V%i%VL I emi"d 
there were 109 furnaces, but only 129 forges operating around 1630.1 also estimate them wem 120 and 134 m%jKvdvcly In the yvar 
1620: Hammersley 1973,595; cf. Riden 1977,443. 
8. Thirsk 1978; Nef 1934. 
9. Coleman 1956. 
10. As note 8; note also Gough 1969. 
11. The work of W. R. Childs (1981) relates only to the 15th century. 
12. Ifildebrand 1957; Astr6m 1963; for earlier periods note also ffinton 1954; Zins 1972; Ndorowlez 198(X Millml thetis. 
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iron. ne new production estimates thus confirm (and add detail to) the case I made in an article a few years 
ago. 13 
Examination of data on tnak through the Sound (from the Baltic) and that from Gothenburg has suggested that 
the growth of the heavily export-orientated Swedish iron industry ceased in about 1730. This throws new light 
on the limitation imposed on the production of the Swedish iron industry from 1747, and fits in well with the 
view of most modem Swedish historians that the object of the limitation was to prevent damaging competition 
between ironmasters for fuel. " Nevertheless the limitation did initially have a significant effect in England, 
as the price of iron there rose sharply. This stimulated the erection in Britain of new ironworks, the first since 
the embargo period 30 years before. In particular there were new forges in south Wales, new charcoal 
fumaces around the west coast of Britain, and perhaps most significantly the first blast furnaces to produce 
substantial quantities of forge pig iron using coke (of which more below). However this expansion is probably 
also related to an expansion in the demand for bar iron, whose consumers included new tinplate works in south 
Wales. Nevertheless further research into the output of the Swedish iron industry in the late 17th and early 
18th centuries would be desirable. Swedish historians have tended to rely on export statistics, but the best 
series of these only starts in 1738.1 have had to use Stockholm export data to estimate traffic through the 
Sound before 1710 in Swedish vessels (whose cargoes were not then recorded in the Sound Toll Tables), but 
that is not totally satisfactory, nor is the use of data that treats Ireland as a part of EnglandL It ought to be 
possible to obtain further and more detailed export figures from Swedish Customs records, both those for 
crown and town dues. Further work on English overseas trade in the late 17th century would also be desirable, 
particularly that of London. " 
I have for the first time provided a structure for analysing the variom changes in the macro-economic 
organisation of the iron industry. The initial investment was usually undertaken by aristocrats, using it as a 
new means of exploiting unproductive woodland, by turning unsaleable wood into iron. However in the early 
17th century landowners leased most ironworks to a new breed of professional ironmasters. By replacing their 
manager with a tenant, a landowner saved himself the trouble of overseeing a manager, while continuing to 
draw a substantial income from the ironworks from both rent and supplying wood. Such ironmasters often 
created large wrtically-integrated enterprises that enjoyed a monopoly locally in buying wood to make 
charcoal. However in the Severn catchment, that system began to break down towards the end of the 17th 
century, for the availability of pig iron brought up the river Sevem (initially from the Forest of Dean and 
subsequently from further afield) made vertical integration less important. When Philip Foley began in the 
1670s to break up his ironmaking business in and around the Black Country, he and his contemporaries 
13. King 1996b. 
14. The arguments are reviewed in Hildebrand 1997, and Floren & Ryden 1996. 
15. The present estimates (Davis 1954) am based on a few sample years and concerned with trade as a whole and broad sectors within It. 
There Is a great deal to be discovered as to how trade with particular countries and in individual commodities changed In the decades 
before the start of the Customs Ledgers. In respect of iron, the examination of more London import port books might enable something to 
be worked out concerning the period in the hue 1670s when most Swedish exports were carried in (neutral) British vessels. 
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initially regulated their purchases of wood by bipartite agreements etting boundaries between them. However 
such agreements were for fixed terms and had to be renegotiated periodically. T'hey also proved inflexible, 
being unable to respond quickly to changing market conditions. The long term solution was provided by a 
system of ironmasters' meetings that set a price for iron. That existed by 1720, and continued well into the CY 
19th century. Various authors have described aspects of this organisation, but no overall discussion of it as a 
whole has appeared befoTe. 16 ' 
I have also in this thesis re-examined the technology of the iron industry, particularly by linldng processes with 
sites. This has enabled effective and commercially viable processes to be distinguished from those that did not 
work and from those that were mere curiosities. It should also provide a resource for industrial archaeologists 
and historical metallurgists, by enabling them to identify significant sites for preservation or excavation and for 
metallurgical research into finds. " This relates both to the transition to coke in the production of iron (which 
will be discussed further below), and also to the application of water-power for processing iron before or after 
manual manufacturing processes. In addition I have elucidated how the use of slitting and rolling for reshaping 
bar iron in preparation for manufacture provided the experience to enable the rolling of puddled blooms to be 
adopted (in conjunction with puddling) in the production of bar iron. Their adoption marks the start of the 
Industrial Revolution so far as the iron industry is concerned. 
One question still remains, the fourth of those posed by J-PL Harris and mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter, 18 that of why it took so long for coke to replace charcoal as the main fuel for the iron industry. There 
were three important innovations in iron production during the 18th century. Firstly, Abraham Darby I 
smelted pig iron with coke at Coalbrookdale in 1709, following the example of his predecessor Shadrach Fox 
in the 1690s. Secondly, Abraham Darby R began regularly to supply coke pig iron to forges from 1754, 
perhaps more a commercial innovation than a technological one. Thirdly, Wright and Jesson in 1773 and 
1783, and then Henry Cort in 1783 and 1784, patented new ways of maldng bar iron from pig iron without 
charcoal. Each of these brought significant changes to the iron industry. They will be examined in turn in the 
following paragraphs. 
The first, the production of coke pig iron at Coalbrookdale by Shadrach Fox in the 1690s and by Abraham 
Darby I from 1709, enabled coke to replace charcoal as the fuel for making foundry pig iron. 19 This coke pig 
iron was initially only used to produce small cast iron goods such as pots and kettles, a purpose for which it 
was particularly suitable. It initially made little difference to the far larger sector that supplied pig iron to 
forges, for the production of bar iron which was manufactured by smiths. My new compilation of figures 
16. Johnson 1950,1951,1952; 1953; 1954; Awty 1957; Schafer 1973; Ashton 1924, ch. 177-83; Birch 1967, ch. 6, Rowlands 1975, 
ch. 4; and many local studies. 
17. This view was expressed by David Cranstone, an industrial archaeologist and past president of the Historical Metallurgy Society, at 
their conference at Seaford in September 2002: RMS News 52 (Winter 2002), 3. 
18. See note 1. 
19. For Shadrach Fox see Ving 2002a. 
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from the Coalbrookdale accounts (by the massive accountancy exercise described in chapter 5) has confirmed 
the correctness of CK. Hyde's case concerning pig iron production costs. He correctly showed that the fuel 
costs of the Coalbrookdale furnaces were comparatively high, so that the inherent cheapness of the fuel was 
counterbalanced by an excessive amount of it being wwA21 On the other hand, his other argument 
(concerning forges) has definitively been shown to be unsound, thus confirming the doubts raised about it by 
J. E. Relider and L Ince. 21- Hyde. used acounterfactual argument to suggest hat the silicon content of coke pig 
iron meant that the fuel consumption in forges fining it was excessive. - However my examination of the' 
production at Coalbrookdale Forge itself between 1720 and 1738 has shown that it was an inefficient little 
forge, which could hardly make a profit, however the Coalbrookdale Company used it. It is possible that 
there was a technological difficulty in the use of coke pig iron in the forge at Coalbrookdale in the early 1720s, 
and that this caused the temporary abandonment of its use. That is not clear, but if there was a problem, it 
was evidently overcome later. In the early 1730s, the cost problems in producing coke pig iron from the blast 
furnace seem to have been overcome, probably by increasing the blast into it (and thus its operating 
temperature). However, the economic conditions were not ripe for the introduction of a new variety of forge 
pig iron to the market, &% appears from the wider examination (in this thesis) of the iron trade in the second 
quarter of the 18th century. 
The second innovation, the first significant use of coke pig iron in forges, did not occur until the mid 1750s. 
By then the fuel efficiency of coke furnaces had improved still further, and the price of iron was high. Its 
price had risen at the end of the 1740s (as mentioned above), partly as a result of the limitation imposed on 
Swedish production a few years before and partly due to increased demand. Rising prices had stimulated 
considerable investment in new ironworks, and the decision of Abraham Darby 11 to construct a new furnace at 
Horsehay was part of that. A successful trial of coke pig iron in the forges of Edward Knight & Co. in 1754 
resulted in Horsehay Furnace (then under construction) being mainly used to produce forge pig iron, and 
likewise several of the other coke furnaces built in Shropshire in the following years. From that time onwards, 
coke pig iron was a usual part of the feedstock of many forges, but they still relied on charcoal as the fuel for 
all their fincries. 
The key breakthrough was the third one, the invention of a means of producing bar iron without charcoal. A. % 
described in chapter 3, its development took several decades. This was discussed by Morton and Mutton and 
by R. A. Mottý2 but by identifying people and processes with places, I have added significant details to what 
they said. Several difficulties had to be overcome. Firstly sulphur in the coal had to be prevented from 
contaminating the iron. This was achieved by using a reverberatory furnace that kept them separate, and coke 
as fuel rather than Taw coal. Secondly the iron had to be des-iliconised and decarburised. Early processes for 
doing that involved potting and stamping, but they were later replaced by Henry Cort's puddling process. 
20. Hyde 1977,32-8. 
21. Hyde 1977,38-41; Rehder 1987; Ince 1991a. 
22. Morton & Mutton 1967; Mott 1959b; 1983,27-39; Tylecote 1991,233-44; cf. Evans 1993,74-6 and passim. 
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Shortly before Wright and Jesson's potting and stamping process came out of patent in 1787, it began to be 
widely adopted, particularly in the Midlands. This allowed a very sudden and rapid increase in iron 
production from 1785. Cort's puddling process was used in a few works from the late 1780s, notably 
Cyfarthfa Ironworks at Merthyr Tydfil, but its widespread adoption may have been deferred until Cort's patents 
expired in the late 1790s. Cort's other innovation was also very importanL Rolling blooms into bars (instead 
., eneous and stronger product, which was able 
to replace imported of forging them) produced a mom homo. - 
Swedish and Russian iron for most purposes (though not for converting to steel). The iron was also good 
enough to enable the Navy to replace imported Swedish oregrounds iron with English (and Welsh) puddled iron 
in 1809Y James Watt's development in the early 1780s of the rotary steam engine was also important for 
driving forges and rolling mills, but its role was probably not as crucial for the expansion of the iron industry 0 ,, 0 
as the new fining processes. 
Just as there was a long period of growth in consumption, there was a long period of technological innovation, 
lasting almost a century. The two earlier innovations described above no doubt freed up some charcoal 
resources, enabling bar iron production by the traditional finery process to grow. Each of the three brought 
about profound changes, but it was the third that permitted the great expansion of iron production that 
constitutes the Industrial Revolution for the iron industry, as this freed the industry almost completely from 
reliance on charcoal (and thus on the speed of growth of trees)-' All this throws a new light on technological 
change in the iron industry, and explains why it took about a century after the first coke pig iron was produced 
at Coalbrookdale for coke to replace charcoal. The last of these three great innovations in ironmaking 
technology just happens to have coincided approximately in date with the adoption of the new means of 
spirming yam, the other leading sector in the Industrial Revolution. Whether this was a more than mere 
coincidence is a question which must be left for others to address. 
I would suggest hat before the Industrial Revolution ultimately iron production was limited by the fuel supply. 
G. Hammersley was right to point to the interaction between transport costs and fuel supply, which made wood 
growing outside ironmaking areas unavailable to the industry. However looking at the matter very broadly in 
terms of the sources of the iron used by manufactumrs, perhaps a case can be made that the initial expansion of 
the English iron industry ended in around 1620, because the iron industry was consuming the available 
charcoal at about the rate that trees grew the wood from which it was made. Certainly ironworks accounts give 
the impression that most local woodland in ironmaking areas was managed with the primary object of 
producing charcoaV Perhaps the older historians (who pointed to a charcoal shortage) were not so far off the 
mark after all. However it was not that the charcoal iron industry declined as its fuel became exhausted (as 
they thought), '6 but that the shortage of wood prevented the expansion of production. This is a hypothesis 
23. King 2003 from P. R. 0, ADM 106(2672.31 Jazi. 1809. 
24. Small amounts of charcoal iron nevertheless continued to be made for special purposes for many years. 
25. Foley a/c. SW M4 BW a/c. I understand there has been a study on woodland in the Sheffield area, but I have not seen iL 
26. ID. Mushet] in ReesCyclopaedia (1802-20), 131ag Furnace - history% Mushet 1840,42; Flinn 1957, n. 74 Crow 1956, refuted by 
Flinn 1957; 1959; Hammersley 1973. 
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which ought to be examined using the new production estimates in this thesis, but considerations of time and 
space have prevented this being done. Certainly in the period around 1600 there were ironworks in the uplands 
of Glamorgan and Gwent (and also around the west coast of Britain) in areas where there were few or none 
again until the early or mid l8th centuryY 
The peak in English output at 1620 was followed a decade or so later by the first arrival of Swedish iron in 0 
large quantities. The Swedish industry underwent a considerable expansion from about that time until around 
1730, when Swedish wood resources were perhaps being fully utiliscd, but by then Russian iron had beg ., un 
entering England. Finally the adoption of mineral fuel for fining iron in England from the mid 1780s largely 
freed English manufacturers from dependence on imports. Each of these developments involved the use of a 
new fuel resource. Oa the other hand the two great expansions of English iron production, starting in about 
1540 and 1785, both resulted from the widespread adoption of new technology. These were the indirect 
process (of blast furnace and finery forge) in the first case and new coke-based fining processes in the second. 
Both also resulted in the substitution of home production for imports. There were also two periods of 
relatively rapid growth in the consumption of irorL The first coincided with the first expansion in production, 
but the second began early in the 18th century (perhaps about 1720), long before the start of the second 
expansion in home production. Growth was rather slower in the intervening century. Over the whole period 
under consideration consumption per head grew gradually, overall at the modest rate of about 1% per year, but 
at almost all dates the growth in the consumption of iron exceeded that of population. 
27. Glamorgan and Gwent: see at the beginning of chapter 4. On the west coast there were early ironworks at Mathaam Nannau, 
somewhere in Cumberland (possibly Millom), and on Loch Maree in Scodand* Davies 1939.64 from ROYaj Commission on Ancknj and 
Historic Monuments, Montgomeyshire, no. 720 (but the date of the Mathafarn ironworks is indicated by 'raw iron in pigs' being shipped 
to Aberdovey in 1630 and 1634: Gloucester Portbooks Database); Parry 1963, King 1999a, 68; Lewis 1984. For later ones see Fell 
1908; Awty 1957, Schubert 1961, Thomas 1984. 
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Sources and methodology for the history 
and topography of ironworks 
Underlying this thesis is a large body of research into the dates of operation, ownership and output of every 
ironworks in England and Wales operating between 1500 and 1815. This main focus of this research has 
charcoal blast furnaces and ftery forges outside the Weald. Somewhat less effort has been applied to 
bloomery forges, and to early coke blast furnaces, but these have not been ignored. Less primary research has 
been undertaken concerning the many ironworks of the Weald. This because that region has been particularly 
well researched. ' Ile research also covered plating forges (to distinguish them from finery forges), and also 
slitting mills, wire mills, and tinplate works, because they were processing bar iron from the forges. 
However, needle mills and blade mills (known around Sheffield as wheels and in some places as scythe mills) 
were not included in the study, because they did not seem to throw much Light on iron production. Ile 
intention is that the detailed results of this study (which preceded work on this thesis) will be published as a 
series of books, probably entitled Iron in the North, Iron in the Midlands and Iron in the West. These will 
contain gazetteers of ironworks setting out their history, size, trading, surviving accounts, and a list of 
sources. The contents of these gazetteers is the source of most of the data used for the calculations on finery 
forges and blast furnaces in chapter 5. That data is listed in appendices 9-12 and 14-17. The latest text of 
each of these volumes is included in the accompanying CD-ROM in folders with the book title. ' 
Wherever possible the research has involved the investigation of the original source material about a given 
ironworks, rather than merely placing reliance on what others have written. Previous authors may have had a 
limited objective in mind, such as the history of a single ironworks (perhaps as part of a village history) and 
may therefore have decided not to mention what was beyond the scope of their subject. Furthermore they may 
have missed something, or through limited knowledge of the subject they may have failed to appreciate the 
significance of certain information. Occasionally, they have misinterpreted their sources. A particular error 
that has been noted in certain biographical articles on industrialists is that the author has attributed the erection 
of an ironworks to his hero, when he had actually acquired existing premises in which to trade, perhaps then 
developing and expanding the business as his life progressed. This is particularly likely to happen where an 
author's main source is his subjeefs correspondence or other papers and the author has not done adequate 
collateral research. 
1. Straker 193 1; Cleere & Crossley 1995; Wealden Iron, passim. Certain of my research results were supplied to the editor of and 
incorporated in Cleere and Crossley 1995. Others are in King 2002c. 
2. See appendix 24 for further details of these. 
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The starting point for research in any county has been the subject index at its county record office, usually 
under such key words as 'irore, Turnace', 'forge', 'mill', 'mine', and 'timbee. For most ironworks none of its 
iromnaster's own records survive, but very commonly the history of its ownership (or more strictly occupation) 
can be discovered from the archives of its landloW commonly one of the greater gentry or above. 
Sometimes detective work has been necessary in order to locate the requisite estate archive. For this purpose 
tithe maps and awards have been used to discover the identity of the then landlord (as well as the precise 
location of the ironworks). The various contemporary lists of ironworks (mostly of forges) operating in the 
18th century have been useful as check-listO Where. as is not uncommon, an ironworks was located on a 
river or brook that was also the boundary between two parishes (or even farms), the ironworks was usually 
actually in one of them rather than both, but not uncommonly some references to its existence and ownership 
can nevertheless be found in documents emanating from the other side of the boundary, sometimes as a result 
of a small rent being paid for 'water damage', where a mill pool or leat flooded land on that side. Having 
identified the landowners concerned, a search was then made for their documents using name and place indices 
at the record office. Where this proved unsuccessful, the probable location of an archive has been sought 
using genealogical sources, such as Burke's Peerage and Landed Gentry to determine who is the heir of a 
known landowner and where their principal seat is (or was). This, for example, enabled a small group of 
documents relating to ironworks in Yorkshire to be identified in the Thorold collection in Lincolnshire 
Archives, in which they were included as a result of Jane Hayford, the heiress of a Yorkshire iromnaster, 
having married into the 17horold family. In other cases, a search in the National Register of Archives has 
enabled the location of an estate archive to be discovered, as in the case of the Lawleys of Canwell Priory south 
of Lichfield, whose documents form part of the Howard of Estrick collection in Hull University Library. 
Within an estate archive there are usually three easily accessible sources of information. Firstly there may be 
counterpart leases or articles of agreement. Details of leases may also appear in lease books, in which leases 
(or some particulars of them) were entered. Such articles of agreement often not only leased the ironworks, 
but also the sold wood (for charcoal) and of 'mine' (ironstone), the raw material for a furnace. The quantity of 
wood to be sold provides a means of estimating the output of a furnace or forge using yield factors collected by 
HammeTsley, s though the output thus calculated is inevitably a minimum output, since it is likely that 
ironmasters would also buy wood from other sources if they couldL Furthermore a lease sometimes has an 
annexed inventory of fixtures to be left by the ironmaster at the end of his lease. Ile number of pairs of 
bellows listed in an such inventory indicates the number of hearths in a forge, a forge with three pairs of 
bellows having a chafery and two fineries. 
3. Throughout this thesis iromnasters are referred to as'owning7 an ironworks, which they were in fact renting usually from the local 
estate. 
4. The use of such maps and so on has been routine, but I have not normally cited them among my sources, unless other useful 
information on the occupation of the ironworks has been obtained from them. 
5. Hammersley 1973. 
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The second group of sources within estate archives are rentals and surveys, since they name the person from 
whom a landlord was receiving rent. Records in this group vary considerably, including plans with detailed 
terriers, particulars prepared prior to the sale (or settlement) of the property, estate accounts that record the 
of M, run the receipt of rent, as well as rentals proper. Rentals are particularly valuable when there is a long 
since they show precisely when an ironworks changed handO Attention has also been paid to casual receipts 
sometimes- entered at the end of rentals, which sometimes include m9ney received for the sale ofwood, 
ironmasters commonly being the only buyers of substantial quantities. However lists of-chief rents payable to 
the lord of a manor by its freeholders and copyholders; and also manorial surveys (of non-demesne lands) 
conducted by a manorial court of survey are rarely useful, because the iromnaster was usually either a 
leasehold tenant of part of the demesne or a leasehold tenant of part under a manorial freeholder. In either of 
these cases the ironmaster's name does not appear. This category of record also includes the post-Restoration 
accounts for royal forests, which record the sales of cordwood from the Forest of Dean (but not other forests). 
All substantial buyers of cordwood can be identified as iromnasters. 7
Thirdly each title deed for the whole estate or a significant part of it contains a 'parcels clause' describing the 
property conveyed and commonly naming those occupying iLI These sometimes need to be used with care 
due to the practice of conveyancers of copying the parcels from an earlier deed. 9 Such title deeds tend to be a 
good source for smaller estates or ones recently assembled, but less good for larger or longer established 
estates, whose title deeds frequently merely list a series of manors, described in quite general terms. While 
the main interest here is focused on the parcels clause (describing the property conveyed), details of leases to 
which the property was subject are sometimes specified in the covenant against encumbrances (among the 
covenants for title). 10 There is a fourth source that might be added to the three mentioned. That is estate 
correspondence, but this has not usually been catalogued in sufficient detail to enable references to ironworks 
to be found without a prolonged search. Accordingly, relatively little use has therefore been made of such 
agcnts'letters. In a few cases, the use of certain estate collections has been impracticable, either because they 
are not currently accessible to researchers or for other reasons, and I have had to rely for these on the work of 
others. " 
If such estate records are the weft of ironworks histories, the warp is records left by ironmasters themselves, 
especially accounts. 12 These are relatively plentiful compared to many other commercial activities of the 
6. E. g. N-LW, Powis Castle Rentals have allowed a significant revision of the conclusions in Davies 1939. 
7. PJLO, LR 4. In other forests, the equivalent wood may have been subject to the estover Of firebOte for commoners or a perquisite of 
the forest officers. 
8. For example, the only evidence discovered as to the history of Weeford slitting mill in the early 18th century is a deed naming I& 
Mandee among the tenants of that manor P. R. 0, C 1121106, no. 180. 
9. This particularly applies to transfers and redemptions of mortgages and deeds in connection with the barring of an entaiL both of which 
are particularly prone to anachronism. 
10. This applies particularly in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
11.1 have not had access to Belvoir Castle, Raby Castle, or Longleat, nor to Lord Forester's collection in Shropshire Record Office. 
12. Where the matter referred to in such accounts and also letter-books is specific, it has usually been cited by date, rather than by piece 
andpage. References to corresponding pages in a sequence of account books are frequently by a page title rather than a page num 
References to such a source (without more) are normally to it passbn. Details of how certain series of accounts have been cited is 
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period, but nevertheless quite scarce, only surviving for a minority of ironworks. On the other hand 
iTorunongers'recoTds are extremely scaTce. The majority of what survives has also come from country house 
archives, usually as a result of an ironinaster investing his profits in buying a landed estate. This applies to the 
archives of the Spencer family in Yorkshire, and the Foley, Knight, and Botfield families in the Midlands. 13 
Certain others including Staveley Ironworks Records (mostly relating to ironworks at Sheffield, rather than to 
Staveley), Kirkstall Forge-accounts, and Coalbrookdale accounts have been preserved at those ironworks. "' 
'Accounts fdr the Ebbw Vale ironworks and-for Rough Hills ironworks-arid collicry (whose products in6luded 
ironstone) are among Chancery Masters' exhibits in the Public Record Office. 15 These have been used 
extensively, but with a particular emphasis on references to the sale and purchase of pig iron, since the 
purchaser or vendor was usually another ironmaster. Where the latter's ironworks (or at least his address) is 
given, it indicates who was occupying that ironworks. However, even where it is not, such an accounts entry 
may be combined with information from other sources giving a location, to add depth to what is known of the 
activities of a particular iromnaster. 16 Thus, it may confirm that he was still in business at a particular date 
and had not yet been replaced by a successor, who is known to have occupied his ironworks a few years later. 
The ownership in the mid 18th century of the slitting mills of the Stour valley has likewise been determined 
from payments made by Edward Knight & Co. for their iron to be slit. Estate account entries and in formal 
articles of agreement, dealing with the sale of cordwood or ironstone ran be used in much the same way. For 
example records of ironstone mining in Durham have thrown considerable light on the iron industry there in the 
l7th century. Similar techniques can be applied to other products of ironworks, particularly purchases by the 
Navy and Ordnance Boards for the armed forces. The vendors of cannon and also iron ballast for naval ships 
were usually the owners of blast furnaces. Shot either came from furnaces or from separate foundries, the 
latter usually in the environs of London. Hoops for barrels, bought by the Vicutalling Board, came mainly 
from slitting mills on tributaries of the Thames. 
Sometimes it is necessary to resort to inference. It is dangerous to assume that an ironworks dates only from 
the time of the first reference to it, unless the reference is specifically to its erection. However the grant of a 
lease of its site some little time before the first mention is Rely to date its origin and if such lease survives it 
will commonly be found to contain clauses concerning the building of an ironworks or at least permitting the 
conversion of a mill from com-milling or some other use. 17 Such conversion can safely be assumed to have 
indicated in the bibliography. 
13. Sheffield and Bradford Archives, SpSt4 HerchL R. 0, Foley colln, E12NI; and Downton colln, T74; Worcs. R. O. Kidderminster 
11b. colln, Knight mss, 899: 3 10 BA 10477, John Rylands Library (Manchester), Botfield Colln- 
14. Sheffield Archives, SIR; Leeds Archives, KF, CBD a1c and HH a/c (various locations). 
15. P. R. 0, C 1141124-5; C 108/111. 
16. A particularly striking case of this concerns Cwmbran Forge in Carmartheashire. At one point the stock of Blackpool Forge 
(Pembrokeshire) in 1710 included 40 tons of pig iron being in'Alex. PhWips'custody at Comb. '(Herefs. R. 0, E121VIlDFf/5, U) This 
links Alexander Phillips with Cwmbran, whose detailed history was hitherto unknown. It also links aseries of salesof pig iron from the 
Forest of Dean to Alexander Phillips and with shipments by or for him recorded in Chepstow port books going back to 1681 and possibly 
with a sale of Invergarry pig to John PhWips in 1730-2: Foley atc; Tintern B a1c; Chepstow port books. 
17. Archivists listing estate collections have often not looked lUrther than the parcels clause, term and rerLL and have therefore failed to 
identify the objective of such leases. This may be indicated by the grant of liberty to convert the mifl to an ironworks, or of a covenaut to 
do so, or the grant of liberty or an obligation to carry out other works, such as making a leat. 
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taken place shortly after a new occupier took over, rather than on the first mention of it as an ironworks, which 
may only be when he sold it or renewed his lease. Where no lease survives, the date when an ironworks was 
built can sometimes be inferred from a later reference to the unexpired term of the lease. 17hus, a lease with 11 
years to run is likely originally have been for 21 years, whereas one with 79 years to come was probably 
granted for 99 years. Where it can be determined that A succeeded B as ironmaster in X Furnace and Y and Z 
Forgq, but there is only explicit rvidence of the date of change in the case of Y, it can usually be assumed that 
the date of the-change was the same for them All and that the business was tranfferred as z whole. Finally 
closure of an ironworks often coincided with the expiry of a lease. 
In respect of the period 1780 to 1832 further detail, similar to that obtainable from rentals, can be obtained 
from Land Tax assessments, which were required to be preserved by the Clerk of the Peace at this period as 
evidence of the right to vote. " Occasionally the records of the Commissioners who administered Land Tax 
also survive, as in the case of parts of Sussex, where they go back to the early 18th century. 19 An ironworks 
should appear twice, assessed both as land and for the stock employed in it, which was also (despite its name) 
liable to Land Tax. Once the hereditament concerned has been identified, its ownership and occupation can 
readily be followed from year to yearýD since the tax payable did not normally vary between one year and the 
next. 21 Furthermore the hereditaments usually appear in precisely the same, order. The hardest problem is 
often the initial identification of the correct hereditament. Sometimes this is named in the assessment, but 
more often the key is that a known ironmaster appears among the occupiers or that the owner or occupier is 
known at some particular date. IMe forms in use in the late 1820s provided a column for the hereditament o 
be named, but sometimes the description is absent or merely a vague one such as 'messuage and lands'. Ile 
greatest difficulty in following an identified hereditament arises when there are two changes in the list at once, 
such as a general change in the order of the names simultaneously with a change in ownership or the 
consolidation or division of a hereditament. This may be sufficient to prevent the hereditament being traced 
further. However, frustratingly, not every ironworks can be identified in Land Tax records. Sometimes this 
is because a landowner paid the tax himself for his whole estate (or a substantial part of it) and the various 
hereditaments are not specified. In other cases a new ironworks, built after the tax was introduced, was never 
separately assessed to tax on land, the tax presumably continuing to be paid with the remainder of the old 
hereditament. The use of the assessment on the stock employed in the ironworks ought to provide a way 
around this difficulty (and sometimes does so), but this does not help with new ironworks, either because there 
was no mechanism for assessing newly created stocks or (if there was one) due to a severe failure in its 
18. These are usually among Quarter Sessions records, and have as such devolved upon County Councils. 
19. Where these survive they have usually been deposited in the County Record Office, but those for Durham are in the Durham 
University's archives department. 
20. This depends on the assessments having either been rearranged by parish (or strictly constablewick). Where the assessments remain 
in their original arrangement in annual bundles for each hundred (or wapentake), as in Lancashire, the production of a whole series of 
assessments for a single parish (unless microfilmed) imposes an unacceptable burden on Record Office staff, and thus becomes 
impracticable. 
21. Them were changes in the rate payable in the pound of the assessed rental value before 1780, but this only becomes an issue in the 
rare cases (such parts of as Sussex) where assessments survive from before 1780. 
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implementation. Occasionally similar use may be made of rating assessments on property, for highways, poor 
law, or some other purpose. Land tax and other such records have been useful for determining the dates when 
certain ironworks were closed. This may consist in the disappearance of its stock, or the property becoming 
'void', or in it changing hands to some one known (or suspected) not to have been an ironmaster. It is observed 
that such closures often coincide with the expiry of a lease, something that is perhaps hardly surprising. 12 
This observation can be applied in other cases where the date of closure. is only approximately known, the date 
when a lease expired is likely to indicate thelexact date, 
Other sources as to land titles can in some cases be used. In Yorkshire the registered memorials of 18th 
century deeds have sometimes been useful, but not always, since the memorial usually only gives the names of 
the parties and the description of the property, so that the nature of the transaction is often uncertain. 
Furthermore leases were not registrable, and the descriptions used for large estates are the same in the 
memorials as in the underlying deeds themselves, for which the difficulties have been described above. The 
requirement for papists to register their estates during the 18th century has also proved a useful source of 
information in certain casesY It is only relatively rare that an ironworks was built on copyhold land, 24 but in 
these instances the manor rolls of that manor enable the descent of the tenement in question to be traced. 
However the existence of the ironworks will not necessarily be apparent from the manor rolls, due to the 
conservatism of manorial stewards, who habitually copied the description used when the property was 
previously dealt with, leading to the use of highly anachronistic descriptions. Thus Broadwaters, Lower Forge 
continued to be described as a fulling mill long after its purchase by John Homfray in 1754 and conversion to a 
forge. Something similar could also happen where leases were routinely renewedL This was the case at the 
Bedlington ironworks, which continued to be described in leases by the bishops of Durham as a corn mill for 
many years after the ironworks had been built, though the identity of the tenants, ironmasters such as Hawkes, 
indicates that the corn mill was moribund (or perhaps a mere sideline). G. Hammersley stated that the 
memorandum rolls of the Exchequer were a good source on early ironworks. These record prosecutions for 
using timber to make charcoal for ironworks near the sea or a navigable river, and other offences under the 
legislation of Henry VIII and Elizabeth for preserving wood. Unfortunately the agenda books (which list the 
contents of these rolls) are themselves voluminous and a great deal of time would be needed to extract the 
rather sparse references in them to ironworks. In consequence relatively little use has been made of the 
memorandum rolls. 23 
22. For example, Colubridge Forge in Yorkshire was converted to a textile mlU in 1796. 
23. These registers am to be found in Quarter Sessions records. - 24. Most ironworks were built on manorial demesne, usually because the lord of the manor had a direct financial interest in the success of 
the ironworks, as a vendor of wood (for charcoal). This was because the main areas of woodland in the manor were normally manorial 
'waste', which belonged to the lord. Sometimes the waste had been made into a park in medieval times, thus remaining woodland 
pasture and still belonging to the lord. 
25. Hammersley 1973,597n. These rolls (class E 159) contain a great deal of detail on illegal trades including the use of logwood as a 
dyestuff, of gig millrs of detected smuggling, and of the illicit export of ordnance, as weft as of engrossing, forestalling, and regrating. 
This ought to be a major source of information on commerce in the early modem period, and a major study of them needs to be 
undertaken. For a discussion of this source see Beresford 1957, which however concentrates on the most prevalent offences including 
wool broggers and with marketplace offences. 
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Estate records (other than title deeds) commonly do not survive further back than the late 17th or 18th century. 
As a result information on the 16th and early 17th centuries is much less good. Furthermore the earliest of the 
major series of ironworks accounts only starts in the 1660s. For earlier periods the main sources on the 
ownership of ironworks derive from litigation in the Courts of Chancery and Exchequer, whose archives seem 
to be very largely complete. Unfortunately, despite many years work by officers of the Public Record Office, 
the finding aids for these are only lists with brieý details of the parties and spmCtimes ubject matter, without 
alphabetic indices even of-the- parties;, let alone the subject matter. Most of the lists of Chancery records arej 
still only fisted according to the initial letter of the plaintiffs surname, and searching for a subject (such as 
ironworks) is rather like searching for the proverbial needle in a haystack, there being no subject indices except 
in the case of disputed estates. Looking for a particular case with known parties and an approximate date is not 
too difficult, since the lists follow the order of the bundles, which were made up roughly in chronological 
order, but even this can be very time consuming. 26 This situation will be greatly improved as more 
proceedings are incorporated in to the Public Record Office's Equity Proceedings on-lone catalogue, which 
began to appear too late for me to make use of 127 Certain catalogues for Chancery proceedings set out the 
subject matter of the proceedings. Those for Elizabeth's reign seem to have been fully searched by H. R. 
SchuberL2' I have fully searched the printed lists of Chancery proceedings for part of the reign of James I and 
also Bridges Division out of the pre-1714 Six Clerks series, as well as the manuscript calendar for the rest of 
James I and the recent typescript list of decrees. 29 Some others have been searched selectively, particularly 
when looking for a particular case or for the activities of important ironmasters, such as the Folcys. In 
particular the identification of proceedings early in the reign of Charles I between Colman and Chetwynd and 
between Middleton, Goreing, Nye and others has thrown considerable new light on the iron industry in south 
Staffordshire in the preceding period, the results of which have been published. 30 It has usually been 
sufficient to examine the pleading, noting documents and events recited. From these the outcome of the claim 
is often obvious, as a party setting out his title from a series of documents is plainly in a better position to 
prove his case than his opponent who merely makes vague allegations that he has been wronged. As a result it 
has rarely been necessary to search for depositions (written evidence) or look at the entry books of decrees and 
orders to discover the outcome of a case. Indeed many cases did not get that far. The present difficulties in 
locating relevant proceedings will probably to some extent disappear in years to come as the text of the present 
finding aids is incorporated into the ]Public Record Office on-line catalogue, but even that will only provide an 
index to the content of those finding aids and will not provide a description for those proceedings where the list 
only gives the parties'names. 
26. Considerable time has been spent unsuccessfully searching for a case Slaney v Foley about 1662, known front a compromise 
agreement (Foley E121VDYAc/20 45). The P. R. O. on-line catalogue lists depositions in this action, which unfortunately do not state 
what ironworks Slaney owned, the information primarilysought. 
27. At present this only covers class C 6, but searches in this have revealed various proceedings of which I bad been unaware. These will 
no doubt add significant detail to what is known of individual ironworks, but will probably not alter the conclusions of this thesis 
significantly. 
28. Schubert 1957, app. V. 
29. That is lists for C 2/Jas. 1 and C5 and C 78. Additionally lists for C3 and C4 have been searched 
30. King 1999a. 
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The records of the equity jurisdiction of the Court of Exchequer are similar. The means of access to these 
normally recommended (for example by P. R. O. staff) is by way of the printed list of depositions by 
commission. 31 However such depositions were only taken in cases that had not been settled or abandoned by 
the time that evidence needed to be collected. A more satisfactory entry point is the bills and answers, whose 
sole finding ai&s are contemporary 'bill books'. 32 However proceedings in these bill books are arranged by 
county (probably that in which the plaintiff owed a debt, real (? r fictitious, -to the crown) as a result of which 
searching under counties that were major producers of iron is not too onerous: ---This is often -rewarding, 'as in 
the 16th and 17th centuries the subject matter of the claim is usually given briefly after the names of the parties. 
However a search for proceedings listed under LDndon is time consuming. There are similar lists of equity 
bills for the Court of Requests and Star Chamber, which have produced some useful material. Documents 
from the equity jurisdiction% of the Palatinates of Lancaster and Durham have not been searched at all, nor 
have those for the Great Sessions in Wales, while only limited use has been made of equity proceeding in the 
courts of the Palatinate of Chester and Duchy of Lancaster, the latter only for Kings Mills at Castle 
Donnington. " 
In parallel with this research in manuscript sources, published material has been examined. For this purpose 
many local studies libraries have been visited in search of local history pamphlets and periodicals. These are 
listed in the bibliography, which includes all works from which any useful information has been gleaned in the 
course of compiling detailed histories of each ironworks, not merely those that happen to have been cited in 
this thesis. The footnotes in such works have been fruitful as a starting point for research. It has similarly 
often proved useful to consult works on other industries. For example, if an ironworks was succeeded by a 
paper mill, and a historian of the paper industry has found a date when the paper mill was built, that is 
probably the date when the preceding ironworks closedL 
The programme of research just described was directed to elucidating the whole history of each ironworks, as 
far as possible from when it became an ironworks until when it ceased to be one. Any charcoal ironworks built 
before about 1780 was (if possible) traced up to its closure, even if long after 1815. However new ironworks 
(mostly using coke), and particularly those built after 1780 have normally only been traced up to 1815. The 
results of this exercise, which provide the raw data for the computation on the output of forges in chapter 6. 
The data itself appears in appendices 9-12 and 14-16. Appendices 17 and 18 are included for completeness 
and to indicate the existence of other ironworks described as forges or ironworks, which have however been 
3 1. That is, the list for class E 134, originally printed in 19th century Deputy Keeper's reports for the Public Record Office. 
32. This class (E 112) was formerly stored at Hayes, Middlesex, rather than at Chancery I. Ane and had to be ordemd from them a week 
or so in advance. Since the bill books themselves had (and have) to be ordered as documents rather than being on the open shelves, it 
used to be necessary to make two visits to P. R. O. in order to see a document, one to identify it and the other to read it. This made the 
class relatively impenetrable and resulted in Exchequer bills being hale used, leading the Keeper to believe they were of little value, In. 
the early 18th century much of the subject matter was tithe disputes, which are probably of little general interest, but at other dates them 
was substantial litigation on other issues. When the contents of the Chancery Lane office were moved to Kew a few years ago, the 
Exchequer bills were also transferred there and are now much more accessible. 
33. All these are in P. R. O., except those from the Courts of Great Sessions in Wales, which are in N. LW. and only survive from the 17th 
century for certain Welsh counties. No records survive from the equity jurisdiction of the Councils of the Matches and of the North. 
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concluded not to have been finery forges. Tbough producing statistics was always an objective of the previous 
research, it was only one of its aims. The work has for example enabled previously unknown firms and 
regular successions of ironmasters with several ironworks to be identified, as a result of finding the same 
person associated with several ironworks. For example it has enabled me to demonstrate that the south 
Derbyshire iron industry was focused on supplying Birmingham, and that certain works consistently descended 
from members of, thc Jermens family in the late 17th century to Humfrey Vaughtgn (his manager) and then 
Vaughton's sons and daughters and then to members of the Mather family-who had been managers under the 
Vaughton daughters. All these families, except perhaps the Mathers, had their origins in Birmingham and 
their main residence there Ultimately when the Derbyshire industry rapidly went over to coke in the early 
1780s Walter Mather leased St-aveley Furnace thereby establishing a business which, as Staveley p. l. c., still 
exists, though not now concerned with ferrous metallurgyýý 
34. King, North. 
Appendix 
2 Population estimates 
The population of England has been estimated by EA Wrigley and R. S. Schofield in a very rigorous manner 
for every year before from the first census in 1801 back to 1541, on the basis of the entries in a selected sample 
of parish registers. ' The period 1541 to 1556 shows a steady growth in the population, after which it declined 
briefly. Population figures needed for calculations for the purposes of this thesis before 1541 have been 
estimated on the assumption that the population grew exponentially at the same rate as in 1541-56. This 
produces an estimate of 2.32 million for 1520, which is similar to Mark Bailey's estimate of 2.3 minion for the 
1520s. 2 Before that I have been assumed that the population was stable at 2.3 million. 
It is most unfortunate that the exercise carried out on the English population was not extended to Wales for 
which precisely the same sources are available, though the survival of early parish registers in some areas is 
poor. It is therefore necessary to fall back on the older estimates of D. Williams and L OWen. 3 TbeiT 
estimates are not the same: WiUiams' work covered more dates than Owen, but Owen's methodology is to be 
preferred. Owen's figures concern only three dates, the mid 16th century, 1670, and the first national census 
of 1801. At these two earlier dates the ratio has been worked out between Owen's and Williams'figures. An 
interpolated ratio has then been calculated (by straight line interpolation) for each of the other dates for which 
Williams had provided population figures. This calculated ratio has then been applied to Williams'figures to 
deflate them to conform to Owen's series. The same ratio was also applied to the population of 
Monmouthshire, which was omitted both from Owen's estimates (because it was an English county) and also 
from Wrigley and Schofield's (because it is now in Wales)ý For the 18th century figures derived from 
Rickman (Williams' source) were presented county by county by Deane & Cole. For 1781 and 1751 their 
results for England are not markedly different from Wrigley and Schofield's, but for 1701 Wrigley and 
Schofield's result is 6.5% less than Rickman's. Deane & Cole's estimates (from Rickman) for Monmouthshire 
and Wales for these dates have therefore been reduced or increased by the proportion between their estimates 
for England. The estimates made for Wales and Monmouthshire at various dates have been added together, 
1. Wrigley& Schofield 198 1. 
2. Bailey 1996,1. 
3. Williams 1937, Owen 1959. 
4. Presumably the scope of Wrigley and Schorielcrs study was limited by their having obtained finiding from an English governmental 
source, rather than a British one. U so, this consequence of the creation of the Welsh Office in the 1960s is to be deplored, since the 
boundary between England and Wales has little or no significance when historical problems of the early modem period are concerned. 
However the limitation of the study to England may partly have been the result of the difficulties of family recoastmetion in Wales, where 
patronymic$ rather than surnames were still in use as late as the 18th century (see for cuunple Gross 200 1). 
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and a linear interpolation made between them so as to provide an estimate of the population of Wales for each 
year. This provides estimates back to 1536. For the preceding two decades, the extrapolation has been based 
on the period 1536-1554, because these years have published estimates. 
At the other end of the period, there are censws figures for every tenth year from 1801. The population in the V 
intervening years has been estimated by linear interpolation. The use of these straight line interpolations 
throughout is by nature a somewhat crude method, but a relatively straightforward one. The alternative might t, 
have been to assume that the Welsh population grew at a similar rate as the English one, but this probably have 
involved more complex calculations, and this thesis is primarily concerned with the iron industry, rather than 
with the population. 
The ratio of the Welsh population (according to my estimate) to that of England and Wales has been placed in 
the final column of Table A2.1, where the results of this exercise are presented. From this it will be seen that 
the Welsh population appears to have fluctuated between about six and eight percent of that of the two nations 
combined. At this level an crror of even 15% in the Welsh population would affect the combined total by a 
mere 1%. Since it is the combined population that is required for the purposes of this thesis, any error in the 
estimation of the Welsh population is unlikely to have a significant effect on the overall results, particularly as 
the margin of error are likely to be greater in the estimates of production and overseas trade (used to estimate 
consumption), the quantity that will be divided by population to estimate consumption per head of population. 
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a. Average of 1536 and 1570 
b. Ratio between Williams and Owen: calculated for 1554 and 1670 only 
c. Straight line interpolations between 1554,1670, and 1801 
d. Williams x factor (b or c) 
0.1811 and 1821 figures are from preface to the 1831 Census Report, pp. x1viii 
Sources: Williams 1937, Owen 1959; methodology: see text File: population/Wales 
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Table A2.2 
Population of England and Wales 
Population 
Year of of Wales & 
0 estimate Mons. z Year 
Population 









_ From Table AZ I Interpolation (Wilgley & Schofield 
1981) etc. 
1490 200,000 2,300,000 2,500,000 8.0% 
1500 200,000 2,300,000 2,500,000 8.0% 
1510 200,000 2,300,000 2,500,000 8.0% 
a. 1520 202,185 2,319,438 2,521,623 8.0% 
1536 220,505 a. 1530 213,597 2,521,247 2,734,844 7.8% 
a. 1540 225,622 2,740,616 2,966,238 7.6% 
1554 243,531 1550 238,414 2,969,289 3,207,703 7.4% 
1560 252,226 2,963,505 3,215,731 7.8% 
1570 266,717 1570 266,717 3,254,772 3,521,489 7.6% 
1580 284,651 3,568,068 3,852,719 7.4% 
1590 302,585 3,895,749 4,198,334 7.2% 
1600 320,519 1600 320,519 4,066,132 4,386,651 7.3% 
1610 338,764 4,389,648 4,72B, 412 7.2% 
1620 357,009 4,634,570 4,991,579 7.2% 
1630 352,202 1630 375,254 4,884,108 5,259,362 7.1% 
1640 376,056 5,054,987 5,431,043 6.9% 
1650 376,858 5,220,613 5,597,471 6.7% 
1660 377,659 5,129,697 5,507,356 6.9% 
1670 368,247 1670 378,461 5,021,781 5,400,242 7.0% 
1680 380,894 4,989,069 5,369,963 7.1% 
1690 383,326 4,916,081 5,299,407 7.2% 
1701 386,002 1700 385,759 5,026,877 5,412,636 7.1% 
1710 398,537 5,238,156 5,636,693 7.1% 
1720 412,465 5,357,759 5,770,224 7.1% 
1730 426,393 5,269,100 5,695,493 7.5% 
1740 440,321 5,564,656 6,004,977 7.3% 
1751 455,642 1750 454,249 5,739,364 6,193,613 7.3% 
1760 481,386 6,101,593 6,582,979 7.3% 
1770 509,991 6,405,166 6,915,157 7.4% 
1781 541,455 1780 533,046 6,989,116 7,522,162 7.1% 
1790 561,997 7,648,209 8,210,206 6.8% 
1801 587,103 1800 584,821 8,606,033 9,190,854 6.4% 
1811 673,340 b. 1810 664,716 9,762,413 10,427,129 6.4% 
1821 794,154 b. 1820 782,073 11,300,024 12,082,097 6.5% 
1830 893,375 13,105,539 13,998,914 6.4% 
1840 1,031,906 14,797,488 15,829,394 6.5% 
Notes: 
a. Figures from 1520 to 1536 in Wales and to 1541 in England have been estimated from the 
figures from those dates to 1571, using an exponential function. Before that the population is 
estimated to have been stable. 
b. 1811 and 1821 figures for Wales, and Monmouthshire are taken from the 1831 Census Report, 
preface, p. 1 
File: population/extract 
Appendix 
The Coalbrookdale Accounts: 3a description of the records and their use 
In chapter 5, calculations have been made, based on the accounts of the Coalbrookdale ironworks. The 
history and topography of the works is dealt with elsewhere, ' but something needs to be said here to provide a 
context for the accountO As mentioned in chapter 2. the furnace was leased by Abraham Darby I. who 
successfully used it with coke as fuel to produce pots and other cast iron goods. About 1715 he built a second 
blast furnace to expand his trade, but died in May 1717 followed soon after by his widow. Before her death 
Mary Darby disposed of her husband's interest in Vale Royal Furnace in Cheshire and probably also that at 
Dolgfin near Dolgellau where another furnace was planned. Mary Darby also transferred six of her husband! s 
shares in the Coalbrookdale Company outright to Thomas Goldney IL a Bristol merchant, who held a 
mortgage over Darby's shares. Mary died soon after, leaving a family of young orphans. There then followed 
conflict over the administration of the Darby estates, and Thomas Baylies, who had been a partner in the 
Coalbrookdale Company took out Letters of Administration as a creditor. This was ultimately resolved by an 
uncle of the Darby orphans satisfying Baylies claim and acquiring the remaining Darby shares in the company 
to hold in trust for the orphans. 3 As part of the arrangements between Mary Darby and Thomas Goldney, the 
latter's son, Thomas Goldney III, was appointed to keep the firm's accounts, and he was later made a partner in 
the works. Having been trained as a merchant, the son was well qualified for this and the accounts have been 
kept to a high standard. 
The surviving Coalbrookdale account books consist of one kept by Abraham Darby starting in 1709 (of which 0 
little use has been made here) and two journals and two cash books covering the period from July 1718, when 
the new company in which Goldneys were partners was formed, until September 1738. The second cash book 
then continues with a new pagination until 1748. The journals are usually (but possibly incorrectly) known as 
'Stock Books', but are in the form frequently found in merchants accounts of the period and also in ironworks 
accounts at Backbarrow and Sheffield! The one respect in which the accounts are different is that entries 
1. Raistrick 1953; Mott 1957a: 1957b, 1957c, 1958; Trinder 1973; Trinder 1974; Cox 1989, Hayman el at. 1999, Thomas 1999. 
2. The accounts am Shrops. R. 0,6001/329-331 and Ironbridp Gorge Museum, Coalbrookdale ms. 1. 
3. Kingl993,7-9, Stembridgel998,17-20. The descriptions of these events by Raistrick (1953,43-8) and Mott (1957a) Is somewhat 
incomplete. After leaving Coalbrookdale, Baylies pursued his interest in the Vale Royal ironworks: Kingl993.8-10. Baylieswas 
imprisoned in Vorster' [Worcester] Castle for debt in 1727, at which time the Company gave him a guinea: Shrops. R. O. 6001/329,156. 
Subsequently he was manager of the York Buildings Company's Ironworks at Abernethy in Scotland, an affair that collapsed in a morass 
of debt and then in 1737 emigrated to Massachusetts, where he and his son managed ironworks: King 1993,10 18; information from I& 
Bob White of Huntsville, North Carolina quoting Mary R. B. Allen, Reminiscences of the Baylies andRichmondfamilles (privately, 
U. S. A, xLd. c. 1880), 5-9. 
4. BB a/c; SIR atc: cf. Prankard a/c. If the description'Stock Boole is correct, this may be to contrast it with the Cash Book, since It 
recorded all ujasactions other than those involving the receipt or payment of cash. 
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relating to the receipt and payment of cash do not appear in the journal but in a separate cash booL5 These 
journals and cash books together record all the commercial transactions of the business, but there were 
nevertheless other books that have not survived. Firstly there was a waste book, which is mentioned in the 
journal from time to time as containing further details that were not entered in the journal. The waste book can 
be regarded as a rough draft of the journal, but it may well have been based in turn on other books kept by the 
stocktakers for the two blast furnaces, the air furnaces, the forge and the warehouse. 6 Furthermore there may 
- have bem'a septLrate book *recording monies advanced -to workmen. That--w&s probably treated as private 
transactions between the accountant and the workmen. 7 Thirdly (and most importantly), there was a ledger, 
which, with the journal and cash book, was an integral part of the main accounting system, to which the waste 
and other books were merely preliminary. 11ough no ledger survives, the journal and cash book contain the 
usual references to the folios of the ledger and have all the information necessary to reconstruct the ledger. 
Every journal entry has two corresponding ledger entries and a full reconstruction could be achieved by posting 
those entries in just the way that the original accountant did. However, a complete reconstruction has only 
been undertaken in respect of a relatively short period at the beginning of the accounts, merely sufficient to 
ensure that the workings of the system had been correctly understood and to demonstrate that reconstruction 
was possible. 8 A partial reconstruction for the whole period 1718-38 (limited to those ledger pages that dealt 
with operations at each productive section of the works) has been undertaken, and this forms the basis of the 
figures provided in chapter 5. Even this limited reconstruction has been a very substantial undertaking. The 
resultant full compilations are too large to print, but will be found on the accompanying CD-ROM disc. 
Ile Coalbrookdale works consisted of a number of productive units. The Old Blast Furnace (OBF) was built 
by Sir Basil Brooke in 1638 (or by some one else in 1658)ý At that stage it was a traditional charcoal furnace 
making pig iron for consumption in several forges in the Dale and perhaps elsewhere. However it was this 
furnace that was used by Shadrach Fox to make cast iron shot and grenado shells in the 1690s and then by 
Abraham Darby for his potfounding business from 1709.10 Ile New Blast Furnace (NBF) was built by Darby 
5. Esewhere the cash entries were inserted in the joumal in a group every month or quarter, the total being posted to a ledger folio 
entitled 'cash' or Iname]'s cash. 
6. The wage book is mentioned periodically as containing further details not written into the journal, An'iron waste book' probably 
concemed with the forge is also mentioned occasionally, e. g. Shrops. PLO, 6001/330,385. A waste book from the 1770s and a blast 
furnace record book from the 1790s book survive for Horsehay ironworks (HH a/c). The surviving Prankard accounts (relating to a 
mercantile business), comprising waste books, journals and ledgers, provide an indication of what the complete system consisted Of 
7. Such wortmen's debts were taken into account when the cash book was balanced and the cash was handed over to a new accountant. 
8. This reconstruction is a manuscript account book in my possession. This exercise influenced the way in which data was subsequently 
collected from the joumals. 
9. The date depends solely on what appears in relief on the ftumace lintel. Hayman et al. (1999,11-2) have suggested from a photograph 
taken in the 1950s and earlier descriptions of it that this date was 1658. However, they do not appm to have undertaken any fresh 
investigation as what the correct reading of the number is, merely suggesting that it was changed when the lintel was repainted. 
Nevertheless, the question does not concern a superficial layer of paint, but the underlying metal whem the date stands (or stood) proud. 
Sir Basil Brooke died in 1646 and his estate was sequestrated uring the Civil War because he was a recusant. ltdidretm to his family 
until the Restoration. This makes 1658 a rather improbable date for the construction of the furnace. Sir Basil was a partner in farming 
the Kines Ironworks in the Forest of Dean until 1633 and the wireworks at Tintem until his sequestration. He was also concerned in a 
monopoly in the production of steel in the 16 10s and had a forge at Bromley (Shmps. ) in the same period. A date such as 1638, a few 
yean after his loss of ironworks in the Forest, is therefore (unlike 1658) not an improbable one for the construction of the fumace. It is 
noteworthy that A. Raistrick believed in the earlier date in 1989 (Raistrick 1953 (1989 edn, publisher's note facing fu-st title page, authoes 
conigendaforp. 102). It does not seem nowto be known why the date was painted as 1638. Perhaps some new examination of the 
lintels is needed. See also Trinder 2000,20-1. 
10. For Shadrach Fox see chapter 3 and King 2002a. 
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in about 1715 on the site of the Upper Forge. Further down the Dale were the Nddle Forge (which was 
occupied by Tbomas Stanley until taken over by the Company in 1720) and the Lower Forge, which was 
occupied, usually as the Company's subtenantsý until the 1780s by members of the Hallen family, who used it 
to make ftying pans. From the 1780s it was used for the potting and stamping process. " 
In addition to these water-powered works there were several air furnaces, the earliest of which was built by 
Shadrach Fox. 12 By 1718 there were three of these, known as the Upper Air Furnace (UAF), New Air 
Furnace (AFN), and Lower Air Furnace (LAF). 11 The Upper Air Furnace probably adjoined the Old Blast 
Furnace and presumably dates back to Fox'time. This was in almost continuous use throughout the period of 
the two journals. The other two air furnaces enjoyed only intermittent use, mostly when one of the blast 
furnaces was out of blast and so not available to provide molten iron to fill the moulds, ()f these the New Air 
Furnace received some use in most years, whereas the Lower Air Furnace was not used at all after 1722. After 
1738 the cash book contains a reference to Upper, New, Lower, and Old Air Furnaces in successive entries. " 
but the accounts do not make their precise locations clear. The moulders were employed at both blast furnaces 
(while in blast) and those air furnace& that were in use, being paid for pots and such like at piece-rates. 
However they seem to have been paid forcastware'(misoeUancous cast iron goods) in other ways. 
Each of these sections of the works is dealt with separately in the journal and the cash book and each had its 
own series of pages in the ledger, which recorded its consumption of raw materials and other input costs 
together with the quantity of products made. It is these pages on which the reconstruction has focused. Ile 
pages of the journal are mostly of a small number of content types. One such type relates to sales to customers 
from the warehouse. 7bese form part of the basis of a detailed study of the marketing of pots and pans, which 
K. Dannehl has been undertaking. No detailed examination of these sales records has therefore been 
undertaken. Most of the remaining pages are concerned with the production of the works, as far as the point at 
which pig iron was 'weighed off to the pig yard and other goods to the warehouse. Cost figures were usually 
entered up every four weeks and have been systematically extracted from such pages, in order to calculate the 
total production costs of the business. However, marketing costs charged to the warehouse and pig yard have 
not been extracted, including that of transport to (or towards) customers. 
One of these page types deals with the supply of coal, specifying the royalty paid to the mine owner (either the 
landowner or a coalmaster who was a tenant under a mining lease such as Richard Hartshorne), the cost of 
carriage to the furnace, and (where the mines were operated by the Company themselves), the cost of 'getting 
coal', that is a payment to a charter master covering the miners wages. These are broken down for each mine 
11. Mott 1959b. 
12. Woodward, 'Observations'. f. 101, King 2002a. 
13. Certain authors have been confused by the presence of two air furnaces in the Copper House (Raistrick 1953 (1989 edn), 306). These 
were probably for smelting copper and related to a separate business, which evidently ceased before 17 18, since both the copper house 
and copper warehouse were being used to store stock for the Iron business. For the copper business see Cox 1989,130-1. 
14. Shrops. R. 0,6001/331, part ii, 41. 
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and also (in the case of carriage) each carrier. 15 Another series of pages is concerned the costs and output of 
each section of the workL Tbese 'various charges'included the quantity of coal coked and the cost of this, the 
royalty and carriage of limestone and the mouldcrs' wages. Certain other items, which appear on the same 
pages such as repairs and the royalty and carriage of sand, have not been extracted individually because they 
are quite small. Instead such minor items have been taken into account by calculating the difference between 
the items specifically extracted and the total. These charges are specified separately for each section of the 
works and are followed by expenses for the warehouse (which have not been extracted) and certain other minor 
items. Towards the foot of such 'various charges'pages is the quantity (in ctw. ) of goods made at each blast or 
air furnace. The entry of all these expenses is extremely systematic and extraction of figures has presented no 
difficulty, other than that of their sheer quantity. 7be entry of certain other costs war, somewhat less 
systematic. The cost of ironstone (mine) and other miscellaneous entries sometimes appear at the foot of 
other pages (if there was room) and sometimes on separate pages. This also applies to most entries concerning 
the forge. The main forge entries usually appear together, but at irregular intervals (sometimes once a 
quarter), but some entries appear in spaces at the bottom of pages or are combined with other transactions with 
the same supplier. 16 
The figures extracted from the journals and cash books were entered into an EXCEL spreadsheet with each type 
of quantity always appearing in the same column (as in an analysed cash book), but the same column could be 
used for more than one kind of entry, the particular type of entry (such as coal royalty, coal carriage, mine 
royalty and coking) and the unit (such as stacks, dozens, and tons) being indicated by text appearing in 
columns to its left. These quantities were then decinialised. By this means a number of cost items comprised 
in a single total could appear (along with the total) on the same line. A similar procedure was used (but with a 
different layout) in respect of the cash book. 17 Entries in the journal relating to the forge (FOR) were 
extracted in a separate exercise and placed in another workbook. A separate worksheet in this was used for 
sales from the forge warehouse, which included 'uses, iron supplied for the use of the works themselves. 
These uses were then extracted from the full list of sales, so that they could be charged to the appropriate 
section of the works. 
All this amounted to over 7000 lines of data and over 20000 quantities of money or material, and was then 
processed in a number of stages, using macros written for the purpose. First the various source files were 
combined so as to place all the data set out in a single file approximately in date order. In the course Of this 
further entries were added relating to goods (principally scrap from air furnaces) transferred from one section 
of the works to another, these having previously only appeared as products and not as raw materials. More 
importantly, cashbook entries were rearranged to have the same layout as those from the journal. 7be next 
stage was to segregate the entries according to the section of the works to which they related, so that each of 
15. Details of Individual carriers have not been extractiA 
16. For vaunple Richard Baldwin & Co. of Willey Furnace appear as suppliers pig Iron and also timber and cordwood. 
17. The layouts were chosen primarily for case of entry, according to the form of the book the data came from, 
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the two blast furnaces, the three air furnaces, the forge, and also 'General Charges' (GEN) (overheads. for the 
works as a whole) had its own worksheet. After that the decimalised figures were extracted and placed in a 
further workbook, in which each quantity had a column of its own, whether this was a measure of volume or 
weight of taw material or product or a sum of money for its value. At that stage pig iron and scrap transferred 
between sections of the works remained unpriced. Accordingly, in the next stage a price was added for these 
using values found in the accounts, ranging from E2 per ton for sculls (a steely crust from foundry ladles) to E9 
per ton for pig iron, the latter varying from time to time according to the price charged to third parties. The 
final major stage of the process then consisted of totalling the data for each year (or other period). For the blast 
and air furnaces the period chosen was years starting on I July, because the accounts had started on that date in 
1718, but almost any other date would have been as satisfactory because entries were made so regularly. 
However entries for the forge, though largely complete, appear at less frequent intervals. While similar annual 
figures have been calculated for it, it was found more satisfactory to use periods ending on the dates when iron 
was recorded as weighed into the forge warehouse (see below). 
Ibroughout the period the accounts were meticulously kept and are neatly written except during a few months 
when they were kept by Ben Wall, whose handwriting (but not accountancy) was less neat. There is however 
(as mentioned in chapter 5) an inherent problem in using the accounts to advance any general case, in that there 
are no inventories of stock in hand, apart from an initial inventory at the beginning of the account and one for 
the forge when it was bought. For the products this does not matter, since their transfer to a warehouse (or the 
pig yard is recorded), but the only record of the consumption of raw materials is of the quantity received. 
Even this probably does not matter much for fuel the blast furnaces, since the accounts show deliveries of coal 
to them ceasing while they were out of blast, suggesting that the stock was not usually substantial. 11iis also 
applies to the air furnaces. However, the absence of inventories is significant in relation to the forge, where 
there was probably a significant stock of charcoal, and perhaps also of charcoal pig iron during the period 
while that was being used. 
Processing the entries relating to the blast furnaces and air furnaces generally presented few difficulties other 
than that of devising instructions that actually dealt with every different permutation of the data that might 
appear on a line. Writing these instruction (in Visual Basic), and testing them, was also extremely time- 
Consuming, as the number of permutations that existed was considerable. However in dealing with the data 
from the forge, a number of more specific difficulties were encountered, partly as a result of the rather smaller 
and more varied nature of the data. These have been dealt with as follows: 
1. Due to the lack of inventories it has been necessary to define accounting periods for the forge according to 
the dates when entries were made for bar iron 'weighed into' the forge warehouse. The absence of such 
inventories means that the accounts have to be analysed on something more on a 'receipts and payments' basis 
than an 'income and expenditure'basis. This does not apply to the bar iron made, as its quantity is known and 
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can be priced according to the price achieved for contemporary sales. However the impossibility of estimating 
the stock at the end of one period and beginning of the next means that the estimate has had to be made (with 
one exception) as if it was constant, which is evidently not correct. This is certainly a problem when 
estimating its fuel cost and also the pig iron cost while charcoal pig iron was being purchased from nearby 
charcoal furnaces. However when coke pig iron was in use, the entries for (coke) pig transferred from the pig 
yard are likely approximately to match actual consumption. 
2. In December 1726 30 tons of pig iron were entered as carried from Leighton (at 2s. &L per ton), " but no 
entry has been found recording payment for this. It has been assumed that this was a Teal transaction and a 
price of E9 has been assumed, based on preceding purchases of Leighton pig. 
3. In the winter of 1725-6 a quantity of old guns was purchased. Ilese were melted in the New Air Furnace 
and apparently cast into pigs before being taken to the forge. However the accounts record the carriage of pigs 
from the New Blast Furnace. Ibis probably merely indicates that the New Air Furnace adjoined the New Blast 
Furnace, but it might possibly refer to an otherwise unrecorded transfer of pig iron from that blast furnace to 
the forge. 
4. Fuel costs have presented a considerable challenge: separate payments were made for wood, for cutting and 
cording it, for coaling it, and for carriage. Some of the payments relate to more than one of these or to an 
unspecified quantity. It has not proved possible to reconcile the payments for the wood and for the different 
operations that it underwenL Estimates of quantity have been built on purchases of wood. 
5.77here are a number of pages missing at the beginning of the second Joumal. 19 This is not a severe problem 
in respect of the blast and air furnaces, since most of their entries were made monthly and what survives is 
probably a representative sample of the period. However, entries concerning the forge were made somewhat 
in*egularly, about once a quarter. Considerable data has been lost that must have appeared on the missing 
Pages. This includes a figure for iron weighed off about 25 July 1728.20 
6. In the half year following that date virtually nothing was paid for fuel and the fuel cost has to be estimated at 
E5 based on those for the preceding and succeeding periods. Figures calculated for this period must therefore 
also be regarded as unreliable. 
7. During the period when the second journal was in use figures concerning the forge were only rarely entered 
up, but when a set of forge entries were made, they do cover the whole period since the previous set. 
Accordingly, nothing is missing. However the infrequency with which the entries were made means that the 
18. Shrops. R. O., 6001/330 (Jounud i), 424. 
19. Ironbridge Gorge Museum, CoalbrooWe ms. 1. 
20. The following entry (in December 1728) run from 25 July (journal iL 4o). 
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figures can only be analysed for a period of 2Y2 years from December 1728 to July 1731 and then 7A years 
from then to the end of the Journal. 
8. Classification of production of bar iron between that using of charcoal pigs and that using coke pigs has to W 
depend primarily on the wages paid to the finers. They were paid l5s. for making blooms from coke, but for 
charcoal blooms only 10s. (for 'ordinary' or 'mill) 1 Is. (for 'tuff or 'merchant), Differentiation presents no 
difficulty in the early years when the forge wages were entered in the journal with other forge entries, but from 
1723 payment was made directly via the cash book often at dates other than when iron was weighed off into the 
forge warehouse. This means that when short periods are examined the quantities made by the forgemen and 
those weighed are not the same. One reason for this is that the harnmerman often succeeded in maldng more 
than a ton of iron (of 20 cwt. ) out of a ton of blooms (of 22 M. ). 21 and was paid a bonus for his 'overyield'ý' 
details of which have not been extracted. However over longer periods there is sufficiently good correlation 
between the finers wages and actual output for this to present little difficulty. In one case (in summer 173 1) it 
has been found useful to alter the date of payment to the finer for 2Y2 years work from August 1731 to the 
preceding July in order to bring it into the accounting period to which it (or most of it) relates. 
9. Sales of raw materials and by-products also provided a minor difficulty. Sales of wood and charcoal and 
also charcoal pig iron (and their cost) have been dealt with by deducting them from the purchases. Other such 
minor sales have been deducted from a class of expenditure described as 'other expenses'. Inafewcasesithas 
been necessary to price such items: for example the transfer of a ton of charcoal pig iron to another part of the 
works in order to cast 'bushes' (probably bearings for vehicles) has been assumed to be part of a parcel of pig 
iron bought from Kemberton Furnace and priced accordingly. 
2 1. Carlisle R. 0, DDXI46 BRA 93/5; SIR Y a/c. 1717 journal, 19; 1719 journal, 45; 1716/21 ledger, 16 1. 
22. This'overyiel(r appears firquently in forge accounts, e. g. SW a/c. 
Appendix 
The independence of the 4 18th century ironworks lists 
The reliability of interpolated figures inevitably depends on the accuracy of the figures from which they are 
made. With so many of them derived from the 18th century lists, their reliability is crucial. 7je purpose of 
this appendix is to examine how independent they are of each other. I have argued elsewhere that they am 
generally complete and relatively reliable, but there M be little doubt Mat the high output figures for 1718 
resulted from the unusual conditions of that year, caused by the Swedish embargo. Doubt has also been cast 
on the reliability of the 1749 figures because they seem to have been rapidly compiled, and often merely repeat 
a 1718 figure. ' 
In order to examine how serious this problem is, I have carried out some computations on the lists to determine 
objectively how independent the lists are of each other. The results of this appear (at the end of this appendix) 
in tables A4.1 to A4.5. In these I have taken those forges that occur in a pair of lists and calculated for each 
forge whether the output in the later list was equal to, decreased, or increased compared to that in the earlier 
one. This was done without adjusting any figures (except apportioning combined items). Comparison of 
adjacent lists, not unexpectedly, shows an increase for the majority from the 1715 list to that of 1718, followed 
by a decrease from 17 IS to 1736 (see tables A4.1-2). Comparison of the figures from 1715 with those for 1736 
shows no obvious trend, except that the figures are usually different, confirming their independence: there are 
about equal numbers of increases and decreases, but no change in under a fifth of cases (see Table A4.3). In 
contrast, the comparison (in table A4.4) of the figures listed for 1718 and 1749 shows stability in almost half of 
cases, particularly in the Northwest, as far south as Cheshire and Denbighshire, also in Cannarthcashire. 
There are however some oddities. Ile change from 200 to 260 tons at Backbarrow could be the result of a 
misprint. However the increase at Warmingham from 100 tons in 1715 and 1736 and 120 in 1718 to 300 tons 
in 1749 seems incredible, while at Backbarrow the output is higher thari the quantity of pig iron supplied by the 
adjacent furnace would indicate? On the other hand in Yorkshire, north (but not south) Derbyshire and the 
west Midlands and southeast Wales the output figures for 1749 are often different, and usually even higher 
than for 1718. 
1. King 1996b. passiln. 
2. Furnace accounts (Barrow in Furness R. O. Z192) show only enough pig iron sent to the forge in four years 1746-50 to sustain 
production of 95 tva., but the supply of pig iron also ftom its owners'lzighton Furnace (though unlikely) cannot be ruled out. 
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Comparison of the 1788190 lists with that for 1749 (Table A4.5) produces the result that most forges had 
in this reduced their output very substantially, since it would be expected that output would be increasing 
beginning of the Industrial Revolution. Even where there were increases, the amounts are quite modest and 
forge, may in some cases be an artefact of the methodology, which applies the same average output to every 
whether other sources indicate it to be a trifling affair or not. This may also explain the largest increase in 
output, at Powick, since its output per finery is the very high figure of 130 tons that applies to all 
Worcestershire forges. However Powick was very favourably placed, at the mouth of the powerful river 
Teme, which was navigable up to the forge, and it is not unlikely that the increase was the result of its 
enlargement, by the addition of a third finery during intervening perioCL3 Unfortuiiately there are very few 
surviving ironworks accounts for the period around 1790 to enable the accuracy of the figures to be tested. 
There are accounts for five forges of John Knight & Co. mainly in north Worcestershire, which show they 
made about 2130 tons a year about the time in question, 4 rather than the estimated 1450 tons of the list, but 
the high output of these forges is likely to be the cause of the high average per finery for Worcestershire and 
casts doubt on therefore to be atypical. Nevertheless, the considerable number of forges with a reduced output 
the reliability of one or other or even both of the 1749 and 1788/90 lists. 
A similar comparison has been made between the 1788/90 lists and the 1715 and 1736 lists (Table A4.6), using 
an average of the two earlier list,, where there in an output figure in c=h: this shows the number with an 
increased output in 1788/90 again to be similar to the number where it decreased with equality in only one case 
(Cwmdwyfran). Powick, with a low output for 1735 and a high one for 1788190, again stands out as unusual. 
It is therefore sug ested that the 1715,1735, and 1788 outputs may be taken as normal, perhaps with some 
adjustment for cases of reduced output in 1735, particularly at Kidwelly and Powick. An average of these 
therefore seems to provide a good basis for interpolations for other normal years. For all that, despite the 
doubts as to the quality of the 1749 list, since it was probably a rapid compilation (made without a detailed 
canvas of the whole industry), there are sufficient figures that appear to be new data to cause hesitation in 
dismissing it completely. However it is almost impossible to distinguish fact from fiction. It is noticeable that 
the forges of the probable compilers, John Cockshutt (Wortley), Cape] Hanbury (Pontypool and Llanclly), 
and Rowland Pytt jun. (whose father had various ironworks in west Glamorgan and Gloucestershire) are 
frequently among those with a high 1749 outpuL-5 Could they have perhaps been trying to exaggerate their 
own importance? Despite doubts about it, I have used the 1749 list largely as it stands, except that I have 
replaced some figures that are obviously repeats of the 1718 list with a more credible estimate, often the 1736 
3. Lloyd 1975: Clinch ts.; this is one of relatively the few forges for which I have failed to trace contemporary title deeds or other 
records, but its history Is reasonably clear from the accounts of the suppliers of pig iron for It and other sources. In the late 18th century it 
belonged to the Lloyd family of Birmingham, who had a number of ironworks and were both tronmongers and ironmasters on a 
substantial scale. I have assumed that the forge was enlarged when the Lloyds took it over see appendix 5. 
4. Ince 199 1 b, app. 8-13. 
5. House of Lords R. O., ms. minutes, 5 Apr. 1750; Cockshutt: Andrews 1956; Hanburr. Locke 1916; Rowland Pytt sen. in his petition 
(House of Lords R. O., LP. 245/15) asserted that he had a ftwaace and two forges in Lydney, another furnace and two forges in Newland 
(i. e. Redbrook and Lydbrook), Aberavon Forge and Melin y court Furnace (Glam. ), and further forges at Tortworth. Abbey runcru and 
Upleadon. 
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figure: details of these corrections appear in the listing, in appendix 12 of the database used for the output 
computations. 
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Table A4.1: Forge output In 1716 and 1718 lists compared 
District and output 1718 output 1718 output 
group number equal decreased increased 
BLACK CTRY: Cannock 4 3 0 1 200% 
BLACK CTRY: Stour 10 1 0 9 52% 
BLACK CTRY: Tame 4 1 0 3 46% 
CLEE: Clee 4 1 1 17% 2 6% 
DENBS: Border 1 0 0 1 11% 
DENBS: Denbs 1 0 0 1 100% 
DERBS: Derbs 7 1 0 6 49% 
DERBS: Trent 1 0 0 1 20% 
GLOUCS: Sevem shore 5 1 2 20% 2 44% 
GLOUCS: Wye 7 1 0 6 42% 
MIDLANDS S: S Midlands 4 2 0 2 35% 
NORTHEAST: Northeast 1 0 0 1 108% 
POTT: Cheshire 4 0 0 4 43% 
POTT: Potteries 5 1 0 4 33% 
REDMINE: Welsh coast 1 0 0 1 33% 
SALOP: Shropshire 1 1 4 21% 6 30% 
SOUTH: South 2 0 1 50% 1 43% 
SOUTH: Thames 1 1 0 0 
WALES SE: Cardiff & Newport 2 0 1 8% 1 11% 
WALES SE: Mons NW 2 1 0 1 14% 
WALES SW: Carms 6 1 0 5 68% 
WALES SW: Glamorgan W 1 0 0 1 33% 
YORKS: Pennine 4 1 1 6% 2 81% 
YORKS: Sheffield 4 1 1 50% 2 141% 
total 92 18 11 19% 63 45.20% 
The forges where output decreased were Barnedge, Flaxley (3), Prescott, Coalbrookdale, 
Longnor, Sheinton, Tern, Sowley, Machen (2), Wortley (2), Roche Abbey, 
Source: King 1996b, tables 1&3: forges appearing in both with non-zero output. 
File: TABLE A4/TABLE 
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Table A4.2: Forge output in 1718 and 1736 lists compared 
output 1736 output 1736 output 
group number equal decreased increased 
BLACK CTRY: Cannock 2 1 1 67% 0 
BLACK CTRY: Stour 9 9 0 0 
BLACK CTRY: Tame 4 0 4 26% 0 
CLEE: Clee 3 2 1 14% 0 
DENBS: Border 1 0 1 50% 0 
DENBS: Denbs 1 0 1 25% 0 
DERBS: Derbs 5 1 4 30% 0 
DERBS: Trent 1 0 1 33% 0 
GLOUCS: Severn shore 6 3 3 39% 0 
GLOUCS: Wye 5 0 5 33% 0 
MIDLANDS S: S Midlands 2 1 1 56% 0 
NORTHEAST: Northeast 2 2 0 0 
POTT: Cheshire 3 0 3 37% 0 
POTT: Potteries 3 2 1 25% 0 
REDMINE: Furness 5 1 4 35% 0 
REDMINE: Welsh coast 2 0 2 43% 0 
SALOP: Shropshire 11 3 8 34% 0 
SOUTH: South 2 1 1 50% 0 
SOUTH: Thames 1 0 1 60% 0 
WALES SE: Brecon 1 0 1 50% 0 
WALES SE: Cardiff & Newporl 2 2 0 0 
WALES SE: Mons NW 2 1 1 50% 0 
WALES SW: Carms 2 0 2 56% 0 
WALES SW: Glamorgan W 2 0 2 50% 0 
YORKS: Pennine 3 3 0 0 
YORKS: Sheffield 4 2 2 47% 0 
total 84 34 50 38% 0 
Source: King 1996b, table 3: forges appearing in both vvith non-zero output. 
0% 
File: TABLE MITABLE 
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Table A4.3: Forge output In 1718 and 1749 lists compared 
District and output 1749 output 1749 output 
group number equal decreased increased 
BLACK CTRY: Cannock 3 1 1 67% 1 80% 
BLACK CTRY. * Stour 9 1 0 8 33% 
BLACK CTRY-. Tame 4 2 0 2 33% 
CLEE: Clee 4 1 0 3 24% 
DENBS: Border 1 1 0 0 
DENBS: Denbs 2 2 0 0 
DERBS: Derbs 5 4 0 1 22% 
DERBS: Trent 1 1 0 0 
GLOUCS: Severn shore 3 0 0 3 30% 
GLOUCS: Wye 5 1 0 4 40% 
MIDLANDS S: S Midlands 2 0 1 17% 1 20% 
NORTHEAST: Northeast 2 1 1 4% 0 
POTT: Cheshire 3 2 0 1 150% 
POTT, Potteries 3 2 0 1 50% 
REDMINE: Furness 5 4 0 1 30% 
REDMINE: Welsh coast 2 1 0 1 20% 
SALOP: Shropshire 9 2 1 40% 6 59% 
SOUTH: South 2 2 0 0 
WALES SE: Brecon 1 0 0 1 50% 
WALES SE: Cardiff & Newpori 1 0 0 1 9% 
WALES SE: Mons NW 1 0 0 1 17% 
WALES SW-. Carms 6 6 0 0 
WALES SW: Glamorgan W 2 1 0 1 133% 
YORKS: Pennine 3 0 0 3 50% 
YORKS: Sheffield 5 0 2 26% 3 17% 
total 84 35 6 35% 43 37% 
Source: King 1996b, tables 3 and 5: forges appearing in both with non-zero output. 
File: TABLE A4/TABLE 
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Table A4.4: Forge output In 1718 and 1749 lists compared 
group 
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Source: King 1996b, tables 3 and 5: forges appearing in both vvith non-zero output 
43 38% 
File: TABLE MITABLE 
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Table A4.5: Forge output In 1749 and 1788 lists compared 
District and output 1788 output 1788 output 
group number equal decreased increased 
BLACK CTRY: Cannock 3 1 2 18% 0 
BLACK CTRY. Stour 7 0 5 22% 2 15% 
BLACK CTRY: Tame 3 0 3 35% 0 
CLEE: Clee 2 0 1 50% 1 8% 
DENBS: Border 1 0 1 50% 0 
DENBS: Denbs 2 0 2 46% 0 
DERBS: Derbs 2 0 1 40% 1 25% 
GLOUCS: Severn shore 2 1 1 57% 0 
GLOUCS: Wye 5 0 3 48% 2 17% 
MIDLANDS S: S Midlands 1 0 0 1 160% 
NORTHEAST: North Yorks 1 0 1 42% 0 
NORTHEAST: Northeast 2 0 2 46% 0 
POTT: Cheshire 2 0 2 52% 0 
POTT: Potteries 1 0 1 10% 0 
REDMINE: Furness 3 0 2 63% 1 40% 
REDMINE: Welsh coast 2 0 2 . 50% 0 SALOP: Shropshire 5 0 4 34% 1 29% 
WALES SE: Cardiff & Newport 3 0 3 20% 0 
WALES SE: Mons NW 1 0 1 61% 0 
WALES SW. Carms 5 1 1 50% 3 20% 
WALES SW. Glamorgan W 1 0 1 66% 0 
YORKS: Pennine 3 0 3 15% 0 
YORKS: Sheffield 4 0 3 38% 1 17% 
total 61 3 45 39% 13 27% 
Sources: 1749: Kng 1996b, table 5; 1788: fineries from 1790194 list (Birmingham Archives, 
Boulton & Watt M11/5/1 0) multiplied by the county average output per finery from Mushet 1840,44. 
File: TABLE A4/TABLE 
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Table A4.6: Forge output In 1718 and 1736 lists compared with 1788 
District and output 1788 output 1788 output 
group number equal decreased increased 
BLACK CTRY: Cannock 3 0 2 44% 1 80% 
BLACK CTRY: Stour 7 0 1 10% 6 37% 
BLACK CTRY: Tame 3 0 3 24% 0 
CLEE: Clee 2 0 1 35% 1 42% 
DENBS: Border 1 0 1 47% 0 
DENBS: Denbs 2 0 2 35% 0 
DERBS: Derbs 2 0 1 19% 1 50% 
GLOUCS: Severn shore 3 0 1 43% 2 50% 
GLOUCS: Wye 6 0 3 33% 3 49% 
MIDLANDS S: S Midlands '1 0 0 1 388% 
NORTHEAST: Northeast 2 0 2 36% 0 
POTT: Cheshire 2 0 1 42% 1 27% 
POTT: Potteries 1 0 1 10% 0 
REDMINE: Furness 3 0 2 30% 1 40% 
REDMINE: Welsh coast 2 0 1 43% 1 50% 
SALOP: Shropshire 7 0 4 18% 3 24% 
WALES SE: Cardiff & Newpori 2 0 2 3% 0 
WALES SE: Mons NW 1 0 1 28% 0 
WALES SW: Carms 5 1 1 46% 3 20% 
WALES SW: Glamorgan W 1 0 0 1 60% 
YORKS: Pennine 3 0 0 3 47% 
YORKS: Sheffield 4 0 3 26% 1 17% 
total 63 1 33 28% 29 46% 
Sources: 1718 & 1736: King 1996b, tables 1&3; 1788: fineries from 1790/94 list (Birmingham 
Archives, Boulton & Watt MII/5/110) multiplied by the county average output per finery from Mushet 
1840,44. Where there is an ouput for both 1715 and 1736 the average of these is used. 
File: TABLE A4fTABLE 
Appendix 
Other difficulties 5 with the forge output data 
The greatest difficulty in compiling a database of finery forges is that of excluding other kinds of forges, 
particularly plating forges. These were consumers of bar iron rather than producers of it. This actually 
provides a good means of distinguishing them, since they (or their owners) do not appear in furnace accounts 
as significant buyers of pig iron. They were relatively uncommon until the late 17th century, so that the dearth 
of surviving accounts from earlier periods causes no great hindrance in identifying them. Their owners do 
however sometimes appear in the accounts of Hales and Aston Furnaces, as buyers of modest quantities of 
hammers, anvils, and other cast iron goods. An alternative means of identifying plating forges is from the 
business of their owner. If a forge belonged to a person known to be making for example frying pans, saws, 
or musket barrels, it is likely that it was a plating forge, rather than a finery forge. For the avoidance of doubt, 
ironworks, which have been excluded from appendix 12 (as not being finery forges), which were not blast 
furnaces, have listed in appendices 16 and 17. Forges that appear in the latter are considered for various 
reasons not to have been finery forges, or at least not in the periods mentioned there. This covers many works 
of kinds discussed in the latter part of chapter 3. 
In the course of examination of the database used for the forge computations for internal consistency, a number 
of minor problems were encountered. These were dealt with as indicated below: 
(1) Some forges had a zero output in the 1736 Est without there being good evidence of when their temporary 
closure began and ended: for these it has been assumed the closure was from 1733 to 1739, with the result that 
they are assumed to have been in full production in 1732 and 1740: this is a questionable assumption, but any 
alternative one would be just as arbitrary. This applies to Cwmdwyfran, 11andyfan, and Whitland (Carms. )
and Cannock, Congreve, and Winnington (Staffs. ). 
(2) Ile 200 tons attributed by the 1715 list under Lancashire to 'bloomeries' has been apportioned between 
Backbarrow, Coniston, and Curtsey, but this leaves nothing for bloomery forges that may have still been 
operating at that date, including Stony Hazel, Aintree, Caton, and Barnacre. Since the computation is 
concerned with finery forges, this difficulty has not been addressed at this stage. These however appear in the 
bloomery computation. 
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(3) The 1794 listý whose primary content seems to date from 1790, omits Cardiff Forge (closed 1793) and 
Pentyrch Forge (puddling from 1792) and lists no plant at Prescott (closed 1794? ), Bridgnorth (closed 1801? ), 
or Titchfield (also called Funtley - closed temporarily in 1790), Prescott being marked 'stands. ' This aspect 
of the data thus probably dates from 1794. These are therefore treated as omissions and their output is 
ying difficulty that there may be other omissions as a estimated as the average of the rest. This raises the worr 
result of closures or conversions to puddling in this period. 
(4) A small number of forg ar tted fr th .,, es, such as 
Sparkbridge in 1715, e omi om. one or o er of the lists or appear 
with a zero output (or a blank), when they were probably in use in the year, for which the estimate was made 
(for example Tortworth in 1716). Where there is some acceptable output figure from another date the normal 
interpolation methods have been applied. 
(5) In a few cases there is no acceptable output figure at all for an 18th century forge. This applies to Cardiff 
in 1790 and Tarrioch in 1736. They have been assigned an output figure by means described under those 
forges in appendix 3, but these estimates are inevitably rather rough. Fortunately the cases where this 
difficulty arises are very few and any error is consequently likely to be slight. 
(6) In most cases the difference between one output figure and the next is modest, but occasionally it is much 
greater. Such large changes in output probably indicate the construction of an additional finery. The 
examination of the lists described in appendix 4 suggests this occurred at Powick Forge, where the most likely 
date for the increase is in the 1770s, when it was acquired by Sampson Lloyd & Son of Birmingham? 
Elsewhere a second complete forge may have been built, as at Machen in 1658.3 When such a forge opened 
or closed, the change in the output of the whole works would have been sudden rather than gradual. To ensure 
that the computation takes account of this, additional estimated production figures have been added for these 
forges for dates shortly before and after the change, so as to produce the desired step up in output that must 
have occurred. 
(7) 1"bere was a second forge at Cleobury (S. Shrops. ) in the Elizabethan period, but any estimate of its output 
figure for this would be wholly subjective. Accordingly this has been treated as a separate forge and provided 
with no output figure at all. 77his means that the national average is attributed to it, according to the estimation 
methods used. 
1. Cardiff. N. LW, Bute box 48; Pentyrch. Chappell 1941,27 39. Prescott probably closed on the bankruptcy of Samuel and John 
Hallen: Shrops. R. O., 139611, Bridgnorth: Shrops. R. O.. BB/FJI/618, f. 15; BB/Et7/V4; BBIE171113: 1801 was the end of William 
Reynolds tenure, but it is possible it had by then already been reconverted to a com mill; Funtley was closed in 1790 when the estates of 
Cort and Jellicoe were extended for a crown debt but the mill was subsequently back in use in the hand of Samuel Jellicoe, perhaps a 
fact not known to the 1794 compilers: Mon 1983,60-63; land tax assessments for Titchrield (Sarisbury). 
2. HH a/c. 
3. The date of the second forge at Machen is indicated by a licence to divert water. N-LW. Tredegar mss. & docs. 653. Accordingly the 
additional estimates have been place shortly before and after that date. Since each forge had two fineries the estimated output before the 
second forge was built is estimated at half its earliest known output subsequently. 
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(8) A few forges appearing in the 1718 list seem to have been opened (or in the case of Swindon reopened) 
some years later. This confirm& a suggestion made in my discussion of the lists that there was an element of 
anachronism in attributing the list to 171M There is no clear evidence of the dates of opening of Powick and 
Caton Forges apart from the lists save that they existed in 1725 and (perhaps) in 1734 respectively, nor of 
Swindon having reverted to a finery forge before 1734, but Llanfrede and Pipton Forges were built in 1723 and 
1722 respectively, both certainly after 1721. The same difficulties might have arisen for many of the new 
forges of the embargo period, including Abenbury, and Sutton, where the evidence of their date is no better 
than for Powick, and the list has been relied upon for their opening date. 
(9) For the King's ironworks in the Forest of Dean, the number of fineries is known from an inventory of 1635, 
but not their actual output. However their output may be estimated on the basis of the wood they consumed. 
From 1612 to 1620 there was an allowance of 12000 cords per year, and from 1621 to 1633 10000. The then 
farmers (Le. tenants) exceeded this with the result that they were severely fined at the Forest Eyre of 1634: it 
was alleged they had used 178200 cords in about 12 years, almost 15000 cords per yearý 'Me allowance of 
12000 cords is enough for production of about 700 tons per year. However Lydbrook Forge made 140 tons in 
1625 in three Meries, and Wbitecroft 145 tons also in 3 fincries between 1656 and 1660. This suggests 700 
tons may be a slight overestimate, since the five forges operating in'the 1630s had 13 fineries between them. 
Of these two forges with six fineries were built in 1628 and the remainder about 1612. Thus 300 tons of a 
reduced estimate of 650 tons may therefore be apportioned to the two newer forges, leaving 350 tons for the 
older ones. Before 1628 the production of these older forges is not enough to have used up the wood available 
and perhaps as much as 750 tons of pig iron was being made for sale, in addition to the 450 tons or so needed 
by the forgeO As has been shown in chapter 4, there is evidence of pig iron being supplied from the Forest in 
the 1610s and 1620s. 
4. King 1996d, 3134. 
5. They were fined for all 178= cords on the basis that none of them bad been properly delivered, but the fine was subsequently 
reduced in respect of those that had been paid for. 
6. Estimated on the basis that 2A cords am needed to make a load of charcoal, 3 loads of charcoal to make a ton of pig iron, 26 cwt. pig 
iron and 3 loads of charcoal per ton of bar iron: figures from Harnmersley 1973,604-5. 
Appendix 
The stability of 6 forge production 
It is an underlying assumption to the computation made in chapter 6 that forge output figures from one date can 
be applied to others. In order to demonstrate that this assumption has some validity I have prepared a series of 
charts of the production of particular groups of forges, based mainly on annual figures obtained from forge 
accounts (figures 6.1-2 and A6.1-3). In certain cases the figures have been adjusted because they related to a 
period other than a year. This applies to the initial years of the Stour and Bringewood accounts, as set out in 
appendices to Ince 1991b, where it is apparent from the rent paid that the firstyearfor Cookley Forge was in 
fact fivC quarters. Similarly the figures for Dean forges, meaning works belonging to the (Foley) Forest 
Partnership using pig iron mainly from their furnaces in and around the Fotmt of Dean are for various periods 
shorter than a year and those for 1725 to 1728 are for five quarters. This has also meant that an annual output 
has occasionally had to be estimated from the output in part of that year. 
Unfortunately the only really long series of figures come from the 18th century and mainly from the best 
located forges (in commercial terms). Those in more remote locations are much less well represented. 
However Blackpool in Pembrokeshire, Ilancillo in Herefordshire, and Shelsley in Worcestershire may be 
regarded as being in that category. Most of the series of figures are wholly or mainly from a single source. 
Ibis does not apply to the figures in figure A6.1, which combine figures from Philip Foley's records around 
1670, from the Ironworks in Partnership, and from the (Knight) Stour Works accounts. In a gap between 
these I have placed the figures from the c. 1716 and 1718 lists with interpolated figures. ' Also included is an 
estimate of the production at Shelsley Forge, calculated on the basis of the pig iron supplies to Richard 
Avenant and his successors there, but I have not used the much lower purchases for their last two years, when 
the existing stock was probably being run down prior to the expiry of the lease nor have I used the equivalent 
figures for the 1690s which are much lower, but may well reflect there then being an alternative source of pig 
iron, namely Tilsop Furnace? 
There was inevitably some random fluctuation of forge output and I have therefore smoothed the figures 
somewhat by plotting a three year moving average of the output rather than the output itself (except in figure 
6.3). From these graphs it is obvious that forges did maintain their level of output within a relatively narrow 
range over very considerable periods. This contrasts very markedly with blast furnaces, which worked in 
discontinuous campaigns. Thus Bringewood and Charlcot Furnaces seem to have operated alternate years 
1. King 1996d. For e. 1716 has used for 1715 and an interpolated figure for 1717 to join them to the 1718 figure. 
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from the mid 1730s to mid 1750s and Hales and Aston likewise thereafter, so that averages have to be obtained 
from figures that vary between nothing and 600-950 tons per year. ' 0. Hammersley considered that the 0 
amount of pig iron made at furnaces varied so much from year to year that it was doubtful whether an Teliable 
average could be obtaineV 
Most forges made iron every year and the fluctuations are relatively modest, as is fairly obvious from the 
various graphs. In almost all cases the standard deviation is relatively low, commonly in the region of ten 
percent of output. It is rather higher for Blackpool, where the graph shows an obvious peak of output about 
1712. It is also larger for 11ancillo where a decline in output is obvious during the early 1720s, no doubt as an 
aftermath to the embargo period (see figure 6.1). When these statistics are calculated for Wilden for the whole 
period for which figures are available including the period of initial growth after its conversion to a forge in 
1647, the standard deviation is 15% of the mean output, but this falls to 7% when its first six years are 
excluded, which may indicate that the third finery was added in the early 1650s, rather than in 1647. For 
some of the Stour forges after 1725 it is obvious from the graph that there was a period of growth up to the mid 
1730s, which has therefore been excluded that period from the calculations of standard deviation. At the 
Mitton Forges and Bringewood, which were among the largest forges in Britain, production fluctuated rather 
more, but still within a relatively narrow range. It is conceivable that at Bringewood, where there was both a 
furnace and a forge, a choice had to be made whether to use greater or lesser proportion of the available 
charcoal in the furnace rather than in the forge. In the graph based on these figures (figure A6.2) it is very 
noticeable that the lines representing the output of Whittington, Cookley, Wolverley and Bromford Forges, 
which were all two finery forges are tightly grouped together, though Bromford is rather higher than the rest 
from the 1750s to the 1770s. Perhaps this is not entirely surprising since they were all (except Bromford) 
being powered by the same river. Upper and Lower Mitton and Bringewood, which were all three finery 
forges, all have rather higher outputs. This is examined further in figure A6.3, which shows the average of 
each group a five year moving averages. 
The forges which have the greatest fluctuations of output seem to be those in more remote areas, with less good 
access to the manufacturing area around Birmingham: at Shelsley pigg iron had to be carried about eight miles 
from Redstone Ferry near Stourport to the forge and the products taken back again. Llanciflo was in rural 
southwest Herefordshire, some distance from the river Wye, while at Blackpool there was a substantial coastal 
voyage from the Forest, but a considerable portion of its iron was sold locally in Carmarthenshire and 
Pembrokeshire and also in Somerset and north Devon, rather than being taken back up the Bristol Channel to 
Bristol. $ 
3. Ince 199 1 b. various appendices. 
4. Hammersley 1973,601-02. 
5. Foley atc- the addresses of some customers appear in the accounts; others can be Identified from addresses in Prankard a/c. Most 
customers bought %-5 tons per year, but Samuel Wallis and Edward then Richard Taylor all of Bristol often bought ten times that amount 
or more. 
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Forges in relatively remote areas might be able to obtain charcoal more cheaply because of that remoteness, CP 
but are also likely to have had higher transport costs in bringing in pig iron and taking bar iron to market, and 
this cost is likely to have weighed against them in periods of low prices and led to their having to cut output or 
even to their closure, whether temporary or permanent. Such forges with their greater vulnerability to changes 
in the commercial climate, are less well-represented by surviving accounts. This means that the data just does 
not exist to permit complete certainly, but the relatively Iong periods of reasonable stability make the 
assumption seem to be a fairly soundly based one. For a computation, such as that made in chapter 6, which 
is based on a sample, some assumptions have to be made and those adopted there seem the most likely to 
produce a reliable estimate. 
Appendix 
The definition of regions, districts, 7 and groups 
The purpose of this appendix is to define the regional groupings of ironworks for the purposes of this thesis. In 
those parts of the country where there were ironworks, they were commonly very scattered. In order to make 
some sense of them it is necessary to find some means of grouping them together. By the early 18th century 
the patterns of trading between furnace and forges were complicated, as has been described in chapter 4. 
Nevertheless most forges probably usually had a main source of pig iron from a nearby furnace, though not 
necessarily the same one at all dates, and furnaces usually obtained ore from mines in a neighbouring coalfield 
or other orefield. Accordingly I have found it best to use coalfields (and other orefields) as the basic local 
groupings, which I have referred to as 'districts'. '
In many cases, for the sake of convenience, it has been useful to divide these into more local divisions, which 
I have called groups, but have sometimes referred to as areas. Ile primary purpose of this was to produce a 
small enough number of ironworks to enable me to describe them together in a single chapter of in my intended 
books on the iron industry. Groups generally consist of ironworks that were run by the same ironmaster (or 
successive ironmastcrs) over a long period4 or those in the catchment of a particular river, but total adherence 
to either of these as a fixed rule is impracticable. Some groups, such as South Midlands and North 
Shropshire, are without (or almost without) sources of ore and consist of forges drawing pig iron from 
relatively distant orefields. It seemed convenient to treat these as separate groups, particularly since they may 
well have received pig iron from different sources at different times. Nevertheless the whole of the Stour 
valley in north Worcestershire has been treated as an adjunct of the Black Country, because at different periods 
forges there drew pig iron from the Black Country proper or from what came up (or down) the river Severn or 
both. Forges further upstream tended to use more from the coalfield and those downstream from the Clees, 
the Forest of Dean, America, and Furness. It is difficult to draw a dividing line between the Upper and Lower 
Stour and the division chosen is a somewhat arbitrary one. 2 'Me South Midland group was almost certainly 
similar, though primarily reliant on pig iron brought from downstream on the river Severn. 
i. The works cited In the footnotes in this appendix generally merely describe the regions In question, or 
particular works within them. They do not deal with the regional classification, which is something I 
have devised. The classification used In Riden 1993 Is often similar, but is not Identical (see below). 
2. The dividing point is the confluence of the river Stour and the Smestow BrooL The sources ofpig iron for the Stour forges appear in 
Foley a/c and SW atc, the latter sum misedinlncel991bapp. 18-19. 
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Navigable rivers do not make acceptable boundaries, since they were highways serving works on both sides. 
Accordingly a group in the Gloucestershire district, described as Severn Shore, consists of ironworks both 
sides of the estuary, and the Wye group includes works both in Gloucestershire and Monmouthshire. Between 
these I have made the King's Ironworks in the Forest of Dean into a separate district that was only operational 
during part of the 17th century, and this produces the anomaly that the first Bradley Forge was in this Dean 
district, but a later one probably on the same site appears under Severn Shore. 3 This district also includes the 
south Midland groups comprised of the Newent coalfield and scattered forges in Worcestershire and 
WarwicLzshire! 
South Wales had two sources of ore, limonite in an area just north of Cardiff and Newport and ironstone from 
the outcrop of the coalfield. This provided a reason for dividing the Test of Monmouthshite and most of 
Glamorgan between a coastal zone with the limonite, where the iron industry operated continuously from the 
16th to 19th century and inland groups, in some of which there was a hiatus for more than a century up to 
175V My West Glamorgan group consists of the hinterland of the ports of Swansea and Neath, and my 
Carmarthenshire group of the remainder of southwest Wales-6 
The charcoal iron industry on the West Coast was primarily concerned with utilising 'redmine', the haernatite 0 
ore of Furness and west Cumberland, though argillaceous ironstone from the coalfields of south Lancashire 
and west Cumberland also played a part. I have accordingly treated this whole area as a single Redmine 
district, which I have divided into four extensive groups: Welsh coast (north and west Wales), Furness 
(including the whole south coast of modem Cumbria and north Lancashire south of the Sands), west 
Cumberland, and certain works in the Scottish Highlands. These Highland furnaces belonged to companies 0 
from Furness proper, which were shipping ore up the coast to this area which then still had unused charcoal 
resources. However various others (mostly integrated operations) have assigned to a Scotland region. The 
furnaces on the Welsh coast were placed close to the navigable water of estuaries and were almost certainly 
similarly dependent on ore imported from FurnesS. 7 However the furnaces did not always belong to the 
Furness iron firms. The largest firm in the area, as described in chapter 4, were the Cheshire fronmasters, the 
owners of ironworks stretching from Cannock Chase in Staffordshire through Cheshire, and Lancashire to 
Furness, and including Dovey and Argyll Furnaces. ' Nevertheless it has been necessary to exclude those in 
Cheshire and north Staffordshire (defined together as the Potteries district) from this West Coast region, 
3. As to the iron Industry in this region generally see for example Hart 1971; V. CJ1. Glos. x. 37 150; Tintern: Paar & Tucker 1975; 
Pickin 1982; Coates & Tucker 1978,1983; but there we no adequate published accounts of several works. 
4. Newent: Bick 1987. 
5. On this region see Rees 1968; Rees (DM) 1969; Riden 1992b; 1993; Locke 1916; Brooke 1944-49; Chappel 1940. 
6. On this region see Riden 1993; Jenkins (E), Neath; Rees 1968; Evans 1938; 1967; 1973; 1974; 1975. 
7. Fell 1908, Riden 1993. Since the scope of this thesis is expressed to exclude Scotland, the products of ArgylL Invergarry, and LOM 
should strictly be treated as English imports, but it is simpler to deal with these Englishcolonies! as if they wen in England. Abernethy 
belonged to the (English) York Buildings Company and seems to have been an integrated operation. but it Is not known where its products 
were sold. The early works at Loch Maree (Red Smiddy and Fasagh) were certainly Scottish owned, and Glenkinglass does not seem to 
have been English owned. The latter therefore did not so form adjuncts to the English iron Industry: cf. Lindsay 1977; Lewis 1984. 
8. Awty 1957, King 1993. 
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because according to any normal definition Staffordshire is in the Midlands, not the Northwest. The adoption 
of the Mersey and a northern boundary for the Midlands, of course, does not accord with modem practice, but 
fits with the boundary between the Cheshire Tronmasters and the Cunscy Company before these two associated 
businesses amalgamated, probably in the 1730s. South Lancashire and west Cumberland, where beds in 
coalfields also provided ore form separate districts within the West Coast region. Bodfari might have been 
included in Lhe Midland region and Potteries district as belonging to the Cheshire ironmastcrs, but this is hardly 
appropriate to its location at the foot of the Clwydian range or later associations and it has therefore been 
included in the Welsh coast district. 
., ro 
Because of its extent, the Yorkshire and Derbyshire coalfield has been divided into g ups called (from the 
north) Pennine Dales, Sheffield, and Derbyshire. Derbyshire includes forges in Nottinghamshire, which 
were generally dependent on Derbyshire furnaces, but Norton Furnace and Forge, being in the outskirts of 
Sheffield has been included in that group, despite formerly being in Derbyshir&9 Further south a small group 
of works existed in the Trent valley (some of them also in Derbyshire) between Rugeley and Nottingham. 
IICse were to some extent dependent on the small Ashby coalfield, but also on Taw material from outside the 
area, particularly slitting and rolling foreign bar iron imported through Hull and evidently intended to be 
manufactured into finished good-, in the Black Country. 10 A case might be made for drawing a line between 
north and south Derbyshire, to separate the economic zones of Birmingham and Shefficid, but this raises the 0 
same sort of problems of definition that were referred to above in relation to the Stour valley. Between the 
Yorkshire and Northern coalfields is an area where the coal measures are almost entirely absent In this there 
were a few ironworks, but so few and of such insignificance that it seemed best to combine them with the 
Orefield of the North Yorkshire Moors, which was also hardly exploited during the period with which this 
thesis is concemecL" 
The Weald contained an enormous number of ironworks. These all depended on the same geological 
formation for their ore and from a rclativcly cohercni rcgion with a history that is quite different from the rest 
of Britain in terms of chronology and latterly products, as is described in chapter 6.71ese have to be treated 
as a single district. Straker divided this into a large number of small, areas and I have combined these into four 
groups, west, central, north and east, of which north in fact lies to the north of the east group. 12 This leaves 
a handful of ironworks elsewhere in the south of England, but these were not mcrely rcmote outliers of the 
Weald, though Sowley was also for a period concerned with casting ballast, guns, and shot. I have dealt with 
these as two districM Southwest and Thames, the latter having only one doubtful forge, but a number of 
slitting MiUS. 13 
9. Raistrick 1938; Raistrick & Allen 1939; Hopkinson 1953,1954; 1961; Riden 1990. 
10. Cranstone 1985a; Riden 1990; King, North. 
11. Schubert 1957, Tylecote 1983; King, North. 
12. Straker 1933, Clecre & Crossley 1995. 
13. Shot- and gim-founding* Hodgkinson thesis: 1996b; ballast: King 1995b, Sowley: Bartlet 1974. 
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The discussion thus far has mainly been of orefield and other districtsý but there are too many of these for them 
conveniently been used to display regional trends. I have therefore grouped my districts into regions. Often 
these have no coherence apart from geographic proximity. Thus the Newcastle area is quite unlike Yorkshire, 
except in that both face the cast coast and were therefore particularly subject to competition from Swedish and 
Russian iron. West Country covers the scattered forges of the South Midlands and Gloucestershire, including 
both the Scvern estuary and Wye valley and stretching into south Herefordshire, cast Monmouths-hirc, and also 
north SornerseL That portion of Monmouthshire therefore has to be excluded from the south Wales region. 
The output of the Northwest Nfidland industry seemed large enough to be worth distinpishing the Black 
Country from Shropshire (with adjacent areas) as two separate regions. The adjacent areas included with 
Shropshire in my Northwest A4idland region are the Clee district, the Potteries (including south Cheshire) and 
also Denbighshire, meaning the Upper Severn catchment and the Wrexham area, whose furnaces seem to have 
supplied forges in Shropshire and Montgomeryshire. 
A full specification of the regions (in bold type), the districts (in iWics) and the groups appears below. 
Groups have sometimes been referred to in the text as 'the (name) area' and a few of these are further divided 
into subgroups, but subgroups are generally too trifling to warrant separate treatmenL This classification is 
the best I have been able to devise, but neither it nor any alternative can be free of anomalies, for example 
certain Cheshire forgcs seem to have supplying iron to ironmongers and smiths in north Cheshire and south 
Lancashire. 14 ne patterns of trade in the iron industry were at least from the mid 17th century increasingly 
complicated and the construction or closure of new ironworks changed them periodically. I have chosen to 
adopt regions and so on that were generally fixed in extent and without overlaps between them. This may 
cause anomalies, but any other such as the usual practice of forming regions purely from groups of counties is 
liable to result in worse anomalies, for example Madcley Furnace and Norton and Winnington Forges in north 
Staffordshire and Shropshire had a long history of joint operation and have all been placed in the Potteries a 
group, though strict adherence to the county boundary would divide them. 
My classification into districts bears a strong resemblance to that of P. Riden, but he was only concerned with 0 
furnaces. '-' Iliat eliminated the difficulties concerning areas such as the south NUdIands, that lay between two 
orefields, since their ironworks are mostly forges. He dealt with my Clee and Shropshire districts together and 
with my Denbighshire district as part of north and wcst Wales. Out treatments of the West Coast are also 
slightly different in that T have divided it into several districts. At a regional level we are at one on South 
Wales, and also with my West Country and his Forest of Dean regions. My Northwest Midland region is the 
same as his Shropshire with his Cheshire and north Staffordshire, except that mine also includes my 
Denbi, o; hshire district. My North exactly comprises his Derbyshire, Yorkshire, and North East regions, each C 
of which I have reduced to districts, but of the same extent as his regions save that Norton appears in my 
14. Cheshire a/c. 
15. Riden 1993; 1994. 
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Yorkshire rather than Derbyshire, as explained above. My West Coast region comprises his North West, 
North Wales (except Denbighshire). Scotland is beyond the subject matter of this thesis, but the furnaces in 
the Highlands belonging to Furness iron companies can conveniently be regarded as part of my West Coast 
region, since it was part of the area using redmine, though strictly their products should perhaps be 
categodsed as English imports. If I were including Scotland, I would have made the Scottish Lowlands a 
separate region, because it became; i significant and distinct area of iron production in the industrial revolution, 
16 -classification is to some extent though it made very little iron-iiv- the-charcoal blast furnace period. Tlat 
reflected in the lists of ironworks in subsequent appendices. 
Specification 




Durham and Northumberland except Upper Weardale. 
(2) North Yorks.: 
a. North Yorks. Moors. 
b. North Pennine Dales from Harrogate to Upper Wcardale (but including also Shipley). 
Yorks. 
(1) Pennine Dales: 
Industrial West Yorkshire of the Aire, Calder, and Deame catchments (but including Wortley). 
(2) Sheffield 
Tbc city of Sheffield and lower Don and tributaries, including Norton (formerly Derbs. ), but not 
other ironworks in Derbyshire. 
Derbs. 
(1) Derbs.: 
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire except Norton and those part% comprised in Trent. 
(2) Trent: 
Trent valley and the lower reaches of its tributaries from below Rugeley (Staffs. ) to Nottingham, 
including the Ashby coalfield. 
Black Country [BL] 
(1) Cannock: 
a. qnnock Chase-and. its vicinity also (Abbots) Bromley Forge- 
b. Penk valley. 
16. Butt 1966; Duckham 1970. 
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(2) Tame: 
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Upper Tame catchment and Black Brook. 
(3) Upper Stour. 
The Stour catchment above Stourton (including the Smestow valley) and also Drayton and 
Weybridge Forges. 
(4) Lower Stour 
The rest of the Stour catchment (and also Titton), coTprising. the p4riShes of Kinver cept 
GotIfersleyMilIj, Wolverky, Kidde and HartlebuTy. 
N*Orthwest Midlands (MID] 
Denbs. 
(1) Denbs.: 
Denbighshire (principally Wrexham area). 
(2) Border. 
east Montgomeryshire and northwest Shropshire (but including Chirk). 
Potteries 
(1) Potteries: 
Mid and north Staffordshire with Winnington Forge (Salop). 
(2) Cheshire: 
Weaver and Mersey valleys 
Salop 
Shropshire except northwest Shropshire and Clee area (also Upper Arley). 
Clee 
Clee Hills and Wyre Forest coalfichis (including whole Teme valley except Powick). 
Note: References in the text to the west Midlands may sometimes include both 'Black Country' and 'Northwest 
Midlands. 
West Country [WEST] 
Gloucs. 
(1) Dean: 
The King's ironworbs in the Forest of Dean only. 
(2) Severn Shore: 
Tributaries of the Severn estuary to,,,,, ether with Somerset (but excluding, Dean). 
(3) Wye: 
River Wye and tributaries in Monmouthshire, Gloucestershire and Herefordshire. 
(4) South Midlands: 
Worcestershire (except northwest Worcestershire and Stour valley), south WarwielLshire, and 
Newent coalfield (Glos. ) 
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South Wales [S. WALES] 
Wales SE 
(1) Cardiff & Newport (sometimes abbreviated to Card. & Newp. ) 
Cardiff and Newport area including limonitc orefield north of Cardiff. 
(2) Mons. NW 
Northwest Monmouthshire but including Llanelly (formerly Breconshire), Ilangrwney, and 
certain other ironworks south of river Usk. 
(3) Glamorgan N. 
Merthyr Tydfil, Aberdare and Rhondda areas. 
(4) Brecon 
Ironworks at Brecon and Pipton. 
Wales SW 
(1) Glamorgan W. 
Swansea and Neath valleys, also Aberavon Forge. 
(2) Carms. 
Carmarthenshire and Pembrokeshire, also Cocdmore Forge (Cardiganshire). 
West Coast 
Lancs. S.: 
Lancashire south of river Ribble also northeast Cheshire but not Holme Chapel and the head of 
the Calder valley. 
Cumberland. 
Cumberland (except Millom area), but including adjacent part% of Scotland. 
Redmine 
(1) Fumess: 
North Lancashire both sides of the Sands including Furness, also Millorn (Cumberland). 
(2) Welsh coast: 
Coastal counties of Wales from north Cardiganshire northwards (excluding southeast 
Denbighshire). 
(3) 11ighland B: 
Argyll, Invergarry and Lorn Furnaces on the western coast of the Scottish highlands. 
Strictly the I lighlands should be beyond the subject matter of this thesis, but it is simpler to treat them as part 
of this region than to treat their products as English imports. 




Hampshire (except works near Haslemcre) and Dcvon. 
Thwnes 




Adur; Amn N; Mole; Ouse W. 
(2) East- the southern part of the eastern Weald 
Ashburn, Asten; Brede; Cuclunere; Maresfield, Rother Low; Rother Mid; Rother Up; 
Uckfield. 
(3) North: the northern part of the eastern Weald 




(1) Highland A: 
The Highlands (except Argyll, Invergarry and Abernethy) 
(2) Lowland: 
Tarrioch and Carron, together with numerous other coke ironworks. 
This Scotland region is excluded from the totals from the calculations made for this thesis, as these relate to 




description of computational files 
Many of the files used for the computations presented in chapters 6 to 8 are much too large to print Various 
extracts and summaries appear in tables and charts in the text and also in subsequent appendices. The complete 
calculations cannot be presented as hard copy, and are therefore only included in the accompanying CD-ROM 
disc. The identity of the filei containing these taWieg, chmU, and appendices, il indicated in the bottom fight 
hand comer of most of them. Some of these contain the results of further calculations concerning on growth 
rates or other matters. Files in the Sound Toll series also contain detailed figures for trade in iron from 
Sweden, Russia, and other Baltic states to countries other than England. Neither of these is otherwise referred 
tointhiithesi. i. in many cases figures quoted in the text wF11 be found in a wotksheet called'Select'. -Inii 
shows the precise means by which these figures have been calculated and enable the data from which it was 
calculated to be identified. Certain of the files may be obsolete or contain obsolete elements, for example 
estimates that were made, but were found to be unsatisfactory. This is often indicated by the use of pink as a 
badcground collour. 
Almost all the calculations were carried out using EXCEL977 spreadsheets. These are usually linked, so that 
that changes to the dam are automatically updated. However in certain cases the scale of the data manipulation 0 
is so large that this proved impracticable. In such cases a macTo has been written using Visual Ba-. 0c for 
EXCEJ, and it is neeessary to run that macro in order to recalculate the spreadsheets. This applies to the 
dctailcd calculations on the output of finery forges and of blast furnaces and also to the manipulation of 
material extracted from the Coalbrookdale accounts. In each case the key macro (to run the whole process) is 
stored in the First or second Workbook in the series of wottbook. l. In these cases the cells of the spreadsheet 
merely contain the result of the computation, witli no indication of how the figure was obtained. Even by this 
means, some calculations take a very considerable time to run. Nevertheless, the macros are designed so that 
it is apparent that they are indeed running. In later stagts of each computation where the data is summarised, D 
Hie quantity of data is somewhat smaller, and this makes it possible for the cells to contain the formula a. i well 
as its result. 
An attempt was made to use user-defmed functions in each cell. These included instructions to obtain data 
from a Tecified location in another workbook. An attempt to do this for the calculation oF forge output proved 
unsatisfactory, as it was necessary for the workbooks to be opened and closed in precisely the right order in 0 
order that every answer should not be an error rnessage. It was for this reason that macros were written to 
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work out the result of the function and put that result in the cell. However such user-defined functions have 
been retained in some of the files concerned with imported iron, where the data source is another worksheet in 
the same workbook. 
Macro-drivcn files will only operate correctly if the files in the location specified. For the Coalbrookdale files 
(for chapter 5) this, is the disc on which they are located, which should be in drive F. However all others will 
need to be moved to the location intended for them prior to use. This is 'CAMy Documents\FoirgeXL: except 
in the case of files concerned with overseas trade where it is 'C: \My Documents\lmport Trade'. The latter 
(despite its name) includes files on exports. If this is done, the files should function properly. Should the 
error message 'subscript out of range' appear, it usually means that a file that is required by the macro is not 
open. This problem will be resolved by selecting 'debug', which will cause the line that cannot be executed to 
be highlighted. Then open the file that is needed; then go back the the Visual Basic window and press f5 to 
resume running the macro. To use the files from other locations, it would be necessary to alter file addresses 
in the Visual Basic macros. This is not recommended, as it would also render it necessary to alter a large 
number of external references in formulae in cells. It might however not be too difficult to do this for the 
Coalbrookdale series, where there are few external references. 
Chapter 5 Coalbrookdale. All files are in a folder called Coalbrookdale. The whole calculation is Tun by a 
macro called MasterDriverMacro', which is within Coalbrookdale Axls. This will open other files and run 
other macros to sort and summarise the data. 17here is an introduction to this series of files in the same file. 
Chapter 6 Iron production. 'Forge! and Turnace'calculations are driven by macros called'Calcdriver. Thatin 
Furnace3. xIs contains an option to recalculate the forge data as well. Individual files can be recalculated by 
macros with names such ascalcY, but it should not normally be necessary to run these manually, as they are 
run by the 'Calcdriver' macro. Ile corresponding calculations concerning the Weald, bloomeries, and 
melting fineries have formulae in cells and do not need macros to be used. 1 
Chapter 7 Overseas Trade. The detailed calculations on the Sound Toll. data appear in a series of files with 
thosenamcs. The calculations from data collected from port books is in a series called 'Eng. Porm ... ' These 
are all calculated by formulae, some (as mentioned) user-defined. Much of this is excessively long-winded, 
in that essentially the same formula appears in each of a large number of cells. In a few cases, it is desirable 
(in order to prevent a long delay in opening a computational file) that a file containing data that it works from is 
opened before the computational file. If so, this is indicated in the 'file properties'. 
1. A calculation was also made concerning slitting mills, but is not presented as part of this thesis. However one rile that is included on 
the accompanying disc contains a reference to a rile from that series, but no figures derived from that file appears in any of the charts, 
tables, or appendices included in the thesis. 
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Chapter 8 Consumption. The calculations (with formulae) are thcConsumption'series in the folder'ForgeXV. 
Certain of the source files for these computations are in a different folder, and it is therefore particularly 
importarit that commens (atwe) as to file locations should be strictly adhered to. 
In each of the major series, the number and letter at the end of the file names refer respectively to the stage of 
the calculation and the edition of the file, but only the latest editions are usuafly included on the disc. For the 
Furnaoe, Forge and Consumption sýenes guewssive stages aire numbered, the final letter refei7ing to the edition. 
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Appendix 20 Re-exports and exports of iron 451 
Re-exports of foreiqn iron I English 
Africa S. Europe Ireland N. Europe E. Indies N. America W Indies Total Exports 
1697 110 105 12 3 163 260 85 739 
1698 596 287 7 8 349 227 133 1606 
1699 810 270 21 14 186 247 278 1825 
1700 1168 425 1 0 119 124 174 2011 
1701 492 266 3 20 0 286 46 lill 
1702 199 54 0 0 162 140 56 611 
1703 386 173 0 27 201 71 44 902 
1704 387 224 0 0 112 16 86 824 
1705 327 170 0 9 123 47 59 734 
1706 207 113 0 1 55 53 46 475 
1707 427 206 0 227 131 210 42 1242 
1708 244 121 2 10 195 252 63 886 
1709 658 195 0 0 245 496 37 1630 
1710 197 127 8 0 290 121 13 756 
1711 222 99 7 0 384 172 30 914 
1712 209 113 7 0 337 147 21 835 
1713 524 1615 71 32 0 86 9 2336 
1714 235 1256 57 47 275 84 0 1954 
1715 248 528 0 15 94 174 7 1065 
1716 336 4853 74 0 354 118 9 5744 
1717 377 455 2 0 136 92 0 1062 
1718 203 130 0 0 213 115 0 661 
1719 224 386 23 0 497 78 4 1211 
1720 418 716 1 37 402 107 40 1721 
1721 348 318 14 0 350 140 6 1176 
1722 282 305 48 0 654 70 59 1418 
1723 209 427 3 0 922 72 132 1764 
1724 271 188 3 0 485 114 172 1232 
1725 557 344 143 0 248 273 93 1657 
1726 207 293 127 41 44 180 24 916 
1727 416 240 73 9 73 107 20 937 
1728 425 363 84 24 196 163 6 1260 
1729 680 347 142 37 580 240 18 2044 
1730 316 302 42 4 336 60 13 1073 
1731 680 129 223 0 525 94 54 1705 
1732 738 158 271 10 548 47 178 1950 
1733 323 129 71 0 430 89 0 1042 
1734 359 179 634 0 568 83 0 1823 
1735 393 528 426 2 417 48 0 1813 
1736 601 282 491 4 526 197 0 2101 
1737 861 352 442 55 712 44 14 2481 
1738 1141 273 322 6 426 41 2 2210 
1739 949 198 383 0 884 28 0 2443 
1740 517 42 198 20 859 9 1 1646 
1741 476 112 221 3 664 20 0 1496 
1742 443 57 735 0 410 35 1 1682 
1743 546 7 431 0 999 26 36 2044 
1744 257 0 72 0 16 9 13 367 
1745 278 14 464 0 823 7 1 1588 
1746 353 29 477 0 536 15 0 1410 
1747 478 81 581 0 1650 15 0 2803 
Sources: PRO, CUST 3 17; exports from Schumpeter 1960 File: Re-export AfTotal 
Appendix 20 Re-exports and exports of Iron 452 
Re-exports of foreign iron I English 
Africa S. Europe Ireland N. Europe Undies N. America W. Indies Total Exports 
1748 552 120 244 4 776 0 3 1698 17 
1749 558 302 342 0 331 4 5 1643 12 
1750 422 6 1297 0 245 150 2 2122 8 
1751 871 133 1651 0 145 33 5 2838 11 
1752 861 104 1103 0 625 7 1 2701 26 
1753 1067 157 880 0 667 56 3 2830 41 
1754 694 98 1495 4 690 0 1 2982 25 
1755 640 143 435 0 351 15 0 1684 26 
1756 444 97 1012 3 260 1 0 1818 7 
1757 287 102 872 so 380 9 0 1731 9 
1758 290 23 684 27 689 0 0 1712 11 
1759 362 40 1132 5 447 0 0 1987 14 
1760 678 61 1127 0 533 0 1 2400 98 
1761 617 23 1880 10 523 32 52 3137 18 
1762 487 292 1622 0 428 21 13 2863 51 
1763 821 41 1140 0 580 32 0 2613 18 
1764 1051 299 1694 0 1311 0 0 4355 30 
1765 791 145 2266 0 1934 0 0 5136 41 
1766 929 544 2116 0 1197 15 0 4801 8 
1767 800 140 2316 0 991 13 0 4259 21 
1768 1048 386 2209 1 1070 10 0 4722 5 
1769 1127 656 2378 0 970 15 2 5148 1 
1770 1223 887 1614 28 615 17 9 4393 13 
1771 1558 1027 1982 130 841 26 2 5566 12 
1772 1398 849 2163 6 1215 43 2 5675 0 
1773 974 265 1983 21 383 79 0 3706 0 
1774 1371 796 1815 6 439 41 1 4468 0 
1775 906 507 1238 360 846 17 4 3878 9 
1776 463 782 1992 100 1037 47 41 4462 0 
1777 341 995 2158 0 865 19 41 4418 0 
1778 112 425 2391 16 645 145 12 3747 0 
1779 66 87 3027 40 419 86 12 3737 0 
1780 130 53 3244 70 655 230 38 4421 6 
1781 226 65 3252 37 734 368 24 4706 0 
1782 233 200 2534 85 1009 230 49 4340 0 
1783 755 187 2746 20 394 237 53 4392 0 
1784 650 82 1535 29 206 456 18 2976 0 
1785 757 66 1228 15 349 589 98 3102 0 
1786 940 256 1021 97 387 361 97 3159 0 
1787 842 622 1024 418 819 201 123 4049 0 
1788 685 799 1502 646 668 366 115 4781 0 
1789 570 1306 1235 1138 592 278 142 5259 0 
1790 1026 558 1253 103 295 291 202 3727 0 
1791 954 1488 2405 159 1169 269 244 6689 0 
1792 1326 3002 1884 462 1121 754 241 8790 332 
1793 254 376 1369 0 1566 623 265 4452 180 
1794 353 994 2972 62 308 296 273 5258 104 
1795 374 844 1817 0 690 153 161 4040 220 
1796 461 1446 2475 0 2495 262 289 7428 408 
1797 257 48 3234 0 2203 284 198 6223 1318 
1798 216 377 2384 0 1049 322 190 4539 1889 
Sources: PRO, CUST 3 17; exports from Schumpeter 1960 File: Re-export AfTotal 
Appendix 20 Re-exports and exports of Iron 
Africa S. Europe Ireland N. Europe E. Indies N. America W. Indies Total 
1799 259 728 3193 9 1755 434 144 6522 
1800 140 748 2234 1 1399 196 133 4850 
1801 138 288 1576 0 1433 299 107 3842 
1802 184 401 2479 0 3107 338 92 6600 
1803 91 90 1504 2 1429 296 71 3482 
1804 115 74 1487 0 1531 217 83 3507 
1805 36 21 2164 0 1711 136 -10 4058 
1806 82 128 1682 0 2396 211 65 4562 
1807 100 467 3066 0 1832 688 79 6232 














Notes on appendix 20: 
Interpolated figures for years when the Customs Ledgers do not survive 
Figures for exports between 1772 and 1792 may mostly not have been collected. Those from 
1793 relate to Great Britain, not just England. 
There are a small number of unresolved difficulties with the data. The negative figure for the 
West Indies in 1805 results from one of them. 
Sources: PRO, CUST 3 17, exports from Schumpeter 1960 File: Re-export A/Total 



















W mv Total 
Wrought Iron ex ports cd M-* z C 6 20 (cwt. ) (tons) 
BL Sloane 2103, 
f. 247-51 London 1634 0 0 0 29 0 16 25 0 70 3 
E19014311 London 1640 0 0 117 56 0 14 0 0 187 9 
BL Add. 36785 London 16631364 614 405 114 630 141 334 0 3602 180 
BL Add. 36785 London 1669 2776 1248 824 319 249 454 370 0 6240 312 
El 90/54/1 London 1672 780 351 231 62 219 179 101 745 2667 133 
El 90/12911 London 16852131 1599 851 206 424 274 174 355 6013 301 
CUST 3/4 London 17005651 2467 1238 206 1354 2119 1206 2311 16552 828 
El 9011240/6 Bristol 1662 278 294 5 424 15 11 0 0 1027 51 
E190/113811 Bristol 1672 197 259 0 695 6 2 0 0 1159 58 
El 90/114712 Bristol 1685 908 391 212 593 29 15 0 0 2148 107 
El 90/1152/3 Bristol 1696 430 264 140 493 21 25 0 0 1373 69 
E1901115811 Bristol 1700 855 333 391 693 0 48 4 0 2324 116 
E190/1193/2 Bristol 1723 580 83 844 390 0 98 428 0 2422 121 
CUST 3/4 England 1700 6826 3154 1748 2773 1367 2167 1259 2311 21605 1080 
CUST 3/4 Outport 1700 1175 688 510 2567 13 48 53 0 5053 253 
Bristol's share of Outports 1700 73% 48% 77% 27% 0% 99% 8% 0 46% 
Outport's share of England 1700 17% 22% 29% 93% 1% 2% 4% 0 23% 
Nall exports 
BL Sloane 2103, 
C247-51 London 1634 data not comparable 
El 90/43/1 London 1640 data not comparable 
BL Add. 36785 London 1663 345 269 269 0 350 0 0 0 1234 62 
BL Add. 36785 London 1669 469 365 366 0 464 38 0 0 1702 85 
E190/54/1 London 1672 546 426 426 55 58 74 7 31 1623 81 
El 90/129/1 London 1685 952 1452 749 34 337 0 0 0 3523 176 
CUST 3/4 London 17002431 1873 1999 24 271 463 14 10 7084 354 
E190/1240/6 Bristol 1662 146 93 8 204 87 7 0 0 545 27 
E190/1138/1 Bristol 1672 240 85 0 549 0 0 0 0 873 44 
E190/114712 Bristol 1685 953 340 340 622 256 60 0 0 2570 129 
E190/1152/3 Bristol 1696 374 429 489 0 58 0 0 0 1349 67 
El 90/1158/1 Bristol 1700 383 347 439 950 0 109 0 0 2227 Ill 
El 90/1193/2 Bristol 1723 985 94 1595 68 6 52 0 0 2800 140 
CUST 3/4 England 1700 3348 2456 2333 1649 396 579 14 10 10785 539 
CUST 3/4 Outport 1700 917 583 334 1626 125 116 0 0 3701 185 
Bristol's share of Outports 1700 42% 60% 131% 58% 0% 94% 0% 0% 60% 
Outport's share of England 1700 27% 24% 14% 99% 32% 20% 0% 0% 34% 
Notes on appendix 21: 
All quantities are in cwt. except the final column. 
The impossible estimate of Bristol's share of the Outports'trade in 1700 may result from 
differences in the accounting methods used. My estimate from its port book uses the most 
probable destination for ships clearing from Ireland and an American port, whereas the 
Inspector-General may have used the first port as destination. 
The heading 'Br. Isles' refers principally to trade with Ireland. 
File: export port books/app 
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Appendix 22 
Wrought iron export estimates: 
Northern Southern Africa & North West 
Europe Europe Asia America Indies Br. Isles Total 
1663 33 8 17 96 101 105 361 
1672 11 9 42 56 52 132 303 
1685 23 14 26 177 169 120 529 
1700 72 186 46 89 218 93 703 
Nail export estimates: 
1663 22 1 0 40 42 28 132 
1672 3 4 2 50 56 50 164 
1685 35 3 0 152 162 55 406 
1700 0 11 26 583 291 7 918 
Sources: an estimate made using data in appendix 21. 
File: Export summary by destinationlapp 
Appendix 23 Production and consumption estimates 456 
English iron English self- consumption consumption 
iron made imported total sufficiency manufactured In England per head (1b. )
1490 900 3257 4157 22% 4157 4157 3.72 
1491 928 3254 4182 22% 4182 4182 3.75 
1492 930 3252 4182 22% 4182 4182 3.75 
1493 933 3255 4188 22% 4188 4188 3.75 
1494 935 3254 4189 22% 4189 4189 3.75 
1495 913 3252 4165 22% 4165 4165 3.73 
1496 915 3241 4156 22% 4156 4156 3.72 
1497 918 3230 4147 22% 4147 4147 3.72 
1498 920 3219 4139 22% 4139 4139 3.71 
1499 923 3209 4132 22% 4132 4132 3.70 
1500 875 3174 4049 22% 4049 4049 3.63 
1501 1028 3180 4207 24% 4207 4207 3.77 
1502 1030 3186 4216 24% 4216 4216 3.78 
1503 1033 3192 4224 24% 4224 4224 3.79 
1504 1220 3198 4418 28% 4418 4418 3.96 
1505 1223 3204 4427 28% 4427 4427 3.97 
1506 1225 3210 4435 28% 4435 4435 3.97 
1507 1228 3217 4444 28% 4444 4444 3.98 
1508 1255 3224 4479 28% 4479 4479 4.01 
1509 1258 3217 4475 28% 4475 4475 4.01 
1510 1260 3211 4471 28% 4471 4471 4.01 
1511 1263 3204 4467 28% 4467 4467 4.00 
1512 1265 3198 4463 28% 4463 4463 4.00 
1513 1268 3171 4439 29% 4439 4439 3.98 
1514 1295 3134 4429 29% 4429 4429 3.97 
1515 1298 3097 4394 30% 4394 4394 3.94 
1516 1304 3093 4397 30% 4397 4397 3.94 
1517 1311 3090 4400 30% 4400 4400 3.94 
1518 13V 3090 4407 30% 4407 4407 3.95 
1519 1349 3092 4440 30% 4440 4440 3.98 
1520 1355 3090 4445 30% 4445 4445 3.95 
1521 1384 3110 4494 31% 4494 4494 3.96 
1522 1438 3144 4582 31% 4582 4582 4.00 
1523 1442 3177 4619 31% 4619 4619 4.00 
1524 1471 3202 4673 31% 4673 4673 4.02 
1525 1575 3228 4803 33% 4803 4803 4.10 
1526 1581 3253 4834 33% 4834 4834 4.09 
1527 1587 3298 4885 32% 4885 4885 4.10 
1528 1593 3343 4936 32% 4936 4936 4.11 
1529 1599 3389 4988 32% 4988 4988 4.12 
1530 1605 3432 5037 32% 5037 5037 4.13 
1531 1611 3470 5081 32% 5081 5081 4.13 
1532 1845 3508 5353 34% 5353 5353 4.31 
1533 1830 3554 5384 34% 5384 5384 4.30 
1534 1958 3597 5555 35% 5555 5555 4.40 
1535 1945 3682 . 5627 35% 5627 5627 4.43 
1536 1957 3677 5634 35% 5634 5634 4.40 
1537 1969 3672 5641 35% 5641 5641 4.37 
1538 1981 3667 5648 35% 5648 5648 4.34 
1539 1968 3651 5619 35% 5619 5619 4.28 
1540 2060 3572 5632 37% 5632 5632 4.25 
1541 2315 3486 5801 40% 5801 5801 4.33 
File: consumption 5h summary/results 
Appendix 23 Production and consumption estimates 457 
English iron English self- consumption consumption 
iron made imported total sufficiency manufactured in England per head (1b. )
1542 2315 3401 5716 40% 5716 5716 4.21 
1543 2315 3318 5633 41% 5633 5633 4.13 
1544 2420 3093 5513 44% 5513 5513 3.99 
1545 2810 2867 5677 49% 5677 5677 4.12 
1546 3095 2776 5871 53% 5871 5871 4.26 
1547 3095 2701 5796 53% 5796 5796 4.20 
1548 3900 2594 6494 60% 6494 6494 4.64 
1549 3900 2489 6389 61% 6389 6389 4.52 
1550 4030 2384 6414 63% 6414 6414 4.48 
1551 4180 2327 6507 64% 6507 6507 4.48 
1552 4310 2268 6578 66% 6578 6578 4.50 
1553 4700 2209 6909 68% 6909 6909 4.69 
1554 4700 2148 6848 69% 6848 6848 4.60 
1555 4830 2086 6916 70% 6916 6916 4.61 
1556 4960 2025 6985 71% 6985 6985 4.60 
1557 5350 1968 7318 73% 7318 7318 4.82 
1558 5350 1909 7259 74% 7259 7259 4.88 
1559 5740 1849 7589 76% 7589 7589 5.25 
1560 5907 1781 7688 77% 7688 7688 5.36 
1561 6493 1712 8204 79% 8204 8204 5.67 
1562 6753 1836 8588 79% 8588 8588 5.88 
1563 7013 1706 8719 80% 8719 8719 5.91 
1564 7493 1544 9037 83% 9037 9037 6.10 
1565 7505 1507 9012 83% 9012 9012 6.01 
1566 7455 1367 8822 85% 8822 8822 5.83 
1567 7587 1320 8907 85% 8907 8907 5.84 
1568 7978 1167 9145 87% 9145 9145 5.91 
1569 8240 1289 9529 86% 9529 9529 6.11 
1570 8447 1138 9585 88% 9585 9585 6.10 
1571 8788 1087 9875 89% 9875 9875 6.25 
1572 8919 1053 9972 89% 9972 9972 6.25 
1573 9314 1011 10325 90% 10325 10325 6.43 
1574 11006 950 11956 92% 11956 11956 7.40 
1575 11138 929 12067 92% 12067 12067 7.40 
1576 11607 936 12542 93% 12542 12542 7.61 
1577 11884 794 12678 94% 12678 12678 7.60 
1578 11732 819 12550 93% 12550 12550 7.45 
1579 12043 810 12854 94% 12854 12854 7.56 
1580 12796 845 13641 94% 13641 13641 7.93 
1581 13338 819 14157 94% 14157 14157 8.16 
1582 13054 826 13880 94% 13880 13880 7.92 
1583 13149 1019 14169 93% 14169 14169 7.98 
1584 13255 1034 14289 93% 14289 14289 7.95 
1585 13880 997 14877 93% 14877 14877 8.21 
1586 13883 952 14836 94% 14836 14836 8.10 
1587 14016 867 14884 94% 14884 14884 8.09 
1588 14273 1027 15300 93% 15300 15300 8.34 
1589 14892 1240 16132 92% 16132 16132 8.71 
1590 15368 1087 16456 93% 16456 16456 8.78 
1591 15651 1136 16787 93% 16787 16787 8.95 
1592 16012 1338 17351 92% 17351 17351 9.23 
1593 15994 1197 17191 93% 17191 17191 9.14 
File: consumption Sh summary/results 
Appendix 23 Production and consumption estimates 458 
English iron English self- consumption consumption 
iron made imported total sufficiency manufactured in England per head (lb. ) 
1594 15870 1381 17251 92% 17251 17251 9.10 
1595 16063 1205 17268 93% 17268 17268 9.00 
1596 15994 1156 17150 93% 17150 17150 8.88 
1597 16093 1288 17381 93% 17381 17381 9.00 
1598 16029 1951 17980 89% 17980 17980 9.36 
1599 15982 1286 17268 93% 17268 17268 8.92 
1600 15690 1429 17119 92% 17119 17119 8.74 
1601 15872 1402 17274 92% 17274 17274 8.73 
1602 15748 1339 17087 92% 17087 17087 8.58 
1603 16078 1410 17489 92% 17489 17489 8.74 
1604 16040 1360 17400 92% 17400 17400 8.67 
1605 16180 1430 17610 92% 17610 17610 8.68 
1606 15949 1220 17169 93% 17169 17169 8.39 
1607 16864 1202 18065 93% 18065 18065 8.73 
1608 17093 987 18081 95% 18081 18081 8.66 
1609 17609 1188 18796 94% 18796 18796 8.93 
1610 18058 1050 19108 95% 19108 19108 9.05 
1611 17992 1001 18993 95% 18993 18993 8.94 
1612 18011 1063 19074 94% 19074 19074 8.94 
1613 18167 1147 19315 94% 19315 19315 9.01 
1614 18175 1121 19295 94% 19295 19295 8.99 
1615 18595 1154 19749 94% 19749 19749 9.14 
1616 18308 1166 19474 94% 19474 19474 8.98 
1617 18617 1199 19817 94% 19817 19817 9.12 
1618 18498 1280 19777 94% 19777 19777 9.04 
1619 18515 1289 19804 93% 19804 19804 8.97 
1620 18734 1423 20157 93% 20157 20157 9.05 
1621 18600 1470 20070 93% 20070 20070 8.90 
1622 18465 1328 19794 93% 19794 19794 8.67 
1623 18625 1379 20004 93% 20004 20004 8.73 
1624 18090 1329 19419 93% 19419 19419 8.50 
1625 18100 1401 19501 93% 19501 19501 8.54 
1626 17861 1304 19164 93% 19164 19164 8.44 
1627 17794 1332 19126 93% 19126 19126 8.39 
1628 17760 1271 19031 93% 19031 19031 8.26 
1629 17700 1324 19024 93% 19024 19024 8.19 
1630 18406 1298 19705 93% 19705 19705 8.39 
1631 18263 2050 20313 90% 20313 20313 8.64 
1632 17726 2763 20488 87% 20488 20488 8.69 
1633 17802 3474 21275 84% 21275 21275 8.94 
1634 17497 3482 20979 83% 20979 20979 8.75 
1635 17482 3489 20971 83% 20971 20971 8.68 
1636 17555 3316 20871 84% 20871 20871 8.60 
1637 17503 3430 20933 84% 20933 20933 8.60 
1638 17426 3218 20643 84% 20643 20643 8.47 
1639 17869 3044 20913 85% 20913 20913 8.63 
1640 17754 3213 20968 85% 20968 20933 8.63 
1641 16838 3393 20231 83% 20231 20180 8.27 
1642 16630 3234 19864 84% 19864 19796 8.08 
1643 15978 3119 19097 84% 19097 19012 7.72 
1644 15129 3095 18224 83% 18224 18122 7.38 
1645 14291 3202 17493 82% 17493 17374 7.07 
File: consumption Sh summary/results 
Appendix 23 Production and consumption estimates 459 
English iron English self- consumption consumption 
iron made imported total sufficiency manufactured In England per head (1b. )
1646 13796 3343 17139 80% 17139 17003 6.86 
1647 14738 3569 18306 81% 18306 18154 7.27 
1648 15485 3467 18952 82% 18952 18783 7.51 
1649 15796 3464 19259 82% 19259 19073 7.62 
1650 15434 3630 19065 81% 19065 18862 7.55 
1651 14485 3863 18349 79% 18349 18129 7.24 
1652 14101 4122 18223 77% 18223 17987 7.17 
1653 13740 4272 18011 76% 18011 17758 7.09 
1654 13958 4657 18615 75% 18615 18345 7.34 
1655 14178 5173 19350 73% 19350 19063 7.59 
1656 14324 5807 20131 71% 20131 19827 7.85 
1657 14146 5778 19924 71% 19924 19604 7.76 
1658 14106 6345 20451 69% 20451 20113 8.07 
1659 13965 7301 21266 66% 21266 20911 8.49 
1660 13806 7890 21696 64% 21696 21325 8.67 
1661 13935 8097 22032 63% 22032 21644 8.79 
1662 14057 7597 21654 65% 21654 21249 8.66 
1663 14213 5985 20198 70% 20198 19775 8.08 
1664 14026 8348 22374 63% 22374 21918 8.91 
1665 13862 4259 18121 76% 18121 17631 7.20 
1666 13652 5916 19568 70% 19568 19044 7.83 
1667 13155 8188 21343 62% 21343 20785 8.56 
1668 13293 10205 23498 57% 23498 22907 9.46 
1669 13599 11871 25470 53% 25470 24844 10.28 
1670 13583 10805 24388 56% 24388 23816 9.88 
1671 13674 10583 24257 56% 24257 23737 9.92 
1672 14081 10203 24284 58% 24284 23817 9.97 
1673 14105 11352 25457 55% 25457 24954 10.40 
1674 14059 10737 24796 57% 24796 24257 10.08 
1675 13624 13737 27362 50% 27362 26787 11.14 
1676 13742 15378 29120 47% 29120 28509 11.86 
1677 13728 11184 24912 55% 24912 24265 10.06 
1678 13698 14841 28539 48% 28539 27856 11.48 
1679 13515 10748 24263 56% 24263 23544 9.76 
1680 13440 12867 26307 51% 26307 25552 10.66 
1681 12934 13475 26408 49% 26408 25617 10.80 
1682 12931 13959 26890 48% 26890 26063 11.05 
1683 12931 15204 28135 46% 28135 27271 11.60 
1684 12847 12346 25193 51% 25193 24294 10.33 
1685 12890 12507 25396 51% 25396 24461 10.43 
1686 13184 15758 28942 46% 28942 27977 11.94 
1687 13150 17338 30489 43% 30489 29495 12.56 
1688 12991 14231 27222 48% 27222 26199 11.12 
1689 12920 11298 24218 53% 24218 23167 9.79 
1690 12987 15011 27998 46% 27998 26918 11.38 
1691 12870 13324 26194 49% 26194 25085 10.57 
1692 12874 13418 26292 49% 26292 25154 10.59 
1693 12876 16700 29576 44% 29576 28410 11.90 
1694 12726 14269 26995 47% 26995 25800 10.83 
1695 12722 14375 27096 47% 27096 25872 10.86 
1696 12386 13341 25727 48% 25727 24880 10.42 
1697 12732 12209 24940 51% 24202 22522 9.41 
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Appendix 23 Production and consumption estimates 460 
English iron English self- consumption consumption 
iron made imported total sufficiency manufactured in England per head (1b. )
1698 13032 16024 29057 45% 27360 25718 10.70 
1699 12972 19171 32143 40% 30226 28557 11.84 
1700 13192 16862 30054 44% 28021 26395 10.92 
1701 13057 17713 30770 42% 29585 27865 11.47 
1702 13106 12317 25423 52% 24804 23758 9.71 
1703 13026 18811 31837 41% 30926 29436 11.94 
1704 12981 15493 28473 46% 27645 26304 10.62 
1705 12851 
. . i., 
29959 43% 29220 27952 11.26 
1706 12910 17997 30907 42% 30429 29457 11.84 
1707 13010 12944 25954 50% 24697 23264 9.32 
1708 13025 17580 30604 43% 29718 28237 11.27 
1709 12979 11839 24819 52% 23189 21732 8.66 
1710 13286 17384 30670 43% 29880 28484 11.32 
1711 13295 14562 27858 48% 26943 25588 10.18 
1712 13484 17299 30783 44% 29157 27533 10.98 
1713 13576 14203 27778 49% 25442 23548 9.37 
1714 13733 21789 35522 39% 33534 31308 12.42 
1715 13950 17648 31598 44% 30501 28168 11.16 
1716 15210 14828 30038 51% 24294 22243 8.77 
1717 16510 6978 23488 70% 22419 20133 7.89 
1718 18305 17097 35402 52% 34741 32896 12.81 
1719 17927 20824 38751 46% 37540 35526 13.75 
1720 17745 22063 39808 45% 38087 36249 14.07 
1721 17016 14965 31981 53% 30806 28888 11.23 
1722 16217 22267 38484 42% 37067 34560 13.42 
1723 16223 18246 34469 47% 32705 30401 11.77 
1724 16220 19131 35351 46% 34119 31436 12.13 
1725 16206 16538 32744 49% 31086 28273 10.87 
1726 15919 -20911 36830 43% 35914 33361 12.73 
1727 15899 15571 31470 51% 30533 27842 10.57 
1728 15615 21661 37276 42% 36016 33013 12.64 
1729 15149 19150 34299 44% 32255 28935 11.25 
1730 14788 21828 36616 40% 35543 32219 12.67 
1731 14683 24435 39118 38% 37414 34124 13.43 
1732 14236 23280 37516 38% 35566 32355 12.69 
1733 14246 24231 38477 37% 37436 34262 13.37 
1734 13620 24883 38503 35% 36680 33620 13.00 
1735 13526 26281 39807 34% 37994 34224 13.12 
1736 12779 23901 36680 35% 34559 30668 11.67 
1737 13004 29499 42503 31% 40005 36065 13.65 
1738 13664 28315 41979 33% 39745 35331 13.32 
1739 14828 28468 43296 34% 40826 36954 13.85 
1740 15065 22802 37867 40% 36209 31468 11.74 
1741 15286 23080 38366 40% 36862 31265 11.64 
1742 16131 19770 35901 45% 34203 29100 10.94 
1743 16092 16391 32483 50% 30400 25334 9.53 
1744 16447 24158 40605 41% 40223 35941 13.43 
1745 16946 29290 46236 37% 44642 40997 15.18 
1746 17293 21215 38508 45% 37083 30050 11.06 
1747 17951 19785 37736 48% 34920 29560 10.84 
1748 18427 25670 44097 42% 42382 36230 13.26 
1749 18827 22815 41642 45% 40088 32028 11.65 
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Appendix 23 Production and consumption estimates 461 
English iron English self- consumption consumption 
iron made imported total sufficiency manufactured in England per head (1b. ) 
1750 19468 35040 54508 36% 52379 44410 16.06 
1751 19904 26266 46170 43% 43320 35495 12.77 
1752 20065 24715 44780 45% 42053 34884 12.46 
1753 20039 28832 48871 41% 46000 37460 13.28 
1754 20228 31274 51502 39% 48495 40911 14.40 
1755 20211 29407 49618 41% 48007 40650 14.21 
1756 20183 26081 46264 44% 44439 37850 13.12 
1757 20496 26444 46940 44% 45201 37350 12.88 
1758 20562 30603 51165 40% 49442 41537 14.28 
1759 20603 33117 53720 38% 51719 42778 14.65 
1760 20937 26604 47541 44% 45043 35084 11.94 
1761 20888 43442 64330 32% 61175 52423 17.71 
1762 20984 32207 53191 39% 50277 42178 14.18 
1763 21194 37479 58673 36% 56042 46665 15.71 
1764 21649 43786 65435 33% 61050 50165 16.80 
1765 21991 51333 73324 30% 68147 58026 19.28 
1766 21856 32398 54254 40% 49445 38114 12.60 
1767 21979 36423 58402 38% 54122 42278 13.93 
1768 21982 45035 67017 33% 62290 49834 16.37 
1769 22072 48479 70551 31% 65402 53650 17.51 
1770 22101 45997 68098 32% 63692 51217 16.59 
1771 21950 45941 67891 32% 62314 46105 14.84 
1772 21197 47993 69190 31% 63073 47325 15.11 
1773 20962 46476 67438 31% 63575 50302 15.94 
1774 20860 45353 66213 32% 61578 48635 15.29 
1775 20723 41887 62610 33% 58532 45162 14.05 
1776 20832 50192 71024 29% 66420 56172 17.31 
1777 21662 43105 64767 33% 60108 51244 15.65 
1778 21673 31547 53220 41% 49352 40966 12.38 
1779 21434 42086 63520 34% 59401 52919 15.85 
1780 20867 37223 58090 36% 53461 45398 13.52 
1781 20751 51738 72489 29% 67758 60801 17.98 
1782 21899 39938 61837 35% 57465 47723 14.05 
1783 22483 43972 66454 34% 62056 51891 15.16 
1784 21975 48768 70744 31% 67744 55366 16.13 
1785 25380 40388 65767 39% 62635 51273 14.79 
1786 28181 44330 72511 39% 69294 57193 16.34 
1787 29774 42401 72175 41% 68098 54568 15.42 
1788 33375 46850 80225 42% 76927 63829 17.83 
1789 34478 46505 80984 43% 75689 60927 16.84 
1790 38599 43823 82422 47% 78115 61790 16.86 
1791 39893 51566 91459 44% 84853 63542 17.14 
1792 42052 52449 94501 44% 8,5355 59865 15.95 
1793 44038 54766 98804 45% 94134 75553 19.90 
1794 44369 37557 81926 54% 76501 57761 15.05 
1795 46799 44635 91434 51% 87139 69982 18.07 
1796 47140 48209 95349 49% 87356 66063 16.87 
1797 54829 33104 87933 62% 80282 61414 15.52 
1798 60155 45961 106,116 57% 99631 80419 20.06 
1799 62944 42438 105,382 60% 96051 71124 17.54 
1800 70541 34532 105,073 67% 97339 71131 17.34 
1801 77949 29359 107,307 73% 100,378 76837 18.60 
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Appendix 23 Production and consumption estimates 462 
English iron English self- consumption consumption 
iron made imported total sufficiency manufactured in England per head (Ib. ) 
1802 80579 47238 127,817 63% 115,723 90266 21.69 
1803 87061 38755 125,816 69% 118,734 100,374 23.82 
1804 84616 19291 103,907 81% 94307 75407 17.65 
1805 86177 23958 110,135 78% 99466 82357 18.94 
1806 93813 28919 122,731 76% 109,960 88540 20.04 
1807 101513 21092 122,605 83% 105,469 82427 18.39 
1808 106028 18012 124,041 85% 102,844 83108 18.30 
1809 105788 11856 117,644 90% 91897 72392 15.73 
1810 108045 10915 118,959 91% 88225 68884 14.80 
1811 119206 3918 123,124 97% 93432 74267 15.76 
1812 118531 4733 123,264 96% 89495 70584 14.78 
1813 ' 116719 . 124,064 94% 90725 72039 14.86 
1814 114288 9961 124,249 92% 91338 72878 14.83 
1815 112736 19790 132,526 85% 92199 62357 12.47 
1816 93282 7818 101,100 92% 66191 35649 7.01 
1817 91124 8870 99994 91% 52554 26973 5.22 
1818 96686 15801 112,487 86% 56002 24268 4.63 
1819 95955 12441 108,395 89% 68454 42306 7.95 
1820 108,919 8965 117,884 92% 67787 44082 8.17 
1821 131,021 9331 140,352 93% 86226 58634 10.69 
1822 121,907 10798 132,706 92% 84095 52642 9.44 
1823 150,418 13457 163,875 92% 114,842 83073 14.66 
1824 176,747 14246 190,993 93% 148,568 114,855 19.97 
1825 184,939 23182 208,121 89% 175,801 145,991 25.00 
1826 167,612 12953 180,565 93% 145,110 112,741 19.04 
1827 219,902 18478 238,380 92% 189,642 151,698 25.31 
1828 223,038 15051 238,089 94% 183,989 145,551 23.91 
1829 219,749 15148 234,897 94% 175,694 135,678 21.99 
1830 217,512 14947'- '232,459 94% 169,695 130,090 20.82 
1831 192,635 17421 210,057 92% 141,780 97371 15.37 
1832 203,454 18962 222,415 91% 144,930 95667 14.94 
1833 251,326 17913 269,240 93% 191,881 135,768 20.95 
1834 253,965 16215 270,180 94% 196,486 140,269 21.34 
1835 300,563 19750 320,313 94% 223,294 161,430 24.28 
1836 313,132 - 25034 338,166 93% 244,859 
187,053 27.78 
1837 334,850 19272 354,122 95% 265,373 214,201 31.44 
1838 363,855 23007 386,862 94% 253,778 192,073 27.87 
1839 402,328 20826 423,154 95% 294,532 221,493 31.73 
Notes on appendix 23: 
Imports shown thus are interpolated, because the Customs Ledgers for these years do not 
survive. 
Most import figures before 1697 are interpolated, as are most for the amount of Iron made. 
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24 An introduction to the Gazetteers 
Chapter 6 of this thesis, and chapter 8 which relies on it, depend on the data set out in appendices 12 and 15. 
These summarise detailed (but unpublished) research. As indicated in the Preface and Appendix 1,1 hope (in 
due course) to publish the results of this research. Thi. q will probably be as, three volumes with titles such a% 
Iron in the North, Iron in the Mi&ands, and Iron in the West. 7le first of these exists as a fairly complete 
qWscript, though it may need to be restructured (as mentioned below). This consists of a number of 
introductory chapters (dealing with aspects of the iron trade generally), followed gazetteer chapters. For the 
other two volumes only the gazetteer chapters exist in a reasonably presentable form. 
The gazetteer chapters each deal with the iron industry in a particular area. They begin with an overview of the 
industry in that area, oudining its resources and giving an outline history of the principal firms, toge er wi 00, th th 
any developments peculiar to itý its transition to coke and the decline of It% charcoal Ironworks. T'his is 
followed by a gazetteer of charcoal ironworks comprising a history of each ironworks, then a briefer account 
of 'other ironworks'(including forges that were not finery forges, some that are referred to in published sources 
but probably never existed, tilts, and steel furnaces. Finally there is a list of coke ironworks. Where an 
Ironworks was established well before the Industrial Revolution, I have sought to trace its history up to Its 
closure. However for the 'other ironworks' and coke ironworks, I often not sought to carry their history 
beyond 1815, or have dealt with their later history in a couple of sentences. If an ironworks was not built 
before 1815, it is not included at all unless there is some special reason for including it In the gazetteers, I 
have sought to say as much as I can about poorly documented works, but to limit the description of the well 
documented. This means that the accounts of them are more in proportion to their significance than to the 
available sources. Nevertheless the well documented commonly have a somewhat Ionger description. 
The description of each ironworks ends with inforniation on its size, trading, surviving accounts, and a list of 
sources. The books, articles, and archives listed as sources do not however constitute the whole authority for 
the history of that ironworks; for the material cited for size, trading, and accounts is also important Subject 
to this, the Est of sources is intended to be comprehensive. However books and articles that are entirely based 
on other bookg and articles and add nothint, arc sometimes not cited. This applies particularly to articles 
referring to Coalbrookdale and to John Wilkinson. There are a few significant exceptions to this. I have made 
great use of Ridcn 1993 and appendix v of Schubert 1957, and could have cited them in respect of almost every 
furnace, which would be tedious. I have also frequently used early 19th century directories, but have only 
rarely cited them. Theseshouldbe understoodas underlying sources to the whole work. I have also generally 
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avoided citing Rees 1968, because I have found it unreliable. Too often what it says is based on the contents 
of calendars, rather than of the documents themselves, with the result that the documents are misinterpreted. 
Perhaps the most gross example of this is his interpretation of the partnership agreements of Boycott & Co. as 
leases by certain partners to other partners. 
In order that the complete sources of appendices 12 and 15 (and also 16 and 17) should form part of this thesis 
it was decided at a very -late- stage of its, preparation that this material should be appended to it. Howeverits 
scale is such that if it were provided as hard copy, it would probably amount to several additional volumes. 
Furthermore, it is unfinished. A number of minor issues particularly concerning the Midlands and West 
volumes require further research; both of them need to be carefully considered for internal consistency; and 
attention is required to ensure that the work maintains a single style throughout. Some gazcttecrs are in note 
form, listing successive ironmasters with their dates, often in the form John Jones 1675- to 1688+ (meaning 
John Jones used it by 1675 and until at least 1688). At one stage it was intended that there should be a 
description of the site of each ironworks, describing it as an industrial archaeological site or monument. 
However this proved not to be very successful, and is now to be incorporated in the history. In some cases this 
has been done. In other cases the original format remains. Resolution of all these matters would take a 
minimum of some monthF. 
Furthermore over recent months certain research databases have become available that are searchable via the 
Internet. These are being added to all the time. This applies to the 'Equity Proceedings'database of the Public 
RecordOffice, which at present deals with class C6, a cla,,,, whose sole finding aid has been a class list 
arranged by the initial letter of the plaintiffs name and roughly by date. It also applies to the Access to 
Archives (A2A) database, into which the calendars of all County Record Offices and other archive repositories 
are gradually being incorporated. Searches of these databases undertaken recently have revealed further source 
material that ought to be considered. The newly identified archives are likely to add further detail, which 
ought to be included in the gazetteers, but nothing has been noted that obviously appears to alter the content of 
appendices 12 and 15 significantly. However it would take several more months to consider these extra 
archives. By then more relevant publications would have appeared, which would mean that this thesis would 
require further alteration. Altogether this might well have delayed the submission of this thesis by a year or 
more. Indeed the process might be almost never-ending, but a line has to be drawn somewhere. 
Accordingly it has been decided that the present unfinished texts for the three proposed volumes should be 
included in the CD-ROM accompanying this thesis. Each proposed volume contains the material written for 
one volume. These usually conform with the structure of regions districts and groups adopted in this thesis 
(see appendix 7, each group commonly being the subject of a chapter. Iron in the North covers the North 
region, together with East Coast iron imports to ports north of London. There is a difficulty as to an 
appropriate location for the Thames group, where iron was processed rather than produced. Ideally this would 
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have been discussed with the Weald, but that is beyond the scope of the project, as I am not in a position to 
add significantly to Cleere and Crossley 1995. Accordingly it may be necessary to expand the scope of this C, 0 
volume to include London and the Thames valley, and to change itq title to Iron In the North awl Eam 
However no such changes have been undertaken, and the chapter on the Thames valley has bccn placed as if it &P 
were a chapter 15 of Iron in the North, but has not been integ ted into to it. Iron in the Midlands covers the ., ra 
Black country [BLI and Northwest Midland [MID] regions (for whose scope see appendix 7). It may be useful 
to eKpand this volume by including material on blade mills in Birmingham and the Black CounM and the 
needle mills of the Redditch and Alcester area. If so, Redditch and Ipsley Forges, which have been treated in 
this thesis as part of a South Midlands district in the West Country region [WEST], will need to be included as 
well. Ile rest of the Country is the subject matter of Iron in the West. This covers the South (but not the 
Weald), the West Country, South Wale. 9, the West Coast [NORWEST] and Scotland. Each chapter iq 
contained in a separate file, and these are named so that the appear in the intended order in the relevant folder. 
In converting files to WORD format, I have undertaken a limited amount of formattina so that the format is 
reasonably consistent in each volume, but not quite the same between them. I have incorporated amendments 
that I had identified to Iron in the North and added to a typescript of it, but at various points in this and the 
other two volumes, I have noted in the text various points which remain unresolved, usually because more 
research is needed. It is possible that there are inconsistencies between the introductory text and the actual 
gazetteer within gazetteer chapterv. Tf so, itis likely to be the detailed gazetteer entries that are coffect, as these 
are more likely to have been updated following further research. 
I have also included on the CD-ROM as in a separate folder (Articles), the latest drafts that I have in 
electronic fonnat of two arficleýs which are (or recently were still) forthcoming, King 2002a and King 2003. 
The proofs of the former were returned with a number of manuscript corrections, particularly to its appendix, 
an edition of Woodward, 'Observations'. These corrections have not been incorporated. It is also likely that 
the other will be amended in proof. I have also placed on the disc in WORD format the text of this thesis in a 
folder called Thesis text. However little attempt hag been made to provide ON with a consistent forniatý and 
in particular it has not been paginated so that the tables and figures come at the end of a pagc. 0 
It is no doubt unsatisfactory to have so much unfinished material appended to this thesis. However as already 
mentioned, any other course of action might well delay the submi. qslon of this thesiq by a year of more. A 
number of research leads still need to be followed up, and it is likely that these may produce slight adjustments CP 
to the content of appendices 12 and 15 to 17. Ibis would in turn make slight changes to the estimates made in 
chapters 6 and 8. Nevertheless I consider it most unlikely that further research will produce material that will 
significantly change the estimateg or the overall conclusions, of thi-i thesis. 
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Morgan & Jones ledger: N. L. W., Tredegar Park MssJ136. Ledger for Hon. Thomas Morgan and [? Ifugh] 
Jones for Machen Forges, Tredegar Forge and Caerphilly Furnace. 
Morgan a/v 1691-1701: N. L. W., Tredegar Park 76/2-25 passim; 1711-7 & 1730-2: ibid. 75/26-32.1691- 
1701 Accounts of John Morgan & Co. for Tredegar and Machen forges, 1711-32 accounts of Mr Morgan 
mainly for Tredegar Forge. 
Morgan Iron Ledger: Cardiff Lib., MS 2.380. Carriage of iron from Bassaleg (I. e. Tredegar Forge] and 
Machen to Newport. 
OP a/c: John Rylands Library, Manchester, Botfield Colln, accounts of Old Park Furnaces 1790-1832. 
Journals and ledgers. These were unlisted when examined. 
Pelham a/c: B. L., Add. mss. 33154-56. Accounm of Waldron Furnace and Brightling and Bivelham Forges 
1639-1715 (with gaps). 
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least some of the persons named are probably carriers. 
SW a/c: 1725-41: Knight 141; 1742-52: Knight 142; 1753-1812 Knight 143-200 (one per year); 1812-49 
Knight 201-39 (one per year). The accounts for 1725-1812 are a continuous run of annual accounts for 
Edward (later John) Knight & Co. 's Stour Works, including from 1745 Aston Furnace and Bromford Forge. 
Knight 243 is a more detailed account for certain forges. Knight 201-39 contain rather less detail than the 
earlier ones. 
Thorricliffe a/c: Sheffield Archives, TR. Little use has been made of these. 
1-intern (B) a/c: N. L. W., Badminton 8575-819940 & 10475. Accounts of Thitem ironworks while managed 
for the Duke of Beaufort. 
1"intern (F) a/c: Ironworks 1673-83 Foley E12/VI/Af/2-6 & 9; wireworks 1673-7 & 1686-7 Foley 
E12/VItAf/10-17. Accounts for Tintern iron and wire works. Foley E12f%, TAf/9 is labelled 'Henry Glover's 
book' and fills in a gap where annual accounts do not survive, the accounts probably came Into the hands of 
Philip Foley as Henry Glover's executor. 
VRa1c, 1719-23 Cheshire R. O., DBC4710/l/l. Journal of Vale Royal Furnace: neither its ledger nor any 
accounts for the Company's Sutton Furnace and Acton Forge have survived. For earlier accounts see Cheshire 
a/c. 
Wade a/c: 1653-6: P. R. O., SP 181130/146ff.; 1656-7: P. R. O., SP 18/156B; 1657-60 P. R. O., E 17816080. 
Accounts of the Commonwealth's (formerly King'g) Ironworks in the Forest of Dean under the management of 
Major Wade. 
Willoughby a/c: Nottingham U. L, Middleton Colln, various (microfilm in Staffs. R. O. and fully described in 
Smith 1967; some statistics in Welch 2000). Very detailed accounts of ironworks at Middleton & Hints, at 
Oakamoor, and at Codnor in the 1590s. 
Wytheford a/c: Shrops. R. O., 625/15. Brief account of Wytheford Forge 1687-9, by Mr Woodhouse, the 
clerk there. 
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Dean cordwood, P. R. O., LR 4/1-18. Sales of cordwood in the Forest of Dean have been extracted from 
Crown land revenue accounts for forests. No other forest seems to have been managed to produce cordwood, 
or perhaps the underwood and tops and lops of timber were perquisite. % of forest officers. 
Egremont a/v Carlisle R. O., D/Lecc/240/mines. Royalties from Lan-aran iron ore mine, Egremont 1635- 
1711, tenure of same mine 1712-43; shipments of iron ore from Bigngg mine to Ireland 1716-9; royalties 
paid by Peter How & Co. 1753-60. 
Hodg., microfilms in Derbyshire R. O., I have used a duplicate lent me by P. Riden of University College, 
gers of 
William Hodgkinson, Northampton; the whereabouts of originals unknown. Journals and ledg 
merchant, Hodg. 3 (3 foliations), also part of Hodgg. 7 at Hull 1678 and Stockholm in late 1680g. The rest 
while at Overton (Derbs. ) 1691-173 1. 
India a/c., B. L, India Office Records, accounts of East India Co. 1657-1834: Ledgers 1664-1834 TJAG/l/l /2- 
32; Cash Journals 1664-1834: UAG/l/5/1-34; Commerce Journals 1671-1834: UAG/l/611-29; Stock 
Journals 1657-69 & 1682-8: IJAG/1110/1-2. There is a typescript index to the ledgers, which are the main 
series used. 
Malster, Maister Day Book 1714-22- Hull U. L DP/82. A stock ledger and journal of William Maister of 
Hull. 
Morgan cordwood a/c., N. I-W., Tredegar Park 76/87. Account of cordwood sup plied to Maybuiy & Wilkins 
1764-76. 
Navy a/c: Information on the purchase of naval storeg extracted from: 1694-1781: P. R. O., ADM 106/3583- 
3620 passim and ADM 49/32-33; 1795-1821: N. M. M., CHAINII. Mainly used for cast iron ballastý but also 
bariron. References to ballast before 1755 references are fully cited individually. 
Pemberton inventory: Birmingham Archives, MS258/4. Inventory of John Pemberton of Birmingham 
ironmonger referred to in articles (missing) dated 1729. 
Prankard a/c: Somerset R. O., DD/DN/433-444. Account books of Graffin Prankard of Bristol, an importer 
of iron and other goods. 
RH a/c: P. R. O., C 108/111. Accounts for Rough Hills Colliery, for sales of ironstone 1803-13, also sales of 
refined iron from Rough Hills ironworks 1803-4. 
Uffington wharfage a/c: Shrops. R. O., 6000/18289. Some details of wharfage and other matters in a volume 
of rent accounts 1652-9. 
Vict. ak: 1684-1775: P. R. O., ADM 20135-273 passim, Victualling series; 1776-1819: P. R. O., ADM 
112/162-205, usually s. v. 'iron hoops'. Used mainly for suppliers of iron hoops. Treasurer'sledgerss'usually 
have a summary by commodity at the back of the last volume for each half year. Years are calendar years new 
style and are those of the bill, usually a few days after delivery, not that of payment. 
Workington ore a/c: Carlisle R. O., D/Cu/5/99. Sales probably of ironstone from collieries of the Curwen 
family of Workington 1787-1801. 
Leffers and letterbooks 
Broadley Letters: City of Kingston upon Hull R. O., DFB/41-81. Correspondence between Tbomas Broadley 
of Hull, Thomm Grandy at Riga and Maister & Henworth at Gothenburg concerning Grundy', q taking over 
Henworth's share in an export house. 
Cookson Ift Tyne & Wear Archives, 15121557 1. John Cookson, Newcastle merchant, 1747-69. 
Crawshay Ub: Calendared: Evans 1990. 
Dalton I/b, John Rylands Lib. (Manchester), Bagghawe 5/4/1-3. Richard Dalton, a Sheffield merchant CP 
supplying (inter alia) iron 1735-50. 
Ford Ift Shrops. R. O., 6001/3 1M Letters of Richard Ford to Thomas Goldncy 1732-7. 
Fuller Ift See Crossley& Saville 199 1. 
Galton Ift Birmingham Archives 205/1. Various business connected with the Birmingham gun trade. 
Glanfred Ub: N. L. W., Cwrt Mawr 823D. Letter Book of Glanfred Forge, Cardiganshire 17814. The 
writeeg name is not stated, but can be identified as David Morgan, who married Ann Hallen in 1775 (compare 
Hallen pedigree, in Hallen 1885). 
Janson letters- P. R. O., C 11/1575/3 1, answer of Joseph Janson, schedule B. 
Jennings letters: Riksarkivet (Stockholm), Enskilda samlingar arkivfragment: KommerserAd Frans Jennings a Correspondence. 3 lemers from Richard Blount of London and one from his executor all in 1744. 
Lorn I/b: National Library of Scotland, MS. 994-5. Letterbooks of agents at Lorn Furnace 1786-1800, with a 
few letters 18 10- 12. 
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Maister letters: 1738: Hull U. L, DAS 26/1. A small number of letters between Nathaniel and Henry Maister. 
Merchants House letters- Cambs. R. O., 1035/B. Correspondence of Thomas Bowyer of Swaffham Bulbeck 
1789-92 concerning coastal trade: being edited for Cambs. Rec. Soc.. 
Morgan Ift N. L. W., Griffith E Owen 162. Letterbook of Robert Morgan of Carmarthen 1759-62. This is 
the manuscript referred to in Williams 1959 & 196 1. 
Plumsted I/b- 1756-8 Cambridge U. L, Add. Ms. 2798. Utterhook of Robert Plumsted, a London 
iromnonger trading with America, principally concerned with foreign trade, but also recording sales of CP American pig iron. See Skeel 1916. 
Plymouth Ub: N. L. W., MS 15334E. Letterbook of Richard Hill concerning Plymouth Furnace, and at first 
also Cyfarthfa. 
Prankard I/b: Somerset R. O., DDIDN/423-30. Graffin Prankarxl, a partner in Coalbrookdale ironworks 
1712-15 and a leading Bristol iron importer 1728-56. See also Prankard a/c. 
Sitwell Ub: Published as Riden 1985. 
Spencer Ub: 1739-43 Sheffield Archives SpSt. 60505/1; 1746-54 60605/3. William Spencer of Cannon Hall, 
Cawthorne ironmaster 1738-44 and nail manufacturer 1738-54. 
Spencer letters: Sheffield Archives, SpSt. 60512-43 passim, also a few letters in Bradford Archives SpSt. 
Full citation is always given. 
Sykesl/b: Hull U. L., DDSY/101/91. 
Watt's diary: Sheffield Archives, MD 3483: 'Diary and letterbook of John Watts 1715'. Watts was at this 
time manager of Staveley and Carburron ironworks. 
Other manuscript volumes 
BX, Loan 16/1-2: Manuscripts, Minute books of Company of Mineral and Battery Works. 
Lewis a1775: Cardiff Lib., MS3.250 "Me chemical and mineral history of iron' by William Lewis (1708-81). 
A valuable source, mainly on technology, written after 1770 [see iv, 153]. For the author's biography see 
Gibbs 1952a. However Gibbs was not aware of this manuscripL 
Lister 1685?: Ms, Bodleian Library (Oxford), Ms. Lister I 'A methode for the historie of iron' by Martin 
Lister. 
kippe. Skippe's Diary: Hereford Lib., I-C. Mss. (Oversize), class W. 920 Skyppe (sic), 'Diary' of George S 
I-Argely a register of deeds etc. that he executed. 
Watt's Tour of Wales: Birmingham Archives, B&W MI/6/12'1800 Ironworks in South Wales' by James 
Wattjun. 
Weale rnss.: Science Museum Library (in Imperial College Library), Weale Mss. 371/1-4. A collection of 
papers by the secretary of Urd Sheffield for a book on the iron industry intended to be written about 1810, 
including papers of Lord Sheffield conceming the Irish Proposals of about 1785 and copies of correspondence 
of Henry Cort mostly in the 1780s. 
Wood's diary: Microfilm in Glamorgan R. O., 'An account of material transactions at Cyvartha in the parish of 
Merthyr Tidvil commencing 11 April 1766 of Charles Wood'* now published as Gross 2001. 
Woodward, 'Observations': B. L., Add. Ms. 25095, f. 89ff 'Observations on the natural history of minerals'in 
7wo discourses on metalg'by John Woodward. Published and discussed in King 2002a, appendix. 
jr 
Significant groups of other ironmasters own documents 
including original leases, contracts, partnership deeds, and accounts 
Downton Herefs., R. O., Downton Collection, T74. 
Foley Herefs. R. O., Foley collection, E12/VI; also E12/IV, Henry Glover. 
Knight Worcs. R. O., Kidderminster Lib. colln, Knight mss., 899: 310 BA 10470 [cited by 
piece number, not box number]. 
Spencer Sheffield Archives and Bradford Archives, Spencer-Stanhope, SpSt. 
Sitwell Derbs. R. O., D 1000 
Tredegar N. LW., Tredegar box 76. 
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Contemporaty lists of ironworks, cited by date 
1716 (or 1715) Hulme 1928 'List X conventionally, but probably incorrectly dated 1717, also 
King 1996b. 
1718 Hulme 1928'List B', past output; also King 1996b. 
1736 Hulme 1928'List B', present output; also King 1996b. 
1750 Hulme 1928'Ust C, algo King 1996b. 
1788 Science Museum Lib., Weale mss., 371/1, f. 88-91; Scrivenor 1840,86-7 
(furnaces), Mushet 1839,44 (forges), Birmingham Archiveg, B&W MTT/5/10 
(closed furnaces). 
1790 or 1794 Birmingham Archiveg, B&W, MIT/5/10, another version is printed Scrivenor 
1841,359-61. The list bears date 1794, but the names given indicate that much 
of the information in fact dates from 1790 or earlier, information on new work. % 
was then appended. The Scrivenor version bears the date May 1790. 
1796 Science Museum Lib., Weale mss., 371/1, f. 92; Scrivenor IM, 93-5; see also 
Evans 1993. 
1805 or 1806 Birmingham Archives, B&W, MEV5112; see also Evans 1993. The B&W 
version is in a group of papers connected with agitation against a tax on coal used 
to make iron, most published vemions are derived from thi-g printed paper of 
copies. 
1810 Science Mu&eum Lib., Weale ms&., 371/3,183-185v. 
1812 AtJdnson&Baber1987,9. For south Wales only. 
1815 Butler 1954,242-5 1; also Edgar Allen News Aug. & Sept 1952. The original is, 
among Kirkstall Forge MSS. For Staffordshire and Shropshire only. '0 1823 and 1825 Birmingham Archive. s, B&W, MIT/17/2. Two separate lim, the latter includes 
figures from 1830, but apparently omits North Staffordshire. 
DI irectodes 
Extensive use has been made of directories, but these are only cited where they are a particularly significant 
source. 
Kent's Directory and various other 18th century London directories (Mf. in guildhall Lib. ). 
Bailey's British Directory (1794) (in B. L. ) 
Universal British Directory (1790-4) (MQ 
Holden's Biennial Directory (1816-7) (in B. L) [exact title varies between volumes]. 
Sundry other 19th century directories (in various Record Offices, and libraries). 
Newspapers etc.: 
[Only used where an index is available] 
Arls Wham Gaz.: Aris Birmingham Gazette (microfilm in Birmingham Central library Local Studies). lam 
most grateful to the late Prof. J. R. Harris for access to the Birmingham metal trades index to this newspaper 
1740-99, now among his papers in Ironbridge Gorg ge Mus. Lib.. Derb. vMercury (microfilm in Derby Local Studies library). 
Newcastle Chronicle (in Gateshead Library). 
Newcastle Courant (in Gateshead Library). 
Salop Monthlyj.: John Randall (editor), Salopian & West Midland monthly illustratedjournal. Bound copy 
in Shrewsbury Local Studies Library, labelled on spine "Salop Journal" and with misleading volume numbers. 
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Adams 1951: Arthur Adams, The history of the Worshipful Company of Blacksmiths (Sylvan Pr., London 
1951). 
Aitken 1880: John Aitken, 'On the discovery of an ancient iron mine in Cliviger and ... remains of old 
bloomeries... [near] ... TodmordenTrans. Manchester 
Geol. Soc. 15 (1880), 261-78. 
Albert 1983: W. Albem The turnpike trusts'in Aldcroft & Freeman 1983,31-63. 
Aldcroft & Freeman 1983: D. H. Aldcroft & M. J. Freeman, Transport in the Industrial Revolution 
Qvianchester Univ. Pr. 1983). A collection of essays by various authors. 
Alexander 2002: Eric Alexander, 'Henry Cort and the Black Country' The Blaci-counnyman 35(4) (2002). 
17-22. 
Allen 1969: LS. Allen, 'Some early Newcomen engines and legal disputes surrounding them' Trans. 
Newcomen Soc. 41 (1968-9), 181-201. 
Allen 1"5: R. Allen, 'Agriculture during the Industrial Revolution'in Floud and McCloskey 1994,96-122. 
Allen 2000 
Allen 2000: J. S. Allen, A history of Horseley, Tipton: 200 years of engineering progress (Landmark, 
Ashbourne, 2000). 
Allport 1913: C. H. Allport, A Royal Town: history of Conisbrough from the earliest times to the present day 
(Sheffield 1913). 
Amery 1924: J. S. Amery, 'Address of the President! Devon Assoc. 56 (1924), 43-102. 
Anderson 1972: LL Anderson, 'Aspects of the effect on the British economy of the wars against France, 
1793-1815'Australian Econ. Hist. Rev. 12 (1972), 1-20. 
Andersson 1970: Ingvar Andersson, A History ofSweden (2 edn, Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London 1970). 
Andrews 1908: C. M. Andrews, British Committees, Commissions, and Councils of Trade and Plantations 
1622-1675 (John Hopkins Univ. Stud., ser. 26, nos. 1 -3,1908). Background material only. 
Andrews1953: J. H. Andrews, 'Me last years of the port of PevenseyJ. and Trans. of the Eastbourne Nat. 
Hist. and Arch. Soc. 13(3) (1953), 18-19. 
Andrews1954: J. H. Andrews, "Me port of Chichester and the grain trade 1650-1750' Sussex Arch. Coll. 92 
(1954), 93-105. 
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